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PREFACE
MOST readers know the difficulty as well as imp. rtance

of the de Anima and Parva Naturalia of Aristotle; and

any genuine assistance would be welcomed by students who
desire to master them. A great deal has been done by

editors and others for the elucidation of the former of these

works and, indirectly, of the latter, so far as they involve meta-

physics, or psychology in its higher reaches. No one.however,

has been at the pains to glean and put together systema-

tically, from Aristotle himself and his predecessors, whatever

may explain or illustrate the parts of his writings essentially

concerned with empirical psychology. The results of this, it

should seem, would be useful not only to students of ancient

Greek psychology, but also to readers who, perhaps knowing

and caring little about Greek, might yet desire a clear and

objective, even if brief, account of what was achieved for

the psychology of the senses by the ancient Greek philoso-

phers. The purpose of this book, within the limits defined

by its title, is to present such an account; and it will

rightly be judged according to the degree in which it fulfils

its purpose. Among its most competent critics will be the

student who may test its usefulness in connexion with the

many passages on the interpretation of which it directly or

indirectly bears. To such critics and others its author

leaves it ; confiding less, however, in the merits of his work

than in the fellow-feeling which all scholars, as well as

students of philosophy, have for one who honestly grapples

with their common foe, to acrcupts, in whatever form this

may present itself.

The books used or consulted are named in the list given
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iv PREFACE

below ; but wherever even a hint has been borrowed, the

writer to whom obligation has been thus incurred will

always be found referred to in the notes. There are many
such references, especially to the publications of H. Diels

;

but the mainstay of the whole work has been the actual

text of Plato, Aristotle, and Theophrastus. A list of the

Greek passages explained or discussed has been added at

the end. In some—perhaps most—of these the points

raised are of no great interest to scholars, but there is at

least one exception ; and it is hoped that what has been

said on Arist. 45a 1" 17-24 may be of some value.

The author wishes to thank the Delegates of the Claren-

don Press for undertaking the publication of this work.

His thanks are also due to the Press Reader and Staff for

their great care and accuracy. It remains for him, in con-

clusion, to express his deep gratitude to Mr. W. D. Ross,

Fellow and Tutor of Oriel College, Oxford, for kindly

reading the proofs, and making acute suggestions from

which much profit has been derived. He is indebted

to Mr. Ross for having drawn his attention to Diels'

palaeographical correction of Arist. 985
b

17, mentioned

on p. 37, n. a.

9 Trinity College, Dublin,

January 10, 1 906.
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GREEK THEORIES OF

ELEMENTARY COGNITION

FROM ALGMAEON TO ARISTOTLE

INTRODUCTION

§ i. The aim of the following pages is to give a close General

historical account of the various theories, partly physio- Plan"

logical and partly psychological, by which the Greek

philosophers from Alcmaeon to Aristotle endeavoured to

explain the elementary phenomena of cognition. The
pre-Aristotelean writers who applied themselves to this

subject, and of whose writings we possess any consider-

able information, are Alcmaeon of Crotona, Empedoicles,

Democritus, Anaxagoras, Diogenes of Apollonia, and

Plato. We propose to set forth here their speculations,

together with those of Aristotle, as to the so-called Five

Senses, Sensation in general, and the psychical processes,

such as Imagination and Memory, which involve the syn-

thetic function referred by Aristotle to Sense, and named
by his Latin commentators the Sensits Communis. We shall

concern ourselves as little as possible with metaphysical or

epistemological questions, attending rather to what the

writers above mentioned, together with Aristotle, did, or

tried to do, for empirical psychology, to the extent which

.we have defined. Aristotle in his psychological teaching

sums up for us the results of the work of his predecessors,

whose doctrines he sifted and compared. Accepting, reject-

ing, or modifying these, he developed a scheme of psycho-

logy which in minuteness and comprehensiveness transcends

anything of the same kind achieved before. But if this is

to be thoroughly understood, it must be considered in due

connexion with preceding schemes ; and to place it in this
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connexion we have here brought together all that can be

positively ascertained of what earlier philosophers had

bequeathed to him. This information we have arranged

under three heads—I. The Five Senses ; II. Sensation in

general ; III. The Sensus Communis. The subject of each

heading is dealt with in such a way as to exhibit the

teachings of the successive writers from Alcmaeon to

Aristotle respecting it ; and with regard to each of the five

senses, also, the same order and division have been adopted.

Psychology § 2. All the philosophers above named held certain meta-

m^ta_ physical theories which to some extent, no doubt, ruled

physics, their psychological thinking x
- But though they were meta-

physicians first and psychologists afterwards, the effect of

their metaphysics upon their psychology was by no means

as great as might be supposed. The extreme generality of

their philosophic views in nearly all cases rendered it im-

possible, or at least difficult, for them to effect a real junction

between these and the particular phenomena of mind with

which psychology deals. As regards the latter, all had

before them the same concrete facts ; and even those whose

fundamental principles differed most widely may sometimes

be found giving similar explanations of the elementary

phenomena of perception. Hence no grave injury to the

practical value of an account of their psychology need be

apprehended from the fact that our study of the latter

does not connect itself organically with a study of their

respective philosophical theories. Theoretically, no doubt,

such a connexion is not only desirable, but necessary. A
philosophical history of psychology could not be complete

without it. But psychology as a science may, and must,

stand without metaphysics. Whether the psychologist is a

materialist or an idealist (or if the antithesis be preferred,

a spiritualist), he will, so far as he is true to the conception

of science, deal with the elementary phenomena of percep-

tion according to ascertained natural laws. If he touches

1 No one who reads this will be ignorant of what these theories

were ; therefore it would be superfluous as well as tedious to give

a detailed statement of them here.
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upon questions which exceed the bounds of phenomena,

e. g. as to the nature of mind out of relation to the living

organism, he passes the limits of science and therefore of

psychology, as this term is here employed. As regards the

study of mind, empirical psychology, assisted by physiology,

will and ought to have thefirst word, though it cannot have

the last.

§ 3. The ancient Greek psychologists endeavoured to give Apprecia-

observation its due weight in determining such psychological ancient

questions as they raised. For this reason they deserve to be Gre'k
' psycho-

called the founders of psychological science. Their ho^st logy,

differences from one another, as well as from their better

informed successors, and their helpless ignorance of much
which is now familiarly known and fundamental for psycho-

logy, contribute to the curious interest which a history of their

efforts has for a modern reader. This history is, of course,

largely a history of failure. Those, however, who know how

far empirical psychology is still from the achievement of its

aims will not hastily disparage the Greeks on this account.

It was not so much the defectiveness of their psychological

methods—defective as these were no doubt—as that of their

physical and physiological science that rendered fruitless

their best attempts to comprehend the elementary facts of

sense-perception, and to place them in an intelligible con-

nexion with their conditions. The most ancient Greek

psychologists treated psychology as an integral part of

physics or of physiology. With the possible exception of

Anaxagoras, they looked upon ' knowing,' for example, as

one of the many properties of matter. Problems as to the

nature of space, critically considered, lay beyond their

horizon. They never asked how it comes to pass that we
' project ' our percepts in an extra-organic space, and fall

into the habit of speaking of them as outside ourselves.

Questions of the objective existence of things whose quali-

ties are perceived or known only in virtue of our faculty of

cognition did not come up for discussion until some centuries

after Thales. Before the Sophists—or * die Sophistik '—all

agreed that there is on one hand such a thing as truth

B %
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(however difficult to discover scmfetlmes), and, on the other,

such a thing as its opposite, error or falsehood. The spirit

of the Sophistic age, however, dissolved the barrier which

divided Truth from Error, making a new departure neces-

sary if philosophy and science alike were not to cease

utterly among men. For want of positive knowledge and

of method, science and philosophy alike were ultimately

endangered in the confusion to which undisciplined specula-

tion led the followers of Heraclitus.

As regards scientific method, it was not to be expected that

it could exist at a period when logic—deductive and induc-

tive—was as yet unknown, and when the provinces of the

various departments of thinking had as yet no boundaries

assigned to them. As regards positive knowledge, again,

the disadvantages under which the Greek psychologists

laboured were insuperable. Pure mathematics had advanced

to an important degree of attainment, but empirical sciences,

e.g. physics and physiology, were in their infancy. Even

Aristotle, like his predecessors, with whom he so often

places himself in controversy, possessed only the scantiest

means of physical observation. In fact, observation did

not go beyond what could be accomplished by the naked

eye. Physical experiments only of the most rudimentary

kind were possible at a time when, of all our varied mathe-

matical and physical implements, inquirers had to content

themselves with what they could achieve by the aid of

the rule and the compasses. ' Chemical analysis, correct

measurements and weights, and a thorough application of

mathematics to physics were unknown. The attractive force

of matter, the law of gravitation, electrical phenomena, the

conditions of chemical combination, pressure of air and

its effects, the nature of light, heat, combustion, &c, in

short all the facts on which the physical theories of

modern science are based, were wholly, or almost wholly,

undiscovered V In their attempts at psychology under such

circumstances it is not to be wondered at if they met with

but little success. They had, for example, to arrive at
1 Vide Zeller, Aristotle, i. p. 443, E. Tr.
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a theory of vision without a settled notion of the nature

of light, or of the anatomical structure of eye or brain.

They had to explain the operation of hearing without

accurate knowledge of the structure of the inner ear, or

of the facts and laws of sound, or at least with only some
few mathematical ideas gleaned from the study of har-

monics. Physiology and anatomy, chemistry and physics,

as yet undifferentiated, lay within the body of vague float-

ing possibilities of knowledge studied by them under the

name of Nature. For want of a microscope their examina-

tion of the parts of the sensory organs remained barren.

They had no conception of the minuteness of the scale on

which nature works in the accomplishment of sensory

processes and in the formation of sensory organs. The
retina, as well as the structure of the auditory apparatus,

was wholly unknown to them. The nerve-system had not

been discovered, and the notions formed of the mechanism

of sensation and motion * were hopelessly astray. The
veins, with the blood or (as some thought) the air coursing

through them, were looked upon as discharging the functions

now attributed to the sensory and motor nerves. Even

Aristotle did not know the difference between veins and

arteries. When this difference was first perceived, it was

for a time still supposed.that the veins conducted the blood,

the arteries the air. Perhaps the climax of our surprise is

reached when we find Plato of opinion that not only air,

but also drink, passed into the lungs 2
. Yet in this opinion

Plato was at one with the best, or some of the best,

medical teaching of his time. As early as Alcmaeon of

Crotona the brain had been thought of as the central organ

of sentiency, and, in short, of mind ; and Plato held that it

was so. But Aristotle, again, declares this to be untrue,

and holds that the heart is the great organ of perception

1 Vide Galen, de Placit, Hipp, tt Plat. §§ 644 seqq. ; especially

'EpaaicrrpaTos [294 B. C.] piv oiv, tl Kat pq np6o8tv, dAX" cVi yrjpws yt rq¥

d\ij#rj ratv Ptipav upxh" KaTtrAjjaiv' 'ApicroWXijf 61 p'XP* t<utoi dyroij<raf

fimSror airoptl \pftav tlntiv iyKi<fxi\ov.

* Timaeut 70 c
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and of mind so far as this has a bodily seat. Empedocles

had supposed the blood, especially that in the region of

the heart, to be the locus or habitation of mind. Thus

ignorant of, and therefore free to differ about, cardinal

facts and laws of anatomy, physiology, and physics, the

ancient Greeks were unable to make real advances towards

explaining the conditions of the most obscure of all pheno-

mena—those of Mind.

Dialectical § 4. Under these circumstances many of the Greeks,

{^ perhaps feeling the hopelessness of such attempts at em-

pirical psychology, occupied themselves for the most part

with discursive speculations which really aimed at little

more than the clearing up of common ideas or words.

Thus Plato's Theaetetus is largely occupied with an endeavour

to determine the meaning of ^wio-nj/mj, or knowledge. Dis-

quisitions on methodology, too, came to receive much
attention from Plato as well as Aristotle ; but the scientific

experimental work itself, on which real advance depends, was

lacking. Laborious efforts of genius like Plato's ended,

too often, for the time in the production of categories,

which, however they may have enriched philosophy, left

empirical psychology no better off than it had been before.

But in place of empirical there came a sort of dialectical or

* rational ' psychology, studying, or professing to study, the

soul and its facultiesper se, apart from experience and from

organic life in this physical world. With this form of

psychology, whether it shows itself in Aristotle or in his

predecessors, we shall here have as little as possible to do.

Somces of § 5. In order that we may most conveniently illustrate

our know- ^e pr0gress f psychological speculations, we shall allow

ancient the authors of these speculations to a great extent to speak

diofogyf'" f°r themselves through the medium of a translation. Some
commentary will be, occasionally, necessary not only to

.

explain particular dicta but to exhibit special doctrines in

their due relationship to others.

Our first and greatest authorities for the history of

psychology, as of so much else in philosophy and science,

are of course Plato and Aristotle, especially the latter. We
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shall avail ourselves also of the valuable fragment of Theo-
phrastus de Sensu. The information derived from these

writers as to the tenets of previous thinkers has always
to be scanned closely in order to discover whether it is

objectively true, or whether allowance has to be made for

differences of standpoint, or for misrepresentation due to

antagonistic attitudes. Still we are most favourably

situated when we have Plato, Aristotle, and Theophrastus
as our guides.! Records such as are preserved in the pages

of incompetent historians of philosophy or compilers of

philosophic dogmas who may have lived several centuries

after Christ, when the works of some of the authors with

whom they deal were no longer extant or only survived in

doubtful tradition, must be received with steady scepticism

and tested by every means in one's power. In many cases

these records contain intrinsic proof of untrustworthiness

;

and they are nearly always tinged with the colour of later

theories which had superseded in the popular mind those

promulgated by the earlier psychologists. Thus much of

what is ascribed in Stobaeus or the Pseudo-Plutarch to

Democritus is, from the terms in which it is couched,

evidently contaminated with the teaching of Epicurus
;

much that is ascribed to Plato or Aristotle is expressed

in the terminology of Stoicism.

§ 6. We shall commence by giving a detailed account of Method of

what the writers already named in § 1 each had to say ^J° D̂
of the particular functions, organs, &c. of seeing, hearing,

smelling, tasting, touching; of the objects of these senses

as such, and of the media through which the objects were

supposed to operate. Next we shall present such theories

as they have left on record of sensation in general, and

of the faculty (referred by Plato to intelligence, by Aristotle

to sense) which compares and distinguishes the data of the

particular senses, and to which such activities as those of

imagination and memory belong. Finally, we might be

expected to discuss the connexion between the faculty of

sense and that of reason; With this subject, however, we

shall at present have nothing to do. To discuss it would at
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once take us beyond the limits which we have prescribed

for ourselves. The nature of the process, if process it can

be called, which leads from the elementary phenomena of

cognition to the higher functions of thinking, cannot be

scientifically in any real sense explained, but must long

remain obscure in a sort of metaphysical twilight. The
same is true of the process which leads from purely

physical to psychical functions ; if indeed we are within

our rights in thus contrasting them. We have chosen to

restrict ourselves to the more positively intelligible subject

of empirical psychology, and to the contributions made to

the advancement of this by the ancient Greeks.

Greek con- § 7. The conception which the Greeks formed of the

~£d?£ conditions of psychology was not lacking in comprehen-
logical siveness. They saw that it demanded for its successful

^regards prosecution a thorough knowledge (a) of the stimulus of

perception, perception ; (b) of the organ of perception as well as of the

whole organism ; and (c) of the medium which somehow
connects the object with the organ, and by the help of

which the stimulus takes effect in quickening sensation so

as to bring the object home 'to consciousness.' Thus

a psychological interest not only excited them to physical

inquiries but aroused them to investigations which have since

culminated in anatomy, physiology, and histology. But

they had only vague anticipatory conceptions, such as

enabled them to put questions which they were utterly

unable to answer, although upon the answers depended the

progress of psychological knowledge. Thus for centuries

this subject remained totally unprogressive. Any useful

progress made by it in modern times has resulted chiefly from

advances made in physiological and physical knowledge.

If with all that biology, chemistry, and physics can do to

help it forward, the most interesting questions of psycho-

logy are still unanswerable, or at least unanswered, it is

easy to see how fruitless the most intelligent attempts of

the ancients were doomed to be in dealing with such

questions before these auxiliary sciences existed.



PART I. THE FIVE SENSES

THE ANCIENT GREEK PSYCHOLOGY
OF VISION

§ I. The speculations of the ancient Greeks as to the Ancient

conditions of seeing, and the nature of the proper object of ^."outi,,,,

vision, may be chosen to illustrate the strength or weakness " «« th«

of their whole position in elementary psychology. The s igh t .

capital of knowledge which they possessed respecting the

facts of seeing was of the scantiest and most superficial

kind. They knew (as the most ignorant person knows)
that the eye is the organ of sight, and that without light

the eye cannot see ; that, besides light and the eye, an

object is also necessary for vision ; and that, moreover, the

relationship of the eye to the organism, or certain parts of

it, requires to be considered before seeing can be fully

explained. Of most of the clear and fine distinctions

marked by modern anatomy and physiology between the

various parts of the visual apparatus the Greeks, from

the time of Alcmaeon to that of Aristotle, were totally

ignorant. They had not noticed the retina ; they knew
of the crystalline lens as an anatomical fact, but had not

any notion of its refractive properties, or of the eye as an

optical system. They were hopelessly ignorant of the

mechanism and need of optical adjustment or accommoda-
tion. Such were their shortcomings in physiology, and
consequently in the empirical psychology of vision.

( § a. I. Almost all the early attempts at a theory of The chief

'< vision agree in regarding the ' pupil ' of the eye as a matter ^«m(
'• of primary importance for visual function '. Greek

1 The Greek mfpij and Latinpupu/a, orpupilia, as meaning ' pupil,' are

both named originally from the circumstance that an observer looking

into a person's eye can see in the dark central spot an image of himself
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psychology II. Another fact which greatly influenced this branch of

study was that when the eyeball is pressed, or moved hastily,

in darkness, a flash of light * is seen within the eye. From
this was drawn the conclusion that the eye has within it a

native fire, and that on this native fire, not less than upon the

image in the pupil, its faculty of vision somehow depends.

III. A third fact which formed a basis of visual theory

was that the interior of the eye is found to contain aqueous

humours—roughly called ' water ' by the Greeks. The
functions of the retina being altogether unknown, and the

optic nerves being perhaps known, but certainly not known

in their true character, the primary business of the early

psychologists who treated of vision seemed to be, to

determine the parts played in vision by the image., the

fire, and the water, respectively. As regards the assumed

intra7ocular fire, the question was frequently agitated,

whether its rays went forth from the eye as from a

luminary, and (either by themselves or in combination with

a column of light proceeding from the object) as it were

apprehended the object of vision, and brought it within the

purview of ' the soul
'

; or whether the fire merely lurked

within the periphery of the eye, and there seized the image

which, coming to it from outside, was reflected in the

aqueous interior, as if in a mirror. The seat of the inner

fire was the pupil, which, at least from the time of

Empedocles, was identified generally with the ' lens.' With

these facts before us we shall be better prepared to under-

stand the purport of the extracts which are to follow. We
reflected there. This is dwelt upon by Plato (?) Alcib. i. 132 E mil t$

6<p6a\p.a to opaptv evurri Ti iw toiovtov (sc. to>v KaroTrrpav) ; . . . ivvt-

vorjKas ovv 3n tow ipfi\(iToirros «"t tok u<j)6a\fi6v t& irpoaoirov ipxpalvirai

€V rfi tou Kar dvTiKpv o^n atnrtp tv KaTonrpa, b 89 icai ic6pr)v Ka\oifuv,

dSaXov ov t» tov ipfSM-novros. This image of B mirrored in A's eye

and seen there by B, was by many regarded as the essential objective

equivalent of the psychic fact that A sees B, just as if it were an image

on A's retina, not in the pupil of A's eye. This early view of *dpij

was, however, soon modified. It came to represent what is now called

the ' lens.* Cf. Theophr. de Sens. § 36.

1 The Greeks knew nothing of pressure of the eyeball serving as

retinal stimulus, and so causing this sensation of light.
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shall consider these according as they bear upon the organ

(orfunction), the medium, or the object of vision. It is to

be noticed that Alcmaeon, with whom we begin, has left

us no information on what he conceived to be the nature

of the medium or the object. His recorded views are con-

cerned only with the visual organ, its functions, and its

relationship to the organism as a whole.

Alcmaeon of Crotona.

§ 3. ' Seeing takes place,' says Alcmaeon \ ' by reflexion Alcmaeoa

in the diaphanous element.' ' Alcmaeon of Crotona 2 held t0na

<

that the eyes see through the environing water. That [each th
.
ethe sense

eye] contains fire is, indeed, manifest, for a flash takes place

within it when it receives a stroke. It is with the glittering

and diaphanous element, however, that it sees, whenever

this reflects an image (awi<paiinj), and it sees better in

proportion to the purity of this element 3.'

Chalcidius * tells us that Alcmaeon was the first to

practise dissection, and that to him, as well as (long after-

wards) to Callisthenes and Herophilus, many important

1 Stob. Eel. Phys. i. 52 (Diels, Dox., p. 404, Vors. p. 104). I have

translated Diels' (Dox. proll. p. 223) suggestion avrtkapfyiv for MS.
ani\t)y\nv — 'apprehension' by the diaphanous element, which still

brings us to the idea of reflexion. '\nika^iv— reflexion, corresponds to

the aiiTi<j>aivri of Theophr. § 26 ; see next extract. To ascribe 'apprehen-

sive ' power to the &ia(f>avtt within the eye is quite out of keeping with

the doctrine of Alcmaeon, nor is he likely to have employed the term

avriXrplns. Indeed if surprises one to find even to &ia<pav(s—a distinc-

tively Aristotelean word in this connexion—ascribed to him.
1 Theophr. de Sens. § 26 (Diels, Vors., p. 104).

' Wachtler, de Ale. Crot. (Teubner, 1896), p. 49, refers t« arCkfioim

here to the fire and t<b bia<pavii to the water within the eye. But <rr»X/9eii<

is. not often found used of the gleam of fire (which would rather be

\apnuv), whereas it is regularly used of lustre, and of the glittering of

water. Cf. Arist. 370* 18 (paivirai to vtiap oriXfifiv, and 561" 32 vypov

«»«tti X«u«co»< Kai yjrvxpiv, a<p6hpa o-WX/9oi>. Both participles should,

notwithstanding the repetition of the article, be referred to the same

thing, viz. the ' diaphanous' element in which the image is said to be

reflected. C. Baumker (Arist. Lehre von den aussern und innern

Sinncsvermbgen, p. 49) notices that in the passage above translated, the

words opav ii t<5 oriX/Sowi icn! tu &tatpav('t form an iambic trimeter.

* In Plat. Tim., p. 279, ed. Wrobel, pp. 340-1, ed. Meursius.
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discoveries respecting the anatomy of the eye and the

optic nerves are due. It is not possible, however, to

determine from the words of Chalcidius how much of the

anatomical knowledge of which he speaks was discovered

by Alcmaeon, and how much by the others ; nor can much
weight be assigned to the authority of this commentator on

such matters. But, according to the Hippocratean treatise

ITepl 2a/>Ki3i> (or 'Apx&v), the connexion between eye and brain

is formed by a 'vein' passing from the membrane which

covers the latter to each of the two eyes. Through this

' vein ' the viscous substance of the brain is said to prolong

itself into the eyes, where it forms the transparent mem-
branes which cover the eyes. In this the light and all

bright objects are reflected, and by this reflexion we see.

Things, again, are seen because they have brightness, and can

therefore be reflected by the transparent membrane of the

eye. This fact of reflexion, according to the Pythagorean

theory 1
, is accomplished by 'a visual ray' from eye to

object, which reaching the object doubles back again to

the eye, like a forearm outstretched and then bent back again

to the shoulder 2
. The above pseudo-Hippocratean tract

may (as Siebeck says) really present us with an account of

Alcmaeon's theory of vision. ' The membranes, of which

there are many protecting the visual organ, are diaphanous

like the organ itself. By means of this quality of diaphan-

ousness it reflects (avravyti) the light and all illuminated

objects ; accordingly it is by means of this, which so

reflects, that the visual organ (rd opiov) sees 3 .'

Theiutra- § 4" According to Alcmaeon, therefore, it would seem

ocular fire that vision is effected by the ' image,' andby rays which issue

^ag'ere. from within and pass outwards through the water; that

fleeted in these rays emanate from a fire within the eye ; as if the

co-operate glistening and diaphanous element in the eye were merely

1 It is not improbable that Alcmaeon was to some extent influenced

by the Pythagorean teaching : vide Arist. Mel. i. 5. 986" 39 ; Siebeck,

Ceschichte der Psychologic, i. 1, pp. 103-106.

* Cf. Plat. Epit. iv. 14 ; Diels, Dox., p. 405.
3 C£ Hippocr. viii. 606 L. ; Diels, Vors., p. 104. For ayravyti cf. Eur.

Or. 1519, and oyrijvyei criXac, Stob. Flor. ii. p. 392 (Teub.).
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instrumental. If, as is probable, Alcmaeon, with the towards

Pythagoreans and other mathematical philosophers, held ^°*U,ul0*

that seeing is accomplished by means of such rays issuing

from the eye, we may suppose that the reflexion in the

eye, which is instrumental or subsidiary to vision, is the

result of this process : that the visual image is collected

somehow by the energy of the internal fire, going out to

the object and thence returning to the eye with its impres-

sion, which is there mirrored in the diaphanous element l
.

Thus the fire would represent the ' active ' force of vision,

while the water would serve to bring the object seen home
to the eye itself. The fact of the fire-flash was regarded

as demonstrating the presence of fire in the eye, and a

function had to be assumed for this fire in connexion with

seeing. The presence of the watery element was manifest,

and it, too, required to have its visual function explained

,

which was most simply done, as it appeared, by making

the water the mirror in which the image in the 'pupil'

(also manifest to observation) is reflected. Considering the

natural obscurity of the act of vision on its psychical side,

we need not look for greater accuracy or consistency of

view than this on Alcmaeon's part. But there is a popular

confusion lurking in the position thus described. The
' visual ray ' hypothesis, which makes seeing an ' act * of the

mind or of the eye, cannot be really harmonized with

the other hypothesis by which the eye with its aqueous

humour is regarded as a mere mirror reflecting objects as is

done by a standing pool 2
.

1 Though iia^avh strictly means ' transparent,' and a purely trans-

parent substance would reflect no image, this does not prevent the use

of the word in such connexion as the present by all writers including

Aristotle. Water and air were held to be diaphanous and yet the

great instruments of reflexion. Of course when they do reflect
*

images there are present conditions which modify their mere ' trans-

parency ' and render such reflexion possible.

' It is hard to agree with Prantl, Arist. n«|« Xpu/iaruv, p. 37, that

Alcmaeon's statement regarding vision and its organ are in harmony -

with and anticipate those of Aristotle. Aristotle distinctly denies that

the eye contains fire, and explains the ' flash ' differently from Alcmaeon.
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Empedocles.

EmPe- § 5- According to the doctrine first enunciated by Empe-

penerai docles, like perceives like. All bodies are formed of the four

view of his elements, earth, air, fire; water. All have passages (wo'poi)
system of , . , . , ., . m
thought in °r pores in them, and from all emanations or effluences

us beating (airoppojat) come, and enter into the said pores or passages.

<jnestionsof Thus all bodies are in a state of physical communion, and

^^f" all interaction whatever between bodies depends upon the

sense. facts thus stated. On this basis it is that Empedocles

refer to founds his theory of perception. Emanations from what we
pupiiiar may can the percipiendum, or object, enter into the pores of

the percipiens, or percipient organ. These emanations, to

result in perception, must be ' symmetrical ' with the pores :

if they are either too small or too large for these, no per-

ception takes place. Hence it is with the eye only that we
see, although emanations of colour pass into the pores of

other organs also ; for these emanations are symmetrical

with the pores of the eye, not with those of the other parts.

In the same way, the eye is incapable of perceiving odour,

as the emanations of this, which are symmetrical with the

pores of the olfactory organ, are not so with the pores of

the eye. The specific differences of the sensations and of

their objects are thus the result of differences in the pores of

their respective organs which restrict them to the reception

of certain kinds of emanations, thus destined to be charac-

teristic of them. Different organs, or organs with different

pores, take different impressions of the same object. Thus
Empedocles thinks he explains sense-perception when he

shows how the objects of the extra-organic world enter

into the bodily organs. In general his explanation of seeing

is the following :—The eye, like all other things, is consti-

tuted of the four elements. In its interior is fire ; next

outside this comes water ; both being again enclosed by air

and earth. The whole eye is compared by him to a lantern

in the centre of which (corresponding to the crystalline lens)

is the fire. Between this and the earthy cornea comes the

water, which is separated from the fire by a fine, delicate

membrane. The fire can penetrate these outwards, as light
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passes through the sides of a lantern, while emanations

from objects also can come in, so that according as they

proceed from bright or from dark objects they may enter

into and pass through the corresponding pores of the fire

or of the water. * By like we know like.' With the intra-

ocular fire we perceive the emanations of fire, i. e. white

;

with the water we perceive those of water, , i. e. black ;

and so on. The pores of the fire and those of , the water

alternate in the eye ; and the fire being able to prerce the

water, we may suppose them thus arranged at the outer

surface of the eye, so that both meet the emanations from

objects at this outer surface. Empedocles, who never men-

tions the pupillar image, does not explain any colours in

detail save white and black, as above. Stobaeus l tells us

that he looked upon four colours as primary : white, black,

red, green, corresponding to the four elements. Normal

vision he considered to depend on the due proportion in

the eye of fire and water—the ocular elements essential to

vision. As will be seen below, it is not easy to ascertain

how far the rays of fire passed outwards : whether (a)

merely through the water to the outer surface of the eye 2
,

or (b) all the way to the object, however distant 3
. The

third possibility, that the inner fire formed a junction with

the emanations from the Object at some point intermediate

between this and the eye, cannot, on any positive authority,

be ascribed to Empedocles, but would seem to constitute

the distinguishing feature of Plato's visual theory.

§ 6. Diels * suggests that Empedocles may have derived Organ and

his knowledge of the structure and functions of the eye from vision, ac-

Alcmaeon. But, like Alcmaeon, he was himself a physician, cording to

nor does he speak on these subjects like one who took his docles.

information at second hand. The most interesting passage

of Empedocles on the constitution of the eye is one con-

tained in the verses of his poem Ilepl <t>vcrfu>s, quoted by

Aristotle in the tract de Sensu 6
. It is as follows : *As when

1 Eel. i. 16; Diels, Vors.
% p. 181, Vox. proll. p. 322.

» So Sicbeck, Gesch. der Psych, i. 1, p. 271, thinks.

* fi«xP' T°>v Sarpav, Arist. 438* 26.

* Vide Wachtler, Alcm., p. 49. • Arist. 437
b 23 seqq.
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one who purposes going abroad on a stormy night maketh

him ready a light, a gleam of blazing fire, adjusting thereto,

to screen it from all sorts of winds, a lantern which scatters

the breath of the winds as they blow, while the fire—that

is, the more subtile part thereof—leaping forth shines along

the threshold with unfailing beams : thus then did Nature

embed the primordial fire pent within the coatings of the

eye, videlicet the round pupil, in its delicate tissues, which

had been pierced throughout with pores of wondrous

fineness, and, while they fenced off the deep surrounding

flood, allowed the fire—i. e. the more subtile part thereof

—

to issue forth (biUa-Kov) . .
.' Empedocles here describes

either <t>v<ris, or perhaps more especially 'A<ppo8frrj, as having

stationed the primeval fire in the lens of the eye, like the

light in the centre of a lantern, the capsule of the lens

corresponding to the transparent sides of the lantern.

MTjviyfw, which Alexander refers to the capsule of the

lens (6 tt)v Kopr\v vtpi4\a>v xtT^")i may, however, refer to the

outer coatings of the eye, while Aeirrf/crij/ oOovyat refers to

the capsule of the lens itself. At all events, the finer part

of the fire darts forth through these membranes and through

the water, as the light does through the sides of the lantern l
.

'And the flame innocuous gat for itself a small portion

1 See Prof. Burnet's Early Creek Philosophy, p. 231, and Diels, Vors.,

p. 206. The latter renders it ti toV Iv pi)ny£i»> ktX. ' so barg sich

das urewige Feuer damals (bet der Bildung ties /luges) hinter der

runden Pupille in Haute und diinne Gewander eingeschlossen.' If,

with Diels, giving up the play on Koipr), we make irvp subject of Xoxdfci-o,

we may explain that the 'primordial fire ensconced (or ambushed) itself

in the round pupil.' There is no need of r in v. 8. In fact it injures the

sense, as ABovgiri Xo^. seems to refer to a further process, not co-ordinate

with iipyiiivov. He translates oaov ravaaiTtpov tjiv in vv. 5 and 1 1 ' weil

es soviel feiner war,' but the uaov is limitative, indicating the precise

amount of the fire which was capable of leaping forth, the same to which

Plato, 77m. 45 B-C, refers in the words toO irvpoc Saov to pir Kaiuv ovk

'<rxt, to 8« trapfgcti' <pO>v rjpfpov. The expression koto fjq\6ir seems to

favour Siebeck's view (op. tit., p. 271) that Empedocles contemplates a

co-operation between the fire from within and the Attoppoiai from without

at the surface of the eye. There seems to be no sufficient reason for

following Alexander in rendering these words by Kara ran ovpavov, as

Diets does in his ' zum Firmament.'
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of earth (in the formation of the eye) 1 .' The eye was
formed of the elements, for Empedocles further says : * Of
these (elements) divine Aphrodite made up the fabric of the

tireless eyes 8.'

§ 7. In these passages we notice that no reference is Empedo-

made by Empedocles to his doctrine of pores and emana-^e
„£*"

tions, so fundamental for perception. Aristotle, too, 'pores 'and

observes 3 that Empedocles, while at one time explaining tions': its

vision, as we have seen, by means of fire issuing from the |^°fsnal

lens, at other times explains it by airoppoiai, as if imputing function.

inconsistency to his theory of vision *. It is not easy to

assent to the suggestion of mere inconsistency
;
yet on the

other hand it is difficult to reconcile the two standpoints

here contrasted. There is indeed another record which

seems to bear upon the matter. ' Empedocles mixed the

rays with the images, calling their joint-product by the

compound term ray-image *.' But this passage is intrinsi-

cally suspicious. By the «f5u>\a would seem to be intended

something between the inoppoiai of Empedocles and the

fl&wKa of Democritus and Epicurus ; and the theory here

ascribed to Empedocles, of the mixture of the rays with the

biroppoiai to form the aKnvtfotoXov, reminds one too much
of the distinctively Platonic theory known later as the

avvavytia 6
. Empedocles and Plato both accept the existence

1 Simpl. ad Art's/. Phys, (Diels), p. 331. 3 (Diels, Vors., p. 206).

Simpticius instances this, because of the use of the word rv\t here, as

illustrating the fortuitousness of the formation of things according to

Empedocles ; in which he overstrains the meaning of this word. The
position of the adjective is noticeable in the words /; Si <p\i£ IXiiupa : it

seems to give it conditional force, like that given by oaov ravauripov,

reducing the </>Xd| referred to to what Plato calls <p&r tjpepov.

* Simpl. ad Arist. de Caelo (Diels), p. 529.21 (Diels, Vors., p. 206).

From this we conjecture that in the passage quoted by Aristotle the

subject of \<>xaC*To was also 'A<p/io8iVi/. 3 De Sens. 1. c,

* The words of Stob. Eel. i. 52 (Diels, Dox., p. 403) irpot ri> Sia ray

axriVui/ koi irp&g to btk run tliaXuv ('K/«r«6o<cXiir) ocSo^uf napixTai merely

repeat what Aristotle here says.

8 Plut Epit. iv. 13 (Diels, Dox., p. 403) 'E/uradoKXiic toIe tlSaXoit

rif aKTtvas avtpt^i irpmrayopcvaas tA yiyvofavov aKnvdtaXoii (Diels'

correction of dxriraf tliaiKov) avvdijus, Gal. H. P. 94.

' Timaeus 45 B seqq.
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and agency of the intra-ocular fire ; but the former, at least

in his own verses, has nothing to show that he held, as Plato

did, the theory of a confluence of the rays from the eye

with the emanations from objects. The notion of an dbo>Kov
t

too, i.e. an image pictorially resembling the object, is quite

foreign to the visual theory of Empedocles and of Plato l
,

though proper to that of Epicurus, and (if we can trust the

references in Aristotle and Theophrastus) used also by
Democritus for the immediate object of vision. From
Aristotle's argument against Empedocles, in which he urges

that vision is not, as the latter thought, due to fire issuing

from the eye, and from the words of Empedocles himself <p£>s

(or rvp) 8' !£o> liadp&a-Kov kt« ., it is certain that, according to

the opinion of the latter, the essential constituent of the eye

—the ityiyiov -nvp—was a principal factor of vision 2
, which is

effected by visual rays proceeding outwards. From the

statements of Theophrastus (§ 9 infra), again, it is equally

certain that according to Empedocles vision, like the other

senses, is effected by anoppoiai. How are we to harmonize

the two positions? They must be regarded as comple-

mentary parts of one theory. We really do not know how
far outwards Empedocles regarded the rays as proceeding.

If we assume that they merely went so far as to meet the

azoppoiai, this will to some extent help us to a reconciliation

of the views attributed to Empedocles by Aristotle. The

assumption would 3
, however, bring the theories of Plato and

Empedocles into very close connexion, and tend, at least,

to justify Zeller's view of their affinity or identity 4
.

The doc- § 8. Empedocles, holding that like perceives like, connects

«

t

Wc
ethat

- nis doctrine of visual perception with that of the four

ceives like' elements, thus: 'With earth we see (6-K<Li:ap.iv) earth, with

doctrine of water we see water ; with air we see the bright air
;
with fire

' cmana- we see destroying fire
;
just as with love we [perceive] love,

1 In Soph. 266 B-C, Ale. i. 132 e &c. visual theory is not discussed.

* In this point Empedocles is at one with Goethe in his Farbenlehre,

though the German writer does not observe the agreement.

' Notwithstanding what Mr. Archer-Hind says Plato, Tim^ p. 156.
4 Zeller, Pre-Socratics (E. Tr.), ii. 166^7 n.
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and with hate, baleful hate V 'Some hold that each and tions'both

every affection results from the agent in its ultimately
J°r

m
ĥ

ned

simplest and most essential form entering through certain theory of

pores of the patient ; and they say it is in this manner that
vision"

we see and hear and exercise all the other senses ; and,

moreover, that vision takes place through air and water

and other transparent bodies, inasmuch as all these have
pores, invisible from their smallness but close together and
arranged in rows, and all the more so arranged in proportion

to their greater transparency. Some writers have laid down
this doctrine in certain instances without confining it to

cases of agency and patiency : they go further, and say that

mixture takes place only between bodies which have pores

mutually symmetrical 2
.' Thus it was recognized by Aristotle,

and doubtless by others, that Empedocles did endeavou to

make his theory of seeing, and of perception in general,

conform to his physical (or metaphysical) theory of the

communion of all substances by pores and awo'ppoiat s
.

§ 9. ' Empedocles, explaining the nature of the eye as Different

organ of vision, states ' that its inner part consists of fire
J£,"

st"
f

u"

and water 6
, while the environment of this consists of earth different

and air, through which it (the internal fire) being of a subtile consequent

nature passes, as the light in a lantern passes through the differences

. , ™ , , - , , ... of visaal

sides. The pores of the fire and water alternate in position power,

with one another. By those of fire we cognize white

objects, by those of water, black objects ; for these two

sorts of objects fit into these two sets of pores respectively.

1 Arist. 404b 13-16. * Arist. 324b 26 seqq.
s

If in the verses above referred to, containing the lantern-simile,

the line ui \oavflm Uama rfiyijnro 6ionwi'niri finds its proper place (as is

assumed by Diels, Vors., p. 206, and Mass, FleckeisensJa/iri., 1883,

p. 19), we can believe that there too he was thinking of the doctrine of

pores and anoppoun, and would perhaps be found to mention and

harmonize it with the visual ray theory if we had his poem complete.

The membranes of the pupil are in this verse spoken of as * pierced

right through with pores (x°«h<") divinely formed': 'die mit gottlich

eingerichteten, gerade hindurchgehenden Poren durchbohrt waren'

is Diels' version.

* Theophr. de Sens. §§ 7-8.

5 Adopting xal iiap, from Diels after Karsten.

c a
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Colours are carried to the eye by emanation.' In these

sentences Theophrastus introduces us to the two main

h but unharmonized doctrines already spoken of: vision by

means of emanations entering the pores of the eye, and

vision by means of fire issuing forth (from the eye, or from

the pupil to the outer surface of the eye) ; but he seems not

to feel the difficulty or necessity of reconciling them. He
goes on :

' All eyes are not constituted alike of the contrary

elements ; some have in them more fire and less water than

others ; some less fire and more water ; some again have the

fire in the centre and others at a point outside this ', which

affords the reason why some animals see more keenly in the

daytime, others by night. Those which have less fire than

water in the eye see better by day, for in them the defect ol

internal light is repaired by the excess of external ; while

those that have less of the contrary see more keenly by
night, since to these also that element which they lack is

supplied by compensation ; and under opposite conditions

they are keen-sighted in opposite ways. For those which

have the fire in excess are dim-sighted (by day) since the

further augmentation of this fire in the daylight fills
2 and

obstructs the pores of the water ; while those which have

the water in excess suffer the corresponding result by night,

as the fire then has its pores obstructed by the water.

These states continue until, in the one case, the obstructing

water has been separated (from the pores) by the light from

without, and, in the other, the obstructing fire has been

cleared away by the air 3
. The eye is best in temperament,

and therefore in visual power, which consists of both (fire and

water) in equal quantities.' Thus the eye in its constitution

1 Does tKTot, sc.toC /«Vou,here implya divergence from the view stated

in the Empedoclean verses that the primeval fire is in the crystalline

lens ? or simply that (according to Empedocles) the lens itself need not

always be in the centre ? For the text, cf. Diels, Box., p. 500 n., Vors.,

p. 177 ; Karsten, Emp., pp. 4S4-5 ; Prantl, llfpl Xpu>^., p. 47.

* (ViTrXatreii' Schneider : imXuianiv is suggested by Prantl = shine

upon,' and so obstruct.
9 ar,p is to v8up what to ?£<>&>> cjjUs is to irCp. The light of day

corrects the excess of water in the eye ; so the dampness of night

corrects the excess of fire, dijp as usual = 'damp air.'
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contains the opposites, viz. the fiery and watery elements, in

definite relationship to light and shade, or white and black.

A passage of Aristotle 1 corroborates the information

contained in the foregoing extract from Theophrastus. ' To
suppose that, as Empedocles says, gleaming eyes (yXavica

o^ara) are fiery, while black contain more of water than

of fire, and that on this account the former, the gleaming,

see dimly by day owing to lack of water, and the latter

by night owing to lack of fire, is an error; since we must
assume that the visive part of the eye in all cases consists

not of fire but of waterV
§ 10. Plato in the Menon 3

tells us that Gorgias, as a follower Object of

of Empedocles, held the doctrine of pores and emanations ; ccbur.

and that by means of this doctrine he furnished an ex-

planation of colour as object of vision. According to this,

colour is an emanation consisting of figures symmetrical

with the pores of the visual organ and for this reason

capable of being seen. We read elsewhere also 4 that

Empedocles regards colour as ' that which fits into the

pores of the eye.' To this Stobaeus 6 adds the statement

already referred to (§ 5 supra) that ' Empedocles regarded

white, black, red, green (or, with ityjtov for \\<iip6v, yellow)

as the primary colours 6
, being equal in number with the

1
779b 15 seqq.

1 Philoponus (in Arist. de Gen. An. v. 1, Hayduck, p. 217, 15), in

his remarks on this passage, says that ' Empedocles makes the organ

of sight to consist of the four elements . . . and asserts (but H. reads

<t"liu) that vision itself is the power of the soul in virtue whereof we
see, inasmuch as it (vision) is the form (tiSos) of the eye.' This (if <£ijo-»

be kept) well illustrates the untrustworthiness of late commentators

on early philosophers whose views they looked at only through the

medium of their successors. Here Philoponus represents Empedocles
as an Aristotelean. The opinion of Empedocles about gleaming and
black eyes is referred to also in the Pseudo-Arist. Problems, 910. 13.

We find similar views held on this point by Anaxagoras and Diogenes.

' Men. 76 C-D. * Plut. Epit. i. 15. 3 (Diels, Dox., p. 313).
' Eel. i. 16. 3 (Diels, Dox., p. 313).

* For MSS. £>xp6v, xhap6v has been adopted
; yet the change may be

not worth while making, if the suspicion mentioned below be well

founded. i>\pfa is used by Arist. 559
a 18 to denote the colour of the yolk

of an egg ; i. e. it means yellow. Cf. Diels, Dox., Prol. p. 50 ; and Mul-

lach, Democritus, p. 353. Curiously enough, the same error of i>xpov for
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elements 1 .' This is perhaps supported by the fact that in

Fragment 71, Empedocles teaches that colours are pro-

duced by the mixture of the four elements ". The following

criticism of Empedocles' colour-theory by Theophrastus s

will help to place this theory itself in a clearer view.

Theo- §11.' Empedocles teaches that like is perceived by like,'

|^i!ici«s but this gives rise to difficulties as regards his own theory
Empe- f the particular senses. ' When he makes the visual organ
docles ..... 7
theory of to consist of fire and its contrary, we may observe that

it could indeed perceive white and black by the operation of

similars ; but how could it perceive grey and the other com-

posite coiours 4
? For h' does not explain such perception

(of grey, &c.) as taking ^.lace either by the ' pores ' of the

fire or by those of the water, or by others formed of both

together 6
; yet we see these just as well as we see the simple

colours. It is, moreover, a strange doctrine that some eyes

see better by day, others by night. For the smaller fire

is destroyed by the greater 6
, which is the reason why we

cannot gaze directly at the sun or at any excessively bright

X^opov affects the statement of Stob. (Eel. i. 16. 8 ; Diels, Dor., p. 314)

attributing the same ' four-colour ' theory to Democritus. That ^Xopcfc

is the true word in Democritus we know from Theophrastus (§ 75).

As regards Empedocles, however, we have not this assurance, Theo-
phrastus (§ 59) merely telling us that Empedocles held two primary

colours white and black, while the remaining colours are formed by
mixtures of these. It has been suspected (Diels, Dox., p. 222) that the

compiler of the Placita erroneously ascribed to Empedocles the four

colours of Democritus.
1 For the ancient and traditional conception (cf. Prantl, Art's/. n«pi

Xpafx. p. 30} of white and black, as the primary colours from which

the other colours can be obtained by mixing them in various pro-

portions, cf. Aristotle, §§ 41-2 infra.

* Diels, Vors., p. 203

n<Jr v&aror yauji re <cai alBlpos l]f\lov t»

Kipva/icWi/ <r<5i) re yevolaro xp ^ re dixjrav.

3 De Sens. §§ 17-19.

' Here we seem to find an echo of Arist. de An. i. 5. 409b 23 seqq.

when criticizing Empedocles' general theory of cognition.
5 As Diels, Dox., p. 504 n. remarks, according to the critic '/uxrol

iropot yuKTo'is xpiifiam conveniunt.'
8 This notion which we so often find referred to probably arose in the

popular mind from the disappearance of the stars when the sun rises.
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object 1
; so that those in whom the light within the eye

is defective should see worse by day *. Or if (as Empedocles
thinks) its like augments the visual fire in the daytime 8

,

while its opposite destroys or thwarts it, then all should see

white objects better by day, both those whose internal

light is less and those whose internal light is greater;

while again all should see black objects better by night.

The fact is, however, that all animals except a very few see

all objects better by day than in the night-time. It is

natural to suppose that in these few their native fire has

this peculiar power, just as there are animals whose eyes

in virtue of their colour are luminous at night*. Again,

as regards the eyes in which the fire and water are mixed
in equal proportions, it must follow that either is in turn

unduly augmented by day or by night : hence, if water

or fire thwarts vision by being in excess, the disposition

(biddto-is) of all eyes would be pretty nearly alike 5.'

Detnocritus.

§ i a. For Democritus, as for Empedocles, the most General

obvious explanation of perception seemed to be that which ph^i^i'
e

showed how particles of external things come into the theory of

pores of the sensory organs. He differed from Empedocles tus ,„ jU
"

in his doctrine of the existence of void, which Empedocles faring on

did not allow. They agreed, however, in the belief that function

:

1 This is perhaps—though see note 4 infra—an org. ad hominem
against Empedocles : Theophrastus, as a disciple of Aristotle, would

not hold that the eyes contain a ' small fire,' to be quenched by the

greater fire of the sun.
3 Instead of better, as Empedocles asserts

' i. e. if (instead of the greater fire without destroying the less within

the eye) the daylight augments the intra-ocular fire.

4 Not ' cutis noctu magis splendet,' as in Wimmer's Latin version.

There would seem to be here on the critic's part an admission which

is contrary to the teaching of Aristotle. Theophrastus seems to

attribute the capacity of some animals to see by night to the possession

of a peculiar fire in their eyes.

5
i. e. the so-called best class of eyes, having water and fire in equal

proportions, would both by day and by night, in one or the other way,

be out of keeping with the conditions of perfect vision, and would

therefore not have the superiority claimed for them by Empedoc'es

:

they would be no better than the eyes already referred to.
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the nature 'like is perceived by like 1 .' Instead of holdir*, like Em.

Son
6™'1'" pedocles, that there are four elements qualitatively distinct,

generally, Democritus with Leucippus (of whom so little is known
and of the ,, ... .....
eye as separately that we can neglect him or merge him m his
organ of pupil) taught that the elements of things are homogeneous

relation to atoms, infinitely numerous, moving eternally in void. The

and°
JCCt introduction of atoms in certain ways through the organs

medium. ' to the soul ' was for him (as the introduction of ivoppoat

meansof
7 was f°r Empedocles also) the essence of perception. We

pupillar j perceive an external thing by its being thus introduced into

the soul ; but the soul, for him as for Empedocles, is itself

material, so as to be capable of being affected in the way
perception implies. It consists of atoms of a certain shape

endowed with a certain order and movement. The impres-

sion made by the atoms of the object on the soul must be of

a certain initial strength, in order to be noticeable. For

Democritus (as for Empedocles 2
, to some extent) the organs

j/are thus essentially passages—thoroughfares for instreaming

„ atoms. All the senses are modes of one, viz. Touching s
.

The essential feature of the eye is, for Democritus, its moist

and porous nature, while the ear is a mere channel for the

conveyance of sonant particles inwards ' to the soul.' To
reach the soul, the particles conveyed inwards require to be

disseminated through the body. It is impossible for us, he

thought, to receive wholly exact impressions of external

things through the organs of sense. For example, in seeing,

1 As against the doubt of Theophr. de Sens. §49 see Arist. 405* 12-16;

Sext. Emp. adv. Math. vii. §116; Mullach, Detnocr., pp. 206, 401, and

Theophr. himself § 50. Indeed, Democritus also held that 'like is

affected by like '—a physical principle—while according to Aristotle

(323
b 3 secM-) most philosophers with one accord assert that like cannot

be affected by like (to 0/10101/ two toG opaiov iriiv airadir <<m). It is hard

to see how the acceptance of the latter physical principle could be, as

Mr. Archer-Hind (Plato, Tim., p. 205) says, compatible with that of

the psychological axiom ' like is known by like.'

1 In his account of the formation of the ear, which he compares to

a Kaiav, Empedocles seems to have regarded this sense-organ, at least,

as something more than a mere passage, and as having a determining

power over the quality of the sensation to be produced by the airoppouu.

* Cf. Arist. 442* 29 AjjfioKptTOt /eat . . . aroirurciToi/ rt iroioCoV ituvra

yap ra alaffrjra djrra rrocoDcri.
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the air intervening between us and the object interferes with
our obtaining a correct impression or image of this, as is

evidenced by the blurred look of distant things. Democritus
first laid down the distinction of the qualities of body * into

the so-called primary and secondary qualities, to which,

however, he did not himself remain always consistent. As
Theophrastus (de Sens. § 80 ; see p. 35 infra) points out, we
cannot quite follow his doctrine of the formation of colours

unless we assume a <£tW xp<VaTOS—an objective existence

of colour. He held that vision is the result of the image of^

the object mirrored in the eye. But when we ask—what
exactly is mirrored ? the answer for him is not easy ; since

between object and eye come what he called btUtXa

(generally spoken of by Aristotle and Theophrastus as

tfteoXa), things which in the case of this sense are also

referred to as inoppoiat tjjj fxop<£f}y. These btbctXa, not the

object, are therefore the immediate and proper data of sense. .

§ 13. Democritus regarded the pupillar image as the Aristotle's

essential factor of vision. ' Democritus,' says Aristotle 2
, ^^J_

'is right in his opinion that the organ of vision proper crims'

consists of water, but not when he goes on to explain Jh^jL.

vision as the mirroring (i/Kpaatv) of objects in this water. The latter

For this mirroring is due to the fact that the surface stood the

of the eye is smooth, and the image exists really not in fon=lion °f

the mirroring eye but in the eye that beholds this s
, in the eye.

inasmuch as the case is merely one of reflexion *. But on

1 The non-objectivity of colour is stated as a doctrine of his by Arist.

316* I AijjidxpiTof . . . xpuiav off (jtrjaiv tlvai, rporrj} yap xpa>/um'f<(rdat.

Cf. Theophr. de Sens. § 64 ; also Galen, de Elem. sec. Hipp. i. 2 vii/up

yap xpoil) . . . tTijj 6' Jto/jov ko\ tuviiv o Aij/iifc/uror <j>t]<rtv. He is alluded

to by Arist. 436* 20 ol irp&rtpot (pvcrtoXiyoi oiSiv cfotrro oBrt XtvKoy otirt

pi\av thai Sviv <tyrfo>r «W. * Arist 438* 5-16.

' The subject of iariv is jj Iprpaais derived from toOto, sc. to ip.<palm-

e6ai ittivif = rif cVfi ipajilvif. Here Aristotle's argument does not

require the seeming admission of the Platonic view, viz. Chat vision is

effected by an tyis, or ray, which goes forth from the beholder's eye

and returns to this from the object This view, rejected by him 435* 5,

and de Sens, ii, is one which Aristotle himself, provisionally at least,

adopts Meteor, iii. 2. 373
b seqq. ; vide Ideler, Meteor, ii. pp. 273 seqq.

;

Galen, tie float. Hipp, et Plat. § 640.

' 'EiKpaais in the eye, like all other tfupaau, is to be explained by
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the whole it would seem that in his day no scientific know-
ledge yet existed of the way in which images are formed

in mirrors, or of the reflexion of light in general. It is

J strange, too, that Democritus should never have asked him-

self why, if his theory of vision be true, the eye alone sees,

while none of the other things, in which images are also

Peculiarity mirrored, do so.' * Democritus holds l that we see by the

critus' reflexion of images, but describes this latter process in

th^obect
a wa^ Pecu^ar to himself. It does not, he says, take place

of vision directly in the pupil from the object ; but the air between

theaiTand °bJect an^ eye is impressed with a sort of stamp while

this im- being dispatched in a compact form from the object to

Is what
"* the organ J

; for emanation is always taking place from
affects the everything. This air, then, being solid, and of different

colour 3
, reflects itself in the eyes, which are moist. A

dense body does not admit (this air-impression), but one

that is moist, like the eye, gives it free passage. Hence
moist eyes see better than those that are (dry and) hard,

provided that their outer membrane is as thin and dense as

possible, and that the inner parts are spongy and free from

dense and solid tissue 4
, as well as from such moisture as

is thick and glutinous ; and that the veins of (or, connected

with) the eyes are straight and free from moisture, so as to

conform in shape to the images moulded by, and thrown

off from, the object *.'

This intermediate effect of the object in moulding the

ofoitXacrif, i. e. the bending back of the Syjrtt from the reflecting surface.

The image, supposed to be in the mirror, is a set of rays reflected to

this from the object, and from it to the beholder's eye, in which
therefore it really is. Thus the image * seen in the eye ' of A cannot

explain how A sees. Cf. R. Bacon, O. M. Persp. Ill, Dis. i. cap. 2,
' nihil est in speculo . . . ut vuJgus aestimat.'

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 50 (Diels, Dox., p. 513 n.).

s The reading suggested by Diels Kara—for «al—tou 6parrot has
been translated, but owtcXM/mi/o* has been preferred to his oT«XXd-

fuvov : the preposition is defended by the words of Theophrastus, § 52
wBoi/iivos Kal nvKvoiiuvos.

* From the eye : see infra Anaxag. § 20, Diogenes of A. § 23.
* Adopting Usener*s oruppas for 'urxopas.

8 as (=&rrf) ojuotocr^ij/iuyfiy Toir dnoTmovpivatc,
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air into definite visible forms (ivofhturts) is the peculiar

characteristic of Democritus' theory of vision. He held that

if there were pure vacuum, and not air, around us, the

emanations or images sent from the visible objects would

reach the eye unblurred : that is to say, they would then

report the exact form of an object, no matter how great the

distance from which they might come. ' Democritus,' says

Aristotle 1
, 'is not correct in his view that, if the space

between object and eye were pure void, an ant could be

seen clearly in the sky.' As it is, however, the air takes

the first copy of the object, and the eye receives it only

at second hand, while the likeness of this copy to the

original becomes more and more imperfect in proportion

to the distance it has to travel.

§ 14. Theophrastus 2
criticizes these tenets of Demo- Th*o-

critus : ' His notion of modelling (dirorvnoxny) in air is
jJjJJSe*

quite absurd. Whatever is capable of being moulded into Demo-

shape must have density, and must not be liable to dis- ^ory of

persion ; this he implies when he illustrates the process, vision,

and compares it with the stamping of impressions on wax.

In the next place, such modelling might take place more
successfully in water than in air, water being more dense

;

hence we should see better in water. As a fact, however,

we see worse. In the third place, why should one who
(as Democritus in his treatise irtpl dbZv does) believes in

the emanation of the shape of an object 3
, hold this further

belief in the modelling of the air? For the actual images

(cfJwAa avT&) of the objects are represented in the eye,

according to the former belief. But, again, if we grant that,

as Democritus says, the air is moulded into shape, being like

wax impressed and condensed, how does the reflexion of an
' image take place, and ofwhat nature is it ? If there is really

such an image, i.e. an impression taken by the air from the

object seen, it must be, in this as in other instances, on the side

facing the latter. Such being the case, the image cannot come

opposite to the eye unless the moulded portion of air is first

1 419* 15. ' De Sens. §§51 seqq. (Diels, Dox., pp. 513-15).

' ij anoppol) ri)« pop4> >)*•
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turned round V Now it was for Democritus to show by what
and how this turning process was to be effected, without

which seeing would still be impossible. A further point is

this. When several objects are seen together, how can we
understand the presence of a plurality of impressions at the

same time in the same air ? And how do two persons see

one another at the same time ? The two impressions must

meet as they travel in opposite directions from one to the

other, each of them facing the object from which it came.

Therefore this again is a point which requires further inquiry

and elucidation. But we may add another point. How is

it, on Democritus' hypothesis, that each person does not see

himself in the course of the process ? As the impressions

of one's body reflect themselves from the air in the eyes

of others, so they should reflect themselves back in one's

own eye, especially if they directly face the latter, and if

the phenomenon of reflexion is one which takes place in

the same way as the repercussion of sound in an echo ; in

which case, according to Democritus, the voice is reflected

back (avaK\axrdai) also to the very person who gave it

utterance. But this theory of air-modelling, taken all round,

is absurd. From what Democritus says, it should follow that

the air is continually having formed in it models of all kinds

of objects, of which many would cross one another's paths,

thus causing an impediment to vision, and being generally

improbable. And, moreover, if the impressions made in the

air are permanent, one should, even when the bodies from

which they come are no longer in view or are far distant, be

able to see them still, if not at night, at all events in the day-

time ; though, indeed, it would be even more credible that

the impressions should remain in the air at night, as the

atmosphere is at that time more endowed with animation 2-

'

1 The image will come to the eye * wrong side on.'

1 «/i^ru^oT»por, which at first seems strange, suits the argument and

the theory of Democritus better than Wimmer's conjecture t/i\fruxptSr<pof

.

Democritus held that i\mx*l consists of atoms of a certain sort (i. e.

exceedingly small and round), which exist in countless myriads in the

air, and from which the ^n>xv within the living body is constantly being

recruited through the respiratory process. Cold tends to expel them
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Perhaps one might say that in the daytime the sun causes

the reflexion of images in the pupil by bringing the light 1

to the eye, and this is what Democritus seems to have meant

;

since that the sun should, as he says, condense the air,

pushing and striking it off from itself, is an absurd notion.

The sun naturally rarefies air instead of condensing it It

is to be remarked also, as an anomaly in Democritus' theory,

that he gives not the eye alone, but also the remainder of

the body its part in visual perception. This he implies

when he states that the eye must contain void and moisture

for the purpose of receiving impressions more freely and
then transmitting t/iese to the rest of the body*. A still

'

further anomaly is involved in Democritus' assertion that

cognate things best ,see their kindred, while neverthe-

less he also asserts that reflexion is due to difference of

colour, which would imply that like things are not reflected

in their likes. Besides this: how are magnitudes and

distances reflected in the eye? this is a question which

he undertakes but fails to answer. Thus Democritus, in

enunciating his peculiar theory of vision, instead of settling

the old problems, bequeaths them to us in a more difficult

form than before.'

§ 15. ' Leucippus, Democritus, and Epicurus, hold that (Demo-

the visual affection (W> Spanitbv it&Oos) takes place by the £
,

r

t^'
e
tenn

entrance of images (xara tlb<i\a>v ilanpunv) 3
. visual

from the body ; and, as at night and in sleep the body is colder than by
day, the quantity of soul-atoms in the air at night is greater than by day.

Cf. Arist. 47i b 30 seqq. Diels, Vors., p. 391, now defends ip.tyvxir,P'*-
1 The text here translated is corrupt and obscure.
1 lv orl trktov bixfrai na\ iw SKktp <ra>/iari irapafliSw. These words

. suggest the answer which Democritus would have made to Aristotle's

question (§ 13 supra)—'Why on Democritus' theory does not every

other mirror, as well as the eye, see}' ' Mirrors,' Democritus would

reply, ' are not connected with a bodily organism.'

' Plut.£#</.iv.i3;Stob.£f/.*52(Diels,Z>0:r.,p.4O3). Theophrastus,

as we have seen, and Aristotle, 438' 16, both use this word t'&aKov with

reference to Democritus' object of vision. Cicero, too, adFam. xv. 1 6. 1

,

implies that Democritus himself so used it :
' quae ille Gargettius et iam

ante Democritus tldu\a, hie " spectra " nominat.' Yet nowhere do we
find the word thus used in the remains ofDemocritus himself. The term

which he employed usually, ifnot always,was 8«'«Xoy(or 8«'<cijW), which
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image) : « They assigned as cause of vision certain images (ctftwXa)

authorities which emanate (iiroppiqvra) continually from the objects

for his seen, of like form with (6>oioVtopd>a) the latter, and impinge

theory. upon the eye. Such was the theory of Leucippus and Demo-
critusV ' Democritus asserts that seeing is the reception of

an image reflected from the object seen. This word image

(tiupturis) here means the form («6os) reflected in the pupil.

The case is like that of all other transparent surfaces which

show an image reflected in them. He holds that certain

images (tlorcXa), similar in shape to the things from which they

come, streaming off from all the things which are visible,

impinge upon the eyes of those who see them, and that thus

seeing takes place ; in proofwhereofhe adduces the fact that

in the pupil of the eye of those who see any object there

is invariably the image or likeness of the object seen. This

is the whole account of seeing according to DemocritusV
Demo- § 1 6. Democritus is the earliest philosopher in whose

theory of recorded writings we find an attempt at a detailed theory

the object f colour. The white and the black he refers immediately

Colour, its to affections of touch : the former to the smooth, the latter

seems to have been, by its derivation, fitted to express generally the

anoppojj from an object of whatever sense. It properly signifies not a
' spectrum * but what we mean by (the English word) specimen : i. e, an

emanation qualitatively like the thing from which it comes. This, in

reference to the sense of sight, would be no doubt a ' specimen ' (in the

Latin signification) of the object qua visible : a copy of its figure and

colour. In reference to other senses it would denote the qualities

respectively which these are fitted to perceive, whether odour, or sound,

or taste. Only in reference to the sense of seeing could it coincide in

meaning with t'&akov, but as this, which Aristotle calls the sense par
excellence, tends to absorb the attention of psychologists, either the word

it ixe\ov was narrowed to the idea of <?3&>Xoi> (= 17 anoppolj rijr popepqe),

or else the latter was extended to cover all the meanings of the more

general term. That ieUekov was capable of expressing dSuW, appears

from the phrase of Parthenius AcukW 'I0iyf »ijr, the image, or effigy, of

Iphigenia. In Laconian J«i«\iVrai was = Attic fufujrai (Etym. Magn.

260, 48).
1 Alexander, in Arist. de Sens. p. 56 (Wendland), and Arist. de Sens.

440* 15-18.

' Alexander ad Arist. de Sensu 438* 5, p. 24 (Wendland). This

reproduces the theory of Democritus in the simpler aspect in which

Aristotle criticizes it, 438* 5-16.
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to the rough \ He asserts that the simple (A*Xo) colours » physical

are four : white, black, red, and green (x\mP6v). White is the^nction:

smooth*. For if anything is not rough, and neither throws primary

shadows nor is difficult of penetration, it is, in every case,
coloois"

bright (\anitp6v). The things that are bright must be straight-

bored (dtMrpvira), and hence translucent (biavyrj). Of white

objects, those which are hard—as, for example, the flat inner

surfaces of bivalve shells—consist of such atomic shapes 4
, for

thus they would be shadowless and luminous (tvltyi)) and

straight-pored (fiOwropa). Those, on the other hand, which

are friable (\lra6vpd) s and brittle (ivdpvtrra) consist of atoms
which are spherical but obliquely situated in position with

regard to one another, and in their mode of combination

in pairs 6
, and their whole atomic structure is as far as

possible uniform. This being so, such bodies must be

friable, because the amount of conjunction between each pair

among their atoms is slight ; and they must be brittle,

because the disposition of the atoms is uniform ; while they

must be free from shadow, because they are smooth and

flat. Things are whiter one than another in proportion

as the figures aforesaid are more exact and less mixed

with others, and possess the aforesaid order and disposi-

tion more perfectly. Such, then, are the atomic figures of

which white is composed. Black consists of figures of the

contrary kind, those which are rough, uneven (<tko\tivuv),

1 Arist. de Sens. 442b 10.

* For what follows in this paragraph see Theophr. de Sens. §§ 73-5

(Diels, Vors., p. 394). Distinguish \\ap6n from irpao-uiov.

* Plato, Tim. 60 A, regards tA Xctov as huu.pouK.hv rije Syjrtm which is

the characteristic quality of white.

* <rx<]paTav, the most noticeable of the intrinsic differences of the

atom—its figure—serving for the general name, as often in Democritus

himself.
1

tya6vp6s here is opposed to aieXijp<Sr, not (as in Arist. 441* 25) to

yXiVxpof.

' ix tripitptpoii piv Xo£am it rg 6io*i npl>s clXXrjXa xal Kara ivo ov£tv$ttl

which seems to mean that a cross-section of the structure would exhibit

the atoms in a quincuncial arrangement. Prantl (Htp\ Xp«i/i., p. 52)

keeping the older text rot 8w> <rvf«uf«r t^ ff 5Xiji» ra£iv ix'tv opoiav

translates
—'aber in der ganzen Ausdehnung jedenfalls in owH" ^<cr'r

und Td£ir einander gleich,'
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and dissimilar; for thus they would cast shadows, nor

would their pores be straight or easily permeable. Their

emanations, moreover, must be slow and confused * ; for the

emanation makes a difference, by its quality, in the nature

of the sense-presentation : and its quality is liable to change

owing to the intervention of the air. Red is formed of the

same kind of atomic figures as the hot 2
, only that those

of red are larger; for a hot thing is redder the larger

the aggregations of its atomic figures are, when these

figures are similar in kind s
. A proof that red is composed

of such atoms as those which form the hot, is that we
ourselves are red when heated, just as other things are

when ignited, as long as they continue to have the character

of ' the igneous
'

; but ignited things are redder in propor-

tion as they are formed of large figures ; such are flame,

coals of wood whether green or dry, and also iron and other

metals which are subject to ignition. Those are brightest 4

which contain the most and finest fire ; while those are

more red in which the fire is coarser and in less quantity.

Whence it is that things at a more red heat are less hot

(sc. than those at a white heat) ; for (in the world of atoms)

the fine, which is the essence of the bright, is also that

which constitutes the hot 6
- Green [\K<t>p6v), again, is formed

of the solid and the void, being compounded of both, but

the colour varies in tint (8iaX\urr«n») according to their

position and arrangement ".

1 \Ve cannot guess what this new factor—the speed of the anoppoal—
has to do with colour according to Democritus. There is no thought

here of ' rapidity of vibrations.' Mullach {Dent., p. 221) punctuates so

as to separate ftuKpepnv from itp6s, wrongly,

* The atoms of fire are spherical, Arist. 303* 14. By ' larger (/mi-

fovuv) ' here must be meant ' in larger aggregates,' as in next clause.

s Diels {Dox., p. 521) compares Arist. 329b 26 Sippov yap fan to

trvyKpaiov ro Ofioycrij' to yap diaKpivtiv, oirtp <paa\ iroiciv to nvp, avynpivtut

tori to 6uo(fn)\a.

* i. e. show the whitest heat. * Otppbv yap to \tirr6v.

' It is remarkable and noticed afterwards by Theophrastus (§18 infra)

that Democritus explains green by the solid and the void, not by the

shape of the atoms, like the other colours. Prantl supposes that Demo-
critus in explaining green thought of this as the colour of plants and oi
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§ 17. Thus, then, Democritus accounts for his four Formation

primary colours. 'Each colour 1 is purer the more the^^^
figures of which it is properly composed are free from mixture of

admixture of others. The other colours are generated by prLa^
mixtures of these four. Gold and bronze and such colours are colours,

formed by a mixture of white and red. They derive their

brightness (rd \ap.irp6v) from the white, and their reddishness

(rd {nsipvOpov) from the red. The red falls, in the process

of mixture, into the void interstices of the white. If to

these be added pale-green (xAwpoC), the most beautiful

colour is produced ; but the proportion of green so added

must be small ; it cannot be great when the white and the

red are thus compounded. The resulting colours will differ

according as the amount of admixture in every such case

is greater or less. Purple is formed of white, black, and

red, the red being in largest quantity and the black in

small 2
, the white coming midway in amount, which is

the reason why it appears pleasant to sense. That the

black and the red are in it appears from mere inspection

;

that it contains white is shown by its brightness and lustre,

since it is white that produces these. W-W^-colour 3 arises

from a mixture of the very black with green, but with

a preponderance of black. Leek-green * arises from purple

and woad-blue, or from pale-green and purplish (nop<pvpo-

ttooCy). For sulphur 8
is ofthis colour, and shares the quality

of brightness. Deep-blue* is formed of woad-colour and

fire-colour (irvpdbovi), but of figures round and needle-

vegetation generally, and from its great extent and abundance in nature,

conceived it as resulting directly from the two primordial causes of

things. ' Theophr. de Sens. §§ 76-8.
1 This adopts /»«pdi',whichMullachandDiels,I^w. read. Diels (Dox.,

p. 522 n.) prefers the better attested, though seemingly less probable,

paKpav, with the remark ' at atri permultum inesse elucet ex v. 11.'

5
10-aric, the plant woad, used here for woad-blue.

4 to irpaaivov, a colour which like (pou/tKoiv and dXovpyoV, according to

Arist. 372* 5, is not capable of being produced artificially. Vide Plato,

§31 infra.
* Diels (Dox., p. 522 n.), agreeing with Burchard that this example is

inappropriate, conjectures rov ioV, sc. ' aerugincm, in quam splendor

Certe cadit." * ro Kvavovv.
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like, so that the black should contain the quality which

makes it brilliant 1
. The nut-brown colour (napvivov) is

formed of green and purplish. If bright be mixed therein a
,

Jlame-colour arises, since this is shadowless and the dark is

excluded. Red mixed with white renders green lustrous 3
, not

black. Hence growing fruits ate at first green, before they

become heated, and so diffused *. So many are the colours

described by Democritus. But he asserts that colours,

like tastes, are really infinitely numerous* according to

the ways of mixing them ; i. e. according as one removes

some of this, or adds some of that, ingredient, or mixes less

of this or more of that. The colour resulting in the one

case will never be like that in the other.'

Theo-
^ § 1 8. Theophrastus criticizes the above account of colour

critXsmof and its varieties. Democritus, he says 8
, creates a difficulty

Demo- by suggesting four primary colours, instead of the two,

theory of black and white. ' His assigning different atomic shapes

and°its
to exP'am tne whiteness of objects according as these are

varieties, hard or friable is unsatisfactory. For though (el) it would

be natural to explain these two classes of objects differently

regarded simply as tangibles, one surely must not go on to

suppose the figure of the atoms to be the cause of their

difference in colour ; the position of the atoms is rather

what would account for this. Round figures, and indeed all

figures, may overshadow one another. For example, the

very argument which Democritus himself employs, when

discussing smooth things which appear black, shows this to

be so. He asserts that their appearance is due to their

1 The ' figures ' have heads shaped like conical bullets on a small

scale.
1 Adopting Xa/iirpav for x\o>p6v, and (rouro yap a<naoi/) with Diels,

Dot., p. 522 n. * tiiiyit.

* tiaxfurdu, rendered by Mullach * antequam maturescant.' This is

better than Diels' Sunuutadcu. The fiidxwt referred to is a process

resulting from heat (the opposite of »rij£ir, which results from cold),

denoting the softening of ripe fruit—a sort of concoctio of its tissues.

Cf. Arist. 380* II, 382* 29.
5 So Plato, Tim. 68 D (§ 30 adfin. infra), declares that God alone

could create or explain their infinite variety. Aristotle denies the infinity

of varieties of colour. • De Sens. §§ 79-82.
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atomic conjunction (<r^i<pv<rii>) and arrangement, this being

in them the same as in the black. And, again, he implies

it when explaining the colour of rough things which are

white. For these, he says, are formed of large figures of

which the commissures are not indeed round but serrated \
while the outlines of the figures are broken like stair-steps,

or the tops of vallated mounds * erected before a city wall.

This feature in the edge of the atom renders it shadowless, so

that there is nothing in it to hinder brightness from appear-

ing 3
. ... In general Democritus here explains not so much

the whiteness as the transparency or brightness of bodies
;

since that it should be transparent, and that its pores should

not zigzag, is the essential characteristic, or condition, of

the structure of the diaphanous body. Again, that the pores

of white things should be in straight lines, while those

of black should be in zigzag lines, is a condition which

Can explain these colours only on one assumption, viz. that

colour is an objective thing, which enters into and passes

through the pores 4
; but Democritus does not assume this.

He asserts that seeing is due to the emanation and the

image reflected in the eye *- But if seeing is due to this (sc.

1 oi irrpupcprir, ciWa irpOKp6o<rac. ' Democrito Trpoxprnnror latius patet,

ut pinnae in hanc figuram ~- continuatae significentur,' Diels, Dox.,

P- 323 n.

* I follow Diels* text {Dox., p. 523).

* The conception referred to here seems to be this, that in white

objects, which are formed of smooth atoms, the atoms are always

so disposed that there are straight passages, through the bodies

which they compose, for the uninterrupted transmission of light

;

while in black or dark-coloured objects, formed of rough atoms, the

passages are crooked or darkened by the overlapping of atoms which

stand as it were in one another's light Yet the smooth atoms may
be so arranged as to throw shadows and produce black; and the

rough may have their angularities so matched and arranged as not to

obstruct light, and so may produce white.

4
las «i(rjou(Tij9 Trjr (picrcas wroXa/Sciy iariv. As Diels (Dox., p. 523)

observes, ' opponuntur <f>vois xfu>tu'T <j"' et anoppoq.'

" Jii tIjv anoppotfv xat rijv fp<pamv tijii th Tqv Syfnv. Colour was for

Democritus a purely subjective thing : hence, as Theophrastus remarks,

the' explanation which treats it as something objective passing into

and through atomic interstices involves him in a contradiction of his

own theory.

D2
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the entrance of \pVa). what difference does it make whether

the pores lie in straight lines over against one another, or in

zigzag lines? Nor is it easy to see how an emanation

comes from void, and an explanation is due from him on

this point also '. For he makes white to arise from light

or some positive thing. Nor is it easy to understand his

account of black. For a shadow is something black, a sort

of eclipse of the white 2
, hence white as a colour has a

positive natural primacy. He assigns, too, as cause of black,

not merely shadows, but also the density of the air, and

therefore of the emanation that enters the eye, and the

disturbance or confusion in the eye itself. But he does not

make it clear whether these things are due to want of

transparency 3
, or may arise from some other cause, and, if

so, from what sort of cause. It is curious, too, that he docs

not assign some atomic shape as the cause of green, but

explains it only by the solid and the void. These last, how-

ever, enter into all things whatever, no matter what atomic

shapes things consist of. He should have assigned some
characteristic cause in the case of this as of all other

colours ; and if it be opposed to red, as black is to white,

he should have assigned it the opposite atomic shape as its

base; while if it be not opposite, this fact in itself might

make one wonder, viz. that he does not represent the

primary colours as opposites, such opposition being assumed

by all writers 4
. He should, in particular, have explained

in detail what sort of colours are simple ; why some are,

and some are not, composite ; since it is regarding the first

elements that uncertainty is greatest. But this he found,

no doubt, a difficult problem.'

Colour, § 19. Democritus teaches that colour per se is nothing

to^Demo^ objective, for the ultimate elements—theplenum and vacuum
critus, not —are destitute of all sensible qualities, while the things

quaKyof
7 composed of them possess colour (as they do every sensible

body.' The quality) owing merely to the order,figure, and position of

1 Here (as below) Theophrastus hits at a difficulty in Democritus'

account of green. * imirpoaOnirK rod \tvKov.

' tia t& fu) tliianrov. * Read airaau) with Diels, Dor., p. 524.
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the atoms, i. e. (a) to their order relatively to one another, ™7 jn

,,,> . ., ,
'

,
'

, , . which the
ip) to their several shapes, and (c) to the position of each in sensible

its place. The subjective aspects—the qualities—of sensible 2^"^,,.
objects are all due to these three things '. Colour has no ted from

objective existence, since the colours of bodies are due to the^ Void*

position of the atoms in them 2
. (Cf. Touching, § 2, p. i8a.)

Anaxagoras.

§ ao. Following Heraclitus, Anaxagoras is sharply op- Difference

posed to his contemporaries and predecessors in holding, b̂
l

e

n

e

c

n
ip e

as he did, that perception is effected not by the operation Anaxa-

of like upon like, but of contrary upon contrary. This y?™s an

accords, on the one hand, with his metaphysical doctrine contem-

«
poranes

of voBy a/*iyjjs, and, on the other, with the empirical fact respecting

that many perceptions, e. g. that of temperature, seem to
J,

1}'*"'*

rest upon a contrast between the condition of the perceiving tion.Uniike

organ and the object it perceives. If the temperature of unlike! Ap-

water is exactly that of the hand, this may be thrust into plication of

it without perception of it as either cold or hot. The the theory

contrariety required by the doctrine of Anaxagoras as one of vision -

of the conditions of perception exists for all possible cases

;

since, according to the Anaxagorean doctrine -nav iv ttavrt,

we have within us the contraries of all possible external

objects. Our information as to the psychological teaching

of Anaxagoras is scanty, yet contains evidence of his being

influenced by these principles.

1 Stob. Eel. i. 16 (Diels, Dox., p. 314).
1 Arist. de Gen. et Corr. 316* I rpowlj yap xpo>iiaTi(*<r6tu. The terms

for order,figure, and position are, in ordinary Greek, rd£tr, oxhha , and

6iau, but the terms used by Democritus for these respectively were

tiaOiyfj, pvap6s, and rponi). Cf. Arist. Met. i. 5. 98s
b 17 (adopting Diels*

H, X- for Z, N). ' The letter A differs from H xafigure (oxhpan) ; AH
differ from HA in order (ra^ti); whileffi differs from H in position' (0<V<i)

the X being but H lying on its side. Probably itaBlyi) is dialectic = Aia-

Dtjitri, i. e. ittidfirit, and not'= ' contact ' (V0iy-), as Gompcrz after M ullach

renders. The primary qualities of each atom per se for Democritus

were (a) physical, viz. weight and solidity
; (6) geometrical, viz. figure

and magnitude. Not only colour, but all other secondary qualities ot

body, depend on these primary qualities, as well as on the Td&r, axni"',

and dcW, of the atoms which compose the body. Gomp. G. T. \, 568.
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vision dne 'Seeing,' according to Anaxagoras 1
, 'takes place by

lma%. reflexion of an image in the pupil of the eye, but this image

is not reflected in a part of the pupil of like colour with

the object, but in one of a different colour 8
. In the

- majority of eyes, the requisite difference of colour between

organ and object exists in the daytime, but in some it

exists by night; whence it follows that the latter see

keenly by night. In general, the night is more in keeping

than the daylight with the actual colour of the eyes. In

the daytime objects are reflected in the eye, because light

is a condition of such reflexion. But (whether by night or

day) the colour which predominates in the object seen is,

when reflected, made to fall on the part of the eye which

is of the opposite colourV According to the general rule

the colours of the eye are dark, i. e. of the hue of night

;

hence more fit for reflecting images, and therefore for

seeing, by day than by night ; although to this rule there

are exceptions. Anaxagoras held with Empedocles that

-» persons with gleaming eyes (y\avKo[) see better at night

than those with dark eyes. Empedocles, however, based

this view, not on the ground that like is perceived by unlike,

but on the principles that fire is a visual agency 4
, and that

the conditions are, in some cases, more favourable for its

action at night than by day.

phrastus'
§3i. Theophrastus 8

, in criticizing the visual theory of

criticism Anaxagoras, says: 'As regards the reflexion in the eye,

goras'
" his opinion is not different from that of most other thinkers;

theory of for the majority hold that seeing results from the formation
rision.

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 27.

* For this difference of colour see Democritus, § 13, p. 26, n. 4 supra,

and Theophrastus' criticism of Democritus, § 14, p. 29.

5 ttjv 47 xpo"" *hv Kparova-av fiaXXov tic tt)V iripav iptyalvtoBai. Here

we are reminded by ttjv uparovtrav that, according to the doctrine itav <V

iraiTt, all colours as well as all other sensible qualities are in every

object, but in different degrees of prominence ; and that each object is

' perceived and named according to that sensible quality which isftre-

dominant in it. Thus the seeds of all colours are in the object, yet red for

example may predominate ; whence we perceive it as red and call it so.

4 See Empedocles, supra § 9.

• De Sens. §§ 36-7 (Diels, Box., p. 509).
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of an image in the eye by reflexion. They do not, however,
provide in their theory for these facts, viz. that (a) the real

magnitudes seen are not symmetrical with the reflected

magnitudes
; (b) it is impossible for a plurality of reflexions

to take place in the eye simultaneously with their contraries

;

(c) though movement, distance, and magnitude are visible

none of these reflects an image
;

(d) some animals, e. g.

those which have scales on the eyes, and those which live

in water, have no image reflected in the eye and yet they

see. Besides these points, if such reflexion were the

sufficient reason of seeing, many inanimate things would see

;

for reflexion takes place in water, bronze, and many other

things. Anaxagoras also teaches that colours are all

reflected in one another, but a strong colour in a weak
rather than conversely ; so that while either the strong

or the weak ought to see, yet a black eye should see better

than one of any other colour : arid, in general, an eye of

weaker, better than one of stronger colour 1
. Wherefore

he describes the organ of seeing- as being of the same hue

as night, and light as the cause of the reflexion of an image

in the eye. But, in the first place, we see light itself

without the need of such reflexion ; and, in the next, we
see black colours just as well as white, though the former

do not contain light (which according to Anaxagoras is

needful to produce the reflected image) 2
. Again, in the case

of other things (apart from optical reflexion), we see that

reflexion of images takes place in that which is brighter

and purer (than the object reflected) ; and, accordingly,

Anaxagoras himself declares that the membranes covering

the eyes are delicately fine and bright.'

§ aa. The object of vision : colour. * As regards colours 3£^V no

' ' The • weakest ' colour, as would appear from this, is black accord-

ing to Anaxagoras and Theophrastus. This, therefore, represents all

other colours by reflexion.

1 Some such word as dXXa or xatroi seems to have been lost before

ovk i\tt in the sentence orewa oi&iv ^rrov rp (UXava rin XfvkS>» ovk ?x««

$Sr. This, as it stands in Wimmer's and Diels' texts = non minus

nigra quam alba lucetn non habent, makes no sense. I have translated

according to what I conceive the true reading.

3 Theophr. de Sens. § 59 (Diels, Vox., p. 516).
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Empedocles held that white consists of fire, black of water.

The others confined themselves to asserting that white

and black are the elementary colours, the remaining colours

being generated by mixtures of these two. For Anaxa-
goras has expressed himself quite generally respecting

them x
. He held 2 that the elements of all things were

originally confused in one mass infinite in number and

severally infinitesimal in bulk. This being so, we must

conceive that (for him) many and multifarious seeds of

things exist in all bodies—seeds with all sorts of shapes,

and colours, and savours. . . . Before they were separated

from the mass, and while all were still together, no single

determinate colour was yet discernible.' ' Colours, accord-

ing to Anaxagoras, are not self-subsistent or separable

from coloured things. Each colour requires a substrate.

It is not possible that all things whatever should be

separated from one another ; the process of discrimination 3

is no absolute separation *
; wherefore it is impossible that

walking 5
, colour, and, in general, the qualities and states

of things, should be really separated from their substrates

(tuv vTtoKtuilvtuv) 6.' It is plain that, owing to his theory of

•nav Iv iravrl, Anaxagoras could not hold that there is

in nature any pure or simple colour 7
.

1 &n\S>s f'pijKt. PrantI, pressing the yap before 'hva£ay6pat here, infers

from the sentence that Anaxagoras with the others held white and black

to be primary colours.

* Simpl. ad Arist.Phys. i84b 15-188' 5, pp. 34-5, 156, 175-6 (Diels);

PrantI, nfp\ Xpau. p. 58.
s

i. e. that effected by voiis.

* ov yap iravrtXijS Siaa-rracrfiSt iariv 1} Sidxpurit,

" pd&uric here seems to mean •movement' in general, which is

impossible, according to Anaxagoras, without something that moves.
* Simpl. L c. PrantI, Arist. Uipi Xpa/iurup, p. 59, remarks that it

was probably this conviction of the inseparableness of qualities from

substance that led Anaxagoras to make his famous assertion that snow

is black. To the sensible impression that snow is white, he opposed

the rational view that snow is water frozen, and that water—the

Homeric fukav vSup— is black ; hence snow is really black. The
meaning and object of this paradoxical assertion were quite misunder-

stood by many ancient writers ; e. g. Cic. Acad. Quaes/, iv. 23. 31.

' CL Arist. l87b 2 seqq. ftio (part irav iv iravri /u/ui^dat . . . ilKiKpivas
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Diogenes of Apollonia.

§ 23. Diogenes held that the ultimate agency in Nature Diogenrf

(which included for him Mind in all its manifestations) is J^afthe
Air. Thus thought and sensation are activities of the foundation

intra-organic air (especially that in or around the brain) "^^
in relation with the outer, or extra-organic air, which physical

_, ... . , activity.
operates m nature generally. The air m the particular The intra-

organs conducted the sensory impressions to that near the ^f^"^
brain, as their central organ ; which, again, seems, in certain perception.

cases at least, to have co-operated with the air in the breast, j^age'tne

or near the heart. Perception is more perfect the finer chief factor

is the intra-organic air, and the more freely the structure of points of

the vessels promotes its passage to and fro between the agreement

.

* r o
^ between

brain, the thorax, and the various parts of the bodily Diogenes,

'Seeing takes place, according to Diogenes 1
, by the re- Empe-

flexion of objects in the pupil of the eye ; for this, by being theory of

°

mixed (utiywuirnqv) with the internal air 2
, produces the sense colour.

of vision ; a proof of which is that when there is inflamma-

tion of the vessels of the eye, the mixture with the air within

being interrupted, vision is impaired, although the image

is reflected in the pupil as usual.' ' Those animals see most

keenly which have the air 3 within them fine and the veins

fine likewise (such fineness of the air and the air-vessels u
being the general conditions of perfect sense), and those which

also have the eye itself as bright as possible *. The colour

which is contrary to that of the eye is best reflected in it * :

wherefore those whose eyes are black see best by day,

per yap S\ov X«ikoi» r) pe'\av tj kt{. . . . oIk tiveu' orou it irXcitrroy !%< 1

fnurrqv, tovto ioKtiv ttvai njf epvaiv rov irpdyparot.

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 40 (Diels, Vors., p. 344).
1 More especially ro> nep\ rov tyKeepaketv aipi.

• Theophr. L c. § 42.
4

Sera re top aipa (sc. Xfirrdv) not rat (jAeffas ?x«i Xcirrdr, &atttp «iri run

jXXuv (sc. ala6i
t
ae<nv), Kal oaa roi> 6<p0a\p&v (sc. «x") ^apirp&rarov. Diels

should have placed a comma after aWav, as Stamp tirl t£» <iXXup is

parenthetical.

' For this doctrine see Democritus, supra § 13
;' Anaxagoras, § 20.
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and see bright better than dark objects; while their

opposites see better by night. That the internal air,

which is a small part of the god \ is what perceives, is

shown by the fact that often, when we have our minds

directed to other things (than the object), we neither see •

nor hear 2.' Diogenes thus agrees with Empedocles and

Anaxagoras in making those see best by day whose eyes

are black, and those whose eyes are bright, or gleaming

grey, see best at night. The reasons for which Empedocles

and Anaxagoras held this view have been stated ; why
Diogenes shared it we are not informed.

Diogenes has left us no theory of Colour. It is manifest

that he laid great stress on the phenomenon of ljz</>a<ns

—

the reflexion of an image in the eye— as a factor of vision.

Theophrastus 3 asserts that Diogenes' theory that we see by
virtue of the internal air is futile. ' While Diogenes ' (he

goes on) ' confutes, after a fashion {iXiy\ei irm), those who
take the mere reflexion in the pupil for a complete explana-

tion of vision, he fails himself to render a satisfactory

account of the latter.' For him, it is evident, the conditions

of vision were summed up in the reflexion of the image,

and the communication between this and the air within the

brain and organism in general. Air as first principle, both

of nature and of mind, was endowed by him with intelligence.

Plato.

The § 24. For empirical psychology Plato had only the

SP?*^ , regard of a stepmother. He was averse to physical studies,
attitude of &

.
r

, , ,

r •
,

?lato on- and Democntus, whose whole life-work was given to these,

1 6 finis ai/p alaBaviTtu, pixpov i>v fiopiov tov Otov.

* The meaning of this is not, at first, clear. But Diogenes believed

that NoCr in each roan is Air

—

6 iv ijiuv 6W—and a part of the universal

NoCt, 6 0fdt, which, of course, is also Air. When the individual row is

engaged on its own thoughts, if we then have neither ears nor eyes for

external objects, it follows that the operation of these senses is included

in that of pour : as it is voCr (<5 iwot riqp) that thinks, so it is the same

that perceives. He does not here argue—he assumes—that vow in each

person is & ivrot at)p.

* De Sens. § 47 (Diels, Dox., p. 512).
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he seems to have disliked. At all events he never names favourable

him. Accordingly we find comparatively little in Plato's ^"J*"
dialogues bearing on this subject, and that little not always chology

:

up to the standard of what was to be expected from a writer jmmeiZd*
of his transcendent genius. A few scattered references and '" meta-

u t.- • physics.
observations ; an interesting disquisition in the TheaeteUts Account of

(which, however, aims not at psychological but rather at
l^°^^

epistemological results) ; and a discussion in the Timaetts, Timaeus.

for which the author practically apologizes 1
, form the chief

contributions of Plato to the subject of empirical psychology.

Plato's physics were submerged in metaphysics. We cannot,

therefore, so clearly distinguish the ruling physical ideas

which governed his psychology as we could do and have

done in the cases of Empedocles, Democritus, and Anaxa-
goras. When he proceeds to treat of psychology he
descends from first to second causes, and finds himself on

uncongenial ground. It is not easy to discover a principle

of union between his psychology and his idealism, any
more than between his psychology and any ruling

physical principles. His physics is virtually contained in

his account of the nature and construction of matter, in its

four forms, given by him in the Timaeus. He accepts the

four Empedoclean forms, earth, air, fire, water ; but does not

regard them as primitive. These were constituted by the

Demiurgos out of fundamental triangles, by a geometrical

process doubtless borrowed from the Pythagoreans. The
primitive triangles are the right-angled isosceles, and the

right-angled scalene. From these are first constructed

the pyramid, the cube, the octahedron, and the eikosahedron.

The cube, then, is made to form the foundation of earth,

as it is the most solid element; the pyramid forms that

of fire ; the octahedron that of air ; the eikosahedron that of

water. These four ' elements ' stand to one another in

continuous proportion : as fire is to air, air is to water ; and

as air is to water, so is water to earth 2
. Plato's psychology

1 The theory of colour in the Timaeus comes in only as a part of the

^povi/ior wai&ia in which the author indulges. Cf. Tim. 59 d.

• Tim. 32 a-b.
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also is set forth in the Timaeus, in his attempted deduction

of the individual from the cosmic soul. This deduction is

on the face of it metaphysical, and indeed fanciful in the last

degree. When the Demiurgos makes over to the newly

created gods the task of fashioning mortal bodies to be

joined with immortal souls, we see Plato at a loss how to

connect his metaphysics with his physics by any satisfactory

rational or scientific tie. The inferior gods borrowed from

the Cosmos portions of the four elements 1
, and of these

they compacted the organic body. Into this body they

introduced the immortal soul with its double circular rota-

tions—the circles of the Same and of the Different. This

soul they located in the cranium, which is spherical, like

the Kosmos, in its external form, and admits no motion

but the rotatory. The body had all the varieties of motion,

backward, forward ; upward, downward ; right, left. In it

were set up the movements of nutrition and sensation,

which, however, interfere with, and disturb, the movements

of the rational soul in the cranium. Thus its rotations

in the circles of the Same and the Different are caused to

convey false information. In the course of time, and by

the process of education, this state of things is made to

improve. Philosophy attempts to restore the mathematical

exactitude of the intellectual movements. To all this

Plato subjoins a particular account of the senses—their

organs,functions, and objects. This will be now. given as

far as it concerns the sense of seeing.

Function § 25. Neglecting the pupillar image 'Plato held that

^i^f* seeing takes place in virtue of a coalescence between (a) the

Plato, like rays of the intra -ocular light emanating from the eyes

clesfneg- to some distance into the kindred (i.e. illuminated) air;

lects the
fj^ tha£ which, reflected from external bodies, moves to meet

image. it ; and (c) that which is in the intervening air, and which,

1 It is noticeable how great a hold this doctrine of the four elements

(which Empedocles first propounded) took upon the Greek mind. It

pervades the whole period from Empedocles to Aristotle, for though

not of course accepted in its original form by all writers, it was some-

thing with which all had to reckon ; and which influenced even those

who rejected it.
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owing to the diflusibility and nimbleness of the latter,

extends itself in lines parallel with the fiery current of

vision V ' Of the organs first they wrought light-bearing

eyes, and bound them fast in the causal scheme as follows.

That part of fire which has the property of not burning,

but yielding an innocuous light, they contrived to fashion

into a substance homogeneous with the light of day 2
. For

the fire within us, being twin with this, they caused to

flow through the eyes in its pure form, smooth and
dense, having constructed the whole, and especially the

central part, of the eyes in such wise as to confine all

the remainder, i. e. the denser portion, of the fire within,

and to filter forth only such fire as that above described,

by itself, in its purity. Whenever, accordingly, there is

daylight around the visual current (= the light which flows

out from the eyes), this current, issuing from the eyes and

meeting with its like, becoming compacted into union with

the latter (i. e. with the homogeneous external daylight),

coalesces with it into one homogeneous whole s in the line

of vision, i.e. in the direction in which the current issuing

from within meets front to front with, and presses against,

any of the external objects with which it comes into

collision. The whole then, owing to the essential homo-
geneity of its constituents, becomes sympathetic, so that

whenever it takes hold of anything, or when anything takes

hold of it, it transmits the movements of such thing into

the whole body as far as the soul 4
, and so produces

a sensation, viz. the experience on having which we say

1 toC itipX rov fiiTa£v aipa flbiaxyrav ovra <tai tSrptirrov ovviicrtimp.imv

T(f irvp&bfi TTJf <tyca>r, Stob. Eel. i. 52 ; PluL Epit. iv. 13 (Diels, Dox.,

p. 404). Prantl (Arist. Uipl Xpaparav, p. 75) remarks that ovvaiyua, the

term above translated ' coalescence of rays,' seems to have come into

vogue in the later Academy or among the Neo-Platonists. This passage

of the Placita sums up fairly enough the doctrine set forth in the

following passage of the Timaeus (45 B-46 a) itself.

' There is a play on the terms lutipa and <j>at jjpipov.

' fKirurTOi/ Sfiotov np&s o/joiok (vpnayir y€v6(nvov.

4 ptxpt Trjt tf'vx'jf : up to the ' seat of consciousness,' an expression

of which great use is made by most Greek psychologists, and which

covers the greatest mystery of psychology.
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commonly that we see. But when the kindred fire without

has departed into night, the visual current from within is

cut off; since, on issuing from the eye and meeting what

is unlike it, it becomes itself changed in quality and ex-

tinguished : it becomes no longer homogeneous with the

neighbouring air, as the latter now contains no fire.'

Sleep and § 26. * Therefore it ceases from seeing and tends to bring
ms' on sleep. For when the eyelids, whose structure the gods

devised as a protection for the sight, are closed, they

imprison the force of the fire within ; and this force

weakens by diffusion, and so calms, the internal movements

;

and when they have become calm, quietude succeeds. If

this quietude is profound, the sleep which descends upon

us yields but scanty dreams ; but if certain of the greater

movements have been suffered to remain, these, according

to their quality, and that of the regions of the body in

which they remain, produce "phantasms" of corresponding

quality and number, fashioned within us like unto objects

seen, and referred outwards to them by us in memory when

we awakeV ' Does not dreaming (asks Plato in the Republic)

consist just in this, that one, whether asleep or awake, regards

that which is like something not as merely being like it,

but as being the very thing itself which it resembles 2 ?'

Plato's § 27. As Mr. Archer-Hind, ad loc, observes, there are

^2^ three fires concerned in the above account of vision:

compared (1) that which streams from the eye (to rijt <5ty«wj ptvp-a) ;

ofErn^ (2) the fire of daylight in the air; and (3) the fire which
docks. ^ the colour of the object seen. The visible object is

immersed in the p.tdr)p.tpwbv <pZs, which, with xpuma, streams

from it to the eye. This stream meets to rrjs otytwy

P&'Vlo, and both united in one whole (often spoken of as

simply 01/ris) convey the impression of the object to the

soul. But the fire of daylight, which intervenes between

eye and object as a sort of medium, conforms itself somehow

to these conjoint currents, supporting and substantiating

them, as is stated in the extract given above (§ 35) from

1 iifioiioiaffivra ivrit «£u T€ tytpBt'unv diro/inj/iowwfywwi.

* Rep. 476C.
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the Placita. In all this, as well as in Plato's disregard of the

pupillar image,there is much that reminds one of Empedocles
(see § ao infra). He, too, speaks of a fire issuing from the

eye. He, too, says that colour comes as an iirSppoia from
the object, and Plato, in the Menon (cf. § 10 supra), seems

to accept this account of it while ascribing it to Gorgias

and his master. But Empedocles has not left anything to

show the part which he would attribute to the daylight

in connexion with vision. Nor is it easy to single out in

Plato's account of the matter the separate parts played

by the fire from the object and the fire of daylight. The
one is not to be absolutely separated from the other. The
fire from the object ceases if the fire of daylight departs.

The colour and the light in which it is seen are intimately

connected for Empedocles, as for Plato. Although, there-

fore, it may be that Plato distinguished his visual theory

from that of Empedocles by the part which he makes the

daylight play in fusion with the visual light, yet, in

the absence of information as to Empedocles' view on this

matter, we cannot be quite sure. There seems nothing in

the theory of the latter inconsistent with the Platonic view.

Finally the Empedpclean doctrine was that by each element

within us we perceive the same element without, ' fire by
fire, earth by earth, &c.' ; and Plato was an adherent of the

same theory. Aristotle tells us 1 that Plato, in the same way
as Empedocles, regards the soul as formed of the elements,

on the principle that Mike is known by like.' Plato's

* elements,' however, in the formation of ^vxv> were not

material, and were far other than those of Empedocles 2
-

§ 28. Light, the medium of vision, is a subject of interest The

to Plato, not however from a physical or psychological ^i^"*
°

standpoint so much as from that of metaphysics. ' We see,' (Plato

he says s
, ' with the organ of seeing, and hear with the organ s^at as if

of hearing, and with the senses generally perceive their there™re

respective objects ; but the great Artist who fabricated of hearing.)

the senses and their organs has, with regard to seeing,

gone more expensively to work than in any of the other

• 404* 16. * Cf. Tim, 35 a seqq. * Rep. 507 0-508 B.
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senses. The organs of hearing and sound need no third *

thing in order that the former may hear and the latter be

heard ; nothing, the absence of which would prevent the one

from hearing and the other from being heard. The other

senses also are exempt from any such need. But the

faculty of seeing and the object of this have need of such

third thing. For the power of seeing may be in the eye,

and the man who possesses it may strive to exercise it, also

colour may be present in the object ; but if a third thing

called light be not present, the eye can see nothing ; the

colour must remain invisible. Light is the precious medium
by the intervention of which the object and the organ of

vision are brought into conjunction for the exercise of this

faculty. The visual organ is not the sun, though the most

sunlike (fiKiwbioraTov . . . dpydvmv) of the sensory organs *

;

but it receives from the sun, when the latter illuminates

the sphere of vision, all the visual power which it possesses.

Light wells forth from the sun as from a fountain.'

The ebjat § 29. The object of vision is colour. If the eye sees,

Colour!
1

' what it primarily sees is this 3
. The visual agency according

to Plato* consists of fire. Its visible object too is of the

same nature. ' The body of the created world is tangible

and visible : that it should be tangible it must consist, in

part, of earth : that it should be visible it must have an

ingredient of fire
8.' * Colour, therefore, he regards as a sort

of flame from bodies, having its parts symmetrical 8 with

1 It is strange that Plato should here reason as if only this one

faculty of sense required a medium—light—between object and organ :

as if no medium were required for hearing or smelling.
1 Cf. Goethe, Farbenlehre, Introduction :

'War' nicht das Auge sonnenhaft,

Wie konnten wir das Licht erblicken ?

Lebt' nicht in uns des Gottes eigne Kraft,

Wie konnt' uns Gbttliches entziicken?'

' In Charmid. 167 C xp^f1" M<" °P? oiiiv ityir ovcra is given as an

absurdity. * Theophr. de Sens. § 5.

' xupurBiv hi irvpbs oiiiv av wort iparhv yivoiro, Tim. 3 1 B.

• Theophr. 1. c. We are here (as Th. remarks) reminded of Em-
pedocles, who required trvpptrpia between the mr&ppouxi and the pores

of the organs.
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those of the visual current 1
j so that (since an emanation 2

takes place from the objects seen, and this emanation and
the visual fire must harmonize with one another) the visual

agency, going forth to a certain point, forms a union with
the emanation from the body, and thus we see. Hence
Plato's visual theory would stand midway between that of
those who merely say that the visual current impinges upon
the objects 3

, and that of those who teach merely that

something is conveyed to the eye* from the objects seen.'

' Plato's theory ofcolour approximates to that of Empedocles,
since the symmetry which Plato requires between the parts

of the colour and the visual current is like the harmonious
fitting (happorrttv) of the airoppoal into the pores required by
Empedocles. ... It is strange that Plato should simply

define colour as a flame ; for, though the particular colour

white may be like this, yet black would seem to be the very

reverse ».' We have seen that Plato seems to approve « of

the definition quoted in the Menon from Empedocles 7
.

Black and white are recognized by Plato as opposite

colours 8
. Hence, too, colours admit of gradation, not

quantitative, in the sphere of \iiya or woAv, but qualitative,

i. e. in point of (catfapo'njy 9
.

1 rg tyit=r<p tt/s tytas ptipari.

* itt drroppoijr « yiyimpivtis ml. This, if Theophrastus expresses

Plato's doctrine correctly, brings the latter into closer relationship with

Empedocles than Mr. Archer-Hind (Plato, Tim. p. 156) is inclined to

admit. Theophr. de Sens. § 91 ittp\ b* xpu/idrui/ <r\fibv ipolas 'E/iir<-

doxXci \iyti. ro yap avpptrpa «x<'k p&pia rg ttyn tu tow n-opoit ivappirrtir

iartv [Jo-ov?].

5 Who are meant ? Probably Alcmaeon and the Pythagoreans.

* Probably those who held with Democritus the theory of visual

itUiXa, Or t"3a\a.

• Theophr. de Sens. § 91.

' Menon 76 D ?<m yap xptfa anoppof/ v\t)paT»>v S\jrti trvpptrpos nai

alaBrjris.

7 Prantl (who, objecting to Theophrastus' comparison of Plato's

colour theory with that of Empedocles, says that das Game bei Platon

mehr dynamisch betrachtet wird) would have us believe that the Empe-
doclean definition of colour is only accepted in a spirit of Socratic

irony. Vide his Arist. Farbenlehre, p. 57.

• Phileb. 12 E, Protag. 331 D. • Phileb. 33 B.
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Genesis of § 30. 'A fourth 1 department of sensibles yet remains whose

{^toms. many varieties we have to distinguish. These as a class * we
call colours, being a name 3 streaming off from bodies each

and all, having parts symmetrical with those of the visual

current, so as to be capable of being perceived *. We have

already, in what precedes, set forth the causes which explain

the origin of vision. Here, then, it is most natural and

fitting to discuss the probable theory of colours, showing

how the particles which are borne from external things,

and impinge upon the visual organ, are some smaller,

some larger than and some equal to the parts of this

visual organ itself 6
; that, moreover, those of equal size

are unperceived, and are accordingly called transparent,

whereas the larger and smaller, the former contracting the

visual current and the latter dilating it
6

, are analogous

respectively to things cold and hot in application to the

flesh 7
, and to things which, in their effects on the tongue

(sc. the organ of taste), are astringent, or from their heating

effect on it are called pungent 6
. These are the colours

black and white : affections of the parts of the visual current

which are, as has been said, identical in principle with those

of temperature and taste but in a different sense-modality 9
,

1 Reading fd<r6rfr6v. The three preceding departments were those

of Taste, Odour, Sound. * Plato, Tim. 67 C-68 E.

s Prantl (Utpi Xpu/i., p. 75) blames Theophr. § 86 for inaccuracy in

giving, as Plato's definition of xpiopa, <p\6ya aitb tH>» aapaTav avpptrpa

fi6put txovcrav rjj o\^«, and says that Plato would not have used 4>\<S£ thus.

But in fact Theophrastus is merely repeating the words of Tim. 67 c.

4 ' Lit. with a view to perception,' irpbs <ua6i)aiv.

B By 'organ' for Plato here has to be understood not the eye, but the

Srjffat pivfux.

• The' diacritic' effect of white, and the 'syncritic' effect of black on

the visual current would seem to have their psychological meaning

in the power of visual discrimination which light gives, and the con-

fusion, or loss of discrimination, between colour tuxpopal which results

from darkness.
7

i. e. in reference to the organ of touch which for Plato was the <rap£

.

* He does not pursue the parallelism of white to hot and black to

cold into the modality of taste, so that e.g. white should be to sweet

as black to bitter, nor could he do so consistently with his own account

of sweet and bitter, 77m. 65 D, 66 E. * iv aXXu yim.
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and presenting themselves to the mind as specifically differ-

ent on account of the above-mentioned causes \ Thus, then,

we must characterize them. That which dilates the visual

current is white; the opposite is black 2
. When a more rapid

motion (than that of white), belonging to a different kind of

fire, impinging on and dilating the visual current right up
to the eyes s

, forcibly distends and dissolves the very pores

of the eyes, causing a combined mass of fire and water—that

which we call a tear—to flow from them, and being itself

fire meeting the other fire right opposite : then, while the

one fire leaps forth as from a lightning-flash 4
, and the other

enters in and becomes extinguished in the moisture, colours

of all varieties are generated in the encounter between them,

and we feel what we call a dazzling sensation 5
, to the external

stimulus of which we apply the terms bright and glittering.

1
I cannot refer Utlvav (e, 1. 3) to anything but rots rijr <ty<us plpioiv

above. Stallbaum takes it of 6tpp.a mi ^vxp''' ; Mr. Archer-Hind of to

avytpivovra ku\ btaKpivovra. The pApia ofthe <p\6£ from objects stand in a

relation of size to the parts of the <ty»wr ptvpa : if they are equal to the

latter, they, or rather the objects, are transparent, and have no xpu/ia

;

if they are greater, they cause it to contract, and the colour seen is black

;

if they are smaller, they expand or dilate it, and the colour white is seen.

These conditions of sensation are fulfilled at the moment of coalescence,

we must suppose, between the pfvpa ovfrcu; and the pipia from objects.

But how are we to conceive this coalescence in accordance with the de-

scription ? If the n6pia when equal to the parts of the pfC/in axjrcur cause

no appreciable disturbance, how is it that they do so when smaller?

There seems to be here a confused repetition of the ' pore '. theory of

Empedocles, who taught that anippmtu must actually fit the pores to

cause sensation ; that if too small they pass through without any appreci-

able effect : if too large they do not pass in at all. This is fairly intelli-

gible as regards actual ' pores' in the organ j but when applied to the

ptvpa in a free medium is not so easy to envisage to the imagination.

* Cf. Arist. no* 30, io57b 8-n. See also Phihb. 12 E,Prottig. 331 D.

That which is merely SiaxpimAi' rrjt ctytur is, as we are here told, white:

but we learn further on that if it tiaxpiyn ri)v Sifriv )UxPl ™* opftirav

it is sparkling bright—\ap.irpov.

3 StaKpifovdav -rx\v Sifnv I'txpt rav oppAruiv. The meaning is plain from

Tim. 45, where S^ts is shown to consist of the amalgamated fires

from the eye and from the object, what Prantl (Arist. n»pl Xpap.) calls

'die Doppelbewegung der anoppoai zwischen Object und Subject.'

* olov air 'atrrpairijs.

uappapvyas t6 naOot npoaiinofiip.

E a
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A kind of fire, again, midway between these two (viz. that

producing XcvkoV and that producing trrfA0oi>), when it

reaches the humour of the eyes, and is blended with it,

but does not glitter, produces a sanguine colour 1
, when its

fire mingles with 2 the brightness in the moisture of the eyes,

and to this colour we give the name red (ipvOpov) 3.' The
remaining colours are compounded of these four

—

white,

black, bright, and red. ' Bright, when mixed with red and

white, becomes golden-yellow (£av06v). What the proportion

of parts in the several possible mixtures is, one should not

say even if one knew; since there is no necessary law

—no plausible account—which one could set forth with

even moderate probability respecting them. Red, blended

with black and white, gives violet (hkovpyov). If these

(sc. the red, black, and white which form violet) are mixed

and burnt, and black has been thus added in greater

amount, the result is a dark-violet (Sptpvivov). Auburn
(imppov) is produced by the mixture of golden-yellow and

grey 4
. Grey, again, is formed by the mixture of white

and black. Yellow (i>xp6v) by that of white with golden-

yellow. When white meets bright and is immersed in intense

black, a deep-blue (mavovv x/jfy"*) is produced. When this

deep-blue is mixed with white, the glaucous tint—greyish

blue—(yXovicos) results. When auburn is mixed with black

the product is leek-green. It is clear, from what precedes, to

what combinations the remaining colours are to be reduced,

so as to preserve the verisimilitude of our fanciful account

(yZQov). If, however, one should endeavour to investigate

and test our theories by practical experiment, he would show

himself ignorant of the difference between the human and
1
xp^f" tvatpov. In 80 E red is named rij? rov 'irvpAf ro/irjf re icai

*£op6p£tos Iv vypcS <piats, the colour of blood being due, as Archer-Hind

says, to the commingling of fire and moisture.
1

i. e. is not quenched in it, as in the preceding case.

* In this attempt to discover the origin of red, the first of the

properly so-called colours, Plato becomes more in earnest with this

subject than Aristotle anywhere does.

* It is not easy to find English names exactly suitable for these

terms. Thus tpaiot here is rendered 'grey.' So Mr. Archer-Hind

renders it a>xpot he translates ' pale-buff.'
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the divine nature; for God has knowledge and power 1 to

blend the many into one and resolve the one into many,
but no man is able, or ever will be able, to accomplish

either of these things.' ,

§ 31. Plato's account of the production of leek-green Plato

(irpdaivov or irp&aiov) by the mixture of auburn and black fro^Aii*.

receives no support from Aristotle at all events. In the totle »»«\

Meteorologica the latter tells us 2 that there are three iS^ri.-

colours

—

crimson (<I>oivikovv), leek-green (vpatnvov), and{^"^
violet (aKovpydv), which painters cannot produce artificially positeness

by any process of blending. These are the three principal
gT^k

.'

colours of the rainbow 3
. According to Democritus (§17 what Ilato

supra), however, leek-green can be produced from purple ^^""piato

(itopipvpovv) and woad-blue, or else from pale-green and in £eneraI

purplish (itOpQvpOdbis). Aristotle

When Plato above calls colour a ' flame,' and speaks of ^j"^}*

fire as proceeding from the visible object to the eye, effects of

we must bear in mind how many apparently different the

"

things he understood under the name fire—particularly lustrous.

these three : flame, light, and glow. He says 4
:

* We must a merely

understand that there are many genera of fire, such as
S

°^"Y r

(1) flame (</>Ao'£), and (2) that which proceeds from flame, Plato (in

which does not burn but gives light to the eyes ; and as
'™^^'

(3) that which, when the flame has died down, is left of fo
F
Demo-

the fire in the glowing embers.' He treats <tt\as and <pm

as identical 6
. For him, just as nothing would without

earth be tangible, so nothing would be visible without

having fire in it
8

. Plato held 7 the smooth (A«To»») like the

white (asvkoV) to be capable of dilating, or distending,

the parts of the visual current (hianpi-nKiiv rrjs 3\f/(ios) ; but

' Cf. supra Democr. § 17.

* 372* 7-

9 Xcnophanes, first of the writers whom we know, singled out these

rainbow colours

:

tp> t *Ipiv *<iX«ou<ri, vi<f>ot *<il rovro nf<j>VKi
t

irop<pvptov Koi fpoivintov ml xXupdy liiadat,

Xenoph. Frag. 32 (Diels, Vors., p. 56).

' Tim. 58 C. * Cratyl. 409 B.

• Tim. 31 B. ' Tim. 60 A.
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as it has a bright and glistening appearance this must

be taken (in accordance with Tim. 67 e) to mean that it

so affects the visual current up to and into the eyes

themselves (ptxpi ™" iwiArwv). This account of the smooth

was accepted by Aristotle also, who says that 'smooth

things have the natural property of shining in the dark,

without, however, actually giving light V Prantl 2 says that

the account of colour given in the Timaeus would appear

at first to be founded on atomism. Yet, as he points out,

the dynamic import of the two factors—the ovyKpuris and

iiaKpKris—must be borne in mind ; and it has further to be

remembered that Plato does not really explain the structure

ofthe elements atomistically but geometrically. His employ-

ment, however, of the term iiroppoiat (common to him with

Democritus and Empedocles) indicates on his part a line

of explanation which really throws his dynamic account

of colour into the background. He treats certain colours

as natural to certain things : e. g. red is the colour of blood 3
.

So certain colours are naturally connected with certain other

sensible qualities, e.g. with bitterness*. In the Timaeus

and Republic Plato, unlike Democritus 8
, regards colours

as actually existing in things, not as having a merely

subjective existence dependent on tpavravla*. The qualita-

tive change (dMofoxris) which is so important in the colour

theory of Aristotle plays but a small part in that of Plato.

We find, however 7
, the change of whiteness into another

colour (jjLtTa(io\ri rrjs XevKor-qroi els &\\r]v \p6av) given as an

example of aXkolaxris, one of the kinds of /zera/9o\»j into

which kiVjjo-is is divisible for Plato as well as for Aristotle.

From the § 32.- Plato 8 finds in the consideration of colour from

ofKnu^ tne Protagoreo-Heraclitean standpoint a suitable illustra-

tioaaiism, tion of the absence of objectivity in our merely sensible
colour and

1 437* 31- * Arist. n<p\ Xpup., p. 69.

* Tim. 80 E. ' 7't'm. 83 B.

It is another question how far he could really have held any such

view consistently with the doctrine of sensible perception set forth, after

Protagoras and Heraclitus, in the Theaetetus : see next paragraph.

« Cf. Rep. 508 a 7
- Theaetet. 182 D.

« Theaetet. 153-7.
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experience
; and from this standpoint he develops provision- »n other

ally a fierce attack upon the fact, or even the conception, '^"^
of science or objective knowledge of any kind. In the are (as well

course of this discussion a good deal of interesting informa- ^fied
tion is. given us as to the degree to which the colour 'things')

conception had been analysed by psychologists, and the ^ftfeative.

character of colour, as a ' secondary quality,' impressed upon
the popular science of the time. The cmoppotcu of colour

and the tlha\a of things are (it would appear from this

discussion) of such a kind that they consist and exist only

in the interaction between object and subject. The object

is only the (vvairTOTUrov. White (A«vkoV) and whiteness

(AewcoTTjs), e. g., are but the product of this interaction, and
last only while it lasts. ' If the doctrine of Heraclitus is

applied to perception, and especially to vision, it will be
found that what we call white colour neither exists in our

eyes nor in any distinct thing existing outside them.

It has not even place or position. To see what colour

really is, if we proceed on the principle of Heraclitus that

" all is becoming," we shall find that white, black, and all

other colour arises from the eye meeting some appropriate

motion ; and that what we call a colour is in each case

neither that which impinges upon, nor that which is

impinged upon, but something which passes—some relation

—between them, and is peculiar to each percipient. For

the several colours can scarcely appear to a dog or to any

animal as they appear to a human being; nor, indeed, do

they appear to one man as they do to another ; or even

to the same man at one time as they do at another. What
happens in the generation of colour is this. ' The eye and

the appropriate object meet together and give birth to

whiteness on the one side, and, on the other, the sensation

connatural with it, both of which could not have been

produced by either eye or object coming into relation with

aught else ; then, when the sight is flowing from the eye,

whiteness proceeds from the object which combines with it

in producing the colour, so that the eye is fulfilled with

sight and sees, and becomes (not sight but) a seeing eye
;
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and the object which lent its aid to form the colour, is

fulfilled with whiteness, and becomes (not whiteness but)

a white thing, whether wood or stone or whatever the

object may be which happens to be coloured white. And
the like is true of all sensible objects, hard, warm, and so

on ; which are similarly to be regarded, not as having any

absolute existence, but as being all of them, of whatever

kind, generated by motion in their intercourse with one

another ; for of the agent and patient, as existing in

separation, no trustworthy conception can be formed. The
agent has no existence till united with the patient, and the

patient none until united with the agent ; and, moreover,

that which by uniting with something becomes an agent, by

meeting with some other thing is converted into a patient.

From all these considerations arises the conclusion that

there is no one self-existent thing, but everything is

becoming and relative. Being must be altogether cast out

of our thoughts, though from habit and ignorance we are

compelled—even in this discussion—to keep the term-

Great philosophers, however, assure us that we should not

allow even the term " something," or " belonging to some-

thing," or " to me," or " this," or " that," or any other term

which implies the stationariness of things, to be employed

in the language of nature and truth ; since all things are

being created and destroyed, coming into being, and passing

into new forms ; nor can any name fix or detain them ; he

who attempts to fix them is easily refuted; and all these

things are true not only of particulars but of classes and

aggregates such as are expressed in the general terms made

use of in languageV
Aristotle.

The tbjut % 33- Aristotle commences his account of the special

?f"^^ senses with the sense of sight. According to his custom,

^colour, he examines first the object of seeing. This, stated most

thich is
generally, is the visible (rd o>aro'i>)

2
, or, as he defines it more

1 Jowett's phraseology has for the most part been adopted.

1 418* 26 seqq. oZ niv ol» i<mv ij <5i/>ir tout' fori* iparov. Seeing, by

a power common to it and the other senses, perceives contraries : there-

fore it perceives also the invisible {a6paroi>). By this ' invisible,' however,
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closely, ' that which Is seen in the light.* So defined, the seen in fte

object of sight is colour 1
. This is the most general name^ of

The

for the immediate and proper object seen in the light. »ine P«-

Colour, unlike certain other things * (fire and phosphor- "viable

:

escent substances), cannot be seen in darkness. Hence in ^"^^
order to understand colour—the object of vision—we must colour, we

obtain a true view of the medium of vision—light. Colour ™™d™££
overspreads the surface of all that is visible. Now every

colour sets up a motion in the diaphanous medium between

each coloured thing and the eye which sees it
3

, when the

said medium exists actually, not merely in potency. This

is the essence of colour. By the motion thus set up in the

actualized, i. e. illuminated, diaphanous medium, vision is

normally stimulated ; not, as was held by Empedocles,

Democritus, and Plato, by itroppoaC, or «I8o>Aa, from the

objects of vision.

§ 34. In order to understand light, therefore, we must con- The dia-

sider the nature of the diaphanous, its medium *. This is a £,,"£".

thing which is, indeed, visible, but not always or directly; He1* »«><*

owing its visibility, when it has it, to colour produced in it Light does

from without 6
. Instances of the diaphanous are found in air, "ot tra?el

water, and many solids • ; which are diaphanous or trans- space, as

is here meant not the absolutely invisible, but only akotos (cf. 42 i
b

3,

422* 20-2) ; and even to <tkothv6i> is only p6\it 6pufuvo» (4i8b 29) ; as

is also to Xiav \apnp6v, which is a6parov in a different way from o-xdror.

Cf. Met. I022b 34 dbparov Xc'ycrai xai rai oXar pi) fX"V XP^pa *ai re <f>ai\ar.
1 Not that the object of sight, thus restricted, and colour are ab-

solutely identical. Cf. Phys. 20ib 4, Met. io65b 32 uxrntp otii xpu/ia

raMv Kai oparov. Their Xoyoi, as Simplicius says ad loc, are Starpopot.

* As will appear there are three kinds of ipara : (1) colour (seen only

in light)
; (2) fire (seen both in light and darkness) ; (3) phosphorescent

things (seen only in the dark).
5 nav XP^Ita KivtjTM6» <o~ti rou tear* ivipytiav tiafpanovc *ai rovr' forty

avrov 1) (piatt, 418* 31.
4 This is at the basis objectively of light and colour, and subjec-

tively of vision.

* Either by fire or by ro Sua a&pa (see note I, p. 58) : 6paroi> . . . JV

oXXdrpioc xpupa.
' As we shall see (p. 60), the diaphanous in bodies is the vehicle of

the colour regarded as in these bodies ; not, like the free diaphanous,

the medium which propagates the colour movement to the eye.
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Empe- parent, not qua water or air, but because they have inherent

assJj^L
in them the same natural substance which exists in the

eternal body of the celestial sphere 1
. The actualization

of this diaphanous qua diaphanous is light, just as its mere

potentiality is darkness. Thus darkness is potentially

wherever light is actually, and conversely. Light is thus»

too, a colour, belonging incidentally to the diaphanous

medium when the latter is actualized by the agency either of

fire, or of a substance of the same nature as the celestial fire

which has in it a principle or element of identity with the

terrestrial. As colour can stimulate only the actually trans-

parent or diaphanous, it is only in the actuality of this, i. e.

in the light, that it can be seen. Fire, however, and certain

other things mentioned below, can be seen in darkness. Such,

then, is the diaphanous : and accordingly light is not fire,

nor a body, nor an emanation from body 2
, but the presence

of fire or some such thing in the diaphanous 3
. Colour

is a phenomenon in light, as light is a phenomenon

in the diaphanous. Darkness, on the other hand, is the

privation (orf'pjjo-is) of light—the absence from the dia-

phanous of that state which when present in it is light

Light is a presence, and therefore those are wrong

who like Empedocles suppose it to move locally, and

come by a process unperceived by us through successive

places from the sun to the earth. Reason and observation

are both opposed to this view. If, indeed, the interval said

to be thus traversed were a short one, light, if it moved,

might traverse it without our perceiving the lapse of time

it took; but not so when the intervening distance is so

1
oti «tti Tit tpvais ivunapxovaa i) avrij iv rovTow aptporipots ml iv ry

ai&ia tu Svto aaijian. This aafia belongs to the region extending from

the Hip to the moon and thence upwards to the empyrean in ever

increasing brightness and purity. Cf. Meteor, i. 3. 34ob 6 tA piv yap ava

lt*XPl <"^'i»"jr (the 'upper region' viewed downwards as far as the moon)
trtpor ttvat aapa (papev irvpos t( koi aepos (Ideler, i. p. 344), de Cael.

286* 11, and the notes of Trendelenburg and Wallace on de An. ad loc.

1 ovrc iriip ovff oXoir aufia ov&' dnoppofj <rap.aTot ovftivis, directed against

Plato, Tim. 67 D.

* irvpbs 7 Totoirov tiv&s irapovtria iv ru liafjianl.
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great as that of East from West *. Hence vision is perfect

at any instant and involves no temporal process s
.

§ 35. Light has been defined as the colour of the dia- The dia-

phanous, incidentally s belonging to it, and depending on {JoSHe?
the presence in it of something of the nature of fire. The£3^ely

presence of this in the diaphanous tr light ; the privation of explains

it, darkness. This diaphanous is something not peculiar to ^i"ur. py.
air or water or any of the bodies called diaphanous or ' trans- thagorean

parent,' but is a kind of universally diffused natural power * fj™ew of

not capable of existence apart from body 8 but subsisting in colour as-

the things mentioned, and in all other bodies, in varying Aristotle's

degrees. As the bodies in which it subsists have an external t*° de *)
ni-

... - uons of

limit or superficies, so has this also its external bounding sur- colour.

face. Light subsists in the diaphanous generally, when the

latter is actualized, and is as it were, indirectly, its colour* ;

and so too the exterior boundary of the actualized diapha-

nous in determinate bodies is their colour, as observation

shows. It is the diaphanous in bodies, then, that causes them

to have this quality of colour. In all bodies colour either is

the limiting surface, or is at this surface. The Pythagoreans 7

chose the former alternative,and defined the surface ofa body

—its external manifestation 8—as its colour (xpoid). But they

were wrong. The colour, though at the superficial boundary9

of a body, is. not identical with the boundary of the body

as such, but rather with the exterior limit or boundary

1 For this polemic against Empedocles (in which, says R. Bacon,

A. only contends that light is not a body, not that it does not travel)

see further 446* 26. Galen, de Plac. Hipp, et Plat. § 638, agrees with

Arist. here, opBarara Ka\ itpits 'ApurroriXovs <"pijrai ircpi Tt Tijr irapaxpijpa

pUTaftoXrjs rav outw? dXXotov/ie'vui', i>s Ktvo'vvtifiv SjfpovoK final.

1 Eth. Nic. H74» 14, * 12.

' For what follows see Arist. 439* 18 seqq.

* xoiyq nr (pvaic Ka\ Sivapis. One thinks of the ' luminiferous ether.'

8 Xopurrq ptv ovk lari.

* to </iit {OTixpvpaTOvlliiKpat/oic Kara av^f^rjn6c 439* 18 : cf.4l8b II.

7 Cf. I3Ib 32 ?<7T(H yap Kara touto koXus nrfftivop to itiov' oidi> <ir<i i

Otptvos tm(pav(ias itiov o lrpurov K«Xpo><rT<u krt. The colour is there-

fore the property, or essential mark, of the surface of a body. But as

every surface has colour and every determinate body has surface, every

such body has colour. Void space has no colour, Phys. 214* 9.

' itrifpavfia. ' «"» r£ TOU awparos nipan.
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of the diaphanous, which permeates the whole body from

surface to centre, and which, at the surface, takes the aspect

of colour. Even the indeterminate diaphanous of air and

water has colour, viz. the lustre (aiyrj) or brightness which

they exhibit. In them indeed, owing to their indeterminate-

ness ', the colour varies according to the variation in the

beholder's standpoint or distance. Thus we explain the

ever changing hues ofsea or sky. But determinately bounded

body has a fixed colour and the impression of colour

(^ ipavraa-Ca rijs XP°as) which it conveys is fixed, viewed

from whatever standpoint ; unless, indeed, something in the

environment of the object, i. e. in the air or water through

which it is seen, causes it to change its apparent colour.

In both cases, in bodies with determinately bounded surfaces,

and in the others, such as sea and sky, whose surfaces are

not so bounded, the vehicle of colour is the same 2
, viz. the

diaphanous. Accordingly, we may define colour as the

surface limit of the diaphanous in determinately bounded

body 3
. This second definition of colour is quite consistent

with that already quoted (p. 57), as that which stimulates the

actualized diaphanous between the object and the eye. The

latter, however, defines colour in relation to vision and to

the medium of vision ; the former defines it conceived as it

exists in objects prior to vision. The diaphanous is for

the one definition regarded as the medium whereby colour-

stimulation is conveyed to the eye ; for the other, it is the

vehicle which in bodies at once constitutes and contains

colour.

Colour a § 36. Colour is a genus of which the different colours are

S "25 » 1 PrantI, ncpi Xpu/i. p. 96, refers the words iv aopi<rr<p ra> iia^avd

(439* 26) to the qualitative indeterminateness of air or water. The
reference is rather to the indeterminateness of their boundaries. The

boundary of water is not fixed, but liable to constant fluctuation : that

of air is still more indefinite. The relation of xpoia and cirKpanm is

one of the cardinal facts in the colour-theory of Aristotle. Hence,

though it is true that the iuxpavit, to be a faithful medium for all

colours, must itself have none (unless the a\X<$rptoi> xp°>i"* called <f>as),

this is not to the point here.

* to aLTo JoU«! Kavddit StKTUCOv Ttjt \pias.

* XpS>lta iv c'7 to tov &ia<f>a»ois iv aajiari apur/uv^f mpar.
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species \ It is a quality, and hence has no existence apart species

from a substratum of which it may be called an affection ThuHmi-
(ir&doi). As a rule, Aristotle would apply the general term tation dne

irotoTijy to the permanent colour, while to the transitory (as fact that

redness in blushing) he would give the name vddos oT'ila^eiTf
a \ / « « 1 • vcaiscrctt,

wo«ijnicj} irotdrn * \ Yet he can speak of all sensible qualities, not ton-

including colour, as to TradrjpaTa rd aIo-<V<* in reference^"^n .

to their substrates 3
. There are seven distinct species of and (*) that

colour 4
, viz. white, black, golden-yellow (favOov), crimson %nrtv \ia

(Qqwikovv), violet (a\ovpy6v), leek-green (irp&<rivov), deep-blue between

(Koavovv). Ugrey (</>awV) be regarded as a species of black whichlimit

and golden-yellow as a species of white, the species are £ho ye
hose

reduced to six. If, on the other hand, grey and golden- sent the

yellow be counted separately, the species are increased to coiouTas

eight. The limitation of colour to a certain number of'nfinite

species (tftrj) arises from a cause affecting all sensibles citus and

(aZ<r0ijr<{). Every alalhirov is a genus with species lying plato
>
are

between extremes which are contraries 6
. Outside these con- Colour

trary extremes there are no colours. Inside them the species "g^",™

are limited by them as boundaries. Nor can we by dividing tum, which

and subdividing the scale between these fixed extremes get manent

an infinite number of colours. Their proper division is throughout

... .„,.,. . thesucces-
specinc, since an aWO-qrov is a discrete, not a continuous quan- sion of

tity, what continuity it has being merely that of its substrate,
"oio'urs'

112

A line or other continuous iitytdos is properly divisible into Y« only

an infinite number of unequal parts : a genus, being discrete It^um,

quantity, is divisible only into species which are finite in properly

number. But if we tiy, by improper division (i. e. by the change"?

division of the substrate in which the aladr\r6v inheres),

J 109* 36, 227b 6.

* Cf. 8b 25-10* 24 : irmoYr/f is fourfold (1) «f«r or IwBuns (the former

being the more, the latter the less permanent state), (2) wra koto

bvvaptv (icaff t trvKTixois tj vyutmie Myoptv), (3) naSt/riKal iroiortfrtt cat

iraBrj, (4) tr^jlta T« xai r; jripl tKaaxov /u>p^r/.

3
445

b 4 seqq.

* 442* 20. The view of Alexander is that we should read either «£

(so Susemihl) or okra. Cf., however, Theophr. de Causs. PL VI, iv. 1.

* To the class of ri avnml/Mra belong (1) relatives (to npit «), (2) con-

traries (tu fvavria), (3) <rTfprj<rit and tiit, (4) assertion and negation

(«ardd>a<nr and airtywns), Cat. nb 17-19.
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to get an infinity of such al<rOr\ri, we fail, for the following

reason. One does not by halving a white object get a

half-white : each half is as white as the whole. If, however,

we go on subdividing, we do reach a point where the colour

is no longer perceptible actually ; a point at which it is only

potentially perceptible. This, however, does not alter the

colour. For if the potentially perceptible magnitudes thus

produced by subdivision be re-aggregated, they again form

actual white. We have reached no new colour. Therefore

by no process of subdivision of this kind can we increase

the number of colours. It is not by the division of their

substrates, but by the discrimination due to the eye, that

the parts of colour are distinguished. Democritus and

Plato (to whom Aristotle seems here to refer) were, therefore,

wrong in teaching that the kinds of colour are infinitely

variable. They are a limited number of species—limited

by the bounding extremes between which they fall ; their

quality is not changed by their being reduced to mere

potentiality by subdivision of their substratum 1
. There

can be no species outside the limits of the black and

white; and within these limits the species that the eye

distinguishes are limited : nor can any one species be

divided into subspecies by mere division of the sub-

stratum in which it inheres 2
. If one of the contraries,

white or black, is actual in the substrate, the other cannot

be present at the same time, but may be so at a different

time ; i. e. one of the two is potentially present when the

other is actually so. The possibility of change (fiera/3oA7J)

in a substance from one contrary quality to another is

axiomatic for Aristotle. This change in the case of colour

1 As Prantl (Ilfpi Xpetfi., p. 113) puts it : ' Die Mischung nun ist bei

Aristoteles Ursache einer endlichen Zahl von Farben, und zwar einer

endlichen darum, weil das zwischen den Gegensatzen Eingeschlossene

nicht an sich ein continuirliches ist, und nicht bloss potenziell sondern

auch actuell Gefuhlsobject sein muss.'

* But KiVrjcrif is infinitely divisible, and the process of /*frd|3«Xq from

black to white or from white to black would seem infinite in gradations

according to the amounts of ingredients used ; which is what Plato

and Democritus had in mind.
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is iXkotwnt 1
. The transition from mere potentiality of

blackness (i. e. from white) to actuality of blackness is

effected through successive degrees which run through the

species of colour. The substrate wherein these degrees

of colour and their extremes inhere is one'. Properly

speaking this substrate is what is changed (iWotovrai) in

respect of its colour. In this the colours alternate, i. e. give

place one to another. Thus the psychology of colour takes

us into the domain of physics. As there can be no colour

without body, so there can be no body without colour.

§ 37. Colour is not for Aristotle, as for Democritus, Colour

something purely subjective 3
- If it depends upon the eye, Aristotle,

it depends also upon the object. Actual colour consists in " for

the concurrent realization of the potentialities of these two. critus,

Aristotle finds no word corresponding to opao-ts (actual someth,ng

seeing) which would express ' coloration ' or the * actualiza- subjective.

tion of colour.' The aio-0?jrt(coV, or potentiality of perceiving,

realizes itself in alo-07jo-is : the aio-flrjroV, or potentiality of

being perceived, realizes itself in irofrj<ris al<r6rjcrea>s, for which

as regards colour there is no one word 4
- The coloured

thing, as object in nature, prior to its being seen, is qua

visible, only a potentiality of coloration : in the act of vision

it is the ivipyua of this. But as potentiality it exists and

has its place in nature apart from any visual act Colour,

as apprehended by the seeing eye, stands to the object

while yet unseen as ivreKiyjua (or hipyeta) to owajus. The
perception of colour is the realization of the faculty: the

Xpw/xa as perceived is the realization of the Svn<i|i(i oparov.

But xP"Ma m *ne object, even when not yet perceived,

exists 8w<f/i«. What effects the transition from potentiality

1 There are four kinds of ptraftoKr) : (1) aufij, QQlmt (icaro to noo-dv),

(2) (jiopa (koto toirov), (3) dXXoiWir (una TO iroidv), (4) yc'rcair, (pdopd :

Vide 319* 31 seqq.

* 217* 22-5 JXij fiia tuv ivayriov . . . xal ov xupwrq uiv f) v\rj.

* 426* 170! npdrtpoi <fwato\Ayot rovro ou xaXuf ZXfyov oidiv oid/wvoi

oCtc XfVKOV oCrt (iAo» (ivai Snv rrjt S^nat . . . rjj /mv yaf> ZXiyoy opSat,

rjj &' ovk opBat.

* That is, Aristotle misses a word corresponding to Spaait as

<lr6<f>T}<Ttc corresponds to Skovou : cf. de An. iii. 425 b 31 seqq.
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to actuality (both between ipax6v and xP"Ma » as seen, and

'

between rd Apart/cov and 5pa<ris) is the Klvt\tnt through the

diaphanous medium starting from the ipaxov and affecting

rb opariKov, or ij <3tyis. It is light that at once transforms

the potential colour to actuality, and the potentially seeing

to an actually seeing eye l
.

Phosphor- § 38. Certain objects of vision 2 different from colour,

^iags. and not seen in the light, have been already (§33 supra)

only seen mentioned 3
- These are perceived only in darkness ; they

Keasonof are not grouped under one class-name, but consist of
this. Ex- sucij things as the sepia of the cuttle-fish, fungus, pieces

ofthe«'«- of horn, heads, scales, and eyes of fishes, and so on. In

aSa*/y>* none °f tnese
i
when seen in the dark, is a colour, properly

as object so-called, visible. All these things possess in common
the quality of smoothness (Xeto'njs) and have the natural

property, therefore, of shining in the dark, yet without

giving light. Among such phenomena Aristotle (knowing

nothing of the properties of the optic nerve or retina)

includes the flash seen within the eye when moved rapidly,

or struck, when it is closed or in darkness. This flash is,

he says, due to the ' smoothness ' of the pupil and its con-

sequent power of shining in the dark. A quick movement,

he thinks, makes the eye to duplicate itself, so to speak, and

thus to become both observed and observer, when the latter,

the percipient, sees the shining of the former, the object per-,

ceived *. Fire, also, is an object of vision and visible even in

darkness *. The fiery element which ordinarily stimulates

the potential diaphanous to actuality (i.e. produces day-

light), described shortly by Aristotle as of the same nature

with the celestial bodies, is not identical with our ordinary

fire 8
. It is probably (see p. 58, n. 1) identical with the

1 430* 17 Tpowox yap rira Kai ro <f>£>s itoitl rh bvvapd Sura xpupara

ivtpyda xpo>iiara : where vo us is, in the manner of Plato (Rep. 507 E seqq.),

illustrated by <f>ot.

* Known to us as phosphorescent. They are ' fiery ' in their nature :

«V tx3 oKorti iroift durOrjaiv, olov ra nvpuSi) (paiyafnna Kai Xu/xiroira.

' 419* 3, 437
b 6. ' 437' 3*-

* 419* 23-5-

* to avu o~a/ja irtpor nvpdt t< Kai aipot 34ol> 6*
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alOjjp, the (afterwards so-called) vinvrov otoix«w, or vipimt

<A(rta. This fiery element, in its effect upon the diaphanous
medium, is the originative cause of colour.

§ 39. As regards the four ordinary elements

:

The

(a) Fire—the hot and dry—is distinctively (i.e. in its ^e

°
f̂
°

finest form) white 1
.

elements.

(b) Air—the hot and moist—is also white, a quality

which it probably owes to its affinity with fire
8
.

(c) Water—the moist and cold—is black, since it is

without the fiery element which actualizes the potential

diaphanous. From its smoothness, however, it has the

power of 'shining,' and also of reflecting and refracting

light-rays (both of which processes come for Aristotle

under the head of AimicWiy).

(d) Earth—the cold and dry—has neither the Xeio'njs of

water, nor the heat of fire and air. It is, therefore, the utter

negative of white colour 3
. Throughout these elements in

their relations to colour the opposition of Ifis and ot^o-i?

prevails, as it does in the colour scale itself. In the latter

the positive, or ?£is, is the white ; the ore/njo-is, the black.

In the elements relatively to colour the tfis is rd -nip, or,

strictly, rd olov rd &v<o tr&p.a ; the privation, or ot€/>7)o-i?, is

yrj. In thus holding that black is the colour of water and

white of fire Aristotle is quite orthodox : the same view

was held by Anaxagoras and Empedocles.

§ 40. Reflexion (uvukAckxiv) is an important mode of the Reflexion

production of colours, requiring separate treatment. The °,-^f/

„

y
presupposition of reflexion is the straightness of the light-ray. proceeds in

Aristotle predicates straightness of the ray proceeding to or UneTso all

1 We must, however, for Aristotle (i34b 28) as also for Plato dis-

tinguish under 'fire' three things: &vdpa£ (glow) kq\ <f\o£ (flame)

Knl $£s (light). This last is to A«rro/icp/o'raToi> rou nvpos. 'Ai}p dia-

(jtaivofiivos XcimcoVijth jroui, 786* 6. But fiukurra . . . irCp 1; 4>\6£, oCnj 3"

iar\ nairv&t Kiu6ittvoi, 33lb 25. The colour called nvpiitrjt is opposed to

white : Acvxor aXX' ov mipa&qt, ' white, not fire-coloured,' is said of

Ijkios, 341* 36.

' 6 atjp vpos toXXo iriip, 466* 24.

* In the un-Aristotelean tract n#p\ Xpopantv fire is spoken of as light

yellow, while all the other elements are named white.
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other rays from the eye 1
, and assumes it of all other rays*. All

^^"ar
' phenomena of illumination, by fire or light, are explained

reflected, by the reflexion of light—a matter of which the ancients

seaiJater were very ignorant s
. Reflexion is always and everywhere

S
^

l

ht

S

*h
taking place. If it were not so we should not, as at

struck by present, have universal illumination : we should have only

Thenim- a ^ngnt sPot where the sun's rays fell unimpeded, while,

bow ex- in the rest of the space before us, there would be total

phenome^ darkness*. The smooth is the cause of reflexion (as it

on of is a]so an essential cause or condition of whiteness), which
reflexion , . , .

of light, therefore regularly occurs in water and in air (if the latter

has any consistency) 5
. If the water of the sea be struck,

e. g. with an oar, at night, it appears to shine and sparkle.

We cannot see this in the daytime, when the stronger light of

the sun effaces it. This is a phenomenon of reflexion. The
visual ray is reflected from the water upon some (smooth,

and hence) bright surface • which returns it to the eye.

In such a smooth element a continuous mirror can be

formed whose elementary parts (particles of air, or water

drops) are so small that only colour, or the gleam of light,

but not theform of things, can be reflected in them. Thus
the visual ray is reflected from the cloud to the sun. So

the rainbow is seen 7
. That in all this Aristotle by ctyts

1 He was compelled, in spite of his own theory of vision, to employ

the term tyis (which he found in vogue for visual-ray) in such a manner

as to seem to commit himself to the view that the eye sees by rays

issuing from a native fire within it For his optical mathematics,

373» 5-18, this does not matter: he corrects what he thinks wrong

in it, when he deals with the subject of vision and with ctyir in its

psychological sense.

* Prantl, p. 118, 656* 29 r\ t' <ty»r «r tA tpirpooBtV 6pif yap *or'

cvdvapiav.
5 370* 16, 438' 9.

* 419* 29 to <pas del draxXarcu, olbi yap av iyiyvtro navrg <pac, dAXo

<x*oVor <£a> roO rjXiaptvov.

8
37,2

a 29 j) S^rts avanXarai Sxnrtp xal a<p' vdaros ovra xal airo aipos *u<

navTuv fav ixovrav rt]v im<f>aintav Xiiav: 372b 1 5 yiWroi ij aVdicXaaif Trjr

Sifrewt (rvvttrra^ivov rov aepos,

' 370* 17 (paiyirai yap to vdap OTiXjSfiv TVjrr6pivov uvarXapitirjs alt'

airov rijc oyfrtac irpos ri rav XapirpSui.

7 373* 18 seqq. to vi<f>ot dip' ov dvaxXdrat ij o^ir irpos tov qXiov' tit it
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means the ray of light per se, not as something belonging
either to the object or to the eye exclusively, appears
when he tells us that it makes no difference whether
it is the object seen, or the visual agency that changes *.

Every case of reflexion is conceived as a weakening, and
to that extent a negation, of the action of the light-ray

;

and hence it is reflexion that produces the black, which

then, mingled with the light, produces colours 2
.

To this weakening of the ray is ascribed the curious The phe-

phenomenon of the Doppelgdnger s
, as when a person sees °°^,

e

e

non

his own image reflected from the air in his vicinity. By this, Dopptl-

too, is explained the halo that forms around lamp-burners fastfof*

alight, the darkened appearance of clouds when seen
J*"""?"-

reflected in pools of water, &c. The mixture of the light source of

with the darkness of the mirroring surface, as well as the c^^t

M

weakening of the ray by or in reflexion, is a cause of from

the various gradations of colour. Colour effects in the
"/h'l'u^',

atmosphere, and especially halos and rainbows, are explained rainbow

by Aristotle in accordance with these observations 4
- In re,i,grccu,

the three grades of weakening of the rays of light (or of ""'"•

their mixture with the darker element of the mirror) con-

sist the three colours of the rainbow, crimson (Qoivlkovv),

leek-green (vpimvov), and violet (a\ovpyop). The iris that

forms round lamps is to be explained on similar principles
;

also the rainbow colours seen in a cloud of spray thrown

up, e.g. by an oar 5
. It would not be relevant here to

follow Aristotle into all the bearings in which he discusses

this subject ; but he pursues it in its connexion with various

kinds of matter organic and inorganic : the various classes

votiv avvt\ri tA ivoirrpa, oXXa tta uiKp6rijra ktX. : 372' 33 seqq. riiv

iv6nrpav it t'riott piv xa< rd n^ura tp/paivfrat, iv iriots ti ra xpapara

pivovi 373
b 15 seqq.

1 374b 22 &ia<j)ipH i' ol6iv ro ipitpivov prrafiaXktip i) rqv oi^ik,

aptbortpcM yip form tuvt6v '. and 377
b II ttttfftipti yap olBiv did roiovrw*

6pav t) airo Totolirav avtutKapivrjii.

* 373
1* ' y'tntrat if (!) avuKKaatt) irro piv aipoe Stay T&X8 mwurraiumtf

tta ti rqv Tqr 2t|r(ut aoBivttav iroXXdxic not &vtv avtrraatm iroici d»d-

tOtmiv. * 373* 4 seqq.

• 342» 34 seqq., 377* 34 seqq. ' 374* 29 seqq.

F a
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of plants and animals, their colours at succeeding stages of

existence Or development : the colour of hair, feathers, saps

of plants, &C. 1

rariieuiar § 41. Such is Aristotle's account of colour in general,

arj&fofs'tlie
an^ of the diaphanous as its vehicle in determinate bodies.

actuaiua- He also gives an account of particular colours, and sets

diaphanous forth and compares the possible, or conceivable, modes of

surface of
tne 'r generation in nature. It has been already stated 2

a deter- that the presence of a certain fire-like element, identical

body'ww* m principle with the celestial body, is the cause of light

is the in the diaphanous, e. g. in the atmosphere, by day. The

thiTwhite total or partial absence of this is darkness, as in the
and black same diaphanous by night. Now in determinate bodies,

body are in all of which the diaphanous inheres or resides in varying

and^Jfi- degrees 3
, and whose colour (as already explained) is the

bcss are limit of this diaphanous coinciding with their geometrical

diaphanous surface, we may assume something corresponding to the

generally, presence and absence of the fiery element, with consequent

variations in the aspect of the bodies. Its total absence

means darkness in the atmosphere, blackness in a deter-

minate body. In the atmosphere its full presence is

daylight, in a determinate body, it means whiteness. Thus

in determinate bodies blackness is privation of whiteness.

Again, what its geometrical superficies is to the solid body,

its colour is to the whole diaphanous element inherent in

and conterminous with such body 4
. The degree in which

this diaphanous is actualized in a determinate body con-

stitutes in this body such colour as it possesses 8
.

1 In what precedes Prantl's exhaustive account of Aristotle's Far-

benhhre has been used. Those who wish to see set forth in detail

all that Aristotle has said on the subject of colour may read Prantl's

Prolegomena to the n«pl Xpup.cira>i>.

* For what follows cf. Arist. 439
b 18 seqq.

* \mapx_fi hi finKkov koX rfrrov fv naat.

4 So Alex. Aphr. 'An-op. *. Awr. i. 2, p. 5 (Bruns).

8 Aristotle (like Plato) speaks of white as xp»/ii tuwpmKfo rijr

S^nur, black as XP- avyxpiriKby rrjs S^€Ot: Met. IOS7h 8 . . . oiok d tA

Xcvkov Kai fiekav (Win, e<rri Si ro fuv dtanpiTtKov XP^ha> T^ 8* <rvyxptrucoi>

Xpaiia. CL also Top. 119* 30.
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; § 42. Thus black and white are contraries within the Black and

one genus or sensory province of colour. All sensory J^^k
modalities involve contraries in this way 1

. From these the germs

two contraries the other colours are to be explained 2
. conttaooM

The transition from white to black is possible through 1"™'"°°

continuous degrees of privation : that from white to black these

is likewise possible by an ascending scale in the positive
"he*"'*"

direction. The various colours are species which fall various

between the two contraries, and are generated of certain spe

°"
e7

combinations of these 3
. It is an axiom with Aristotle that generated

1 • • °y c°m -

notning acts on or is acted upon by any casual thing, binations of

nor is anything generated by any other thing casually ^^ aml

(to tuxoi* iitb roO tv%6vtos). White is generated from what Three

is not white, yet not from every not-white, but only from
c^^

either black, or the intermediate colours. Everything tions of the

that is generated, and everything that is destroyed, passes intermedi-

frotn its contrary or to its contrary t
ox to the intervening ate co]oun-

states. These intervening states again are generated from

the contraries, as colours from the white and the black.

In the province of colour, if we are to pass from white to

black, we must come first to crimson (<poij>ucow ) and grey

(</><udV). The successive stages, too, in either direction mark

grades of contrariety. The intervening parts of the scale

serve for relative extremes, hence change can start from

any intermediate stage. An intermediate can serve as

1 Cf. Bonitz, Met. Arist., pp. 430-4 ; Arist. de Sens. 442b 17.

s Cf. De Sens. iii. (Aristotle's official Farbenlehre), also Phys. i. 5.

l88a 3-i88b 21 ; Met. 1057s 23 ; Prantl, Arist. Rtpi Xpu/i., p. 109 seqq.

' The placing of black and white in the colour scale, and assuming

that the colours of the spectrum lie between these as extremes, with

the implicit confusion between luminosity and colour, strikes one

immediately on reading this. We need not criticize it here, however,

but we may observe that Goethe held fast to Aristotle's view. A
further criticism (or aspect of the same criticism) is that Aristotle

sometimes (not always: cf. 374
b 13 tA ^<Xav ol>v air6tf>a<rls iariv)

treats black like white as a positive. It is not, however, necessary

for him to assume this. His theories of mixture can be understood

well enough on the assumption of the negativity of the black : the

addition of a black ingredient need be regarded as no more than the

subtraction of a certain amount of whiteness. The term •mixture,*

indeed, is awkward, but that is all. See p. 74 infra, n. 5.
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a contrary to either extreme. Thus grey is white as

compared with black, black as compared with white *.

The origin of the intermediate colours may be sought

for along three different lines.

(a)y«jrfa- (a) The Atomic theory of colour, or the theory of atomic

Ch!t^"a^d juxtaposition (^ -nap 5\Xt/\a 6i<ris). It is conceivable, e. g.

blacks that two particles, one of white and one of black, so small

smiU. as to he separately invisible, should when placed side by

side become visible in combination, as a composite whole

;

and that it is by juxtaposition (on the same plane relatively

to the eye) that the existing varieties of intermediate

colours are really produced in nature. For if a white and

a black are so juxtaposed, and are visible, some colour

must result ; and as this colour cannot be either white

or black, it must form some third species of colour. The
colours thus produced may vary in ways as numerous

as the possible proportions of whites and blacks in such

combinations. For instance, three particles of white might

be juxtaposed with two, or four, of black ; and so on.

Or the combinations might be formed not in numerically

expressible ratios of this sort, but according to some scale

of excess or defect by which the component amounts

would stand in no calculable ratio to one another, i.e. in

none which could be represented in integral numbers, but

could only be expressed by a surd. In fact, it is conceiv-

able that the composition of colours may be to some

extent analogous to that of tones in chords 2
. The particular

colours formed of components brought together in ratios

capable of expression by integral numbers, like tones

1 224b 30 cV df rou furn^v ficraj9aX\<i* jKpfjrai yap airra as fvavr'm o«r«

irpor fKoripov, and 229b 14 as ivavria yap XPV™* TIP PfTa£v h *ii"l<rif . . .

to yap piaov rtpbs (Kartpov \iytrai iras txSv iiKpav. The middle grades

properly have, owing to their relativity, no contraries : cf. iob 16 ra

yap irvppa t) a>xpa i) rais rotavrats xpoi«ir ovSev ivavriav itoiois olai. One

may ask : if iurri<ns be infinitely divisible (see 240b 8 seqq.), and the

process from one contrary in colour to the other be as above described,

a iciVijirir, why there is not an infinite number of colours. For Aristotle's

answer, cf. 44S
b 3-446* 20. But he only denied an infinity of colour

species.

1 For 440" 3 cf. von Jan, Mus. Scr. Cr., pp. 47 n. and 132.
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similarly combined in chords, may be those colours which
are generally felt as pleasing to the eye, such as purple

and crimson ; and if such are comparatively few amid the

whole multitude of existing colours, this may be so for just

the same reason for which harmonious sounds also are few

among the possible combinations of sounds. Non-pleasing

colours may be those not founded on numerical ratios.

Or, if one supposes that all composition of colours has

a numerical basis, only that while some colours are arranged

in a certain order, others are in no certain order, it is con-

ceivable that the compounds themselves, whenever they are

not 'pure ' (jitj naOapal), owe this to the fact that the numbers

on which they rest are not ' pure '
'. This, then, is one con-

ceivable mode of the production of the intermediate colours.

1 440* 3-5 5 "<" favas rat XP^as '" apiBpols . . . 81a tA /iq iv apiSpoU

tivat Toiavras yiyvtoBai. If roiavrar here goes with yiyvioBai, to avoid

contradiction, iv apt&poU at the close of the sentence must mean some-

thing different from what it means in the first part. Biehl suggests

inserting rott alrvU before it in its second occurrence ; C. Bitterauf,

Dissertatio Inaugurate (Monachii 1900), p. 21, thought of reading

rvXoyt'oroir after it. This of course is the direction in which one

would look for the general sense. The second hypothesis is one such

as a Pythagorean, who held that all things are, or are modelled on,

numbers, would adopt. Even for him, however, there should, according

to Aristotle, be a distinction between numbers which are expressible

in integral units and those not expressible otherwise than as surds.

Arithmetic was based on geometry; the original unit was a line of

a certain length, e. g. a foot long : or else a power of this, e. g. a square

foot, or a cubic foot. The idea of an abstract unit, the foundation

"of the science of monadic number, or arithmetic proper, came later.

Both views of number presented themselves to the popular mind, even

as late as Aristotle. Thus all composition of blacks and whites might

be based on apiBpoi, but in two ways. The apid/iol might be such as

are expressed in monadic units j as if we were to have e.g. three times

as many blacks as whites in the mixture ; or the apiSfioi might be

incapable of representation monadically, as if e. g. blacks were to be

represented by the square root of 2 and whites by the square root of 3.

In this latter case, V2 and V3 being unattainable, we could not reach

the monadic ratio of the blacks to the whites. Such may be the

difference between iv apidpoU in the two places here. We may, to

make the text more lucid, adopt either of the above suggested readings,

or before Toiairas insett roiotWs, taking it, in reference to apidfiol, to

mean numbers and ratios expressible in monadic units, and assuming
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{A) Super- (5) We have called the first mode that of juxtaposition

bkckand °f 'he separately invisible blacks and whites ; the second

white. mode may be called that of the superposition (f) iirmo-

AtHris) of black and white. Painters sometimes lay one

surface of colour over another for the purpose of producing

a particular colour effect. For instance, when they wish to

represent an object as submerged in water, or as seen

through a hazy atmosphere, they paint a duller colour

over the brighter, in order to obtain the required effect.

Thus too, in nature, the sun, which per se is white, shows

crimson when shining through a misty or smoky atmo-

sphere. By such superposition, then, nature's colours may
have been produced. If this be so, their varieties can

be explained in the same way as in the case of atomic

juxtaposition, according, that is, to the various ratios, or

irrationality, of the proportions in which the surface

colours are combined with those beneath. This second

it to have been lost before roiaCra? as it might easily have been. See

Plato,' Theaetet. 147 D-E (L. Campbell) ; also Arist. Met. xii. 6. lo8ob

16-20 (Bonitz). But what does riTaypivas . . . draxrovc mean ? Alex-

ander (p. 54, Wendland) says that the m-aicToi xp»a* ar'se (according to

the reasoning here) not by incommensurableness in the excess of blacks

above whites or vice versa (ouk iv rjj Trjr vnrtpoxnt d<rv/i/«Tpia), but by
disorder (cf. Prod/, xix. 38 ; von Jan, op. cit., p. 47 n.) in the way in which

they are juxtaposed (iv rjj T?jr vapaBiatat ara^ia). We may juxtapose

10 blacks beside 5 whites in many ways; and though the ratio of 10 : 5

held good for all, yet the colours would be different according to the

mode of lrapaSims. ' By pq KaSapai Aristotle (says Alexander) must mean
juxtapositions of [i.e. colours based on juxtapositions of] unlike parts.

The juxtaposition would be Ka&apA, if e.g. beside every two whites one

black were to come throughout ; it would be pt) xadapa if we had one

black sometimes with two, sometimes with three, whites, and some-

times with one white.' This imports a different idea, by which from

a partly Pythagorean we pass to a merely atomistic explanation of the
' impurity ' of colours. For Democritus, sensible qualities all rest on

tiaSiyri, pvapfo, rpovi), i. e. ragit, o\ripa, Biais. The ratio of the total

numbers of blacks to whites may remain, but the order in which

the units are brought into juxtaposition may nevertheless vary, with

consequent variation in the aesthetic character—the 'purity'—of the

Xfxia. Thus, even when the xP^al were iv apiBpuls ti\nyi<rroic they

might still be 'impure,' if they were iraicroi. This sense can be

obtained without changing the text, if we are content to take rotuirag

(=Ttrayiieiias) with kiwi, and render yiyvurdai as simply= ' are produced.
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theory is preferable to the first, says Aristotle, for it does

not require us to assume the invisible magnitudes and
imperceptible intervals of time which the first requires,

in order that the successive and diverse stimulations coming
to the eye from the blacks and whites severally should

reach us without our recognizing their diversity or

succession, and should, from their presenting themselves,

or seeming to present themselves, simultaneously, create

in our minds the impression of their being one single colour

only. In the second case we have not to do with invisibly

small units : we have a surface of actually visible colour,

with another below showing through it ; and the mwj<r«s

of both are from the first combined in their effect on

the medium. The surface colour would not, of course,

affect the medium, and so stimulate the sense of sight,

in the same way when acting per se as it would when
modified by the other colour underlying it

1
. Hence, with

a white surface, for example, showing through a black,

the colour seen will be different from either white or black.

§ 43. (c) Neither of these two theories is, however, in fr) Aris-

Aristotle's opinion satisfactory. Both assume a mere J,*^",™.
combination of the Kii'jjo-eis of blacks and whites, not the matter

a icpatris of the vnoKftixtvov, or matter, of which the black black and

and white are qualities. He states a third which he whit
f.
are

.

himself adopts. This is the theory of the complete blending* blended,

of the coloured bodies with consequent blending of their and ?° lU

,.._,,. ... , qualities

qualities. For bodies are not mixed in nature as some 3
are

think, by a juxtaposition of their least parts, whose blended -

infinitesimal size renders them separately imperceptible to

an observer ; but in such a way that they undergo, both in

matter and form, a process of complete and absolute mutual

interpenetration. When the things said to be mixed are still

preserved in small quantities having their former qualities,

1 440* 24 tA (iruroXijf xp^f1 oxlmprov tv gal Kivovjuvoy wrA rov wro«i-

ftfyou oi'X ifioiav irotrjtrfi ti)v kIvijuw.

* 440b 3 fj navrji irdvras /i<i£tc. Cf. b II ru iravrg fuiu1}(6ai.

' The difficulty ofreferring this, as Alexander (p. 56,Wendland) does,

to the atomists, is that according to them the atoms have no colour.
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we ought not to call such a process mixture. It may be a

composition (<rw0«<ns), but neither a mixing 0*«£«) nor

a blending (<cpa<ris). When things are mixed, then all the

parts in the new whole are homogeneous 1
. In a true mixture,

as of colours, the contraries tend to efface one another's

identity 2
. If the former (i.e. tr&vBtais) were nature's mode

of mixing, it is always conceivable that an eye of Lyncean

keenness 3
, if properly placed, would still detect the elements

in the mixture, whose constituents would be really blended

in no other way than horses and men are blended when
a crowd of both come together : for this crowd might, to

a person at a distance, seem but one mass, if too far off

for the individuals composing it to be discerned *. But such

mixture is not absolute. The horses and men are, indeed,

juxtaposed, but no individual is mixed with any other

individual : each horse and each man retains its or his

separate entity. The mode of mixture which in nature

gives rise to the variety of colours is not this, but one

in which no individual part of the compound retains its

former qualities unmodified. When things are materially

mixed in this way, their colours too are blended. Only

such blending—not mere juxtaposition or superposition

—

can produce colours which cannot be even conceived as

varying in appearance according as the observer is far

or near, but will retain a constant character at all distances

alike. In this case, moreover, as in the two former, we

may suppose the elements in the compounds of black and

white to be combined in any of the various ways there

described ; that is to say, some in numerically definable

ratios, others in degrees which are not expressible in

integral numbers s
-

1 328* 5 seqq. fpafiff i', tiirtp itt pipuxdal ti, tA iiei^Biv d/ituo/upis ttvai.

1 447' 20 a<pavi£ttv SWrjXa.
5 Aristotle's hypothetical equivalent for our microscope.
4 Cf. Lucretius, ii. 312-32.
9 The tract tlepl Xpufiurav, ch. 3, gives a different account of the

origin of the various colours. Mixture of primary colours is indeed

a leading mode of their production, and their variety is made to depend

on the varied proportions in which the ingredients are combined., But

the primary colours are in this tract not the white and black only : to
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§ 44- The colour called grey (<f>at6v) is sometimes spoken Remarks

Of by Aristotle as if it stood mid-scale between black and ™£e
ai„

white: but 1
it is also referred to as relatively a kind of black, colours:

Golden-yellow also is represented as falling under white 8
, |^d'en-

to which it is allied as the succulent (rd kiitapov) is to the y£>'™>

sweet (rd ykvici) in the sphere of taste. Red is the colour gre^,"
1*

"*

produced by light streaming through black, as when the
JJufci'ent

sun shines through smoke or through a fog 3
. Purple account of

(itopQvpow) is distinguished from crimson ((powwow) by production

its having more of the dark ingredient. Sometimes the fi™en >n

light of a lamp shows not white but purple, the ray that ^Tm>.

is sent from it being feeble, and being reflected from H"e
° ° colours are

a dark colour. This increasing weakness of the ray brings generated

them is added golden-yellow (£av66v). The white and the golden-

yellow are colours of the elementary kinds of matter. Fire is golden-

yellow: air and (contrary to Aristotle's view) earth and water are white

;

black is partly bare negation, and partly a positive colour produced

in the process by which (e. g. by burning) the elements are transformed

into one another. An account is given of the methods of mixture,

whether of these primary colours or of those which are derived from

them, to explain the multitude of existing colours. These; are said to

be the effects of: (i) the quantitative preponderance of light or shade

in the ingredients, (2) the strength of the ingredients, (3) the pro-

portionality of the ingredients, (4) the brilliancy of the mixed colours,

(5) the friction and mechanical force employed, (6) burning, dissolving,

melting processes, (7) smoothness and shadows (? : the text is doubtful),

(8) combination with external light or reflexion of other colours, and
especially in connexion with the influence of the medium in which it

takes place. The colours of plants, hair, feathers, &c, are discussed.

The two modes of producing colour rejected in de Sens. iii. q iraph

aWtjka Biais and 13 iirmoKaaw, are accepted here and made to play

an important part Light is seemingly conceived as corporeal, in

direct contravention of Aristotle's teaching in the de Aninia. The
tract assumes a mixture of the colours with the rays of light : so the

distinctive colours of feathers are produced. Colours are said to

change their appearance according as they are ' mixed with the sun's

radiance or only with shadows.' Prantl finds an incongruity between

the two views of black colour, in one (79i b 3) of which it is regarded

as (u-mSrot) mere impiprir of light, while in the other (79t b 17) it is

(lifKnv xt-'ufia) a positive colour, produced, for example, by burning.

Zeller, however, thinks the inconsistency only apparent. Vide Zeller,

Arist. ii. 490, E. Tr. ; Prantl, n«p« Xpu/i., pp. 167 seqq. and pp. 107-9.
'

' 442s 22. * Ibid.

1
342

b 4 seqq., 374' 3»
b

I°i 44o» 10.
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from us from purple to leek-green and violet, successively. The

bia3f«Qd stronger ray yields crimson against the dark ground

the-e from
^or when mixed witn dark)

;
the next in strength gives

the colours leck-green ; the weakest, violet. In the tract lltpl X/»a>|udVa>i/,

elements. °P<Pmw ls mentioned as containing even a greater proportion

The phe- of black than violet has. From the seven colours described

/«?#«
° aDove aH tne others (according to the doctrine of Aristotle)

after- are generated by mixing '. In the tltpl Xpaitidratv, however,

(cnpUmcn- though these colours play their part, they are secondary to

'<"7
_

the colours of the elements 2
. Visual impressions, primary

ror.trasi. positive after-images, continue in the eye after it has ceased

this^atter
^TOm l°°king at the object. If we gaze long and steadily

illustrated, at a bright object, that to which we transfer our gaze at

first appears of the colour of the former object. If when
we have looked steadily at the sun, or some other bright

object, we close the eyes and look as it were straightforward

(with the eyes closed) in the same line of vision, at first we
see the object of the same colour as before : this alters

soon to crimson ; the latter changes to purple ; till at last the

colour becomes black, and vanishes 3
. In this place Aris-

totle notices what are called complementary colour effects,

though his account of them is not exact. The golden-

yellow of the rainbow is explained by him as a subjective

effect of contrast*. The space between the ^oivticoSv and

the Ttpiurivov in the rainbow often shows £av06v. This is

due to their being next to one another. For tpomtKovv

beside -npimvov appears white. As a proof of this we may
observe that the rainbow which appears in the blackest

cloud has the purest colour tints (p.d\ia-ra &Kparos), and there

too it happens that the <poiviKovv shows most clearly the tint

of the £av06v—the colour between the </>oiiwcoBi/ and the

wpdvtvov. The (/>oiw(coCv in such a cloud appears white as

contrasted with the surrounding black ; and also when (as

the rainbow is fading) the tpoivtKovv is being dissolved it shows

white. A further confirmation of this effect of contrast is

1 442' 25 Ta 8" a\\a fuiicra tic TOimw.
1 Cf. 792* 4 seqq. ' 439

b
5 seqq-

4 375* 7 seqq. Not, as Prantl (ITtpi Xpap., p. 156) says, as a com-

flementary colour*
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that the !ris around the moon appears very white; which is

owing to the twofold fact that the colours are in a cloud

(which is dark) and seen besides at night 1
. Further effects of

contrast are seen by placing white wool side by side with

black : and also in the way in which (as embroiderers say)

lamplight causes illusions as to colour, owing to the peculiar

nature of the illumination shed by it upon the objects 2
.

§ 45» Aristotle decisively rejects 3 the definition ofArUtotle

colour given by Empcdoclcs * and followed by Gorgias, as^^
apparently by Plato also in the Menon (and, with modifica- theory of

tions, in the Titnaeus), viz. that colour is an 'emanation from curions re-

the object of vision symmetrical with, and therefore semblance

perceptible by, the organ of vision.' Since those philoso- this

pliers, who hold this theory of visual perception by aitoppoai, ^"^j
in any case reduce the perception of colour to a mode the New-

of contact between the organ and the object (of which ^v"™,,,

a particle thus comes to, and touches, the eye), it would theory of11 i ...... . ,
l'gh'- He

have been better if they had assumed such contact to cannothave

take place through a medium, rather than by aitoppoai hel
^ f"

1

travelling from object to organ. For all the sensory theory, for

functions indirectly are, or involve, a mode of contact s
, ŝ ^ts'

but all except the organ of touch itself 6 operate through Empedo-

a medium 7
. In rejecting this view of colour, and the

iight does

theory of inoppoai on which it was based 8
, Aristotle not travtl-

rejected as if by anticipation the Newtonian emission

theory of light. There seems at first sight to have been

before his mind a glimmering of the now accepted

undulation theory; but this impression cannot be sustained

when we find him, against Empedocles, vigorously denying

that light travels 9
(cf. p. 59, n. 1 supra).

1 375* 19- ' * 375* 22 seqq.; Prantl, Ilepl Xpap., 157-8.
8 440» 15-20. * Cf. Karsten, Emped., p. 488.
5 435* '8 xai'roi ra SKKa aiVflijTijpia i(f>jj alaBavtTM, aWa it iripov.

• For the questionableness even of this exception cf. tie An. ii. 11.

422b 22 scqq.
7 For the emanation theory of colours cf. further Lucretius, iv. 72-86

with Giussani's notes.
• So Baumker, Des Arisloteles Lehre von den aussern und innern

Sinnesvennbgen, p. 40.

• In 4i8b 16 he maintains that light is a irapowi'd, or that,
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Necessity § 46. The diaphanous (described §§ 34-5 supra) Is the

medium of
objective medium of vision. As in the cases of smelling

vision : and hearing, so in that of seeing, there is an extraorganic

actualized medium, intervening between the organ and the object 1
,

diapka- Without such medium the object could not produce its
ncus. De-
mociitns characteristic effect upon the organ, or the latter be excited

thSku)
111

fr°m lts potentiality to its realization as an organ. Thus
that we if the coloured object be placed directly and immediately

J^1

-J^ on the surface of the eye it cannot be seen 2
. In order,

vacuum, therefore, to be affected at all by the colour, the eye requires

water, as a medium. This medium is light, or the actualized
v?npf

s °t diap/ianous. The object must excite a movement (not,

cons, both however, a local movement) in the diaphanous medium,

colour'

6 whether air or water (for either of these may be media
vision. of vision), and this movement must communicate itself

Internal somehow to the eye. This medium being absolutely

medium— required if we are to see at all, it was a mistake for
diaphanous . . , .

within the Democntus to think that if there were a vacuum (neither
<ye itself. a

-

r nor wafer\ between the eye and its object one would
Hence eye ' J J

' consists' of see with the maximum of accuracy :
' that we could see

7^f
T
" even an ant in the skyV The contrary is the fact

:

rcoiinmof without the medium one could see nothing*. Air and

is itself water are both media of colour. Through them we see

colourless, because—in virtue of the diaphanousness common to both

—

though it were a kiVi;o-w, it is still not the particular form of xiVijait

called 4>opa, which involves local movement, but an dXXoiWir or

qualitative change, which he thinks can take place simultaneously in

all parts of the diaphanous medium.
1 438b 3 aXV c'Tc 4><ot «>tc aqp tori to purafcv rov ipapivov Ka\ rou

ofi/iaros, ij Sia roirao tdvijarit (arm 17 troioiiaa to 6pav.

1 419' 12 iav yap tk fig to fX " XP"/*a **"'* bvt'I* tT)» tyu> ovk ctyrcrai.

s 419s 15 opatrfiai av axpiftas Ka\ (1 pvpprj^ tvTia ovpava «"ij.

4 Only for the medium of vision has Aristotle a distinctive name

—

t6 iuHpairtt. He does not name the media of sound and odour, though

media are equally necessary for those senses. By later writers they

were called (on the analogy of to tuupavis) to dtijy/r and to bioapov

respectively. It is remarkable that Aristotle {de Sens. vi. 446* 20-b 27)

is quite ready to admit respecting these media, what he denies so

stoutly of to Sunpavfs, that in them the stimulus of sense travels locally

and takes time to come from object to organ.
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the stimulation (xfoipm) produced by colour is conveyed
through them to the organ Of vision, which is thus on
its part stimulated to activity. The medium of colour is

the same as that of light, sc. the bta<f>av4s. This belongs

to both water and air, not qua water or air, but qua

partaking in common of the nature of the celestial element,

or aldjjp 1
. Fire and this afaijp, or rd &vu> <rw^a, stimulate

the potential diaphanous and render it actual 2
; colour

stimulates the actual diaphanous and so becomes visible.

But this diaphanous is also a subjective medium of vision.

It exists not only outside, but also inside the eye 3
. It

remains to be noticed that that which is to be a fitting

medium of all possible colours must itself be colourless.

This rule has its analogue in the cases of all the other

senses. The medium of sound—air—must be actually

soundless ; that of odour, inodorous ; that of taste, tasteless.

So water is tasteless per se.

§ 47. The organ and function of vision. Like all other The organ

organs, the eye is defined by its function. All organs are true ^ „atnre

to their definition only while capable of discharging their and mean-

functions ; e. g. the eye, only as long as it can see. A dead structure,

person's eye is no longer an eye in the true sense, but only "^iT^he
in an ambiguous sense, of the word*. The eye is thefunction of

particular organ affected by the stimulation (kiujjo-is) setjj,"^^!'

up by colour in, and propagated through, the diaphanous «»1 Part of

medium: affected, i.e. in such a way as to have the covering of

sensation of colour. But the Ktujo-tiy thus set up in the
!

h
/L£J!

pi1

:

eye must be in some way conveyed to ' the soul

'

6
. eyed •

The diaphanous medium, therefore, which operates
anim

1 ov yip § vbap oiS' 1/ dfjp, Sttxpavtt , <iXX* on tart nt <f>i<rit {nrdpxpvoa

i) aurij iv rovroit dpfporipois iea\ if ru aiSia ru uyu aapan, 4l8b 7.

* And also visible so far as light is its colour.

9 So, as we shall see (p. 114), the ear has within it a cell of air which

is a means of continuing inwards the external medium of sound.

' Meteor, iv. 12. 3901 10 seqq. ; de An. ii. 1. 4i2b 20 ^ S^it' a5nj yap

oixrla i(fi6a\fu>i r] Kara tuv \6yov . . . fjf airo\«ijrowri)f ovx caTiv ZipBakphf

jtXijv opaviitof, KtiBdntp 6 \Wtvos.

1 For the question whether or how far the sensations realize them-

selves in the separate organs without stimulating the faculty of central

sense, see the chapter on the Sensus Communis, § 48.
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objectively or externally, is also employed on the subjective

side within the eye itself, for the purpose of transmitting

inwards the Kivtjo-eis received by this organ from without.

The eye as a living functioning whole * is named 6<j>0akn6s

and sometimes ojufxa. It is an organ, consisting of hetero-

geneous parts 2
. But the part of this whole which is

properly concerned in vision—that <5 /3\«m—is the part

generally named % ko'/mj, which we usually render the pupil

{vide supra § a, p. 9 n.), but by which, at least from the time

of Empedocles forward, the Greek psychologists meant the

' crystalline lens.' Round this internal moist part called r\

Kopt\ comes what Aristotle calls to n&av, probably the iris \

and outside of this again is the white 3
. The pupil and

vision are to the eye what body and soul respectively are

in the economy of the (Sov as a whole *. The ko'/)jj is the

material part most intimately concerned in seeing. There-

fore, for its protection, it is covered with a membrane so

thin and clear as not to obstruct vision, and has in higher

animals a further protection afforded by the eyelids. The
need of this precautionary protection arises from the humid

constitution of this visual part 5
. There are creatures whose

eyes are even better protected, viz. by scales 8
, but these suffer

for it in having less acute vision T
. The primary organ of

touching, in relation to the flesh as medium, is compared

with the pupil (as the primary organ of vision) in relation to

the whole diaphanous 8
- If the external medium of vision

were organically attached to the pupil, both would form

one whole, comparable to that formed of the organ of touch

proper and the organically connected environment of flesh

which is its medium.

1 413* 2 seqq. ij Kopi; Km t) S^fnt.

1 fiopiov avofioio/x'pts. Cf. 647* 4 seqq. For its anatomical structure

according to Aristotle, see Philippson, BXij avdpum'un), pp. 230 seqq.
s 49

I

b 20 ro i' ivrbs tov 6(j>0a\pov tA piv vypbv if /3Xc'irci, (topi/, tA bi

ttcp\ tovto, pekav, tA 8' tirros tovtov, \t\)Kov.

4 Cf. 413* 2 : add 108* ll u; o</rit lv 6<fi8akpat vovt iv V'i'XB.

8 De Part. An. ii. 13, 657* 30 seqq.

* fyi* 34 ™ <TK\r)p6<pBdkpa.

7 42 i
a 13, 6s7

b 36. ' De Part. An. ii. 8. 653* 23 seqq.
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$ 48. For perfect vision (i. e. both far-sight and clear- Structural

Sight) there must be a due proportion of moisture m^S"
the eye. Those that have too little are the creatures vision,

with gleaming (yAawcd) eyes : those that have too
much are the black-eyed (nfKav^nara). The former
see well by night but badly by day, owing to the eye,

from its defective amount of iyp6v, being over-stimulated

in daylight. The latter see well by day but badly by
night, because of the small proportion of the fire to the

water in the eye, and the weakness of the light in the air

at night 1
. Besides this the membrane which covers the

pupil should be transparent, white, and of even superficies.

It must be thin, in order that the stimulating process from
without may pass straight through it. It must be even, that

it may not cast shadows, as it would if wrinkled. One
reason why old persons do not see keenly is that the

membrane covering the pupil of their eyes, like the whole

epidermis, becomes wrinkled and thick with age. This

membrane again must be white ; for if black it would not

be diaphanous. The veryessence ofblack is non-diaphanous-

ness : lanterns would not show light if their sides were

black. The moisture in the eye, moreover, must be pure

(ica6ap6v) and ' symmetrical ' with the movement of stimula-

tion. If this is not so, and if the lippa or membrane
be not as described above, the eye will not be clear-sighted,

i. e. distinguish accurately between visible objects, but may
be long-sighted *. Creatures with protruding eyes are short-

sighted; those with deep-set eyes are long-sighted, the

sockets serving as a tube to combine and direct the move-

ment ofthe visual ray. This explanation holds good whether

the ray proceeds outwards, from the eye, or inwards, from the

object.

§ 49.' The physical constitution of the visual organ Physical

proper interested Aristotle as well as his predecessors.
ti "oftbe

Empedocles and Plato had followed Alcmaeon (§ 4 supra) Yim*1

1 Cf. 779
b 34 seqq., 780* 25 seqq.

* 78ob 22. In this requirement of avmurpia between the Wvqtrit and

ri iiypov we are reminded of Empedocles.
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organ
proper.
Demo-
cntus
attitude.

The
•image*
reflected in

the pupil

not the
essential

factor of
vision, as

Demo-
emus and
others

thought.

It is a
merely
external

thing : a
pheno-
menon of
reflexion.

The eye
does not
consist of

fire. True
explana-

tion of the

•intra-

ocular

flash' : a
pheno-
menon of

reflexion.

in holding that it consists essentially of fire. Aristotle 1

preferred to hold with Democritus that it consists of

water*. Democritus, indeed, came to this conclusion on
false grounds. He thought that the eye consists of water

because he supposed vision to be merely the mirroring

(r) /fi^ao-is) of external objects in the eye, which consisting

of water acts as a mirror. The mirroring which does take

place is, however, merely due to the smoothness (Atio'rtjs)

of the surface of the eye ; and, as a fact, does not find

its full explanation merely in the reflecting surface of the

eye in which the image is seen, but requires account to be

also taken of the spectator's eye which alone sees this image.

In short this is only a case of the reflexion of light 3
,

a subject but imperfectly understood by Democritus and

his contemporaries *. Democritus, too, should have asked

himself why 8
, if vision were merely reflexion, the other

surfaces which reflect images do not see as well as the eye.

The visive part of the eye is, therefore, of water, but vision

takes place not by mirroring in this water, but by the

diaphanousness of the latter—a property which it possesses

in common with the air and water of the external world.

As for the theory that the eye consists of fire, Aristotle

not only regards it as false, but considers himself to have

traced the error to its source. This error is due, he says,

to the well-known but misunderstood fact that if the

eyeball be suddenly moved or pressed when the eye is

closed, or when there is darkness, a flash (' phosphene ') as

it were of fire or light is seen within the eye. If this (from

which some conclude that the eye consists of fire) gave a real

ground for the popular conclusion, and if vision were due
1 De An. iii. I, 425" 4 ; de Sens, ii, 438" 5 seqq.
1 Among the many signs of spuriousness in the Problems we find

that in 960s 32 the visual part of the eye is said to be of fire, ^ /»>

* aydxXacris, which sometimes means refraction, e.g. 373
b 10 seqq.

* 438* 9, 370* 16 oJto« niv oiv oSiro ovvfjBtis f/iruv Tait irtpi Tijs d>>a(eXa-

trcur Scffatr. For Aristotle's account of it and its relationship to vision

and colour see § 40 supra.

* Democritus (as we have said) would have replied that the soul

which sees belongs to the whole organism, not to the eye alone.
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to the eye's being of fire, the question at once arises why
one sees this fire only when the eye is suddenly and rapidly

moved. Again, why does not the eye always see itself,

as it does in such a case ? It is impossible to reply that

it does so, indeed, but that we are not aware of it ; for we
could not be unaware of it if it were true. If a person

in full consciousness sees, he must be aware that he sees.

To put this phenomenon of the fire-flash in its true aspect,

• we need only observe that the surface of the pupil, like

many other smooth objects, naturally shines in darkness,

without, however, giving light. The phenomenon is one of

reflexion (&van\a<ris) of light x
. Hence it is only when the

eyeball is rapidly moved that this shining becomes visible,

because only then could it as it were duplicate itself, from

one becoming two, so that the eye seeing becomes as it

were different from the eye seen, and the latter becomes

object to the former as percipient. Besides, if the visual

part of the eye were really fire, and vision were to be thus

fully explained, as Empedocles and Plato held, the eye

should see in darkness, not merely in light : their notion

being that light issues from the eye, which Empedocles,

at least, compared to a lantern.

§ 50. To say with Plato, in answer to this, that the visual Polemic

current, when it issues by night from the eye, is extinguished p^Jto^a

in the darkness, is sheer folly. F'or fire may be extinguished
J™?*"

but not light—-such fire, that is, as is made of coals, and Light not

its flame may be thus extinguished by the cold or moist "^""

(\/f«XP<p v iyp<j>)
2

', but neither one nor the other of these night, as

(sc. Tivp avOpcLKubts and <f>\6£ ) exists as an element in light. ^)°
fl

j"
e

:

Should it be said that they do exist in it, but in quantities and 'glow'

so small as to be imperceptible, the answer is : if this were tingoUhed"

true, light should on the above grounds be sometimes a' aI1
» and

extinguished by day, e. g. in wet weather, or in water, and are not

in very cold weather there should regularly be darkness by ff™£u*

day, as under such circumstances ignited bodies and flame Vision not

1 ixfivos airrit ahrbv 6pq 6 o<p6a"\ /iAr &<nr*p mu <V t§ dixucXiura.

' 437
b 12 seqq. Fire had three great varieties : <£\d{, 3»8pa£, and <f>*s.

Vide supra pp. 53, 65 n. 1. Only the two first could be ' quenched.'

G a
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due to a are extinguished. No such thing happens to light, however,

mg forth
7* under these circumstances. Further, to say with Plato that

from the the eye sees by means of light issuing forth from it
"

; that

or to the this light either extends and prolongs itself as far as the

Therefe n stars
>
as Empedocles would seem to say'; or that (as Plato

aiiupvait, held) when it has reached a certain point outside it

PUto^eld organically - coalesces with {ovpfyfaaOaC) the light coming
of light from the objects seen—this is all idle talk. If there were

to have been such coalescence of internal with external

light, it were better that it should take place, to begin with,

inside the eye itself. Yet even this is but a vain notion.

For what is, or could be, meant by the 'organic coalescence 3 '

of light with light ? Such * organic coalescence ' does not

take place between any random things, but according to

fixed laws. And how could it happen when, as in the

case before us, a membrane, covering the pupil, intervenes

between the outer and the inner light ? Hence this popular

notion that the visual part of the eye is of fire must be

abandoned. False in itself, it has been adopted on mistaken

grounds, and can be maintained only by fallacious reasoning.

why the § 5 1 * To resume: the pupil consists of water, because
eye consists water as diaphanous 4

is homogeneous with the external
of water in

1 Aristotle himself uses Styis in the Meteorologica va. such a way as to

make one think at first sight that he held the theory here condemned.

See Bonitz, Index Art's/. s$3
b 30 ; Ideler, Art's/. Me/eor. i. 6. 3, p. 384

' Hoc igitur loco Aristoteles videtur lumen ex ipso oculo emittere ut

hac ratione singulae res visibiles fiant, quod etiam magis patet ex lis

quae sequuntur : ov Siivcurdm rqv oy^iv ri» avdpimav (pfpurdai k\iu/i«vi)i>

wpor top iJXiom. Sententiam hanc ab Empedocle et Platonc propositam

ipse Aristoteles improbavit, de Sens, e/ sensili c. 2. 437
b (cf. Theophr.

de Sens. § 7 seqq.) longeque aliam proposuit (de An. ii. 7. 41

8

b).' Ideler

rightly (cf. 374
b 22, 781* 3), however, holds that Aristotle is there, for

his special purpose (i.e. elucidation of certain ' optical ' facts), adopting

the current view of ctyir, which served his turn quite as well as his own
view would, while avoiding unnecessary or irrelevant matter of dispute.

* See, however, § 7 supra, p. 18.

5 avpfyvtoBai : the Greek word involves associations which are not

contained in the English ' coalescence,' but which are vital for Aris-

totle's argument.
* turtp n't irvpbt Tt)P Sifrti) Btrtoy, dXX' j/Saror iraatv, 779

b
19; 780* 4

t] tovtov rov fwplov KitHjcrts opaais, g Sta<pavit aXV oi% jj vypoir, 438 th

J

seqq.
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medium of vision. Air, which is likewise diaphanous, might particular,

conceivably have served for the purpose of an internal^^[
medium of vision * ; but air is not so easily or conveniently is also dia-

as water packed into a small space and confined within a Facts
""

capsule. At all events, facts show that the water is in the which

eye. When eyes are decomposed or mutilated, that which eye to be

flows from them is seen to be water. In embryonic eyes, ^wâ J
lr

too, this water is particularly cold and bright. In sangui- and also'

neous animals the white of the eye is adipose, simply in order {^'hX-
to keep this Water from becoming congealed. This same hearing

object is effected by the hard scale on the eyes of bloodless this water,

animals 2
. The function of this water in the visual organ J°e sudden

j. ,
flashcaused

is as follows. The cause of sight is a stimulus from the by cutting

object propagated through the medium to the organ of^t°pt

xhe
vision. This is impossible without light. But light is water in

required not only in the atmosphere without us but also secretion

within the eye itself. Hence the external medium off' ™ 11"

vision, normally air, has its function taken up internally by
another medium, water. The internal and external media

are homogeneous in this respect that both are diaphanous,

i. e. possess the one quality essential to the conveyance of

the visual stimulus. The external light,, which is the

condition of seeing externally, is continued in this way
into the organ. This must be done if the stimulus is

to reach * the soul
'

; for the soul, or its visual organ, is not,

to be sure, situated at the outermost extremity of the eye,

but somewhere within 3
, rendering it needful that light

1 In pronouncing here against air, Aristotle would seem to reject

the theory of Diogenes of Apollonia, who made air constitute the

essential organ of seeing, as of all other senses.

* 779
b 15-2S. ' Empedocles is not right in ascribing the yXavmSrip

(gleam) of some eyes to the fire they contain : the blackness of others

to the greater amount of water. Such colours depend altogether on

the greater or less quantity of water in the pupil. That eye is best

which has the due proportion of water in it.'

* What 'within' here means is sufficiently seen 'from 49ib 20 rA

&' inri>t rou o<\>6akiiov t& fiiv vypoV, <j> j3A«V«i, «h$/>ij. It does not refer

to the organ of sensus communis or imply that each organ—here the

eye—is not per se capable of having the sensations which belong to it,

or even that each special organ involves in its action the immediate or

concurrent co-operation of the central organ.
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should be conveyed to it through some medium. That

light is really conveyed inwards in this way is proved by

the accidental experience of those who have received

a slash with a sword across the temple, severing 'the

passages of the eye 1.' Such persons have experienced

a brilliant illumination, immediately followed by total

darkness, as if a lamp had suddenly flared up within them,

and then, all at once, gone out. What really takes place

in such cases is, that the diaphanous medium, the ' pupil,'

which is a sort of lamp, is suddenly cut away. The water

on which depends the continuation inwards of the outer

diaphanous medium is, for Aristotle, secreted to the eye

from the brain. The eye, like the organ of smelling, is

formed by an off-growth from the brain a
. For the brain

is the moistest and coldest of all parts in the organism.

From this some of the purest of its moisture is conducted

through the 'pores' which connect the eye with the

membrane surrounding the brain 3
. Hence it is fitting that

the organ of sight, being like the brain moist and cold,

should have its seat near the brain. The eye in its

embryonic stage is, like the brain, over-moist and owr-large;

and again in its later development it, like the brain, gains

in consistency, while it is reduced in size.

Vision— § 52. Vision is effected, according to Aristotle, by

ofa process a Pr°cess from object to eye, not conversely *. Seeing is

from object not the result of a mathematical or other abstract relation

"hnugk between object and eye, such as the relation of equal to

1 43&b 14 Sum cxr/iij^rai roiis n6povt rov S/i/ioror. Aristotle here

speaks of v6pai : what were they ? Some think of the optic nerves,

which are said to have been first known to Alcmaeon by dissections.

Even if Aristotle did mean these by what he here calls rcipoi, we still

must not imagine that he understood their function as nerves. Such
knowledge did not come till after his time. Cf. Dr. Ogle's note to his

translation of Arist. de Part. An. ii. io, pp. 176-7: 'On the whole

I think it is most probable that by iropoi in this place (sc. de Part. An.)

Aristotle means no more than openings orforamina

'

; but he goes on

to add that, in our passage de Sens, ii and in de Gen. An. ii. 6, by iropoi

are meant the optic nerves as anatomical phenomena.
* 438" 28. * 744" 9 seqq.

* opujitv tlo&txiiuvoi ri, ovk ('mrc/in-ovm, I05b 6.
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equal. If it were so, the distance, for example, of the* medium,

object should make no difference to vision, any more than ™£ jj

1*"
•

it does to the equality of one equal to another 1
. The object to

process from without is not, however, a conveyance of physical,

ii-Koppoat, but a K&Tjo-is— more precisely an iWolaxrit—in n
?
t

t

m"ely

the diaphanous medium between the object and the eye. e. g. mathe-

As to the nature of the Ktvrjo-is, as a fact of physics, modern "j
1

^^
science has far outrun the simple and vague notions of Aris- But the

totle. It is now known how light travels and is reflected : process is

how rays from an object, directed through the refractive not one ot

• emana-
apparatus of the eye, produce, an image on the retina, tion, bnt

which, since Descartes'* time, has been recognized as°J
a

.

kind
' *> ° of myijait.

the cardinal objective fact for the explanation of vision.

Thus the physics and the physiology of vision have been

really harmonized, to some extent, as Aristotle tried but

failed to harmonize them. But as to the nature of the

further (cfojjo-ts which connects the retinal image with the

sensorium, or the magic change by which the retinal image

in B's eye (as it appears to A) becomes a field of vision (as

it is for B) ; how that which, externally regarded, is but

a tiny picture is translated into a fact of consciousness,

no more is known now than was known in Aristotle's days.

§53. Biologically, the sense of touch is more important Compara-

than that of sight: it is the most fundamental of all the
t"t^at%

senses. It is the essential criterion of animal existence, senses.

It sentinels and defends the seat of life, and without it taste

animals would perish. Next to touch stands taste in point l>l <>logi«'tty

of vital importance: indeed it is according to Aristotle necessary

a mode of touch. The other senses

—

smelling, hearing, and
JheTther

52

seeing—are not only biologically useful, and conduce to the senses

preservation of the animal's existence ; but they also con- f

e

"hei7

tribute to its well-being on an implied higher level o{weli-tein^.

« • 1 1 • 1 ,/• Connexion
development a

. Creatures which, besides life, have sense- between
locomotive

1 De Sens. vi. 446b 10 seqq.

* See the Fifth Discourse of his Dioptrique.
8 De An. iii. 12. 434b 11 seqq. ; de Part. An, ii. 10. 656* 6 seqq.

oaav fiq fiopuv toC (qv aXKa Ka\ rod «v (ijy i) <pi>crit pmtKi)(fti' roioCro 8' «o-ri

rb rov avSpuirav yivot' q yap p6vov pnrix*i rou dtlov ray riyXy yvwpipur

(ifton, t) paKurra it&vruv. Cf. also Top. iii. 2. Il8a 7 seqq.
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power and perception possess a form of existence which is richer in

sense-per- variety and more highly endowed in different degrees,
ception m Qn the possession of locomotive power seems to rest the
animals. r r
Bothdeve- need or chief usefulness of the externally 1 mediated

possums™ senses—hearing, seeing, and smelling. Accordingly the

the animal internal principle or seat of locomotion and that of sense

Hence the hi general are for Aristotle the same—the heart, in sangui-
pnmaiy neous animals, and in non-sanguineous the ' part analogous.'

sense- As the locomotive faculty is developed and its powers

antUhe
011

differentiated, corresponding development seems to occur

primary in the faculty of sensation. It is to animals which possess

locomotion locomotive power that seeing, hearing, and smelling are

are identi- particularly important, enabling them to take timely precau-

animali tions against danger, and to perceive their prey in advance.

9^', But of all the senses which perceive through external

mediated media, seeing is of highest biological as well as psycho-

!fjhHJ»s logical importance. In the latter aspect, i. e. in its bearing

highest upon the development of knowledge and experience, the

value. It superiority of this sense is most striking. Even apart from
u m its jts practical uses the exercise of the senses is desired by
direct con-

seqoences us for its own sake, that of the sense of seeing, however,

hiSiest
more than all the rest. For this most of all leads to

valne knowledge, disclosing to us multitudinous qualities of

fcicaiiy. things, and showing us their natures 2
. Its superiority to

In indirect hearing is intrinsic and indisputable, as a vehicle of first-
consc-

qaences, hand intelligence. Yet hearing may incidentally have
however, more effect in education. Hearing is that which makes
heating °
is more learning possible ' ; and it is through learning that general

psycho^ truths are chiefly reached, while seeing gives us the par-

logically', ticulars whence they are derived. Thanks to the fact that

hearing all bodies are coloured, all are visible ; and it is chiefly by
depend

jjje sense of seeing that we perceive the common sensibles

by orai figure, magnitude, motion, number. Animals that can

a?d
I

the

d°n remember distinct visible qualities of things store up the

nse of knowledge thus derived, and from the storehouse of memory
language.

1 All are mediated, not all externally mediated.
• Met. i. 98o»2i-b 26.

.
* ru pavOavav : the Greek pupil was an dx/ioarip.
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experience la elaborated; from this and by this again comes
scientific knowledge, which arises as the details of experi-

ence become organized under general conceptions 1
. The

matchless clearness and distinctness of visual impressions,

to which all perceptions of form are primarily due 2
, renders

these peculiarly suitable not only for being remembered
but also for being arranged, i.e. grouped and classified,

under such conceptions. Nevertheless, owing to the part

played in mental development by teaching and learning,

hearing, on which the use of language depends, has in some
ways the advantage over seeing. Thus it is found that

persons who are congenitally blind are intellectually better

developed than those who are congenitally deaf (436" 15).

§ 54. The evidential value of sight 3 is in certain cases The

superior to that of touch, and corrects the illusions of the evidential

latter sense. For example, if two fingers of the hand are v»I
.

ues of

crossed, and a small object placed between them so as touching.

to be in contact with both, it will to the sense of touch X*
16 ?*"11

?1

illusion of

appear as if two objects. The sense of sight proves that it the crossed

is only one. The sense of sight is also superior to touch in „|q^ by

purity ; hence the pleasures of seeing are morally higher the sense

than those of touching*. Possession of sight is ' more Ethical"

choiceworthy ' than that of the olfactory sense s
. Sight superiority

being our most ' evidential sense (ti'apyto-ranj) its results to touch,

as affecting our feelings—exciting passions and emotions— Sl
?^

t

are proportionately vivid 6
. Passions or emotions arti- movements

ficially stimulated through this sense approach nearest to ^d
P
deter-

the impressiveness of reality. The ideas of danger which mines our

it conveys inspire fear with an immediacy and force not to direction.

be equalled by those of the other senses 7
. Sight, too, is of illusions of

* 981* 5 drov «'* iroWov rrjs i/iimpias cwoij/iaruv /ii'a itadokov yivijTtu

iztpX ruv ifiolav v7r(S\Tj\|/ir. * Top. ii. 7. 1 13* 31.

* Cf. 46ob 20,956* 36, 1011* 33. Heraclitus (apud Polyb. xii. 27, Fr.

XV, Bywater) says o(pBa^fiol ran urwv dic0ij3c'<7TffMH fiaprrvpir, an opinion

founded on the theory that the eyes contain more fire.

* N.E. x. 5. 1176" 1.

* Rhet. i. 7. 1364" 38. ' Probl. 886b 10-37.
T Cf. Horace, Ars Poet. 180-1

:

Segnius irritant animos demissa per aurem,

Quam quae sunt oculis subiecta fidelibus.'
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right, not primary importance as directing our movements in space 1
.

proper *l *s by this sense that the notions of ' before* and ' behind

'

aioflijTi. are determined. Moving ' forward ' means moving in the
but as to °

,

objective direction in which the eyes naturally look. ' Even crabs

^"Ihe which move sidewards may be said in a way to move
distances of forward, since they move in the direction in which their

Sieves naturally look.'

\\
ud

\\

^et ^'s sense
>
to°' ,s subject to illusions, as is every

the sun as individual sense taken by itself when it refers its immediate

foo^in
datum to an object 2

. Thus regarding the fact that the

diameter, colour seen is white, the sense of seeing is almost incapable

touch ot °f error

:

hut as regards the distance at which the white,

regarding referred to an object, is from us, or as regards the object

•Common to which it is referred, error is frequent. So, too, with
Senables* regard to the magnitude of objects. Thus the sun's disk

Such are appears almost invincibly as if it were but a foot wide.

^™
of

This impression is not due to any pathological state, nor is

inference it the result of scientific ignorance on our part 3
. In the

seij^f best of health and with sound knowledge of the facts, this

perception.
;s the momentary impression given us by sight as we look

knew at the sun 4
; and thus it is that we are liable to err as

nothing of rep-ards each and all of the 'common sensibles.' Such errors,
colour- °
blindness, however, as well as those committed in attributing the

immediate data of sight to wrong objects, are not really

errors of vision: they are errors ofjudgment. Surreptitious

judgments tend to become inextricably mixed up with the

immediate impressions of seeing as of other senses. Of

errors arising from colour-blindness, or of this phenomenon

itself, Aristotle seems to have had no notion.

y^"?1 , & <;<;. A remarkable case of illusion is referred to in the
illusion (or * JJ

1 De Incess. An. 7'2b 18.

1 Sxnrep to opav (fir!) rou liiov aKrjfftg, tl 6' SvBponot to X<i>koi> ij jiij, ovu

SkrjBit aii, 430b 29 (we must either read so, inserting «ri or irtpi before

rov ISiov, or at least make the gen. one of ' respect.' It goes with the

predicate. ' The seeing of the particular quality ' is an ungrammatical

translation) : cf. 428b 18, 442b 8.

* Galen observes the omission on Aristotle's part to determine any-

where the manner by which we perceive the position, magnitude, and

distance of objects. Cf. Galen, de Placit. Hipp, et Plat. § 638.
*
4S8

b 28.
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'

Meteorologica \ « Owing to the feebleness of the visual ray hailBcin»-

(fyts) it is often refracted by the air even when not condensed ^p,^.
in the way described. Such was the case in the strange The two

experience of a certain person whose sight was weak at^j^™
the time, and to whom, as he walked, it appeared as if the same

his own image always preceded him, and kept looking back if one

towards him 8
. This illusion was due to the visual raygJJJ^

being bent back from the air around him which (just as by the

distant, or thick, air often does) became like a mirror, so s^bj^cts
that the ray could not displace or penetrates it, and hence doubled.

was compelled to return to the eye s
. So capes at sea persons

sometimes seem raised above the water, and heavenly wnte m ",

bodies loom larger when near the horizon.' In the hand.

Problems*—an un-Aristotelean work—many curious but ^!°xl
ca

!

ed
* persons see

trifling remarks occur on this and similar subjects. The objects

most important concern (a) the difficulty, or impossibility, ^piana'.
"

of moving one eye voluntarily without at the same time t}°nofln"-

moving the other in the same way ; (6) the fact that one discerns

object appears as two to a person who by inserting the stralRht-

finger beneath the eyeball displaces it
6

; (c) that myopic line better

persons write in very small characters
;

(d) that objects^^e

appear multiplied to persons in a state of intoxication or /"HP and

mental distraction 6
;

(e) that straightness in a line is better wptaeirTit.

discerned with one eye than with two, which is explained

by reference to the necessary convergence of rays from

both eyes when both are used
; (/) that 6 fivu\jr brings

Objects near in order to see them, while 6 w/>f<r/3vnjs holds
1

iii. 4. yj$> 2_I0-

* This (as already remarked, p. 67) reminds one of the ' Doppel-

ganger,' or the ' Brocken-'spectre.'
3 What is very remarkable here is the seemingly frank acceptance

by Aristotle of a theory of vision warmly repudiated by him in de

Sens. ii. We must assume that he in such cases expresses himself

from the popular point of view. So we have to speak of the sun 'rising'

and ' setting.' * 957* 38 seqq.

* Also referred to de Insom. 46ib 30; Met. x. 6. 1063' 6-10.

* This phenomenon is explained by comparison with the illusion of

the crossed fingers representing one object as two. The Wvijmc does

not come from each eye to the same part of the soul, which accordingly

sees twice. The 'different parts of the soul' thus represent what we
might think of as non-identical parts of the retinae.
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them at a distance. In the tract on Dreaming illusions of

sight are mentioned which, however, are, it is stated, really

errors of judgment for which the sight per se is not to

blame. Such are hallucinations, and the illusion of those

on ship-board to whom the shore, not the ship, seems to be

in motion. Aristotle says also * that defects of long and

short sight are due not to anything wrong with the soul,

but to defects in the visual organ itself. If an old man
could have a young man's eye he would see as well as the

young man. The sensory weakness of old age is caused

not by an affection of the soul itself, but by an affection of

that wherein the soul resides ; as happens in cases of

intoxication and illness.

1 4o8b 21.



THE ANCIENT GREEK PSYCHOLOGY
OF HEARING

Alcmaton of Crotona.

§ I. *We hear with the ears, says Alcmaeon, because they Function

have vacuum in them ; for this (vacuum) is resonant. The "hmnng.
sonant object produces sound in the cavity (of the outer Air within

\ i .1 . / r > . . » , / the ear, thr
ear), and the air (of the intra-tympanic ear) re-echoes (toractorof

this sound) 1 .' The effect of the external sonant object v
ea

!u?
g

:

is first conveyed to the hollow chamber of the outer, i. e. external

the extra-tympanic, ear, from which the mvov, or air of the ""{Je,^
intra-tympanic ear, takes it up and reverberates it to the to the

' point of sense,' which for Alcmaeon was the brain, or in

the brain 2
.

§ 2. 'Alcmaeon says that we hear by means of the vacuum The «»«;»

within the ear, for this it is that transmits inwards the u,p for

sounds (which come from without) at every immission Df Alcmaeon'

the soniferous air-waves (into the outer ear). For all vacua

are resonant V I have chosen here the text of Pseudo-

Plutarchus, which gives *<»><£, instead of that of Stobaeus,

1 Cf. Wachtler, Alcmaeon, p. 40 ; Diels, Dox. 506. 23 ; Theophr.

dt Sens. 25 axoinv piv otv (jt]<ri toic iitriv, dwrt Ktvuv in avroit ivvniipx' 1
'

tovxo yap T]XfiVi <f>0(yy(tr8ia Ac ru koiXoi, tov aipa o" avn)\t'a>.

* Diels proposes two different corrections

—

toCto yip hx*'1* W&V"
yiaBai) 81a to koiKov, and ruvro yap i;^oui> tyBlyyiaOai tia to koiXok.

Neither is necessary. The subject of tpOtyytaSat should be taken quite

generally, as if= t6 ^o^oCh. Diels renders our text—'sonura autem

edere (sc. ro kiv6v) cavo, h. e. propter cavernam auris interioris.' But

if kmhSv here = 6 ii\p, as would seem from Arist. 4i9b 33, the form of the

sentence forbids us to regard it as subject to tpBiyytaBau Nor can ™
koi'Ao) be the hollow of the intra-tympanic ear ; it is rather the external

meatus, with the apparatus in general by which the vibrations of the

outer air are caught and conducted inwards to the tympanum. Philipp-

son (CXrj ivBpunrivn, p- 107) saw this when he (unnecessarily however)

proposed leox^V f°r wiXy here.

' Diels, Dox. 4o6b 21, Act. Plac. iv. 16. 2 'AXx/iatW unowv i\pat r»

ntvif T(i fvrus tov writ' Toiiro yap thai ro Jiij^oCy kutq rijv tou td* v/ioto?

(iV^oXq** iraJTO yap to una fori.
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which gives icotXa, agreeing in every other respect. As
Wachtler says, the Kcvtfv and the a^p are here equivalent

terms. He quotes most appositely Arist. de An. ii. 8.

41

9

b 33 rd t\ Ktvbv dpO&s \eytrai Kvpiov rov &kov(W boKti

yap etvat kcvov 6 ar\p. But here the arjp in the koTXov or

outer part of the ear must be distinguished from the arip

or Kevov of the inner part. The former receives and intro-

duces the sonant stimulus from the atmosphere ; the latter

catches it up and transfers it to the brain. The trans-

ference is referred to in Theophrastus by avrr)xfw> 'n tne

passage from Aetius by 8it)x°w (with the use of which

compare rd bloap-ov, rd buxpavts, and, especially, rb owjx&—
late terms used to signify the respective media of odour,

colour, and sound). The simple r)\ilv 'n Dotn passages

denotes the action of the air within the ear—as of confined

air generally—in taking up, or ' echoing,' sound, apart from

the notion of transmitting it. No better commentary on

these extracts can be found than that contained in Arist.

de An. ii. 8. 4i9b 33-420" 19. Cf. infra § so.

Aicmaeon § 3. Alcmaeon was, says Wachtler, the first who
represents attempted to explain the phenomenon of sound and our

tioaofthe perception of it by reference to the structure of the ear

teJf. itself, and the manner in which this was affected by air

mining jn motion from without. Empedocles to some extent

c^not a
e
follows or agrees with him. Their successors generally

mcre
. regard the ear as little more than a conductor of air to

the sensorium, most of them holding sound, as a perception,

to result from a percussion of the brain or other inward

organ by the air thus conveyed through the ear 1
.

1 In the passage from Aetius itvevpa cannot mean ' breath,* yet it is

scarcely identical with ifo. It appears to signify the latter set in

motion by the external sonant object, and entering, with its sound-

waves, into the external ear. Cf. Pseudo-Hippoc. deflat. 3 (vi. 94 l)

irvtvpa Si to pen e'v Toitri o~<S>/iao~i <j>vtra jcaXcfrai, ro Si c£a> r&v aa/iurmi'

ajjp, from which it appears that nvtipa was treated as the general term

for air by some writers. Cf. the use of <rvp4>vrov irveiipa in Aristotle.

In connexion with the meaning of irvtvpa here one may perhaps

quote a curious observation of Aristotle, Hist. An. i. 11. 492* 13,

respecting Alcmaeon: K«j>a\ijc popiov, Si ov axoiei, Sirvow, to ovf

'AAk/um'uv yap oiiK a\t)6ij Xt'yfi, (pupivot avcatvtlv ruf alyas Kara ra Zira.
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Empedocles.

§ 4. ' Empedocles teaches that hearing is caused by the Function

impact of the air-wave against the cartilage which is"1^1

^.
suspended within the ear, oscillating as it is struck, like the gong

a gong 1
.' For xpvlpubfi Sitfp (Plut.) Stobaeus has x '^/3?/"/) within

ovittp. A variant is KoxXtdba, for which Pseudo-Galenus, ^.
e
h
ear'..

Hist. Phil, (referred to by K,arsten, p. 483), gives Ko\\i.<Zbti Empe-

\6viptf, ' the spiral-shaped cartilage.' Zeller thinks that j?°^
s

K<obmv here means a ' trumpet,' not a gong or bell. But of the

while 'trumpet' might describe the shape of the outer^^n

ear, or ' concha,' it is not suitable for what seems to have internal

been before the writer's mind in the above passage—some-

thing inside the ear which oscillated freely to the impact

of air-waves. The main point, as Karsten remarks, is that

'Empedocles appears to have regarded hearing as con-

ditioned by the external air-wave, or wave of sound,' in

contact with the ear, and by the resonance of a certain

part of the ear itself. In hearing, the airoppoiai. were simply

' air ' or particles of air. For the meaning of \6vbpos, cf.

Arist. Hist. An. i. 11. 49a* 15 iriy 5* pipos ri> y.\v (sc. the

intra-tympanic part) &v<&vvp.ov, rb 5* (sc. the 'concha')

\oj3os' o\oj» 5* (K \6vbpov k<x\ trapx^s <rvy/ccirai—that is, the

whole of the external ear, for he proceeds: Aa<a h\ it\v

pXv ipvcnv l\ei olov ol cnpojxfiai (i. e. spiral shells, Ko\\Cai,

i\iKts) t6 8' iayarov iarovv op.oiov r<j> wrl (i. e. the bony part

farthest in resembles the external ear in form) th o m<rztp

iyydov iayarov iiptKvtirai 6 \(f<j<pos. It is from <rrp6fi(3oi here

From this it might seem as if Alcmaeon actually held that the resonant

medium—the nvfo—received its impulse from the breath—perhaps the

air in the Eustachian tubes—which, therefore, would be the meaning

of irvivpa in the passage of Aetius. Aristotle would hardly— it may

be argued—have insisted as he does against Alcmaeon that the ear

is unvovv, unless the latter had been known to hold this strange view.

Such an idea about alys would have given Alcmaeon "the illustration

wanted to confirm his exposition of the above view of hearing.

1 Diels, Dox. 4o6a_1* 16; Plut. Epit. iv. 16, Stob. Eel. 53 ; Karsten,

Emped., p. 483 'E/irrtSoicXijr ri]i> aKorjv ylvtadai Kara irpopmoaw irvtv-

utiTOC T<5 \oii6paifi, Strip <pTj<r\t> ifapTijoBai firoc toy urac Kuuuyos Sliqv

alupobptvmi xal rimTo/Mvoy.
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that the gloss koxXiojoci would seem to be derived. How
far Empedocles attempted (like Aristotle) to distinguish

between inner and outer ear is" not plain
; yet everything

depends on our knowing this if we are to understand him.

It is probable, however, that by the \6vipos he meant

some structure which he found by dissecting the internal

ear. Neither he nor yet Aristotle seems to have had any

accurate knowledge of the 'ossicles'— the malleus, incus,

and stapes—in the tympanic cavity, bridging the way from

the tympanic membrane to the fenestra ovalis, and trans-

mitting vibrations from the one to the other. This being so,

the use of the word alupovixevov here is the more curious.

'Empedocles says that hearing results from the sounds

coming from without, whenever the air, being set in

motion by the voice, rings within (the ear). For the

organ of hearing, which he terms " the fleshy" bone," is

a sort of gong which rings internally. The air, when it

is set moving, beats against the solid parts, and thus

causes the ringing sound V The ' solid parts ' are the

same as the ' gong '. We notice that &kotJ is used in two

senses here ; first of the hearing, secondly of the organ of

hearing, ijx"" an^ ^Xos are use^ with special frequency

of ringing sounds, but particularly of those which rever-

1 Cf. Diels, Dox. 501-2 ; Theophr. de Sens. § 9 ; Karsten, Emped.,

p. 483 tt\v V aKoqv airb rav Z£u8tv yivarBat ^u<puv, Srav 6 aqp writ riyr

<pavrjr iuvt]8(\s r/X3 <>T°f' &mrtp yap final Kadava tS>v 'aav i}\av [ru> !<ru>

^\oviTa?] ttjv aKotjv, ffV npocrayopfvci aapKtvov Z£ov [6<ttovv\. KlVOVpivTJV

[nvoipfvov ?] te iraiuv rbv aipa rrpbt ra trrcpca leal rroit'tv r/^oK. Such is

the text as suggested by Diels, Dor. 1. c. He has not ( Vors., pp. 177,

209) adhered to his previous suggestion of 6<ttovv for ufor, but, as the

sense requires reference to the inner not the outer ear or ' concha,' we
must accept some such correction or force the meaning of 3fn» beyond

what it can bear. With regard, however, to Diels' ta-u q^oOn-a for law*

ijx«>v, is it necessary ? He explains (
Vors., p. 209) ku8u>>' aapmvot S{ot

thus: 'das Gehor ist gleichsam eine Glocke der g/eic/tges/imm/en (?)

Tone. Er nennt es fleischigen Zweig.' Keeping "urutv, then, we might

suppose the meaning to be that the ku8&»> took up and rang to the

V-o<£oi with which it was framed by nature to harmonize, or was, as

Empedocles would say,, (ipptrpos. There are sounds which we cannot

hear, as there are colours which we cannot see, though other creatures

may hear or see them.
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berate within a cavity. Hence they are here employed
with idiomatic propriety for the \/f<tyos, or • external ' sound,

reverberated within the aural cavity. What distinguishes

Empedocles" doctrine from that of Alcmaeon is the kwoow

interposed by the former between the outer and inner

stages through which sound-vibrations pass before reaching

consciousness. For both philosophers ,air is the vehicle of

sound. According to Alcmaeon the air in the outer ear

is set moving by the i/fo'<f>os, and in its turn sets in motion

the air in the inner chamber, which transmits the vibration

to the brain. According to Empedocles, as the organ of

vision contains a lantern, so the organ of hearing contains

a bell or gong, which the \j/6()>os from without causes to ring:

this ringing, as we are vaguely left to suppose, being

conveyed inwards by a subsequent process to the ' point of

sense,' and the feeling or perception of sound being thus

awakened.

§ 5. ' Empedocles explains hearing by stating that it is Theo-

due to intra-aural sounds. But it is strange of him to £nticue»

suppose that he has made it self-evident how we hear, ¥n,Pe:
• 1 .... , , , docles
by merely stating this theory of a sound, as of a gong, theory of

within the ear. For suppose that we hear the outer sounds ^J
n

^ [t

by means of this gong ; by what do we hear the gong itself, that hears

when it rings? For this—the very point of the whole!^<^g- j

inquiry— is neglected by him 1 .' Karsten too hastily

inferred from to-wOev here that this, not i£mdtv, should be

read in the former passage, Theophr. de Sens. § 9, drrd t«i»

l£co6ev \jf6<pot)v. But probably two different sorts of yjr6<{>oi

are referred to in the two different passages : the \f/6<poi

coming from sonant objects in the outer space around us,

and the yffo^oi made within our ears by the ' gong.' The
latter are here referred to, where Theophrastus with the

art of a dialectician pushes the difficulty of such materialistic

psychology home against Empedocles. The ' gong ' rings

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 21 ; Diels, Dor., p. 505 dXXi mp\ y.iv rf/v dxoqv

Cray ano&a, TOir laaBtv ylmaBai y^u(j>ots, uroiroy ri> ouadai d^Xov <trai ira>c

aKoiovaiv, tvSov jroiijaairra y(/6(j)oi> Cxrntp Kv&avos. ray ftiv yap 7£u ti

infivov axovufifv, fKtlvou Si if>o(}>ovvTOt iia W; tovto yap avro Xftirtrui

(tiniv. 'Eaaifliv rather should be i(a>6tv. No sound comesfrom within.

BEABE H
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to the outer sounds : but to us the sounds of the ' gong

'

itself are a fresh ittcognitutn : how do we hear them ? With
another gong ?

object of § 6. ' Empedocles treats of all the special senses according

E^!5" to the same principle, and teaches that we perceive by the

docks* ex- fact of the airoppoiai fitting duly into the pores of each sense-

of the organ. Whence it happens, according to him, that no one
distinctive sense can discern the objects proper to any other, inasmuch

of each as the pores in the organs of some senses are too wide, in

^^ those of others too narrow, for the alien sensible object which

emana- should enter them, so that in the former case the emanations

doesthe°
W

fr°m the object pass right through without touching,

principle while in the latter they are not able to effect an entrance

perceives at all 1.' Empedocles and his reporters have given us no
lite' bear reai c jue to tne var;ou3 ways in which his principle that
on Empe- ' r r
docies' ' like is perceived by like ' was carried out by him in the

hearing? psychology of perception. We can only conjecture how
Theo-

^ he would have applied it in the case of hearing. Probably

criticism, the anoppotai of sound, being air, ' fit ' the pores of the ear

qtta containing air essentially. The principle itself is

a deduction from the metaphysical theory that ' like affects

like,' and seems intended merely to procure for the latter

its psychological application 2
. The smallness of the part

actually given to it in practice, in reference to hearing,

however, is only one among many instances, ancient and

modern, of the difficulty of bringing metaphysical theories

to bear in any real way upon concrete psychical facts.

Theophrastus, whether fairly or not, criticizes its applica-

bility here, as follows: 'It is not by sound (\}r6<p(a),' he

says, 'that we perceive sound, nor by odour that we
perceive odour, nor by the homogeneous sensibles in

general that we perceive the homogeneous, but rather

by their contraries, so to speak. For the sense-organ

which is applied must be itself indifferent (iiraOij) in its

nature. When indeed there are actual sounds within the

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 7 ; Diels, Dox., p. 300.

* Cf. Theophr. de Sens, § 2 'EpircdoxXijf fit iruparai ko\ ravras (sc. Tar

al<r6r
t
<rfit) avuytif fir njv d/ioirfn]Ta,
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ears, or actual tastes in the organ of taste, or odours in

the organ of smell, all these senses become deadened to

their office (wo^oVepai), and this the more, in proportion

as they contain more of their respective " similars "V
From this criticism it would at least seem as if Empedocles
had endeavoured to give to his principle of similia similibus

practical effect. But we have no direct means of judging

such attempts or of estimating the fairness of the criticism

of Theophrastus. For a similar difficulty as to the applica-

tion of the principle to the theory of vision, cf. VISION, § n,
p. 22 supra.

Democritus.

§7. In explaining seeing Democritus assumes 8<(Kc\a (as Fraction

flhmka, see p. 39 n. 3) to pass from the object to the eye. In ™^2jj£
explaining hearing he makes the analogous assumption of according

' sounds ' (rfwvai), as particles thrown off by the sonant body d^s.
and conveyed by the medium of the air to the ear, and Hearing is

. . . .
, , _ ..a mode of

through it to the soul. The sound is a ' stream of atoms i
contact

which sets the atoms of the air in motion, and, joining itself
J}^™"^,

with these according to similarity of shapes and sizes, makes of sound

its way into the body to the soul. Its chief, but not sole, [brooch

entrance is through the orifice of the ear. His theory of the air into

sound is more reconcilable with his doctrine of primary b/the ear

and secondary qualities than is his theory of seeing. orifice) and

' He explains hearing somewhat in the same way as other atoms in

writers do. For he says that the air, when it rushes into
body"

the vacuum of the ear, produces a motion there ; only that

it enters likewise at all parts of the body, but in a special

way, and in greatest quantity, through the ears, because

there it has the largest vacuum to pass through, and

remains least stationary. Wherefore one does not per-

ceive sounds with the rest of the body, but only with

the ears. When once it has entered it is dispersed,

owing to its rapidity; for vocal sound (physically con-

sidered) is due to the air being condensed, and entering

with force. Accordingly, as he explains sense by contact

externally, so he explains it as due to contact internally.

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 19. * See infra § 9, p. 102.

H %
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Conditions One hears most acutely if the external membrane is dense,

hearing. anc* tne vessels (<}>\f(3ia) empty and as free as possible

from moisture, and if, moreover, they are well bored, both

in the rest of the body and in the head and ears ; and

if, in addition, the bones are dense and the brain well

tempered, and the parts surrounding it as dry as possible.

For thus the vocal sound enters in one volume, as it passes

in through a vacuum large and without moisture and well

bored ; and is dispersed swiftly and equably throughout

the body, and does not slip out and away 1 .' While

Democritus agrees with others in the main, his theory has

the peculiarity of making the stimulus of hearing affect not

merely the organ of hearing proper but the whole bodily

organism. On this point Theophrastus afterwards directs

his criticism, and to this he here draws attention in the

words ttXtiv on ktI. For Democritus' reduction (in which

most 0wrioXo'yoi agreed) of all senses to modes of one, viz.

touching, cf. Arist. de Sens. iv. 442" 29. It is a question

what the "external membrane,' on the tsvkv6tt\s of which

hearing so much depends, means. It does not seem to be

the tympanum, as, from the tenor of the passage, density

of this would appear to be an obstruction to the entrance

of the arjp, and therefore to hearing. It is rather the

membranous covering of the inner surface of the concha,

which has for its office to collect and conduct the drj/)

inwards. The vvkvottis of this would (from Democritus'

standpoint) prevent the d?j/> from slipping through and

being lost (8ieKmin-eu>) before it could pass inside and effect

its purpose.

ThepecnU- § 8. 'In this Democritus is as indefinite as other philoso-

ljtm
°f

' Pners» but the strange and peculiar point in his theory is

tcs' theory the entrance of sound at all parts of the body, and its

criticized
2 dispersion through the whole body after it has entered

by Toeo- by the organ of hearing ;
just as if this sense of hearing

1 Theophr. /&£««. 55-6; Diels, Zter., p. 515, Hot., p. 391 ; Mullach,

Democr., pp. 212-13, 342-4. The translation is from the text as given

by Diels Vors., keeping irvKvovfiivov, which suits aBpoav a little below,

but rejecting Schneider's rjj atorj for «u.
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were effected not by its proper organ, but by the body as phnutus.

a whole. For even if the whole body is sympathetic to the ^u™"*
operation of the organ of hearing, it does not follow from criticism,

this that the whole body has the sense of hearing. For it

is sympathetic to ihe operations of all the senses alike, and
not only to those of the senses, but also to those of the

soul. Such then is Democritus' account of seeing and
hearing. The other senses he explains in about the same
fashion as that in which most other philosophers explain

them V
§ 9. In the above extracts from Theophrastus the par- Object of

ticular object of hearing is referred to as <f>a>vrj—voice or J^£e

:

vocal sound. This word is not of course equivalent to Hearing a

sound in general, but it is taken, as often, for the leading ^j
"
n
^'"

type of sound 2
. It is chosen simply because speech is one Sound is

' r « • • . . . . . - ,
a Strom

of the most interesting and important kinds of sound, of atoms.

Democritus and others regarded sound as affecting the
^'JJj

thc

auditory apparatus materially or mechanically, in the form atoms

of an inrush of air. Sound is a stream of atoms emanating ^"the^T

1 Theophr. de Sens. 57 ; Diels, Dox,, p. 515, Vers., p. 392 ; Mullach,

Dcmocr. 213-14, 345. Theophrastus overlooks the fact that Democritus,

according to the- previous statement of Theophrastus himself, denies

that we hear with the rest of the body, and gives the reason why we
do not Mullach renders the words nairatt yap toGto yt 6/ioiwr irnul,

koI oil fiuvov Tnit ala8x\afaiv uXXa cm rjj ^mxs : ' enimvero omnibus

(sensibus) hoc similiter ascribit, neque his tantum sed etiam animae,'

making the subject of woul Democritus instead of aS>p.a. The toCto

yt ffoiej merely = arvpirdo-x'i, which Theophrastus has not wished to

repeat. Mullach seems to think that we have here a general reference

to the way in which Democritus explained all the senses and the

soul materially. What Theophrastus means is that Democritus has

just as good or bad reasons for diffusing the operations of the other

senses over the whole body, as for doing this with the sense of hearing.

In all these operations the whole organism by sympathy has a part, as

in psychical operations generally. If, however, as Theophrastus would

argue, the whole body cannot on this account be said, for example, to

see, neither can the whole body be said 'to have the sense of hearing.

For the possibility of sensory function without sense-organs or even

nerves, see Haeckel, Origin and Development of the Sense-organs,

and G. J.
Romanes, Mental Evolution in Animals, p. 81.

1
Cf- Plato, Charm. 168 D oiov t) axofj, <pafifi>, oin uXXou rivor qp aKotj f/

tfioipijr. Tj yap
i

Nat.

air
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broken op from the sonant body and causing motion in the air

Into'uke
between this and the ear. The sound atoms are not sup-

forms and posed to reach the ear alone, but together with air frag-

^feor. ments which resemble them. These fragments, following the

Expiana- ]aw that like consorts with like, come together according to

pitch and their similarity of shapes and sizes. Probably the purity of

J™
1^ °f s°unds depends on the similarity, the pitch and volume on

the magnitude, of their constituents. ' Democritus says that

(when sound is produced) the air is broken up into bodies

of like form, and, thus broken, is rolled along by and with

the fragments of vocal sound V Epicurus says of <patvrj that

' It is a stream sent forth from creatures uttering a voice,

or from objects which make a ringing sound, or a noise 2.'

In terms precisely equivalent to those ascribed to Demo-
critus (from whom no doubt he borrowed his views of the

physical nature of sound), he states that this stream (not

the ' air ') is broken up into ' bodies of like form.' We are

left in little doubt what pevpa—the stream—meant: Gellius,

Noct. Att. v. 15, speaks of it as pevpa irofuoi/ (according to

the probable conjecture of Burchard, accepted by Mullach

and Diels, of iropMiv for \6yu>v). The nature of <pu>vrj, as

resulting from a blow (wXjjyjj) struck on a portion of arjp, is

dealt with more in detail by Plato 3 and Aristotle. We have

no further particulars than those above given to show us

what the views of Democritus were on the nature of sound.

1
i.e. the atoms sent off by the sonant body. Cf. Diels, Vors.,

p. 389 ; Plut. Epit. iv. 19 § 3 AjjpuKpiTOS Ka'i ro* aipn (prjaiv fir upoiO(T\!)pova

6p{nrTia6ai odfiara jtal avyKaXivSt'iirdai toic ck rijr i/wwjt Bpaiapatrtv. For
o^ioiocr^ij/ioca cf. Theophr. tie Sens. § 5° "' $Aej3fs («0 K" T" Toir

6(f>6a\p.ovt tv8eiat xat liviKfiot, ur opoiotrxiyovtiv ("='to conform') toic

airoTwrovfuvois' to yap &p6<p\ika /laXirrTa iKairrov yvapi(tm. The Bpavapara

aipos here are 6iioioo-xhp°va with those «'« (j>avqs, the atoms from the

sonant body. If the latter are homogeneous, those into which they

mince (dpinrrttp) the air are also homogeneous. Cf. Arist. 4l9b 23 tijv

Cptyiv tou aipos.

1 Plut. Epit. iv. 19 ; Diels, Dor., p. 408 'EnUovpns ttjv cpavqv thai

ptipa iiciTffiiroiuvov arro rS>r (pofoiirrav x\ jfxovvrav q yjro<poviTav' tovto Si

TO ptifMi us opotofrxqpova OpvTTTfffdai dpaiapara.

' For the expression pevpa applied to <pai>ri, cf. its application to

Xdyot by Plato, Soph. 263 E to hi y an c'xciVijr [t^s ^"AlV'] /5'Sjio 81a tou

CTOjiarus lov ptru <}>66yyov x/xAijrai Auyot.
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Anaxagoras.

§ 10. ' Anaxagoras held that sense-perception is effected According

by the. action of contraries x upon one another, for like is
ph„stuT

unaffected by its like ... on this same principle he explains Anaxa-

smelling and hearing*, the former taking place together fjIpKei the

with respiration (inhalation), the latter by the fact of sound ?^£]s

entering and making its way through the ear to the brain : perceived

for the bone which encloses (the brain) forms a cavity into **£%££
which the sound rushes 3.' Large organs better perceive hearing.

great and distant objects : small organs the small anduS
near objects. ' The larger animals have more sensory with larser

. - , . . organs
power, and in a word sensory power is proportionate to have the

the magnitude (of the organs of sense). For all animals
over'o'thera

which have large, clear, bright eyes see large objects and in per-

see them at long distances, while those which have small "n*™
eyes see contrariwise : and it is likewise in the case of 5i

ualities

hearing. For the large animals hear the great sounds volume.

and those coming from afar, while the small sounds escape

them, but small animals hear the small sounds and those

close by them V
§ 11. 'When Anaxagoras states that the larger animals Theo-

have greater sensory power, and, in a word, that sensory^™^
power is proportionate to the magnitude of the sensory Anaxa-

organs, the question arises : if this be true, whether have ftatetient

the small animals or the large animals the more perfect tha
.

t a
,

ni-

. raals have
sense ? For it would seem to be a mark of more exact afoeiioit ia

1 In this principle Anaxagoras followed Heraclitus, and probably

Alcmaeon.
1 How the principle is applied to hearing Theophrastus does

not say.
5 Theophr. de Sens. §§ 27-8 ; Diels, Vors., p. 323 'kvalayopat hi

yiffodat /tin roic ivavriott' to yap o/iutov arrndis into rou d/toiou ...
uxravrat hi Kai 6(r(ppaivf<r6ai Ka\ ukouiiv to fj.ii/ Spa tjj avanvoji, to hi rii

SiiKvilotiai riy ^/6<puv ii\pi roO iyxt(f)ii\ov' to yap nipitman 00 roup iivai

Kol\m>, tic o ipmnrtiv rov ilrotpov. With Wachtler (Alcmaeon, p. 42)

I have taken tok iynicpakov as object of irtpiixov.

4 Theophr. I.e. § 29; Diels, Vors., p. 323. The text translated is that

given by Diels with Schneider's insertion, accepted by Diels and

based upon Theophr. § 34 tA p.iy*Bos rS>v ai'o-^ri)piui>.
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proportion sensory power that the small objects should not escape it *,

magnitude. ant* '* 's not unreasonable to suppose that the creature

(Perhaps which is able to discern the smaller objects should be able

gores did to discern the larger objects as well. Thus it seems that
not mean the srnan animals are better off (on his showing) than the

larger large in respect of some senses, and, so far, the sensory

haZTfiner Power °f the larger animals is inferior to theirs. If, how-
sensory ever, on the other hand, it appears that many objects escape

mitten.) the senses of the smaller animals, so far the sensory power

of the larger animals is superior 2.' If Anaxagoras for

greater magnitude had substituted higher development his

proposition would have been more important. Except so

far as size and higher organization accompany one another,

there is no fixed relation between the perfectness of sense

and the size of the sense-organs or of the animal. It

may be, however, that Anaxagoras merely meant that

the larger animals have greater, or more voluminous,

sensations ; not that they have finer sensory discrimination

than the smaller animals possess s
.

Chjutot § 12. The object of hearing, as already observed, is often

^^^s
(. referred to under the special name of $wvq—vocal sound,

physically « Anaxagoras held that <pu>vij is produced by the breath (or

wfcUn a 'r m motion) which collides against the fixed, solid air and,

motion by by a recoil from the shock, is borne onwards to the organs

of hearing, just as what is called an " echo " is produced V

1 Cf. Aristotle 442b 14.

* Theophr. §§ 34-5 ; Diels, Dox., pp. 508-9. Romanes (Mental

Evolution in Animals, pp. 80 seqq.) gives ' a general outline of the

powers of special sensation probably enjoyed by different classes of

animals,' referring to the investigations of Engelmann and Haeckel on

the same subject.

* For what Aristotle meant by better sensory faculty (anpifiua

alaOfatwv) as regards hearing and smelling, cf. de Gen. An. v. 2. 781*

I4-78l b 29, infra § 26.

* Diels, Vors., p. 325, Dox., p. 409 'Ava£ay6par t))p . <pavi)i> yivi-

0601 iri/tvparos avrinia-dvTot piv artptpviif dipt, T/J t inro<TTpo<pjj fijr

7rXr;£<a>f P*XP l T**v °KOav irpo<Tfvf\oiirros' Kadi Ka\ rt)V \tyopivrjy tj\o>

ylvcadai. For this cf. Arist. de An. ii. 8. 4i9b 25 seqq., where the

production of sound generally is illustrated by reference to the way

in which an echo is caused. Aristotle (42ob 5) distinguishes <pavq
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Diogenes of Apollonia.

§ 13. 'When the air within the head is struck and moved Fraction

by a sound [hearing takes place] V *£Z&
' Hearing takes place when the air within the ears, moved Motion of

by the external (impression), propagates such motion to the ear propa-

brain 2
.' As Diogenes did not regard the brain per se as j?'^^

the special organ of intelligence, the last words may be due brain.

to Theophrastus. More probably, however, they mean that

when the motion set up in the air within the ears has been

propagated to the air-vessels in the brain, it is thence

forwarded to the main air ducts ' in the region of the heart'

where conscious perception is awakened. This would be in

accordance with the opinions of Diogenes.
' Hearing is most acute in creatures in which the veins are Conditions

slender, and which have the meatus of the ear (analogously
Scaring

to what has been said of the organ of smelling) short, The air,

slender, and straight ; and which, moreover, have the oUiHn"
(external) ear erect and larrre. , For the air within the ears *«!»£«<*

when itself moved moves the air within (the brain) 3
. If created

the (orifice of the) ear is too wide, when the air within it is ).
hmss' a,!0

x ' * the source

moved there follows a ringing in the ear, and the objective of the

sound heard is indistinct, because the body (of air in the hVwine.

ear) on which it (the external impulse) impinges does not

remain at rest 4 .' 'All creatures live and see and hear

from ^ru<pos— r) ii (puipq y(ru(f>oc Tic iariv ip'frixov' ratv yap d^vjuf oldiv

(pavti, aWa KaB' d^toidnjra Xcytrai <pumiu, oluv av\os mi.
1 Diels, Vors., p. 345, DoX., p. 406 toC iv Tij KitpaXij aipot utro T-ijr

(puvTit ruitropivuv ku\ KLVovpivov (ri)V okoijv yivtoBai).

2 Diels, Vors., p. 344 ; Theophr. de Sens. § 40 tij* 8' axo!)v Zxav

6 iv rote itaiv aqp KiPij&tc vjto tov tfai 6Vi3a) irpoc to» iyni<pa\ov.

3 In these words we see foreshadowed the doctrine of hearing after-

wards elaborated by Arist. de An. ii. 8. The air in the ear as a whole is

moved by the sound, and this motion is then transferred or propagated

to the inner air in the brain. But see p. 259 infra.
1 Diels, Vors., p. 344 ; Theophr. de Sens. § 41 axoiuv 8" ufvrara

Ziv at t< (pXijitt Xfnrat, («ol A) na&antp t/J oacppqott xaV t,v anujj r«'rpi;rat

Ppaxi KaX \titriv Kat I6v Kat npot Tourotr to oJr opB&v c^tt xal piya' iuvov-

fuvov yap tui> iv rote iialv aipa mvt'iv ruy ivr6s' iitv ii tvpvripa <j, Kivovpivov

rov depot i/xuv ctVat nut run ^6<j>ov ivapBpov 81a to p.r) irpoirniiTTtiv np&s

ijpipoiiv.
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by the same thing (viz. air), and from this same thing all

derive their intelligence as well (ttji» &AAi}v i»dVu»)V

Plato.

Function § 14- ' Plato and his followers think that the air in the

^fh^Sn^.
head receives a shock, and that this air is then reflected into

The audi- the intellectual centres 2
, and thus the sensation of hearing

encad?
1™1

takes place*.' This account of Plato's view must be corrected

from the according to the following passages. ' Plato explains

the liver, hearing through the operation of vocal sound, for vocal

sound is a shock, communicated by the air through the

ears to the brain and blood, till it reaches the soul ; and

the motion, caused by this shock, proceeding from the head

to the liver, is hearing *.'

' Hearing, which we have now to examine, is a third

mode of sensation within us, and we must set forth the

causes to which the affections of this sense are due. Vocal

sound in general we must assume to be the shock conveyed

by the air, through the ears, to both brain and blood 5
,

propagated to the soul ; and the movement produced by

this shock, beginning from the head and terminating in

the region of the liver, is hearing .'

1 Diels, Vorsn p. 350 lravra r<5 avrif *ni (jj Ka\ 6py <cai dicovci, nal rqv

aXXrjv vvqmv *xfi " 7™ T°^ outoiJ irdvra.

* The soul, for Plato, perceives through the organs of sense (p. 261).

* Diels, Dor., p. 406* 28, b 28, Plut. Epit. iv. 16. Stob. Eel. i. 53
Hkarwv xal o't an avrou ir\r)TTt<r8ai Toy iv Tif Kirj)u\f] aipa' TOvroti Si

avaxkairBai (Is ra rfyf/ioviKa rat yivtaBai fijf aKOjjt rfjv a"<T8t)<TLi>.

* Diels, Dox., p. 500. 14 ; Theophr. de Sens. § 5 a*oi\v Si Sia rijf

<}>arfir opl^traC (pavrjv yap (ivai irXijytjv vn aipos iyn«pd\ov teal a'/tarot

St &rav p*xpi "fa>X.Hst Th" &' ^lto Tavrqs ntVijiny diro Kf<pa\rjs pixP1 "Jtotos

axor/v.

4 The blood-vessels do duty for sensory nerves.

' Plato, Tim. 67 B rplrov Si alo-difrinbv iv i)p.\v ftipot iniariumovai to

mpl ttjv aKor,v, 81' as alrias tu ntpi euro {uji|3o!«i iraO^paTa, \tmov' o\at

fiiv ovv <f>ai>t)v BZpfv Tt\v SC irup inr' aipos iyKKpakov t( ko! alparot p*xpl

tyiX*ls irXijyijv SiaSiSojiivrpf, rrjv Si fur avrtjs Ktvqaiv, ano rijs K«pa\fis fiiv

apx°l'*vrlv> TtKfvTuxrav Si irtpl rr/v tov ijnarot tSpav, axorjv. Plato's con-

ception ofthe physiological fact of hearing is thus summarized by Zeller,

Plato 428 n., E. Tr. :
' The sensations of hearing are caused by the tones

moving the air in the inside of the ear, and this motion is transmitted
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§ 15. We can hear nothing which does not possess or Object of

yield 4>urf. «If the sense of hearing is to hear itself, it^.e:

must possess tfuovrj; in no other way could it hear itself 1 .' What rood

Distinguishing kSyos (rational speech) from Itavoia (thinking),^ „ :

Plato calls the former * a stream accompanied with sound, ?
sho=k

,.
r imparted

proceeding from the soul, through the mouth 2
. 'He by the air,

defines vocal sound ($Wnj) as [on its physical side] air ^™£f,<£

in motion, impelled from the seat of intelligence, through brain and

the mouth, and [as physiological stimulus of hearing] a pr^agated
shock caused by the air, through the ears, to the brain and "> the soul;

... .
'

,
. ... the motion

blood, propagated to the soul. Vocal sound, is by an which

extension of the term, also used in the case of irrational f^oA*
1"*

animals and lifeless things, to signify neighings, and mere having

noises, but properly it is articulate speech, considered as ^soul"*
"illuminating" the object of intelligence 3.' 'According

to Pythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle, vocal sound is incor-

poreal. For it is not the air, but the figure bounding

the air, or its surface, that, in virtue of a certain sort of

shock, becomes vocal sound. But every surface is in-

through the blood into the brain and to the soul. The soul is thus

induced to a motion extending from the head to the region of the liver,

to the seat of desire, and this motion proceeding from the soul is d*<»;.'

In this summary two inaccuracies appear. The construction of

tyK«pu\ov ri (en! tttfiaTus is not with But (as Zeller following Stallbaum

takes it) but with irXr)yi}i>: the conjunctions r< ieai were enough to

show that these words could not be co-ordinated with i'u'/>« after iirii or

with <3r<i>v after 8ui, but must be regarded as objective genitives after

ir\i)y>;c, thus giving Plato's true meaning, according to the suggestion of

Mr. Archer-Hind in his note, which he does not, however, follow in his

translation. In the next place Plato does not speak of hearing as
' a motion proceeding from the soul.' Like every other form of sensa-

tion, it is for him a motion proceeding through the body to the soul, in-

volving an affection of both conjointly. Cf. Philet. 33 D and Tim. 43 C.

1 Charm. 168 D. a Sophist. 263 E, Theaet. 206 D.

• Diels, Dor., p. 407' 22, b 13, Plut. Epit. iv. 19, Stob. Eel. i. 57
XlXarai/ tjjk <pavijv opifcrm nvdp-a <5m OToparos ajro iiavolas rjyptpov,

Hal ir\rjyr)v Mi atpos cV uruv xai f'yiKtpdXou mi aiparos p*xpi V'vX^ r

' &tadiSofitvr)v. Xc'ycrai it xai (taraxpijOTiieSr cV< ruv aXoyoy (aov Ipiavq

Kal ram wtyvxuv ur Xpf/icTur/iol Kit TJrocpoi' nvpiac di <pwv!) r/ ivapBput

fcTTiv i>s (pbiri'foucra ra voovptvov. It is noticeable here that koI iy«cpiiXou

xai a'/iurof seems to show that the writer neglected or missed the

true construction of the corresponding words of Plato, Tim. 67 a.
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corporeal. It is moved, indeed, together with bodies, but, in

its own nature, it is absolutely bodiless ; as, when a stick is

bent, it is the material of it that is bent, but its surface

is not affected therebyV
Theo- § 16. 'Plato states that vocal sound is a shock com-

viSSTof
municated by the air through the ears to the brain and

iiato's blood, propagated to the soul.. According as it is swift

cf ^^.
n

or s'ow m *ts motion, it is shrill or grave in its tone. One
llato's ex- vocal sound is in accord with another when the beginning

of differ- of the slower is similar to the ending of the more rapid 2.'

e

/ftT°
f Theophrastus seems to have intended, by the change he

introduces into the order of Plato's words, to indicate that

which has been above (p. 106, n. 6) given as their true con-

struction. He makes it plain that the shock is imparted

to the brain and blood, and that, grammatically, xAijyjj

governs eyKt<f>akov ko.1 at/ioros. The blow—the shock—is,

in the case of speech, due to the soul causing the air in

the respiratory organs to strike against the sides of the

ap-nipia., or windpipe (Arist. 420b 28).

' In the same way we must look for the explanation of

sounds, which present themselves to us as shrill or grave

according as they are swift or slow, their movements now
harmonious, at other times discordant, according to the

similarity or dissimilarity of the motion excited in us by

them. For when the movements of the preceding and

more rapid sounds are ceasing, and have just arrived at

a speed similar to that of the movements with which the

succeeding sounds, adding their movements to the pre-

ceding, stimulate them, then the slower sounds catch them

up, and doing so excite no confusion, and introduce no
1 Diels, Vox., p. 409' 25, Plut. Epit. iv. 20 n.v6ay6pas VIXutov 'A.pi<rro-

rAijc aaaparov [sc. rf)v (jxanr/v]. oi yap toi> aipa, uWa to o-x'IP" tu iripl

Toy aipa «tm tijv inupavtuiv Kara nolap TrXij^iv ywicrSai <pwvi]i>' ttaaa hi

(jri<fiav€ta aa-aparos' ovyKtvt'iTat piv yap rois tri>paaiv, airq bi atroparot

vavrai KadiaTTjKtf Sxrn€p <Vi Tijs Kapirropivi]S pajibav >) piv titHpavtia o&blv

nwxei, i) bi JAij (<rru> 7 KapirTopivij.

* Diels, Dor., p. 525. 17, Theophr. tie Sens. § 85 fs«i» bi cirai nXrjyrjv

into atpot fyK£<paXov cat a'paros bi utuv /ic'x/h 1

r'
v)Ci s

' o^fiav bi xai /9apciui>

Tip) ra^t'iav Kai jlpa&e'iav' avp<puvtii> &' otav q apX'l T
'l
s flpabfiaf opoia jj

tj TcXfurj rrfi ra%iias.
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alien element ; but Introducing into them the beginning of

a slower movement, after the pattern of that formerly faster

but now slowing down, they blend and form with them
one single auditory affection of shrill and deep combined;
whence it is that they afford pleasure (ijoowjv) to the foolish,

but joy ((i<f>po(rivriv) to the wise, as the latter contemplate,

in them, the divine harmony, thus showing us its own
copy in mortal movements V

§ 17. In translating this passage, a special difficulty Plato did

arises from the want of an English word to distinguish^e

*e

idvr)<Tn from <pop&. To render Kivjjo-eis by * vibrations
-

' vibration

would be easy, if it did not involve the introduction o{^a.°
a later scientific conception scarcely comprehended in

Plato's thought. We should not hastily ascribe the scien-

tific theory of the causes of high and low notes to Plato,

Aristotle, or their predecessors. Alexander (Hayduck,

p. 39), commenting on Arist. Met. i. 5. o85b 26, speaking of

the Pythagorean theory of the harmony of the spheres,

represents the high notes in the scale as assigned by the

Pythagoreans to the outer spheres, merely because these

spheres are at the end of longer radii, and therefore move

more rapidly, than those nearer to the centre. Not the

rapidity of vibrations in air, but that of the mere onward

movement of air or portions of air, seems to have been

for Plato the producing cause of height in tones.

Moreover, Plato, like his predecessors, believed that a

definite portion of air was projected forwards from the

sonant body to the ear ; not that a mere movement took

place in the medium. Certain physical facts at the basis

of harmonic theory, e. g. that halving the length of a tense

string raises its tone an octave, were no doubt known to

the Pythagoreans and to Plato. That the former had

determined the principal harmonic ratios is plain from

the remains of Philolaus (Boeckh, PhiloL, pp. 65-86), and

these ratios were known to Aristotle (de Sens. Hi. 439
b
31).

1 flato, Tim. 80 a-b.

* Wundt does so (H. and A. Psych, p. 67, E. Tr.) in alluding to the

psychology of this period.
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What is not so certain is how far they had any idea of the

physical fact that a sonant object gives rise to a succession

of air-vibrations 1
, whose frequency and amplitude condition

the pitch and loudness of sound. Mr. Archer-Hind thinks

it 'evident from Plato's language that he conceived the

acuter sound both to travel more swiftly through the air,

and to have more rapid vibrations,' thus coming very neat

the correct explanation of pitch. But from the way in

which Plato connects sounds, cupping-glasses, projectiles,

&C under one formula of explanation, it would seem as

if the notion of air-vibration—i.e. vibration in an elastic

medium—did not come before his mind at all. The
swiftness or slowness of the sound-movement is for him

just like that of the projectile ; only that in the former

case there is a succession of sound-stimuli, portions of air

started off, as it were, one after another from the sonant

body at a certain velocity, and at certain greater or smaller,

regular or irregular, intervals. The theory of harmonic

ratios in which Pythagoreanism delighted seems to be here

unapplied by Plato, though elsewhere he shows himself fully

acquainted with it
2
. I have, accordingly, refrained from

using ' vibrations ' as a rendering of kij>ij<t«s here, because

such a rendering would seem to credit Plato with knowing

that air is an elastic medium vibrating and transmitting sound

by a series of contractions and expansions. Of this theory,

originated by Heraclides or Strato, Plato had no conception.

Ethical § 1 8. From the last extract it becomes apparent that

the

n
secse

Plato was aware of the ethical and emotional importance

of hearing, of certain classes of sound. 'Harmony and rhythm 3 are

1 The theory of vibration frequencies, as the cause of high or low

tones, seems rather to have originated with Heraclides or Strato,

according to whom each sound is composed of particular 'beats'

(irXiryat) which we cannot distinguish as such, but perceive as one

unbroken sound, high tones consisting of more such beats, low tones

of fewer. Plato like Aristotle (contrast, however, Pseudo-Arist. 8co»

1-5) held that high or low in tone depends on the speed at which

the sound travels through the air towards the ear. Cf. Zell. Arist.

ii. 379 n. and 465-6 n., E. Tr. ; von Jan, op. cit. pp. 135 seqq.

* Cf. Phileb. 17 C-E.
5 Cf. Grote, Plato, Hi. p. 266 ; PI. Tim. 47 C-E.
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presents to us from the Muses, not, as men now employ its psycho.

them, for unreflecting pleasure and recreation, but for the J ûe*Jor
purpose of regulating and attuning the disorderly rotations the de-

of the soul, and of correcting the ungraceful and un- f ^^J"
1

measured movements natural to the body.' In the Republic e™"-

and Laws also Plato expresses his high appreciation of the

educational value of music duly regulated and employed *.

In this he was in substantial agreement with Aristotle.

Indeed he anticipates the dictum of the latter 2 that hearing

is more important than seeing for the development of mind
and character. ' Of sound and hearing the same account

must be given [as has been given of seeing] ; to the same
ends and with the same intent they have been bestowed on

us by the gods. For not only has speech been appointed

for this same purpose, whereto it contributes the largest

share, but all such music as is expressed in sound has

been granted for the sake of harmony 3.' The facts that

Adyoy is (indirectly, as Arist. says) an object to the sense

of hearing, and that on koyos higher education chiefly

depends, are sufficient of themselves to secure for chis

sense a paramount place in the development of mind and

character.

Aristotle.

§ 19. Aristotle4 divides sound under two heads, Vco'aSo? and Object of

<f>uvri. The former is the general name, including noises ; y^i?
-

*he latter is properly used of vocal and articulate sound, divided

but often extended to include musical sounds whether "ndjLJ?!

produced by voice or otherwise. Cause of_,.,'/.., . . .. sound in

Taking sound first in the more general sense, he dis- former,

tinguishes between its actual and potential aspects. There m°"
ê

ene"

are certain things which are incapable of producing sound, Three

e.g. wool; others are capable of producing sound, eg. foroiJjS?

bronze, and smooth hard substances. As the former are, («)

»

even potentially, soundless, the latter are potentially sonant, {££>£, ($) „

1 Cf. Rep. 530C-531 C, with Adam's Commentary thereon.

' De Sens. i. 437* 6-17.
1 Plato, Tint., 47 c, Archer-Hind's Trans.

* For what follows see de An. ii. 8. 4ia b
5 seqq.
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shock com- even when not actually sounding \ ' As it is possible for

toit'by
a* a P"5011 possessing the faculty of hearing not to hear

blow from actually at some given moment, so a thing may have the

else, (c^a property of sounding without always actually doing this.

movement When, however, that which can hear realizes its potentiality,
inamedmm r

•
'

implied in and also when that which can sound does sound, then the

celestial

116 reauzed faculty of hearing and the realized sound both con-

spheres do cur; so that the former may properly be named "actual hear-

ty? ' ing" (aicouo-is), and the latter "actual sounding" (t/fo'^o-is).'

Vi
^
ra

^
on Actualized sound is a local movement of something 2

,

bodies. Air and involves the relation of some one thing to some other

bou^media
thing. in some third as medium 3

. This third thing is normally

of sound, air in the case of land animals. That which physically

notxhe™' causes sound is a shock or blow. This cannot occur when
medium, only one thing is concerned ; for that which gives the blow

determi- and that which receives it are two different things. That
riant or which sounds does so in relation to something else, and in a
factor of

, /
sound. Air medium, for the blow implies local movement (<popd). That

maTserrc
which moves with a movement of its own may produce

boi'h as sound : that which, as a boat on a river, moves because the
™
d ^

m
thing in which it is fixed moves, produces no sound. Hence

^°?n}. the celestial bodies move without a sound, and we need

this is. not assume a ' music of the spheres ' which none can hear 4
.

Sound, then, is not a shock or blow of any casual thing

against something else ; for wool if struck gives no sound.

Bronze on the contrary docs produce sound, as do all

smooth and hollow things. The bronze sounds because it

is smooth ; the hollow things sound because after receiving

the first blow they produce many, owing to the reverbera-

tion (if; avaxAdVei) taking place when that which has been set

in motion within them is unable to find an exit. Sound

is heard in air, and in water also. It is not, however, the

medium, i.e. the air or the water, that chiefly determines

1 Cf. 425* 28-426* 8.

* (fxpoptvov nvot Kitnjait, 446'' 30.

* irav i^o^f 1 r\mrovr6t TiKor nit ri «a5 iv rm, Totro (sc. to tV a) i'

itrriv a!)p, 420b 1 4, 419* 32.

* 29I» I-I5.
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the production of sound. It is the blow or shock (*Xijy»j)

caused by one body striking against another 1 in the air.

The air or water, too, may serve as one of the bodies which

by their collision produce sound ; but these are less sonant

than the solid bodies*. They may so serve to produce

sound when the air, e. g., holds its ground on being struck,

and is not at once dissipated. Hence it sounds only when
it is struck quickly and forcibly. The movement of the

striker must be too rapid for the dispersion of the mass of air

struck. This it may well be ; just as one might get in a blow

at a moving heap, or whirling vortex-ring, of sand 3 in rapid

motion before it could retire from, and so elude, the blow.

§ ao. An echo occurs when the mass of air set in motion Echo: how

by the 'stroke' rebounds like a ball from another portion KSsJjJJoo

of air formed into a single mass by some receptacle which of sound

confines it within fixed boundaries and prevents it from Wuh re-

being suddenly dispersed. It would seem as if echoes ??
x}°a ol

must be always occurring, though not always audibly ; Ancients

just in the same way as light is being always reflected, as
£J*M

™

is proved by its diffusion everywhere. 'vacuum'

What is said, and rightly said, to be the chief agent in the^earing

determining the hearing (as distinct from the production) of *°und i

of sound is vacuum*. But by this what people generally 'vacuum*

mean is air, not absolute void. The organ of hearing ",y
1C!

The
proper consists of air s

; and the air without us causes us organ of

hearing
1 In what follows Baumker (op. at. p. 27) seems right in taking

Aristotle to mean that sound is producible by means of air or water

alone in contact with a solid striking body. Such sound is not so

strongly pronounced however. Torstrik is wrong in proposing to

strike out uXX" fjrroi». Themistius illustrates by the cracking of a whip,

which shows that he took o> aipt here to refer to a blow struck by

one solid in the mere air or water and yet producing sound. As
Torstrik in his clear note on 4i9b 20 says, ' iam ei in mentem venit

stridor ille vel sibilus quern virga vel flagro cfficimus celeriter discusso
' aere : ibi enim to iv u quodammodo etiam rou n-oor & vices gerit.'

2 The terms fluid and solid are generally opposed inter se by

Aristotle as well as by moderns.
' For ifi/iafibv i/'o/i/iou here cf. Hermathena, No. xxx, ' Miscellanea,'

P- 73-
* Cf. 6s6

b 13-16, together with 420* 18 seqq.
5 656b l6 To it rijf OKOqi alaBrjTrjptop aipostltai (paptv, 425* 4.

BfcARE X
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proper u to hear when it has been set in motion as one continuous

^f? of body. Owing to the fact that it is so easily dispersed,

chamber this outer air yields no audible sound unless the solid

• the ear" which has been struck is smooth. In this case the air to

This taia which the shock is communicated rebounds in a single united

sonnd- mass, owing to the nature of the superficies of the said solid

;

"f
^°7eme°ts for the superficies of a smooth body is one. Anything,

air, and therefore, which is capable * of causing motion in a single

thenTto
mass > of air, which reaches continuously to the organ of

the soul, hearing, is capable of producing sound 2
. For the organ

scrinm.
" °f hearing proper is physically homogeneous with the air

peicocritns (crMid>v»js aipi) 3
. Since then the air is one 4

it follows that
implicitly

criticized, when the outer air is moved, the inner air is moved also s
.

Ammals Hence it is not true that an animal hears with all parts of

receive air the body ", nor does the air enter the body at all parts

;

ofthe
PaitS

f°r the part which should receive the movement, so as to

body: nor give it effect for consciousness, has not in every part of.

hear It the body an inner air at its disposal such as it has in the
ail pans, gar^ jjut on th;s ;nner a jr hearing depends. Air in

ender general is soundless owing to its being easily dispersed

:

Watt

ibie
wnen a portion is prevented from being dissipated, and

condition- this is affected by the shock of a blow, it yields or transmits
y"

sound. Now the air within the ears 8 has been built into

its chamber in order that, being undisturbed by the general

movement of the atmosphere, it may be sensitive to the

different kinds of auditory movements propagated towards

1 Not all things are so capable : ov it) near oioy iau irarafj; /3cXcV>j

HtXovqp.

* As Trendelenburg says : the air at the surface of the solid struck

is here referred to as being one : that air which propagates the sound

to the ear is referred to as one and continuous.

» For the above cf. 4iob 5-420* 4, 6s6
b 16, 781* 14 seqq.

4 420* 4 : I translate iva dipa, the restoration of Steinhart, cf. 4l9b 35.
* 420* 5 : I translate Torstrik's reading 6 turo Ktvitrat.

* This implicitly controverts, with the same unfairness as Theophras-

tus shows, tie theory of Democritus. See §§ 7-8 supra.
7 ov yap itavrg l\a aipa to nvr\a&pfvov pipos noX fp^v^oy.

' 420* 9, 6s6
b 15, where the expression r& yap Ktvliv KaXoiptvov aipot

wXripit fOTtK refers to the hollow of the ears in connexion with the

whole occiput, or hinder portion of the cranium, which Aristotle

strangely regarded as vacant, or containing air only.
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It, The external medium which is to receive and transmit

all sounds must in itself be free from sound l
. The outer

air is therefore per se soundless, a quality which it owes to

its being so easily dispersed. But the air within the ear

—

the portion of air which is the essential element in the organ

of hearing—as distinguished from the outer air which is the

external medium—has a proper motion of its own. Thus
it has a peculiar resonance, like a horn ; and this, while it

lasts, is a sign that the auditory faculty is unimpaired. When
this ceases, it is a proof of deafness. We can hear to some
extent under water ; because the water does not enter the

air-chamber of the ear. If it did so, hearing would be at

an end. Hearing ceases to be possible, also, if the tympanic

membrane is injured, just as blindness ensues if the

membrane covering the eye is injured. As the water-

holding eye is joined with the watery brain, so the air-

holding ear is connected with the air-holding hinder part

of the cranium 2
. Perhaps the air in the ear is ultimately

connected with that in the lungs—the origin of all the air

in the body 3
. At all events the essential part of the organ

of hearing is the air-cell which has been thus described as

' built into ' the ear.

§ ai. Is it the striker that sounds, or the thing struck? Which

The answer is that both do so, each in its own way. Sound ^^^£1*
is a movement of something mobile; something that is or the thing

struck

'

moved like things which rebound from smooth surfaces. The sound, on-

surface must be smooth, in order that the air may rebound
J

lke 1

J2

ht>

from it in a single mass (iOpow). Sound, unlike light,

travels in the air from the sonant body to the ear. This

is plain from the fact of our seeing a blow struck at a

distance, but not hearing the sound of the blow till some

time after*. Articulate sounds are due to the conforma-

1 4l8b 26 fori . . . Siktik6v . . . iy6<f>ov . . . to fyotfiov.

9
49 1 * 3 1 rovrov (sc - 'he whole cranium) Hi pipy to pin npScSior

Pptypa . . . tA &' oniaBiov Ivlov . . . vnl> piv ovv to fipiyfia 6 »'yK»(j>d\6s f<rriv,

to J' Iviov Ktv6v. Cf. 494
b 24, b

33, 656
b 18 iraXiv t' «7e tuv &to» ttoairus

n6pot fir Toum<r6tv avvdnrn.
1 78l* 31 ita to (Vi rai nmviwTiKtf /lopi'w ri}l> ap\r)v tou olaSifrriplov ilvcu

toB Trjs OKoijs. * 446* 20 seqq.

12
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tion of the moving air. Such sounds are less accurately

heard at long distances, because the form of the movement
in the air becomes altered on its way to the ear 1

.

Qualitative § 22. Differences of quality such as sharp and grave

ofM^dT are potentially existent in the sounds themselves, but are

*.g.fitcA, actualized only in the actual ^odmo-is with its correlative
exist . _,
potentially a/cowriy. These two—yfr6<j>t}<Tis and anowis—are two aspects
m sounds f one fact> on]y distinguishable by reason. Just as with- >

actaaiiy, out light colours are not seen, though potentially in the

D̂^ coloured objects, so without V«tyrj(ns—the actualization of

heard, sound—and its correlative Skowis—the actual perception

colours. °f sound—the quality of sharp or grave is not heard.

The terms These terms, sharp and grave (6£v ko.1 /3a/nJ), thus applied

.

fapv meta- are really metaphorical, being transferred from objects of

EfreiSLi
toucn to those of hearing. The sharp is that which moves

to sound, the sense much in a little time ; the grave that which

nature of moves it little in much time. The sharp as heard is not
sharp and literally swift, nor the grave slow

;
yet the quality of the

Origin of former as perceived is due to the rapidity of the motion

Tib^P"°
fl t^iat causes '*! while the quality of the latter is owing to

frequencies, the slowness of the corresponding motion *. There seems

of

h

hearing,
to ^e an analogy between that which to the touch is sharp

lite all or blunt, and that which to the sense of hearing is sharp

or involves or grave. The sharp as it were pierces, while the blunt
a/M<r«5n7r pushes, because the one effects its movement in a short,
or Xoyos :

as shown the other in a long time, so that incidentally the one

ce Soaof
soun<* 's sw'ft tne other slow 3

. Theophrastus {apud

thekoyot Porphyr. Frag. 89) controverts this theory, common to

Hence Plato and Aristotle, which accounts for the difference of

sounds that sharp and grave in sound by more rapid local movement

loud im- in the stimulus of the former, less rapid in that of the latter,

pair or de- -phe stimulus of the higher note, he thinks, does not move
stroy this °

sense. onward more swiftly than that of the lower *. Strato and

1 446b 6. Cf. Probl. xi. 51, 904b 27 t) (JMvq drip Tit (O-xij/iarurfu'vof.

1 Aristotle seems to have in mind here Plato's account of sharp and
grave in the Timaeus. Cf. 'HEARING,' Plato, §§ 16-17 supra.

" 786* 7-788b 2, where the differences of ofw and Papi are explained

with reference to male and female voices.

* Cf. Zeller, Aristotle, ii. p. 379 n. (E. Tr.).
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the writer of the tract II«pl "AicoiHrrw* teach that every sound
stimulus is composed of irkriyal or beating vibrations which

(

we cannot distinguish as such, but perceive as one unbroken

sound ; high tones, whose movement is quicker, consist of

more vibrations, low tones of fewer. But the forward motion

of the stimulus through the air from object to organ is of

the same speed in either case *.

The sharp and the grave are contraries between which the

object of hearing in general lies. The sense ofhearing pre-

sides over the province contained within or bounded by these

contraries. Every sense 2 occupies or represents a mean.

Thus hearing stands between any two degrees of pitch, and

on this /i« crJrrjy depends its discriminative power. It is a pro-

portion or Ao'yos of the ivavrla, and, while indifferently poised

with respect to all, contains in itselfthe discriminant between

any two different sounds whatever. A concord such as the

octave is a ratio of 1 to 2. But this (as object of hearing) and

&kotJ (as sense of hearing) are, at the moment when both are

actualized, one ; hence the latter, sc. anorj, is also a ratio (\0y09)

(see infra § 30). Hence, too, excessively loud sounds are .

injurious to the faculty of hearing, as they tend to destroy

the ratio or proportion (the finely balanced, delicately poised

position) which it holds between the ivavrla, and amongst,

or in relation to, all possible pairs of differences of pitch, and

hence to destroy the jiecronjr on which rests its discrimina-

tive power. The same is true of each other sense as

regards its object. On the other hand, those composite

objects which in their composition exhibit the qualities

corresponding to the nature of their organ, are pleasure-

giving. Thus concords which themselves involve a ratio, are

pleasing to the sense of hearing; and the same may possibly,

in some unknown way, be true of the relation between each

other special sense (or sense-organ) and its proper object 3
,

when the pleasure from the latter is truest and greatest

§ 23. Thus far we have considered i/ro\£os or sound J^"
1 Zeller, op. tit. ii. 465 n.

* Cf. Sensation in General, § 24.

• See de An. ii. 12. 424* 27~4?4b i, 426* 27-* 12.
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Analogy
between
musical
tones and

from^A^ot. generally. Voice (<p<ovrj) is a special kind of sound pro-

duced by living creatures. Inanimate beings do not utter

voice, though by a metaphor a flute is said to do so, as are

also other sonant things capable of varieties of tone (MTao-ts),

and hence of producing melody and oidXeicrof, or ' discourse

of sound.' 'Airorao-is is the genus which includes ivhacm and

avtan, while pe'Aos is used for notes in the melodic series. It

is not so easy to give a direct translation of 8t<£\e(tTos as here

employed. I have rendered it by a metaphor, as being

distinct from /xe'Xos and used to designate the effect of

a number of instruments played in harmony or in unison.

To 'discourse sweet music' would not unnaturally be

expressed by a metaphorical 8ia\«x^^«'ai - Articulation and

harmony are terms as suitable for the interplay of ideas

in conversation as for that of tones in concert. The voices

of animals are possessed of these musical qualities.

§ 24. There are, however, many animals which have no

voice : e. g. those called bloodless, and also fishes. Those

fishes which, e. g. in the river Acheloiis, are said to utter

voice, merely make a noise with the gills or some such

part. It is quite natural that fishes should not have voice

;

since, as we have said, sound depends on movement of air,

while voice is the sound made by an animal, but not with

every given part of its organism, it follows that only those

animals which inhale air have voice 1
. Nature employs

the air that is inhaled for two objects, just as she employs

led the tongue for tasting and also for speaking. The two

:ath are

body

;

Voiceless

animals:

the fish

of the
Acheloiis

have not

real ?ouc :

they only
make a
certain

kind of
noise.

Nature's
twofold

employ-
ment of the

lation"^" objects for which she employs the breath are (a) the regu-

tempera- lation of the internal heat of the body ; and (b) the

production production of voice. The first of these objects is sub-

of voice, servient to the purpose of the animal's existence, the
The organs . . .

of voice second is a condition of its well-being.

Ution?"
:tt" The windpipe is an organ of respiration *. The organ to

1 Hist. An. iv. 9. 535* 27-536" 24.

* <papvy£ is here (535' 29) used for Xdpuy£ (535* 32). In Aristotle's

time these words had not come to be distinguished as they now are.

Nor does <l>apvy$ here differ substantially from aprijpia (sc. q rpaxfta)

further down (535
b

15)1 hence I have rendered it by 'windpipe.'

'Aprtipia of course had not come yet to mean ' artery.'
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which this is subservient is the lung, possession of which is

due to the fact that land animals have more heat than others.

The region of the heart 1
is that which primarily needs

respiration and its cooling effects; hence the necessity

that the air should enter this region as it does in the

process of respiration. One consequence of this arrange-

ment is that a shock can be imparted by the soul, which

tenants that region, to the inhaled air ; by this shock the

latter is struck against the trachea, as it is called 2
; and by

the stroke vocal sound is produced.

§ 25. For, as has been said, not every animal sound is Voice is

vocal sound : not e.g. clucking with the tongue, or coughing. j°^ £"**

The production of voice implies that the orgah which animate

communicates the shock in the first instance must be si^JJ^y^

animate, and have some mental representation accompany- s°me

ing its action 3
. There must be this representation, because Voice is

voice is significant (armavriKos) sound 4
, and does not merely

j£J~
u

^,e

imply any shock imparted to the air inhaled, as for one Waft

example, in coughing. On the contrary, in uttering voice, why™*'

one uses the inhaled air in order to make that which is in fishes are

the trachea strike against the walls of the trachea itself.

Hence it is that one cannot utter voice while in the

act of inhaling or exhaling, but only while holding the

breath. He who thus holds the breath and speaks, excites,

in doing this, a movement in the fund of breath held in.

Fishes do not inhale ; therefore they do no* possess a

windpipe, and hence they have no voice*.

§ 26. ' In accurate hearing as well as in accurate Meaning

smelling two things are involved : one is the discernment duioM'of

as far as possible of the different qualities of the objects perfect

of these senses ; the other is the power of hearing or ThTsfon-

smelling at a long distance. The power of keenly dis- nat«ra
,

1

1 Here the lung is said to be in the * region of the heart' ; cf. 668b

33 seqq. * irpos rqv Ka\ov)iivrj» apn}piay.

' itl ln^vxoy cfrat to rvrrrov <tai fitra ipavraaias ruxtr. Cf. 7iS6b 21 tou

&i \6yov vXijk tu>tu njv KpavrjV.

* Even the inarticulate sounds of the voice of the lower animals (ol

dypa/iparoi ^6<pot oiok drjplav) are significant (oqXouri rt). l6» 28.

* For §§ 20-27 cf. de An. ii. 8. 4i9b 25-421' 6.
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learning cerning the qualities of their objects is dependent on the

fron^ond organs °f these senses, just as the corresponding power
dictation depends on the organ of seeing, in which this power

a phono- resides if both the organ itself and the membrane enclosing
graphic jt be free from alien matter. For the passages of all the i

record. .
r

, _ „
Why sensory organs, as has been stated in our work On Sensa-
persons

t ;on^ extend towards the heart, or in creatures without
yawning, *

or violently a heart, to the analogous organ. The passage of the

hear less
sense of hearing, since the organ of this sense is formed

well than of air, terminates at the point where the connatural spirit

haling the produces l
, in certain animals, a heaving, pulsating, move-

breath, ment, in others maintains the respiratory process. On
affected by the fact of its terminating here—in the region or seat

Reason

6
* °^ tne centra' or common sense—rests the power we have

humidity of learning from dictation, by which the sounds we make

sphere, &c echo verbatim those which we have heard ; which implies

The son that the movement expressed through our speech is an
of auditory _ . . ,.,,, f •

apparatus exact reflex of a movement which had passed in through
which our organ f hearing, as if both were impressions struck from

perfect one and the same die; and thus it is that one utters in

MarA
S speech exactly that which he has heard.' Thus in repeating

senses from dictation one acts like a phonographic record.

wfththose
' Persons yawning or exhaling hear less well than persons

of other inhaling, because the starting-point (ttjv ipxn") of the organ
animals. --,..,. . ,

of hearing is adjacent to the part concerned in breathing,

and hence, when the organ of breathing sets the breath

in motion, the apparatus of hearing is at the same time i

1 For what precedes cf. 456' 1-29. To trvp.<pvTov imO/m : this

pervades the channels of hearing and smelling, and is the medium
by which sounds and smells are conveyed to their respective senses.

Cf. 744
s 3i5" vtnpprjarif icat if aicorj irrfpoi ovvanrovrts trpttt tov atpa rbv

6ipa8ev nXrjptu <rvfifpvrov nvcv/iaror, irfpaivorrfs irpos to (pXifiia to irtpl

Toy f'yKefftakuv KTf.

1 781* 30 seqq. The Didot translation is : ' quoniam principium

sensorii auditus parti spiritali impositum est, et quatitur moveturque

spiritus eodem quo instrumentum movet tempore *—as if to nvtvpa, were

subject to atUadai rai Kivt'urOau This is a grammatically possible con-

struction, but the sense it gives is irrelevant. It is needless to say that

when the organ of breathing does its office, the breath is moved, and
besides Aristotle's point is that there is a disturbance of hearing at
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shaken or moved ; for the organ ofbreathing while exciting

movement is itself moved, (and therefore excites movement
in the adjacent organ of hearing 1

). The like happens in

wet seasons and climates : the ears seem to be filled with
breath owing to their proximity to the organ which governs
respiration. Accuracy in discriminating the sensible quali-

ties ofsounds and odours depends, therefore, on the clearness

of the sensory organ and of the membrane which covers it.

For, as in the case of vision, so in such cases the move-
ments that take place under these conditions are all plain

to immediate intuition.'

As regards the capacity or incapacity of certain animals

for hearing or smelling distant objects, the case is likewise

analogous to that of vision. ' Animals which have, in front

of the sensory organs, as it were, conduits extending to

a considerable length through the sensory tracts concerned,

are capable of perception at long distances. Hence animals,

like Laconian hounds, whose nostrils are long can discern

odours keenlyat a distance. Likewise animalswith ears which

are long and projecting, like those of certain quadrupeds,

cornice-wise (timoytyucramiva) far out from the head, and

which have the spiral interior also long, (can hear at great

distances) ; since such ears catch the movement from afar off,

and deliver it to the sensory organ. As regards the general

perception of distant objects man is inferior to almost all

other animals, in proportion to his bodily size ; but on the

other hand he is superior to all in the nicety of his dis-

crimination of the sensible distinctions in objects perceived.

The cause of the latter is that his sensory organ in each case

is purest and least contaminated with earthy or corporeal

matter, and he, of all animals, has naturally the most deli-

cately fine skin in proportion to his bodily magnitude 2.'

such a time. Hence I take rty apxqy rov aiVdip-ijpiov toC j-ijr okotjs again

as subject in the second clause, and to irvtvfia as accus. after nvovrroc.
x The facts referred to by Aristotle are due to the proximity of the

Eustachian tubes to the auditory passage : owing to this when we yawn

or exhale forcibly we have a feeling of obstruction in the ears, and

hearing is for the moment impaired.

» For § 26 cf. de Gen. An. v. 2. 781* 15-* 29.
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Confusing § 27. Aristotle states, as we have seen, that hearing

tim^u*
13

" depends upon vacuum, or what is taken for such, i. e. a
have no portion of air enclosed in the inner chamber of the ear.

FfSdufg
5

This, however, is somehow connected with the air in the
into the occiput, and the results of the sound-movements in the
bnun, but
have pas- outer air which affect it are conveyed within ; and from

Sfhinder
tn's mte"or air the movements ultimately find their way to

pan of the the region of the heart, which is the central or common

called t3 sensorium. Of the passages connecting the external auditory
ml*-, also apparatus with the interior of the head, he does not seem
the ear has \ -,

a passage to have had a clear conception. ' One [viz. the inner] part
leading to of the ear ;«. nameiess the other is called the " lobe." The
the ovparut '

or palate, whole consists of cartilage and flesh. Inwardly its forma-

omiL'of **on IS ^^e tnat °f spiral shells, the bone at the inner

hearingand extremity (into which, as last receiver, sound comes) being
™

w<%L, in shape like the [outer] ear. This inner ear has no passage
fil!

^f
(topos) into the brain, but it has one to the palate (ovpavos)

eiiupvTor and a vein (^Aty) extends into it from the brain.'

mv
?
a

> ' Certain animals, as was to have been expected, have
running r '

into blood- the organ of hearing situated in the head. For what is

rounding
11" called the vacuum in the cranium is really full of air, and

the brain, the organ of hearing, as we hold, consists of air. Now
passages (iropot) lead from the eyes into the blood-vessels

around the brain ; and a passage leads back, likewise, from

each of the ears and connects it with the hinder part of

the head V ' The organs of sight, like all the other organs

of sense, are attached to passages (ewl iropmv), but while the

organs of touching and tasting consist either of the body,

or of some part of the body, of animals, those of smelling

and hearing are themselves passages filled with connatural -

spirit (uAi/pcis <tvp<pvtov irvevnaros) in communication with

the external air, and terminating inwardly in the blood-

vessels; which surround the brain and extend from it to

the heart 2.' It is by means of these blood-vessels that

the external auditory impulses are finally conveyed to the

central sensorium.

1 Cf. 492' 15-21, and 6s6
b 13-19.

• De Gen. An. ii. 6. 743
b 36-744* 5.
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§ a8. Aristotle was even more strongly impressed Biological,

than Plato with the intellectual, ethical, and aesthetic |"S
lec"

importance of hearing compared with the other senses. ethica,-"nd

It contributes not only to the preservation of animals, v"u4 o°f

but to their well-being, and, in the case of all those
{j£££

eof

which possess intelligence, assists powerfully in the
development of this. 'As regards primary vital needs,

the sense of sight is more essential, and more directly

contributory, to an animal's security: but, as regards

intellectual development, and in its secondary consequences,

the sense of hearing takes a higher place True, the sense

of hearing only imparts knowledge of the different sensible

qualities of sound, and in the case of a few animals, those

of vocal sound
; yet, in its secondary effects and their In its

bearing on intelligence, the part contributed by hearing &££"*
is greatest of all. For to rational discourse (Xo'yoj) is hearing

due the power we have of learning, and such discourse p"ch'olo^

is an object of hearing, not indeed directly, since what Sjjcal worth

we hear is as such merely sound, but incidentally, for it ing. Rea-

l's made up of words, and each of these is a significant "'orilw'
sound (trinfiokov). Hence if we compare persons con- sounds

genitally blind with persons congenitally deaf, we find annexed"

that the former are the better developed intellectually 1 .' j° theni:
.

That learning depends on the sense of hearing, so that depends

those who cannot hear cannot learn, is dwelt upon by °n
n

.

he
j

ng*

Aristotle elsewhere. ' Creatures may be endowed with leam by

a certain amount of intelligence without having the power if'tw"*,,

of learning, as is the case with all which are destitute of the distinguish

faculty of hearing sounds, as, for example, bees 2.' Speaking sonnds.

of the habits and characteristics of the lower animals, after Sf610?
gives us

pointing out how these vary in intelligence, he goes on : (articular*

' Some of them possess in common with man, to a certain J,"™^.
degree, the faculty of teaching and learning, whether from hearing

one another, or from mankind ; those, that is, which have ^trat
netions.

1 Cf. de Sent. i. 437* 1-17.

* Met. i. I. 98ob 22-4 <f>p6viiia piv 3vtv tov fiavOavw, Sera pi) ovwirat

run ^6<f>ai> akoitiv. Evidently the connotation of patBartui was less

wide than that of our ' learn.'
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the auditory sense, and can not merely hear sounds, but also

distinguish by this sense (Sia«r0dvcrat) the different qualities

of significant sounds 1
.' But the importance of hearing

as an instrument of education arises chiefly from the fact

already mentioned that words (dvo^ara) arc in their nature

general («n/ji/3oXa). They are marks of typical mental

impressions associated with them by both speaker and

hearer. They stand for notions. The impressions of sight,

on the other hand, are primarily of the nature of particulars

and appeal rather to the individual. Those received from

Ao'yos through the sense of hearing are, almost from the

first, of the nature of universals, and therefore almost

directly (i. e. so far as we understand them) stimulate the

faculty of intelligence. But when words are combined in

sentences, and form trains of reasoning, their mind-develop-

Written ing effect is still more obvious. When to that of spoken

j^^te^f words we add the effect of words written, and remember
to spoken also that language with its symbolic power ranges over the

SBagI
" whole tract of ocular as well as other sensible experience,

we can easily understand the paramount intellectual effect

ascribed by Aristotle to the sense of hearing. He is, how-

ever, careful to point out that hearing has not these grand

results directly, but only Kara o-u///9«/3r)Kd*r. Like every other

sense its immediate data consist of particulars a
.

Ethical § 29. ^n 'ts bearing upon moral character, hearing, which
importance makes Us acquainted with music, is in Aristotle's opinion
of hearing. **

_ ..
,

The modci of very great importance. No other sense can compare
or kind* of

or compete with it in this respect. 'Why is it' (the writer of

Object of the Problems asks) 'that the object of hearing alone among

»lone
nfi

tne objects of sense possesses character (JjOoslxu), that is,

directly affects the emotional temperament of the hearer ? This, he
affects the . « • ,. «. * .

emotions, adds, is true of it, even when the music is unaccompanied
Mnsical ^v words. Neither colour nor odour nor savour has a
sound the J

1 Hist. An. ix. I. 6o8a 15-21.

* Hence, in de Sens. i. 437" I3» atumarht &v belongs to what follows,

and the comma should stand not after &v, but after (laBr/a-ios, or else

in both places. What the writer wishes to guard against there is the

false notion that the full significance of \6yos is matter of immediate

perception by the sense of hearing.
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similar effect 1
.* «The movements set up in us by music 'notion'

are of the nature of action, and actions are the " notation "
J^Sh!*

of character*. We must not merely take our share in the 'notation'

pleasure which all derive from music, but consider whether
,
?
„
f„^cter

and how far it has an influence on the mind and character. ^oti°
f

nAl

That it has this influence would be plain if it could becomposi-

shown that by its means our characters are qualitatively o?«mpL
determined (irotol rn>ei to rj6ri yw6y.t0a). That this, how- Music

ever, is true is proved not only by many other sorts of p^a^
music, but particularly by the compositions of Olympus ;

and Ple»-

for these raise the hearers to a high pitch of excitement intimately

(iroi« raj yfrv\as iv0ov<Tia<TTiK&s), and such excitement is an c°^ecte

a\.

affective state of the mind and character (rov irepl r?)i» yfrvxh" and

ydovs itd6ot). Further, music gives pleasure ; and virtue ThTmod'es
consists in taking pleasure in right objects, as well as in (d^<""'<«)

loving and hating rightly.' Our mind and character undergo gashed

a change as we listen to the music that we love. Hence according

, . . astheycor-
the musical modes (al &pp.ovlai) are naturally distinguishable respond to

from one another according as they correspond to different momTdis-
dispositions of character. Some are melancholy, others potions.

gay ; some produce mental elation, others tend to calm powerful

excitement. Hence it is obvious that music has the lnf,nence in

power of influencing character; from which it follows

that it may be a powerful instrument of education s
.

§ 30. An account of Aristotle's views on trviupm'ta, or The Aris-

the theory of concords, would lead to a subject with which *££ouat

we are not here concerned—Greek Harmonics. Besides, of the

though we find many allusions to the physical basis of music found in

in the works ascribed to Aristotle, nowhere, except in the «»>"/"«"'»'•

unquestionably spurious Problems, do we find this subject of con-

treated technically. There are, however, in the de Sensu
Laura's

a few references which assume on the reader's part familiar analogies

1 Prod. xix. 27. 9i9b 26-9. Aristotle, was not the writer of the Pro-

blems, yet they were chiefly inspired from his works, and so may serve as

evidence for his general doctrine in this and many other matters.

1 Prob. 9I9b 35-7 «' °« KivJjOfis aural vpaKTinat flaw, al tic irpa£tK

rjdavs ar)pa<ria ioriv. atifuurla is the term for musical notation.

' Cf. in general Pol. viii. 5. 1339s n-i340b 19, particularly 1340*

2-b 12.
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for musical acquaintance with it. We will therefore extract, from

Concords
tne Pro^ms an^ elsewhere, some passages containing

among certain leading ideas which may at least serve as an

relatively adequate commentary on these references,

few. The First of all hearing itself is or involves (6 3 a, p. 1 17 supra)
sense of , . . ., . . , .

hearing a ratio of composition. ' If a concord is a species of vocal
(like every soun{j . an(j jf ^e sound and the hearing of the sound are
othersense)

#

*>

depends on (as has been shown) in a certain way one, (though in

involves*
another way at the same time not one); and if again

one: for a concord is a ratio, it follows that hearing {jt\v IlkotJv)

depends its is a ratio of some sort. Hence it is that each excess of
perception either the sharp or the grave spoils the hearing (as it

cordance of spoils the concord) 1 .' 'Nature has an eagerness for con-

Mnnd
iVe tra"es> ^d of these, not of similars, composes concord (rd

A concord evyLtyovov).' 'Art, imitating nature, also brings contraries

by«j!r
e
together. Painting, mixing together white and black,

ittipyua of yellow and red, renders its representations " consonant

"

Is this (trvptpuvovs) with their originals ; while music, mixing sharp
really sol notes ^e6yyovi) with grave, and short with long-sustained,

parently? in sounds of different timbre (ev biacpopois <fxavals), brings to

travels. Pass one smgle harmony (apuoviav) ".' ' It is the mixture of

Proof of notes, not the mere sharp or grave, that forms (the pleasing

mathema- sound we call) concord 3.' 'Concord is a particular kind of

^hS
With m 'xture °f sharp and grave *,' ' They (concords) are ratios

mnsical of opposites like the octave and the fifth
s.' ' The concords

bt "rfect
are ^ew comPared with sounds in general ; since they are,

in the of all combinations of sounds, those based on numerically

hominies, expressible ratios 6.'

So those « Mixture is possible among things whose extremes are

stind the contraries : it is impossible that there should be—unless
theory of

jn some incidental way—a mixture of white and sharp:
music may * *

have no there can be no such mixture of them as of sharp and grave
real sense .Q a concor(] ij < fhe soui perceives the mixture of sharp

1 424' 27, 426' 27 seqq.
2 See de Mund. v. 396b 7-22. This is, however, a non-Aristotelean

work. * De An. iii. 2. 426b
5.

4 Met. viiL 2. 1043* 10 aviKpuvia ii o£cof nai fiapiot /Mt£tr roiaoi.

* De Sens. vii. 448* 9.

* De Sens. iii. 439
b 31-440* 2. * De Sens. vii. 447b 1,
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and grave in a concord with one single act of sense': it of pleasure

would require two such acts to perceive sharp and white— no^a}
:

data of two different senses *.
"hTi*-

Sound travels, however, though light does nOt. When
we see a person at a distance strike a blow which causes a

sound, the sound does not reach the ear until after the stroke.

So each of a row of listeners, posted at ever greater distances

from the person, would hear the blow at successively later

times a
. « Hence certain theorists say that the sounds (ol

i(/6(poi) which affect the hearing in a concord (<rvn<t>u>vta) do not

all arrive at the point of sense coinstantaneously, but only

seem to do so, and that this seeming is due to the fact that

the interval separating their different arrivals is too short

to be noticeable. . . . This, however, is not the case, for it

is impossible that there should be a time-interval too short

to be noticeableV Such a theory would involve an instant

of blank or vacant consciousness, which we cannot admit.

' The term &pjzowk»? is ambiguous, for it may refer either to

the mathematical knowledge of music, or to the perception

by the ear of musical consonance. Those who have a good

ear perceive the facts of such consonance. The mathema-

ticians, on the other hand, know the reasons of these facts.

For mathematicians can demonstrate the causes of musical

concords, yet it often happens that those who have this

power have no perception of the concrete particulars V
§ 31. A writer in the Problems asks : Why does the Why does

interval between the extremes in the octave (in certain cases) le^unT
escape the ear, and the composite whole pass for unison? sonom?

The answer suggested is, that ' this unisonous effect is due a that the

to the fact that each sound—the high and the low—seems *ounds in

identical with the other. For in sounds equality arises ' identical

from proportion, and the Equal is a branch of the One 8 .'

XS'ratio'
' Degrees of consonance (says Chappell) depend upon the to one

*

another.'

1 De Sens. vii. 447* 7. * De Sens. vi. 446b 5-26.

' De Sens. vii. 448* 19-26. * Analyt. Post. i. 13. 79* 1-5.

* Prod. xix. 14. 9l8b 7-12 iia rl \av8avti to iia nturwy, xai Aokci opSQw

vov final ; ... tj in &oMp i avrbs ftvui toiui <j>8£yyot ; (Didot) iia ri

araAoyor Wrijc cVl <j>86yyai', to A" urov tov Ms, (Otherwise von Jan,

op. cit. p. 85 n.)
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w°*i proportion that coincident vibrations bear to those which

thissug- "sound apart" [i.e. are dissonant]. The unison alone is

Wn^lL" Perfect consonance, because therein only do all vibrations

the octave coincideV But the degree of consonance in the octave is

jrie^S^of greater than that in any other interval, because in this,

all inter- whose total ratio is i : 2, the proportion between coincident
vals? Be- , . . .... . ,

cause its
and non-coincident vibrations is i : i, i.e. greater than in

13X10 U
'bi

an^ otner- ^n tne proportionality thus maintained of con-

in integral sonant to non-consonant vibrations in the octave appears to

whUe'those
rest the ,ec

l
uauty' spoken of above ; and on this equality,

of other again, rests the 'approach to oneness' which causes the

Sways in-
mterval to be unnoticed and the sounds taken for one.

Toive in Aristotle speaks with less subtlety of this matter. ' It is
one of the . . ..... . , . ,

terms an easier to perceive a thing (in its proper nature) when single
improper tjlan wnen blended with something else, e.g. wine when
The octave unmixed than when diluted, or honey, or a colour, or the

S^ssed^* note highest in pitch (vjJttj) when by itself than when in the

the ratio octave V 'Also the quarter tone escapes notice : one hears

integral the melodic rise and fall of the voice as a continuum, but
number the interval between the extremes in the quarter tone passes

the other' unnoticed 3.' 'Why'—it is asked in the Problems*—Ms the

j°^™ls octave the most pleasing of all intervals ? Perhaps because

Fundamen- its ratios are expressible by integral terms, while those of the

of tiT*"
1

other intervals are not so. For since the string of highest

pleasing pitch, the vrjrq, is (in its rate 6 of vibration) double the string

avfup^ia. lowest in pitch, the iit&rr\, for every two vibrations of the
ltisax<iYorformer the latter has one, and for every two of the latter

and \Lyet the former has four, and so on. But the rate of vibrations

iSfre

VeS of the ^^ k once and a half that of the '^<T7
'• Thus the

which is^ interval of one to one and a half in which the fifth con-
cha ifiv.

s
-

gts js nQ^ ultimately expressible in integers ; for while the

less is one, the greater is so many and a half more. Hence

1 Cf. Chappell, History ofMusic, pp. 221-4 ; VOI> Jan, op. tit. pp. 96,

101 nn. ; Wundt, H. and A. Psych, p. 69 (E. Tr.).

* Arist. de Sens. vii. 447" 17-20^

* Arist. de Sens. vi. 446s 1-5. * xix. 35. 920* 27 seqq.

* Only by this parenthesis can the sense be given. The njrn was

but half as long as the tordrn. The passage, therefore, implies more

accurate knowledge of the vibration of strings than Aristotle possessed.
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Integers are not compared with integers, but there is

a fraction over. The case is similar with the fourth :

the interval 3 : 4 cannot be expressed as a ratio of one

to any integral number; it appears i:i|. Or perhaps

the octave is most perfect because it is made up of the

fifth and the fourth, and is the measure of the melodic

seriesV
'We are delighted with concordance of sounds because

such concordance is a blending of contraries which bear

a ratio to one another. But a ratio is a fixed arrangement

—

a thing which, as has been said, is naturally pleasing V ' If

we take two vessels equal and similar to one another, but

the one empty, the other half full, and cause them to sound

together, they form an octave with one another. Why is

this ? Because the sound coming from the half full vessel

is double the other (in rate of vibration) V The Problems,

from which these extracts are taken, are later than Aristotle,

and in some ways represent more highly developed theories

of music and of harmonics than those of Plato or Aristotle.

§ 32. It would seem, and has been urged by many, e. g. Probable

by Trendelenburg, Arist. de An. p. 107 (Belger), thatJ^^
a portion of what Aristotle wrote on the subject of vocal the tract

sound must have been somehow lost. In his work de Gen. treating of

An. v. 7. 786b 23, we read: 'As to the final cause of so
.

Qnf T
.

he

. , . missing

voice in animals, and as to what voice and sound in treatise

general are, an explanation has been offered already, partly telhatnV
in our work on Sense-perception, and partly in that on 'KamnSm

The Soul*.' Again further down: 'With regard to voice,

let this suffice for the information not definitely given

already in the works on sense-perception and on the soul *.'

1 Prob. xix. 35. 920* 27-38. The Didot punctuation after /uXuSi'ac

(•38) is here adopted j also Bekker's t' «'«u>o for rf/ictv o ("36).
1 xix. 38. 921* 2-4 avfKpavia oc xaipoptv Sri Kpaaris ton Xoyov ijowik

ivavriav irphs AXXnXa' A fiiv ovv \6yos ru£ic, J r/y (piaa ifii.

* Probl. xix. 50. 922b 35-9.

* Cf. 786b 23 nVof /if» ovv SvtKa <f>avr]v 1\u ra (aa nil rt fWi ifuavfi ical

Skat 6 ^6<pot, tA piv iv toi* rrtpi ala6fi<rtat, tA 4* iv rois irepi ^vx^ lipqrai.

1 Cf. 788* 34 irfpl piv ovv (pavris oaa /in irportpov iv rotr ir«pl tuaOi}<Ttue

SiupiOTtu xal iv folr irepl ^ni\^t, Totravr tlpijada.

>u» K
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In the de Sensu, however, while the physical properties of

the objects of seeing, smelling, and tasting are examined

and described, those of hearing and touching are entirely

omitted. There, for the psychological import of the five

senses, we are referred back to the work de Anitna : while

as to the physical character of the objects of all five, we are

promised a discussion to follow ; yet while three of these

are discussed two are passed over. There is no formal

or set treatment of them in that little tract 1
. The frag-

ment riepl 'Akovo-jw is un-Aristotelean. Its opening words

agree with the views of sound-transmission ascribed by
Alexander * to Strato, whom therefore Brandis (too hastily

as Zeller thinks) regards as the author. 'According to

the II«/)l 'Akovo-tSv (8o3b 34 seqq.), every sound is composed

of particular vibrations (ir\»jyaQ which we cannot distinguish

as such, but perceive as one unbroken sound : high tones,

whose movement is quicker, consist of more vibrations, and

low tones of fewer. Several tones vibrating and ceasing

at the same time are heard by us as one tone. The height

or depth, harshness or softness, in fact every quality of

a tone, depends (8o3b 26) on the quality of the motion

originally created in the air by the body that gave out the

tone. This motion propagates itself unchanged, inasmuch

as each portion of the air sets the next portion of air in

motion with the same movement as it has itself.' (Zeller,

Arist. ii. pp. 465-6 nn., E. Tr.)

1 CL de Sens. iii. 439* 6-17 W iron ttl Xcyfiy driovv ovruv o'ov . . . tf H
<Jj6(J>ov ... Sfioiat Si «n ir<pl A<J>fj«.

* Ad Arist. de Sens. (p. 126, Wendland). von Jan, pp. 55 seqq., 133,

ascribes the irrpt 'Axovcn-uy to Heraclides.



THE ANCIENT GREEK PSYCHOLOGY

OF SMELLING

Alcmaeon.

§ I. WE have little direct information respecting Ale- Function

maeon's psychological theory of the sense of smell. All"«^Xr&
that remains is the following, contained .in two passages g£^j

B
b

which I extract, the one from Theophrastus, the other from air inhaled

the late compilation of Aetius. )j|£3ff
* He taught that a person smells by means of the nostrils, and carried

drawing the inhaled air upwards to the brain, in the respi-

ratory process V Not the nostrils alone, therefore, but these

in connexion with the brain form the olfactory apparatus.

' He held that the authoritative principle—the intelligence

—has its seat in the brain ; that, therefore, animals smell by
means of this organ which draws in the various odours 2 to

itself in the process of respiration 3.' Besides these two

direct references to Alcmaeon, there is a probable allusion

to him bearing on the same subject. Socrates in the

Phaedo, reviewing the history of his own mental develop-

ment, tells his friends that in his youth he had been

interested in psychological questions, and that of these

one which presented itself was ' whether it is the brain

that furnishes us with the senses of hearing and seeing and

smelling 4 .' The various theories referred to by Plato in

.this passage are sufficiently distinctive to show that in

mentioning each he is thinking of some particular philo-

sopher. The theory which referred sensation to the opera-

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 25 ; Diels, Vors., p. 104 oafypaivtoBu Si

puAv &pa rip dwnrvfu> aVdyoira to nviipa npoc ror <yxc0aXo>>.

* In the following paragraphs the terms 'smell' and 'odour' are

sometimes used indifferently for the object of the olfactory sense. So,

too, ' taste ' is sometimes used for ' savour."

* Aet iv. 17. 1, Diels, £>ox., p. 407, Vors., p. 104 «» t£ «y«$aXp tuui

to qyc/joyixdy* tovto ovv oa<frpaiwo6ai i\kovti tia ruv ovmrvouv rat otrpat.

* Plato, Phaedo 96 B, Diels, Vors., p. 105 n-dnpor ... 4 iyit(<f>ak6t

i<mv rat al<rdi\OfkS napi\av rov dxovftv cat ipav nal S(r<ppaiiifir$ai.

Kl
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tion of the brain was characteristic of Alcmaeon. The
expression rd qye/ioviKo'p in Aetius betrays the lateness of

the writer; for it only came into vogue with the Stoic

school. We have, however, the authority of Theophrastus

for the statement that Alcmaeon regarded the brain as the

great organizing centre of sensation. ' All the senses he

regarded as somehow connected with the brain V
Whatktbe § 2. In these meagre statements is contained all that we

{Spuatus kn°w of Alcmaeon's psychology of smelling. They amount
with which only to an expression of what ordinary observation might

is brought suggest respecting it. Yet even in this short flight of
in contact speculation there was room for divergence of opinion.

purpose of Every one felt convinced that the process of respiration

sensation?
** largely instrumental to the olfactory sense, and also that

The object it is so in virtue of its connexion with some internal

cdeur not apparatus. Thinkers disagreed as to what the latter was.

discussed Alcmaeon, for what reasons we are not informed, supposed

remains of it to be the brain. Aristotle, as we shall see, firmly held

Mod"*'
'1

" tne contrary opinion, that the internal seat of the olfactory

physiology sense (as well as the other senses) was not the brain, but

oTer'thL tne heart—or the region of the heart. We have no informa-

sensory tion as to Alcmaeon's views respecting the object of this

modem' sense, odour, or the manner of its generation as a physical
physics, fact_ j$ut before we express our disappointment with
over its .

object. Alcmaeon's shortcomings on this subject, let us reflect that

even now very little more, of any essential import, is

known than the brief statements he has given us contain.

Anatomy has, of course, enabled modern psychologists to

speak with a fullness impossible to the Greeks of the

structure of the olfactory apparatus, but as regards the

olfactory function itself, and the exact manner of its per-

formance, it has little to teach. Experiments have shown

that sensations of smell, like other sensations, may be

excited in us without the presence of odorous objects in

the ordinary way, by means of other stimuli. But for the

explanation of this sense itself, we are still left with such

1 Theophr. de Sent. 26 ineaaat hi rat al<r8i)<rtts crvi";/>r ijcr#<u' iras irpbs

rbr fyKtfpdkov.
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statements, as that • particles of odoriferous matters present

in the inspired air, passing through the lower nasal cham-
bers, diffuse into the upper nasal chambers, and falling

on the olfactory epithelium produce sensory impulses,

which ascending to the brain, give rise to sensations of

smell.' In this sentence, from the pen of Sir Michael

Foster, introducing the subject, it is curious to observe

how much might pass for a mere expansion of the brief

description of the same facts left us by Alcmaeon \ Modern
physics is as helpless to explain odour as physiology to

explain olfactory function.

Empedocles.

§ 3. The remains of Empedocles, except as regards his Orgtmtai.

theory of aitoppoal, show us little more than those of^u^L.
Alcmaeon to elucidate the psychology of smelling. Who have

' The act of smelling (he said) takes place by means of olfactory

the respiration ; hence those persons have the keenest sense f^?
3
^'

.

of smell in whom the movement of inhalation is most interfere

energetic 2 .' ' Empedocles holds that the sense of odour is ^^c^
introduced with and by the respiration actuated from the of '*• as k

is dcpcij**

lungs ; that accordingly, when the respiratory process is dent on

laboured, at such times, owing to its roughness, we do not "^P11^

perceive smells when we inhale, as happens with persons

suffering from catarrhs V Respiration, on which the intro-

duction of odour and smelling depends, is a process in which

the mouth and lungs and also the pores of the skin operate

alternately *
; smelling being incidental to that part of the

process in which the mouth and lungs are agents.

1 Cf. Foster, Text Book 0/ Physiology, § 859, p. 1388.

* Theophr. de Sens. § 9; Diels, Vors., p. 177; Karsten, Emped.,

pp. 480-3 8cr<f>pr]<rn> Si ylvtaBat 17/ avairvojj" oio jcai /iciXtcrra 6tr<j>paivfd0ai

Toirove die (Kpobpordni roC uoBparos ij xiVijfftr.

8 Aetius, iv. 17. 2, Diels, Dox., p. 407, Vors., p. l8l'E/iirfdoicXfjr tois

avairvoaU Tair ajrA tov irvdpovos avyuanplvfaBm tjjh o<tiu}»' Stop yoCK rj

avanvorf jiape'ia yivtrai, Kara Tpaxyrrpa (sc. T^r dvanvofjr) /iij crvvaurBavtaSai,

uf fir! Toiv p<vnaTi{op.cr<j)V.

* Empedocles illustrated by the filling and emptying of the clepsydra,

Cf. the verses in Karsten, 275-99, and Burnet's version, Early Greek

Philosophy, p. 230. Plato in principle adopts Empedocles" theory of

respiration, Tim, 79 A-E.
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Theophns- § 4. * As regards the other senses, how are we to apply the

S^flm. principle " that like is discerned by like" ? ... For it is not

pedocies' by sound that we discern sound, nor by odour that we dis-

ofn^/L rc"1 odour, and so on. . . . When sound is ringing in the

simiiibui ears, when savours are already affecting the taste, when an
as applied ,.,, , ,

,

.

tooifactoiy odour is already occupying the olfactory sense—at such
!£nse-, times the senses each and all are dulled, and the more

des so the greater the quantity of the cognate objects which

e^plaln'the happen to be in their organs V ' His (sc. Empedocles') ex-

fact that planation of the sense of smelling is absurd. For, in the first

smell place, the cause he has assigned for it is not sufficiently

which do general (oi koipjji;), since there are some creatures which pos-

Some sess the sense of smell, but do not respire at all. Again, it is

w«M
lties cn>ldish to S3LYt as he does, that persons smell most acutely

follow if who inhale the breath in greatest amount (rovs itX«To-toj>

ofEm* ivuntuiiivovt) ; for respiring is of no avail for this purpose
docles if the sense is not in a healthy condition (pri vyiaivovarji), or

Respira- is not, so to speak, (av((pyn4vr)s itojs) open. There are many

^directf* Persons w^° (no matter how much they inhale) are in-

the cause capacitated (ireirjjp5o-0ai) for smelling, and have no perception

—^ "^ whatever of odour. Moreover, those whose (ol bvimvoot)

directly, breathing is distressed, or who are ill (irovoOvres), or sleep-

ptdocles i°g (KaOevbovres), should, on Empedocles* theory, perceive

thought, odours more keenly than others, as they inhale most air.

The contrary, however, is the case. That the act of

respiration is not directly (/ca0* airo) the cause of smelling,

but only indirectly (icara o-v/x/3«/3»jko's), is both evident from

the case of the other animals (i.e. those which do not respire

yet have this sense), and is further proved by the patho-

logical states just referred to 2.'

OJmr, § 5. 'Most odour emanates,' says Empedocles, 'from
according

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 19; Diels, Vors., p. 179 to Si mpl ritt

aMac aiaOrjtjtis not Kpivofttn t<? ipo'iif \ . . . O0r« yap \jr6ip<j> rov tyufyov,

oCt ocTfijj n)v oaitfjv odrt rots aXXoir roit &poytvi<rtv . . . foov di ivuvras iv

i>o\v rj ^vXaiv iv yfvati ko'l ocr^iijr iv i<r(j)prj(T(i Kuxfiorfpai iraaat yivovrai xat

fiaWoii Saa iv ir\rjpttt 2><ri tuv (S/101W.

1 The above, as also the following, criticism is determined by the

Aristotelean theory of smelling. Theophr. de Sens. §§ 21-2; Diels,

Vorsn p. 179.
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bodies that are fine in texture and of light weight* to Em-

(Theophr. de Sens. § 9). In reply to this Theophrastus ^tfby
denies that light bodies are especially odorous. ' It is (<w«»«u)

not true, either, that the bodies which most affect the'ZnT'
sense of smell are the light bodies; the truth is that r

t̂as
if we are to smell them, there must be odour in them to criticiies

begin with ; for air and fire are the lightest of all, but yet
jj

s

, r̂7
do not excite the sense of odour 1.' The objective odour
comes, according to Empedocles, in the form of airoppoaC

from the odoriferous bodies. Such is the scent which dogs

follow. The hound 'searches with his nostrils for the

particles from the limbs and bodies of the beasts, and for

such whiffs of scent from their feet as they leave on the

tender grass".' 'But,' replies Theophrastus, 'if wasting

is a consequence of emanation from a substance (and

Empedocles uses this very fact of the wasting of things

* Theophr. de Sens. § 22 ;' Diels, Vors., p. 179.

* Plut. de Curios. 11, Quaes/. Na/. 23; Diels, Vors., p. an;
Karsten, Emped. p. 253

:

Kipfiara 6r)piiu>v ptkiav pvKTrjpmv iptvvav

(nviifiaru B") Sua airikant rroiuv Airakjj ntp't wolf.

This is Diels' reading. He adopts Buttmann's tippma for the rip-

para of Plut. de Curios., the xippara of Quaes/. Na/.—the inconsistency

and obscurity of which show the text to be corrupt. By uppara

Empedocles denotes not ' fissa ferarum ungula ' as Lucretius (vide

infra) seems to render, but the iirdppoiai—the material particles which

are the proximate object of, and which stimulate, the sense of smell.

This seems better than (a) to read with Karsten rippara \<xtW>='cubilia

extrema, ultimi ferarum recessus*; or (b), with Sturz, to interpret

rippara piXtav as= ' extremitates membrorum,' i. e. ' pedes,' i.e.' pedum

vestigia ' j or (c) to accept, with Schneider, xippara as a derivative of

Ktipat (which would be impossible) ='cubilia'; or finally (d) to follow

Stein (Emped., p. 70) in adopting frAjiaru (Duebn.)= 'the soles of the

feet,' or ' vestigia.' Plutarch, Quaes/. Na/., explains the meaning to be

that the dogs rat anoppoas avakapfiavovoiv, At ivanokiimt ra tirjpia tj S\g.

Lucretius had the lines before him when he wrote :
' turn fissa ferarum

ungula quo tulerit gressum promissa canum vis ducit,' de Iter. Na/. iv.

680 : which reads as if he translated uppara (xtipa) by l
fissa ungula.'

(nvtv/iara 8') is Diels' supplement of the words quoted from Empedocles

by Alexander, who denies Empedocles' theory of odours being diroppoui,

asserting that neither odour nor colour can be dispersed (buumaoOai) in

material particles, as Empedocles' line of reasoning would imply.
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as the most general proof of his theory of emanation),

and if it is true that odours result from such emanation,

the most odorous substances should perish most quickly.

But the contrary is the fact, for the most odorous plants are

more lasting than any others.'

Function § 6. The cmoppoai of odour find their way into the wopoi

£,gby
" of the olfactory organ. If the a-noppoal are symmetrical

\hepom with the itopoi, the sense is stimulated ; if not, no perception
Ts^icmana-
tiens. OCCUrS.

f ' Empedocles lays it down, with regard to all the senses

alike, that sensation is due to their respective a-noppoal

fitting into the " pores " of each sense-organ ; whence it is

that the several senses cannot discern one another's objects,

because the pores of the organs, as compared with the

airoppoal of an object other than their own, are in some

cases too wide, in other cases too narrow, to admit them

;

for he asserts that these a-noppoal in the former case pass

unchecked straight on, without touching the sides of the

pores; while in the latter case, they cannot find ingress

at all
1.*

Detnocritus.

Smelling, § 7. Democritus has left us considerable information as

^^*he to his theories respecting sight, hearing, tasting, and touch-

senses, is ing, but what we know of his views on the sense of smell

StSr°" can be stated verv briefly.

mode of He reduced it (as he did all the other senses) to a mode

Woes * of touch 2
.

' Why is it that Democritus, while he explained
not assign jj^ varj us objective tastes in conformity with the sense of
the atomic

. , .....
figures on taste, omitted to explain objective odours and colours in
which the conform;ty with their subjective senses ? He ought, if con-

kitds of sistent, to have explained these sensibles too by his theory

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 7; Diels, Vors., p. 176 'E/urfSoxX^t 0*

irtpi iiraaav opolait Xcyft Kai <prj<ri tu tvapfiSmiv etc roiie nopovs tow
ticatrrijc axoBavtv&aC fi<0 nil ov SivacrBai rd aXX^Xuv Kpivtiv, on rdv piv

(SC aiaB^afav^aliTQrjTTjpluv) tvpvnpoi jrair, rS>v Si o*rcvur<poi rvy^avovaiv

ol jropoi vpbs ro moBiitov, if ra p,iv oix Airropeva difvrowiv («= ' pristinum

in permeando impetum servare,' Diels, Box., p. 500, 22 n.), to 4" oXwt

*l<rt\8f~u> ov hvvatsBai.

1 Arist. de Sens. iv. 442* 29; Mullach, Democr., p. 405.
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of " figures "V Theophrastus tells ite that in his theories odour de-

respecting smelling, touching, and tasting, Democritus ^i,°
or

' resembled most other philosophers V For him, as for most definite

of the other <pv<rio\6yoi, all the several senses were ulti- odour at

mately modifications of the sense of touch. So with the fu > '""P*
, by stating

objects of these senses : they too were but variations of that it is

the tangible, their qualitative distinctness being merely "f

6"',"?

subjective—due to QavraaCa 3
. Having explained in detail emanating

the various sensations and objects of tasting, he probably odorous

thought that those of smelling—closely related as they are to^"^
those of tasting— could be easily explained on the analogy thenostnis.

of these, as deducible from the figures of the atoms which

caused them. However this may be, ' he neglected to add

a definite account of odour ; all he tells us respecting it is

that the finer matter, passing by emanation from the heavy,

produces odour. What the particular natures of the agent

and patient in this sensory operation are he did not go on

to inform us, though this was the main point *.'

Anaxagoras.

§ 8. 'Anaxagoras asserts that we exercise the sense of Function

smell in connexion with the respiratory process V ' Large "s^eWne.
animals (according to Anaxagoras) hear loud sounds, and at Smelling

great distances . . . small animals low sounds and those close wuh jt in-

by. And it is likewise as regards the sense of smell ; for air nalati°n-

1 Theophr. de Odor. § 64; Diels, VorSi, p. 390 W it) nor* Aijpxi-

icpiTor rove pin xvpoiie irpor Tijf ytvaiv airoSiSoai, rat o' oapis <cai rat xpoat

oix. <fy»oi<i>f irpos Tar inroKfipivas alaBrjatit ; <oci yap Ik tuv oxypurwv.

* Theophr. de Sens. § 57 irrpi pad o^nms xal d«coijr ourut airohitacn. Tat

it uXXar al<r8i)Oiif <r\foov ouoiW iroiti roit irXci'oTOir.

' Cf. Theophr. de Sens. § 63 ™» Si uXXuv alaOrftav otStvot <u>ai (pitriy,

iWa iravra iradi) tt\s alaBrflnas dXXoiou/w'injr, «£ ijr yivtoBai rrpi Xpuvraaiav.

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 83 ; Diels, Vors., p. 396 ; Box., p. 524 ir«pi Si

oaprjt irpo(ra(popi(fiv irapijittv trX^y toitovtov, ort to Xfnrov anoppt'ov aVo ruv

fiapiuv irouXiqv oSpijv' iroion Si rt tijx (pvoiv h» vtto nVot iratrx*', oyKtrt

Ttpaai6i\Ktv, Snip uras §» Kvpturarov. Of o&pr)v Diels (Dox. I.e.) says

' servavi ut Democriteum.' For the Epicurean and probably Demo-
critean theory of smelling, cf. further, Lucret. iv. 673-86 with Giussani's

notes.
8 Theophr. de Sens. § 28 j Diels, Vors., p. 323 i>oairus li na\ 00-

<ppain<r8at . . . Spa tjJ avmvofi.
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Large when thin (he says) is more odorous, since in proportion as

compared '* *s heated and rarefied its odorousness is increased. A
^^Lf"^

1 large animal, as it respires, while inhaling the rare air

olfactory inhales the dense also, but the small animal draws in

power. the rare ay. ^y itself ; wherefore large animals are more
perfect in this form of sense. For odour is more pro-

nounced (naXkov, tlvai) when near than when far off, on

account of its greater density (in the former case), and

its being weakened by dispersion (in the latter case). He
states that as a rule large animals are insensible to the

finer sort of odour, while small animals fail to perceive

the denser kind V According to Theophrastus, Anaxagoras

held that the larger animals had a more perfect sense of

odour, as well as of other sensibles, than small animals

possess. The general reason for this is that, while the

former inhale both the dense and the rare, the latter inhale

the rare alone. On this Theophrastus observes that ' it

exposes Anaxagoras to a peculiar difficulty. Anaxagoras

asserts that the rare air is the more odorous, yet that a more

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 30 ; Diels, Vors., p. 323, Dox.
t pp. 507-8 icai

cVi rrjf wr<ppr)tT€uis opolas' 8(ftv piv yap /iSXXoi/ rbv Xfnrbv aipa, Btp/iai-

vopevov pev yap icai pavovptvov o^ciy. 'Kvanviov dc to piv piya fajop apa

tw para km top iniKvbv cXkciv, ro 8c ptKpbv avrbv rbv paviv' fiio icai ra piydka

jiaXXov alaBavtoBax. Kal yap ti/v ovpr/v lyyvs (so ouaav) tlvai paKkov q

voppa iia to irvKpoTtpav cirai, vKftavwptvrjV Si aaBtvrj. ax,ttbv if air tlviiv

011K olaBaviaSai to, pev ptyaka Trj* Xiirrfis [a«pos], ra hi piicpa rrjt irvKvfjS.

I have thought it better to read, according to Diels' former suggestions

Dox., p. 507, 33 n., tov nvKviiii for to it., and aO-rov rw pavov for avVo rbv p.

Though to irvKvov ( =to» jtwcv. aipa) would serve, yet avrb rbv p. certainly

perverts or ignores the reasoning. Also with Diels, Dox., p. 508, 4 n.,

I reject aipot (after rijs Xorrijr) as a 'glossema,' and understand

itrpqs with the adjectives \tmt)s and n-Mcnjf. In his Vorsokratiker

he does not give effect to all these suggestions, printing tov

irvKvov indeed, but keeping the aM, and printing i-iis XtwT-qs 4/po* in

open type, as if to mark a quotation, and to assume that Anaxagoras

made afip feminine. But the ttjs nvKvJjs is not so printed by Diels, nor

is it likely that Theophrastus would have thus once retained the

Homeric and Hesiodic gender of this word, even if we assume Anaxa-

goras to have used it in the passage of which Theophrastus was here

thinking. Besides «X«<» is the verb used of taking in the mere dijp both

just above, and later, Th. § 35 adJin. (rbv pavbv «A«t) : while aio-Bdnt-

a6m seems properly to require oapfj, as object of the sense of smell.
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acute sense of smell is possessed by the animals which

inhale the dense air than by those which inhale the rare V
We can, however, find at least a partial solution in the

fact that while the smaller animals are confined to inhaling

the rare air, the larger inhale both the rare and the dense.

But a difficulty remains. In the next sentence, we read,

as a further reason for the superiority in this respect of the

larger animals, that odour is more pronounced (paWou

thai) when close at hand than when at a distance, on

account of its being more condensed when near, and be-

coming weakened through dispersion when at a distance

;

and that the smaller animals are defective in their per-

ception of the more condensed form of odour, while the

larger fail in that of the rarer form. How these are

reasons for the proposition that the larger animals fiaXkov

alo&dvfaQai—have the more perfect sense of smell—is not

easy to understand. We may, however, suppose that the

larger animals receive into their larger olfactory organ

a greater quantity of the enfeebled odour from a distant

object, and thus perceive it, while the smaller, receiving

only a small quantity, fail to notice it. But there seems to

be an incoherency in the argument, arising from confusion

and interchange between air (rare or dense) as object of

smelling, and odour proper, with air merely as its vehicle.

That Theophrastus was perplexed by the argument is plain

from what he says of it in connexion with the other senses

(cf. supra ' Hearing,' Anaxagoras,§ 11). Theophrastus finds

in the position thus taken up by Anaxagoras a resemblance

to that of Empedocles, who held that perception is effected

by means of emanations fitting into the pores of the sensory

organs. 'Anaxagoras in explaining the superior sense-

perception of the larger animals by a proportionateness

between the objects which they perceive and their larger

organs of sense, seems to adopt the view of Empedocles ;

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 35 ; Diels, Box., p. 509. 1 itX^v «Vi r?t o^pyrrat

liiov (i. e. affecting Anaxagoras peculiarly as compared with Empedocles)

mn&aivti ivax'pit' °Z«V Z"*'W <t>1<ri
tA" Xt*Tl>v <"Pa »«"XXp», oa<f>paivta6<u

ti oKpi&iirrfpov Saa rbv irvtviv h rbv pai/ov Ami.
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for he represents sense-perception as due to a fitting of

something into the poresV It is possible that Anaxagoras

merely meant that the larger animals with their larger
'

organs receive a larger amount of stimulus : not that they

perceive fine distinctions, auditory or olfactory, better than

small animals do. Their superiority of sense to the latter

would thus be only a qualified superiority, having its

drawbacks as we have suggested. Theophrastus may have

misunderstood, and then misstated, the intention and effect

of his comparison between larger and smaller animals.

Diogenes of Apollonia.

Organ and § 9. 'Diogenes held that the sense of smell is effected by

ofsmell? *^e au" around the brain, for this is compact and symmetrical

"^•T51?-"1 with odour. The brain itself is porous, and its veins are

brain fine, but the air around it, in creatures in which its diathesis
shonid be^

j

s unSymmetrical, does not mix with odours; since if a

cal wiih person were assumed to have the temperament of the air

Length and ^vithin him symmetrical with the temperament of these,

fineness of he would certainly also have the sensation of them V
£JLgeY. 'Smelling is most acute in those creatures that have

y^f**
. least air in the head, for it (the air) then most quickly

to certain blends (with the odoriferous stimulus). Moreover, if

other one draws in the odour through a smaller and narrower

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 35 ; Diels, Dox., p. 509. 12 to hi jrpor to /uyc'dij

ttjv (rvpfurplav airoStSovai rati aiadrfTwv toixev opoios Xiyeiv 'E/nreooicXf t' T«j>

yap ivapporrciv rots iropots iroici rt]\> at<r8i)<Tiv.

* Theophr. de Sens. § 39. I give the text suggested by Diels, Vors.,

p. 344 rfjv piv Zcrtpprjcriv Tffl mpl top fyntcpaXov aipi' ToCrov yap

SSpovv flvai Jtai aipptrpov rrj otrpfj- rov yap f'yKefpaXov avrov pavbv Ka\ (ra)

cpXc'fiia Xeirrd, Toy £' ir oir by ij SiaBeats aaippirpos y oi ptiyvvaBai rait

6<rpa1t' i>S <1 Tit ecij rj Kpdirti ovppirpos, brjhov its alaOavoptvov av. The
suggestion formerly made by Diels (Dox., p. 510, 16 n.) to read (ra)

<p\ifiia Xtmd, i\aaov ti ots, comparing Arist. de Sens. 458* 7

—

i\ Xfnronjr

jcui Tj a-rtyorrjs tS>» irtpi rbv tyniipaXov (f>XffiS>v—ga.ve at all events the

required sense, so far as it went ; but the difficult «ai oi remained. The
MSS. XiirroraTor 8' iv olr r/ tidBcats aavppirpos, ku\ ov uiiynxrBai cannot

stand. Diogenes could not have said that the air or the brain is

Xtm-orarov in those whose sense of smell is defective, for according to

him the greater the thinness of the air in the brain, and the greater the

fineness of its ducts, the more excellent is the faculty of smelling.
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passage (he smells more acutely), for thus it Is more «nlm«ls in

quickly discerned. Wherefore in some of the other^'^
animals the sense of smell is more perfect than in man.
Not but that man, too, if the given odour were sym-
metrical, so as to blend duly, with the (intra-organic) air,

would have this faculty in its highest perfection 1.' In

Diogenes, all the elements which were mixed to form
man's body, and all elements whatever, are reducible to

irjp—the one substance from which all phenomenal sub-
stances are differentiated.

Of the physical nature of d<r/unj Diogenes has left no
account that survives. The medium by which it was
conveyed from the odoriferous object to the olfactory organ

was, of course, air.

Plato.

§ 10. 'With regard to smelling, tasting, and touching, puto does

as sensory /unctions, Plato (says Theophrastus) has told us ^JfJ^
nothing whatever, nor even whether there are any other tion of the

senses besides these (i.e. the five), but he bestows particular^^jj?

care on his theory of the objects of the various senses V As regards

While he developed psychological as well as physical theories
},e mere"y

of seeing and hearing, his theories of the other senses, being ass?™^ il

confined to their objects, are mainly if not wholly physical, nostrils.

To turn to Plato himself.

*

'
*

J^ffi?
• As regards the faculty of the nostrils, no classification admit of

division

1 Theophr. dt Sens. § 41 ; Diels, Vors., p. 344, Box., pp. 510-11

5(T<f>pr]aiv piv ovv o£vrari)>' o'r Aa^toToc ar)p iv 177 n«pa\rj' r&xurra yap

ptiyvvcrBai' Kai irpos tovtois c'av eXicp Jia paKporipov (jwcporipov ? Diels)

xai oTtwripov' darrov yap ovru xpiiifaBai' Sionep cwa ruv (aav Atrippaim-

Kartpa ran avdpunav firm' ov pt)V aKKa, avppirpov y* ovarjs rijs oa/ujc rai

iipt itpis tijv tpaoiv, uakurra &t> alaBavmBai r&» avBpamov. Diels' sugges-

tion pitpoTi'pov is supported by the sense. Perhaps paKporipov was

a correction of some one who remembered what Aristotle says (de Gen.

An. v. 2. 7$ib 10) about the more acute sense of distant sounds and

odours being connected with longer tubes inwards from the orifices of

the ear and nose.
8 Theophr. de Sent. § 6 ; Diels, Dox., p. 500 mp\ tl o<r#pii<r<a>r na\

yiatuc Kai i<f)rjs S\ac oiSiv fipifxcy, oil)' tl napa rairdt ak\ai nw't t'urir, '

d\\a paWov anpt^oKoytiTai ntpX ray aladrfrov. Cf. ibid, supra ov prjv

«piy« y« ntpl airaaov dXXi p.6vov ntpX dicoqf /coi S^eur.
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into genera of its objects can be made (tttrj piv ovk hi) *. For smells

Thelbur'
8"
are °* a balf-formed nature * (ro ruv io-fiav itav 1)fuytvif),.and

elements no class of figure has the adaptation requisite for producing

All odoms any smell 3
, but our veins in this part are formed too narrow

jrwrot or for earth and water, and too wide for fire and air : for which

i.c water cause no one ever perceived any smell of these bodies ; but

Fj^g smells arise from substances which are being either liquefied

or air or decomposed, or dissolved, or evaporated 4
. For when

mtowfter. water is changing into air and air into water, odours arise

They be- Jn the intermediate condition ; and all odours are vapour
long to an ..... . - . . ,

inter- or mist, mist being the conversion of air into water, and
m

adition
vaPour tne conversion of water into air * ; whence all smells

of these are subtler than water, and coarser than air. This is

Odours are proved when any obstacle is placed before the passages

finer than Qf respiration, and then one forcibly inhales the air ; for

coarser then no smell filters through with it, but the air bereft

than air. r ^i scent alone follows the inhalation. For this reason
Only two ...
Hnds of the complex varieties of odour are unnamed, and are

^tasJjtf*
ranked in classes neither numerous nor yet simple 6

; only

and the ««- two conspicuous kinds are in fact here distinguished,

Phvsiologi-/^M"' and unpleasant. The latter roughens and irritates

cai cause an the cavity of the body that is between the head and the

distinction, navel ; the former soothes this same region and restores it

with contentment to its own natural condition V
1 ' Distinctions of kinds of smell are here denied because smell

always has to do with an incomplete and undetermined Becoming, and

because it belongs, as is said in what follows, only to a transient moment,'

Zeller, Plat. p. 2^5 n., E. Tr.

* Cf. Aristotle, infra § 13.
3 Mr. Archer-Hind, whose translation I give, observes on this

:

' That is, odour does not possess the structure of any of the four—-fire,

air, water, and earth!
4 PpfXOfuvar fj arfnopivuv n T7]KOfUy<i)» i; Bvfuafuvav.

* tltri Of o<r/*al £vpwao~ai Kairvbt 1) o/u'^Xi)' rovrav it tA piv <£ aipos lis

Stop ton ofit'xXi;, rd oc ff viarot <ir aipa Kanvot. Cf. Arist. Meteor.

346b 32 ; de Sens. 443* 26-30.

* ovk (K troXXuv old' inXav fliatv Zvra. 'Smells are not airXS be-

cause they do not proceed from any definite single substance, nor

iroXXo, because we can only classify them as agreeable or the reverse.'

Archer-Hind, ad loc

' Plato, Tim. 66 D-67 A (Archer-Hind's translation). For Aristotle's
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§ 11. Plato's theory that smells cannot be classified is AmtotWt
controverted by Aristotle, but ineffectually, the theoiy |*£s

s

m of

itself is confirmed by modern psychologists and physio- statement

logists. ' Though we may recognize certain odours as more£^^*
like to each other than to other odours, or can even make classified.

a rough classification of odours, we cannot, as we can in the nofafoct
case of visual colour sensations, reduce our multifarious plato

'

s
.

olfactory sensations to a smaller number of primary sensa- which is

"*

tions mixed in various proportions. Nor have we at present ty^™^
any satisfactory guide to connect the characters of an physiology

olfactory sensation with the chemical constitution of the "hology"

body giving rise to it
1 .' For a similar judgment from

the psychologist's point of view cf. Wundt, Human and
Animal Psychology (E. Tr.), p. 65.

According to Plato, then, with whom Aristotle here

agrees, each of the four elements per se is inodorous 8
.

Theophrastus re-states the matter thus. « Plato holds that

odours cannot be classified into species, but differ only as

they are painful or pleasant. Odour is, he says, a thing more
subtle than water, but more gross than air. A proof of this

is that when persons inhale the breath through some obstacle

it enters without odour. Wherefore it is like vapour or mist

from bodies, but invisible. Vapour is the result of a change

from water into air, but mist of one from air into water V
§ 12. The pleasures arising from sweet odours are Pleasures

reckoned by Plato among the purer kinds of pleasure.
frommttet

' Those things which suffer a gradual withdrawing and odours

emptying, but have their replenishment sudden and on more vain-

a large scale, are insensible to the emptying, but sensible a')Ie^
of the replenishment ; so that while they cause no pain touch and

to the mortal part of the soul, they produce very intense j^eiy
1101

pleasure. This is to be observed in the case of sweet negative,

smells V In the Republic, Plato tells us that the pleasures fatte/are,

criticism of the theory that no .classification of odours is possible

cf. § 23 infra, Arist. de Sens. v. 443
b 17 seqq.

,

1 Foster, Text Book 0/ Physiology, § 860, p. 1389.
1 Cf. Arist. de Sens, V. 443* IO rd r< yap <rro\.\t\a aoapa olov trip arjp

v&ap yij. ' Theophr. de Sens. § 85 ; Diets, Dox^ p. 525.

* Tim. 65 A (Archer-Hind's trans.).
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norfoi- of smell are not merely negative, i.e. depending on the

pain. Not removal °^ a P3"1 » nor are tney followed by any pain,

so vain- They are instances, therefore, of KaOapaV rfioval—pure
able, how- , .

ever, as pleasures \
those of In the Pkilebus also he grants that there are true
colour and

'

sound, pleasures arising from the sense of smell. They depend

on wants which are not felt as wants, or as painful, while

the supply of them is felt, and felt as pleasurable 2
. These

pleasures are, however, of a less exalted kind than those of

colours and sounds.

Aristotle.

Difficulty § 13. Aristotle recognizes the difficulty of treating satis-

Ey'the factorily of the sense of smell, its objects and their

olfactory classification, and accounts for it by the fact, as he states

Inferiority it, that this sense is in man comparatively imperfect,

of this
« Savours as a class display their natures more clearly to us

sense in s ' *

man. All than odours, the cause of this being that the olfactory sense

of^odour

1
* °^ man *s 'nferi°r m acuteness to that of the lower animals,

are for man and that this, compared even with man's other senses, is

with plea- the least perfect of all. Man's sense of touch, on the con-

scr
.

e or trary, excels that of all other animals in fineness, and taste

Wedis- is a form of touch 3.' 'It is less easy to form definite

*>5gnidl conceptions on the subject of odour—the object of the

obscurely sense of smell—than on the subjects hitherto dealt with,

eyed crea- see ing» hearing, and their objects. It is not as clear what
turesdo the physical nature of odour is as what the natures of

which to colour and sound are. The ground of this is, that our
them are olfactory sense is not exact in its perceptions, but inferior

nificantof to that of many other animals. Mankind have but an

sence'of
imperfect sense of smell ; they perceive none of the objects

danger of this sense, except in connexion with their pleasurable-

contrary. ness or unpleasantness, which at once betrays the imper-

1 Rep. 584 B-C <i '0*\ttt ivvoTjcrai rat trtpl ras oo-pas rjiovas' aural yap ov

irpo\vtn]diyn i£a'«pvr\s afifix""01 T0 f"Vf"or yiyvovrai, irawraptvai Tt \iirt]v

ovStpiav (caTaXfi'rrovcriv. M13 ipa irti$opx6a KaBapan ^tovqv tlvai rrjr Avn-ijr

ana\\ayT)V.

* Phil. 51 B B<ra rat iv&ilas avaurBtfrovf ixoVTa "<" aXwrowr rht «r\ijp<i«

trtit ala-ffrjrat Kat ijoWar KaBapac \virov irapatitamv.

* Ct supra § 9 ; de Sens. iv. 44ob 30-441* 3.
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fection of our olfactory organ. The case of hard-eyed

animals, with regard to seeing colours, resembles that of

man in relation to odours : the distinctive qualities of

colours are not apparent to them except as indicating the

presence or absence of something terrifying. With the

same vagueness one may suppose that human beings

'

perceive odours. The sense of smell appears analogous

to that of taste, and the various kinds of odours to those

of tastes; and yet our sense of taste is more perfect,

which appears due to its being a mode of touch—the

sense in which man is superior to all other animals 1.'

§ 14. There is a sensible analogy between smells and Sensitu

tastes. ' Smells are, like tastes, distinguished as sweet and "tvr°S

bitter. In some objects, however, the smell is analogous oioxa% and

to the taste ; in them, for example, both taste and smell marked by

are sweet. In others the taste and the smell are of opposite c°minui"ty
* * 01 names.

sorts. Odours, as well as tastes, are likewise distinguished it is from

as pungent (opt/ufai), harsh (avoTr\pal), acid (r3£«a»), and ^"^ a

succulent {kvnapal). But since odours are not as clearly ha" by

discernible as tastes, it is from the latter that odour has rived their

derived these distinguishing names, in virtue of the sensible °ames-

resemblance between the things. For example, the smell physical

of saffron is sweet, and so is the smell of honey ; while ^weea
that of thyme and such things is pungent, and so on in smells and

like cases 2
.' But the analogy of smells to tastes must ^mie of

not be pressed too far. Many things have an agreeable thecom*.

odour, yet a most disagreeable taste, and conversely s
. of their

' From the physical analogy between the object of smell s^5"

and that of taste, there should be an analogy between their stands

effects on sense. This is certainly the case with some btfj^en

odours and tastes. There are odours called pungent, sweet, touch a""1

/
' * 1 i.i .

taste on one

harsh, sour (arpv^val), and succulent, and one might speak hand, and

offetid smells as analogous to bitter tastes ; wherefore the h^n"
1*

„

former make inhalation as offensive as the latter make the other,

swallowing *.' The sense of smell occupies a place midway

1 Arist. de An. ii. 9. 421* 7-20. * Arist. 1. c. 421* 2f3-42i> 3.

' 421* 27 aXXa ra yiv Zxpwri . . . rh ii roipairrlov.

' De Sens. v. 443
b 6-12. For the above analogies see also § 19 infra.
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between the two senses which are modes of touch (i.e.

&4>q and ytvcris), and the other two which perceive through

an external medium 1
.

Organ ot § 15. The organ of smelling is (as Aristotle thinks,

InanhnaU contrary to the opinion of previous psychologists, who held

generally, it to be of fire) constituted of air in animals which respire, of

and ser- water in the case of aquatic animals. In the former class

p™15- it is, perhaps, furnished with a ww/ia, or cover, analogous

respiring to the lid which covers the eye (see infra § 18, p. 151).
""""h

- The veins or pores of this covering must be opened by
the breath inhaled, before smelling can take place 2

. This

explains why it is that we perceive odour only when
inhaling, not when exhaling or holding the breath, and

that under water we cannot smell, since inhalation is

there impossible. Aquatic animals can smell under water

just because probably they are without this covering

of the organ of smell (vide infra, § 18). 'The organs of

smell are placed with good reason between the eyes. For

as the body consists of two parts, a right half and a left,

so also each organ of sense is double.' This is not so

obvious in the cases of taste and touch as in the senses

of hearing, seeing, and smelling. ' There are two nostrils,

though these are combined together. Were they other-

wise disposed, and separated from each other as are the

ears, neither they nor the nose in which they are placed

would be able to perform their office. For in such animals

as have nostrils olfaction is effected by means of inhala-

tion, and the organ of inhalation is placed in front, and

in the middle line. This is the reason why nature has

brought the two nostrils together, and placed them as the

central of the three sense-organs, setting them, as it were,

on either side of a single line, in a direction parallel to the

inhalatory motion V ' In the generality of quadrupeds and

viviparous animals there is no great variety in the forms

of the organ of smell. ... In no animal is this so peculiar

1 445» 5-8.

* DeAn. ii. 9. 42 ib I4seqq.; de Sens. v. 444b 22seqq.

» Arist. de Part. An. ii. 10. 6s6
b 31-657* II (Dr. Ogle's Transl. with

a few changes).
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as in the elephant, where it attains an extraordinary size

and strength, for the elephant uses its nostril as a hand. . .

.

Just as divers are sometimes provided with instruments for

respiration, through which they can draw air from above

the water, and thus may remain for a long while under the

sea, so also have elephants been furnished by nature with

their lengthened nostril ; and when they have to traverse

the water, they lift this up above the surface, and breathe

through it. ... A nostril is given to the elephant for respira-

tion as to every animal that has a lung, and its proboscis is

its nostril. ... In birds and serpents there is nothing which

can be called a nostril, except from a functional point of

view. ... A bird, at any rate, has nothing which can be

properly called a nose. In its beak, however, are olfactory

passages, but no nostrils. ... As for those animals that

have no respiration, it has been already explained why
it is that they are without nostrils, and perceive odours

either through gills, or through a blow-hole, or, if they are

insects, by the hypozoma ; and how their power of smelling

depends, like their motions, upon the innate spirit of their

bodies which in all of them is implanted by nature and not

introduced from without V ' Another part of the face is

the nose, which forms the passage for the breath. . . .

Through this part is performed respiration. It is, indeed,

possible to live without breathing through the nose, but

through this alone smelling; i. e. the sense by which we
perceive odour, is effected. Its parts—for it is bipartite

—

are the septum, which is of cartilage, and an empty duct

on either side of this *.' ' Nature, as it were en passant,

employs the respiratory process, in the case of certain

animals, for the purpose of the sense of smelling. Hence,

almost all animals have the sense of smell, though all have

not the same sort of olfactory organ V
§ 16. The sense of smelling operates through a medium— Medium of

smelling

:

1 Arist. de Part. An. ii. 16. 6s8
b 27-6$9h 19 (Dr. Ogle).

* Arist. Hist. An. i. II. 49*b 5-'7-

* Arist. de Respir. 7. 473* 23-7 ; cf. de Sens. v. 444' 25-8 for similar

words.

LI
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air or air or water x
. Aquatic animals appear to have a sense of

latteris the °dour. This sense is possessed alike by sanguineous and
medium of by bloodless animals, and generally by all which live in the
odour for ...,,,. , ° '

, ,

.

aquatic air V™ iv "*Pl; \ for some of the last come from great dis-

CTeatures. tances directly to their food when they have got the scent

general of it *. What the organ of smelling (or hearing) is in the

^tbT' case of fishes and otner animals that live beneath the water
4 dia-

^
is not known 3

. But the medium is in general the same

Includes as that OI" seeing, viz. the diaphanous : only it is not qua
b?111

- diaphanous that it serves asjnedium of smelling, but (§19
ever qua infra) qua having the power of washing or rinsing its native

noS'b"this
quality out °f the sapid dryness (p. 152, n. 1). How the

a medium medium acts, or how odour is conveyed through or by it

but eta*' from the odorous object to the organ, had been considered

capable of before Aristotle's time. Older writers took the essential

andabsorb- constituent of the organ of smelling to be fire
4

, and regarded

"j^f
f

odour itself as a fumid exhalation (kowpu5)js ivaOvptcuris)

the *«/»'</ consisting {according to Aristotle) of the elements earth

rar writers
and air * ' Indeed,' says Aristotle, ' all are inclined to this

1 419* 32i 443" 2» 419* 35i 42ib 9-". S33
b

4. 444" 21.

* 42ib 12. 'The old hypothesis that vultures find their prey by the

aid of this sense (smell) has been abundantly disproved.' Romanes,

Mental Evolution in Animals, p. 92.
5
444b 15, 656* 36. * 438b 20-22.

* 443» 21 seqq. In de Sens. ii. 438b 20-25 Aristotle himself appears

to adopt these very views of the organ and object of smelling.

Baumker, however, with whom Zeller (Arist. ii. 63 n., E. Tr.) agrees,

on the strength of the reading « before iti, asserts (Arist. op. cit.

p. 31) that Aristotle there speaks not from his own but from an alien

point of view with which he does not agree. Kampe, Erkenntniss-

theorie des Arist., p. 77, accepts the statements of de Sens, ii as

containing Aristotle's own opinions, notwithstanding the inconsisten-

cies which thus emerge. The health-theory of oapi), propounded in

de Sens, v (where the statements of ch. ii that 00-/11} is Kairvi>ir)t

aiaOvfuaeis is energetically contradicted) requires this very assumption

of oo-jjij being i'k impos ; for the wholesome effect of ooyiy on the brain

is derived from the heat of the former. Cf. 444
b

I o-u/i/i«rpos yap

avrav (sc. tup ov/iav) ij tffp/ioTrjr, and also 444* 22~4 f] yap rijf oap')S

iCvafut Stpfiri ti\v tpva-iv. Though arjp is hot and moist, I cannot think

that it is to air and not fire that the heating effect of 00-/117 is intended

to be ascribed in these passages. How the inconsistency is to be

explained is another matter. See infra, § 22.
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exhalation-theory,' It furnished them with the analogy had made

which they sought for to explain the transmission of the^ "£"*

odorous particles through the medium. Heraclitus implied ment of

his acceptance of it when he asserted that * if all existing ^!Si*
things were reduced to "smoke" 1

(i.e. the above fumid «° »* fi™.

exhalation) the nose would be the organ which would object to

perceive or discern all things.' Aristotle {de Sens. v)^{™^-
though he regards odour as naturally ' hot,' rejects this evapora-

theory of its being Kairwuojjs iivaOvntatrts, for other reasons H°
n
racijtnf

but particularly because (a) since fumid exhalation does not held the

occur under water, it leaves inexplicable the fact that fishes theo^o""

have the olfactory sense ; and because (6) this theory is °do"-.

analogous to, and must stand or fall with, the theory ofofperfec-

emanations, which he has already declared to be untenable.
^"glory"

All that has been urged against the theory of avoppoaC sense, (a)

in relation to the other senses, may be used m argument ™^pt ion>

against it in relation to the sense of smell. Aristotle (p nj<*.

probably intends here to confute Plato, who regarded all nation.

odour as either Kairv6s or 6/ifxM *• Perfection of the sense Je
he

e
^°
d
r

s

m"

of smelling, as of the senses of seeing and hearing, involves having

two things, viz. (a) perception of its object at a long^J^
distance; and {b) nice discrimination of differences of connected

quality in the object. The latter element of perfection ^n. The

depends on the purity of the organ, and the freedom from la"er °?

alien matter of the membrane which covers it. The former f the con-

element depends on the length of the passages in the organ ^nu
r^n

°f

which convey the external stimulus inwards to the ' point of Depen-

sense.' These rules of perfection hold alike, indeed, for the off°"o£
he

three organs which have external media, viz. those of seeing, ftnction

hearing.and smelling*. We are led to infer that the operation Tilpirm

of smelling is ultimately effected by the crv^vrov irvtOjua, or ««w«-

connatural spirit, with which the olfactory channel is filled.

This spirit conveys the dV/iTj, or stimulus of 6o<ppT)cris, to the

blood vessels around the brain, and thence to the heart.

The case is analogous with that of hearing *.

1 imirv&s. It must be remembered that by words like this and afc the

Greeksdenoted what we,aftervan Helmont, speak ofas 'gases.' The word

•air* did duty for the idea of 'gas ' in English until about 100 years ago.

» Cf. § 10 supra.
s 781* l7-b *9- * 744* 3 seqq.
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inhalation § 1 7. In mankind and other creatures which have lungs

Uonof an^ respire, the power of smelling is suspended while the

smelling, breath is held or exhaled 1
. Only while inhaling can

creatures a person smell, as may be ascertained by experiment*,
which do

« Since bloodless animals do not respire, and yet possess
not respire

..
perceive olfactory sense, some one may doubt whether it is really

niystery*
* tn 's sense which they possess, and not some other over and

Insects above the common five senses. To this we reply that,

Proof that ^ what at such times they perceive is odour, it cannot be
they do that they perceive it by any other than the olfactory sense;
possessthis - , ,-....
sense. for the sense which discerns odour, pleasant or unpleasant,

is the olfactory sense and nothing else V ' That creatures

which do not respire possess this sense is evident. Fishes

and all insects have, thanks to the species of odour cor-

related to nutrition {vide infra § 23), a keen sense of their

proper food from even a very great distance; e.g. bees

as regards honey, and also ants, of the small kind called

KPiTia. Among marine animals, too, the purple-fish and

many other similar creatures have an acute perception

of their food by its odour *.' ' Further, they are dele-

teriously affected by strong odours of the kind by which

human beings are injured, e. g. those of bitumen, brimstone,

&c. These animals, therefore, must possess the sense of

smell even without the faculty of respiration ".'

J^jj^ § 18. 'It is not so easy to be confident as to the organ by

1 42 I
b 18 aXXa to fivtv row arawvtiv pij mcrSawiodai "ttov tir\ ray

arOpamav. This sentence is, as Hayduck {Observationes criticae in

Arist., Greifswald 1873) pronounces, corrupt : it states what is both

false per se and contradictory of 41

9

b 1-2 6 fiiv Svdpomos koi rap ™(ar
isja avtncvii aSvmra u<Tfi:'ia6ai fiq avanvtovra '. as also of 444

b
16-24 and

473* 'S-2?- He also finds avdparrmv in 42 i
b 18 wrongly opposed to

vavrav (aitrihfTav) just before. He therefore reads (instead of ilvdpanav)

oafypavrav, thus getting rid of an extraordinary proposition, and making

perfect sense.
1 De An. ii. 9. 42ib 13-19. While the breath is being held or

exhaled no odorous object can be smelled—not even if placed within

the nose on the very nostril. But (adds Aristotle) contact between

object and organ defeats perception in the cases of all the mediated

senses. * 42ib 19-23 : cf. 444b 19-21.

* 444b 7-15. • 42ib 23-6.
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which they smell. Though they have the olfactory sense, the organ

the organ of this sense in them cannot be like that in man ?f^u

and creatures which respire. In the latter, this organ, as creatures.

compared with the analogous organs in the other creatures, £"'£
seems to differ from them much as man's eyes differ from Pf*?"

1

^
10

those of hard-eyed animals. The eyes of man have, in their for^0Um

lids, a kind of shelter or envelope,- whence a person cannot *> oar

see without first raising and removing the eyelids. But organ may

hard-eyed creatures are without anything of this sort ; they ^no°m.
see at once whatever presents itself to them in the diapha- while that

nous medium of vision V ' They do not need, besides eyes, respiring

an eye-opening apparatus, but see directly, once there is creatures

1. 1 0i ,w . *, . .
ISWlthoUt

anything to be seen'. In the selfsame way in the non-it. Re-

respiring animals the olfactory organ seems to stand jP 1̂1""^

uncovered, like the eye in the case described ; while in tingently,

creatures which respire this organ seems to have upon it economy

a sort of lid (irfiua) or curtain (eiriKd\vuu.a), which the breath of nature,

• . 1 ,«.//*• . . . , , . , joined with
inhaled lifts off and removes, the veins and pores being then smelling

dilated ; hence they can smell only when inhaling. In in
"f^

m

creatures which do not respire, this lid may be regarded as

permanently removed V * The reason why animals which

respire cannot smell under water is now manifest. To smell

they should inhale air, and for them to do this under water

would be impossible V The connexion, therefore, between

the sense of smell and respiration is not, as Empedocles

thought, necessary, but merely contingent (§15 supra) 5
.

§ 19. Physically regarded, odour consists of the Dry, just Object of

as taste consists of the Moist, and as the object of smell ^J'~
is actually, such is the organ potentially '. As, therefore, regarded

there is a sensible analogy between tastes and smells, so£f^'"
''"

there is a physical analogy also, resting on their origin between

respectively. ' Our physical conception of odours must be taste, so

analogous to that of savours, inasmuch as the sapid moist 5£"|!"<1

r

(see note i, p. 15a) effects, in water and air alike, in the cold on

sphere of another sense, what the (nutrient) dry effects in^°^^ rt

1 Arist. de An. ii. 9. 42ib 26-32. * 444* 27-8.

» 42i» 32-422* 3 and 444
b 21-8. 4 422* 3-6.

8 Theophr. de Sens. § 21 ; Diels, Von., p. I79» ' 422* 6-7.
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the 'font/ the water (moist) only 1
. We attribute diaphanousness to

istsuader
k°th water an<* a'r

>
But '* 's not m virtue of this quality

•water. DeC that either of these is a vehicle of odour, but in virtue of

the power which the so-called diaphanous has of rinsing

out, and so contracting, the quality of sapid dryness from

objects which possess it. Again, if the dry produces in

water and air an effect as of something washed out into

these, there must be an analogy between savours and

odours. . . . Plainly, odour is, in water and air, what savour

is in water. This explains why excessive cold, as of frost,

dulls the odour and taste of things ; as it destroys the

kinetic heat by which sapidity—the base of odour—is

wrought into the substance of the moist. That the object

of smell—odour—exists not only in air, but also in water, is

proved by the case of fishes and testacea, which are seen to

• possess the faculty of smelling, in spite of the fact that

water does not contain air (since air generated under water

always rises to the surface and escapes), and though these

creatures do not respire. Hence, if we grant that air and

water are both moist, it follows that we may define odour

as the natural substance of the sapid dry in a moist medium*

;

and whatever is of this nature is an object of smell 3
.

Odour § 20. We may see by comparing the things which have

""taste**
°d°ur wit*1 ^e things which have it not, that the property

physically of odorbusness originates in that of sapidity. Simple

Stances substances (viz. the elements earth, air, fire, water) are

which do tasteless, and hence they are inodorous 4
- The elements

not possess
1 442* 27-443* 2. The nutrient dry produces sapidity in water : the

sapid moist produces odorousness in air and water. The quality of

sapidity is derived from to £np&v, which, however, to be tasted, has to

be presented in a moist vehicle, or medium. In this medium it can

be called the sapid moist, and as such it is the foundation of odour.

The tyxypov $ipoi> is the ultimate, the tyxvpov vypav the proximate

cause of odour. Hence Aristotle uses either expression—sapid dry

(443» 2) or sapid moist (442
b 29)— in this connexion, and Torstrik's

iijpoV for vypiv in 442b 29 is needless.

2 In air or water ; air is hot and moist as water is cold and moist.
* Arist. de Sens. v. 442b 30-443* 8 and 443'' 6-16.

* Cf.Theophr. U«pi 'Oapiav, i.lai 0071m to piv SKov i< (ui£tat 11V1 xaddntp

01 xv/uu* to yap Sptucrov airav aoopov, Cxnttp aj^vpov, JtA kiu to dirXa aoSfia,

otbv CSap aljp nip' ij &€ yr) paKurra rj povr) odpqv c^ci, diu paXitrra petKTi).
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are inodorous because in them the moist and the dry are taste have

without sapidity, until some added ingredient introduces it. ^£0^ ''

Sea-water, on the other hand, possessing savour as well as "«» varie»

dryness *, possesses odour also. Various other substances sapidity.

are found to vary in odorousness directly in proportion to °^°™ °£
d
_

their sapidity. Such are salt as compared with soda, wood sicaiiy the

as compared with stone ; bronze and iron as compared with
samc •

gold 2
. 'In fact odour and savour are physically almost

the same affection, though each is realized for sense under

different conditions from the other 3
. Odour is in its nature

possessed of heating power *, a property which, as we shall

see, makes it conducive to the health of the brain. Odour

§ 31. Odour is transferred from the odorous object to the ^ngh
olfactory organ in a medium which, as we have seen, may be jtsmedium.

air or water. Its passage through the medium is not ;s the only

instantaneous ; unlike light, it requires time to travel. m
b̂

ted

A person who is nearer to an odorous object perceives which

its odour sooner than one who is farther off 5
. Odour is \^*™

wafted to us in the air, so that we can smell distant objects, transitu.

So savour is propagated through water, and, no doubt,

if we were denizens of the water, we should be able to

taste things, as we now smell them, from a distance 6
.

The stimulus of smell like that of hearing takes time to

reach us. The only object of sense which involves no

time of transit is the object of vision, colour, which depends

on light : for light has no transit-time. Its diffusion is

co-instantaneous in diverse places.

In reading this account of odour travelling through a

1 fijpoTi/ro : sea-water, according to Aristotle, contains earth, the

distinctive characteristic of which is dryness, de Gen. An. iii. 11.

76l b 8-12 ; Meteor, iv. 4. 382* 3 Myirai &i riov oTot)((luv iHiairara £ijpov

fliv yij, * 3 Ti6ifit6a ii vypov oapn viap, £ijpou it yjjv.

8 443* 8-21. Aristotle's theory of odours depends on his theory of

tastes, hence a good deal of the above must, to be understood, be read

in the light of what will follow in the section on Tasting.

3 440b 29-30. UaBos = the effect of the (tyxv/ioy) £i}p<ii> in the vypov

—of air and water, or of water only.

* 444» 24-5. • 446* 2*
* 422" 11-14, 447* 6-9. Taste, for Aristotle, is, however, a mode of

Touch, 434
b 18-24.
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medium one should not forget that Aristotle steadfastly

opposed the theory of iitoppoaC, or particles floating from

the object to the organ. What he believed was that the

object caused a change (iciVtjo-is or irddos) in the adjacent

part of the medium, which change, propagated onwards
to the point where medium and organ meet, became the

stimulus of perception. (See de An. iii. 12. 434
b 27 seqq.)

Odour U § 22. 'Odour is not fumid evaporation 1
, consisting of

poration*' earth and air. Popular though this idea of it has been,
other we must reject it. Yet all writers incline to take odour as
fumid or - . .

humid. evaporation in some form, whether fumid or humid 2
, or

A^^t either indifferently 3
. The humid is mere moisture, but

incon- fumid evaporation is, as we have said, composed of air

between an(* earth. The former, when condensed, forms water

;

views of the latter, a species of earth. Odour is not either of these,

on this The one, too, consisting as it does of water, is tasteless, and
point m therefore without odour; while the other evaporation cannot

pans of* occur in water, and would not, as physical basis of odour,
Sensu

- account for the fact that subaqueous or aquatic creatures

possess a sense of this 4.'

It causes much surprise when, on turning from the

chapter in which we read as above to an earlier chapter

of the de Sensu, we find it stated that odour, the object

of smell, is (KQmv&li\s ivaOvnCacrit) fumid evaporation : the

proposition denied so energetically three chapters later.

' The olfactory organ is essentially composed of fire ' (we

read in ch. ii) ;
' for the olfactory organ is potentially what

the olfactory sense (as actualized) ' is actually. The object

is that which causes the actualization of each sense; so

that the sense itself must, to begin with, have the corre-

sponding potentiality. Now odour, the object of this sense,

is fumid evaporation, which arises from fire ; hence the

1 Cf. 34 I
b 6 seqq., 357

b 24 seqq. xatrvuSij; avaOvpuiais is, in plain

English, a form of smoke, Kum6s. ' ' Mistlike evaporation,' dr/u'r.

' It will be remembered that Plato reduced <So>i9 in all forms to

either tunrvas or 6/j/^Xr;, i. e. to the Kairva&qs uvaBvpiaait or the dr/11'r of

our passage. * De Sens. v. 443* 21-31.

' J yap ivtpytiq f) Str^pifinr, tovto bvvdfut ri £a(jtpavTiKiv, where tJ<r<ppr]tns

—the actualized sense— is awkwardlyput for <5<r/iij— its actualizing object.
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organ that is brought to actuality by this object is

potentially fire.'

Is is not easy to explain this discrepancy or to explain

it away. To assert (see p. 148, n. 5) that in the earlier

passage Aristotle speaks from an alien point of view is not

sufficient. Aristotle himself adopts and everywhere main-

tains all the points there laid down respecting the nature

of the other organs. The thermic property of the object

of smell is plainly asserted l even in ch. v, in the argument
which expounds the wholesome effect of odours upon the

brain of man. This effect they owe to their thermic

properties. Thus, notwithstanding the denial in ch. v
that odour is xairvdhrii ivadvplams, it is there made to

retain the property of heat which, in ch. ii, forms the

ground of the assertion that it is Kairvubris avaOvplains.

We may perhaps assume, that, despite the proximity in

which chapters ii and v of the de Sensu now stand, they

were written at some considerable interval of time from one

another, which would render explicable a change of view

on the writer's part. We cannot suppose that in the earlier

chapter, where ixr\a\ is said to be fumid evaporation,

Aristotle merely uses the current terminology and adopts

the current opinion, which he corrects afterwards when he

comes to deal directly, at close quarters, with this opinion

itself. In the Meteorologica, indeed, he adopts respecting

01/ris (the light ray) a view opposed to his own theory of

vision, but one which was and had long been current.

There, however, he was not concerned with psychology

but with optics, and the current view was good enough for

his purpose ; which could not be said here. We have to

fall back upon the patchwork character of even some of

the indisputably Aristotelean writings (however it came

about) to explain many such apparent incongruities.

§ 23. ' Despite statements to the contrary 2
, odours are ^°^f*n

1 444» 22-4, 444
b I. See, however, Neuhauser, Arist. Erkenntniss-

vermogen, pp. 20-26.

' 443
b 17 seqq. Aristotle here seems to censure Plato, Tim. : vide

supra §§ 10- 1 1. Plato held that odours are incapable of division a.'.d
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6ed in divisible into species. They have an aspect in which they

^ies-
run parallel to tastes. In this aspect their pleasant or

Pw
isnr" unP'eas*nt quality belongs to them only as a consequence

of odour of their relation to savour.' Plato, rejecting all classifica-

hZm**
t'on °^ 0<^ours > except into pleasant and unpleasant,

titefor overlooked the distinction between the pleasantness of

b^^f certain odours per se and that of others which depends on
cc^ed appetite for the food from which they arise. But there is

pleasure a close connexion between the taste of things and the
ielt in the nutrient faculty of the soul, and animals find the odour of
odour, e.g. *

of flowers, food pleasant when they have an appetite for the food itself,

dttlepfe*.
^hen tnev are satisfied and want no more food, they cease

sant odoms to feel the odour of it pleasant. Their agreeable or dis-

/«-°«
0E

" agreeable quality belongs to such odours only incidentally,

pleasant,
i. e. as a result of their relationship to food ; but just because

and those . , . .... ,, . , . , .

pleasant of this relationship, all animals without exception perceive
'"" V"* them. But there is a different class, viz. that of odours which

The latter are/rr se agreeable or disagreeable, as for example, those of

odoure can flowers, which have nothing to do with appetite (though they

be divided preserve health, as below explained) either as stimulating or

many as dulling it. Odours of the former class are divisible into

species as %& many sub-classes as there are different classes of savours.
there are

savours. Those of the latter class are not divisible in the same way.

cSss^oTso These latter odours are perceptible to man, and man
divisible, only, as agreeable or disagreeable. Other animals perceive

pleasure in onty those of the former kind. If they perceive such
this kind odours as those of sweet flowers, they are not in the least

The lower degree attracted by them. If they perceive the odours
k do which to man are essentially disagreeable, they evince not

the slightest repugnance to them, unless, indeed, besides

being disagreeable, they are noxious or pernicious, like the

fumes of charcoal and brimstone. By the latter animals

and. men alike are affected, and animals, like men, shun

them on account of their effects. But certain plants, which

to us smell offensively, seem no way offensive to the lower

animals, nor do they concern themselves with them, except

as affecting their food.

subdivision into genera and species, and can only be classed as either

pleasant or unpleasant.

anima.

cot.
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§ 24. The reason why the perception of such odours is R«**?*

confined to man is to be found in the comparative size perception

and coldness of man's brain, which is, in proportion to his £$££*
bulk, larger and moister than that of any other species of of flowers,

animal. Now odour is naturally akin to the hot, and^*^,,
being introduced through the act of respiration, in the ,?

an . notto

case of all animals which respire, it mounts up to the animals:

brain, and tempers with its heat the coldness of that organ ^'"^
which might otherwise be excessive. The heat which tive large-

odour contains renders it light, so that it naturally ascends jj^.°

into the region of the brain, and thus produces in the latter brain - Hi»
.... , , * , ., ... , gTeatersen-

a healthy tone and temperature \ While this is true of Suiveness

odour in all animals alike, man. for the reason above given, '° odour

. ,

' ' (as proved
has, in his perception of odours essentially pleasant or by this per-

unpleasant, an additional provision for the same purpose.^^
It was nature's own device for counteracting the dangers additional

arising from the greater size and coldness of the human ^ae by

brain. Man's richer endowment in this sense, evidenced n"nre for

by his perception of pleasures and pains of odour in which of his brain

other animals have no share, is thus and thus only to be ex- j^^^
plained. This is the sole purpose of his perception of such effect of

odours. That they effect this purpose is manifest enough, haled.

for odours sweet per se are funlike sweet tastes, which Hence
sweet taste

often mislead) universally found to be beneficial, irre- (of food)

spectively of particular states of health or appetite 2
. In ^^.

be"

1 For medicinal effects of 00711} cf. Tbeophrastus, TJtpl 'Oo-puv,

§§ 42 seqq. ; Athenaeus 687 D (Kock, Com. Att. ii. p. 368) ou«

alias on al iv rq> tyKt<pa\tp rjfiau ai<r8q<T*is odfxais rjdtiais naprjyopovyrai

itfoam r« dtpaffiiovrai, Kada km *AA«££s d)ij<rii> in rjovqpg ovrus

—

iytfias pipos

/uyurror, oapas iym<f>a\<p xpjjcrrac iroiciv.

In what follows Athenaeus dilates at great length on the wholesome

efficacy of odours sweet per se.

* Arist. de Sens. v. 443
b 17-445* 16. The passage in which the

writer expounds his theory of the classification of odours is very con-

fused and ill-composed. It digresses frequently into other matters ;

but, worst of all, it leaves obscure the precise point on which the

difference between man and other animals consists. At one time

(444* 3, 8, 29) the writer says, man alone perceives the second class of

odours. Later on (444* 31-3) he seems to qualify this, as if his
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smdi« general, however, what taste is for nutrition, this smell

«££" is for health ».

betray. § 2$. It has been already observed (§ 14 sttpra) that the

of&e
011 sense °^ sme^ occupies a middle position between the

oifactoiy senses which perceive by contact and those which perceive
^°°g through an external medium. The senses are five, that

senses, and is, they form an odd number ; and an odd number has

object of a middle unit, which answers to the position of smelling
this among among the other five senses. Hence the object of smell, too,

objects of has an analogous place among those of the other senses. It

^^^ is an effect (§19 supra) produced in water or air by the

comes lyyyiLov fjjpoV (or vypov), and therefore involves at once

ten^ affinities for the nutrient objects, which come within the
th
^^

tnal provinces of taste and touch, and also for the objects of

externally seeing and hearing, whence it is that water and air—the
mediated metjja f see;ng and hearing—are its vehicles. Accord-

odour ingly, odour is something belonging to both spheres in

bett«*n common. It has its more material side in the provinces

the objects Qf touch and taste, its less material in the provinces of

classes re- seeing and hearing. From this fanciful position Aristotle

specnvely. deduces a justification of the figure, by which he described

odour as a sort of ' dyeing ' (cf. Neuhauser op. cit. p. 24,

and Arist. 44i b 16) or 'washing' of 'dryness' in the moist

and fluid 2
.

Pytha- \ 26. ' The theory held by certain Pythagoreans s that

£eory that
certam animals are nourished by odour alone is untenable.

odour is For food must be composite, as the animal structure
mxtnect

meaning was that man alone feels pleasure in their perception. We
must suppose that this pleasurable perception by man is the dis-

tinguishing feature in his case, and that it implies a keenness of scent

for odours of this class surpassing that of other animals ; so that while

they may or may not (i>s tliriiv, 444" 32, seems to indicate uncertainty

on this point) perceive them objectively, or in their effects, at all

events they do not feel pleasure or pain in these odours as such. Their

sense of them lacks the vividness and force with which they impress

the consciousness and benefit the health of man.
1 445" 30.

* olov Patf (' Abfarbung ') m ml trXwrw, 445* 4-14, 443* I.

* On the ground of Alexander's stating that certain physicians held

this opinion, Zeller doubtfully refers it to Alcmaeon.
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nourished by it is composite. Even water, when unmixed, mistaken

does not suffice for food ; that which is to form part of the £^our
*"

animal system must itself be corporeal ; but air is even «<«j<»» of

less capable than water of assuming the required corporeal capable of

form forming10Tm'
food.which

Besides, food passes into the stomach, whence the body must be

derives and assimilates it. The organ by which odour is
s?^

perceived is in the head, and thither—to the respiratory odour goes

., <. . % 1. t» .. >.
upwards to

tract—odour goes in the process of inhaling. .But, not the brain;

going to the stomach, it is impossible that odour should ^5°™"
act as food 1

. the

stomach.
1 De Sens. v. 445* 16-29 ; de An. ii. 3. 414* 10.



THE ANCIENT GREEK PSYCHOLOGY
OF TASTING

Alcmaeon.

Organ and § *• ALCMAEON says 'it is with the tongue that we
function of discern tastes. For this being warm and soft dissolves

The
' the sapid particles by its heat, while by its porousness and

tongue is delicacy of structure it admits them into its substance and
porous like *

a sponge, transmits them to the sensorium 2.' In the Placita he is

^so^ reported as teaching 'that tastes are discerned by the

the sapid moisture and warmth in the tongue, in addition to its soft-

which it ness 3.' Diogenes of Apollonia compares the tongue to a
dissolves sponge, and Alcmaeon seems to, have had the same idea. It
bv its

rot
warmth absorbs the sapid juices of food, and then transmits them

moisture.
to wnat Alcmaeon regarded as the sensorium—the brain.-

Heipiess- This very popular and superficial view of the matter may

psvehology ^e compared with that which ha3 still to serve for the
to explain psychology of tasting, little though it helps us as regards

the essential point, viz. how it comes to pass that the sapid

particles are perceived as tastes. ' In the ordinary course

of things these sensations are excited by the contact of

specific sapid substances with the mucous membrane of

the mouth, the substances acting in some way or other,

by virtue of their chemical constitution, on the endings

of the gustatory fibres 4 .' Anatomy, Physiology, and

Chemistry, despite the enormous advantage they give the

psychologist of to-day, have been able to advance the

psychology of taste little beyond the popular and super-

ficial stage at which Alcmaeon left it. Here, as in Touching,

Psychology tends to merge itself in Physiology.

1 Theophr. de Sens. 25 ; Diels, Vors., p. 104 yXarrji ti tovs xvl">vt

rpiV«»" x^iapav yap oiirav <cal paXaKrjv TijKttv rjj 6tpp.&n)TC bixtaBai Si xa\

diaSiSovat Sia rqv /iaw>ri)ra itai &ira\anjra. So Wimmer reads for MSS.
TTJV /*. Trjr iirakoTTiros.

1 Plut. Epil. iv. 18, Diels, Dox., p. 407 ; Vors., p. 104 'AXkjWwc r«j»

vypZ> koi ry x^laPV TV '" TS y^">TTV vP^f V) f"*\oKOTtfri iiaxpivtaBai roit

Xypovr.
i Foster, Text-Book of Physiology, § 865, p. 1398.
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Empedocles.

§ a. ' As to tasting and touching, Empedocles says Taste: its

nothing definite respecting either of them, not stating the^^j
mode in which or the causes by which they are effected, W.the

except merely to enunciate his general principle that all symme&i-

sensation whatever is due to the fitting of emanations into <? 1 e,,
?
a 'u,*

, - ,
° tions into

the pores \ Parmenides, Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Demo- the pore* of

critus, Epicurus, and Heraclides held that the particular^ 0IS*n-

sensations are produced in us by the symmetrical relations

between the pores of the sense-organ and the object of

sense, i. e. when each sense has its proper object of per-

ception fitting into its pores 2.' Theophrastus observes

that the theory of airoppoat is, notwithstanding objections,

a possible theory regarding the other senses, but is met
with difficulties of a special sort as regards those of tasting

and touching 3
. It may be that this difficulty prevented

Empedocles from developing his theory of emanation with

reference to the sense of tasting and touching.

§ 3. But though, except for this vague doctrine, he Taste, «*-

teaches nothing respecting the function of tasting, he-J"^™^

gives certain opinions on the physical nature of tastes, according

objectively regarded, i. e. the sapid substances which cause docies.
P
All

the sensations of taste. The following we learn from j*?
«">?»

Aristotle : ' Taste is a mode of touch. Now the natural primarily

substance water tends to be tasteless, but it is necessary
û^ter'

either that the water should have in itself the various particles

genera of sapid qualities, though imperceptible owing to tesUmdiy

their minuteness, as Empedocles holds, or &c.4 ' In accord- s™*n size>

ance with this is the view ascribed to Empedocles by Aelian fore not

that the sea contains particles of sweet water among the perceptible

1 Theophr. de Sens. §9; Diels, Vors., p. 177 mp\ hi yiiatat nil

i(f>Sjc 011 &iopl((rai Kaff itaripav ovrt irus ovrt &i' & yiyvovrai, rrXqy to

Koivav on ra ivapp&rrtiv toU tropins a'aOrjais io~riv.

* Aet. iv. 9, Diels, Dox., p. 397 ; Vors., p. 180 Uapptviitjt, 'E/ureoVwcXqr,

'Ava£ay6pas, CttfpoKpvros, 'EnUovpos, HpoxXd'dijr napa rat o-vpptrpiat rwv

tt&pav rat Kara ptpos al<j8ijO-iis ylviaBat tov oikciou tui> alaOtfruv cnurrov

(icdoTj ivapp&TTOVTOt.

5 Theophr. de Sens. § 20 ro jrtpl rifv airoppo^v . .• . ir«pi hi nj* AQqv *a\

ytvaiv oi pfSioy.
* Arist de Sens. \\. 44 1« 3.

EA1E M
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severally, predominating salt. * Empedocles of Agrigentum says that

of puJftt* there IS a certain portion of sweet water in the sea, though
and fruits, not perceptible to all creatures, and that it serves for the

derived., nourishment of the fishes. He declares that the cause of this

sweetness which is produced amidst the brine is a natural

one 1.' Unfortunately Aelian omits to state what natural

cause Empedocles assigned for the sweetness of sea-water

;

yet we may connect his view of this with what Aristotle

tells us above, that Empedocles regarded all genera of

taste as existing in water, but in particles too small to be

separately perceptible. The several sorts of particles

might combine according to their affinities, and when
enough of them come together, and are combined like

with like, the perceptibly sweet, Utter, harsh, acid, and

other tastes appear 2
. We must further connect with this

view the statement attributed to Empedocles that wine is

water which has undergone fermentation 3
.

' The differ-

ences of taste in plants correspond to the variations in the

manifold of their nutrient particles, and hence in the plants

themselves, since they assimilate the kindred particles, from

that which nourishes them, differently (in different soils),

as we see in the case of vines. It is not differences in

the vines that make the wine good or bad, but differences

in the soil which nourishes them*.' The nourishment of

1 Aelian, Hist. An. ix. 64 'EfiircSoxXiif 6 'Axpayavrivot \iyti ri ctvat

yXvcv fv 177 daXdo-cry vSap, oil itaat bijkov, rp6<ptpov t( tup l%8iap' Kail rqv

alrlav rovit rov cV rj aX/ii; ykviuuvopAvov Xe'yrt (pvaiKrjv.

* Karsten, Emped., pp. 439 and 482. Cf. Arist. 357
b 24; Diels,

Dox., p. 381.
5 Arist. Top. A 5. 127* 17 Spolas 6' oM' 6 01116s iariv viup atarrptot,

KaSantp 'E/iireSofcAqr (prjal ; Diels, Vors., p. 205

otvor aito </>Xoiou 7r<X<T<u trairiv iv £vXa> Hop.

Wine is water that has penetrated from the rind of the vine inwards,

and undergone decomposition or fermentation within the wood.
* The version is from the text of Galenus, Hist. Phil., with Diels'

(irapa) : rue $ia<popas rav \upmv (jiapa) jrapaXXayar yiyvtaOal rijs

m\vp.epclas ra< rov (pvruv &ia<f>6pas cXkoptuv rat ilri rov rpitpovros

i/ioioptptiar. The r^r (y^s} iroKv/itpciat of Diels [Vors.) is unfortunate,

as Empedocles held not yv but vSap for the source of xv/«h'. Cf. Diels,

Dox., p. 439; Vors., p. 172.
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plants, according to Empedocles, is effected by the attrac-

tion of kindred elements into them through their pores

from the earth in which they grow.

Demdcritus.

§4. According to Democritus, 'The atomic figure hasThe«#«/

absolute existence (naff aM *<m), but the sweet, like objects ^j^mb.
of sense in general, is relative and dependent on extraneousJe^Mr

things ' (vpbs flXAo na\ iv 5\Aois) 1
.

' He does not specify the ferences of

atomic shapes (uoptpfa)which generate all objects of sense,but^ ^"
the

rather those which form tastes (xvXfiv) and colours ; of these differences

he treats definitely and in detail those that are the. objective
°
n j^e

1*

condition of tastes (to ntpl rois x«Xovj), explaining how at0™s of

they present themselves as purely relative to us (avafyiputv things.

tt)p (pavraalav itpbs &v0pa>nov). The acid taste (<5£w>) he
^'jfj sour

declares to be formed from atomic shapes that are angular, titter,

winding, small, and thin (yaivoti&fj 2
T<j> ayrjuan nal iroX.vKaiiiTrj *„„„'„/

koI puKpbv tal Xcnrov).

.

.'. The sweet taste (ykvKvv) is com- "teuton;

posed of shapes which are spherical and not too {ayav) according

small. . . . The astringently sour ((rrpvQvov) is composed of t0^e
<

shapes large and with many angles, and having very little shapes of

rotundity. . . . The bitter (wiKpoV) consists of shapes small, ^^1°™
smooth, and spherical, having got a spherical surface which the organs

actually has hooks attached to it (tjji> nfpHptpaav tl\tf\6ra case. Bat

nal Kaunas Iyovo-oA . . . The saline is composed of large the bod
.

lly..it. 1 > state of^
shapes, not spherical, but in some cases also not scalene 3

,
person has

and therefore without many flexures. . . . The pungent*^^^
(Ipiuvs) is small, spherical, and regular, but not scalene. . . . account.

In the same way he explains the other " powers " (hwdutis)

of each taste-stimulus, reducing them all to their atomic

figures (avdywv fit to o-xwioto). Of all these shapes he

says that none is simple or unmixed with the others, but

that in each taste there are combined many shapes, and

that each one and the same taste involves somewhat of

the smooth, the rough, the spherical, the sharp, and the rest.

But of the shapes that which is chiefly involved determines

1 Tbeophr.de Sens. §69. * So Diels, ' ut ex y&vot,' Dox.,p. 51711.

* Diels, Vers., p. 393 aXX' iv iviar xai (ot) trcaXnyay. See next page,

note 3.

M %
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the effect upon sensation, and the sensible "power" of the

whole. It makes much difference also what the bodily

state is with which the shapes come into relation ; for from

this it happens sometimes that the same stimulus (ro aM)
produces contrary subjective effects, and that contrary

stimuli produce the same subjective effect V
Theophr. § 5. « Democritus investing each taste with its characteristic

flan!?' figure makes the sweet that which is round and large in

restates this its atoms ; the astringently sour that which is large in its
theory of

. , -j
tastes. For atoms, but rough, angular, and not spherical ; the acta, as

Stin^lS its name imports, that which is sharp in its bodily shape

every other (6£hv tw oy(c&>), angular, and curving, thin, and not spherical

;

^^' *
f

thepungent that which is spherical, thin, angular, and curving

;

touching, the saline, that of which the atoms are angular, and large,

and crooked (aicokwv) and isosceles ; the bitter, that which

is spherical, smooth, scalene 4
, and small. The succulent

(kntapov) is that which is thin, spherical, and smallV We
need not here endeavour to reproduce the reasons given,

on the authority of Theophrastus, for the assignment of

the particular shapes to the production of the respective

tastes. To us the whole theory seems almost a play of

fancy; yet we must not forget that to its author it was

a serious attempt, on the most scientific and common-sense

lines at that time known, to account physically for these

sensations. Our interest in it is mainly and primarily

historical. Except for the general idea of atomism, this

theory of ' atomic shapes ' has little affinity to any modern

scientific theory of taste, physiological or psychological.

Democritus, as sufficiently appears from what precedes,

1 Theophr. de Sens. §§ 64-7 ; Diels, Vors., p. 393 ; Mullach,

Democ, p. 219.
1 Mullach reads (\ovra (tkoX^vIuv ; Diels keeps the MSS. o-KoAioVqra,

* crookedhess.'
3 Theophr. de Caus. PL vi. I. 6. I have given this extract for com-

parison with the preceding. It shows that some degree of consistency

was observed in the respective descriptions of the corpuscular shapes

which according to Democritus go to form the various stimuli of taste.

It may be noted that here the atoms of the saline are described as

l<To<TKf\rj. This confirms the insertion of oi before <r<ca\ij«oi/ Theophr.

de Sens, § 66.
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reduced the sensations of taste to modifications of the
sense of touch. This was not peculiar to his system. It

was, says Aristotle, a doctrine shared by him with most of
the natural philosophers * who tried to explain the sensory

functions. They all conceived the objects which affect the

senses generally as being tangible.

§ 6. Theophrastus.having stated that Democritus' opinions Democri-

as regards the sensory operations of smelling, tasting, and d°^
1

t

bw

touching were much like those ofmostother writers 2
, criticizes *»'»* of

as follows his theory of tastes, and the physical account atoms alike

he gives of them. ' There is this strange feature too in in sh»pe

the theory of those who advocate the atomic shape doctrine, ferent in

viz. the different kind of sensory effect which they ascribe si*e- Theo"
' J phrastus

to atoms alike in shape, and differing only in smallness criticizes

or largeness. For this would imply that their powers as ^in how
affecting sense depend not only upon their shapes, but are altera-

on their bulks. But though one might assign atomic bulk taste pro-

as cause of the greater force or impressiveness of a sensory d°ced ? »«

stimulus, or of the amount or degree of sensory effect shapes awl

produced, it is not reasonable to explain in this way ^jj'^j or

differences in the quality or kind of sensory effect, are some

Democritus' leading hypothesis is that the sensory powers fr^'some

depend on the figures 3 of the atoms ; since, if the figures |
ntrodac«l

of different stimuli were homogeneous, their effects on former

sense would be homogeneous in the sphere of taste, as in
aEPeea,e?

other spheres
;
just as a triangle of sides a foot long agrees be tme,

with one with sides of ten thousand feet in having its three
JJ,e

a
)J?

angles together equal to two right anglesV "'<»' '<>«**

'One might, as against Democritus, well ask how it is movaior

that the different tastes are generated from or succeed '!»trodnc-

tion ?

one another. For either the atomic figures must be

altered so as, for instance, from scalene and angular to

become spherical ; or, assuming that all the various shapes

which give rise to certain tastes are in (the moist founda-

1 Cf. Arist. de Sens. iv. 442* 29.
s Theophr. de Sens. § 57.

5 Theophrastus argues as if Democritus had asserted ax^ara alone

to be the cause of the perception of sensible qualities.

* Theophr. de Cans. PL vi. 2. 3 ; Diels, Vors., p. 390. 13 ; Mullach,

Dtmocr., p. 350.
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tion), e.g. those of the sour, the acid, and the sweet, some

must be separated from the rest—those, that is, which

determined the previous tastes in each case respectively,

and were proper to them severally—while the others

should hold their ground ; or else, in the third place, some
must go out from the mass and others must come in.

Now since alteration in the atomic figures is out of the

question, the atom being incapable of change, it remains

either that some must leave and others must enter, or else,

simply, that some must stay, while some leave. Both these

latter hypotheses are untenable, however, unless it can be

shown further what it is that produces these movements

—

what is their efficient cause V Democritus held that the

moist

—

rb vypov— is, as it were, a iravcrntpnta of tastes 2
.

This moist is in every case the foundation of taste ; the

element in which the taste atoms are, so to speak, suspended.

If now a change takes place in a given taste, so that, e.g.,

from <rrpv(f>v6s it becomes y\vnvs, either the atoms proper to

aTpvtpv6rr\s, in some given moist medium, alter their shape

(which is impossible) to suit yXvmJnjs ; or else from the

portion of the moist medium which is, in the given case,

the vehicle of (rrpv<j>v6rrjt, those atomic shapes depart on

which this quality depended, leaving behind them those

proper for ykvuvnis (as there must have been some such,

since tastes are never composed of atomic shapes of one

single kind, but all, or many, are associated in each case,

the predominating kind fixing the quality of the whole)

;

or else from that portion of the moist medium which

yielded arpv(f>v6Tr\s all the atomic shapes which character-

ized the taste before depart, while other shapes, suitable

to ykvKvrris, are then imported from somewhere in the wider

1 Theophr. de Caus. PI. vi. 7. a ; Diels, Vors., p. 390. 20.

* Cf. Arist. de Sens. iv. 441* 6 § vXiji/ roiavnjv dvai [to Hap] olov

iranrirtpjiltai ^v^iuv, (eat aitavta fuv f£ vdaror ylve<rdai, i'XXu 8* «'£ uXXov

ptpovs, which words must, as Alexander states, apply to Democritus.

The Empedoclean theory had been stated in the preceding line, while

that of Aristotle himself (which was also that of Theophrastus) comes

in the following lines, jrawnrcp/u'a is used of the Democritean theory

by Arist. 203* 20.
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moist medium outside the given portion. The first

supposition contradicts the fundamental hypothesis of

atomism ; the two latter require an efficient cause which
Democritus neglected to supply. Aristotle and Theo-
phrastus regard water—the moist medium—as tasteless per
se, but capable of being qualified to sapidity by to £tjpo'j>,

which produces its effect in the medium by the force or

efficiency of rd 6cpp.6v 1
,

Theophrastus states that the different species of tastes

were popularly regarded as seven in number, or eight if

the saline is separated from the bitter. Thus the number
of these would correspond with those of the different

species of odours and of colours 2
.

Anaxagoras.

§ 7. ' Anaxagoras held that touching and tasting discern Tasting

their objects in the same fashion (sc. by contraries). For x
'°"

that which is equally hot or cold with the organ of sense junctions

affects it with the feeling neither of heat nor of coldness the operm.

when it comes in contact with it, nor do they perceive the tion ofcon-

. > 1 <• 1 1 it. tranes, or

sweet or the acta by means of these themselves, but they of unlike

discern the cold by contrast with the hot, and the drinkable ^°£ie
(sc. sweet, of water) by contrast with the saline, the sweet The cold

(generally) by contrast with the acid, according to the ŵ er

ee

deficiency of each of these respectively, as compared with warm and
vice versa r

its opposite: since all alike, he says, exist within us 3
, and so in

According to the Anaxagorean theory of irav iv iravrC, •"s
,!

in& !t

all qualities—those of taste as well as others—are found bitter

together : where one is, there are all the rest. But some
JJJlt m"

1 Cf. Theophr. de Caus. PI. vi. 1-7, for an exposition of his own

(which is probably a more detailed Aristotelean) account of taste, and

a criticism of that of Democritus.

' Theophr. de Caus. PI. vi. 4. 1-2 (he concludes : 6 ti apiOpit 6 t5»

firri (caipnirarof xa\ (pvaiKinaras) ; Arist. de Sens. iv. 442* 19-29.

For Democritus' theory of tasting cf. further Lucret iv. 615-32, with

Giussani's notes.

* Theophr. de Sens. § 28 ; Diels, Vors., p. 323. 8 rhv abrov ti rp&imr

koI TiJK a<pq» «H T^y ytvam K.piviu>' To yap Spoiae Btppav km ^rv^pov

aCrt Btppalvuv oirt ^v\tiv irkxjjia{pv, oiii tl) to yXvxu xai to o£i 4V avriiy

yvapLCttv, a\\a Tip piv Bfppy to yyvxP6") TV 4 ' aX/ivpa>TO varipov, rw d' o|«I

to yXwci Kara T^v l\X«^iK nj» ixdarou' nana yap iwirapx<M> fprpiv iv four.
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if"*5*6 preponderate, others are comparatively deficient in certain

&t ns» cases. ' This being so, in all composite substances we must

therefo

4
* conce've many sorts of matter with all sorts of qualities

where one to be inherent, and germs of all things, possessing forms

Sefj^
1 and colours and savours of all kinds. Thus, too, human

some one beings are constructed, and all other animals—all things

Ltesa^d *hat possess a soul V Thus in the human body and in

character- the organs of sense are found these infinitesimal specimens

total. Thus of all sorts of qualities ; and the senses as above explained

oreanUms
owe t ^le^r discriminating power to the opposition between

too; so the qualities of the sense-organ and its object in each

required case- With regard to the physical nature of the saline

contrariety taste, as exhibited in sea-water, we have the following

:

organ and ' Anaxagoras supposed that when the moisture which
stimulus originally flooded all the earth had been subjected to

present, the scorching heat of the sun in its revolutions, and the

Sfe^f'the finest part of the water had thus been evaporated, the

sea. sediment which remained became salt and bitter 2 .' 'A
third opinion as regards the manner in which the sea

became briny is that the water which forms it, being

filtered through the earth, and contracting by infiltration

the qualities of this, becomes saline, because of the earth

containing such tastes within itself; whereof writers produced

a proof in the fact that salt and natron are obtained from

mines dug into the earth; and they assert that in many
places in the earth sharp or acid savours are foundV

1 Simplic in Phys. Art's/. (Diels) pp. 34-5 ; Diels, Vors., p. 327. 29

;

Schaubach, Anax., p. 85 tovtov Si ovras ixdirrutv W7 ookcIi» tvuvai woXXd

re rai lravroia iv itaai roil avyKptvoptvois /ecu mtppara iravrav xpq/idrav

Kal l&eas iravroias ixovra ml \poiat sal ^Bovis. Diels renders this last

word here Geriiche : in Diogenes (see infra, p. 170 n. I ) he renders ijcWijr

Ceschmack. But there seems to be no reason for regarding the meaning

as different in the two cases. Probably the ideas of smell and taste

are united in ^oonj, here and in Diogenes, very much as they both enter

into the meanings and associations of our words savour and savoury,

ijtovi} thus being to *vpA what nidor is to odor.

* Aetius, iii. 16. 2, Diels, Dox., p. 381, Vors., p. 322. 32 'Arafaydpor roD

car' ipxh" Xi/ivafovrcr vypov irtpiKaivros into rijs qAiaicfjf irtpupopat ml rou

Xcirrorarov i^arpiaBivros tIs AXvui&a itai irmpiav to Xotirov vnocrrrjvai.

1 Alexander, in Arist. Meteor., p. 67 (Hayduck); Diels, Vors., p. 322.

35 TP'TV °« oo£a wpi tfaXmrai/r iartv as Spa to Coup to Sia rijf yrjs Sirj8oi~
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Diogenes of ApolUmia.

§ 8. ' Diogenes held that, owing to the porousness of the o^nnd
tongue and its softness, as well as to the fact that thevessels^™ of

from the body converge into it, the various sapid juices are the tongue

diffused from it, being drawn to the sensorium and the abloX"
intelligent governing power, as if squeezed from a spongeV 1Uce a

Theophrastus also states that, according to Diogenes, tasting blood yes-

is effected by the tongue owing to its porosity and ^L^16

softness or delicacy of structure \ On the same authority converge

we learn that, according to Diogenes, the tongue is in the slg^fi.*

""

highest degree capable of discerning * pleasure (see note),' cance of

, • . . ... . . , Ine tongne
inasmuch as it is most delicate in structure and porous, and, for dia-

moreover, all the vessels extend into it: whence, too, itsE°osiiof

. .. illness.

great significance as indicating the condition of persons who Diogenes

are ill
3
. ' For it (the air) is various in character, exhibiting

An'lxa-

varying degrees of heat and cold, of dryness and moisture, g°r*0 "set

pfvov u! tunrXivov (cf. Arist. 445
E 14) atrriji- aXpvpov ylvtrai rii ("^«» 7tj» .

yqv roiouTOVf \vfiois iv aiirij' oJ aifptiov tiroiovyro to xai aXat opvrTtoBai iv

miTrj xai virpa' ciVai oV xai of«is Xvf ^ iraXXa^ov rijr yfjc. Theophrastus

says that Anaximander and Diogenes of Apollonia were of this opinion,
*

which Alexander, 1. c, ascribes to Anaxagoras and Metrodorus. Cf.

Diels, Dox., p. 494, who quotes Arist. Meteor, ii. 2. 355
s 21 seqq. and

353
b
5 seqq. Empedocles (Diels, Dox., p. 381) spoke of the sea as Upas

rrjt yijs iKKatopivrjs imo tov qXi'ov, as if suggesting by analogy an explana-

tion of its saline quality. Olympiodorus refers to Heraclitus for the

same figure, which Aristotle allows as a poetic metaphor, but dismisses

with contempt as a scientific dictum.
1 Actius, iv. 18, Diels, Dox., p. 407, Von., p. 343. 4" A»oy«Vijr rfj apato-

Tijri (here = /iai/drijTt) Tijf yXwmjs kcli Tg pakaKOTijTi xai Sia to trvvdnTci*

rat a7ro tov trapaTot (It avrl,v <p\ejias iiax*ia8ai rois xvpoit iXtoptvovcM
t!)V a'a6rj(nv xai to qyipovmliv Kaddntp airb mroyyiac. The use of the Stoic

term to qycpovudv shows us how far we are in this from the actual words

of Diogenes, and how much reason there is to regard with suspicion

even the substance of such information ; cf. Diels, Dox. proll., p. 223.

* Theophr. de Sens. § 40 rtjv it ytvaiv Tg yXttrrj) iia to pavbv xai

iiraXov.

s Theophr. de Sens. § 43 xpiTixiraTOH it tfionfc Tig* yXurrav* AiraXa-

rarou yap tlvai xai pavbv xai rat (j)\ipas inaaas avr\Ktiv tit aurqv* JiA

ai)pcia T€ n\flora roir Kapvovaiv tit' avrijc caitu art. I cannot help think-

ing that Theophrastus here misunderstood the word ijSohj, used by

Diogenes (and also by Anaxagoras) in the traditionally limited sense

of ' the pleasure of taste,' or even of * taste ' itself, as an objective

thing—savour.
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ffiorh in rest and movement ; and undergoes besides many qualita-

•savonr'ortive changes infinite in variety of savour and colour 1.'

'taste.' _,
Plato.

Function § 9. As to the general way in which the stimuli of taste

oftastSig!
affect the gustatory organ we have some information—not

This sense much—from Plato in the Timaeus. ' It appears that these
effected by .. - . ... ,

r

contrac- —sc. sensations of taste—like most other sensations are

dUatatilis
effected through certain contractions and dilatations (bia

of the parts mryKpCcrfdv ri riixov koI iiaKpiartatv ylyv«r6ai), but, besides

organ; ac- these, they employ, more than other sensations do, the

cording to qualities of roughness and smoothness in their stimuli.

ties—the Earthy particles (yrjwa pipr)) enter in the region of the
roughness ducts l<p\iQia), which are as it were the test tubes or
or smooth- r ,;.„.- , ... , . ,

ness,e.g. feelers (fioxipieia) of the tongue, reaching from this to the

stimulatin
heart*, an<*i entering, strike upon the moist and tender

panicles, parts of the flesh. These particles, as they are dissolved,

rac^&om czuse the ducts to contract and to become dry V In this

tongue to we have the general explanation of the manner in which the

sapid particles work upon the organ of taste in order to

give rise to the sensation. In the Locrian Timaeus (which

is not by Plato, but Platonic enough perhaps to be received

in evidence of Plato's theory of sense) we read : 'The objects

of taste resemble those of touch, for it is by dilatation and

contraction, and by the way in which particles enter into

1 Panzerbieter, Diogenes, p. 64; Diels, Vors., p. 349. 10 ?<m yap

troKinponos [6 afjp\, Kal Btpporipos Kal yjrvxporfpos Kal (tjporepos <cai

vyporfpos Kal irrampaTtpos Kal ofuTcpi/K Kii/qatv *Xavi
Kal "^<" JroXXal

irtpoiaxTifs fvfuri «ral rjSovrjs Kal xpoirjr airtipoi. By Anaxagoras fjSov^

(Schaubach, Fr. 3, p. 86, supra § 7) is used in the same way to

signify 'savour' or ' taste.' Panzerbieter in his excellent note shows

that the word means taste here, and Diels translates ' noch viele

andere Abanderungen und unendliche Abstufungen von Gesehmack

und Farbe.' Cf. Aristotrfif An. ii. 3. 4i4b 13 vtiva Si xalStya cWupi'a,

Kal f] fiiy irttva £qpov Kai Btpfiov, fj Si Stya yfrv\pou xni iypov' 6 Si xvpfo oiai>

tjSvayi ri Toirrav iarlv : cf. Xen. A nab. ii. 3. 16 rov <poivtKos . . . ol iroXXot

. . . fdai/taaay . . . rqv ISwrifra rqf rjSopijt. In a fragment of Heraclitus

ap. Hippol. Re/. Haer. ix. 10 r}dor^^ ' smell ' (Bywater, Fr. xxxvi)

aWoiovrat Si Muxrnip OKorav trvppiyj (jSvapa) 6vi>paai' ovopd(frat Kaff

fjftov r]V (KOOTOV.
1 Such teaching may have determined, to some degree, Aristotle's

theory of the heart as sensorium. s Plato, Tim. 65 C-D.
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the pores (r$ It t&t v6pm ota8v<r«), and by their figures

((rxrin&Tfvn), that tastes are either astringent or smooth

(<rrpv<j>va ^ Ktla) ; they are presented as astringent when
they dissolve (ivordKovra) and rinse (pivTovra) the tongue

;

the contrary are smooth and sweetV
§ 10. ' With regard to savours .(xv/xuv), Plato, in treating Plato's

of water, mentions four species of water. Among *«/* |Jbjective

(xv\olt) he places wine, verjuice (6it6v), oil, honey, while tastes.

among the affections (v&Btai) which water undergoes, he ci°s of

places the earthy taste (rbv yea>br\ \vp\6v). And it is by !"at"'

these particles 2 compressing and contracting the pores 3
mem). At-

that (tastes are generated) 4
. The rougher particles

t

J™fJ™
i'

are the astringent tastes, those less rough 6 are the harsh, saline.

That which acts as a detergent or kathartic on the pores ^„/fj£**t

*

(rd be pvnnnbv rdv iroomv nal aitoKadaprtKov) is the saline. ""eft
in. , . 1 . , . i

• „ tastes, ei-
1 hat which is detergent in an extreme degree, so as actually plained.

to dissolve (Stare koX UrnMiv) their tissues, is bitter. Those Slfweaof
particles which are warmed by. the heat of the mouth, and, taste as a

ascending, dilate the pores are pungent. Those which \^ca

cause fermentation 9 are acid ; those which together with clearly be-

the moisture that is in the tongue tend to relax (oiaxvrucd) m ind, so

and restore it to its normal state (owraTuca els riw d>vtriv) are far ** thii

V ' was pos-

sweet'1. The part of the Timaeus which Theophrastus had sible at the

in view here is the following : ' These (earthy particles) h™e'x.
"

if they are very rough (jpa.yyTepa) are astringent (trrpvipvd) planation

in taste, if less rough, they are harsh (aionjpd). Those of particular.

them which are detergent (p'vnrud) and rinse (airoir\.vvovra) 8

the whole environment (ttav rb irepl r^i» yKQrrav) of the

1 Tim. Locr. 100 E. .
' The ygiva pipi\ of Tim. 65 D.

9
I read iropovr after Philippson for the, to me, unintelligible xv/iovr.

Plato has tpXcfiia in the corresponding place in the Timaeus, and iropaw

here occurs farther on.

4 In spite of Diels' remark on the condensation and brevity of Theo-

phrastus in quoting Plato, it seems that there must have been—as

Wimmer held—something lost here. I supply the sense as above.
* Cf. T\oaov rpaxivoiaa, Plato, Tim. 65 D.

* KVKoirra : cf. (ftrip n Ka\ (ipwriv, Tim. 66 B.

7 Diels, Dox., p. 525. 4; Theophr. de Sens. § 84.

' Similar terms are used by Aristotle in connexion with the physical

stimulus of taste.
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tongue, if they do this immoderately, and fasten upon it so

as to dissolve some of its very tissues, as is the power of

alkalies (q r&v XCrpwv livams), all under such circumstances

are named bitter ; those which come short of the character

of the aforesaid alkalies, and have the rinsing effect in but

a moderate degree, are called saline {h\vn&), being without

rough bitterness, and appear rather agreeable than otherwise.

Those which go into partnership (KowwvfoavTa) with, and

are soothed (Aeatro/xeva) by, the warmth of the mouth,

being both set aglow themselves and, in turn, acting as

counter-caustics (avTiK&ovra) on that which caused their

heat, being borne upwards by their lightness towards the

senses of the head (irpdy ras rrjs K«pa\TJs alndrjo-eis), and

cutting through all that they come in contact with—on

account of these powers all such are called pungent (bpipia).

But when these same earthy particles have been progres-

sively fined down by decomposition, and insinuate them-

selves into the narrow veins (sc. of the tongue), being as

they are symmetrical with such particles of earth and air

as are already in these, so that, setting these particles in

motion, they cause them to be mixed together (itepi SAAtjAo),

and, as they are mixed, to tumble about, and, entering

severally into different places, to produce concavities which

envelop the things that enter them, and which, being but

hollow globules of water, become dewy vessels of air, when
the dewy cellule of each, whether earthy or pure, has

enveloped a particle of air ; so that those of them which

are of pure moisture form transparent encinctures for the

air, and are called bubbles, while those which are made of

the earthy moisture, that sways and rises in all parts alike,

exhibit what is called seething or fermentation : then that

which is the cause of all these affections is denominated acid.

An affection the opposite of all those thus described is that

arising from an opposite cause, when the collocation of the

entering particles in the moist environment, being naturally

akin to the normal condition of the tongue, glazes and
smoothes over the roughened parts, while, as for those

abnormally contracted or dilated, it contracts the latter and
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relaxes the former, and re-establishes all as far as possible
in their normal state. Every such remedy of the violent

affections being, when it takes place, pleasant and agreeable
to every one, is called sweet 1.' In this passage Plato,

largely by the aid of a vivid and not unscientific imagina-
tion, attempts to describe what would now be called

a chemical process. In thus explaining the effect of the
Btimuli of taste upon the organs, he has taken a considerable

step beyond his predecessors, so far as they have left us

any knowledge of their views on this subject. Modern
empirical psychologists have at command more perfect

knowledge of the gustatory tissues and structures, but the

conception which still vaguely dominates theories of tasting,

is that of chemical changes set up by the sapid particles in

the gustatory apparatus. Chemistry as a science did

not exist in Plato's time, or for many centuries afterwards,

and it is, therefore, the more surprising that he should

have had recourse to an idea which is purely chemical for

his explanation of at least one of the objects of taste—the

acid. In this he shows a conception far in advance of all

predecessors, and more developed than that of Aristotle.

§ 11. 'Most forms of waters intermingled with one^^?7
another are, taken as a whole class, called saps z when they (x?p<»).

have been filtered through the plants that grow out ofin^^.
the earth 8

; but having, owing to their various mixtures, s™ ™odi-

severally acquired dissimilar natures, they present, for the water, pro-

rest, many nameless kinds ; yet there are four of them which |j°
ce<* by

are of a fiery nature, and which, being most transparent, have through

received special names:—(1) That which warms the soul^'JI^*

together with the body is wine. (3) That which is smooth Four spe-

and dilates the visual current (biaKpirubv oxfrtots), and there- (1) wine;
'

fore presents itself as bright in appearance, and glistening ('5 °,l
> (3)

and oily—a thing of oily species—such is resin, or castor- verjuice.

oil (kLki), or common olive-oil (l\aiov) itself, or other things Jf
h

e

e

1

°
h

at

a
U

n'd

1 Plat. Tim. 65 d-66 c.
its effects

1
xv/i°' is here used by Plato in the sense in which -xvXof is regularly

used by Theophrastus.

* vbarvtv ttit) . . • {ipirav y.iv tA yivot tta rav in. y ijs <f>vruv rjfftjptva xv/iol

\ty6fifvoi.
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opon the of the same power. (3) That which relieves the tension

3T °f *^e passages in the mouth and restores their natural

condition (iia\vrtK6» /^XP l ^vvcus r&v irepi rb <rr6y.a £w6ba>v),

producing by this property sweetness to the taste—this has

received the name of honey as its most general appellation.

(4) That which dissolves the flesh (SiaAvruov ttjs crapicos) by
burning, a frothy kind of substance (<l<f>pw8«s yivos), is,

when singled out from all the other saps and taken by
itself, what has been named verjuiceV For Plato the organ

of tasting is * the tongue
' ; he (Hke Aristotle) does not

speak of * the palate ' as concerned. Plato does not probe

into questions (a) respecting the proper organ of this sense,

or {b) regarding its relationship to touch or smell.

Aristotle.

Objtct ud § 1 2. Tasting is the variety of touching which peculiarly

^"l"aistto
subserves nutrition. The object of taste, viz. the gustable,

Taste a is something tangible 2
: this explains why it is not per-

tonchT "its
cept'ble through a foreign body interposed as a medium ;

medium for the sense of touch acts through no foreign (i. e. extra-

to the organic) medium. The tongue is, however, itself a medium,
body. The though internal, i. e. belonging to the body. It is related

its flesh is, to the organ of taste proper, as e. g. air is to the organ

medhun of
°^ hearmg *• Moreover x^Mo's, the object of taste, is con-

taste. The veyed in the moist as its vehicle, and the moist is a tangible:

nSS" ° which again exhibits the object of taste as tangible. The
of taste, object of taste, being conveyed thus in the moist vehicle,

taste. is naturally regarded as connected in its physical origin
Water/*r w jtj1 water. Views have differed as to the nature of this
se tasteless.

Derives connexion. Empedocles held that the water already as such

femn earth
contains fully developed within itself all sorts of savours,

when which, however, are so infinitesimally small as to be imper-

throngh ceptible ; others again have held water for the material out
this-

,

pky- of which, as out of a seminary (irai»<rir*p/ua) of all kinds of

nition of seeds, tastes of all kinds are developed—one from this part
taste. The

f the water, another from that, and so on. Neither of
tongue is

'

1 Plato, Tim. §§ 59E-60B.
* 422* 8 ri o« ytvaroy &irr6v n. * 43

3

b
17 seqq.
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these views commends itself to Aristotle. Water contains, potentially

he thinks, per se none of the iia<f>opaC of taste, as Empedocles
°™£

held. Without any contributory activity on the part of the perceives

water, such hiafyopal are wrought into it by an extraneous abu^nd
cause, which affects it as agent affects patient. Just so one the

s
°^

can impart a taste to water by washing something sapid in Two mean-

it. Such is the way in which nature produces all savours—
ia ê

°f

xvpoi—by sifting or straining the moist element (of water)

through the dry (of earth), and so imparting to the former

its sapid quality 1
. Hence the gustable—

x

vH°'s or T& ytvorov—
may be physically defined as the affection produced in the

moist by the dry 2
, and capable ofconverting thefaculty oftaste

front potentiality to actuality|S . Were we creatures living in

water instead of air
4
, we should indeed perceive the sweet

if infused into this water; yet our perception would still

be one of touch : not even then would it be perceived

through the water as external medium. It would be per-

ceived immediately, owing to the sweet being blended with

the particular moisture with which we happened to be in

contact, just as in the case of the water which we drink and

find sweet. It is not thus, i.e. by mixing with the medium,

that colour is perceived. Taste has no medium externally

to the organ: its medium is the so-called organ (the tongue)

itself when moistened. Nothing produces the sense of

taste without moisture ; everything which excites this sense

has moisture actually or potentially ; as for example, the

saline, which is in itself easily liquefied, and by its lique-

faction tends to actualize the potential liquidity or moisture

of the tongue. The sense of taste, like the others, has for

its object a genus embracing contraries. It perceives the

gustable and the non-gustable, meaning by the latter either

that which is sapid but only in an infra-sensible degree, or

else that the taste of which is destructive of the sense. The

difference between the palatable and unpalatable in drinks

seems the foundation of the matter. Both are objects

of taste, but while the former is natural and normal, the

1 441* 4-44ib 14- * Sc tA rptyipov frpSv, 441* 24.

• 44ib i» * 4M* 11.
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latter is in its tendency destructive. The 'drinkable/ too,

as an object is perceptible by touch as well as taste.

The § 13. Since the object of taste is moist *, the tongue, qua

jwaforgan, organ of taste*, must be neither actually moist nor incapable

be^ctuSl
°^ becormnS moist. The sense of taste is passively affected

moist: only by the object. Hence the part of the body which is to be the
potentially g^n r this sense should be something capable of being

capable moistened, while yet preserving its distinctive nature, not

moj^fed. something actually and always moist s
. A proof that the

Tastins: organ should be thus capable of being moistened, yet not
impededby ° ... , . , , , . . .

excessive actually moist, is found in the fact that tasting is lmpos-

"x
3™?*-™ s*ble, or difficult, when the tongue is either quite dry, or

moisture excessively moist. In the latter case, when we attempt to

To'mra.'an taste something, what ensues is merely a tactual perception

organ of of the moisture of the tongue, in which the sense of taste

proper is merged and disappears. With this tactual per-

ception the organ is preoccupied, as it might be with

a previous taste, if a person after tasting something of very

strong savour were immediately to try to taste some

other savour. So it is that sick persons find sweet

things bitter, because the tongue is full of bitter moisture.

The tongue is an organ of touch as well as of taste 4
.

With this same part wherewith we taste, we can perceive

any given object of touch 6
.

The ele- § 14. None of the elements—not even water—has a taste

fe?se taste-Per se~ All tastes arise from some sort of mixture in the

1 422» 34 seqq.

* Sc the tongue (533* 26 tA tu>v \vpmv uttrOijrripioy tiji> yXuTrav), popu-

larly regarded as the organ of taste : all this has to be considered in

the fuller light of Aristotle's discussion of the organs of touch and taste.

* aa(6fi€voy : preserving its distinctive nature as an organ of taste.

The moistening which the organ has to undergo is only subsidiary to

its gustatory function, which primarily depends on something else than

the moisture, viz. upon the sapid stimulus ofwhich the moisture is but the

solvent or vehicle. The moisture is a means—something secondary-

employed by the organ for its proper purpose ; thus were the organ to be-

come actually moist, it would forsake its distinctive and proper character.

* Aristotle, notwithstanding what he says 423b 17, often speaks of

the tongue as organ—instead of intra-organic medium—of taste. Cf.

§ 12 supra. * 423' 17-18.
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moist medium. Wine and all sapid substances, which, from Uu. All

a state of vapour, are condensed into moisture, become JJJJJ jj

1*

water. Others are affections ofwater itself caused by some- mixture

thing mixed with it. The taste ensuing corresponds to that "hTcie.

which is thus mixed with the water 1
. Moreover no simple 7»s

.

te <«*:

element—only a mixture of elements—can effect the pur- nutriment;

pose of nutrition. Hence there is a fundamental con- HJ^'V*
nexion between taste and nutrition 2

. The object or final composi-

cause of this sense is nutrition 8
. Yet only the sweet mo?s°and

actually nourishes : all other varieties of taste are, like the d/y- °nIr

saline and the acid, merely ways in which nature seasons however/

the sweet to make it the more suitable for its purpose *. j^™]^
In the case of objective tastes, as of colours, the contraries Between

are relatively simple, i. e. the sweet and the bitter. These ^remes
are the elements of the other tastes *. Next to the sweet, o( ™'"t

and perhaps as a variety of this, comes the succulent fan saiiiu,

(\map6s) ; the saline and the bitter are closely akin ; while h™h,

mt
between the sweet and bitter come the harsh (avorripos), astringent,

the pungent (iptnis), the astringent (arpvipvos), and the acid !££erem
(<5£»5s). If the succulent is a kind of sweet, there appear se^en

to be seven leading varieties of tastes, as there are ofjjte, as of

colours 6
. The faculty of taste is that which is potentially ^.oxamd

such as each of these objective tastes is ; while the object

of taste is that which in each case makes the faculty

actually such T
.

§ 15. Taste is a sort of touch, if only because it has to With

do with nutrition. Nutriment must be something tangible, (""h'lnd

Sound, colour, and odour do not nourish, nor do they cause >'* modi-

either growth or decay. Hence tasting must be (as we have t^e ne-

said) a mode of touching, as it is that which perceives "f^11/

' the nutrient tangible. All animals with the sense of touch desire

possess imOvpia, or the impulse towards what is pleasant. ilwtiviua)-

Moreover they have a discriminating perception of their

> 358
b 18, 443

1 26 seqq.

» 44 ib 24 seqq., 44** 1 seqq.

' 436* 15 f) &f ytvcrtt 8»A rqv rpoipqv, 435* 22, 434* 18 q ytvau Sxnrtp

&<pi Tit' Tpo<pfjs yap iariv.

*
442» 8. * 442* 12. • 442* 19 seqq.

' For the original of §§ 12-14 <*• Arist 422* 8-* 16, 414'' 1-16.

HEARS N
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food ; for touch gives them this (viz. through its modi-

fication, taste). All are nourished by things dry and moist,

hot and cold, i.e. by the objects of touch. The objects

of other senses nourish only incidentally
;
just as sound,

colour, smell may put an animal on the track of food,

but they cannot in themselves feed it. xwM°'s is a variety

Hnnjo then of the 071x01; or tangible. Hunger and thirst constitute

(itidvpCa in relation to food and drink. Hunger is («7ri0tififo)

for the dry and hot ; thirst for the cold and moist, and x^M
'*

is a sort of seasoning (q8u<r/*a) of these objects.

Touch and § 16. Touching and tasting, then, are essential to the

tiaH<fthe* verY be*ng °f an animal. The others are subservient rather

leing of an to its well-being, and do not belong to all species of

Use oftaste animals, but only to some; especially to those which

'"•df^h"
have the power of locomotion *- Animals have the sense

pleasant of sight in order that they may be able to see objects

pleasant in
w^''e yet distant through the medium of the 5ta<J>av«'y.

food and They have hearing in order that they may be able to

heart is the apprehend significant sounds conveyed through the air to

true organ their ears : and they possess in the tongue an organ
of touch

, . , , , _ ,

and taste; wherewith to convey such sounds to others. But they

ma£i/is/i Possess taste on account of the difference between the agree-

connect able and the disagreeable in food and drink ; in order that

wi^tthe" t^ey mav be ab'e to apprehend this difference, and accord-

heart, ing to such apprehension, may direct their movements

ceUence ia to the seizure or avoidance of certain things as food.

tonch and Serpents and saurians have a peculiarly delicate and keen

sense of taste, nature having endowed them with tongues

long and forked, with a fine extremity furnished with hairs.

This formation of the tongue doubles the pleasure which

such creatures feel in agreeable tastes, since the sense itself

is thus possessed of twofold power *. The organ of taste

like that of touch is connected with the vital organs. The

region of the heart is the foundation of the senses, of which

two—those of touch and taste—are manifestly connected

with the heart 3
- Of all animals man is the most finely sensi-

1 Arist. tie An. iii. 12. 434* 18-26.

* Depart. An. 66ob 6-10. * 469s 12-16, 656* 27-31.
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tive as regards touch. Man's tongue, too, is soft 1
, which

makes it particularly sensitive in touching; and tasting, the

tongue's proper function, is a kind of touching. Man's sense

of touching is the most perfect, and in it he excels all other

animals. Next comes his sense of tasting. In the other

senses he has no superiority to the lower animals, many of

which, on the contrary, have better sight and hearing,

and a keener olfactory sense a
. As to the way in which the

organ of taste discharges its function, Aristotle has made
no real advance beyond the positions taken up by Alcmaeon

or Diogenes.

1 66o» 20-22 reading fj y\S>rra /laXaxij, instead of Bekker's ij /*. yX.

* 494
b 16-18, 421* 17-26.

N a



THE ANCIENT GREEK PSYCHOLOGY
OF TOUCHING

Alcmaeon—Empedocles.

Touching, § i. The pre-Aristotelean psychologists have left com-
though the

paratively little on record respecting this sense, although
mental it was, according to the opinion of several of them, the

H^ii™ fundamental sense— that from which the others are
treatei developed, or at least in some way derived. Not indeed

until we come to Aristotle himself do we find a real or

business-like attempt to treat of touching. True, Plato

gives a detailed account of the objects of the sense, as he

conceived them ; but of the organ, or its operation, we read

little in his remains or those of his predecessors. That

little has, however, in accordance with the plan hitherto

followed, to be here set forth in its entirety.

Alcmaeon. According to Theophrastus x Alcmaeon altogether omitted

to.treat, at least in his writings, of the sense of touching

—

its organ or mode of operation. Theophrastus makes a

Empe- similar statement of Empedocles, with this difference that

while, according to him, the former seems to have omitted

phrastns' all reference to touching, the latter, though not indeed
cnticism of treating it with complete neglect, failed to give a distinct

dodes* and detailed theory of touch. He merely threw out the

?he°fonc-° general suggestion that this, like the other senses, is to be
tion of explained by the operation of ' emanations ' entering into

actung. ^^ fitting the 'pores' of the organ 2
. Theophrastus is of

opinion that the Empedoclean theory of perception by
* emanations ' is even less plausible with regard to touching

(and tasting) than in reference to the other senses. ' How,'

he asks, * are we to conceive sensible distinctions of taste

or touch as made by means of emanation (airoppojj) ? how

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 26.

1 mp\ Si ytwruvs «<n &<j>i)S ov oiopi'fmu tad' iKaripav oBrt nas offrf oi" A

yiyvovrai, irXiJi* to kouiov on tu ivapp&rrtiv rots nopois maffqaic torn',

Theophr. de Sens. §§ 7, 9. Also Arist. de Gen. et Corr. A. 8. 324b

26 seqq.
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are we to discriminate " the rough *' or " the smooth" by its

fitting into •« the pores * " ? * Yet Empedocles seems to bring

all the other sensations under the sense of touch. • He says

of all alike that they are caused ultimately by "emanations"
entering and fitting into the pores of the respective organs.

Whence it is that one sense-organ is not susceptible of

the sensations proper to another ; since the " emanations "

which fit the pores of one are too large or too small for

those of another, and therefore are not followed by the

due sensory effect Those that are too small pass right

through the pores urithout touching (ov\ &in-<$/«i>a) its sides

;

those that are too large cannot enter at all V Thus the

primary condition of the proper exercise of each and every

sense-organ is found to consist in a fact of touch—the due

contact between the ' emanation ' and the inner surface of

the pore ; yet of the sense of touching he has propounded

no special theory. No idea of the sensory function of

nerves existed till long after Empedocles ; and the seeming
' immediacy ' of touch was, perhaps, what debarred it in his

opinion from being easily explained in detail by the theory

of iiroppoaC, which operate at a distance and through a

medium 3
. The difficulty felt in applying his general

theory to touching was of course felt also in reference to

the kindred sense of tasting. Accordingly we have from

Empedocles no particular information as to either the objects

or the organs and functions of touching and tasting.

Democritus.

§ a. Here, too, we are disappointed. The whole tenor of Demo-

the physics and psychology of Democritus himself, as well as J-j^^
the assertions of Aristotle, make it perfectly clear that for other

Democritus the sense of touching was the primary sense, 5^f
°

; Democritus and most of the " physiologi " who treat of '°°ch
» J**

i. 7 ..fails to

sense do a very extraordinary thing : they represent all give a par-

objects of sense as objects of touch. If, however, thisJ^^
is true it plainly follows that each of the other senses is account

1 De Sens. § 20. ' Theophr. de Sens. § 7.

8 By onoppoai too he explains the properties of the magnet. Cf.

Alex. Quaes/, ii. 23, p. 72. 9 (Bruns).
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of this. a kind of touch, which is manifestly impossible 1.' Thi3

p?ijSrties
was not only a biological but a physical conclusion. It

of atoms was the opinion of Democritus that we see, hear, smell,

each/w taste, and touch by the agency of atoms, which are the

relation"
sole ultimatelv real

5 the ultimate 'things.' We must

to one distinguish carefully between res naturae, i. e. such ' things

'

ultimate
za we Perceive, and the atoms, or real things, which reason

or primary alone reveals. The physical qualities of each atom are

properties' weight and solidity. To these must be added local motion,
of res which in each and every atom goes on eternally. It has also

(atom- geometrical qualities—-figure and magnitude. The primary

p?«esi
physical qualities of res naturae are also weight and solidity.

All other Their weight depends on the number and size of the atoms

are only i" them ; their solidity (which is only comparative) on the

sabjec- density of the atoms. The differences of the atoms com-
' affections pared inter se when forming sensibilia consist of order,

°f?" ^' figure, and position. AH differ from H A in order;

A differs from H in figure ; I from H in position '*.

Besides atoms, void was postulated to explain the possi-

bility of movement. The principal ' distinction ' (bia<j>opd)

for Democritus seems to have been that of figure: hence

the name ' figure ' is frequently employed to designate the

atom. Thus the only ultimate properties or qualities of

sensible things are tangibilia, and from the physical point

of view we see how all the objects of sense had to be

reduced to those of touch. Only the above-named qualities

are objectively real; the rest are subjective, due to our

sensibility.

§ 3. Such are our sensations of taste, colour, smell, sound,

and (among tangibles) temperature. It would seem then

1 Arist. de Sens. iv. 442' 39. This criticism appears to exhibit Aris-

totle as incapable of profoundly apprehending the idea of biological

development. Yet, strangely, he himself most firmly held the theory

that Touch is the original sense from which all others have been

differentiated. Vide Sensation in General, § 23, and Sensus
Communis, § 49.

* Cf. Vision, § 19, p. 37 n. 2 supra. Theophrastus (de Sens.

§§ 61 seqq.), in stating the physical qualities of the atoms, seems to

use o-KXijpdrijr loosely for mwti/d'ri/t

—

hardness for solidity. Plato (§ 6

infra) did not confound these.
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as if the desirability of a full investigation of the sense of why De-

touching should have impressed itself upon Democritus *. "S^^.
But we are told he left this part of his subject without any amine the

attempt at originality of treatment. The fact of his not ?™h
o{

having attempted such investigation may perhaps be/o^»-

explained (a) by his ignorance of the nerve-system, and

{b) by assuming that he felt the difficulty of satisfying him-

self with any explanation of the way in which the merely

physical, conceived as such without original reference to

mind, could ' pass into ' the mental. This difficulty

confronted him—as it must confront every one—most

formidably, just at the point where the ultimate analysis

of sense (or what seemed to him to be so) is reached.

To this may be traced the half-heartedness, barrenness, or

absence of early physiological psychology with reference

to the organ and functions of touching. To this also is

due the fact that even modern physiological psychologists,

when they come to deal with the sense of touching, have

to be content with conclusions which scarcely take us

outside the province of anatomy. It is chiefly, if not

solely, in that province that real advances have been

made beyond the position in which this sense was left

by the ancients. True, modern psychologists have dis-

tinguished, as the ancient Greeks failed to do, between

cutaneous sensations (of touch proper, and of pressure),

sensations of temperature, and muscular sensations; and

attempts have been made, not very successfully, to connect

each of these with their proper nerves or nerve-endings.

But these are small matters. The biological question as

to the differentiation of touch into the other senses remains

now as it was then—a mystery only vaguely soluble by

reference to a long process of evolution. And—to say

nothing of the metaphysical difficulty of accepting touch

as the ultimate authority for objective reality—there was

yet another biological question, viz. that of the history of

this parent-sense. How did touch itself, with all its implicit

powers of development, arise? Democritus could not answer.

1 ax'b'w o/ioitM iroui toTs nXtiorots , Theophr. tie Sens. § 57.
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This question we, too, must still either shelve, or slur over

in the best way we can. All attempts at explaining a
* transition* from the physico-physiological to the psychical

or conscious fact have been futile. Most moderns prefer

to speak or think of the so-called two facts as really one,

but with two (or more) different aspects. We hesitate even

to think of such ' transition.'

Anaxagoras.

Tocch § 4- Anaxagoras teaches that sensation is effected by the

who*
11* interaction of opposites ; for like is incapable of being

senses) per- affected by its like. This principle he tries to carry out

coatrarie*. w*tn reference to each particular sense. Touching (and

iP^T'l
tastmg) distinguish their objects as seeing and hearing

the water do, i.e. by interaction of opposites. That which is of

the'wT
^like temperature with the hand does not by its contact

be of the give us the sense either of coldness or of heat. By the

tra^oftiie
warm we cognize the cold, as by the saline we cognize the

hand, the ' potable

'

1
. Except for this we have scarcely any record

it neither of Anaxagoras* teaching regarding the sense of touch.

b
°id^f i«

^s Theophrastus informs us, Anaxagoras has not left on

no tem- record his views of the more corporeal senses a
. Diogenes

J*11**1*- aiso having left no opinions on record concerning the sense

of touching, we pass on to Plato.

Plato.

Organ and § 5. Plato, too, has treated this sense with comparatively

T

f™^

?

f
slight care 3

. He has given little to determine the nature

treated of the organ and function of touching. It is distinguished,

regajdby ne says, from the other senses in that it is not confined

Plato. to some particular part, but diffused all over the body. He
that the reckons the sensations of touch among the noiva iradrjixara—
tactile those belonging to the whole body as pleasant or painful 4—

1 Theophr. de Sens. §§ 27-8.

*
§ 37 oi fiijXoi ii rat trupmjcwrjpof aloBrprilt.

3 Theophr. de Sens. § 5 nXdruv . . . ov y.rp> cipqKf yr mpl iiraaav oXXi

fuivov irtpl aKorjc Ka\ o^tus.

* Tim. 64 A. Here Plato comes near recognizing the stnsus

communis of modern parlance, i.e. a 'general feeling' such as that

of comfort or discomfort, nausea, faintness—a totally different thing

from Aristotle's sensus communis.
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among which he names hot and cold, hardand soft, heavyand *a»seu du-

light, rough and smooth. In the Timaeus, 6 1 D seqq., he drafts o"oto
*"

an explanation of some of these objects of touching. ' First 5"^°*
then,' he says, ' let us see what we mean by calling fire hot. not, like'

We must consider the matter as follows, remembering the*„^^
power of dividing and cutting which fire possesses and certain

exercises upon our body. That the sensation is a sharp
fherefbre'

1'

one, we are all well enough aware ; and we must take <»lls ^
into account the fineness of its edges and sharpness of f touch

its angles 1
, besides the smallness of its particles and the *°""i "•*-

swiftness of its motion, all of which qualities combine to Names

render it so vehement and piercing as keenly to cut
Jjn
"

;onJ"

whatever meets it, remembering the genesis of its figure, made by

that this more than any other substance separates our coi <i>

bodies and minutely divides them, whence the sensation ^eavy-

1 .if.! . .• ,
hght.hard-

that we now call heat justly derives its quality and name, soft.rongh-

The opposite condition, though obvious enough, still must ^p^",
not lack an explanation. When the larger particles of objective

moisture which surround the body enter into it, they j^^id
displace the smaller, and because they are not able to physically.

pass into their places, they compress the moisture within

us ; and, whereas it was irregular and mobile, they render

it immovable owing to uniformity and contraction, and so

it becomes rigid. And what is against nature contracted

struggles in obedience to nature and thrusts itself apart

;

and to this struggling and quaking has been given the name

of trembling and shivering ; and both the affection and the

cause of it are in all cases termed • cold.'

§ 6. Hard is the name given to all things to which Explana.

our flesh yields; and soft to those which yield to the hard-soft:

flesh : and so also they are termed in their relation to each exa
5
t}y

• » , anticipates

other 3
. Those which yield are such as have only a small Locke's ac-

count of

1 For an account of the elementary structure of fire in accordance hardness,

with Plato's geometrical physics, see Timaeus 53 C seqq.

* Cf. Locke, Essay concerning Human Understanding, ii. 4. 4
* And, indeed, hard and soft are names that we give to things only in

relation to the constitutions of our own bodies ; that being generally

called hard by us, which will put us to pain sooner than change figure

by the pressure of any part of our bodies ; and that, on the contrary,
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base of support ; and the figure with square surfaces, as

it is most firmly based, is the most stubborn form ; so, too,

is whatever from the intensity of its compression offers the

strongest resistance to external force.

Heavy § 7. Of ' heavy ' and * light ' we shall find the clearest

be invSti- explanation if we examine them together with the so-called

gated to- 'below' and 'above.' Here follows an argument showing

the notions that the popular notion of the universe being divided into

^f£f^ an «pper and a lower portion, to the latter of which all

These bodies naturally tend, is false ; the truth being that, as the

oniyr°/i-
uniyerse is a sphere, there is really no such thing as an

tine. The upper and a lower region in it. ' Whence (Plato goes on 63 A)

a~whoie, these names (" upper " and " lower ") were derived and under
being what conditions we use them to express this division of
spherical, .

*

really con- the entire universe we may explain on the following

^k^fe- hypothesis. If one were in that region of the universe

fiction, which is specially allotted to the element of fire, the region

of"body* wherein is to be found collected in greatest mass the fiery

is its ten- element to which our earthly fire is attracted ; and if
dcncy
towards its he, possessing the requisite power, takes his stand on
kindred ^jg mass and separates from it portions of the fire and
element. * *

Thus earth weighs them in scales, when he raises the balance and

earth.'The f°rcibly drags the fire into the alien air, evidently he
direction overpowers the smaller portions more easily than the

tendency larger ; for when two masses are raised at once by the
is called same force, necessarily the smaller yields more readily to
'com- , ',

J
.

'
. ,

'

ward 'or the force, the larger, owing to its resistance, less readily;
Lew. The hence the larger mass is said to be heavy and to tend down-
contrary ° '

direction is wards ; the smaller to be light and to tend upwards. This

FireTsiight ^ exactly what we ought to detect ourselves doing in our

because it own region. Standing as we do on the earth, we separate

from the"*
7
portions of earthy substances, or sometimes earth itself,

?"th- and draer them into the alien air with unnatural force, for
But if we °
were ten- each portion clings to its own kind. Now the smaller

em'pwan! mass yields more readily to our force than the larger,

and 'tried and follows quicker into the alien element ; therefore we

soft which changes the situation of its parts upon an easy and unpainful

touch.'
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call it " light," and the place into which we force it " above "; to detach

while to the opposite conditions we apply the terms «« heavy" l*
1^*

and " below "... In every case it is the tendency towards should find

its kindred element that makes us call the moving body earthfe

"heavy," and the place to which it moves "below"; while here
>
*"d

r
4

our notions

to the reverse relations we apply the opposite names. . . . of»/>and

Of the affection "smooth" and "rough" any one could ^dbe
perceive the cause and explain it to another: the latter reversed,

is produced by a combination of hardness and irregu- rough, «•
larity ; the former by a combination of uniformity and Plained-

densityV
§ 8. For Plato the organ of touching was undoubtedly Thefune-

what he called flesh—<rdp£ In the Timaeus, 61 c, having '^"aTot

explained o-<d/iara by geometrical figures in various com- touching.

binations, he says we must assume that all these ' bodies ' thinks the

are perceptible to sense, but of >rdp$ and its concomitants, °'j^
t

be

as well as of the soul in its mortal nature, he has, as explained

yet, given no account. These, however, cannot be really tu'jxpia-

explained apart from the sensible qualities of body, nor nation of

can the latter be explained apart from the former. Nor followed

can they be dealt with together. He has, therefore, to b? an a
,
c"

..... .... , , . countofthe

assume provisionally the several distinct sensory faculties, former.

to a particular account of which he purposes afterwards ^imLus
to return a

. The promised account is, however, nowhere Locms

satisfactorily rendered. In what follows the organ and Aristotle's

function of touching remain almost without an attempt doctrine

- , _,

.

r o t
tnat tne

at explanation. In the Ttmaeus Locrus s
, however, we qualities of

have a few remarks bearing on this subject. Though {j^j* JJJ?

not by Plato, they deserve to appear here for comparison all tan-

with Plato's views. 'AH the sensible affections (^M t^b™*
1 Plato, Tim. 61 C-64A. Mr. Archer-Hind's translation has been

for the most part adopted.
1 Tint. 61 C-D irpurrov fir ovv \map\fiv aurfli/trie bfi i-oit Xcyofu'voir atl'

aapKos it xal tuv wtpl aapita yiv«riv, ^vjfit t« Saov dinjroV, oGirw 8«XnXu-

8ap*v. TOyx '" *' °^Tt touto xwPtt T&* ir«pS to naBtipara Sua ala8r[Ta

oCt f'wira avtv tovtwv Si/vara Uapug X«x#")''ai, to Si Spa irx'Hov oi Svvarov.

imoBmov dq irpdrtpov Bdrtpa, to 8' xmorfdivra iitamptv a!6is' "ma o!v «'£qr t4

iraBrjpara Xryi/rai tow yivtoiv, tara irpirtpa fjp'tv ra irtpi tr&pa not ^vx9»

oVra. I adopt here Mr. Archer-Hind's aio-tfnra for oiVflnrjicd of MSS.
» Tim. Leer. 100 d-e.

,
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and the

viablewere
the first

created

properties

of body

:

without
earth no
tangible,

however;
without
fire, no
visible.

of body, as they are called, are named in relation to the

sense of touching 1
(irorl rhv aQav jcXqffereu); while some

of them are denominated from their tendency towards the

earth (porta irorl rap \i&pav). It is touch that distinguishes

the vital properties (ray farinas ow<fyuas)

—

heat, coldness',

dryness, moistness ; smoothness, roughness ; things yielding

to the touch (ra dkoira); things resisting the touch (to

avrlrvna); soft things, hard things. It is touch that

primarily distinguishes (irpoicplva) heavy and light, but

it is reason (\oyos) that defines them (opi'fei) by their in-

clination to the centre or from the centre (rq eis rd piaov ko.1

aird tC nl<ra> vtv<ra). Motion ' downwards ' and ' towards the

centre ' are identical. . . . The ' hot ' is held to be composed

of fine parts (Aewro/iepe's) and to have a tendency to dilate

or separate the parts of bodies (btaorariKdv run <rapAri»v),

whereas the 'cold* is thought to consist of grosser parts

(Taxv/xcpeo-rcpov) and to tend to compress and close their

pores ((TvixTTiXariKdv rr6piop).

Created matter must be both visible and tangible. But

without fire nothing could ever be visible; and nothing

could be tangible without something solid in it, i.e. without

earth (see Arist. §12 infra). Hence when God framed the

body of the universe He formed this of fire and earth.

These, however, required a bond to unite them. The best

bond is that which makes itself and the things bound by it

as much one as possible ; and the agency which is best

fitted for such a bond is proportion (ivaXoyta). . . . God
accordingly set air and water between fire and earth, making

them as far as possible proportional ; in such a way that

fire is to air as air to water, and air is to water as water

is to earth. Thus He constructed a universe both visible

and tangible *.

Aristotle.

The ergo* § 9- Nowhere is the advance made by Aristotle in the
of tonch: psychology of the senses more evident than in the intro-

1 Cf. Arist § 10 infra : he also made the qualities of body qua
body tangibles.

* Plato, Tim. 31 B-32 B, with Mr. Archer-Hind's notes.
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ductoiy words of the chapter in which he treats of the <* is

sense of touching and its objects. He raises the question*^A
whether «•<£/>£ is the real organ of touch, or whether the «*' *""*.

real organ is not rather something internal, to which <r&p( !Shbi'?

only serves as a medium. This question initiates an k^^ *
inquiry which could be satisfied only by a minute examina- one sense,

tion of the bodily structures concerned in touching, and
jj£j£

n

?

p

which was destined in later times to lead to important The flesh

results for physiological psychology. These results were themie
0t

not, however, reached by Aristotle, who may be considered <"?"«. but

nevertheless as a pilot of research. A second question here medium,

also raised by him, viz. whether this sense usually con- I^^^
sidered one is not really several, is of equal importance, of touch is

To these questions he gives answers which correct the^^n

b
e

ut

popular views. He concludes that the ' flesh ' is not the a
.
combina-

true organ of touching ; and he indicates his conviction several

that this sense is really a combination of several senses, senses-

prominent among which are the senses of temperature

and resistance. The o-ipf and yk&rra, popularly looked

on as the organs of touch and its modification taste, are

related to the true organs of these, as air and water are to

the organs of seeing, hearing, and smelling l
.

§ 10. The sense of touching, like the other senses, is best Touch not

explained if its object be first analysed and examined. KnsMor'

(a) If touching be one sense, its object should be one (i.e. «#*'of

should fall under one conception bounded by contrary touch

poles, as colour is a province lying between the contraries ^^°*
a ht

white and black). But if it have several objects it must be under a

not one but several senses, (b) Again ; what exactly is the
""
^J"*

organ which perceives the tangible? Is it the flesh—in t™ies like

creatures possessing flesh—and, in other creatures, that o/every

which is analogous to flesh ? Or is this merely the medium, other sense,

while the organ proper is something different, situated have (1)

within ? As regards the former question (a), every other
fffi"-}.

sense is regarded as related in its object to one pair of solid (or

opposites. Such is the case, for example, with seeing.
Jhtl pair

'

This, as above remarked, is related to the opposition of°fcon-

1 Ct 422b 17-434* 16 with Trendeleriburg-Belger, pp. 329-337.
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trarieties white and black. So hearing, too, is related to acute and

dudbkto Srave tones ; tasting, to sweet and bitter. But within the

one con- tangible many kinds of opposition are included *, all or most

Therefore °f which are reducible to the two of hot and cold,fluid and
the sense solid 2

. These two, however, are not further reducible 3
.

which per- . ,
'

ceivesthem A sort of answer to this question may be given by saying

thanone
t^lat âeTe are several oppositions in the case of certain of

sense. the other senses also ; for instance, in the case of sound,

pairs con-
There ls not merely the high and low, but also the loud

tain the and faint, the soft and the harsh. In regard to colour
qualities 01 . ,

body qua also there are corresponding kinds of opposition. But as

form'the"
1 Themistius observes, this answer is not satisfactory. It

ultimate could not have been so to Aristotle himself*. It con-
UDSl **" tradicts his frequent declaration that each special sense

has a single ivavriaa-is. Besides, what is the one conception

sufficient to embrace all the tangibles in their various

oppositions, in the way in which the notion of sound

embraces all the audibles ? There is no one obvious generic

conception capable of containing under it the various, or

the two chief, oppositions which come under touching*.

All that can be said is that the tangible qualities are those

of body qua body*, and that their four above-named

irreducible varieties determine the four elements of all

bodies 7
. Hence either the sense of touch is one, with the

difficulty that there is no one generic concept of its objects,

or else it is two senses with two forms of ivavrCuxris falling

under it.

The organ § 1 1. As regards the other question above-raised, viz.

not the
" whether flesh is the true organ of touch, decisive evidence

A**- is not to be found in the fact that the perception of touch
1 422b 25-7, 647* 16-20.

* These words best represent vyp6v and £ijpcii> in this connexion. It

may be observed that this opposition covers that of soft-hard ; see § 16,

p. 195, n 6 infra.
3 330* 25 aurcu 8" ovkcti *h iXarrovt (avayovrai).

* tovto fiiv ovv Xaat fin Tit ovk mroxpavrac aWa m6avSic btaXiiautv,

Them, de An. ii. 1 1, p. 72. 21 (Heinze; ii. 13a 20, Spengel).

* 422b 32. * 423b 26.

T
33Q,> 3 T^ M'* YV WP ^tppiv Ka\ £ijpoV 6 4' aqp Btpftitv Kal \1yp6y . ,

.

to 8' viup ifrvxpb" itai vypoV tj Si yrj \\rvxpbv Ka\ (ipiv.
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Occurs simultaneously with contact between the flesh and True this

an object. For if one were to take a thin membrane and^Jf
strain it close around the flesh, this membrane would, just™ay witi»

like the naked flesh, seem to take the impression of touch between
C

into consciousness co-instantaneously with the occurrence "^"d
b
™

of contact between it and an object. Yet such a membrane so it would

would not, of course, be the organ of touch; though if, ^mb
a

r^
D

e

e

instead of being thus placed artificially round the flesh, strained

it were connatural with it, the sensation of touch would over' the

pass through it even more quickly, and still more would **n-

it seem to be itself sensitive. A decisive argument to medium of

the contrary is this: immediate contact between the flesh £"
t

ch^
and an object causes sensations .of touch ; but no other ever, is

sense-organ has its specific sensations excited by immediate J-"/^

'

contact with its object. Hence we must conclude that flesh is a

flesh is only to be looked on as a medium of the sense of body itself.

touch, somewhat as the air would be of the other senses, if J'
*?

this

fact (of the
it were a natural growth around our bodies. On the latter medium

supposition we should have been thought to perceive sound, {j?^ £°JjJ"

colour, and odour by one and the same organ ; and seeing, the organ

hearing, and smelling would be held to be in a manner one body) that

and the same sense. ' As matters stand, however, owing to makes us

1 r /. e t .• uncertain
the separateness from us (i.e. from our bodies) of the medium not only

through which the movements stimulating each of these what '!*

three senses pass, the difference of their several organs is but

manifest 1
. But now as regards touching, this remains Jne^^

1 423* 10. I take 8i" off yiyvovrat al ai&SrjiTcit as Simplicius did, and as IS one or

Baumker (pp. tit., p. 43) does, referring it to the medium-air, which is not

according to the above hypothesis irtpin€<pvKi>s iipiv, but oiupior/uVor.

It is hard to see how Wallace's translation (which follows Themistius

and Trendelenburg's note) can be acquitted of tautology. ' Now, how-

ever, as matters stand, by reason of the difference in the organs by

which the movements are effected, the organs of sense which we have

mentioned are clearly seen to be different from one another (the italics

are mine).' If the air were luitv irtpim<f>vKoc, then (according to Aristotle's

notion here) the sensibility to colour, sound, and odour would be as

widely diffused over the surface of the body as is the sensibility to

tangibles. The connatural air, no matter where the n/vijo-ir affected the

periphery of the body, would transmit this kIvtjo-is to the sensorium,

and the local separateness which marks and distinguishes the organs

of seeing, hearing, and smelling would disappear.
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uncertain 1.' Hence those two senses—of touch and

temperature—which, according to Aristotle's principle of

determining sensory faculties according to their objects,

ought to be separated, remain for ordinary consciousness

combined in one single sense.

Notwiih- § i a. There must, however, be such a medium of sense

u^such M ^esn' notwithstanding its effect in defeating our attempts

a. medium at analysis of the sense of touching. ' An animate body

l^cessary. cannot be composed of air or water singly a
: it must be

In order to something solid. Accordingly it must be composed of a

the qnJi- mixture of earth and these two other elements, i.e. it should
te

"bod*
17

**e suc^ a thing as flesh and what is * analogous to flesh

'

viz. ulid- tend to be. Hence by implicit necessity the body must

hct-aid De interposed as medium between the organ of touch and
we require its object, and cohering naturally with the former, through

medium, which body the varieties of sensation classed under touch
The

biiit»
*^ alike pass notwithstanding their severalty and plurality.

of several That touching does comprise several kinds of sensation is

^*f proved by the sense of touch immediately connected with

mediated the tongue. For in virtue of the tongue, which is one and

thesame the same organ, one has the sensation of all the other

medium U objects of touching and also that of taste. Now, if the

case of the rest of the flesh (as well as that of the tongue) had also

tongue. been endowed with a sense of taste, touching and tasting

would have been regarded as one and the same sense 3
.

As it is, however, they are seen to be two, owing to the fact

that their organs are not thus each capable of discharging

the other's functions.

Can things § 13. One might ask : if every body possesses a third

submerged dimension—depth : and if two bodies, between which there
in water *

touch one is a third, cannot touch one another : and if, further, that

S^fthings which is moist and fluid has, by implication, body, as it

1 423* 11. What remains uncertain? The answer is: both the

things in question, viz. (1) what is the organ of touching (whether

the flesh or something internal) ? and (2) is the sense of touching

really not one but a plurality ? This uncertainty arises from the <rdp£

being a 'connatural' medium, and therefore obscuring differences

between organs otherwise discernible.

*423»useqq. ' 433* I9seqq.
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necessarily either is or contains water; and if things which in «irt All

touch one another in water have not (as they cannot have) ^^fn

their tangent extremities dry, and, therefore, necessarily j^^""1

have water between them, the water with which the said but dose

extremities are flooded ;—if all this is true, it is impossible Proximitr-

that in water any one thing should really touch any other.

And so, too, in air ; since the air is to things in air just as

water is to the things in water; though, as regards the

question whether one thing touches another, when both are

immersed in the fluid air, we (owing to our living in air)

are less likely to notice the difficulty of it, just as aquatic

animals (owing to their living in water) would be as to the

question whether one wet thing touches anotherV
6 14. ' This being so (i. e. even supposed contact being Inreqnirag

, , . . v . . ii.i mediation
only close proximity), it is natural to ask : is the sense- between

perception of all objects whatever effected similarly, or are obJect and

some objects perceived by sense in a fundamentally different touch'and

way from others, just as, in fact, the senses of tasting and ^^ "J^

touching are both held to operate, i. e. by immediate contact from the

with their objects, while the other three senses are supposed senses.

to perceive their objects from a distance ? Or is this dis- The onljr
r

, , difference*

tinction false, and do we perceive the objects of touching, are (1)

e.g. hard and soft, through media, just as we do the object of
objects'^

hearing, the object of seeing, and the object of smelling, only touch and

that while we perceive the objects of these three senses at ComV»"jr

long distances 2
, we perceive objects of touching only near th«Lb°dy:

at hand ? Owing to this nearness 3
it may well be that the that the

mediation in the second case escapes notice ; the truth being^d
c

1"™
^

that we perceive all alike through a medium, only that in the touch and

case of these things (the objects of touch and taste, owing to
it

" 1* j^
their proximity) the mediation is not observed. Yet, as we ofthebody.

., 11 , . ,. , , .In touch-

Said before, ifwe were to perceive all objects oftouch through ing and

a membrane, which separated us from the objects without our tastm.s we

knowing that it did so, we should be in the same condition, concur-

relatively to it, in which we now are, in fact, relatively
[he

t

afac-

th

tion of the

» De An. ii. II. 423' 21-31. ' 423" 6.
medium-

* It has been shown or suggested (§ 13) that supposed contact is only

close proximity.

EAfiE ^
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to water and air when we touch .objects in them. For

it is supposed that we touch the very objects themselves,

with nothing between us and them. But the object of

touching differs from the objects of seeing and hearing in

this, that we perceive the latter in virtue of the external

medium producing an effect upon us, while we do not

perceive the tangible by such operation of the object through

an external medium, but we perceive it concurrently, or co-

instantatieously, with the flesh regarded as medium ;
just as

when a soldier is struck by a javelin which pierces his shield.

It is not that the shield is driven against and strikes the

man, but that shield and man seem to be struck together '.

Tie tree § 15. On the whole (i.e. except for this last point) it

touching seems that the flesh in general, in touching, or that

pd tasting f the tongue, in tasting, is what air or water is with

Scchis reference to the function of seeing, hearing, or smelling:
Arutotie's that js to saVj jt ;s related to the organ of touch (or taste)

victioa. proper as either of these media is to the organ in each

ploys the"" case. Accordingly, just as there would be no sensation

cnmnt ter- of whiteness if the white object were laid immediately

u^d^T' on the eye, so there would be no sensation of touch if the
a partial tangible object were placed immediately on the veritable

" organ of touch, and not on the flesh. Hence it follows

that the latter organ is not the flesh 2
. Thus only would

the facts in the case of touch (and taste) be analogous to

those of the other senses.' The whole matter may be

summed up thus. Aristotle abandoned the theory of

his predecessors, that touch and taste are unmediated

senses, because (a) the apparent simultaneity of tactual

perception with contact between <r&p£ and the object, re-

garded as an argument for this, proves nothing ; (b) all the

other senses have media ; and (c) even between trap£ and

the object absolute contact is impossible, since water or

air always intervenes. The true organ of touching (and

1 423*i2seqq. Aristotle had no conception of a 'nerve process'

which takes time to reach the centres of consciousness.

1 422b 19, 6s6
b 35 owe «<rr« to irp&Tov al<r6ijT^pioi> i) <rap£ xai to roiovroy

fidpwv dXV oTor.
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of tasting) Is the heart, or the 'region of the heart 1.*

Yet, in spite of all this, we often (cf. p. 198, n. a) find

Aristotle speaking in terms of the popular view which
makes flesh the organ of touching and tasting. He speaks
of the flesh as organ of touch *, and of the tongue as organ
of taste a

. The key to this seeming inconsistency is the

relative truth contained in the popular view. The flesh is

not, indeed, the true organ
; yet it is not such a medium

as air is, viz. something external to us. It is part of our

organism, and a sort of auxiliary organ ; standing to the

true internal organ as to bia<f>avls (the external medium)
would stand to f/ (top?} were it naturally united with this,

so as to form part of the whole living organism *. Flesh

is a peculiar medium, yet a medium all the same 6
.

§ 16. 'It is by touching that the distinctive qualities By toueh-

(buufiopal) of body as body are discernible, i. e. the qualities "duties

which characterize the different elements respectively, hot which be-

cold, solid fluid, of which we have already treated in our body as

work on the elements *. Now the organ which perceives j°^^_
these is that of touching, being that part wherein primarily The organ

what we call the sense of touching resides. This is a part
perceives

of the body which is potentially such as the object which the* mnst«... ,, v,
"

. , . , be poten-
affects it is actually. For to perceive by sense is to be tuily

affected in a way in which the (agent or) object so acts w£
at ,he

upon the organ (the patient) as to impart to the latter actually.

actually the quality which the object itself actually has, but
™U

the°
ne

which the organ before had only potentially. This explains aAAoi<«m,

1 656* 29 n! fiiv &io <pav<pas qprtyu'rai jrpit rf)v KapStav nat, rj r< ™
iiTTuv xai 17 rav xii/i£» : cf. 439* I -2 -

2 647* 19. * 533* 26.

* 653'' 24 seqq. Sxrnip iv «7 rir irpocrXdjSoi tq Ktipg ro iiafyavis way.

• Cf. Biiumker, Arist. op. tit. pp. 55-6.

' 423b 26 seqq., 329b 7 seqq. The second class of tangibles is else-

where referred to as the hard and soft (r& atXrjpiv xal to /laXaxdv) but

remains the same. The iyp6v is the soft or fluid or moist : the (ipov

is the dry, the solid, the hard : i. e. in a loose and popular mode of

expression. Even now it is not unusual for even men of science
. to

oppose water to solids, as if water were not ' solid ' (cf. Locke, Essay,

Book II, ch. iv, and p. 185, n. 2 supra) ; what they mean is that water

is soft. But this opposition is traditional from remotest times.

oa
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in which why, when an object of touch is at first equally hot or cold,

ST^hyao- equally hard or soft, with the organ, we do not perceive

logical it as hot or cold, hard or soft, when we touch it
l
. It is the

Jrf^ii £^_ tangible qualities in excess or defect of those already
ceptioa^ actually belonging to the organ that we perceive; since

The hand each sensory function results from the organ being in the

water**'
1

posit*011 of a mean between, any two different qualities,

cold no matter what, in the scale of those which lie between

reUtireiV the two oppositcs determining the province of the sense.

•?-''.'
If

This is what gives each sense its discriminating faculty

warm: hot (to Kpivetv). The mean is that which discerns ; and it can do

hot
e

be-*
so bee*11186 it presents itself to a pair ofdifferent homogeneous

cause re- qualities, allied each to different extremes, in such a way that

it.'hV
l° when confronted with either it becomes the other. To cold

^h h
8" water tne hand can be hot : to hot water the same hand

perception can be cold. Accordingly, as the organ which is to discern

andsJjft
wnite and black must be actually neither but potentially

&c. The both (and so on with the other organs), so the organ of

)^w and touching must be actually neither hot nor cold.'

heaceipin- There is another analogy between touching and seeing,

above dis-
' Seeing is, as we have pointed out, related at once to the

tactions of visible and the invisible, and the three other senses with
quality.

The sense which we have dealt are similarly each related to opposites

;

of touch
SQ ajso tne sense f touching is related to the tangible and

both the the intangible. By " intangible " here we mean, on the one

anTthe hand, those among tangibles which contain only an exceed-

intanpbU. jngly small amount of tangible quality (and so are beneath

our tactual capacity) 2
, as, for example, is the case with air,

1 Cf. § 17, p. 198 infra. In reference to the sense oftouching Aristotle

explains his idea of the /ira-onjs of the sense-organ most fully.

1 424* 12. He wants it to be understood that he is not referring simply

to the non-tangible, a wide class which would include objects of all other

senses (e. g. whiteness), and intellectual and moral conceptions (e. g.

thinking, virtue), and even nonentities, all of which would be irrelevant

to his subject here. His intangible does not involve a /Kru/3a<rtr «s

aXXo yivos, but a descent to or below the very lowest, or an ascent to

or above the very highest, degree of the consciously tangible. r£v

ivray is partitive genitive depending on tA f^oK, -The extremes here

treated of as apprehensible by &<f>i) both lie within the class to iirra :

the one consists of such iirra as are not actually but only potentially
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and, on the other hand, such tangibles as are in excess of

our tactual capacity; for example, things like a thunder-

bolt, which, if touched, would destroy usV
§ 17. ' Among the senses that of touching is fundamental. The sense

The attribute which first distinguishes animal from merely^ fnnda-

living forms is tactual sensibility. Just as the function of mental
,

• • . SCDSC. It*
nutrition may exist apart from the sense oftouching and from possesion

sense generally, so the sense of touching may exist apart
j^otshes

from all the other senses. Plants or vegetables possess animal

the nutrient function : it is by the possession of the sense veggie.
of touch that animals first rise above and are distinguished To possess

from vegetables V ' If a body is to possess sensory faculty, animal

it must be either simple or compound. But it cannot be j^
es

simple, for if it were, it would not possess the sense of be com-

touching, which it must, however, possess, if it is to possess i^^y'
sensory faculty, or even live, at all, as will be manifest elements

from the following considerations. Since an animal is an qualities

animate body, and every body is tangible, and that which corre
:.

is perceived by touch is the tangible, it follows that the to the

body of an animal must have the sense of touch, if the {^{^"ydi
animal is to live and preserve itself. For the other senses, come under

smelling, seeing, hearing, perceive their objects through
f

e

t^^
media ; but if the animal body comes into contact with As earth

some other, but does not possess the sense of touch, it will for the

be lacking in the guidance needful to enable h to shun ^^fi
10"

tangibles of the dangerous sort, and to seize on those soft (or

desirable for its food. Such an animal would be incapable *°
j;re £'

'

of preserving its existence V needed for

' It is manifest that the body of an animal cannot be tion of

simple, i. e. composed wholly of a single element, e. g. a
/fr*!j,°

t

J

c°
r

li

or air. For an animal cannot possess any other sense if of touch

it have not that of touching, since this is what distinguishes
composite

tangible, the other of such as are tangible, but only with an effect

destructive ofthe organof touch, or even oflife and perception generally.

Philoponus understood this, but Trendelenburg does not seem to do

so, for he misunderstands Philoponus, whose note, he thinks, proves

him to have read toO iirriKm for rav inrav.

1 For the preceding paragraphs see dt An. ii. H. 423* 1-424* 15.

* De An. ii. 2. 4i3b 4 seqq. * Dc An. iii. 12. 434* 8-18.
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of ail and defines the animal. Now the other organs of sense

seasibUity might conceivably be formed without 1 earth, since they all

111
P?*J? effect sensation by some medium or third thing, external

consisting '
™.i

too exdu- to the body, through which each perceives its object. The

any one
sense of touch, on the contrary, as its very name shows,

element, acts only by immediate contact between its organ and the

ixfno feel- tangible object. If the other senses perceive by a sort of
inginhair contact it is at least a mediated contact, one brought to
or bone per
u. Plants, pass by the intervention of a third thing. This sense alone

^j°S
f
°^ perceives its objects—or is held to do so—immediately 2

.

the most Thus if an animal is to possess touch, its body cannot

no'senii^ consist of any one of the elements of which the externally

bility- mediated sense-organs might consist (i. e. of air or water

alone). Earth is necessary as an element in the apparatus of

this sense 3
. Yet earth alone without, e.g. fire, is not enough,

this sense being a mean between all tangibles, and capable

of discerning not only the distinctive qualities of earth, but

also the qualities denominated hot and cold *, and all other

tangibles. The organ of touch, in fact, is, or should be, the

most composite of all the organs. This is natural to expect,

since it discerns a greater variety of objects than other

organs, and its objects have more than one form of opposi-

tion 6
. We have no sensibility in bone or hair, since such

parts are formed too largely of earth alone. Plants, for the

same reason, are destitute of sensation °. Without touch

no other sense can subsist, and its organ consists neither

1
43S» 11-15. Here ?£a>yijr=' without earth.' Cf. Pind. Isth. v. [vi.] 72

where, by a metaphor, yKaaaa i' owe ?£<o (f>pa>av='b.is word is not without

understanding.' The obvious opposition here between ra uXXu and 1} i<f>r)

below makes it certain that by 5\\a is meant not trroi^cia, but aiV^rijpia.

* 435" l 7- Aristotle here adopts the popular view of <rap£ as organ of

touch ; it is for his present argument as suitable as the other ; the medium
being in this case part of the body, and the question whether oapl- is or

is not the true organ being irrelevant here.

' For the reasons viae 423* 14, § 12 supra.

* 435* 23. The need oifire is here clearly implied, though not stated.

• 647* 14.

• tu tpxrra tia tovto otStpiav ?j(« aiaBjjaiv Sri yijy i<mv, 435
b I : this

does not mean that <purd have •/? alone in their composition. All

luurra aafiara have in them all the elements, the only difference being

as to the degree in which these predominate in the compound.
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Of earth nor of any single element alone. The requisite

Me«frr/y of sense could not subsist in one single uncom-
pounded element.'

§ 18. Touch is the one sense deprivation of which means Destruc-

death to an animal. Nothing can have this sense but an ti°n
°.
r

,
*> privation

animal, nor, to be an animal, is any other necessary, of touch

Hence the objects of the other senses—colour, sound, ^°^
odour—do not, when felt in excess, destroy the animal, but death to

only the organs : unless, indeed, incidentally, as when with E^m "

a sound a thrust or a blow is incidentally associated, or as intbe
.

0,htt

when, by the sights or odours, other things are set in action may de-

which by their contact destroy the animal. Taste, when !l
r°y

n^
e

* ' ' organ or
it destroys an animal, does so only so far as its object is its ftmc-

tangible. But all excess of the tangible qualities of the excels o?
hot or cold, or the hard, destroys animal life. In every the'an-

e < . < . ..... gible de-
province ot sense, indeed, excessive action in the object stroys the

destroys the organ of the sense : so that this happens also^mal'*

with regard to the organ of touching. The latter organ,

however, is one on which the animal's life depends, and

without which no animal exists. Hence with destruction

of this organ, not only the organ itself but the living

animal perishes forthwith 1
.

§ 19. 'The flesh, or what is "analogous," is per se the The organ

Principium of the body of animals. An animal is defined °f tonchine
* * ' [u e. using

by having sensation, but particularly that of touching—the the popu-

primary sense. The organ of this sense is a bodily part such
fl"sn?fo'

as has been described, viz. a y.6piov duoioptpis, such as v&p£*. a pip"*

This is either the essential organ of touching, as the icopij is Touch'u
1"

of vision : or else it has been conjoined with the essential the on
.

e
* sense in

organ as its auxiliary or instrument
;
just as if one were which all

to conceive the whole iuupavis, or external medium of^™
k^

vision, joined with and superadded to the pupil. In the Man's

case of the other senses it would have been superfluous for toSiigenee

nature to produce this fleshy environment, but the sense due to^
1 De An. iii. 13. 435' 12-* 1-I9-

*
6s3

b 19 seqq. The d/ioio/Mpij (e.g. flesh, bone, hair) no matter how

much subdivided severally yield parts still homogeneous with one

another and the whole. An 'organic' part, e.g. the hand or face,

could not be so divided into hands or faces.
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fineness of of touch requires it, this organ being of all others the most

oftonST: corporeal in its character 1
. All animals have one sense

not, how- in common—touching. Hence the part wherein this is

this alone, naturally generated is without a common or generic name
;

tot abo to for m some animals this part is the same (viz. <r<$p£), in the

tioa of the remainder it is that which is analogous to thisV The asser-

whYchNn
t*on *kat touch is common to all animals, and the distinctive

hu organ- mark of animal as compared with vegetable life, is found

elements m passages too numerous to mention in Aristotle. The

r
ei

f

i

M
d" connexi°n between this sense and the life of the animal

form of harmonizes at least with the fundamental importance which,

of'onch
11 as we sna^ see hereafter, touch assumes for Aristotle as

obscured the basis of the whole sensory endowment of animals and

natureofiu men : as primary, not merely from a biological but also

medium, from a psychological standpoint. His insistence on this

everywhere makes it the more surprising that he rejects

Democritus' theory that all senses are reducible to that

of touch. As this fundamental character of touch is

explained or asserted by him in reference to the sensus

communis (the koiwj ala-Otja-is and its Kvpiov ala-drirripiov or

sensorium commune), we will postpone the further con-

sideration of it until we come to treat of the latter, in which

Aristotle's psychology of the senses culminates 3
.

' In the fineness of his sense of touch man excels all other

animals, and also in his sense of taste, which is a mode of

touch. Owing to the delicacy of his sense of touch it is

that man is the most intelligent of all animals. A proof

of this is that within the human race itself men show

genius, or the lack of it, in a degree parallel with the degree

of fineness in their organ of touch, and none other. Those

who are hard-fleshed * are dull, while the soft-fleshed are the

1
6S3

b 24 seqq. ' Hist. An. i. 2. 489* 1 7- 1 9.

1 In what precedes we have seen the remark often repeated that

}) &<t>!] is the only sense essentially requisite for animal existence.

There is no inconsistency between this and the statements found in

436b 13, 455' 7, that r/ i<p^ and i\ ytwris must accompany animal life,

for it is Aristotle's constant doctrine that yivan is a mode of <S# ij, or

6<fir] Tlf.

* Cf- our term 'thick-skinned.*
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persons of genius *. The mental superiority ofman, however,
according to Aristotle, rests also upon a very different

ground—that chosen by Empedocles—the Superiority of

the mixture of the elements in his bodily organismV
The sense of touching is subject to illusion. • If we cross

the fingers, one object placed between them so as to touch

both their adjacent surfaces appears as if two. We do
not, indeed, call it two, for the sense of sight, which is

superior in authority, pronounces it one ; but if we had
only the sense of touch, we should actually call it two
objects V

'Each of the sensory organs is twofold, except that

of the sense of touching, in which the twofold character

appears absent ; but this appearance is due to the fact that

the flesh is not really the organ of touching, and that the

true or primary organ is something internal V
1 De An. ii. 9. 421* 22-6.
9 Cf. 744* 30 flijXoi ii ri)v tvupaaiav t) bidvma' f^povifiwraTov yap ttm

ray fuW auBpairoc. Against this complacent opinion of human wisdom

maybe set a favourite dictum of Polybius (e. g. xviii. 15. § 15 ; 40. § 1),

that 'of all animals man is the most foolish, being taken repeatedly

in the same traps, political and military.'

s Cf. de Insomn. 2. 46ob 20-22, 46lb 2.

' De Part. An. ii. 10. 6s6
b 32-6.



PART II. SENSATION IN GENERAL
ITS COMMON AND PECULIAR FEATURES

The § i. In dealing with the Greek psychology of the special

Greeks did senses, we have used the terms ' sensation,' 'sense-perception,'

m^dem'
&c, as if their meaning had been already determined. We

empirical must hereafter consider how far the Greeks themselves had

g5tt dul reacned a clear conception of the general and characteristic

tinguUh force of these terms. It has to be remarked that they failed

for the most part {vide, however, § 6 infra) to distinguish

ceprion. between sensation as the elementary fact, and perception
rom per-

ception.

Jjiaii
i

as the more complex and developed, implying objective

tried""'
re êrence- Ato-07j<ns for them (when it did not mean feeling)

answer the usually denoted what we call perception. We have to

as tcTthe
inquire here what general statement of the meaning of

essential sensation, or sense-perception, served them at once to clear

sensation UP the intrinsic connotation of these words, and to dis-

(= percep- tinguish—if they did distinguish—between the facts which
t:on) which , , , , , , <-.'.,.
distin- they denote and others such as those of physical interaction
pii-hes it between bodies. How does seeing, for example, differ from
from mere .

° r '

physical the reflexion of images in a mirror? How does touching
in:eracuon.

^jflfer from mere physical contact ? These questions were

raised by some of the ancients, and answers were in some

few cases attempted. Of their psychological importance

there can be no doubt Having considered in Part II

what the Greek writers with whom we have here to do

contributed to their settlement, we shall in Part III proceed

to the consideration of the sensus communis, the faculty of

distinguishing and comparing, imagining and remembering,

with the synthetic or organizing function which Aristotle,

rightly or wrongly, attributed to to alffdrjriKov.

Aristotle's § a. The problem of mind is complicated with that of

andar- life. An animal must live if it is to feel and perceive. To
raneemcnt jive ft must be nourished, and the faculty of nutrition is

faculties of for Aristotle biologically prior to that of sense-perception

:

v°i'
^h

ai
r mdeed, for all Greek writers this empirical relation between
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vital and psychical faculty is axiomatic. Aristotle, there- order and

fore, was not taking a course peculiar to himself, but merely {?^^
emphasizing his empirical standpoint, when he in his

psychology discussed the faculties of the soul in this

order—nutrient (and generative), sentient (with appetitive

and locomotive), intellectual \ The nutrient faculty can exist

without any of the others ; these cannot exist without the

nutrient. So the sentient can exist without the intellectual,

but the latter cannot exist without the former. The animal

world is distinguished by the super-addition of aT<r0»jo-is to

the lower or nutritive (and generative) faculty. All animals

possess sensation, though 6ome do not possess all the

varieties of sensation. There is, however, one sense which

aU possess—that of touching, with its modification tasting.

This is that in which all animals fundamentally agree. If

then one wishes to ascertain Aristotle's views as to the most

general and fundamental characteristics of sensation, one

should understand first what he has to say of this particular

form of sense-perception. We shall deal with it more

particularly in connexion with his theory of the soisus

communis with which it is so closely connected. But first

we must consider how much his predecessors had done for

the purpose of clearing up the notion of sensation in general,

and how much Aristotle owed to their efforts in this

direction. We shall find that he owed but little to any

except Plato.

Alcmaeon.

§ 3. We have but scanty information—if indeed we have Alcmaeon

any—as to Alcmaeon's views of the common and peculiar
J

1*^1'"1'

characteristics of sensation. According to Theophrastus 2
,
sensation

he regarded it as brought about by the interaction of dis- excepuhat

similars : he distinguished between rd alaOiixaOai. and rd >' u
.

due to

\ 1 t_. , ,, the mter-

Qpovetv (or rb gvviivai), the latter being probably not awpa- action of

moV, and declared that while the lower animals possess h
88™ 1^"

sense-perception, man alone has intelligence. In all thisguished

1 De An. ii. 3. 414* 31 seqq. He varies slightly in his statements,

but generally speaking adheres to this arrangement.
2 DeSens. §§25-6.
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sensation we do not discover what we wish to find, namely, how

teliect. Alcmaeon would have distinguished between the fact of

sense-perception in general and merely physical facts, or

how he would have stated the fundamental characteristics

in which all the varieties of sense-perception agree. He
most probably was, however, of opinion that there is even

/ in sensation a peculiarity which distinguishes it from merely

physical processes (see Rohde, Psyche, ii. p. 171 n.).

Empedocles.

Empe- § 4. Empedocles, as we may infer from our records,

thought he approaches more nearly to an appreciation of these ques-

solvedthe tions. As we have already repeatedly observed, he held that

his^theory all the particular operations of sense are effected by imoppoal
ofporesand entering the pores of the sensory organ, when each organ

cal emana- has its fitting object supplied, and when relations of sym-

boTin
metry 1 subsist between the imoppoal from the object and the

reality he pores of the organ. Here, then, we find a conception of

sCTifed it.
a common characteristic of all varieties of sense-perception

:

Neither this requisite <rvp.p.erpia between the avoppoai and the isopoi.

to answer But nevertheless for Empedocles there is in this nothing
the <?**-. peculiarly characteristic of sensation. Such agreement be-

principle tween anoppoat and the pores of objects is the universal con-

perceives
dition of the interaction of material bodies. Theophrastus,

like.' therefore, pertinently asks 2
, how animate beings differ,

according to Empedocles, from inanimate in this respect ?

Shall we have to admit that, when emanations from a body

fit the pores of an inanimate body, the latter has sensible

experience of the former? or have all things whatever

a capacity for sense-perception? If Empedocles* theory

were sufficient, says Theophrastus, all substances which

naturally blend together should be said to perceive

1 It would be worth while to consider how far in this notion of ov/i-

furpla Empedocles anticipates or paves the way for the Aristotelean

doctrine of the /»«r«5rijr or Aoyor of each aiVdirnjpiov, in virtue whereof

it grasps the form without the matter of the al<r8ifr6v. As regards the

composition of trdp£ and ocnovv, Aristotle himself states (642s 19-24)

that Empedocles made these severally to consist of a A6y°* -rijs |i«i<ui

twv o-rotxcCuv—not of any one or two or three elements, or of all merely

put together. * Dc Sens. §§ 7 and 12.
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one another 1
. Another point ,in which, according to

Empedocles, all sensory operations agree is that like is

perceived by like. We perceive external objects by ele-

ments homogeneous, or identical in kind, with them, forming

part of our bodily structure and constituting the soul itself. ""

Thus to the former requisite relation of mixnerpla is added
the.further requirement of 6/ioidrjj? between object and organ.

By this second principle also, Empedocles did but little

which could be said to raise psychology above the level of ^

physics. He showed, indeed, or tried to show, in what the

various kinds of sense-perception agree, but not that which
at the same time distinguishes them from physical processes.

Rather he implicitly denied that there is any such funda-

mental distinction. Perception is for him only interpenetra- ^

tion—a material conception. We shall, indeed, find that

philosophers divide themselves,henceforth,on this very point,

viz. into (i) those who assert (implicitly or explicitly) that

there is no difference at bottom between sense-perception )

and physical interaction, and (a) those who maintain such

fundamental difference.

Democritus.

§ 5. Democritus considered all relations between realities For Demo,

of every kind as reducible to the purely mechanical form. ^"J^
Therefore for him no difference could be admitted ulti- between

mately between the kind of interaction involved in sense- ^Tphysi-

perception and that involved in the action of any atomic cal
.

imer"

f .. .„. , . action is

bodies upon one another. All interaction whatever consists merely

in or involves contact : and this is as true of the interaction "PP"611'

»

nor can

between a percipient and a perceived object as of any other, there be

Sensation is due in the last resort to a contact between men"ai

a"

the objects of sense, or hitoppoai from these, all of which are difference

atoms combined in various ways, and the spherical atoms sensation

of which the soul is composed. Theophrastus strangely ^
d mt*1"

hesitates as to whether for Democritus sense-perception was interaction

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 12. Empedocles no doubt would. accept the

full consequences of his cosmical doctrine. Despite his discrimination

of yviav nlans from yociv, he did not believe in any absolute distinction

between sensible and insensible forms of interaction: cf. Rohde, Psyche,

ii. 171 seqq.
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whatever, or was not to be explained by the interaction of like with

^iwj'and^e *• When we reflect that for Democritus differences of

ftrcipun. kind, being all due to sensory discrimination (which can-

duded, u not be ultimate), must resolve themselves into quantitative
ultimately differences, and that he allowed even physical interaction
mechanical * *

interaction between similars (a doctrine in which he differs from the

aTomTin majority), we cannot share such hesitation. It is, therefore,

a Toid. manifest that we cannot find in the doctrine of Democritus

- anything to distinguish sensory facts from physical facts

:

the former are but a mode of the larger physical total.

What, then, has he to say on the other side of the question,

viz. as to the common feature in which all sensory facts

agree ? We can find no clear statement on this point either.

The facts of sense-perception are reduced to physical facts

of contact between the object and the organ : that is all.

DidDemo- § 6. On the general subject of sensation, however, it is

ceiveof interesting to notice a dictum contained in the Placita,

1 a
f5*L 'hat ' Democritus regarded the aZo-07j<rei? as being more

which our numerous than the ala-BrjTd, but that owing to want of

incapable
corresPondence between the oI<t6i\t6. and the multitude of

of perceiv- alcrOi']<T€ts, some of the latter (or the former?) escape observa-

2f&7<re«° tion 2.' Diels {Dox., p. 399 n.) renders : sensuum affectiones

of which plures stint perceptis, sed cum percepta tnultitudini (affec-

omselves tionuni) non respondeant, illae non omnes agnoscuntur. In
nccon- h;s iateiy issued Vorsokratiker (p. 388), however, he illus-

trates by quoting Lucret. iv. 800 quia tenuia sunt, nisi se

contendit acute, cernere non potis est animus. Zeller, on

the other hand (Pre-Socr. ii. 267 n., E. Tr.), supplies (not

ras aitrtfjjo-eis as Diels, but) ra alaBrjri before kavdavav, and

interprets the passage as having in its original form meant

that ' much is perceptible which is not perceived by us,

because it is not adapted to our senses.' This interpreta-

tion Siebeck (Geschichte der Psychologie, pt. i. p. 1 14) adopts,

and, as an illustration, mentions our want of 'a sense

1 De Sens. § 49. See p. 24, n. I supra.

* Stob. Eel. i. 51, Diels, Dox., p. 399, Vors., p. 388 (w&rai «<ri«> al

tilaBrjaat) Arj/xoVpirof rrXciovr fiiv (hat ras alaBrjans Tar alcrBrjrav tu bi fiij

ava\oyi((iv (avaXoytai, Diels) ra aurdijra ra irXqdci (sc.rui/ td<r6rj<Ttay, Diels)

\av6am*. What does ' correspondence '. or ' analogy ' here mean ?
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for the perception of magnetic currents, which we can
only conceive by translating them psychologically into

phenomena of seeing.' It is true that Democritus was
committed to a belief in' the infra-sensible qualities of

the atoms, which are a2<r0ijr<{, perhaps, ex hypothesis but
1

disproportionate ' to our aJo-flijo-eiy. Still, in order to get

the sense which Zeller and Siebeck find in the words, we
should have itXtCut tQv al<r6ri<niav ra al<rdr\Ta, or else take

ray al<r6fotis as equivalent to possible sensations, or sensory

powers, and t&v al<r0r}Tui> as actualized percepts, which would

be very awkward, even if legitimate. Interesting as it

would, no doubt, be to find Democritus (who stood at

the head of the 'science' of that time) conceiving tones

which our ears cannot hear, colours which our eyes cannot

see, and so on, as well as the infra-sensible atoms them-

selves on which his physical theory rested, yet it is more

than questionable whether—on the strength of an excerpt

(such as that here under discussion) five hundred years

at least later than the writings of Democritus, and of

a doubtful reading or interpretation of it—we have any

right whatever to attribute such conceptions to him.

Besides, such a theory would implicitly objectivize the

so-called secondary qualities, contrary to all that we know

of his teaching. Adopting Diels' rather than Zeller's con-

struction, we might as well, and with equal justification, find

in the words the germ of some such theory as that of so-

called 'latent mental modifications,' or that of perceptions

insensibles afterwards developed by Leibniz. Our alvdrj-

<ras are more numerous than our ala6i\T&. (Democritus

might then seem to say), because we do not notice the

former unless when we notice the latter. In modern terms,

we do not notice sensations which, not being referred to an

object, are not perceptions. There are, in this way, many

aladrjvat which pass without being attended to or coming
' into consciousness.' The argument of Arist. de An. iii. 1,

that ' there are not more senses than the recognized five,'

was directed, perhaps, against the very speculation of

Democritus (whatever it really was), which is alluded to in
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the above words of the Placita, but of which unfortunately

we know nothing more \
Anaxageras.

ForAnaxa- § 7. According to Anaxagoras rows was the principle of

helTthat orderly movement, both in the cosmos and in the individual.

the soul U He did not distinguish vovs from V'X'jS representing both

h«ero- as absolutely different from any form (or, at least, from

th^or/ecu
any ot^er form ) of material things. While he implies the

of the phy- peculiarity of the interaction implied in sensation, we look

ScaLT°
rld

' in vain to him for an account of it. He does not define
the inter-

action the general features which characterize all sensory activity,

perception anc* at the same time distinguish it from other kinds of

is quite activity. The scattered sayings in reference to the senses

from other which we find attributed to him, do not help us much
kinds of towards the solution of such a problem. Sense-perception
interaction. ^ r r

He does was necessarily (according to his doctrine of vovs a/uy»/y)

erer

h
show effected by the relation of unlike to unlike, or rather of con-

-'

as, what the traries, to one another. The sensory act implied, for

is. Tf Anaxagoras, as for Aristotle, a change (dAXoiWis) of some
only know sort in the organ of perception. This appeared possible

that per- only if the organ and the object were dissimilar. Thus the

t3kes°

n
iace

reflexi°n m tne eve>
on which seeing depends, is formed in

by the the part of the eye which is different in colour from the

ofcra?
011

object. We perceive heat and cold by touch only when
traries. But the object touched is hotter or colder than the organ.

physical, So with the other senses. We perceive all qualities in the
and ***?

j, object according: to the excess or defect of them in the organ.
partplayed > *»

, ..„.
I

by soul in But all qualities exist in our organs 3
, though in different

|

tfoVof%r- proportions ; so that the contrasts required for perception

eifiens to cf objects are always possible in experience. This doctrine,
^rn/i««-

koweverj r perception by contrast (of qualities within to

in other qualtties without the organism), together with the other
words, the ^ '

, .

peculiarity doctrine of Ttav iv itavri, does not go far to clear up the
involved—

distinctive and general features of sense-perception, or

obscurity, furnish us with a point of view from which to contemplate

1 For the conception of <uV0go-«r, as well as aloOtfra, too small to be

noticeable, at least 'actually,' cf. Arist. de Sens. vi. 446* 7-15.

* C£ Arist. 404* 1-3.

* Theophr. de Sens. §§ 27-8 ; Diels, Dcx., p. 507. 18 nitra yap
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or pursue this subject apart from physical science. The
(

contraries here referred to as required for perception are
physical on both sides. Whence they derive their con-
trariety, or how the heterogeneity of the V^XiJ, which is

active in perception, takes effect we are not informed. The ,

soul presides over the interacting contrary qualities of the

perceiving sense and its object ; that is all we know. True
to his notion of perception by dissimilarity, Anaxagoras
regards all exercise of the senses as accompanied by, or

involving, discomfort or distress, consciously or uncon- -

sciously. In proof of this he points to the effects of time

and age in dulling sense, and also to those of over stimula-

tion, e.g. by too loud a sound, too brilliant a light, &c.

He (as we have seen) held the view that in larger animals,

with their larger sensory organs, sense-perception is more
perfect than in others 1

. These vague observations con-

stitute what we know of his theory of sensation in general.

Needless to say, it is impossible to ascertain from them
what settled views (if any) he entertained as to the common
and peculiar characteristics of sensation.

Diogenes.

§ 8. Diogenes of Apollonia, holding as he did that air Diogenes,

was the divine being, the principium of all things, the fons^^*
et origo of sense and thought and order in the world, the supreme

fluency of
deus in nobis, endeavoured to give details respecting the sense and

sensory function of animals, and in connexion with the air int

^
lec

!|^

within them—especially, or in the first instance, that around substance

the brain, but ultimately that also in the region of the heart, ^^i
111*1

As air was not only the principium of thought and sense, <=°nld «*

but also of things, for Diogenes, as for Empedocles and that there

Democritus, it was axiomatic that like is perceived by like. ^ nlt
,

i_

,, ., ,. , ,, mately any
We of course look as vainly to him, as to the others, for peculiar

a distinctive and common account of the various kinds
(ĥ

,°
n̂ ê

of sense-perception, such as Plato and Aristotle desire and action of

attempt to supply. The internal air on which hearing, ^£ mi

i

seeing, and smelling most immediately depend, is that in ^J"1 10

1 Theophr. de Stns. §§ 31-4.
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distinguish or around the brain. Diogenes may, however, have held

other inTer- tnat sense involved a faculty of synthesis—a faculty of
action. For combining the data of sense. If so, then for him this !

nun psy- 1

choiogy faculty probably had its centre or seat in the thorax 1
.

rrenit mer- ^ *'s^ so' *"s position would exhibit some approximation

ges itself to that of Aristotle, making us curious to know more about
in p ysics.

jt jt jg nQt> jlowever .

f
hard for Theophrastus 2 to show that

the psychology of Diogenes, like that of Empedocles, pro-

vides no ultimate discriminant between sensory and other

processes, but tends rather to merge psychology in physics.

When Diogenes, for example (after the manner of Empe-
docles to some extent), explains oV<£/njo-is by the ovuixtrpia

between the odour, wafted to the organ of sense, and the

air around the brain, in consequence of which avmierpia the

odour and the said air are blended together ; Theophrastus

naturally asks : what then is there to distinguish this from

all other kinds of itpao-ty ? Diogenes must either deny that

there is anything to distinguish them, or acknowledge that

he has omitted to state it, if there is. He would probably,

if pressed to choose, have accepted the former alternative.

Plato.

Plato's § 9. Plato is the first writer who confronts the problem

lotion of bef°re us with a clear conception of its meaning. He
\

sensation: defines sensation in general (dlffdrjcrts) as a 'communion of

meat «>m- soul and body in relation to external objects. The faculty
monto belongs to the soul : the instrument is the body. Both in
soal and &

,
' .... ,

body, but common become by means of imagination apprehensive of

S^Tt"* external objects V In the Philebus Plato himself says

:

the body ' Suppose that some of the affections which are in the body

The'dii? fr°m moment to moment exhaust themselves in the body
fusion of alone before—or without—reaching the soul, thus leaving

thr'otgh" the latter unaffected ; while others pass through both, and

1 According to the doubtful testimony of the Placita, Aet. iv. 5. 7,

Diels, Dox., p. 391, Diogenes placed to qyt/ioiWy in the dprijpiaxi?

KOikia rr/s KapSias. ' De Sens. § 46.

' Plut. Epit. iv. 8, Diels, Dox., p. 394. 'By means of imagination '<=

6u (pavratriat. This gives to (payraaia the prominence which later

psychologists attributed to it, but which it does not really, in this con-

nexion, receive from Plato.
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impress on both a sort of tremor of a quite peculiar kind, the body,

in which both—body and soul—participate When body Se^*
and soul in this way partake of this common affection and bility of

are moved by this common movement, if you should call The pans

this movement sensation (afo-oVjo-iy) you would speak quite
{j[JJh

ed
aJj£

correctly 1.' In the Timaeus again Plato gives his general therefore

conception of sensory affection. ' We have 2 yet to consider
™

e™°^out
the most important point relating to the affections which sensation.

,, , . , , , - , Mato.inhis
concern the whole body in common, viz. the cause of the conception

pleasurable and painful qualities in the affections which °t™«*w*,

we have discussed, and also the processes which involve distinguish

sensations produced through the bodily organs, and are
j

h
v

e

e

cognl"

accompanied by pains and pleasures in themselves. This element

then is how we must conceive the causes in the case off™^.
every affection, sensible or insensible, recollecting how we
denned above the source of mobility and immobility ; for

in this way we must seek the explanation we wish to find.

When that which is naturally mobile is impressed.by even

a slight affection, it spreads abroad the motion, the par-

ticles producing the same effect upon one another, until,

coming to the centre of consciousness 3
, it announces the

property of the agent ; but a substance that is immobile is

too stable to spread the motion round about, and thus

it merely receives the affection but does not stir any

neighbouring part; so that, as the particles do not pass

on one to another the original impulse which affected them,

or transmit it to the entire creature, they leave the recipient

of the affection without sensation 4
. This happens in the

case of the bones, hair, and generally the parts formed of

earth 6
; while the former conditions apply chiefly to sight

1 PhiUb. 33 D-34 A. From this passage, with the exception of the

Sw tyavraoias, an insertion borrowed from later psychology, that quoted

above from the Placita seems derived.

Tim. 64 A-C (Archer-Hind's version for the most part). In

what follows oiaflijait is confusedly treated as = feelingplus cognitive

sensation.

* to oJpoVi/io* : I cannot render it with Mr. Archer-Hind the * sentient

part ' : it includes more than this. * draurdnrov itapiax* to iradoV.

» Cf. Arist. de An. iii. 13- 435" *4 seqq.

P a
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and hearing, because these contain the greatest proportion

of fire and air 1
.' In another passage a he explains the cause

of sensation, and its disturbing effects upon intelligence,

as resulting from interaction between the elements which
form the body and those external to it. ' For great as was
the tide sweeping over them (sc. the bodies of newly created

creatures) and flowing ofT—the tide which brought them
sustenance—a yet greater tumult was caused by the effects

of the bodies that struck against them ; as when the body
of any one came in contact with some alien fire that met it

from without, or with solid earth, or with liquid glidings of

water, or if he were caught in a tempest of winds, borne on
the air ; and so the motions from all these elements rushing

through the body penetrated to the soul. This is in fact

the reason 3 why these have all alike been called, and are

still called, sensations (aio-0ij<reis). Then, too, did they

produce the most wide and vehement agitation for the time

being, joining with the perpetually streaming current in

stirring and violently shaking the revolutions of the soul,

so that they altogether hindered the circle of the Same by
flowing contrary to it, and they stopped it from governing

and going.' Plato does not in these passages distinguish

sensation, as element in cognition, from feeling. The
disturbing effects referred to by him are really due to the

emotions connected with pleasure and pain. Aristotle

also regards sensation as an affection common to body and

soul, and beginning with the former 4
.

Plato's § 10. Further light is thrown upon Plato's conception of

1 With this passage cf. that of Aristotle 459* 28-b 5, where the latter

illustrates the transmission of sensation from point to point by the way
in which heat is diffused through the body from the first point of con-

tact to the apxq. The f"ut rrjt apxijs of 459
b 3 seems to correspond in

a way to the p,ixpiirtp ivM tA (ppovipov of Plato above : Tint. 64 A-c.
' Tim. 43 B-D (Archer-Hind). Here Plato, by his account of the

agitation in the bodily tissues of newly created beings, seems to give

or suggest the explanation adopted by Aristotle (tie Mem. 4sob 5) of

the feebleness of the intelligence and memory of very young children.

s As if to connect aurdipns with aaBpaiva, '/if-tf-fu.

' 436b 698' aurBijcrts on ita toC (To/taTos yivrrai 177 ifrvxji iijAov cat iia

rou Xdyov <cai rov Xoyov XaP's'

description
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sensation by a passage in the Theaetetus x
. He discusses of 1

the Protagoreo-Heraclitean doctrine that 'man is the^^
til|

measure of all things,' from the point of view of its effects cognition

upon objective knowledge. The doctrine is based upon the j^™
t
„'

Heraclitean maxim ishno. ptl This maxim applied to the™w »»»
subject of sensation or sensory perception results as follows. Sensation

)
Protagoras held with Heraclitus that all physical things J^gj"
are in incessant motion. Motions are innumerable, but all coming: in

fall into two classes, the passive and the active 2
. Things ^ \ J^iy

have their so-called qualities only by acting or being acted transitory

on. But activity and passivity are always relative r hence The

.

: ai-

no quality belongs to anything per se. Only by interaction ^fj2J"
d

or relation of some sort are things determined in quality, with & oi-

We cannot say that they are per se anything in particular : l^'thus""'

or even that they are, at all. They only become : they are lost in the

always becoming, not being. Our sensory presentations evercnang_

arise by the concurrence of the aforesaid kinds of motion— ingprocess.

, . , , . , , ,
Lxplana-

the active and the passive. The active belongs to what we tion from

call the alffdrirov or object of sense ; the passive belongs to t^'*
i

point

i

the percipient or subjective organ s
. When an object comes what is

into contact with our sense-organ, so that the object acts ^^^
on the organ, and the organ is acted upon by the object, organ of

a sensation, on the one hand, arises in the organ, while on wen ^ by

the other hand, the object appears endowed with certain thesensibie

qualities. Thus arise in the organ sensations of seeing, commonly

tearing, smelling, cooling, burning, pleasure, pain, desire,^^s-

fear, &c. ; while in the object arise colours, tones, &c.

Some objects consist of slow motion, e.g. those which

we call objects of touch. These produce their effects only

on what is near them. Others are of quick motion, and

1 The Protagoreo-Heraclitean scepticism, which stimulated Plato to

epistcmology, is also most fruitful for psychological speculation. That

of Gorgias, on the other hand, is metaphysical in the main, and of little

help for psychology. A perfect epistemology must have sounded the

depths of sensational scepticism.

* Theaetet. 156 A rrjt ti Kxvr\aim iio tiby, irXqdci fit* ampor (xdnpor,

tivafuv 8( TO piv itouiv txovt
T& &' """X1"''

' It will be observed that Aristotle in the same way fixes the relation

of object to organ as active to passive.
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reach far ; such are the objects of sight. The above results,

however, viz. sensation in the organ and quality in the object,

occur only in the said contact, and last only while it lasts.

,
The eye does not see when not affected by colour; the

^ object is without colour when not seen by an eye. Nothing

therefore is or becomes what it is or becomes for itself and

in itself, but only in relation to the subject perceiving

;

and the object presents itself differently to the subject

according to the varying constitution of this subject.

Things are for each man what they appear to him ; and

they necessarily appear to him according to his state or

condition at the time. There is no objective truth. There

are no universally valid propositions : no science, but only

opinion 1
.

it w«s §11. Thus Plato in the operations of sense per se finds,

pifposeto according to the above doctrine of Protagoras, nothing

construct » fixed or stable, which could form the basis of knowledge.

epKemo- Nor can we doubt that if he had stopped at the point of view
logy which f empirical psychology, as he conceived it, he would have

place the been a devoted and enthusiastic follower of Heraclitus and

kT
pa

£d°
f Protagoras. He constructed, however, an epistemology by

thus pro- which he rescued the work of thought and belief from this

thetchooT disordered and chaotic condition. He was unable to dis-

ofProta- cover in sense-perception per se any -nov or5>—any fixed

interaction point to which the scattered data of sense could rally 2
, and

°\tfr- . which could therefore constitute a starting-point for science.
cipuns and *

perdpun- He asked himself the question how the interaction of

not"difle?
subject and object in sense-perception per se differs from

from purely the physical interaction between things in nature, and was

Interaction.' convinced that, for the school of Heraclitus and Protagoras
Sensation at an events, there is no difference. One cannot read
did not for . . ...
Piato,asfor Plato s energetic and eloquent words without perceiving
Aristotle,

tjiat Up to the present stage of the argument he is with

itself a Protagoras heart and souL Here then we discover a wide

s^heu.°
f

Sulf separating him from his pupil, Aristotle. The latter

tor the did not think it necessary to go outside the province
basis of

1 Plato, Theaetet. 156A-157C; Zeller, Pre-Socratics, (E. Tr.) ii. 449.
1 Cf. Arist An. Post. ico» 11.
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of perception itself to discover a germ of the synthetic objective

power which should lay the foundation of experience \ an^^
experience capable of being developed, under the presiding j^"?.
help of universal conceptions, into science. Having notounder-

conception of a Koivij a&rfljjonj, or synthetic faculty of sense,
JJjJJ

1^
Plato treated the subject of alaOr\<ris with scant respect, which he

being chiefly interested always, wherever he returns to it, in fe^l^f
-

showing how untrustworthy it is as an element of knowledge. f
f
om «nsa-

He did not find in it the characteristics which Aristotle he was

found—critical and comparative power, proportionality, the jk™£ t0

quality of fKtroTqt. Aristotle brought downwards to sense when

the characteristics of intelligence. He could not assent ^fo fcce

to the theory of a complete breach between the lower and with the

V the higher faculties of mind. Plato denuded sense of all o'uTchap-

synthetic power, and, for the explanation of the possibility ter—what

of scientific knowledge, which he as well as his pupil had at tare in

heart, had to fall back altogether upon the activity of the ^.^{j
11

' understanding. How the sensibility and the understanding, which dis-

having in this way no principle of community between {{"ff^
"

them, should be harmonized, was a question which Plato physical in-

could hardly answer. Aristotle tried to solve it by en- that there

dowing sense with synthetic faculty, which he ascribed, as 's °° such

we shall see, to that particular department which he calls

the Koivi) alcrdi\ais. Thus he tried to fill the breach which

Plato had made. He saw that a theory of mind, which

ignores the activity and implicit generality of sense, is

as false as one which disregards or denies the all-

regulating power of reason. Plato's idealism had not

succeeded in penetrating to the dark recesses of sense

;

that of Aristotle, no less lofty but far more attentive to

the details of concrete living experience, was at least

a deliberate attempt to interpret sense in terms of reason.

Aristotle.

§ 12. It will be found that there is, according to Aristotle, Parallet-

a complete parallelism between at least the sentient soul, ""<£ „,&

as a whole, and any one of its so-called parts ; also between P"t.i»

. . 1 . 1 . • 1 ,../. sentient

the bodily organism which is the instrument of the former, soul; also
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in bodny and the particular portion of the body which forms the

^^*° instrument of the latter. In consequence of this parallelism

stmment. Aristotle can illustrate, as he does, his conception of soul

soufto
1 ^ entelecheia of body by comparison with visual power,

body as as entelecheia of the eye. In order, therefore, to ascertain

matter. what his conception was of the characteristic of sensation
SeES:i

'j?
n

.
generally, in which, while all its forms agree, they all differ

the faculty from merely physical operations, we shall not only consider

heodmg" wnat ne says directly on the latter point, but also what he
the form says of the sentient soul as a whole, so far as it bears upon

without our question. I say the sentient soul ; because difficulties.

their arise as to the intellectual functions and their connexion

This true for Aristotle with the sensory functions^ qwing^to which we

tentlouT"
(^an scarcely^adduce his general account of ^u^g as a whole

and body in order to illustrate his view of the meaning_qf sense. It

aLTaisoof *s m developing "his view of the relation of soul—especially

each 'part* the sentient—with body in general, that he expounds the

the organ idea of the soul being to the body as form is to matter
;

Th^d
on wmc^ '^ea n*s explanation of sensation in general rests

tmction of also. [For him the first essential characteristic of sensation

^^ om
in general is the power of sense to apprehend the form of

has both a objects without the matter 1
. In this all the senses, in all

anoTa non- their manifestations, agree with one another ; and in this

physical essential characteristic they differ from inanimate things

so intro- operating on one another according to merely physical lawsT\
dnces us <phe distinction between form and matter, seeming the key to

of diffefen- that between psychical and non-psychical, is fundamental in

^ji^oa
e
the philosophy of Aristotle ; and although it connects itself

involved in properly with his metaphysics it is also of essential impor-

from a tance, if we are to understand his psychology of sense, that
mere?y we should clearly conceive the way in which he applies this

e.g. me-' distinction,,/?™/, to the relation of soul and body, or of sense

relation

1,
an(* sense-organ ; and secondly, to the relation of sensory

relation

between
bodies.

1 He agrees with Plato in the definition of a"a6i<rie as a xivrfaism Jia

rov aoifiaros rijr tyv\rit, but this definition, having served its purpose

of connecting empirical psychology with the sphere of physics, is left

behind, and a more characteristic and fruitful definition is sought for.

Cf. 436b 6 with 424* 16 ; Zeller, Arist. (£. Tr.) ii. 58.
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apprehension—sense-perception—wherein the knowing sub-
(

ject perceives by sense the qualities of an object Soul is i

form and apprehends form ; and the same is true of each

sense-organ (qua animate) and its function. For we are

seeking, be it remembered, the respect in which the relation

ofpercipiens to percipiendum differs, according to Aristotle,

from a merely physical, e. g. a mechanical, relation.

§ 13. Aristotle 1 arrives at his most comprehensive view Definition

of -tyvxn as follows. There is a class of things called ratson

substances (ovo-(m), i. e. determinately existing things, two con-

Any such thing may be viewed (a) as to its matter, (b) as (a) that of

to its form, (c) as to the whole (ovo-fe) which results from Hjeanaijiii

the union of the two a
. Matter is mere potentiality, form intoform

actuality. The latter may have grades, e. g. a lower which (^^at'of'

corresponds to iittarnin}, and a higher which corresponds to actuality

. . .« .. , , . %T , as distinct
to dfuptiv, or the exercise of <irio-nj/«j. Now the commonest hompoten-

instanccs of substances are furnished by bodies, especially t,al,ty-

natural bodies (d>t><ruca o-^ara). Of the latter some have

life—by this being meant a process involving the main-

tenance of nutrition, growth, and decay in such bodies.

Every natural body having life is an ovo-Ca, with all the

implications above stated. Such living body cannot per se

(sc. qua body) constitute soul. The body qua matter is the

subiectunt (to itioKtliitvov) ; while the soul, in virtue of which

the body is qualified as living, if a substance at all, is such

in only a formal sense

—

oiaia r\ Kara \6yov, or «!5oy. Such

substance as this—the oivta rj koto, \6yov or tiSor—is the h-
T<At'x<ia, or actualization, as distinguished from the Ivvapis,

or potentiality, of the living body. Bearing in mind that

ivTt\(x(l0L has the grades above illustrated, the one corre-

sponding to fwioTjj/M/, the other to to Otwpuv, we next observe

1
4 1 2" 1-414* 28. oiaia in Aristotle generally= anything subsisting for

itself, forming no inherent part or attribute of anything else, and not

requiring a substratum different from itself, irpurtu oiaiai are distin-

guished from ttvTtpai oioiai as individuals from genera and species.

The use of the term oiaia respecting V™OT must be carefully watched at

the point where V^PW comes to be spoken of as the oiaia q mra \6yor

of the (tfov.

3 vXi) is used first by Aristotle as the philosophical term for 'matter';

but such usage might have been suggested by Plato, Tim. 69 a.
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that, as lvre\lx*ia. of living body.^ruxij answers to the former

of these. For the possession of soul, by a living body, is

consistent with the non-exercise of its faculties, for instance,

during sleep. The capacity for such exercise is chrono-

logically prior, in the individual, to the actual exercise.

Hence we call soul the first ivrikkyjHo. of a living body,

or of a natural body capable of living. Such potency or

capacity belongs to bodies which possess organs, and there-

fore to vegetable as well as to animal bodies. Thus we

formulate a definition sufficiently general to apply to all

kinds of soul, if we state that it is the first ivrt\.tx(ia °f a

natural organic body. With this definition as expressing the

nature of the sentient soul only we shall here have to do.

The tenns $ 14. Without clearly understanding Aristotle's distinction

matter of matter and form, we could not understand his theory of

denved sensation. There is one fixed word for matter, viz. C\ri,
from oo»
jectsof but form is expressed by several : <rx^o, y.op$fi, «8oj. From

Fomi and ^e frecluent use of the two first, it would appear that the

mattereven philosophical distinction was imported from the ordinary or

are only vulgar use of fiop<j>rj and vAtj, to distinguish the material of

notionally -^ object from its shape, by which, therefore, this distinction
G15QD-

guishable. in its primary form is best illustrated. A lump of wax has
Bct

.

tlli* always and must have some shape. The shape and the
notional J r r
distinction wax are inseparable except by abstraction—an act of

character thinking. The shape must have a matter or material, the

of idealism material a shape. The shape and material are different

perience indeed, but do not differ as, e. g., two lumps of wax would
from its differ from one another. These are locally and really
very incep- ' '

tionon- separable; not so the shape and material of one lump.

npiiids! The shape of one lump of wax cannot perish without the

material sharing its fate ; nor can the material perish

—

it cannot even be thought away—without the shape also

vanishing. If the lump ceases to have any form it ceases to

exist ; and so, too, if it ceases to have any matter. We may
name the shape and the material separately, and by different

names.but we cannot even imagine a material substancewith-

out some shape, or a shape without material. Matter and

form are thus correla^velerms notionalIy(Xjyu) distinct, i.e.
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1 distinguishable by an effort of mental abstraction, and by
this only. Such distinction borrowed from objects in space
was transferred by Aristotle to every concrete individual

;

not merely those possessing physical properties, but all

others, including the entities with which metaphysical
speculation undertakes to deal. In regard to every indi-

vidual thing (rJ8e u) of any kind, therefore, Aristotle dis-

tinguishes (i) its matter, (2) its form, (3) the composite
consisting of both. Neither matter nor form by itself

\
constitutes the individual—the root ti. It is constituted

jor consists of both together. This distinction of form and
matter is, as made by reason or thought, the first step

towards the idealizing of experience, and the introduction,

or discernment, of the characteristic which distinguishes

L
sensation generally from purely mechanical or other kinds of

physical interaction. In virtue of it, or our power to make
it, experience and all that it can contain is from the first

endowed with a character derived from mind.

j
§ 15. To form Aristotle gives precedence in rank and The pro-

importance. The reason of this for him is, no doubt, that t^t^ge
form, though itself unknowable in nature apart from matter, is « pn>-

i is what renders things capable of being known. All the?^
1

,^,.

determinate qualities of things, all the predicates by which tion ' °*

they can be the subject of conversation or reasoning, come of mere

under the head of form. The determination of the ' form '
ma

)

ler
> Le>

matter

of a thing is a progress in the complete knowledge of that without

thing. The reverse process, by which knowledge of form is h°a™'no
e

obliterated, would ultimately leave our minds a blank. For apprehen-

mere matter is a mere negative. It has per se no predicates, Hence

and nothing real could bTT<nown about it. As, therefore,
^rutot/"

'scientific and all knowledge advancesparipassu with further the

determination of the form of a subject—and as science con- ofihe'two.

fined to mere matter would be impossible—indeed incon- ty form
wc icnow

ceivable—it was natural for Aristotle to give the higher matter: not

place in dignity to form as compared with matter. Form is vice TerM-

on the side of clearness and knowledge ; matter, on that of

confusion and ignorance. But for a single res completa, or

for a real world, we, in Aristotle's opinion, require both.
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Affinity be- § 1 6. The distinction between matter and form is allied

two dis-

C
to th* distinction between potentiality (bvvafus) and actu-

tinctions ality (Ivipytia, ivreXixem *), also of capital importance in

actuality Aristotle. It is not hard to see the affinity between the

to-^T'w
two distinctions- Matter is that which exists only poten-

form and tially ; before anything can be a r6bt n—can exist at

The'fact a particular place in a particular time—it must have form
of soul Unformed matter is something which can only be conceived

actnalUa- as possibility: something which is conceived as nothing

bod
°f

*th
^et*

kut wn*ch 's capable of becoming anything, we do not

definite po- yet know what, according to the form it may assume.

!endm
tieS Nature exhibits no instances of such potentiality, such

such ideas unformed matter, in the absolute sense; but relatively

transmigra- speaking, many natural things illustrate it. It is seen

tion of especially in the processes of organic life, such as that of

absmd. growth from seed to tree. The seed is the tree in potency,

or formed imperfectly ; the tree is the seed in actuality, or

perfecHyTormedl The process is one from matter less

formed to matter more formed ; but even at the lowest

steps"we can fincTno matter that has not already some

form. When the potentiality of some particular matter

has been completely actualized, it has, in Aristotle's

phrase, reached its ivr(ki\(ia—its final consummation. In

the successive steps of the process, however, each higher

stage is evipyeia compared to the lower; owa/wr as com-

pared to those above it. The idea of the soul entering into,

or passing by transmigration through, a variety of different

bodies is absurd. It is not with every casual body that

a given form of soul will unite itself. To suppose other-

wise is as erroneous as to suppose that a carpenter could

do his work with a flute as well as with hammer or saw 2
.

Tte<rS/ia § 17- Accordingly we may see what Aristotle meant by
**? " speaking of the animate body as ovo-ia of which the aw/ia

of hs avn;per se is the vAjj, while the soul per se is «l8os. For the <r&na

",—an
T<a* to nave ê k to ^ave rea'teed in^ it

;

certain
^ antecedent

doia potentialities, whTcTibeTonged to the v\rj from which the living

1 The difference of these may be neglected here. •

1 Cf. 407b 14-25. This is directed against the Pythagoreans and
Plato's Phaedo.
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body has sprung.. I^x1? »s the realization of such potentia- having not

lities. The ($ov is the tJo* n. Its ^n>xn is that in virtue of™^r ^
which it lives—that which is the seal and mark of the a/«rm'too.

potentialities of its o-fi/ia qua «Xi». The soul is not a ro'Je n,"^^^
neither is it something joined to, and capable of separation "en a

from, the o-fyta
1
, any more than form generally from matter, matter of

It is \lrv\ri, however, that gives meaning or intelligibility to T
n
h
y
e

s°
^i

the organic body whose functions are adapted to its main- is not an

tenance, and employed for its sake. Thus the ivrtXix"" Jhtaktod:
and the ri\os are identical. While, however, the V^XV bat only an

is no r6it n—no concrete individual thing—we cannot say J^™„™a
this of o-u/ia. The latter indeed taken per se, and with- notional

out soul as a dead body might be, is no longer what it The body

was when animated or fit for the habitation of soul : it is
1S *° \only to

., no more an animal body than an &<j>0dkp6s deprived or i»o*«>«-

incapable of vision (o\jnt), such as an eye of stone, would be ^j ^f
an eye in the same sense as one with its native power. It not be

could now have the name it formerly bore only in an ofsouli

" ambiguous or homonymous way. Yet, though not the anJ so
"f

same as what it was, it is a concrete individual thing ; which explained

could not be said of its *i<reXfy" > the *h>Xn Per se, out °^^}r

of relation to the o-<3/ua. The body when lifeless is still istic hypo- .

a substance, a ro'fie n, though no longer Ifxi/roxo'v tc There- forget an

,_fjDre body cannot be said to be itself the eftos or form of «plana-

( soul. In other words soul cannot be explained materially— auributes

as consisting of any form of material body however fine. °^he

j
Body is always of the nature of a subiectum : the subject of we most

I attributes and predicates : not itself an attribute or pre- }°°£"^
dicate. We can no more say that body is the soul of an »i<ria mn-d

^animal, than we could say that the wax is the shape or SOui"'~

form of the cube of wax before us. Its. cubicalness is a

predicate of the wax as a subject and this relation is irre-

versible. Thus, and for the analogous reason, we could

not say that in a given living ($ov the body is the soul, or

in other words, that the soul is material. The cubicalness

is a quality predicable of the wax, and now belonging to it

1 In this Aristotle seems to attack the very basis of the main

argument of Plato's Phaedo,
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as the result of a process of change. Just so in the living

body, its soul—its being alive—is the quality which informs

and determines it to its intelligible character. —

,

Condition § 1 8. The soul, then, is the actualization of the poten-

haring life
tiality of life, and this it is in virtue of its being the form I

should
U °^ tJle livinS body. But it is only a stage—the first staged

have —in a process of actualization. With it ends the process

2^ jj,e
upwards from lifeless £\tj to CArj which now lives ; and with

case of the it again begins another process upwards from mere life, as

^™ in vegetables, to the life which has intelligence (roCs) in its

organs of sublimest energy. That the body should live, organs are

Parallel necessary. That further determination or development

whole*
11

°^ sou' snou*d ta'fe ptace—that, for example, it should

animated rise from its lowest grade such as plants exhibit to the

eachoTitt next above it—that of sentiency which all animals exhibit

—

sentient further organs are necessary. These are the instruments of

Each sense 'ts activity or functionality: the organs of sense,

is the just as the soul is the first entelechy of living body, so

crTtx«x«a each sense is the first entelechy of the organ adapted to its

sassoiy
function. Each sense is the form, while its organ (a portion

organ: of the body) is the matter. The senses all postulate the

tyjfj- living body as their substratum or ground of possibility

;

^n"v in their manifestations of function, and in their development,

the whole they each offer the closest parallel to the sentient soul as
animated a wno ie jn jts relationship to the body as a whole. This
organism. * '

Keiation of parallelism is stated by Aristotle himself. As each sensory

bod
"
We organ 1S organic to that sense, so the whole o-5/xa is organic

cannot say to tyvxV' anc^ ls qualified as such an opyavov l
. The soul,

Le Jn/Ld not being material, is not a magnitude. Again, we
the same must not ask whether soul and body are one, any more

neither can than whether the wax and the figure it bears are one,
we say that

of generally whether any material and that of which it

toothings, is the material are one. Soul is called an ovaCa—a sub-

1 Cf. 645b 14 fVei if to P-tv ipyavov nay ivtKa tov, rav ti tov aaparos

fiopiav ikoutov ivtKa. tov, ro ti ov ivma irpa£is Tif, (pavip&v on Ka\ to

o-vvoXov o-upa itvw'ittijm jrpa£ias nvog ivtKa rrXijpovf. This is confined

by Aristotle to the lower part of ^nixni an<* does not apply to the dis-

tinctively noetic part, which is possibly \apun6v, and which belongs to

the subject of jt/xutij <pt\oo-txpia, not of ' physics.'
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stance or essence—but this must not be taken to mean that As pnPa

it is a t6U n. It is an Ma if Kara rbv Xiyov—an ideal or "^p"
formal substance—the actualization of the idea underlying <•« ^""g

the potentiality of body to live. Without it the living body bS'y'Ld

would no longer live : its structure and organs would have son
J

.

nulte.... ° up tne
lost their meaning, or would not fulfil the idea; which ($or.

informs them. ' . . . We can see this * by comparison with

certain particular organs and their functions. If the eye

((tyOaA/xo?) were an animal (£<?ov), then, by analogy, its soul

would be its visual faculty (i; ctyts). This (otyis) is the

form or ideal substance of the eye (oixrla 6$0a\y.ov f) Kara

rbv \6yov). So the eye is the matter (vXij) of the visual

faculty (dittos), lacking which it would be an eye no longer

in the same meaning of the term as before, but only in

some other, just as an eye carved in stone or painted

in a picture might bear this name. We must conceive

what is true, in this manner, of the part as true also of the

living body as a whole. For as each sensory function is

to its sensory organ, so is the whole sentient soul (») oKtj

alvOtio-ts) to the whole sentient body as such. ... As
seeing (Spairis) is the full consummation (tvre\exeia) °f the

potentiality of the eye, so waking 2
is that of the potentia-

lity of the whole living body. The soul is the realization

of the potentiality of the organic body, in the way in which

vision as a power is that of the organ of vision. Con-

sidered per se, the body is that which has only the potency

of living. As the " pupil " and its visive function (ox/as),

together make up the eye (o^flatyios), so the soul and the

body together make up the animal (rd C$ov).'

§ 19. The foregoing has been needful to prepare us in Tl"»» in

some measure to understand the comparatively brief sec- ^p^E"*"

tion 3 in which Aristotle, having previously given a detailed fon? "P-

account of the special senses, recurs to the theme of form: the

sensation generally, in order to state the characteristics'^^

which distinguish it from all material interaction. Atotfijo-is of body)

1 4i2b 6-28.
1
'ypfoop"") what we might call complete consciousness.

,« 424' i6-b 3-
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through is, he says 1
, a form of yv&vis. We have to conceive at<r6t\<rit

(wMchare m general M tne power which animals possess, in virtue

the form of their V^C? ana" aladriTTJpia, of apprehending sensible

respective objects in their forms without their matter a
, as wax takes

bodily the mark (<njn«oi>) of the seal ring, without taking the iron

apprehends or the gold of which the latter may be composed, but quite

(L^tfK
indifferently as to this material element. In the same,

qualities) of or in an analogous, way, sense-perception is related to its

ofsoise^ objects. It apprehends the colour or taste, or other sensible

perception, quality of things, being affected by each thing not in so

onlyappre- far as such thing is a ro'8e u or substance, but in so far as it

heads form ^ a T0l0V^ ;. e< possesses particular quality s
. For form '

irMvidual, apprehends form. The soul, which is the oi<rCa q Kara koyov

«»iVrjji. of the whole animate body, informs the sensory organ ; and
Implicit the latter by its form becomes apprehensive of the forms of

saih" objects. Though sense thus grasps the form in objects, it

of sense, differs from intelligence in not grasping the universal as

particular such. It only seizes the form in the individual r6be r», i. e.

^™^L in a given thing at a given time and place. Yet even so,

distinct we can observe the implicit universality of knowledge from

/!w/w») ^ its commencement in sensible experience. For even in the

the pan of individual, however limited as to place and time, the form

animal is implicitly universal ; and at<r6r)<ris, being not rovtii twos, but
in which T0~ TOlo$fa «_has the implicitlyuniversal as its object. So much
ttis faculty for the general character of a&r0»j<ny or sense-perception.

hradmcT ^ sensory organ, on the other hand, in its primary* con-

form apart ception, is that part of a living animal in which the faculty

matter. of apprehending form apart from matter appears. This
Relation of faculty depends on the constitution of the organ : no part
particular *

, . ... ..,
organ to can be such an organ unless it occupies the position of

lit^that^f*
mean between the qualities which are extremes in the

body to scale of sense to which it refers 6
. The sense (ar<r0ijcris) and

1 73i' 33 t*S»At «*> cf- 4S
8b

2, 43** 16.

* 424* 17 r6 ieiertKOV t£>v aXaBipriov tiiav iivtv fijf vXijr, cf. 425'' 23, 434' 29.

clouy in 424* 17, required on general grounds, and supported by its use

in 434* 29, is certainly sound.
* oix V ««™» tKf'iiav "KiyiTM dXX' p roiovdi xai Kara tAk Xuyov.

4 Vide 87b 28, ioo» 16. * 424* 24.
* For this thought that the organ must be a mean between the
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its organ (altrflijrijpiov) are In a way* the same and yet not undent

the same 1
. They are different in conception (A<fyy) orwhoi"

in their way of manifesting themselves (t$ «7iw). That ^£f
an

'

which perceives is, qua part of a&ixa, a plyfOoi or magni- whole

tude ; but the essential idea or function of perception is ^'
it̂ s

no magnitude or material, but a ratio or power of some the faculty

kind inherent in the perceiving organ 2
. From these con- I^her a"

siderations (viz. that the faculty of a sense-organ depends ralio or
.1

.
' or proportion,

on its occupying a due mean or proportion between any
two different objects in its scale) it is plain why excessive

impressions from sensible objects of any sense injure or

destroy the organ. If the motion set up by the object is

too strong for the organ, the essential mean or proportion

is disturbed ; and this being disturbed, sensory power is

lost ; just as the musical quality of a lyre is lost if it be

struck so violently as to break the strings 3
.

§ 20. The fact that there are three kinds of soul—the Unity of

nutrient (and generative), the sentient (and motor), and sistentwlth

the intellectual—\a consistent with the unity of soul as plurality

ana divef-

a whole. Aristotle illustrates this by reference to the unity sity of its

of higher geometrical figures, which still implicitly contain {"^"'^

the lower. Thus the quadrilateral is one, though it contains by geo-

the trilateral. The nutrient is contained in the sentient fj^uJeTlike

soul ; the nutrient and sentient in the intellectual ; yet the

extremes—or any two different qualities—in the scale of atoBipa to

which it refers, and hence must not itself have any of the qualities in

a determinate degree, but only in such a way as to be relatively, e. g.,

cold as compared with a hot object, hot as compared with a Cold, cf.

Plato, Tim. 50D-E; also Arist. 429"* 15 seqq., and § 24 infra.
1 Just as are ^"XV aI,d n-"/"1-

' dXXA \&yot tic icnl Suvafus imlvov. Editors make cVti'vov = rov

afcrdijToC ; Bonitz (Ind. 437' 48) takes it as=/i*y«0ovr, and (/«</. 2o6b 17)

as = toC alodtfrov. It appears to me to be a subjective genitive,

referring to to ala6av6iuvov in »-26, i. e. the subject-organ, whose per-

ceiving power consists in this Xoyor. The mistake which Aristotle

here aims at correcting is like that of one who should regard the

musical function of a lyre as a magnitude, and identify this function

with the strings, pegs, and material framework of the lyre, omitting

to take account of, e. g., the ratios of the strings on which the musical

function depends.
• 424*31.

BEARS
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the quadri-

lateral,

which is

one though
made up
of two
trilaterals.

Plants have
soul, bat

not sense.

Reason of
this. Thus
Aristotle

answers the

question as

to the com-
mon and
peculiar

feature in

sensation

generally.

Sensation

involves a
change in

sentient and intellectual are each actually one, though

potentially several
;
just as the quadrilateral is actually one

though capable of division into two trilaterals. Plants, as

well as animals, have life, and therefore soul. Aristotle

denies them, however, even the rudiments of sensation,

pointing out the reason (as he regards it) why they cannot

possibly possess this. No doubt they are (he says) affected,

e. g., by the cold and hot, i. e. they are cooled and

heated. Hence one might overhastily assume that they

have a perception of cold and hot. This would be a mis-

take. Their mode of affection is not that of animals. The
plant lacks the primary requisites of sense. Plants have no

organs possessing the essential ftto-dYijs, which would give

discrimination of the degrees of heat ; and therefore they

are incapable of apprehending the form of heat apart from

the matter of the hot thing. When plants come into relation

with external objects, to be affected by these they must

receive the matter with the form 1
. Thus a plant's touching

is but physical contact. As sense apprehends material

objects in their form, and as intellect apprehends immaterial

objects, so plants apprehend the material object only in its

matter. Thus it is that Aristotle answers the question : what

is the feature common and peculiar to sensation generally

—

the feature in which all sensory functions agree, and in which

all differ from purely physical interaction ? Thanks to the

fact of the sensory organ being (or having in its constitution)

a Xo'yoy of all the differences possible in its sensible province,

so that it can present itself, as a mean, to any two such

differences and discriminate them, it is capable of appre-

hending the form, i. e. the qualities, of objects apart from

their matter. Thus the aWoCuxrts involved in sensation is

no purely physical change. It is a process in which the first

«rreA^x«a of the organ—its potentiality ofsuch apprehension

—is converted into the second (vrt\£x.fia-
or actualization of

its potentiality.

§ 21. For all al<r07)<ris involves dAAoiWis 2 of the organ by

the object. When the hand is plunged into water of exactly

1 De An. ii. 12. 424* i5-b 3. * For §§ 21-22, cf. 416^ 32-4i8» 4.
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its own temperature, it feels the water neither hot nor cold 1
, the per-

In determining the nature of this aUokxns or qualitativenE of

change of the percipient, Aristotle also settles (to his satis- *^
faction) the old question, whether perception is effected by Percfpiion

a relation of like to like or of unlike to unlike. This he does %tf£*%
in such a way as to reconcile the apparently inconsistent like to like,

theories of, e. g., Empedocles and Anaxagpras on this point. £tm*'
A similar question is, he says, possible respecting the l*

is a re,a-

relation between the body nourished and the food which wWchwhat
nourishes it. Is nutrition effected by the agency of like onJ^ke

like or of unlike on unlike? Aristotle replies : there is a pre- like. Illni-

vious question as to what exactly nutriment is. Is it the
from°nntri-

digested or undigested food ? Manifestly it is the former, tion and

The question, therefore, may be answered in two ways. Ifa^™*'
by nutriment we mean food not yet digested, then nutrition food-

is effected by the agency of unlike upon unlike ; but if by
nutriment we mean digested food, nutrition is effected by the

agency of like upon like. A process of AXXo/watj has inter-

vened between the taking of the food and its thorough

digestion, in which process the food which was at first

unlike the body has become assimilated to it: the unlike

has become like*. Thus he introduces his settlement of

the analogous question respecting perception. The object

sets up a change in the percipient. The former is in this

relation active, the latter passive. The perception for

which the subject is naturally fitted is developed into

actuality by the object perceived, the form of the object

being impressed upon the percipient, i. e. the qualities

of the object which the percipient is adapted to perceive

being apprehended by it. This relationship between the

two is the kind of qualitative change— dAAotaais—in which

perception is developed. At the moment when this qualita-

tive change, produced in the percipient by the object,

begins—i. e. when the former commences to be affected

—

then the object is unlike the percipient ; when, however, the

aWoiuois has completed itself and the percipiendum has

become a perception, in the moment of actualized per-

1 424* a seqq. * Cf. de An. ii. 4. 4i6b 3-10.

Q3
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ception, the percipient has become like the object The
latter has assimilated the former to itself. Both are now
qualitatively alike. The question, therefore, whether percep-

tion results from an affection of unlike by unlike (as Anaxa-
goras held), or of like by like (as Empedocles believed),

admits ofbeing answered either way according as one regards

the initial or the final stage in the process of dAAotWis

in which perception consists. If the former is thought of,

Anaxagoras* answer would be correct ; if the latter, the cor-

rect answer would be that of Empedocles 1
. A process has

intervened in this case as m that of nutrition between the

incipiency and the termination of the relation between agent

— and patient. The organ therefore is qualitatively changed.

TV sen- § 23. This change will be understood only if we re-

unite the
number that the sensory faculty is nothing but a faculty

sentient until confronted by its object. It is something which exists

thole)
5

* only potentially, until the object stimulates it. By this

»/*mj stimulation it acquires actuality. It must wait for an object,

priorto the i.e. something different from itself, in order to be actualized,

momen'

°

f
i. e. to perceive. Were this not so, the sensory organs would

in which its perceive themselves ; which, however, they can no more do

potentia- than an axe or saw can cut itself. The process of dAXoiWis,

lityis which we have been describing here, is a process from

The 'object the sense Svpajxct to the sense ivepyeiq. The ivtpyaa or

in general' foreX^ia, with which a sense-organ is primarily endowed,

per se; it is that which it derives from, or has in virtue of, the whole

^Sfties
111

V^OCV' °f which it is a particular organ. Such ivfpytia is,

capable of however, only the itpdrr) ivepyeta (or ivri\4\fia) of the organ,

caved**' as caPable of functioning, i. e. as al<rdr)rikov. This first grade

evea. when f actuality is itself potentiality as compared with higher

ceived.'" grades. The case is (in reference to the particular part
Thought Qf gQuj enpragred in one sense, as well as in reference to the
i-»n supply
its own whole sentient soul) like that of imaTr\p.r\ and dtmpla, to use

omTenaTs.
Aristotle's illustration. If a person is a scholar or man of

• science, he is in virtue of this able to exhibit or apply

knowledge in a certain way
;

given certain conditions,

1
4 1 8* 4 iratrx" P*¥ °"X opoiov ov, rrfrrov66c &' u/toi'urac xai iariv olov cxcTvo.

Galen, De Placit. Hipp, et Plat., § 636, remarks ,that sense-perception

is. not, as some say, an dWoiuair, but rather a dtdyyuvtc aMoiuvcac.
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he does so. This potentiality of his corresponds to the Sense must

grade which every sensory faculty occupies in the absence Xcted by
of an object to stimulate its organ. On the other hand, >w objects

when such a person is exercising his knowledge in some ^duals ;

particular concrete case *, he furnishes the parallel for the the univer-

• • »
' sals arc

actually percipient organ of sense after it has been affected, within the

and while yet affected, by its object. A change has passed ^JicnU^
over the organ of sense, but not one which impairs it. or indi-

There are two kinds of change which a thing may undergo
; outside the

one in a direction depriving: it of its qualities or func- soul
>
and

.. lL , . , , , , . ... . outside the
tions ; the other in the way of developing or realizing its body. Only

powers 2
. The change which the percipient undergoes, J,^"™

when affected by the percipiendttm, is a change of the latter inside the

sort, one which brings, the faculty from potentiality to this firs^at

actual realization, like the change from liturrripri to Otutpla moment of

which fulfils the potency of the firKrnjM&w.
perception.

The object which causes the change has its own actual

existence in the world, apart from the relation of sense.

It would exist even if no one perceived it. It actually exists,

and is potentially perceptible. So, conceived in relation

to an absent object, the sensory organ is perceptive, or

capable of perceiving it. The object has its own actual

qualities s—its form, which sense finds in it at the moment

of perception. Thus, for Aristotle, the object is what Kant

would call a Ding an sich.

Between sense and thought, however, though paralleled

for the above illustration, there is the great difference that

thought can discover its own objects within itself, for it deals

with universals (ra ko.66Kov). Sense-perception must await

stimulation from without, as it can only deal with particulars

(rh Ka0' tKaoTov) * Universals are in a manner within the

soul itself 8
. Hence it follows that thinking is in one's

1 417* 29 i rjtrj BtapStv ivrt\t\tl(f &v, kcu Kvpius f'lrurra/icvof r6tt to A.

' liio TBOttovt fivai rfjt aWotwrtos, rr/v rr «Vl Tar trrtprpuat diadiatit

lUTafioXqv xai tI/v «Vi rht !£fit «ai ri/v <pitriv 4I7b 14-16.

* Cf. 426* 20-25, 7
b 35 seqq., and loio* 36.

* row uiv tA n-oiiji-MCo rr^t ivtpytiat i(a8(V, ro 6parir (01 ojcovo-toV, 6/iolmt

ti xai tA Xoitra rav alaBtyrav.

»
i)

4' iirtirrripi tuv ko&JXov, roCro 8" i» avrj} irin ion Tfl -^vxn-
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own power when one wishes to make the effort ; but it is

not in one's power to perceive always when he wishes to do
so. There must be present a particular object of perception

before this faculty of sense can be realized 1
.

Sense of §23. We have seen that, as the nutrient soul can exist

exist apart without the sentient, but the latter cannot exist without the
from the former, so the sense of touch can exist without the other
other

senses : not senses, while without it these cannot exist*. And we

oa?u.
WI

tt
may ^sun^ that as the nutrient soul is present with and

is implied accompanies—or is the foundation of—every exercise of

the°opera- ^c sentient, so the sense of touch is implied as at least

tl
,

on °f *N accompanying every exercise of the other senses. What
senses, as then is its exact relation to each of them in actual exercise ?

rs
a

im
l

iied
or nas '* anv ' Are we to suppose that it merely accom-

.

throughout panics, and has no assignable office ? Such was not the '

Ufe.

Sa
D

>

e? opinion of Democritus, as we have already observed. Can
mocritas it have really been the opinion of Aristotle himself? He
the other allows that taste is a modification of touch. When we
senses to be come to deal with the common sense—that central bureau
diceren*

tiaied from which receives and elaborates the reports of the several

ftrdid°
W senses*—we shall have reason to think that on this point

Aristotle the two philosophers agreed. At all events, Aristotle's

(despite theory of the evolution of soul requires a close relation

verbal pro- between touch and the other senses of which it is the

with De- pre-supposition (see p. 248, n. 1). The ascending forms of
mocritus soui are ijke tije ascending figures. As the triangle is

Suggested implicit in the tetragon, so the faculty of nutrition—or the

™ e
L^„ nutrient soul—is implicit in the sentient soul. We seem

senses in *

ascending to be led up by him to the parallel thought of an ascending

according scale within the sentient soul—a scale which reaches from
to the ^a,} at its lower to o^l/is at its higher extremity. We have
meaning of _ - . .

Aristotle: an involution of the sense of touching in every other sense,

'uuti'"
S' however highly developed s

. But Aristotle does no more
snuUing, than bring us to the threshold of this conception. He
saingf' A nowhere (except in the case of ytva-is, which is &4>rj ris)

,

sense is explicitly defines the relationship between the other senses

the more successively and that of touch. Yet we may, with much
1 De An. ii. 5. 4i7b 24. * 415* 3-5. 8

Cf. 435* 18.
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probability, infer his view of their respective relationship to the form of

it, by simply reversing the order in which he arranges the without*

senses for discussion. When he states x that Sfu is the sense *e raatter

par excellence, he doubtless means that this sense, in a greater hended by

degree than any other, exhibits the power of apprehending ^J*
1"

form apart from matter. Touch possesses this power, but in brings as

the lowest degree. Taste comes—or would seem to come— threshold

next above touch.for sensations oftaste proper are impossible of iotein-

. - gence (as
without contact of the tongue with the sapid substance, and distinct

ytBcriy is cuprj ris. It, however, superadds a determination of f^
m

'5?
a

"e*

form foreign to mere touch qua touch : the sapid qualities of «>w which

body are known through it alone, as they could not be by apprehend

mere touch. Next in order as we go up comes smelling, pure form,

which is allied on the one hand to tasting and touching

—

being subservient directly in its most important use to the

purpose of tasting—and on the other hand to hearing and

seeing, in virtue of its operating through a medium (rb

iypov) with which the media of hearing and seeing are

"in a certain way identical. For the medium of hearing,

viz. air, is iypov, and the vypov and the buupavis, as we learn

from the constitution of the (top?/, have much in common.

Next above smelling comes hearing, and the scale

culminates in the sense of seeing. Hearing apprehends :.

less of the matter, more of the form of its object than

smelling does: and the same can be said of seeing as

compared with hearing. Seeing is the most pure—touch-

ing, the least pure—form of sense. Thus the progress in

the ascending scale of sense is at the same time a progress

towards the scale of intelligence, from the threshold of

which again (if we can determine a threshold), we should

proceed still upwards step by step guided by the same clue,

the higher step being always that which leads towards the

purer form—towards the universal. Finally, though vovt

apprehends its objects only under conditions determined

by perception, yet it endeavours to free them more and

more from all such conditions.

§ 24. Each sense is capable of perceiving objects which^ch
,^

n>e

1 429* 2 ij tyit fiaXioro a'oBrjoic.
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and then- are contraries—opposites in the same genus *. This power

^,!^. it owes to its involving what Aristotle calls a uta&rns

f**.
000". between the opposite extremes in the scale to which its

differences object belongs. To this its discriminative power is due*.

roodliit
^or Aristotle tms doctrine of pto-ortis is of cardinal im-

Morede-" portance in the theory of sense-perception. Without

«p!ana- understanding it we must fail to grasp his explanation

tionofthe of how aT<r0jj<ns apprehends form without matter. Each

and. the a'trdrjffit or sensory faculty is for him a unity 8
, ruling

xoymia- ^s it were over its own province which is also one
volved in

each sen- and consists of its al<rdr)T&. The unity is, of course,

faulty
qualitative or formal, not quantitative. That of the faculty

Each «- is an unity owdjxei ; that of its province, an unity y«'v«.

fonnal" The sensibilia which constitute the province are all homo-
dynamic geneous inter se, and heterogeneous with those of every
nmty. Farn . ., . .

province, other sense. Thus seeing presides over or discerns (Kpivti)

^°°" the province including colour 4
. Colour is a province lying

generic between and bounded by the opposites white and black.

^^" of These are one in kind, or genus, though opposite as species,

formal Between these opposites come other species which mediate

each
7
sense, between them, and which Aristotle endeavoured to arrange

the xiyot
jn a scale f succession reaching continuously from the one

or luaorqt. , , ,

opposite to the other. Seeing presides over all these species

alike, comparing and distinguishing them. This power, he

tells us, it possesses in virtue of its being a /leo-oVr)? or Xoyoy.

It is a fKo-orrji qua standing in a middle character between

both extremes—white and black—or between any other pair

of different species or different colours in the scale, so that

it can relate itself to either at the same time as to the other.

It is a Koyoi or ratio in the sense that it involves in its organ

a XoyosTrjs /*«'£«•>; of the physical elements which constitute

its ahdrjri, and therefore is capable of taking the ' form ' of
1 434* IO in if oicrrrip oparov cat aapdrov Jjv iras 17 <tytr, o/ioi'wr Si (cat at

Xourai tuv apTtttipevav.

1 432s 16 ru KpiriKU £ tuwoiar ipyov ior\ Kal al<r6f\<rtat.

* For the difficulty which Aristotle finds in applying this to the sense

of touch, see Touching, §§ 9-10 supra.

* Besides colour there are other objects of seeing, viz. fire and the

phosphorescents. These, though not possessing colour in the ordinary

sense, have it in the same sense in which light has colour.
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any of them indifferently 1
. So a lyre in tune is a /ucrdnjy AristoUe'i

or Aoyos to the variety of chords or airs which may be J^tion
played upon it. It is capable of sounding high or low of the

. . ,.„ . .... . .7 1 x- doctrine
notes indifferently; and has in its tension, or in the relative f Empe-

tensions of its strings and of the. frame on which they are ^J*^^
strung, the due harmonic ratio to all the sound solicitations the neces-

to which it may be called upon to respond. But until "ll°jT^a
struck, the lyre is silent. That which entitles each sense 2 between

to be called one, and also constitutes the condition of its organ of

sensory power, is this form—this Ao'yos or /xeWrijs which "n*e
- For

characterizes it. Thus it is that Aristotle transforms the ception of

doctrine of Empedocles and others of his predecessors, viz. £^J"„,
that each sense requires for its exercise a avmitrpla between he substi-

the object and the organ ; and that each is affected by the of^ j„-_

object either as its like or its unlike. Instead of a material s°ai * tis

ovpperpCq, such as that between iiroppouu and iropoi—the

mechanical conception of Empedocles—Aristotle substi-

tuted a rational or formal symmetry ; while instead of the

&K\olio<ns, which was a purely physical effect, he sub-

stituted the conception of an Miosis tis airo. Thus by

the application of his peculiar notions of matter and form

on the one hand, and of Mvapus and Ivlpyeia (or hTtXi^aa)

1 if Trjf ala6j)a(ot olov /x«(r<$n)T<ir rivoc offo-ijs rijf <V roir aladijroU

ivavrlixrtas' nai Sia rovro Kptvft ra ala8rjra. rb yap piaa/o KpiTiKov, 424* 4.

* This power, which Aristotle seems again and again to ascribe to

each sense per se, more properly belongs to the sensus communis.

In ordinary experience the several senses are not divorced from the

sensus communis, but normally act in communication with it ; whence

it is that Aristotle allows himself to demit its powers to them, in the

passages in which he is not contrasting its functions with theirs. .

Each of the special senses seems at times, according to Aristotle,

to be a rudimentary sensus communis in regard to the specific

differences which fall under its ken. As the whole sentient soul, or

sensus communis, divides itself, so to speak, into the so-called five

senses, so each of these again sub-divides itself, consistently with its

dynamic unity, into a multitude of particular activities, not only distinct

in time, but also in kind, from one another. The actual object of

a single energy of the same sense is numerically one ; the possible

object of all its activities is genetically one ; while between these falls

the specifically one possible object of each of its separate kinds of

activity. Cf. 447
b
9 seqq.
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on the other, he revolutionized the conception of the

relation between sense-organ and object which had been

accepted by his predecessors up to and including Plato.

QnaKutiTe § 25. Aristotle (as we have repeatedly observed) con-

pmi&ens ce*ves *he relation between a sense-organ and its object as

an&fmep- one between patient and agent. In the de Sensu 1 he speaks

moment of of having in the de Anima explained how the alaOryriv in

actual per- general is related to alo-cfyo-is t) kolt' ivipytiav. In perception

i.e. when the object transforms the subject-sense from potentiality

«ArnSr has
to actuality. This is a perfecting of the sense—an Mboa-ts

assimilated «Zy airb Kal «ls ivTt\4\fiav 2
. When the transformation or

r^foto o\^olu>(Tis is complete, i.e. when the particular sense is

itself. No actually perceiving its object, then the percipiens and

operation perceptum are qualitatively one. When the percipiendum
°fth

-*. has become perceptum, the unlike have become like. This

oa the per- proposition is only another way of stating that the sense

perception, has received or apprehended the form of the object 3
.

The per- There is no reciprocal relation, in Aristotle's opinion,

piVdpea- between the object and the organ 4
. There is a par-

ade are ticipation between the two. related as patient to agent,
necessary .

r ' ,,.,., .

correlates, in a common fact, the resultant of which is the perception.

Utterhas
Here we are reminded of the Protagoreo-Heraclitean

its own theory, already stated 8 above, which Plato sets forth in the

Stencewitn Tlieaetetus. But Aristotle holds with the unquestioning

q°3iiti« fidelity of a 'natural Realist' that the 'common fact' is

percep- one in which the object is revealed in its true, i.e. inde-

whdi^t

"

Pen(^ent' qualities. The object exists independently, as

prepared well as being an alaQr\T&v, or a ' possibility of perception.'

itself
The relation between to aloQiyra and al kolt' hipyaav

when the al(T0TJ(reit is sometimes described as one of unity ; at

its being other times as one of similarity 6
. The meaning in

1 439* x3- * 4 ! 7
b 6 tit aM—not aM. Cf. b l6, cn-1 tjj* (J>v<jw.

3
fiia fu'v torn r\ tvtpytta t) tou aloBryrov Kal 17 rov aladrjrtKov, to J" tlvat

€T€por, 426* 15.

4 The passage in which alone such relation is asserted, 459
b 23 seqq.,

is certainly spurious. * Cf. Vision, § 32, and Plato, supra, § 10.

• The unity becomes absolute in the case of the objects of thought

or »ovr. In the case of those of sense-perception it does not go beyond
the stage of similarity ; but this is unity ofform.
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either case is the same : that rb aio-fli/niedV has taken the percetod

form of t& ahr6rp6v> When the eye actually perceives, it ?£"•
has apprehended the colour—which as quality belongs to relation

the form—of its object. How far Aristotle carries this ^ IZ^,,,

doctrine appears from the passage in which he states that 4 ""' ****•

there is a real meaning in saying that the organ or subject ri atai^riv

of seeing, when regarded as its own object, is coloured 1
. jj„°"'°

f

f

The ko/jtj is per se of no particular colour, but holds the form,

mean between any two colours as well as between the

extremes of black and white. In virtue of this its quality

of pcvoYip—which again involves its bearing a Xo'yos or

proportionality to its object—it is capable of apprehending

all colours, i. e. of taking any given colour, as form.

§ 36. The objects of sensation in general are classified by Classifica-

Aristotle 2 as ra f5ia, ra koivA, and ra koto om/j$f/3?jicdV. The objects of

two former are said to be properly and in themselves per- sensation

ceptible 3
. The Toto are illustrated by the examples of («) rd M.o,

colour, sound, taste. They are denned by two marks, (a) ^n
7^™"^

that they are perceptible by one and only one sense, (6) eviiPtfy-

that it is not possible to be mistaken respecting them 4
, or " "

at all events that error respecting them is at its minimum.

One cannot be mistaken in thinking that what he sees is

colour or what he hears is sound, though he may easily be

so as to what the coloured or sonant thing is.

The Koivi are illustrated by kIvtjctis and ripty-ta, aptO/ioy,

irxwa, piytOos*. These are said to be Koivd, because they

are I8ia to no one sense but common to all ; for—the writer

goes on

—

k(wj<tis is perceptible by both touch and sight •.

1 425 b 22 in 6i km to ipav ianv is KfXpupaTitrrai' to yap al<r6t]TJipto¥

dutnicoi' toG alaBrjTov uw» Tijt uXijf tKaaTov.

* For § 24 cf. De An. ii. 6. 4 1 8* 7-2 5. * naff avro (pa/iiv aladamotiai.

* irtpi /iij ivStxtrat airaTijdrjvai ;
qualified, however, 428 b

1 8 >ja"cjfyo-ir

Tuv l&iav aXrjBtjs fW i) or» iXiyurrov fyovaa to ifnv&ot.

* lade Sens. i. 437'' 9 some MSS. give o-toW instead of faitta, some

omit this altogether. In 442b 5, we have to Tpoxu *« to X«ioi>, to o£u

koI rd apflXv ro iv to«c Syxoit, added.

* 418*18. That the word murair is hardly meant to be pressed appears

not only from this illustration, but also from 442b 6 Kowa tS>» aMqatar «/

Si w naaov, dXX' tytos y tal dipijf. A wholly different reason for this

application of the term xou>rf to the objects so strangely confined in
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Ta icara <tvm/9(j3>jkos aMrrri are not directly perceived

objects of sense, but rather inferences from direct per-

ceptions. One sees a white object, but says or thinks

that he sees, e. g.,
* the son of Diares.* That this is not

a direct perception is obvious from the mere fact that the

organ of vision is nowise affected by the object in its

incidental character l
. The colour affects the dpt) ; the

magnitude is also, as stated above, ko0' avrb ala-drjrov * ; but

the fact that the white object is the son of Diares does not

at all impress the organ of sense: this fact is merely

associated incidentally

—

kot& <m/x/3e/3rjic<fe—with the colour 3
.

Aristotle observes that, of the objects icafl' aira aJo-flr/ro,

to Tbia are Kvpiios a.iir6r\T&, and are those to which the

essential nature of the special senses is properly adapted 4
.

The physical natures of ra ftia—or of three of them

—

discussed by Aristotle, de Sensie, iii-v, have been already

referred to in their proper places.

The § 27. The nature of the medium and its relation to the

sensation*
orSan °f perception was for the Greek psychologists of

in general : primary importance. Their epistemology was rooted in

o^which physiology, and this in physics. In the connexion be-

the theory tween 'external' things and the organism, through the
of it was i,-i cr- • /•!
based. The medium, they seemed to find a sufficient account of the

^inm possibility of the cognition of the external things. The
common theory of Empedocles for the explanation of our faculty

tte^Srf™
1
of objective cognition was that the organs of sense and

riw and cf cognition in general are composed of the very same

m£.». elements as the things outside the organism, and that

therefore knowledge of the latter is accessible through these

these illustrations appears in 425' 27 rav ti kouiwv rjt>) Jxoiup ala6t)<m>

noun)* : the Koiva are the direct objects of the <oiw) a'aBtjms. But if this

be the reason, what are we to think of the places in which the other

reason is given and almost contradicted straightway by the illustrations ?

See infra, pp. 282-4.
1 otter iriia\ti if Toiovror vno toG alaStfrov.

* An ambiguity lurks here : it is, as appears, e.g., from 450* 9, naff

bvto alo-BrjTOv only to the Koivr) a"a6t]trtt, being Kara irvfifii^qKus to 17 ISia.

3 OTl Tci XfUKli <rv/ij3c/9nKf toCto ov aloBavfrai.

* In this distinction the way is prepared for the doctrine referred to

m the above notes, that the *ou>a are directly perceptible only to 1} koihj

alodrjcrit.
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organs. There are, accordingly, in the organs the primordial

air, fire, earth, water, of which all things whatever consist.

By like we know like. By the fire within us we see fire, by
the water we see water, by the earth, earth, and by the air,

air. This notion ofidentity ofelements in objects and organs,

with its implied explanation of knowledge, was adopted

even by those who asserted the heterogeneity of yjn>xfi and
the objects of knowledge. The difference arising from such

heterogeneity for them was that instead of knowing like by
like we know each thing by its contrary: hot by cold,

white by black, &c. So Anaxagoras, who (with Alcmaeon
and Heracljtus) held the theory of cognition by contraries,

required for explanation of knowledge the assumption

within the organism of all the elements which constitute

external objects, though only in order that each external

percipiendum might thus have in the organism its necessary

opposite. We have seen already how Aristotle en-

deavoured to reconcile these opposing views of cognition.

He held that perception is not simply an affection of like by

like or of unlike by unlike, but of unlike by an unlike which,

however, becomes like, having assimilated the percipient to

itself in that process of iXWaxm which every perception

involves. With Empedocles and Plato he held the doctrine

of the above four elements, to which he ascribed four

fundamental contrary attributes hot, cold, dry (solid),

moist (fluid). Of these the bodily tissues are formed l
; and

of the tissues again the organs are constituted. At the

basis of his whole theory of, perception there is for him, as

for his predecessors, the thought that the fundamental com-

munity of elementary constitution in ala-drjTa and aMrir-qpia

is the cause of our being able to perceive objects. The

i\\oCu>ms (by which he reconciles these different views)

implies in every case a medium by, as well as through,

which al(r6i}Ti. and aMrjTrjpta are brought into correlation.

For this medium has a common nature with the aforflijroV

1 Cf. 389'' 27 •K pt¥ yap rail/ drot^ctaiv tA 6poioptprj, in rovrav V as vXijr

ra 3Xo ipya rrjt <f>vtriae. The $p.ou>p.eptj in the body are composed of

homogeneous parts. Thus all the parts of flesh are flesh, all those ot

bone are bone, and so on.
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and the aLvOrjrfipwv. Thus the required conditions of

perception are established (see further, §§ 31-34 infra).

Aristotle'* § 38. Aristotle rejected the naTve materialism of Empe-

asdJuT docles and Democritus 1
. He also rejected the sensational

tingnished scepticism of Protagoras. He took a middle course, hold-

material- ing that things potentially perceptible exist in themselves,

wdMies™"
w^^e faculties or potentialities of perception * exist ' in our

and Demo- organs. It is not true, he says 2
, that nothing would exist if

hamihc *l were not perceived. Yet when perceived it is by virtue

spsi- of its form, not of its matter, that it is so ; and for us its form

idealism of is due to the act of mental apprehension which perception I

£T
)ti

!f°?

as' involves. At the actual moment of perception the thing

basis of the qua perceived and the organ qua perceiving, are so related

of"etch
as to ^e>m f°rm >

an unity- He did not, with the early physio-

sensoiy logists, regard the sense-organs as mere channels by which

£w^al the elements of things outside are conducted into the

consntn- organism, and so the things are known s
. We do not take

tion of the . , ,,< <«• « 1 . •

organ. The in the matter but only the form of things. As the noetic
fendamen- g^} ;s ^ Tfcoi Qr fifa € »j£ J e t},e pjace Qr form f
tal con- ' r
tianeties forms, so each faculty of perception in the sentient soul is

the'foor

m
an f^os *L<r(hiT&v, a form of objects of sense *. But each

elements, sensory organ by its elementary constitution is or exhibits

aibasif" a fieirorqs, i.e. it can present itself as a discriminant
ofth

f {nplvtiv) between any two buxpopai within its province,

ofpercep- Thus the faculty of touch, in virtue of the constitution
tion"

of its organ, distinguishes 6 between any two degrees of

heat, or, as Aristotle says, between hot and cold. This

/xeeroYns, however, is, on its physical side, derived from the

proportion in which the oroix«a are combined in the organ.

In every organ the four elements, earth, air, fire, water, are

combined. These elements are endowed with the funda-

mental contrary qualities of heat, coldness, fluidity, solidity,

1 Notwithstanding that Empedocles (cf. § 30 infra) admitted that

the Xo?or rijs p«'£«or constituted the true ^wit of things, his

position was to all intents and purposes materialistic; he did not

distinguish form from matter. ' See note 3, p. 229, supra.
* 43Ib 29 ov yap 6 \16os iv rj ^jniXV aWa to tlios. Cf. 429" 28.

' 432* 2 o vovt (Hoc tltav (cai 1) diaBrjUts fidor alodrfrav.

* ro yap plaov Kpavtiv.
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which are so related as to produce in the elements a funda-

mental community of nature, whereby their **«£« is pos-

sible 1
. In virtue of this community they are capable of

affecting, and being affected by, one another. The same
qualities and elements form aM^ri as form altrdrfriKi.

When, therefore, a given alo-Qrirov, e.g. a certain temperature,

affects its alad^uKov, e. g. when a warm object affects the

sense of touch, what happens is this: the 6tpy.6p of the object

works upon the organ, producing in the latter an a\\o(.a><ns,

by which the temperature of the organ gradually becomes
assimilated to that of the object. This physical iXXotauns

is the sine qua non of perception,; when it is complete, then

t6 al<rOi)rrjpiov ivtpyti : then we perceive the object as hot.

But it is not qua fire internal (in the organ) and external

(in the altrOriTov) that organ and object come into the

relation of patient and agent ; it is rather qua containing

contrariety. The organ is relatively cold, the object rela-

tively hot, and this contrariety flows from the common
constitution of organ and object 2

. The four elements

have affinity with one another, and are capable of /m£«»

just because of the contrary qualities which they each pos-

sess. Earth is cold and dry ; water is cold and moist

;

air is hot and moist; fire is hot and dry. Thus each of

them has one quality contrary to one of each other. But

contraries, though opposites, are opposites in the same

genus. Hence the fundamental community. Thus for

Aristotle, as for Empedocles, but in a different way, the

fact of the organs being composed of the same elements

as the objects is the ground of the ikkotaxris in which

perception consists.

§ 29. The sensory organs then, like the organism in Sensory

general, are composed of the four elements. We are told s
iufof the*"

1 33 1* ,2 seqq. on aitavra irt<pviui/ tit aXXqXa ptrafiaWtip, <pavtp6v' y

yap yivuris tit ivavria i( crapriW, to it oroide<a jraira i\n ivavriwriv itpit

aXXijXa Jia to rar iiatjtopat tvavr'un tlvcu.

1 44 I
b 8-1 5 ita<T\fa> yip irc0v«v to vypibv &avtp xal raXXa tiro rov ivavriou

. . . 1J
piv ovv nip (cat fj

yrj oiSiv nt<ftVKf non'iv Ka\ nair)(tu> ovd' aXXo oiiiy,

3 (V imapx' 1 'vavri6Trjs iv iitaaTfp, raiirj] jraVra tal voiovm xai Trdo-^ovo-i.

* 30a* ai-3.
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four do- that <r&p{ (which, plus rb twos, is the organ-medium of

Tirions" touching) contains potentially both earth and fire. Again *,

ProP°r- it is not enough when defining <rap£ to state that it is

i/moiun a afoOtms of fire, earth, and air ; we should also determine
ofwhich ^ proportion in which the elements are combined in it
organs con-
sist are Moreover 2

all mixed bodies, such as exist in this world,

co^Ssite? contam m their composition all the simple bodies : earth,

water, air, and fire. This is proved by the process of

nutrition in the case of animal bodies ; for all such bodies

are nourished by food, which consists of the same elements

of which they are composed. The tissues (dpoiopfpr}), of

which the organs are built 3
, are formed of water and air

by the agency of the hot and cold, which are the active

principles, the dry and moist being the passive, in elemental

compounds *. The nutrient process in animals has as avval-

nop the activity of the fire in their organisms B
. There are

in the aZo-07Jo-«y " fire, earth, and the other oroix«a. For

the sense of touch not only earth but fire is indispensable T
,

since by this sense we discern the hot and cold, as well as

the other opposites of which <rap£ is a Ao'yos 8
.

TraefvOTt § 30. The Xoyos of the mixture of elements in a body

the ratio fa 1S that which constitutes its true nature. Empedocles was
which the led by the constraining power of truth itself 9 to declare

are com- that the oitria or <pv<ris of compounds like cWoGi> consists in

^4 •**• the Xdyos -njs n(i£t<os avr&v, not merely in some one, or two,

this ratio, or three, or even all, of the elements of which it is com-

ootside'iufd Posed. This Koyot has an origin altogether outside the mere
beyond ingredient elements. The hot and cold operating on the

'" dry and moist could produce in these the qualities (wdfljj)

of hard, soft, and so on, but not the proportion which

is the distinctive feature of a natural body. This pro-

portion or Ao'yos is, in individual living bodies, derived

from 6 yervijo-ay 6 ivrfkf\tCq &v, which (or who) is its efficient

cause 10
. Discussing the sense of touch 11

, Aristotle says that

1 642' 23, Plat. Tim. 82 c. * 334
b 31-335* 12. •

3 Cf. 647* 2 seqq. * 384* 30, 378b 10. • 416* 12 seqq.

• 417' 4-5 where a&r#q<r«r = alaBijrqpia.

T Cfc Plat. Tim. 31 b-C; Arist. 435* u-24. • 429b
14.

' 642* 17-24. " 734
b 28-36. ll 423* !2-424» 15.
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the animate body cannot consist, of air and water alone.

It must also contain something solid (ortpt6v rt). Hence
earth, too, must be an ingredient in. it. Such is the case

with <r&p£ and its analogue. As we perceive objects of

sight and smell through their proper media, air and water,

so we perceive the objects of touch through the medium of

the flesh, with this difference between the cases, that we
perceive the former at long distances from the organism, the

latter only close by it. The trAp£ then is, by virtue of the

yij contained in it, the organ and medium (or organ-medium)

of touch, qua discerning hard and soft ; and by virtue

of the Trip, it is the organ and medium qua discerning

differences of temperature. The objects of touch are the

itaipopaC of body qua body ; those, that is, by which

the elements themselves are distinguished, viz. hot, cold,

solid, fluid. The organ (says Aristotle) which perceives

these is that of touch. To perceive is to be passively

affected in a certain way. The organ is potentially such

as the object is actually. In touching, therefore, the

organ is potentially, while the object is actually, e.g. hot or

solid. If the organ or its medium (e. g. the flesh of the

hand) be qualitatively like in temperature with the object,

the latter cannot produce the requisite akkoluxris, and we

perceive the object neither as hot nor as cold ; and so it is

moreover with the perception of solidity. In touching, as

well as in exercising the other senses, the percepts, to begin

with, present themselves as 'extremes' (unfp/3oA<u), between

which the al(rQr\TiK6v comes as a mean. This capacity of

the alo-dqrucov to present itself as a mean, so becoming

a bvvapus 1 /cpiuKTJ—a faculty of 'discerning' between the

contrary poles of quality involved in the al<rdr\Ta, is, as we

have already said, rooted in the \6yot of the elements which

constitute the organ. The organ of touch is not absolutely,

or/>er se, hot or cold, or hard or soft, but a mean between

all pairs of differences coming under either category.

§ 31. The media of the organs of touch and taste are Media in-

altogether internal to the body. That of touch is the^^nd

1 Cf. 99
b
35, 432* i&

UK R
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to the a£p( (with the skin), which covers or forms the periphery
organs. ^^ body ; that of taste is the ' potentially moist ' vdp£ of

^j
1?*' the tongue. The organs of seeing, hearing, smelling, have

affinities media external to the body; but though external, these

^J^
11^ media have a peculiarly close relationship not only with the

the one objects ' but also with their respective organs, so that they

on the*"
' have ^eir internal lodgment or representation in every case

o;her, with within the bodily organ. Thus the organ of hearing has air
the object. . ... . , . . . , , , .

as external medium, but a portion of air is also lodged in,

or built into, the organ itself 2
. The organ of seeing has

the diaphanous for its medium. Externally this is the air :

but internal to the organ there is a cell full of water 3
.

This water as internal medium co-operates with the air

as external, for both act visually in virtue of their common
property rd iuupavh. It is not easy to gather a definite

idea respecting the internal and external media of smelling

from the various statement of Aristotle respecting this

sense. In the case of animals which respire he regards the

medium of smell as air. This externally is affected by

the odorous object and transfers the affection continuously

to the olfactory organ, by which it is then inhaled and

conducted to the ' point of sense." Thus for such animals

air internal and external to the organ constitutes the

medium of smell. But for the class of animals which do

not respire some different medium must be assumed. Fish

can smell, as can other subaqueous creatures. Consequently

Aristotle infers that the common medium of smelling in

the case of all creatures which possess this power is rd

Zuupavh—not, however, as such, but qua capable of absorb-

ing or contracting the effect of iyyyfios vyp6rr\s *. At all

events, the medium of smell and the essential constituent

of the organ of smell consist either of air or water 5
, i. e. of

common elements.

1 eg. the colour of objects is the inxparis in them.

* 430*9.
* Anatomy had not taught Aristotle to distinguish two cells.

* 443* i«

*
t] fup yap nopi viarotf 9 &' aKoq aipof, 9 &' iaippijirtt Oaripov rovruv,

425*4-
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§ 3a. There is one passage l
, however, in which. Aristotle Aristotle's

speaks with apparent decision, and in a very different way, "^^y
of the constitution of the olfactory organ and of its object. I™* °*

,

c t 1
apparent)

summing up at the end of a long polemic against as regards

Empedocles and Plato, who regarded the essential part
Jj

1

^ «^
n"

of the visual organ as consisting of fire, Aristotle, having stituent

corrected what he thought amiss in their views of the eye, theor^n'of

as well as in those of Democritus, proceeds as follows :. smelling.

' If the facts be as here stated, and if we must refer the

essential part of each of the sensory organs to some one

of the elements, we must suppose that in the visual organ

this consists of water ; in the organ of hearing it consists of

air ; while in that of oo-<pprjo-is it consists of fire
2

; for what

o<rtf>pri(ris is actually this to 6a<ppavriKov z
is potentially. Since

it is the object (alaOr^rov) that causes the faculty (a'o-dqcm)

to actualize itself, the faculty or its organ must possess, to

begin with, the corresponding potentiality 4
. Now odour,

the object of oo-0prja-iy, is fumid evaporation, which arises

from fire.' Thus the organ of smelling is potentially hot, i.e.

potentially it possesses the quality of fire. Hence this organ

has its proper place near the brain. . . . The essential organ of

touch (to Iuttikov) consists of earth ; and that of taste is a

form of touch. Hence the organ of these two lies near the

heart, which is a counterpoise to the brain, being as it is the

hottest, while the brain is the coldest, of the bodily parts 8
.

1 438" 16-439* 5-

* Bonitz, Ind. Arist. 538* 30, appears right in his suggestion that in

nvpbs fit Tqv Strtppioiv, 438b 20, the last word = organ of oo<f>p<i<nt. The
course of the argument which follows requires this; though it is

awkward that in the same line o<r(ppno-i( is also used to mean the realized

perception.

• esTiji> oo<f>pri<nv, 438b 21.

* If when actualized in Sa<f>ptiait it is actually hot, it must prior to

such 3<r<ppr)<Tif be potentially so.

• There are involved in this passage several difficulties for readers

who expect or wish to find Aristotle in his writings perfectly consistent

with himself. First, the assertion that 007*17 is 'fumid evaporation' is

vehemently contradicted, 443' 21 seqq. Next, the assertion that

&r<ppncnr is essentially fire is opposed to 425* 5 ij t' o<r^pn<ric Bartpov

tovtov (sc. aipor f) CSaror). Finally, in this latter passage also we

read to fie irvp } ol8fvt>t 5 Koiviv navruv, which denies that nip is the

R a
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Apparent § 33. Since the organs of touching and tasting have,

^j^ according to the various standpoints from which Aristotle

TT?
Uin

'1b-
reSar^s *em—tne current or popular, and that which he

the term approved of—either no medium or no external medium ;

«u\rff7Tw*a.
ajjjj s;nce moreover the organ of touch is either (according

to the popular view) distributed all over the periphery of

essential constituent of any particular organ of perception, while

here it represented as potentially constituting i\ oaQprpnt. The argu-

ment of Baumker (op. tit., pp. 47-8), assented' to by Neuhauser
(Art's/. Lehre von dem sinnlichen Erkenntnissvermbgen, p. 21),

Zeller (Arist. ii, p. 63 n. E. Tr.) and others, that, the particle tl

being read, as it probably should be, before 8« in 438b 17, we may
regard the whole passage as written by Aristotle from an alien stand-

point, does not carry conviction. Nowhere does Aristotle object to the

principle which connects the separate organs of sense, respectively, with

certain elements as essential constituents. On the contrary he accepts

it, and makes it the basis of his argument, e.g., in 647' 9-14. The
main objection urged in tie Sens. ii. is to the fact that Empedocles,

Plato, and probably others (including e.g. Alcmaeon), regarded the

eye as constituted of fire; for that they found a difficulty in making
the five organs square with the four elements 437" 21, does not contain

an objection against this general principle ; nor does Aristotle explicitly

recur to the latter point, on which his difficulty was as great as theirs.

But his dogmatic assertions here that to Atttikuv consists of earth and

to oaippavriKov, or r) oaippqats, of fire, are scarcely to be reconciled with

the statements of the de Anima (425" 5-6, 435* 11 seqq.). And besides

this, the explanations of 00711) here and later in the de Sensu (443*

21 seqq.) are irreconcilable with one another. The best way of

getting over the difficulty is to suppose that he does not mean to say

that the aimxov consists of earth alone, but only predominantly ; which

is certainly what he means in other places. But with regard to So-tppqmc

or to do-f/ipoiTKoV this is not effectual as a solution. Such discrepancies

as remain, however, may be explained either on the hypothesis of

interpolation, or on that of a change of views on the part of Aristotle.

The de Sensu seems to contain preliminary essays on certain subjects of

the larger work de Anima, which may therefore (notwithstanding many
references, e. g. 436" 1 seqq.) be regarded as possibly later. It is not

to be supposed that Aristotle in his earlier works held the same views

as in his later ; any more than that Spinoza, while still a follower of

Descartes, held the views of the author of the Ethica. He doubtless

passed through a long process of mental development, and the many
works connected with his name, even when they are, like the de Sensu

and de Anima, of unquestionable authenticity as a whole, could not be

expected to be everywhere in agreement with one another. As well

might one expect tq find in Kant's early essays the ' Copernican thought'

of the Critique ofPure Reason. See infra, pp. 245 n. 3, 248 nn. I and 2.
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the body, or (according to his own view) vaguely regarded
as ivros n ; there are several passages in which these

organs of non-mediated perception, or rather of perception

by contact [or quasi-contact; vide Touching, § 13], are set

in contradistinction to the others, and the name aicrOiirripia

seems almost appropriated, for the time being, to the latter.

Thus *, at the beginning of the third book of the de Anima,
having declared that we perceive by touch all the tangible

qualities of body, and that, when we perceive the other

qualities, we do so by organs which act through media
composed of the elements, Aristotle proceeds to treat these

mediated organs as if they alone were called al<r0tjrrjpia.

He expressly asserts that alcrOrp-^pia are composed only of

air and water—as if the organs of taste and touch were not

alaOriTrjpia. at all, or as if, being al<r6r)rrjpia, they could be

regarded (in defiance of the fairly consistent teaching of

other places) as composed solely of air and water 2
. But in

this place we must remember that the organ or organs

which act by contact have been already sufficiently dealt

with in the opening lines ; and that the aitrflj/nfaia referred

to in the sequel are only those which perceive 81a rav /xcrafv,

i. e. by external media : viz. those of seeing, hearing, and

smelling. These of course may be declared to consist

essentially of air or water ; for the contrary qualities of fire

and earth (the remaining elements) are only perceptible

by t& cmtikov, and cannot be essential constituents in organs

destined to act through external media, and not by contact

with their objects 3
. The moisture in which the object of

1 4S4b 21 seqq. ' 42S* 7-9-

' It seems inexplicable how one who is so well acquainted with

Aristotle as Baumker should in his otherwise excellent work Des

Aristoteles Lehre von den dussern und innern Sinnesvermogen,

pp. 47-8, where he endeavours to rescue Aristotle from inconsistencies,

assert that the only media are air and water. 'Luft und Wasser

sind und bleiben die bevonugten Stoffe, welche einzig and allein, wie

als Medien, so als Grundmaterie der Organe auftreten.' This state-

ment is based upon a contracted view of the matter, in which

Baumker overlooks the fact of <rap£ being a medium, and omits to

look beyond what is contained in de An. iii. I. 424b 30-425* 9. More-

over, he does not see that even there, tA &ittik6v being disposed of, the
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taste must be contained, if it is to affect the organ and
so be perceived, is not an external medium. For tasting

contact is always necessary 1
, and this moisture is hmop

tu Taste, therefore, has no external media, but only the

same medium which touch, of which it is a form, possesses.

Taste is a kind of touch, but with a certain distinctive power

of its own.

No sense § 34. There exists no sense beyond those known to us as

ixryocd the

'

tne **ve senses*.' The argument by which Aristotle tries

alaOriT^pia whose essentials are air and water are only those of seeing,

hearing, and smelling. He also overlooks the argument of tie An. iii. 13

(435* H-b
4) in which, while showing that rb toD fuov aupa cannot

be &ir\ovr, or composed solely of any one element, Aristotle proves

that earth and fire are elements in the organ of touch, whose
medium is adp$. As regards the question whether the only media
are air and water, we have above said more than enough to show
that whereas, indeed, air and water are the sole external (i.e. extra-

organic) media, they are not the sole media, earth and fire being

essential constituents of <rap£, the intra-organic medium of touch and
taste. Further untenable assertions of Baumker here are (a) ' that it

is in the medium not in the organ that the perceived affection which

is potential in the aiatfirniy per se is first actualized ' ('Erst in jenem
Medium tritt die wahrgenommene Affektion, die in dem Gegenstande

an sich nur potentiell angelegt ist, aktuell auf '). (b) That according

to Aristotle (differing in this from the ancients) ' the organs are not

brought into relation with the objects as such, but the qualities of the

objects must correspond to their respective media' ('diirfen die Organe

nicht zu den Objekten als solchen in Beziehung gebracht werden,

sondern ihre Beschaffenheit muss den zu ihnen gehorigen Medien

entsprechen '). With regard to (a) we may remark simply that

a vaBos in the external medium, as such, is as yet no percept at all

;

not having affected the organ, it produces no aco-%jd. To do this, it

must have affected the internal medium, and so the organ, of sense.

With regard to (b) ; if the organ is not to be brought into relation with

the object as such, what, we may ask, is the purpose of de An. ii. 5, 4i6b

35-418' 4, which is devoted to the discussion of the question whether

like is perceived by like or unlike by unlike, and concludes thus : t6 8*

maOqTixav SwafUt cot'ii* olov to alaBqrov ijdij fyrf\i\fla, nadairfp f'ptjrai'

•raV^'i flip ovv o\>x o/unov ov (sc. to uIo~8i\tik6v), ntirovBbs t' u/ioiWai

tuii ftrnv olov cVhipo? The passages quoted by Baumker to justify

his views on the above points are far from adequate to their purpose.

But we cannot here go into the details of a full discussion.

1 432* 10-14.

* 424b 2I-425• 13. Though Aristotle here names them 'the five,' he

was, as we have already seen, perfectly aware that touch is differentiable
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to prove this most difficult proposition is obscure, but may lo-caUed

be outlined thus. Assuming 1 that there exists no body'Jj^.
or affection of body other than those known to us in this Aristotle'*

world *, our present five senses make all the bodies in this J^JhSf
1

sphere accessible. Hence if we assumed any further sense, conclnsion.

it would either have no object, or would merely duplicate

some existing sensation ; either of which suppositions would
be intolerable. Therefore no further sense beyond the five

is to be assumed.

The stress of the argument is laid by Aristotle on the

second proposition, viz. that our present senses give us

the perception of all known bodies; which is thus proved.

The four elements are the basis of all existing <ro/xara and
their nidi). In our bodily organs of perception, and the

media through which they act, all the elements are

functionally employed ; hence by their elementary con-

stitution our present organs bring us into acquaintance

with all the bodies and affections of bodies in the world.

If a particular alcrdri<ns were lacking, this could be only

because its fitting alu6r]Trjpiov was so. But no alo-Qrirrjpwv

which would be of service for actual perception is lacking.

Hence we possess all the aio-07J<r«s, and there is none beyond

'the five.' The proposition that our present organs by

iflieir elementary constitution make us acquainted with all

(rcdfuira and their nddrj is shown to be true as follows. All

possible qualities of body are exhausted in two classes,

those perceived through external media and those not

into several senses; especially into those of temperature (the per-

ception of the ' hot and cold ') and of pressure and resistance (the

perception of the ' hard ' and ,' soft,' ' solid ' and ' fluid '). Thus Reid

was not, as Lord Kelvin (Popular Lectures and Addresses., ' The Six

Gateways of Knowledge,' p. 262) says, the 'first to point out the

broad distinction between the sense of roughness or resistance and the

sense of heat.'

1 This assumption, of course, involves a petitio principii : for if

there were other bodies with other irddij there would have to be

other maxims

.

' 425* II—13 «t jif ti trtpov fori ("exists) (rufia ical nadoc J pj#«vor

i<m ri>v ivraiBa aupaTav. This assumption, although not mentioned

till the end, is the major of the whole deduction.
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so perceived. Touch and taste give us knowledge of (or

the faculty of knowing) all possible tangible qualities, i. e.

all those which do not require an external medium. The
remainder are perceived by the remaining senses ; for their

organs consist of the elements which constitute external

media, viz. air and water. All the externally non-mediated

aurtfnrd are airrd : and a^iij per se is capable of perceiving

all these. Touch has its organ and medium framed

essentially of earth and fire, which, through their vddrj,

represent to us the bia<popat of aS>y.a qua aG>\xa. Thus, so

far as these two elements go, nothing that exists in our

world is unprovided for by touch l
. The externally

mediated aMrjTrjpia, on the other hand, provide for the

perception of the non-tangible properties of things ; and

this they do by their being essentially constituted of air

and water, which are the only elements capable of serving as

external media. But they are sufficient, for they mediate

for all aZotfnrd not already provided for through touch.

Thus either mediately or immediately (or rather by media

external and internal, or media internal only) access is given

us, by our organs of perception, to knowledge of all the

bodies arid properties of body which exist in our world, of

which we can form any conception. Hence no other al<r0i)<ris

is to be assumed 2
. The higher animals possess already

1 In 425' 5-7 we read that fire ' either belongs to no one of the three

externally mediated organs, or else it belongs to all alike,' since it lies

at the root of life and sensation. Earth, too, has no special connexion

with any of these three sense-organs, though it lies with fire at the

basis of touch. Thus earth and fire are related to the three externally

mediated organs just so far as these are related to the organ of touch

(see § 23 and §§ 28-9 supra),
1 We must suppose that Aristotle regards tA dnriKov throughout this

passage as including both taste (of which nothing is expressly said)

and touch. We must further bear in mind that (for reasons already

given), when an organ is said to be composed of water or of air, this

only means that in its composition the water or the air is the ingredient

essential for its function, the latter depending on the \6yot or ratio which

either bears to the other elements in the organ. To imagine Aristotle

saying that one single element could constitute any sensory organ, or,

indeed, any other part of the body, would be to imagine him throw-

ing overboard the teaching of his Physiology and Physics.
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all the afcrftjrjjpia'that are either (a) possible in point of
constitution from the four elements, or (t) requisite for the

perception of existing oxfyiara and their w«10jj. To restate

the points of Aristotle's argument more briefly. Our
faculty of perception in general (rd alo-flqnicdV) is equipped
with the needful means of perceiving all altrdrrri. It has,

by &<l>rj, the means of perceiving all which do not need
an external medium, i. e. all whose liatpopai belong to body
qua body, and characterize the two oToixeia, fire and earth.

It has, by organs constituted of air and water, the means
required for perceiving all the o.U6x\t6. which do need an

external medium : i. e. those whose biafyopal do not depend
on fire and earth. No afodijiw, therefore, remains inacces-

sible to perception with our present senses '.

1 In the parenthetic words 424b 30 t^ci i' oSrow to 425* 2 ii apipoa

Aristotle shows how it is conceivable that there should be a reduction

in the number of alaBrfr^pm, or a duplication of alaBlpw or (what

comes to the same thing) of a\oBr\xa\ but leaves it plain that in no
such case could we imagine the list of our alaBi^ont to be usefully

increased. For (a) we can conceive one aitrdiji-ij/Hoi' so constituted

as to perceive two heterogeneous ai'o-dijra; as, for example, if air

is medium for both ^6<f>os and xp°a , and if it be necessary that an
alaBijrijpiov essentially of air should perceive both of these. Again

(b) we can also conceive two ai<rflijrij/j«a so constituted that either

might perceive the same maBtfrov as the other ; as, for example, if air

and water are each a competent medium of xP^"t a person with two

organs essentially consisting the one of water, the other of air, should

with either perceive \P°a - But neither (a) nor (6) would point the

way towards an increase in the list of useful alaBqatit. The former

would give us the same two alaBrjatit and aloBipa as we have, only by

one organ instead of two. The latter only brings us to the conception

of two different organs employed in giving us one and the same aiaBtjau

or al<r6ijr6r.



PART III. SENSUS COMMUNIS
The § i. We now come to one of the most interesting por-

communis, *'ons of the ancient Greek psychology—the theory of the
tjw»yn- faculty of synthesis at its earliest stage. The name which

faculty of heads the chapter is a translation of the term koivti alvOtio-tt
1
,

f^cdonl*
which was used first by Aristotle for this faculty. It is

(a) discri- necessary here, as before, to consider how much of. what

»nd com- he nad to SSLY regarding it was to be found in the specu-

F"*
5011

' lations of his predecessors. As, however, these did not,

tionofro at least until Plato's time, undertake the discussion of the
""*"> W faculty of synthesis as such, we must content ourselves with
conscious-

.

ness of per- stating the functions ascribed by Aristotle to the koivt}

(/H^arf- a"°"0'7<r«» and seeing how these functions were dealt with
nation by preceding psychologists. To this department of V^X^*

tire), (/)
then, variously named by him 17 kouhj alo-d-qtris, to Kptvov,

memory T0 VpdTov alo-OrjTiKov, he assigned (a) the power of dis-

niscence, criminating and comparing the data of the special senses,

ird dream-
a^ of which are in communication with it; (b) the per-

ing. The ception of the ' common sensibles,' to xotva, of which the

tivepLt'or principal are kCvtjo-is axy/ia ipiOubs yAytdos and yj>6vos ;

sensation (V) the consciousness of our sensory experiences, i. e. the

to by the power by which we not only perceive, but perceive that we
pre-Pla-

jjq so . ^ tne faculty of imagination, i. e. reproductive

the repre- imagination

—

to tpavrcumKov
;

(e) the faculty of memory and

notso^ reminiscence, y-vfuit) koX avdpvrjcni ; and (f) the affections of

much. sleeping and dreaming. To ascertain, therefore, how much

of Aristotle's theory respecting this had been anticipated,

we must survey the works of his predecessors. As they

do not (until we reach Plato) distinctly formulate the idea

of a synthetic faculty, we can only examine what they may
have done to explain the various phenomena of mind above-

mentioned as attributed by Aristotle to the agency of the

1 Though Aristotle uses this actual term but seldom (cf. 425' 27,

450* 10, 686* 31), often employing equivalents like n>>urov al<rffqTne6v,

&c-, yet as a convenient name for an important conception it was

generally adopted by his followers, and in its Latin form continued to

play a great part throughout the psychology of the Middle Ages.
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koivq aXtrerpu. We shall find before Plato very little in

the remains of the old psychologists on this important

subject of synthesis. We have already recounted what they
had to say of the special senses and sensation generally

;

and from this it is clear that they did not neglect the

presentative department of psychology. As regards the

representative, however, they do not seem to have taken

nearly the same pains. They referred the above-named
functions to ^vyfit

or vovt, in a vague and general fashion ;

feeling perhaps that these functions were too complicated

and obscure for treatment in detail with any prospect of

success. Before Plato, moreover, we find no record of any
serious psychological treatment of memory or imagination.

§ a. Owing to the parallelism in Aristotle's theory Setuvs

between psychical wholes and parts, the consideration of j^™^™"

the sensus communis will divide itself into sections corre- studied

sponding to the divisions adopted with reference to each function

of the special senses. This, their common centre, has its ?
nd ofg"1.

function and organ, its objects, and its medium, and will and its
'

have to be investigated with reference to each of these. ™
t

d|"™'

As we have premised that none of the pre-Platonic psycho- each par-

logists distinctly conceived such a subject as this, our ^£r

treatment must (following such records as we possess) be

of a piecemeal character, according as we find reason to

suppose that each, or any, of the writers with whom we
have to do, took or would naturally take a particular view

of any of the functions of the common sense, or ascribed

any of them to some particular organ.

Alcmaeon.

§ 3. Of the function of a sensus communis, or of synthetic Alcmaeon.

function in general, Alcmaeon had no distinct idea, as J^f^l
1*

far as his remains and the testimony respecting him can i"n» of

be trusted for information. We know, indeed, that he is Unction'

said to have distinguished sensibility or sense-perception ?
ith

f,

r

, , r ... / , * / » , ,
intellectual

(ala0av«r6ai) from intelligence (rd twitvai), and to haveorsensu-

confined the possession of the latter to human beings. But j^ â

er"

he has left no evidence to show where he regarded alaOrjirii implication

as ending or fiWis as beginning, or how he would Ste'Voni
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(mini - distinguish these. Except, then, for the form of this word

genoe;so £ww«i which implies synthesis in its notion, and seems
^ea^Dgex to ascribe it (as Plato did) to understanding, we have no

to ascribe hint that Alcmaeon paid attention to it. Its importance

fnnctioQ
remamed submerged under a familiar name, and it eluded

ias PUto discussion. As little do we know of any classification of

wie^ objects of sense-perception by him in which he would
standing, distinguish the data of special from those of ' common

'

would for sense. If, however, he had had a conception of this sense,

ai™ f*r
^e wou^ probably have assigned the brain as its organ.

PUto) There can be no doubt that he silently included the
hare been

funct;ons f the common sense under those of £w«rts, and
organ 01

synthetic we have abundant evidence that for him the brain was the

simpm'g— organ of intelligence, and that, moreover, all the several

a pheno- ala0^<reK are connected with it and cannot discharge their

which functions if their connexion with it is disturbed *. Sleeping

tiTbJo
t

oA.

n
(wn 'cn according to Aristotle is an affection of the sensus

communis) results, according to Alcmaeon (as well as to

his successors, including Aristotle), from the retirement

n/ of the blood into the larger blood vessels, while ' waking

'

(i. e. full consciousness) returns after its rediffusion 2
- This

might seem to imply that for Alcmaeon the blood would

have been the chief organ of consciousness. But we know

that sensation was for him impossible without the co-opera-

tion ofthe (yK(<j)a\oi with each sense ; and therefore,most pro-

bably, as Siebeck 3 remarks, it is to this organ that he would

have assigned the consciousness of sensation, which Aristotle

ascribes to the organ of the sensus communis, viz. the heart.

1 Theophr. de Sens. § 26 imaaat ti rac alcr8fi<rttt trvvtiprrjaOai iroc lrpos

tov iyxicpaXoy, dio xat ntjpovaBai Kivov/iiyov nii utTaWdrrovrot rqv x^pav'

iviXaitfidytw yap rove nipovs, St t>v al alaBijcrtis. Cf. also Plut. Epit. iv.

17, 1, Diels, Dox. t p. 407, where, however, the term to r\y(p.ovm6v shows

how far we are from the text of Alcmaeon. This Stoic term is pro-

bably derived from the Aristotelean to ifyovpxvor, 1113' 6. Plato, no

doubt, refers to Alcmaeon in Phaedo 96 B : rac mod^am napi^av tou
,

axovfiv cai Spar xai 6a(ppulvia6ai. It is to Alcmaeon and Plato that

Aristotle probably alludes, 469* 22 : 010 xai ttuttl rta'iv alaOavfa-Bai rd

fea iia tod €yKt<pa\ov.

* fit rat al/iSppovt <p\if}at, Plut. Epit. v. 24, Diels, Dox., p. 435.
• Geschichte der Psychol., p. 103.
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Empedocles.

§ 4* We miss, in the information which we have respecting Empe-

Empedocles, anything which would show that he had^^J-
a conception of the synthetic faculty as something which conception,

it was the duty of a philosopher—or even a psychologist— of the
P"t'

to discuss ; for to reason from his metaphysical conceptions necessity o»

* 11 synthetic
of #tA(a and i>«<coy to psychological analogues of synthesis faculty of

and analysis would be .merely fanciful. He gives nof^ 1

^.
psychological classification of the objects of sense, and ment »"« us

whatever is to be known respecting his attitude towards STake**
the sensus communis must be altogether, as in the case m/

"'A us-'

of Alcmaeon, due to inferences more or less doubtful. We synthesis

know that for him the blood—more especially that in the^ P?^ ,/
region of the heart—was the seat or organ of intelligence, tempiated

As he did not really distinguish sense from reason or m
y
ust

im
ave

intelligence \ this must show that the blood would have had its

been for him the organ of a central faculty of sense had in the mix-

he distinctly formed a conception of this. But we have "fre of^
.

" r elements
no information as to how he regarded the airoppoai, which contained

entered the pores of each sense, as co-ordinated and mar- y
'

oj
shalled into the service of a systematic experience. He especially

does not exhibit a feeling of the need of any such process ; tne heTit

but the blood (in which the elements are most perfectly ,
or "" the

..

,. , , , , , , . . .. , . . heart- Hu
mixed) would, no doubt, have, for him, supplied the organic theory of

means towards it. In his theory of ' temperaments V by ^m
.^

ra"

which men possess talents according to the perfection of adverse to

the Kpatris of the elements in various parts of the body, he tion"?
061*"

seems to betray a singular absence of any perception of a central

, . . r 1 , synthetic

the need of systematization of sensory data under some faculty,

controlling central power. Aristotle notices this fault in the Af^p 1^
,

° r criticizes

psychology of Empedocles, and complains that he does not the neglect

provide any central force to combine or keep together and (l^^^
co-ordinate either the various energies or the elemental parts a defect

1 E. Rohde, Psyche, § 464, note 2, holds that Empedocles did draw

this distinction, though admitting that for him to vot'at was only

(rajtaruoVVi. Cf. Arist. 427* 22.

* Cf: Theophr. de Sens. § 11. The man who has the elements most

perfectly mixed in the tongue is the orator ; he who has the mixture

perfect in the hand is the artist, and so on.
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in the of the soul'. The supposition that the blood, especially that
Pp^ °er around the heart *, would, as central organ of perception,

pedodo. have taken, for him, the place of the heart itself as con-

ceived by Aristotle, might seem to be confirmed by his

theory of sleeping. This affection is produced by a ' sym-

metrical cooling of the blood V The organ immediately

affected in sleeping is, one would think,the organ ofconscious-

ness. But this theory of sleeping, as dependent on the blood,

is common to him with Alcmaeon and Plato, for whom, how-
ever, the brain was the central organ of sense-perception.

Democritus.

Demo- § 5. Democritus did not put to himself the question

—

Srtd^a what is the faculty by which the data of sense are

the faculty combined and distinguished, by which we are conscious

thesis- nor °f our mental acts, by which we imagine, remember, &c.

?

distinguish He drew no dividing line between a&rflijois and pods as

from in- psychical * entities. For him all knowledge, sensory and
teliigence, other, is effected by mechanical interaction between the

chiol atoms of bodies and those of the soul 6
. It results from

fun^OTi f
'
oai^a (or 8ef«Aa, to use the more general expression) tfaBtv

He alio- vpoatovra. The soul atoms were divided or distributed

^tain all over the body. Notwithstanding this he seems (so

faculties fj^ -^ we ^n trust our authorities) to have located certain

certain mental faculties in particular parts of the body *, and even

^^[ to have anticipated the tripartite division of Plato who
He is assigned the intelligence, the faculty of energy, and the
credited

facujty f desire, to the brain, the heart or thorax, and

1 De Art. u 5- 4IOb IO-13 airoptprtu 4' m> r« sal r» wot »orl t4 «'ko-

voiovr avra (sc to <rroi^fia), and 41 1* 26—(> 7 fforfpon iratrg yoovptu . . . ri

oZf Sijtror* totx« nj» ^vxh" i

1 atpa yap avSpairoit mpiKapbtov ion *6t)pa, Frag. 109,D iels, Vers. p. 2 1 2.

* Plut. Epit. v. 24, Diels, Dox., p. 435 Kartyvfrv toO «V t$> a'pari

Otppov aipperpor.

* He distinguished, however, between the evidential value ota'aBtjais

and vot-s, between oxoWij and yvqirin yimait, Sext. Math. vii. § 138.

* (Kflttot piv yap airkioc Tavrov •^ruxh" K"\ »ovv' r'o yap aXtjSis thial tA $ot-

voiuvov, Arist. de An. i. 2, 404* 27.

* CL pseudo-Hippocr. Epistulae ix. 392 L mp\ <pl<oios avBp., Diels,

Vors^ p. 470, where Democritus is said to' have called the brain

4>i\a£ outvoter; the heart (taptiiq) pao-iXU, opyijt u0tjv6s; the liver ifprap)

irtffvpirjc atrtov.
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the liver or abdomen, respectively. He is also credited 1 h»ving

with a bipartite division of the soul, placing rd XdyueV in "E^*
the thorax, while distributing rd Hkoyov all over the body. ">d «.

In fact, however, we can depend very little on information dmsion'of

coming from a pseiido-Hippocratean writer of the second tise soul-

century, or from the Plaeita, respecting points like this.

According to the physical principles of Democritus,

sense and thought result from emanations coming to us from

things and entering the pores of our bodies, but especially

the pores of the proper organs, penetrating to the atoms

of the soul, and so in some way bringing to our minds

the ideas of the things from which they have come. Thus

it is with the perceptions of our waking life ; and thus it is

also that we dream when asleep. For in sleep, too, tTouAa

of things and persons stream into our bodies, or, being

already lodged in them, then become active, and visions

'

of the persons or things from which they originate arise in

our minds 2
. Sleeping, according to Democritus, is a cooling Sleeping,

of the heat-atoms of the body, or rather the expulsion,
si^^f

under the pressure of the environment, of a certain number » certain

of them s
. This cooling affects the outer parts chiefly, and heat-atoms

the vital heat retires to the interior, sc. to the neighbourhood *"d soul"

of the heart. Amid these vague and indefinite notions we with con-

cannot discover any inkling of a synthetic faculty by which ^"'^uai
the effects of luroppoal in the way ofsensation were collected heat round

and arranged for the purposes of systematic experience,

§ 6. We might, at first sight, expect to discover, in His

connexion with what Democritus says of tpavraa-ia, some J^^^
clue to his attitude respecting the central sense. But we give no

find at once that by <pavra<rCa he does not mean the repro- doctrine

1 Plut. Epit. iv. 6, Diels. Dox., p. 390.

* Arist. de Div. per Somn. li. 464* 5 Surmp Xcyti A^/ioxptror *tduXa «ta<

moppoai aiTtopivot. Cf. Lucret. i v. 747-66 (Giussani), and Plut. Sympos.

viii. 10, § 2 S <pipn Aij/ioKpiror, iyKaraflvaoovoBai to t"ia\a tia run iropuy tis

' tA aapaxa xa\ iroiriv rat Kara tok irrvoy Ztytit iitava^np6pxva : from which

it would appear that the «'8&>Xa, which are ever coming when we are

awake, sink deeply into our bodies, destined in sleep to arise, as it

were, ' from the depths ' and present themselves to consciousness.

» Cf. Arist 472» a-i5i 4°4» 5~i6.
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of centnl ductive imagination, but merely the presentative faculty:

^£^£°
r that faculty whereby things appear, or present themselves,

on hu to us in ordinary perception. He taught that the * secondary

]?^J? qualities' (as they were called by Locke) have no objective

only pre- existence: they are only affections of our sensibility

He formed according as it is qualitatively altered \ The same thing

re'nsema-
^a* aPPears (4>^f€a6ai) to us sweet may appear to others

uon, of bitter, &c. As regards the function of reproductive imagina-

oTreiii?'
t*on » therefore, which Aristotle ascribed to the Koivrj af<r0»;<ris,

niscence. we cannot ascertain that Democritus held definite views,

any more than as to the koivti alo-flijo-is itself. To complete

our discomfiture we are unable to discover that he formu-

lated a theory of memory or recollection. In no way,

therefore, can we find a point of contact between his

doctrines and that of the koivtj alcrdrjcris of Aristotle. He
seems to have been too much immersed in the details of

physics and physiology to spare time or thought for the

more abstract and higher aspects of psychology.

Anaxagoras.

Anaxa- § 7. If there is any proposition which may be implicitly

^^^dd
believed respecting the teaching of Anaxagoras, it is that

siKently for him vovs * was iiuyrji, i.e. absolutely free from all

» theory admixture of the elements 8 of the utiypa. This being
olsensai SO] it js impossible to understand how any principle of

orsyothetic community could connect it with the material body ; or
faculty of

jjOW tjjere could De a noil/if ato-07)o-i? with an ato-fljjTij/jiov to

he could correspond, in which the soul and the infinitude of elements
not, except

—

i^io^fpij— should be really related to one another.

miracle, Only a 'miracle 4 ' could bring about such communion

and body for Anaxagoras. Accordingly, sleeping—for Aristotle a
communi- functi n of »; (toivij atcrdrj<ris—is for Anaxagoras an affection

1 vavra naSq rrjt aladrjacais a\Xoiovfifvr)s, <£ §s yiviaDu ri]U tyavraaiav,

Theophr. de Sens. §§ 63-4.

* He refers to. volt also as ^fnixn '• cf- Arist. 404b 1-3, Schaubach,

Anax. p. 113. This he did probably when descending from the

teleological to the mechanical standpoint: the ground of Socrates'

complaint against him.

* C£ Arist. 405* 16, 429* 18.

* C£ Eurip. Frag. 1007 (Nauck) i rots yap 'mtZiv iarir iv inuartf Bt6t.
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of the body only, not of the soul l
, an opinion to which one

he was probably led a posteriori by the activity of the^"^*,
mind in dreams as well as a priori by this theory of vovs for Anaxa-

(or V'X'O fywyijr. Yet, despite this theory, Anaxagoras faction of

appears to have held an exoteric form of his doctrine^ °.n,y-

f ,
Censorious

ot yvxjn, m which, as his 'final' causes were displaced says (or

by mechanical causes, so his views of soul approached ^"f^
somewhat nearer to those of ordinary psychology. His it is very

teaching respecting the special senses shows traces of this. tt"t he

Can we, even from this standpoint, discover in him any c°I"£cted

evidence of a doctrine of synthesis—of the faculty by which senses with

the data of the several senses are combined and distin- TheaalY
guished? If so, what would for him have been its organ? principle

We saw that, in explaining the faculty of hearing (ixorj), musTfor
5"

he regarded \^o'0os as making its way &\pi tov (yK«f>akov. |»
m ha*e

Censorinus tells us that Anaxagoras held the brain to be the or ^v\v

source of all the senses 2
. It seems at all events certain that takln& the

place of

for him, in general, vovs or (its equivalent in his psychology) roGsin

V'UX'} would have fulfilled the functions of koivtj (uo-0rj<Tis— {^miao-

have supplied consciousness, memory, &c, as well as i°gy.

.

distinguishing and comparing the phenomena of sense. co-ordi.

As to the particulars of the manner of its doing so, we °ated ,he

can say nothing. We can only rest on hypotheses respect- sense we

ing the matter. Theophrastus 3
, distinguishing the teaching J*^ to

of Clidemus from that of Anaxagoras, says : ' Clidemus inform ns.

taught that, while the senses of seeing, smelling, tasting, and

touching, independently perceive their objects, the senses

—or rather the organs—of hearing, merely convey their

report to vovs, which is that which properly and directly

hears *
; though he does not, as Anaxagoras did, make vovs

1 Plut. Epit. v. 25, Diels, Dox., p. 427 . . . traparutov yhp ttvai to naBot,

* Cens. de die Natali, vi. 1 ' Anaxagoras cerebrum, unde omnes sunt

sensus (sc ante omnia iudicavit increscere) *
: unless here the clause

' unde . . . sensus ' be inserted by Censorinus de suo, as the indicative

suggests. ' De Sens. § 38 ; Diels, Dcx-., p. 510.

* unvbv if tos d«odr avrar piv avtiiv uplvtiv, tit &i Toy vqvv tuartpntiv,

oix &<nr*p 'kva£ay6pas &pxhv *ou * tt&vn>v tov vovv '. where Diels

observes on p6vov ' nam qui praecedunt sensus ipsi judicium ferunt.'

BIAtl S
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the Apyli r&p v&vtuv 1.' Though Clidemus did not, like

Anaxagoras, make vous the explanatory principle of all

things in general, he regarded it as the true percipient

subject in the case of hearing. The implication by contrast

here would certainly seem to be that the subject in the

case of every sense was for Anaxagoras i»oS? itself, while

the sensory organ was but a mere instrument or channel.

But it is almost idle to speculate as to how Anaxagoras

would have conceived a theory of synthesis, when of this

faculty itself he does not appear to have felt the necessity.

Diogenes of Apollonia.

Diogenes § 8. Diogenes, who (notwithstanding his revival of the

memoir theory of Anaximenes which made air the principium of

and remi- au things) is one of the most interesting of the pre-Platonic

HU aatid- psychologists with whom we have undertaken to deal 2
,

pationsof stan(js aione among the latter in having discussed, even

of Aris- though indirectly, the subject of memory and reminiscence,

antral **e seems to nave ^e^ a theory of the psychical function

organ of f the air in (or around) the brain in its relation with that]

£ence for in (or around) the heart in the thorax ; which reminds one
Diogenes: Qf -Aristotle's doctrine of the connexion of three of the
trie air

round the senses with the brain, or rather with the membrane surround-
braia m

. ing this, and then with the heart, to which the brain or
connexion o * *

with the , its membrane was only an intermediate station. We have

Sorax, or already seen how he connected the several special senses

ronnd the with the air in the brain : how the eye, when images fall

on the pupil, conveys its message by means of the air in

this organ to the inner air, and so on 3
. The air animates

the whole body, being conducted through it with the blood

in the veins. Thinking is due, he says, to the activity

1 Zeller (Pre-Socratics, ii. 369, E. Tr.) infers that Anaxagoras made
KoCr the true subject of perception in the case of each and all of the

alcrdr]<uis : this would seem to require itaaav instead of itavrav.

* Pannenides also seems to have formed a theory of m'' 1^ 1;, making it

to depend (like Siavoia in general) on a due xpairtt of cold and hot in

the body. Cf. Theophr. de Sens. §§ 3-4.

* Theophr. de Sens. §§ 39-4*»
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of pure and dry air, for moisture impedes intelligence. C»use of

Hence infants are of weak intelligence: they have too „°5?and"of

much moisture 1
, hence the air. is not able to circulate wr

e»knesi

c i . ox memory
Jreely through their bodies but is confined within the in children,

breast For lack of ducts—the necessary means of such

circulation of air—plants are destitute of intelligence. The
cause of the passionate and fickle disposition of infants

is the same. Hence, too, the tendency 'of young children

to forgetfulness. As the air does hot penetrate freely to

all parts of their body they are lacking in intelligence 2
.

A proof of the proposition that the obstruction of the Conditions

air in the breast causes mental difficulties is found in°(
1

™'™ory

the distress which persons feel who endeavour to recollect, remi-

This feeling they have in the breast 3
. When they have ""

recovered the idea for which they have sought in this

effort, the obstructed air is set free, and they experience

a feeling of relief 4
. The air being the primary agent

of mind, if it becomes obstructed in its chief seat—the

breast, into which it passes in respiration—mental power is

impaired, and mental efforts are thwarted, until the air again

secures free passage for itself. We notice here how closely

Diogenes approaches to Aristotle, who made the organ of

I

central sense, of which av&nvr)<ris is a function, the heart

or the region of the heart s
. A further partial coincidence Theory of

between Aristotle and Diogenes appears in their treatment * "P"*

of the affection of sleeping. According to Diogenes *, sleep

comes on when the blood has forced the air that is in the

veins back into the breast. Sleep is, according to Aristotle

also, an affection of this same region of the breast, which

was the seat of the leotvq ato-fljjo-iy. In the Placita we read 7

that Diogenes placed rb fiyep.oviic6v (which term, however,

raises suspicion of the authenticity of the statement) iv rfj

dprijpiaitfj noiXlq ttjs napSCas, ^fm l<rr\ Trvev/xariKi}. If this

1 Theophr. de Sens. §§ 44-5. ' iivtois. ' vtp\ to arfidti.

• With the above cf. Arist. de Mem. 453* 14-31 and 453
b 3-10.

• Cf. Panzerbieter, Diogenes Apoll. pp. 90-3.

• Plat. Epit. v. 34 ; Panzerb. p. 90 ; Arist. de Somno, passim.

' Aet. iv. 5. 7 i
Diels, Dox., p. 391 ; Panzerb., pp. 87 seqq.

S %
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statement has a basis of truth, we must regard those of the

passages in which the air around the brain is said to be
the percipient subject as only provisionally true: this

air has to convey the messages of sense to the air of the

thorax before consciousness of sensation arises. It may
be that Diogenes, like Aristotle, made the environment

of the brain only an intermediate stage in the process of

sensation as regards three senses—hearing, seeing, and

smelling; while touching and tasting, of which he says

nothing definite, were regarded by him, as by Aristotle,

as having direct communication with the central seat of

Diogenes sense-perception l
. On the whole it appears that Diogenes

conception possessed in a marked degree a perception, which Alcmaeon
(which Em- had in a slight measure, but which Democritus and Empe-
and Demo- docles did not possess at all, of the necessity for a central

lacSd> of
oriramzuiS faculty, whether of sense or intelligence, on

the neces- which consciousness and memory depend ; and that he

qxthetfc
regarded this as seated chiefly in the air in the region of

ficnlty. the heart—whether in the lungs 2 or, as the compiler of

the Placita tells us, in ' the arteriac cavity ' of the heart.

Plato.

Jkto § 9. Plato of course does not even name a koivti afo-tfTjo-ij,

synthesis to but he investigated carefully the function of synthesis whose

ascribed^
imPortance was paramount in his psychology. He ascribed

to thought it not to sense, as Aristotle did, but to thought. Yet there

eencef Yet *s reason f°r regarding this difference—from the psycho-
he ia many logist's point of view, not from that of the metaphysician or

the way for epistemologist—as one of method more than anything else.

Aristotle's jj psychologist has ever been able to answer satisfactorily

sensus the question where sense-perception ends and thinking com-

We*
m*y"* mences ' ^a order, therefore, to be in a position to compare

therefore, Aristotle's doctrine of Koivr\ ato-Orjo-ts with Plato's doctrine of

1 Cf. Arist. 469* 12 tio al(r6r)<Tfts <f>avfpus IvravBa (sc. tls tijv mpblav)

trmrttvavaas opofuv, ti\v T( ytvaiv mii Trjv A(prjf, Surrt Kal rar uXXar

amryKaiov.
1 Diogenes probably held that the'coiXiai of the heart communicated

directly with the lungs. Cf. Arist 496* 22 xoi daXv [sc. a! xotXiai] ils rov

irytljxova TfTpijiuvai traaat.
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the synthetic faculty so far as these may coincide, we shall compare

here consider what information the latter has left us^"d

respecting the faculty whereby the data of sense are theories of

combined or distinguished ; also respecting imagination, dutinct"'

memory, reminiscence, and the other functions claimed
f£°

ne
êre

for the Kotvri aladqcns by his great pupil. in kind.

§ 10. In the Theaetetus it is that Plato most emphatically The soul

exhibits his appreciation of the importance of the synthetic Morgans
faculty. 'With the eyes one discerns black and white of special

.. • -Li." . sense) the
oojects ; with the ears one perceives grave and acute trne faculty

tones
; at least so people say. This account of the matter

2on*These
is not, however, scientifically accurate. We do not see are but »«-

with the eyes; rather we see through them. We do orThan^eh
not hear with the ears, but through them also.. It would of the soul's

surely be strange if we had placed within us, like so many i^'not

warriors in Trojan horses 1
, a multitude of sensory faculties «"''* the

eyes but
(alaOrjacis) which did not tend to unite in some one form

—

through

call it soul or some other name

—

with which we truly '„'™J~
at

* one &ctrS*

perceive all that we do perceive through these senses as We have

through instrumentsV The organs through
, which one ^°

ude f

"

perceives things hot, hard, light, or sweet, are parts of the different

body. When we perceive such an object through some one faculties

faculty (Swti/ietos), it is not possible for us to perceive the
Jj^JJ

™

same through any other faculty. We cannot by sight warriors

perceive the objects of hearing, nor can we by hearing ^thtn'the

perceive the objects of sight. But if you think something Trojan

concerning both of these objects in common, it cannot be To think

through either organ singly that you do so 3
- Sound and something

colour are two different objects, unlike one another. In thus to several

thinking of them as distinct from each other, as together ^°
t̂ s

• Cf. Galen, dt Placit. Hipp, et Plat. §§ 631-3,

' It jiiav riva ibiav, «"« tyvxh" f
'
Tt ° Tl &" xaXriv, mvra ravra (vvrtlmi,

g tia tovtov o'ov opydvav aicrdiwajiiBu wa alirBqra, Theact. 184 D.

9 Ibid. 185 A (< rt Spa irfpi ajK^oripav Siavou, ovk hi 01a y< tuu iripau

opyavov, oi&' ai iia tov iripov irtpi a/ifJHnfpww oto-Oavoi' ay. Notice the

choice of verbs employed in each clause, by which Plato would seem to

desire to fence off the action ofthe synthetic faculty altogether from that

of sense-perception. He has used alaBavtoBai just above (see last note)

to denote the action of ^vxn operating through the afoftjpftr.
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»e require two, while each is one, it cannot be by the agency of either

diftereniT sight or hearing singly that one forms a conception which
from any thus embraces both '. Common characteristics of diverse

these: sense-percepts are not themselves perceived by the special

w^aoTit
orSans °f sense. The soul itself, independently of sense,

ittx-ij or by 'inspects' the attributes common to objects of the different

j^° r
senses—their several unity, their difference inter se, &c. a

• The soul There is no special organ at all, formed of a bodily part,

need of any instrumental to the soul's action in perceiving these common
bodily m- attributes 3

. Here Plato recognizes the function of synthesis

in think- as necessary for the co-ordination and systematization of the
mgofthe

cjata Qf sense but denies that it belongs to sense, or has

features of a bodily part, analogous to the eyes or ears, connected with

lobbies. ^ SlS *ts instrument. In 184 D, however, by the very terms
Diffe

?°h
^e emPl°vs (?/••• al^davoixtOa) he shows how closely his

term to thought approximates to that of Aristotle. He did not

££™ m . speak, it is true, of a itp&rov al<r6r\TiK6v or of a koivt] al<rdr\aKt

Aristotle, yet by this passage the thought of such a faculty might

difference
nave been suggested to Aristotle. This is confirmed by

u not the use of the word koiv& in the same connexion. Plato

For rd does not employ the term ro noivd here, as Aristotle did,

*~«*.tf - tp signify 'common sensibles,' i.e. objects capable of being

the.Kxr^ perceived by all the senses in common ; such e. g. as

Aristotle™
K^v7l(ris- According to Aristotle, Kivi/o-ts is perceptible by

are exactly any sense, being a common object to all, or at least to

toPUto's sight and touch. According to Plato no one sense can
Aco.ri, the perceive the koivL Even here, however, the difference

perceived between Aristotle and Plato is not so great : for, after all,

by the soul jj^ KOtr£{ were for Aristotle only oZo-fljjra (card ov\>.$t$r\K6'} in

common relation to any one sense, while they were directly afo-flj/rd

^f^^* to the koivt! aur&jo-iy, fulfilling as this did the function here

senses. ascribed by Plato to ^v\rj. With this, and the use of

aladavunfOa as referred to above, the thought of tj icoinj

1 Theaet. 185 B oCt* yap Si Axorjt oOrt <«' ctyfur ol6i> tc ro xoii/iv \ap-

fiavtat iripl avran.
1 aAX* avrij it avrtjt q ifnix'l Ta KM >"* M°' <pai¥trai mp\ ndvrav immomtv,

7^*4185 D.
9 Iliia^lioKtJr^r opX'f °V^' *""" roiovrov ovScy tovtoic Spyavov Bioy

Sunup f'jcnWc (sc/as-Jtije/Wrcfer sensibles have).
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alr$ti<ru lies obvious to the reader's mind. As icoivd in his

sense of the word, i. e. as objects of the ^vxij so acting

through the ai<r0r}o-«r, Plato names (a) ovaCa koI to jmj cbai,

(b) rd o>oioi> koX rb &v6notov, (c) tv ical itoWi, (d) rb jcoAok nai

rb alirxp6v, (e) rb iyaObv <cal rb kuk6v {Theaet. 186 A).

§ 11. The presentative faculty

—

tpavrao-Ca. The same *»mma
wind which to one man is cold is to another warm : and ^,^°

-

it is so because it appears (^aiWat) so. This * appearing ' is sanation,

.

the work of sense : tpavracrCa and ofirflijo-is are of essentially sentatlon?

the same nature, and possess similar evidential value ?ut in *b
throughout the various provinces of sensation l

. So Plato function

observes, tracing the character of subjective or Protagorean ^ p^"
rj

idealism—or rather sensationism. In this ' appearing,' to it by

however, which Plato treats with such scant courtesy, lies fê .
tl

The
the foundation of experience, since the presentative is the word is

foundation of the re-presentative element 2
. fseTby*

Out of such ' appearing ' arises memory, by which we ^
lat0 ?

have knowledge of past time, or by which there is for us sense (a).

a past. The soul, says Plato, is like a book 3
. Memory

/f£°°!*

and perceptions meet at the moment when such per- #mjt«j!i

ceptions occur, and thereupon memory as it were inscribes i^agina/'

a record of the perceptions in our souls. When this record V
on

(,
the

is true, true opinion arises in our souls ; when the ' secretary within

of records ' within us 4 inscribes what is not true, the result*
°

e

i

j0rdJ
h
f

ing opinion is false. But there is another artist at work memory

within us at the same time as memory. This other is J^
1

The

the painter (fiaypdAos)

—

Imagination. He, succeeding the picture* of
*

, .... , , , . -imagina-
recording secretary, paints in the soul likenesses (efcom) oftionmay

the things perceived—transferring from the eye or other referto

organ of sense the sensible data which are to be matter of future. On

1 Theaet. 152 B-C. Here fyavraaia is clearly a different thing from

the faculty of reproductive imagination as defined by Aristotle (429* 1)

(tinjo-if imi rijt alaOritrtaf rijt kut ivipyuav ytyo/icVi;. Cf. Theaet. 152 B

ro ti y (paivirai ala8uvto6ai iariv ; tori yap.

' The synthesis involved in 'tyuraaia at this its first stage (wherein

ideas of objects are presented to the mind) is what psychology should

most earnestly examine. Needless to say Plato did not pay much

attention to it ; nor did Aristotle.

' oowi not fifiov <i tyvx'l /3<j9^'V «« npoatouurat, Phileb. 38 E.

4 PhiUb. 39 A roiovror nap' fjp'iv ypappartis, SC. fin^i).
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them »re opinion or discourse. Thus a person sees images of those

P^ta^js data somehow painted within him. The likenesses of true

when they opinions and words are true, those of the false are false '.

have ™i* * .

latter But it is not to the past and present alone that these

y^JSTdr writings and paintings have reference ; they refer also to the

T&ri*ara future 2
. Thus arise expectations {iK-ntba ik rbv frrtira

Vektikons XP°V°") ^ to the future, such as we are filled with our

of memory whole lives through. Memory is a conservation of percep-

nisccnce. tion 3
. Reminiscence is, however, different from memory 4

,

in remi- Whenever the soul by itself within itself as far as possible *

the soul retraces and retrieves a lost piece of perception or learning,

o^nthe
11* we sav tnat fr recollects (di»afufiii/»]o-«<r0ai). Reminiscence,

body. or recollection, is the power which the soul by itself, and,

as far as possible, without the body, has of recovering

experiences which it had before in common with the body.

Forgetting. Forgetting, on the other hand, is simply the exit of memory 6
,

which, again, is to be distinguished from unconsciousness,

the negative state expressed by the word dwno-0rjo-ia. Of
course if we are completely unconscious we are thereby

without all our former alaOfous and /laflij/iara. This, how-

ever, is not what happens when we simply forget. We are

conscious enough in all respects, save in that of the par-

ticular a'o-tfjjo-ts or ixdOrjjia which has left our minds 7
.

Illustra- § 12. The operation of memory in the first instance—the

formation way in which the scribe or secretary takes his records

—

ofmemory:
js further described by the following simile. There is as

tablet' it were in the mind of man a block of wax for receiving

1 Phileb. 39 b-C Here we find Plato raising the subject of the

reproductive imagination, the psychical faculty described or defined

by Aristotle in the preceding note.

* Phileb. 39 D. * Phileb. 34 A trarriplav alo8i)atas.

4 In what follows I neglect as irrelevant all reference to the dis-

tinctively Platonic theory of dro'/u-ijcm, suggesting pre-existence and the

doctrine of Ideas.

* mar anohiatura joTj/iijp fir alaOtjOtat tit av tia6rjfiaros av6is ravnjv

ai-a7To\r;tTT) naXiv avrrj iv iavrjj, koi ravra (ifiiravra dvafivqa-fic xal fivqpat

irov Xcyo/Mr, Phileb. 34 B-C with Phaed. 75 E. This passage of the

Philebus (34 B-c) forms the original of much that is in Arist. de Mem.
\\adinit., 451* 18 seqq.

* )iv!\iu\i i(odot. ' Phileb. 33 E.
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Impressions '. In different persons it is of different sizes within us.

and different qualities also, being in some harder, moister, percep.

or purer than in others. It is the gift of Mnemosyne, the *j°ns or

mother of the Muses, to men. When we wish to remember areto-

aught that we see, or hear, or think, within ourselves, we^J*j-

hold the wax to the perceptions or thoughts, and take qualities of

impressions of these in it as if stamped there by a seal ring, j^"
""

We remember and know what is printed there as long fitness for

as the impression lasts ; but when it is effaced, or when no anTretain-

impression has been taken, we forget, and do not know, fagdistinct

Now when the wax in the soul of any one is deep and impres-

abundant, and smooth and well-tempered, the impressions "°™
dl

which pass through the senses and sink into the heart the good-

of the soul (as Homer says in a certain passage in which he badness of

indicates the likeness of the soul to wax -), being pure and memory.

clear and finding a sufficient depth of wax, are lasting, and bad

Minds such as these easily learn, and easily retain what me°,0nr

. - . . explained
they learn, nor are they liable to confusion. They have in and illus-

them plenty of room, and having clear impressions of things,
trated-

they quickly distribute these in their proper places on the

block. Such are called wise or clever men. When,, on

,the contrary, the heart of any one is * shaggy V a quality

which the all-wise poet commends, or muddy, or of impure

wax, or very soft, or very hard, there is in the mind

a corresponding defect. The soft are good at learning,

but apt to forget; the hard are the reverse; the 'shaggy,'

or rugged, or gritty, or those who have an admixture of

earth or dung in their composition, have the impressions

indistinct; so have also the hard, for there is no depth

in them. The soft, too, are indistinct, for their impressions

are easily confused and effaced. Still greater is the indis-

tinctness when all are jostled together in a little soul which

has no room. Such are the natures which have false

opinion ; for when they see or hear or think of anything,

they are slow in assigning the right objects to the right

impressions—in their stupidity they confuse them, and are

1 Kt)ptvov hitaytiov. * «?p (=*ta/i), Ki)p6s.

* Srav Xdaidy tov to niap 5. The heart, or the region round the heart,

is for Aristotle the organ of central lense.
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Anticipa-
tions of

Aristotle.

apt to see and hear and think amiss—and such men are said

to be deceived in their knowledge of objects and ignorant l
.

In this famous simile, Plato, in his picturesque way, por-

trays the functions of sensation, memory, and imagination.

The stamping of the impressions is the presentative 4>av~

ra.<ria— sense-perception. The memory or retention of

them, when the objects which stamped them are gone,

is due to the representative (fxwTaala—the reproductive

imagination.

Remi- § 13. But here, too, Plato proceeds to develop the

Utostrlted.
difference between mere retention of impressions and

The dove- the power of recalling them to mind at need : the differ-

oTf^e^C ence between memory and reminiscence 8
. To do this he

introduces another, and equally famous, simile. Suppose

a person to have caught a great many wild doves, or other

birds, and to keep them in an aviary at home. In one

way we may say of him that he always has them, because

he is the possessor of them ; but, in another way, he may
have none of them the while. They are merely in his

power, in his enclosure, so that he can catch any of them

when he wants, and let it go again, and do this as often

as he likes. Now to apply this. Suppose that there is

in each one's mind an aviary of all sorts of birds, some

in great flocks apart, some in small groups, others solitary,

flying anywhere and everywhere. Suppose further that

the birds are kinds of knowledge ; that when we were

children the aviary was empty ; but that whenever a person

has gotten and confined in the enclosure a kind of know-

ledge he may be said to have learned or discovered the

thing which is the subject of the knowledge : and that,

therefore, he knows it. . . . When the various forms of

knowledge are flying about in the aviary, and he, wishing

to capture a certain sort of knowledge out of the general

store, takes the wrong one by mistake, getting hold of the

ring-dove when he wants the pigeon : in this way we may

1 Theaet. 191 D-195 A, from Jowett's Translation.

1 No one can feil to be struck with the fundamental resemblances

between Plato here and Aristotle in the de Memoria.
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suppose false opinion to arise. When he catches the one
he wants, his opinion is true \

In the former of these two sensuous images

—

the block of

wax and the columbarium—we have an exact,though fanciful,

parallel for Aristotle's tipiov ai<r07jnjpuw,at least on its passive

side. Nowhere else does Plato so closely approach the

Aristotelean conception '- Even here he does not seem to

treat it quite seriously, but leaves it before us rather as a

piece of fancy work than a serious product of psychological

analysis. The block of wax represents the mere retention

of ideas—memory: the dovecote represents their active

recall—reminiscence. He does not go to the length of

saying that there is any one particular organ or bodily

part analogous to the wax or pigeon-house ; he does not

assign its function to the heart or brain. Had he done

so, it would have been more natural for him to choose

the former, the brain being the instrument of reason,

according to the Timaeus. He has thus, however, skilfully

enough delineated the functions of sensation, memory, and

imagination.

§ 14. To return to his conception of Reminiscence: we Associa-

shall find that in the Phaedo in connexion with this subject y^, ^
he has as genuine, if not as highly developed, notions "mi.

respecting the ' Association of Ideas ' as his pupil Aristotle Anticipa-

exhibits. He there observes that if a person recalls t* ?* °[... . . , ... Anstotle.
anything by reminiscence, he must at a former period

have known that thing. Now if a person sees or hears

something or perceives it by some other sense, and thereby

gets the idea not of it alone, but also of something else

the knowledge of which is different, a person is properly

said to recollect (ii>ajxifii>jj<rKt<T0at) the latter-—the thing of

which he thus gets the idea. Thus a person on seeing

a lyre, or cloak, which a friend was wont to use or wear,

gets into his mind at once the idea of the friend; and this

1 Theaet. 197 D seqq., Jowett's Trans.

* It will be noticed that it is to the heart, not to the brain, that the

similes, however obscurely, point as the organ of such a faculty of

sensus communis.
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is reminiscence. The process of association is especially

noticeable for the way in which it recalls to mind things

which, through lapse of time or for some other reason, one

had quite forgotten. The reminiscence may take place

either (a) from the similarity of the idea, which recalls

the other, to this other, as when the picture of Simmias

recalls the idea of Simmias; or (3) without any such

similarity, as in the case of the lyre, the sight of which

recalls the idea of the friend who used to play upon it
1

.

Formation § 15. It is germane to the subject to adduce here Plato's

of&^^
e
account of opinion (8o'£a)—the faculty of judgment at its

theiacnlty lowest grade. Opinion results from memory and sense.

raent at its What happens is like this : A person sees an object

j"*?51 at a distance, not quite distinctly. His curiosity leads

him to discern it clearly and pronounce what it is that he

sees. 'What is it that I see?' he would say to himself:

'What is the object that presents (<t>avra(6fievov) itself as

standing beside the cliff yonder beneath the tree? ' Next
he might make answer to himself and say :

' it is a human
being,' thereby guessing correctly, or he might mistake

and say :
' What I see is something made by shepherds

—

a figure of a human being.' If in company with some one,

he would give audible utterance to these attempts to

pronounce; his efforts at opinion (8o'£a) would take the

form of discourse (\6yos). But if he is alone he proceeds

to discuss (biavoaiiuvos) the matter with himself, keeping

it to himself for a good while 2
. Thus alo-flrjo-i?, (ftavraaia,

pvTJpilt &°£a> Sufooia, and \6yos are brought into relation with

one another ; the object of presentation is compared with

that of memory or thought, and a judgment or opinion,

true or false, is formed of the relation between them s
.

(rkaedo) § 16. Notwithstanding that in the Theaetetus Plato

specnjL
sPeaks of the soul as being, by itself, without the use of

1 Phaedo 73 C-E. For association of interests superadded to and
reinforcing association of ideas, cf. Lysis 219-20.

* Phtteb. 38 c seqq.

' Here, it may be observed, we have to do with what Aristotle calls

the perception of to koto <rv\>$t$i\*&s.
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any bodily organ, able to recover by reminiscence its Horn u to

temporarily lost impressions, he in various places speaks ^'xb^"
of it, and even of its highest functions, as having a bodily faculty of

seat or organ. * I speculated,' says Socrates ', ' as to whether
Iynt

the blood is the part of us with which we think and per-

ceive 2
, or else the air, or the fire, within us ; or whether

it is none of these, but the brain is that which supplies

the sensations (6 irap^v ras alarOrjaas) of hearing, seeing,

and smelling 3
; and whether from these arise memory

(ixvrjpti) and opinion (oo'fa), while from memory and opinion,

when fixed and stable (Xa/Sovo-Tjs ' to fjpene'iv Kara ravra),

arises scientific knowledge (^irionj/Mj).' Here the organ

<> (ppovovntp is evidently made to include reference to the

processes of sense-perception, and also to those which imme-

diately follow—memory and the other processes referred by
Aristotle to the koivti alo-flrjo-iy. Thus the Platonic Socrates

enumerates all or most of the suggestions made by former

writers to explain the * seat ' of perception and thinking

—

by Empedocles and Kritias (al/na), Diogenes of Apollonia

(aijp), Heraclitus (irvp), and Alcmaeon (0 tyK4<f>a\os). In the

Timaeus Plato himself adopts the last of these suggestions,

making the brain the seat of the intellectual functions of

soul. Hippocrates, as well as Alcmaeon, had already held the

brain to be the essential organ of sense and thought. ' This

is that which interprets for us the impressions derived

from the air (ij/iTi> r&v diro rov ije'pos ytvopivtav kp\u\veus) if it

is in a healthy condition ; but it is the air that supplies it

with intelligence (rJjv li <pp6vt)<nv airla 6 cujp irapi\(Tai)V
§ 17. ' In it (the spinal marrow) the Demiourgos im- (Timatus)

planted and fastened the several kinds of souls ; and division of

according to the number and fashion of the shapes that^^
Soul should have, corresponding to her kinds, into so many of its pans

similar forms did he divide the marrow at the outset of o°^
lly

his distribution. That which should be as it were a field, The soul

' > Phaedo 96 C, with Archer-Hind's notes.

* £ (ppovoifui/ : cf. M t& <f>p6niu>i/, Tim. 64 B, which also evidently

includes sense-perception.

'He does not mention touching and tasting here.

4 Hippocr. de Morbo Sacro, 17.
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of plants, to contain in it the Divine seed, he moulded in a spherical

<r07«* of
form » and this part of the marrow he called the brain

plants is (lyictyaXos), with the view that, when each animal was

tion but completed, the vessel containing it should be the head.
feeling. That which was to have the mortal part of the soul he

distributed into moulds at once round and elongated

[i. e. the vertebral column]. All these forms he named
marrow, and from them, as from anchors, he put forth the

bonds to fasten all the . soul ; and then he wrought the

entire body round about it ; first building, to fence it,

a covering of bone 1 .' Thus for Plato the cerebro-spinal.

marrow was the organic seat of intelligence (vovs), courage

(Audio's, or to Ovuotitts), and appetite (to emOvfup'Mcoi'). The
cerebral portion was given to voOs; the thoracic portion

to 6vfi6s; the abdominal, to imBvpta. We learn further

in the Timaeas* that the third part of soul, which plants

as well as man possess, is in man seated between the midriff

and the navel (jucrafii <ppev£i> SfMpaXov rt IhpvoQai) ; that in

virtue of it plants have—not, indeed, the ' sense ' which is

an element of cognition, but only—feeling, pleasant or

painful, with the accompanying appetites or impulses s
.

The three § 1 8. The three souls or parts of soul were connected

sounnthe through the cerebro-spinal marrow on which they were
Timaeus. all ' strung ' together. The head was the separate abode

of the immortal 4 soul ; the mortal soul was planted apart

1 Tim. 73 c-D (Archer-Hind). ' 77 B.

' a 5o£rjr fuv Xoyurpov r« rat vov pArtcm rh prfiiv, aioBqottos Si rjttiat

jum a\ytiv!jc fura cinBvfuSiv. In this sentence ai<r6i)<rui>c means not the

sensory factor, or element, of knowledge, but what is generally known to

modern psychologists as ' feeling' : the pleasurable or painful element in

consciousness. It is in this sense that Plato here ascribes mo-dijcrtf to

plants (rpura). Aristotle denies it of plants in this as well as in the

sense of perception, making it the attribute of (ua exclusively. As for

the Greeks the term aitrfiijo-ir had to express the sense of pleasure or pain

as well as the factor of cognition, so with us till lately the word ' feeling

'

did duty for both, and is commonly used in this ambiguous way in

the works of English writers of the last century. Plato distinguishes

cognitive alaBtjois from rfiovjj ical Xwrj iiiptiyiilvos Ipar, Tim. 42 A. In

Pkilebus also (e. g. 32 d) rj&ovi) and Xwnj together= 'feeling,' cf. § 19 infra.

* For what follows see Grote, Plato, iii. 272-5. In the Phaedrus

246 b Bviaos and tmSv/ua seem reckoned in with the immortal soul, the

body only being mortal.
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from ft in the trunk, with the neck as an isthmus of
separation between the two. 'Again, the mortal soul was
itself not single but double : including two divisions, a better

and a worse. The gods kept the two parts separate;

placing the better portion in the thoracic cavity nearer

to the head, and the worse portion lower down, in the

abdominalcavity : the two being divided from each other

by the diaphragm, built across the body as a wall of
partition.' 'Above the diaphragm, and near to the neck,

was planted the energetic, courageous, contentious, soul ; so

placed as to receive orders easily from the head, and to

aid the rational soul in keeping under constraint the

mutinous soul of appetite, which was planted below the

diaphragm. The immortal soul was fastened or anchored

in the brain, the two mortal souls in the line of the spinal

marrow continuous with the brain ; which line thus formed

the thread of connexion between the three. The heart

was established as an outer fortress for the exercise of

influence by the immortal soul over the other two. It

was at the same time made the initial point of the veins

—

the fountain from whence the current of blood proceeded

to pass forcibly through the veins round to all parts of

the body. The purpose of this arrangement is, that when

the rational soul denounces some proceeding as wrong

(either on the part of others without, or in the appetitive

soul within), it may stimulate an ebullition of anger in the

heart, and may transmit from thence its exhortations and

threats through the many small blood-channels l to all the

sensitive parts of the body ; which may thus be rendered

obedient everywhere to the orders of our better nature.

. . . The third or lowest soul, of appetite and nutrition,

was placed between the diaphragm and. the navel. This

region of the body was set apart like a manger for con-

taining necessary food : and the appetitive soul was tied

up to it like a wild beast ; indispensable, indeed, for the

1 For Plato, as for Aristotle, the blood-vessels take the place of nerves,

conveying sensations through the body; cf. Tim. 65 C, 67 B, 70 a seqq.,

77 E-
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continuance of the race, yet a troublesome adjunct, and

therefore placed afar off, in order that its bellowings might

disturb as little as possible the deliberations of the rational

soul in the cranium, for the good of the whole. The gods

knew that this appetitive soul would never listen to reason,

and that it must be kept under subjection altogether by
the influence of phantoms and imagery. They provided

an agency for this purpose in the liver, which they placed

close upon the abode of the appetitive soul. They made
the liver compact, smooth, and brilliant, like a mirror

reflecting images ;—moreover, both sweet and bitter on

occasions. The thoughts of the rational soul were thus

brought within view of the appetitive soul, in the form of

phantoms or images exhibited on the mirror of the liver ',

When the rational soul is displeased, not only images

corresponding to this feeling are impressed, but the bitter

properties of the liver are all called forth. . . . When the

rational soul is satisfied, so as to send forth mild and

complacent inspirations,—all this bitterness of the liver is

tranquillized, and all its native sweetness called forth. . .

.

It is thus through the liver, and by means of these images,

that the rational soul maintains its ascendancy over the

appetitive soul ; either to terrify and subdue, or to comfort

and encourage it.'

' Moreover, the liver was made to serve another purpose.

It was selected as the seat of the prophetic agency ; which

the gods considered to be indispensable, as a refuge and aid

for the irrational department of man. Though this portion

of the soul had no concern with sense or reason, they

would not shut it out altogether from some glimpse of

truth. The revelations of prophecy were accordingly

signified on the liver, for the instruction and within the

easy view of the appetitive soul ; and chiefly at periods

when the functions of the rational soul are suspended—

either during sleep, or diseases, or fits of temporary ecstasy.

1 Plato rejects vaticination from victims. Tim. 72 B artp^iv it toG

fir [sc t4 rjnap] yiyovt rv<f>\ov Ka\ ri pavrtla apvtportpa i<r\t tou n
<ra<pft OTf/iaiVcij'.
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For no man in his perfect senses comes under the influence

of a genuine prophetic inspiration. Sense and intelligence

are often required to interpret prophecies, and to determine
what is meant by dreams, or signs, or prognostics of other

kinds
: but such revelations are received by men destitute

of sense K To receive them is the business of one class of

men
; to interpret them, that of another Such was the

distribution of the one immortal and the two mortal souls,

and such the purposes by which it was dictated. We cannot

indeed (says Plato) proclaim this with full assurance, as

truth, unless the gods would confirm our declarations.

We must take the risk of affirming what appears to us

probable 2.' In these three 'parts of soul' we have the

foundation laid by Plato of the future analogous division

of mental elements into those of cognition, feeling, and (will

or) desire.

§ 19. It may help us to understand Plato's distribution ^«*v>a
• ...... , . , , , . as element
better if, distinguishing aI<T0rj<ris as we have done into two ofcogni-

elements, the element of feeling and the element of cogni-^ to

t

tion, we refer the latter element of aio-flno-is uniformly to the separate

intellectual soul which has its seat in the cranium 3
. The .^X,,,,

distinction is strongly marked for Plato, though he has « element

pot the proper terms for expressing it. Plants have no piato dis-

share in the cognitive aiadrjais. This, therefore, we must tjng<lls£«
regard as coming under the part of soul <j> navQavti for want

IvOpmitos*. In the Laws 6 Plato implicitly confirms this
°l

I

?™' ~

classification in the words £u\A»j/3orji/ bl povs fiera rS>v terms ior

KaWiarmv aMriatmv (sc. T?js cty«a>s k<A rijs Afcoijs) Kpadels. dUtinc-.ion

1 There is another species of divination, that depending on divinely

inspired excitement or ' enthusiasm,' which also requires to be inter-

preted by calm reason. Phaedr. 244 A seqq., 265 a seqq.

2 Grote, Plato, iii. pp. 272-5 ; Plato, Timaeus 69-73 ; cf. also

Phaedrus 246 A seqq. ; Rep. iv. 438 D seqq. ; Laws xii. 961 D, E.

5 Plato himself aims at the above distinction, so important for

psychology, when in Tim. 69 D and 79 B, he divides aurBrpns into

a'w8r\ais nXoyor, or a«r0i)<nr rfitia koi aXynvfj fiera cindu/iiuy, on the one

"hand, and, on the other, the aiad^ats which is subservient to cognition.

The former is part of the lower or vegetative soul, that which <f>vrd

possess and which has no self-consciousness {Tim. 77 b). Cf. Zeller,

Plato 432 n., E. Tr. ' Repub. 436 A. « 961 D.

BEAKS T
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In Timaeus 65 a, 71 A, we learn that Ipui, aftrdrjo-tt flXoyor,

Tjtiovrj, Xvwrj, Oappos, <t>6/3os, 0vp.6s, i\irls are seated in the

thoracic and abdominal parts of soul ; whence it is obvious

to infer that the other a"o-0rjo-is—that conducive to cogni-

tion—belongs to the cranial part. Sight and hearing are

ministers of reason 1
. Against this it might seem as if

Plato attributes cognitive power to the lower or abdominal
soul, when he says that images are presented on the

mirroring surface of the liver for the purpose of warning

or encouragement. But on examination of the passage

(Tim. 71 b) we find that the effects conveyed to this organ

from the brain only impress the appetitive part with

feelings or emotions, without necessarily implying that it

has any cognitive function 2
.

§ 20. It is at first somewhat surprising, after this, to

find that Plato in explaining the physiology of tasting 3

refers its sensations to the heart. ' When earthy particles

enter in by the small veins which are like test-tubes on the

tongue extending from it to the heart 4
, these give rise

to astringent tastes.' Does the heart then, for Plato, as

for Aristotle, take a direct share in the mechanism of

sense? The sense of touching is for Aristotle that most

obviously and directly traceable to the heart as its organ

;

we cannot discover from Plato whether he connected it

with this, as he contents himself with referring the con-

sciousness of the sensations of touch to a movement

propagated by the o-ap£ onwards until it reaches the

1 Tim. 47 B-C
1 im . . . 17 <<c rov vov tpepoptvi) bivapw, oiov iv jcaroWpa) ie^ojitva rvrrovt

koi nandtiy cliaXa iraptxovn, </>oj9oi piv awro (sc. to (nt6vfir)riKov) ; also

just before (71 A) flUorts Of avrd, i>s Xoyov \iiv out* %vvt\<thv i\u\ktv, tl t«

773 cat lUTaXaptidvot tico? avruv aloSrjaeuis, ovk (firfivrav atrip to /icXfiv tipuv

ecroiro \oyav, vrro Si tliaXav .

.

. yjfvxayy^a-ono : from which we can see

that the appetitive soul is only susceptible to non-rational effects in the

way of feeling or emotion.

' Perhaps the fact that this sense belongs rather to feeling than to

cognition, may serve to explain the reference of it to a non-cognitive

part of soul ; but why then was it not directed towards the liver ?

4 irtpl to, <j>\fpi.a olAvntp loKipt'ia rr)t yXwmjt nrapira (VI rr)v Kapbiay,

Tim. 65 C.
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• centre of consciousnessV He does not speak of odours SmtiKng

as affecting the brain; when they are disagreeable, injjj^
certain cases, they irritate all the cavity of the body lying the cavity

between the head and the navel 2
. Sound is, as we know, betwixt the

a stroke caused by the air, transmitted through the ears, h
h
ead

a

a

£.

<

}
affecting the brain and blood, and propagated * to the soul ' ; Hearing

and the motion produced by it, beginning in the head and ^J"^.
ending in the liver, is hearing*. He uses only vague terms ginning

to designate the sensoria concerned in dreaming. Pungent £1^^
e

d
tastes are caused by substances which affect the tongue ending

and fly up towards the ' senses of the head V From all Hver.

this we can see how difficult it is to gather what Plato Did ^lat0
,

° conceive
regarded as the common seat or organ of the alo-fljjo-tiy as any one

elements of cognition, or, indeed, whether he held that there J^"
was any one such seat. The brain at one time (in accord- to the

ance with the view that the function of synthesis is^nmon?
intellectual) seems to be the organ to which the senses

should refer their messages ; while, soon after, the heart or

the liver is found in possession of similar prerogatives.

§ 31. Plato suffers from the consequences of what Galen Peiplexi-

ascribes to his merit—the adoption of three hpxal*. To^^f*
this initial want of centralization are traceable the per- tripartite

plexities into which he leads us, and which he must himself J^°
a

have felt, respecting the various sensory functions, and the

bodily parts concerned in each. This initial subdivision

of the soul into ' parts,' located in three different portions

of the body, makes it impossible for him to give a con-

sistent or systematic account of the psychical facts. We
cannot, therefore, elicit from his writings any evidence as to

views of his own respecting a koiv&v ai<r0ijrijpioi\ On several

occasions, especially in the similes of the waxen block and

the dovecote, he comes very near the thought of it ; but

he always employs images and metaphors from which we

1 64 B nixpwp S»M to (ppivifiov IkBovra,

• Tim. 66 D-67 A.
5 Tim. 67 B.

• 65 E wro kov4>6ti)tos avvt irpor rat rrjt Kf^aXijr altrBijatu.

• Cf. Galen, de Placit. Hipp, et Plat. §§ 505 and 519, on /mV olr «&-

\Ayas 6 nXdruv «Hn r« Kal fuptj V"*x5» ovojuif« tovto, fuuporipm) ov Kofuu

\6yav.

T 2
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cannot extract a clear or simple meaning. With regard,

however, to the synthetic faculty which arranges the data

of sense in memory, &c, we find that he has treated most

of its functions in a way which closely anticipates much of

what Aristotle afterwards taught. Not, however, attributing

it, as Aristotle did, to sense, he ascribes to it functions

which far transcend those ascribed to it by Aristotle. He
lays what may have been the foundation of Aristotle's theory

of it as the faculty which distinguishes and compares the

data of sense, and of the theory of imagination, memory,

and reminiscence. Indeed, the terms in which he expressed

himself respecting these, and the similes he employed for

the purpose of elucidating them, have remained part of, and

have deeply influenced the language of, psychology, to the

present day. In fullness of detail on such points Aristotle

surpasses him ; but all the main or cardinal psychological

ideas respecting the functions of synthesis are already, at

least in outline, to be found in Plato. The difference

between him and Aristotle on this point was mainly

a difference of method. He chose to classify all functions

of synthesis as parts of the activity of the understanding.

This, indeed, as an epistemologist or metaphysician, he

was wise in doing; but for the purposes of empirical

psychology Aristotle's attribution of synthesis to the faculty

of sense is unquestionably sound.

Aristotle.

l.Senmt § 22. According to Aristotle each sense, regarded as

7n pmen- subservient to cognition, is, as regards its proper aio-flijiw,

tatzve con- a ^vaiJLls (rip<pvTos KpiTi/oj
1
, with the faculty of dis-

Each sense tinguishing and comparing all bicupopat belonging to that
is within

aia-faffa Thus 6\ltis discerns black and white and all the
its own ' '

province colours between these. Such a measure of synthetic power

comparing Aristotle grants to each individual sense 2
. It must be

1
99

b
35. 428» A, 432' «6;

1 Each aurBtjais is a tivapit, and a SCvafut is the possibility of

contraries. The aurB^ait occupies a middle position between the

contrary properties in each sensory province, and hence is able to

discern—rA yap piaov KpiTw6v
t 424' 6.
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admitted that there is a confusion, or ambiguity 1
, inanddw-

Aristotle's statements respecting the individual senses
|J,gf

,kh"

and the sensus communis, which sometimes amounts to or Thm each

involves contradictioa We find him occasionally referring umesseems

to attr6t)<rw as if each sense were per se an analogue of ^
rî 5e

for

r the sensus communis, with all its power of comparison and some of the

distinction, only in a narrower province. Again, from ^s^lsus
a changed point of view—as when he is urging the case communis.

. , ... Confusion
against simultaneous perception of two objects by one ariS ing
sense 2—the sensory function of each particular alaO^cis f

ro
£?

,hU

becomes narrowed to such slender proportions that we exposition,

cannot conceive how it is, even within its own province, ^ ?°'. „* xr ' comparing
a owafus KpiriKij, according to its definition. Something and dis-

must be allowed for looseness in the use of the term "he^ta'of

aZo-fJijo-ii, by which at times the writer tacitly includes, different

. special

at other times excludes, reference to the Kotvt) olo-rJijo-is. senses, the

When, however, (a) the data of different senses are to aeency°f
'

.
• \ J " a common

be presented together to the mind and compared or dis- faculty

tinguished, this cannot be done by any single special sp^""^^
sense, and we must have recourse to the assumption of necessary.

a koivt) aur6r)(Tis. Again, (i) when we perceive either fo°'p^r-

the Koiva or the incidental objects of perception (to Kara cel™8 *<i

ou/*/3</3rj/f.o'y), we exceed the powers of any individual sense. Ta koto

The kou/<!, which are at times said to be perceptible by £"^"
So

each and every sense together with its proper aio-tfrjTdV, are (0 finally

really proper objects of no single sense, but are objects of jngMafwe

A Koum dlaOntris ; and so, too, are the incidental perceptions, perceive,

, , . .... i.e. for the

such as we have when, e.g. seeing a white object, we say, or conscious-

think, that we see 'the son of Diares.' Thirdly, (c) when ""so{
' J * ' perception.

the question is asked how we perceive that we perceive

—

how we are conscious of perceiving, the answer (for Aristotle)

is : through the agency of the sensus communis.

§ 33. The distinguishing and comparingfaculty of sense, a. The

By what, asks Aristotle 3
, do we perceive (aio-0ai>o>e0a) that s'"^"'

u„is

white differs from sweet} By sense-perception (aio-0»jo-«) as the djs-

of course, for these objects are both aio-flrjrd. But it ^
n

|
U^K

cannot be the work of any single sense, even of the most ParinB

» Cf. infra., pp. 283, 325-8. * Cf. de Sens. vii. 447" 9"»«-

• 426b l2-427» 16.
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faculty comprehensive of all—that of touching. It cannot at all

EraTthe events be done by the instrumentality of adp(. For v&p£,

xoxot to perceive sweet, has to come into contact with the object;

though though sight does not need to do so in order to perceive
sofcnda- w/ntem i^ therefore, the organ which perceives both be

cmnot that on which touching depends, this organ cannot be a&pfc
l
.

thiifciK> ^or can the comparison be effected by the two senses,

tion, which touching and seeing, acting together 2
. It is impossible for

fined to separate entities (Kexupurpivois) to pronounce that white is

tactual different from sweet. Both objects must be present to the

tions. Nor judgment of one self-identical agency, not each to a different

hTconccrt
agencv from the other, as if for instance / were to perceive

»ith any the one and you the other 3
; for such would really be the

suffice^

11*6
case if two senses took part in the comparative judgment.

The act That which pronounces white and sweet to be different

parison ala-d-qrd must be not two agents, but one and the same. And

T'tth
3 not onty must it he one and the same agent, but its agency

things at the moment of comparison must likewise be one. It

hebrooght must act at one and the same instant of time with reference

before a to both the things compared. The two must be perceived

jndg^g co-instantaneously in one single instant *. When the com-
faiction at paring faculty pronounces one of the things compared to

time. be different from the other, then, too, it pronounces the

other to be different from the one. The very relation of

difference into which the objects are brought thus involves

identity in the judging subject. Hence (a) this is self-

identical, and (b) its judgment respecting the one thing

takes place at the same instant 6 as its judgment respecting

the other. In short it is but one comparative judgment.

1 In 455» 20-25 we see how closely allied, for Aristotle, are the kou^

alaOrja-is and the sense of touching—ro Aimitov. It occurs to him here

(426 b 15), therefore, that the sense of touching may to some seem to be

the one which discerns sweet and white, for tasting which perceives

sweet is a mode of touching. But—while he does not utterly discard

this assumption, and indeed the organ of touch proper and that of the

sensus communis are, at bottom, one—he is careful to show that the

flesh—the medium of touching, cannot be the organ of such comparing

and distinguishing sense.

* 426b 17.
s 426b 19- * 426b 23.

* 426b 29 eV a^aplirra XP°>"f-
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When I judge white to be different from sweet, at that

same time I judge sweet to be different from white; and
I who judge am the same in both relations.

§ 24. There is need of explanation, however, if we are to How one
• , -

r
- , and the

understand how one and the same sensory faculty can thus^
act at one and the same time with reference to objects like ["^"J
White and sweet, which as perceived affect sense differently, co-instan-

The same subject cannot, so far as it is undivided (ibtalpirov), ^afFcreoi
and so far as it acts in an undivided time (h ifaaipiru objects in

Xpovy), be affected at once with opposite movements COmPari-

(kutjo^is). In whatever way sweet moves the sense, bitter s°n
.

or

... . . distinc-

moves it in the opposite way ; and white moves it in a way tion . In

different from either. Yet if, as experience teaches us, such °°
e

e "^^
comparison is a fact, the above simultaneous action must be faculty is

possible somehow. Perhaps the solution is that the faculty anotherU

which pronounces (to uplvov) on the difference of such quali- « divisible

/111 >• ..!/•! • aI1" n0t
ties (whether homogeneous or not) is in itselfwhen it so acts, single,

numerically one, undivided and indivisible 1
;
yet, in its re/a- lhls s"s-

tions z
, not self-identical, but divided (Kf\u>piiriitvov)

3
. If this answer.

be! so, one and the same percipient subject would, in virtue

of its partibility of relationship, apprehend the several

objects, while in virtue of its local and numerical identity

it would grasp them together, and bring them into one rela-

tion with one another *.

§ 35. Yet is this explanation really admissible ? The This

same numerically and locally (nnru koI <ipifyi<3) one thing may wholly

1 apiSfup aitaiptTov <cal a^piarov,
* T«ji uvm = in its relations to the objects perceived. Cf. 449* 10-20

where (
a 2o) t<$> \&ya -in relation to thefaculty of conception.

3 The difficulty with which Aristotle here contends is put sharply in

tie Sens. vii. 447^ 17 seqq. It is there shown that so far as a sense is

a single faculty (durante) and the time of its action indivisible, so far its

ivipyua is and must be single. There is but one 'movement'—once for

all—possible, in a single time-instant, for such a faculty. That such

a faculty should perceive white and sweet. Or any other two objects

co-instantaneously, in order to compare or distinguish them could not

be admitted. In the same chapter it is afterwards shown that there is

a way of regarding sense in which it is not such a simple, single, faculty

as this, but endowed with the breadth and comprehensiveness of the

sensus communis. ' 4*7* 3-
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satisfactory in itspotential relationships be (or exhibit) contraries, but not

fnither ex- m its realized relationships, while remaining one and the
pianation: same. As, for instance, the same surface cannot at once
for though
the agent be white and black, so (it might be argued) the same one

^^^ sensory faculty cannot at once receive the forms * of white

and discri- and black. This difficulty is real, Aristotle admits ;
yet

TflT/bT il mav» he thinks, be met. In a passage of the Physics 2
,

tcuntially arguing that 6 yjiovos is api6pLos Kivrjar«os Kara rd itporepov tal

as regards varepov, the geometrical point, jj oriypuj, and the unit of

^ctefvet
*^'me» ™ r""> are compared. Each has two aspects, in one

how can it of which it is a itepas or limit. In this aspect the <myp.rj is

so?"

C

'v\aL
not a Mo'pw pvk°vs> and the vvv is not a xpwos. As in the

nation space-line, so in the time-line, the ' now,' which some call

«a™in a point, is at once the beginning and the end, according to

which the the aspect in which we view it. It is the end of the past,

r&m is the beginning of the future. Thus it would fittingly illus-

£*^j^ trate the position of the percipient subject in relation to

am] twa. different things and focussing them all at the same time.

As the vvv can be at once both beginning and termination,

while numerically one and the same, so this subject, while

preserving its self-identity,maybe related at once to different,

and even opposite, objects, such as black and white, or sweet

and white 2
. The kowt) aladrjais, like each special alo-0t]o-is, is

1 ra *78ij : the distinctive function of sense is the reception of forms

without matter.

* 220* 5-26 <rw(\Tis Tf tri 6 \p6vos ra vvv, Ka\ Sitjprjrai Kara to vvv . . .

axoXovSfl de xai rovro iras tq tmy^irj' jcal yap 1) ariyprf jcai <rvvi\€i to prjKoi

cm opLQtC tart yap tov piv apXH Tn " &* riXivrr). "AXX" oral) ptv ovru Xapftavr/

riff as 8vo*l \papevos rjj pia, avdyKrj i<natj8m
t
tl coral apxh Ka * T(\tvrq r) uiirff

aTiyp.ii. By making <mypl) = TQ vvv here (427* 10, cf. 426b 28), with

Brentano, we not only explain the phraseology, but we get a more

appropriate simile. The point in the time-line at which the relation-

ship between the different objects is realized is just that which could

best illustrate Aristotle's attempt at explanation. A difference of time

between the perception of one object and that of the other would be fatal

to his explanation of comparison: and this difference is just what

he smooths over by his ingenious simile. Time is the 'form of

internal sense.' Aristotle here approaches closely to Kant's thought

of a synthetic unity of apperception, though not yet a transcendental

unity, and only operating in the sphere of sense. Only such appercep-

tion could synthesize the fleeting manifold of perception.
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a mean, i.e. it is one, though it realizes itself in many relation-

ships. As the point, in space or time, can be regarded as at

once terminus and initium,bting conceived as a mean between
both, so this koiwj alotfjjo-ty (which is what is here meant by
to Kpivov) while per se one, is in its relationships divided

between the diverse objects. So far as it is two it applies

itself to them severally : so far as it is also one it brings

them into the conjunction required for comparison.

As Plato in the Theaetetus found the solution of such

a difficulty in a faculty of thought transcending temporal
and spatial limitations, so Aristotle finds the solution of

it (as far as the comparison of sensible data goes) in the

assumption of a sensus communis, which is freed from
the trammels that hamper the operations of each single

special sense. Each alcr6r}(rtt—ri> aladtiTinbv tov Ibiov—is a

mean between the ivavrla of its province : and rd aZo-ffynicoi/

ndvTotv 1
is likewise a mean between the aladi\T& of all the

1 Cf. 449» 17.

' A further explanation of the kow) a'aB^ait is attempted in de

Anima 431" 2oseqq. in which Aristotle endeavours, by the aid of the

idea of a proportion between pairs of numbers or quantities, to illustrate

the relation between the central sense and its objects, whether homo-
geneous or heterogeneous, e. g. white and black, or white and sweet.

The difficulties of this passage, however, are so great that they have
baffled commentators from the earliest times to the present. See

Torstrik's edition of the de Anima, pp. 199-202; Trendelenburg

(Belger), pp. 426-32, with the passages from Simplicius and Philoponus

there quoted; Kampe, Erkenntnisstheorie desArist., pp. 108-9 n. Also

see the judicious notes of E. Wallace, ad loc. Until the disputed points

of reading and interpretation are settled for this passage, we cannot

venture to rely upon it for trustworthy guidance as to Aristotle's con-

ception of the sensus communis. The insertion, however, of a second

reference to this matter, in connexion with the psychology of reason

and will, shows plainly enough that Aristotle intended to use to the full

his conception of <v ti api6p<f, ra &' «'»» Inpov, which he applies (as

we have seen) to explain (a) the individual alirdtirqpwi/ in relation to its

function qua aladijTt»6v, 424* 25 ;
(b) the Koivq a'trBrjnis or to iniKplvov

(or Kptvon) here in its relationship to the special m(r6fjaus ; and (c) in

431* i2-b io the iuiKoifruc/) tyvxh (regarded in reference to irpa£ic) in

relation to the (pairaV/iara which are to it olov alaBlnmra. The plan

which we have followed precludes our entering any further into this

last part of the subject.
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In the concluding chapter of the tract de Sensu, we find

what was perhaps chronologically Aristotle's first essay

on the subject of simultaneous perception of different

sensibles. The whole object of the iiropia, with which that

chapter commences, is to lead up to the establishment

of two propositions (a) that co-instantaneous perception of

different alaOrird, with a single special sense, is strictly

impossible ; and (b) that, since such perception is a fact,

it must be accounted for by the agency of the one

central sense there (449' 17) referred to as ro alaOt\riKbv

ir&vTwv.

§ 26. The objects of the sensus communis are, chiefly,

those called by Aristotle (1) the common 1 sensibles, and

(2) the incidental sensibles (ra koivcl na\ rd Kara <rtyi/3«/3r/icos).

The KOLvd variously enumerated in different passages by
Aristotle consist (most fully stated) of *for/o-i? /cat i)ptpia,

apidfjuji, fitytdoi, oyrjixa,, rd rpa\v Kal rd Atlor, rb 6£i> nal To

anfiXv (to iv oyKoir). These are said 2 to be perceptions

• common to all the special senses, or if not to all, at least

to sight and touch.' Wherefore (810') with reference to

these percepts errors take place (diraTuvrai), while with

reference to the special or proper (wepl r<Si> Ibimv) objects

of each sense, such as colour, no such error occurs, or at

least it occurs only in the lowest possible degree 3
. Two

points are remarkable in Aristotle's statement respecting

these Koivd. First, that though they are called icoiva naaStv,

this is corrected and their perception restricted to sight and

touch ; secondly, that after declaring the above al<r6i)Ta to be

common, he goes on 'ivhcrefore (bio) errors are possible, &c.'

Why, one may ask, does the fact of these being common
to several senses, render error more likely or more frequent

regarding them than as regards the ala-d^rd of some special

aio-t77jo-is ? Do the different senses which perceive any given

koivov contradict, instead of corroborating, one another's testi-

1 But see Neuhauser, op. tit., pp. 30 seqq.

* 418* 6-25, 425* 15, and 442 b
5 where, however, nVncrit and Api6p6s

are not named.
5 42

8

b 18 7 a'adrjait to>v piv l&lay a\r)8fc {ittiv f
t on 6\iynrrov c^ovaa

TO >)riv8os.
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mony ? If so, why ? There is an incongruity in Aristotle's wtne of

position as to the relation between 'special' and • general' S^vit
sense l

. «Mj<rit.

We have here classified the Koivi as objects of the sensus conid not

communis. They are all perceived in virtue of one of^"?*
them, viz. kIvtjo-is *. But Ktvjj&is is itself perceived by the sense for

sensus communis; so is xpovos*, and so too is piytdos. **££"of

Though they are classed with the aiaOrira. &v nad' aura Qaynv Td KMvi>

al<T0av((rdai, and distinguished from the incidental alaOjfra. *, them, e. g.

we find no special aio-07jnjpioi; dedicated to them; thus, so far
"'^"t

as we perceive them by each c&o6i\<tk, we really do so only depriving

icara o-v/x/3«/9jjko's ". If then they are to be really perceived ""J^f
naff aird, they must be objects to some tArOrja-is, and this, movement

being no special sense, must be the koivti alerflr/o-is. There Qf magni-

could not, with profit to our experience, be any one special tnde >

- , . , , ,, , ,

* , nnmber,
sense tor the perception of these, e. g. of Kii^cris and »;p*^iia. and so on,

Were there such special sense, then when we saw an object °{ .

a11
..r ' J objective

moving or at rest, its movement or rest would, for us, be, necessity,

in relation to the proper object of seeing, as sweetness is

now to colour ; i. e. a merely incidental percept. We sec

an object of a certain colour to be sweet. This only means

that an uniform experience has taught us to connect its

colour with this particular taste. We are accustomed to

find the taste and the colour together in the object. There

is no necessary connexion between them, however, as there

is between a body and its movement or rest. Were there

a special sense for the perception of movement or rest,

the latter, as Ibtov of such sense, might and no doubt would

connect itself customarily, but never necessarily with the

Km of other senses. We should by the assumed special

sense perceive movement per se, not, as now, always in a

moving body. Thus a gulf would be created in experience

between movement and rest and bodies ; and the same
1 See pp. 277, 286 n., 32S"8 -

3 425* 16 raura yap iravra Kivyatt al<r6ay6fu6a rrX.

* 45°* 9 /My«0°r amyKatov yvapi(tiv Ka\ Kon)<ru> y koi xpovov: 451* 17

otitou irporov aloBijTiicov ko) $ \povov aioBavopxBa : 452b J seqq.

* 4l8' 8l

8 425* 14 rav koivuv . . . 2n> UaoTfl aloSrjati ataBavoytOa mra <rv/i/9«j9jj-

*6t, olov KlVrjOtVlf KTf

.
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gulf would be created between bodies and the other Koivi,

all ofwhich are modifications of this one—movement or rest.

Thus judgments of movement (mechanical science), magni-

tude, number, &c, would lose objective necessity. True

the gulf might be bridged over by the formation of inci-

dental customary connexions between movement, or rest,

and bodies ; but the necessity that a body should be either

moving or at rest, would exist no longer. As things now
stand, no such gulf separates bodies from the qualities

called Koivd. This is so because the Koiwi are koiv<£, and

not tSia of any special sense. We cannot perceive move-

ment and rest except in necessary connexion with the

perception of the qualities of body generally, i.e. by the

common sense ; nor can we otherwise perceive the figure

magnitude, number of bodies, than by this sense—the koii»t/

al<r0T]o-is
1
. Thanks to the fact that the koiv6. are not proper

to any one sense, but are perceptible only by the sensus

communis, they necessarily, not merely customarily or con-

tingently, accompany the various objects of perception 2
-

Thanks to this we perceive no object in space without

necessarily ascribing to it number, magnitude, motion, or

rest, and so on. The koivA. are indirectly perceived by
the special senses ; but directly and properly by the kowi)

1 425* 27 fav ti Kotiiav
1J81J tx°h(v <*ut8i)<iw Koivrjv, ou Kara o*t>f*j9fj9i)KOf,

where the seeming inconsistency with 425* 15 is easily removed, by

observing that the Kowd, which to each special aurBrjtris are (» 15) Kara

av^f^iKos, are not so but are strictly proper to i) Koivq madman.
3 42Sb 22—5 T <*>v Koifo}v Kai (TTOfjeioyv rots trvfiftfftqicoo-iv oiff uTrtip^ci ra iSta,

Xf'yu Si olov KivTjots Kai fuytdos, & <ni|i/9c'/3i)M roir aiVdr/Toir, i. e. the xotva

accompany the contingent objects to which the special qualities belong

as qualities, as e.g. movement and magnitude accompany all con-

tingent objects of perception. The words & . . . afcBqTois may be

a gloss upon rots ovp&tjiriKoirtv oir xmiipx't to M«a, which, however,

they explain quite correctly if tois alaBrjro'ts is taken in its natural

meaning. Ta om/i|3«j3ijKdra are here «= to Kara 0-u/i£f/3ijtt!f, i. e. objects

incidentally perceived in virtue of ra ataBrfra, the colours, &c, which

are the proper objects of sense. All the concrete things perceived by

us in space are (to the special senses) o-u/i/3f/3ijieoTa in this way ; they are

subjects of movement and rest, magnitude, number, &c, so far as they

are objects of 1} koo'ij durdijois.
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atffOrint *. And this (not their being perceptible by all the

al<rdrjortn in common, which, indeed, according to Aristotle

himself is not true) is their real title to the name koivL

§ 27- As already stated, all the noivd are said by In virtue

Aristotle to be perceptible Kunjttt., i. e. in virtue of this one j^raptioii

of them, kIvt\<tk '. By this we perceive fityeBos, and there- of*•»?««

fore axnua, which is a particular mode of niytBos; by this Ceive all

we perceive also its opposite ij/Kjxfe, and by it we perceive
^JfJ*

1"^
&pi6p.6s, which is the negation of continuity in ku^o-is 3

. the ««»d

Aristotle, in his argument that there cannot be any one
*™

t

°
f

Jetts

special organ for the koii/j) alo-Brjo-is, is interested in the special

difference in point of universality and objectivity between f the

the kow& as they now are and as they would be if made the "nsus
.

» ' communis,
object of an Ibiov aio-0r;rj}pioi>. Now, for example, we cannot we can

perceive anything without perceiving it to have piytBos n *. j^L™,
As things stand, moreover, every alo~8r)Tov has number : every without

visible alo-B^rov, at least, has magnitude. If we had an 18101; th^itha*

ala-OriTriptov of number or magnitude, what Aristotle thinks m««osand

is that then number would only have the incidental and But the

occasional connexion with alo-Bi\T& which sweetness now has ™^'t4

with whiteness ; and this would exemplify the consequent avu8*Bii*6t

disorganization of all experience, and the necessity for>^"'
objective experience of maintaining the Kotvd as kou»<£. the sensus

»- . . , , ,. . , , , communis,
If, however, the koivq are perceived directly by the koiwj incidental

aI<T0ij<r(?, but (Cora <ruju/3t/3j}Ko's by each special al<T0i)<ris, this on'y.^°
lhe

manifestly renders them analogous to the class of oI(tBj\t6. seuses.

1 So it is called 455* 15 t) koiinj tiraius anoKovBovaa irao-atr.

1 icavra Kivrjatt aladav&nida. I cannot see what reason there is

for adopting the reading nowg in this passage (425* 16) for uvijo-fi,

though Torstrik thinks he follows Simplicius in adopting it.

3 Baumker {op. tit., p. 64 n.) explains Kii>7<rir here as perhaps more

particularly denoting 'die subjective Veranderung des Sinnes,' found-

ing this view upon the words of Themistius, ad loc, sc. ov&iv yap

rial Kara o-v/*/3f/5i;ieor alaBrfruv nwi to aio-dijnjpiov ktX. In these words,

however, Themistius was not referring to the muja-tt of 425* 16, but of

418* 23 flio xa\ oiibff na(Tx.tt b toioCtok wrA too alaBifrov (sc. tow Kara

oi7i$<|9[)/cof).

4 449* 20 to ala-Btfriv irav ion uiytBosi where, however, he is especially

thinking of perception by sight, since he goes om—fori yap oBtv /up

ovk ay 6<p6iirj, kt\.
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They are called ret Kara crvjxj3e0t;iccfo by Aristotle himself 1
. What

inferences, is the afclijcrts to which these latter are directly objective,

Wiy does as the Kotva are to the noun) altrOrjcrii ? or is there any ? If

not so treat it is by an act of inference that the so-called incidental

Ls^ribe""

1 perceptions are really to be explained—an inference based

them to on association of ideas—what prevents this explanation from

'{"mmunisX heing also applied to to. Kotva? Why does Aristotle not

The *oira ascribe the incidental aWBryra. to the operation of the koiotj

tdaSipi aladrjms? The reason apparently lay in his feeling that
mT"

. this would carry him too far ; such ' incidental ' perception

are more being really a matter of inference, and habitually (whether

nlct«fthan
correct or incorrect) extending itself far beyond the pro-

Aristotle vince of comparatively simple sensation illustrated by the

caption of case °f ' seeing the son of Diares.' There is here accord-

ihese latter ingly a difficulty which Aristotle apparently hid from

agency of himself. He admits—and the admission is fatal to his

the *oo^ distinction—that error is common to our perceptions both
maB^ats, as r r

it implies of ra koivo. and of rd Kara o-u/xj3e/3?j(cos. If we have a sensus

ti^^d communis which directly perceives ro koivo. as otyiy perceives

memory, colour, there is no reason given by Aristotle to explain why
we should err more easily in reference to one of the former

than in regard to the latter. Our perception of magnitude

or distance should be as trustworthy as that of colour.

If, however, he were once to concede that magnitude and

the rest of the icotra are matter of utference, the whole basis

of his theory of icoiwj afo-0jj<ns would require reconstruction 2
.

Nor must it be overlooked, that for Aristotle it is the /soiwj

ataOria-ts which really comprehends the correlated elements

of the perceptions Kara o-v/i/3e/37j(coj. Such perception in-

volves association of ideas, representation, and memory.

If I see a white object and perceive ' the son of Diares

'

(whether I am correct in so stating my perception or

not) it is the koivti at<r0ij<ris that enables me, according to

Aristotle's theory, to go beyond the datum of seeing to the

1 4i8» 20.

* To make his theory consistent, the faculty of synthesis should be

(contrary to his teaching in several places, e.g. 447
b 10 seqq.) attri-

buted to the most elementary operations of sense-perception.
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mass of other sensible data already experienced by me and

remembered under the name 'son of Diares.' Without this

combining faculty no one sense could perceive the data

of another. It is this that first gives objective reference

to to. Kto. All perception, in fact—however imperfectly this

is expressed by Aristotle—so far as it includes relations

between the data of the same sense or of different senses,

or between rd loiov and rd koto <rvfi/3t/3jj<co's—is rendered

possible for Aristotle by this central sense. It is by
this that each sense perceives not only its object but

the contrary of that object, as e.g. o\frts perceives the visible

and the invisible 1
.

§ a8. The object (altrBijrov) of each special sense, except As the

perhaps touch, constitutes a single genus ; the sensus com- ^^

,

senses are

munis has a\\genera of alaOyrA, not any one in particular, for directed on

its objects. That it can perceive all is due to the fact that objects, so

from the first it is directed not to objects in space, as the
j^j^J."^

special senses are, but rather to the afcrftj/uara, or impressions to the

made through these senses, which abide and make re-pre- give^'by'*

sentation possible even after the alo-0nr<£ which stimulated *« special

„_, , , v senses. The
them have departed '. These «uo-0rjfiara are to rj koivtj alaaiuuna

altr0r)crii what the tpavria-ixara are to r) otavotjrtxf) V^XV
3

- f^rl^
l°

They are what results from the process described as the u^™.

apprehension by each alaOrja-is of the eloos, without the themselves,

far), of its object. These, being without CAjj, can present J-6- "> th«ir

themselves to the (coiotj alo-flrjo-is simultaneously, even sentation,

though their perception was successive. In their detach- j^
m*y

ment from their aUOrjri, they may give rise to ^xwrdo-fxara of illusion,

which become sources of illusion. Even at their first ^.J^
1*

occurrence, while the object is present, they may be produced

sources of illusion, and require to be brought to order by a ^to.™"

standard. Thus we, despite our better knowledge, continue

to see the sun a foot in breadth. The controlling faculty of

sense (rd xipwv koX ittinplvov) *, however, which is that which

estimates the objective reference of aMrjiiara, may correct

such illusion. The organ of this is the nvpiav al<r0rjTr]piop.

1 The opardV and the aApanvi see 422* 20, 425b'2i, 426b 10.

« 450" 3«» 46ob 2. ' 431* 14. 432* 9«

455* 21, 461* 24 seqq.
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C. Sewus § 29.
« Since we perceive (al<r9av6fu0a) thatwe see (or hear),

as faculty ** must be either by the sense of seeing that we do so, or

olcm- else by some other sense 1
. On the latter assumption, this

sctousness.

It mast be other sense would perceive two things—both the fact of

^^ the seeing, and the object of this (the colour seen). Hence,

perceive on this assumption, there will be two senses concerned 8

om per-°
Wltft tne one object. If, deterred by this, we do not make

ceiving
; the assumption of the " other sense," it remains that the sense

too, by the of seeing should perceive itself, and no such duplication

b^hk-h*
wou^ arise. But a further objection can be made against

the object that assumption; for ifthe "other sense "were really different

ceived.
from the first, a third would be needed for consciousness of

For the second, and so on ad infinitum. To escape this we
example, . ,., • « n-
it is by must at some point assume a sense which perceives itself in

sight that action ; and, therefore, we had better do so in the case ot
we perceive '

onrselves the first perception. Let us, then, refer our consciousness

seVthat^ve
°^ seem£ to^ sense of sight itself. Here, however, a fresh

see. The difficulty arises. If to perceive by the faculty of seeing

ofd^'li^ is what is meant by "to see," and if the object of seeing is

in the fact colour, or a coloured thing ; then to " perceive by sight s " the

faculty of seeing agent would imply* that this agent is something
l

ha
lt

f

ike
Possess'ng colour. To this the answer is twofold. First,

each sense) the expression " to perceive by sight " has more than one

ttangTco)
simple meaning 5

. That it has more is plain, if only from

the primary the fact that, even when we are not seeing anything in

Uie7^To°, particular, we discern by sight between light and darkness,

lc. the and sucn discernment is not, as an act, identical in its

sioa of its nature with the seeing of a particular colour at a particular
form(eSoi)

t|me> ' Secondly, there is a point of view whence we can
1 425b 1 1-25 : by using alo-6av6fif8a Aristotle excludes the assumption

that it is by intelligence that we become conscious of perceptions.

1 Viz. the original d^ic or Spatric and the oifnt fyeut.

* f" m Spiral to opav : ' to become conscious of seeing ' means (so

far as the argument has proceeded) that ' one who sees should see the

seeing agent.'

* The point is argued as if ' to perceive that one perceives ' were the

same thing as ' to perceive the perceiving subject.'

1
It has one meaning as expressing the act of special sense ; another

—and this is the point to which Aristotle is leading up—in reference to

the act of the *oii«j <ua8i\on.
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even accept the assertion that "the fact of seeing is some- without iu

thing coloured." For we have defined an organ of sense as ^d'l)the
that which is capable of receiving \he form of its al<rdrrr6v ^[j

on

without the matter ; and colour, as perceived, is such form, form—the
To this capacity it is owing that even when the objects J^£,~
(aUdtjTd) of sense have departed, the aladrjirus (or alo-fljfjuara, ofri

or </>awa<ria, 42

8

b n) which they excited remain still in our ^"^rali,
sensory organs V In another passage 2 Aristotle says :

' We t° which '*

possess a faculty or power accompanying all the individual ^possible

senses, in virtue of which power one sees that he sees, or pbjectof

, ,
r inner

hears that he hears, or in general perceives that he perceives, vision.

It is in virtue of this common power that one does so ; for
J",^",,

assuredly it is not by the special sense of seeing that one sees between

that he sees.' Thus the direct objects of this sensus com- ^^ot^
munis are not the ato-flijrd, strictly speaking, but the alo-6rf ofa*?™

para or impressions of the special senses. The importance residual

of this faculty of consciousness is stated in the Nicomachean ^
cct

. .

Ethics 3
- 'He who sees perceives that he sees; he who aiu$rnM in

hears perceives that he hears ; he who walks perceives that a*™°mthe
he walks. So, also, concerned in our other activities, there retentive

is something in us which perceives t/iat we perform them. £°^
r

We perceive that we perceive, think that we think, and "fr'T™)

so on. But for us our existence consists just in this very dawn of

perceiving that we perceive and thinking that we think' '"^'^
Thus, so far as perception is concerned, the faculty ofness.

consciousness is the sensus communis. Consciousness has

its empirical dawn in the emergence of this distinction

between perceiving and perceiving that we perceive ; the

distinction itself is impossible without some degree of

psychical continuity—without a synthetic faculty which

can bring together the present and the past It implies

elementary memory, which again implies that <f>avra<rCa, as

sensory presentation, is not any longer a mere momentary

appearance, but a faculty of storing up al<r6rjpaTai to become

1 Cf. 425
b 24. With the above cf. Plato, Charmides 168 D-E, ovkow

(ij d»coij) ctircp aurij airqr dieowwiu, §av<\v fyoutiti/r {avrijs aKowrtrai' oi yap

av oX\a>r OKoiattfV—na\ rj otyir yc irou, tartp IfyiTat avrrf iavrrjV, xpupa ti

avrf/v avaynri lynx* Sxpor yap tyu oiibiv pfj iror* Tojj.

* 455* 15 seqq. ' U7°* *9i with Prof- ]• A. Stewart's note.

IUII U
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Qavricriutra, and on occasion also pvtyiovrif/xara, subsidiary to

the higher functions of intelligence and reason l
. In spite

of the importance assigned to consciousness in the N.E., 1. c,

it remains in general for Aristotle a psychical ndptpyov,

utterly without the importance assigned to it by modern
psychologists. Science, perception, opinion, and discursive

intelligence, are all concerned primarily with something

other than themselves, viz. with their respective objects.

The man of science does not as a rule think of himself

as thinking; he thinks of his particular object; and of.

himself only indirectly, or when some interruption to the

natural flow of his thought occurs 2
.

1L Sauus § 30. The word <pavracrCa 3 often bears in Aristotle the mean-

in rr-pre- fag, in which Plato generally uses it, ofthe faculty olpresenta-
stniattve f{on by which an object appears to the mind on the occasion

tuss. of perception. Thus we read of the <pavra<r(a of colour, i. e.

meuSfra tne subjective impression of it upon the mind as seen 4
.

of •par- Such appearance may or may not be illusory. Regarded

asprinuiy as the source of illusion, (pavTavCa connects itself more with
presenia- mental pathology than with psychology. Regarded on its

lepresen-** normal side, as the faculty by which things ' appear' through
tation. A sense-perception, it can be divided into two grades, accord-

farraaiui ing as it expresses first-hand or second-hand ' appearance.'

of>^
!

..

ect
*n tne one grade it is the faculty of presentation ; in the

raaia) cor- other, the faculty of representation, or the reproductive

^f^h oI imagination. Corresponding distinctions hold as to the
these. use of the concrete <p&vTa<rixa. A tpivraafia may be illusory,

or it may be the normal foundation of memory or reasoning.

1 45ob 26, 449
l> .3i seqq. The alafffniara are themselves alaBijra, 46ob 3.

1
Cf. Met. I074 1" 35 tpaiffTM &' ail iTXXov i) (in<7Tq/*i; mil {/ aMija-it Ka\

17 h6£a xai 17 tidvota, aurijr &' iv rrapipya. The psychological distinction

between self and its energy in thought or action, while important as

revealing to us our existence, is, we may observe, as a matter of fact, one

ofwhich little use is normally made in practice ; and then chiefly either

for the purposes of psychology and cognate studies, or because some-

thing abnormal occurs, which interrupts the current of objective thinking

'

and forces the thinker in upon himself.

' In accordance with the use of (palvfrai, as in </>atW<u /*«V 6 iJXiot

jroJiaiot
, 428

b
3.

* Cf. 4J9
b 6 &ptOTtH 17 <Pavrajia rijj \p6as : 791* IJ, 294s 7.
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It means an individual impression made on the • faculty '"» eto«:

called ^ ^avrcurta, or rb ^avrwrrueiv. The abnormal or patho-™ cOTe-

logical meanings of these words are well understood by *P°ndinE,
i

Aristotle
, but are not to him the subject of much direct as source

study. °{ illnsion»
' *

', occupies a
The characteristic meaning of <f>atrraaCa, or to QavrcumKov, subordi-

in Aristotle's psychology, is that of the faculty by which ^d^''
Qavrdvpara, mental presentations, are in the first instance Xonp
e j j 1

~

.
rather to

lormed, and in the second reproduced, in the absence of the mental

ala6r\T&. to which they are ultimately affiliated. Such repro- gJ^jlF*
duction is thus described. The impressions ofsense, the altrO-q- tioa ofthe

para, do not disappear or perish with the instant of their which"

first perception. They leave traces (ixovaC) of themselves 2
, or *«"«»«»

persist, ' within us.' These traces are somehow stored up. ductive

This * storing up ' is effected by successive Qavraatai, i. e. J™*^"^
' appearances ' or presentations through immediate sense ; and in

and when a store of aZo-0jj/xaTa has been formed, the ground "ji^t"*"
is prepared for <t>avra<ria (or to <pavTa<mK6v) in the further are en-

application of this term, i. e. as the faculty of reproducing ?tn the

images which were once before the mind, even when the m
,

in
„
d/ The

objects which gave rise to them have disappeared from percep- or impres-

tion. Thus it will be observed that an alo-tfij/aa and a ^ivrairyjx *!"" °|

are at bottom the same psychical phenomenon, which if re- are 'stored

garded as grounded on the afo-flj/o-is is an alo-0rj/ia, but as a
{Jjjs storing

mere presentation or re-presentation to the ' mind's eye ' is nP the

a <t>dvra<rixa. Accordingly Aristotle defines the faculty ofimagina-

imagination as one and the same per se with that of central Uo
^.
'*.

sense, but differing from the latter in its relationships or con- for its

ception 3
. The (fmwdV/xara, like the alaOrjixara, are individual Relation

and concrete in their nature : they have not the universality °J
the

of concepts. Until thinking takes them over they are not to the

connected in propositions. Intrinsically the faculty of per- "^TV1"1'

ception (ro al<r0r\TiK6v) is one with that of imagination (rb ayuxn are

QavTaaTtKov), though they are conceived in different ways, „"'„,"*

1 l65b 25, l68b 19, 1114* 32, 46ob 19, and 846* 37 (where faarraaia individual,

-= 'apparition').

1
99

b 34-7. 45»* *7 seqq., 4o8b 15-18, 459
b

5 seqq, 460" 2.

5 459* 15—17 ?<rTi fuv to duro Ty td<r6rftu«Z to (pavraariKoi/, to J* tivai

<P<urracmic(? xal dtvO^rtKf irtpov.

U a
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not, lite and are differently related 1
. 'H QavraaCa as a faculty Is

adrenal. a process or an affection produced within the ($ov, or
The faodty animated organism, by the exercise of sense-perception*.
of unnrina- —

,

,

tioa, how Thus <f>avravla and rj *totw; a.l<rOq<rts are fundamentally one

:

^faculty
an<* '* *s to ^e rememDered that as (fmvraala is rooted in the

of general sensory faculty, so its exercise depends upon movements

?^^na_
e continuing in the sensory organs 3

, which movements serve,

tion com- under certain conditions, from time to time, to stimulate the

idle while organ of imagination, which is that of central sense ; and
the senses thus the 4>avracry.aTa are brought into clear consciousness by

employed, the fiovaC, or traces of themselves left by the aWOrntara. The
organ of sense-perception is related to an external, or extra-

organic, stimulus : that of reproductive imagination receives

its stimulus from within the organism. Thus, when the senses

are not occupied with ' external objects,' the fyavratrta may
be actively employed ; and, indeed, it has least to do when
the senses are engaged with the outer world energetically

and effectively. Confused and obscure, or difficult, sensory

perception is, however, apt to stimulate tj>avTa<rla to activity.

Thus, if we see a person only imperfectly at a distance, we
set about guessing who it can be : this employs fyavravla..

If we see the person well and clearly, reproductive QavTaala

has no opportunity of exercise *. But when the ' outer ' or

bodily eye is closed, images of many sorts crowd before

the ' inner ' or mind's eye ; and the power and activity of

QavTcurta are at their maximum when the special senses are

at rest during sleep.

Differences fyavraala and aur6r\<Tis thus differ chronologically, the
of>urr<una

former Dejng ^ ft were the rehearsal of the latter's work.

atojw. But they differ also in other ways. They have not the

io*icaT same or equal values as evidence respecting objects. The

1 459» 15-1&

'Lt fori b' i] <f>avTacria t) v>ro rrjt (car ivipytian alaOrjOtos yuio/ttini

nVijcric : cf. 429* I.

* The organ in which the av^irfit, or /unmi, or whatever name the effect

of 17 Kar ivipytiav €u<r6t)<ns may be called by, persist is not the central

organ, but the particular sense-organ ; cf. 459*3, 461* 26; Freudenthal,

Ueber den Begriffdes Wortes ijmvrcurfa bei AristoteUs, p. 20.

* 428* 12 seqq.
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evidence of aXo6r\<m with respect to its proper object is differences;

almost always true and trustworthy. The i>avr<ur(a is a fre- $£££
quent cause of error, and untrustworthy in the absence of

an object. They have not the same extent in the animal

world. All animals have ala-0rj<rts : it is more than ques-

tionable whether all have fyavratria 1
. <f>avrxuria resembles

thinking in the one particular of not requiring external

stimulation, as alo-flijo-i? does, on each occasion of its exer- Difference

cise. Therefore it is that QavraapaTa and ko^oto at their
°jj£||^i

lowest level become somewhat difficult to distinguish 2
. vafnum.

But fyavTavfxaTa are indispensable for the exercise of vo'i/o-is
3

. J]^j tne

Indeed, in one place Aristotle goes so far as to name material

, . . ,

.

.... of K(iij<rit

;

ipavTaala as—at least according to some persons—a division but this

of thinking 4
. ^avrdirfuira are distinguished, however, from w"h its

vormara by the fact of their implicit individuality : the data is general

of <t>avra<rla like those of al<rdri<ns are per se individuals, and
versa! not

derive their universality, so far as they possess it, from confined to

the setting in which they are placed by the activity of the objects as

thought which employs them as its material. farTaoia

§ 3 1. The inner workings (Kwrjaeis) which form the basis The

of <t>avracrla are not of course purely corporeal: they are, like J^y "„,„,,

all the processes of life and mind, and in accordance with in the

the definition of ala-drjais given by Plato and Aristotle, which*
°

movements of the soul through the body. Leaving this to *»*»»'«

. > a . 1 • 1 • i
dependsare

be understood throughout; Aristotle gives a predominantly movements

physiological account of the nature of (pavravla. Yet this I^^j
is an activity of faxy. It is that on which memory and together.

recollection depend. Without its aid sense-perception \%gj£
would be confined to momentary ivepyeuu, lacking in con- importance

tinuity, unassociated, incapable of forming a basis of £,,„„.

1 In 4i3b 22 there are good reasons for doubting the genuineness ol

the words na\ Qarrturiav ; cf. 414*" I, 415* 10, 4i4b 16, 428' 10. Cf.

Freudenthal, op. til., p. 8.

*' 4°3S 8 to votiv' tl 8' earl *ai roOro tyurraaia ric $ pr) &rtv (fximraaias
,

433* 9 " TU TV* fairairiav Ti&i'i) we vdtjolr Tina, 432* 12 ra di lrpurra

vottfiaTa Tin fltoiW tou /117 ^aiToo-para «i»ai

;

' 449
b 3° setM'

4 427b 28 tou VOtip . . . tovtov it to pit (pavraaia ionti uval TO it
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linreipCa. As the work of t6 alaOrfriKbv v&vrav, it gives

the alvQurA. their first objective reference: it extends ex-

perience from rh 'o«x to rcL koivA. and rh Kara. ffVju0</3tjico».

It gives their first rudimentary meaning to sounds, and so

makes language possible \ It is the condition of thinking,

since it is by the <#>airao>iara or ' schemata ' which accom-

pany our concepts that they have the requisite clearness

and distinctness, and also are capable of being remembered.

Together with perception and thinking it forms also the

basis of desire and will 2
. For the productions of art and

literature its efficacy is prodigious, and quite indispensable.

Who Antipheron of Oreus was we do not know : perhaps

a madman, who mistook (as we learn from de Mem. i) his

mere ^avraanara for jon/j//xov«v/jtaro ; but Aristotle, as well as

Shakespeare, distinguishes the poet as one who has the

faculty of giving ' to airy nothing a local habitation and

a name 3.'

Rolnatm* § 32. As to the real or physical nature of the Kivrj(T€K in

residual
which the faculty of imagination consists, Aristotle of course

impres- can tell us nothing. We do not know whether they are

form the regarded by him as (what would now be termed) mechanical
physio- or chemical. In this respect, modern psychologists have no

ground of great advantage as compared with him. The correspon-

^£^J dences between his description of this faculty and that given

to ArU- by Hobbes (as pointed out by Freudenthal, op. cit., p. 24 n.)

aiso'tons. are verv we^ worth noticing. ' When a body' (says Hobbes)
Com-

«

i

s once set in motion, it moveth, unless something else
spondences .... ,, , . , , .

between hinder it, eternally . . . and, as we see in the water, though
A*1stotle the wind cease the waves give not over rolling for a long

Hobbes, as time after, so also it happeneth in that motion. . . . For after

^J? the object is removed, or the eye shut, we still retain an

image of the thing seen, though more obscure than when

we see itV With this compare Arist. 459
b
9 seqq., 46ob 28

seqq. Again :
' imagination, therefore, is nothing but decay-

ing sense '—the proposition laid down by Hobbes—might

1 43ob 32. * 432b 16. 433* 9~b z8.

1 Cf. Arist. Poet. I4S5» 32 and § 38 infra.

' Leviathan, pt. i. ch. 2 ; also Physics, iv. ch. 25.
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be a translation of $ 21 Qavrcurla l<n\v Mar^t m afoApri* *.

Compare also 'much memory is calied experience' with
Arist. ioo» 5. The words 'there be also other imaginations

... as from gazing upon the sun the impression leaves an
image,' remind us of Arist. 459

b
7. Again : • the phantasms

of men that sleep are dreams,' reproduces Arist 462* 29

;

while « all fancies are motions within us, reliques of those

made in the sense,' might have been taken from Arist. 461*

18 ol ivokoivoi Ktwjertis al aviifiaCvovcrai aitb t&v alar(hin&Ta>v.

' Those motions that immediately succeeded one another in

the sense continue also together after sense ' is a paraphrase

of Arist. de Mem. 2. 45a* I *>* y°P ^xot"ri T<* itpiyfiara itpbs

aK\rj\a r$ t<t>(£i}s, ovtu xai al Kivrjveis.

§ 33. The Kivrjfftis in the organs either continue latent or latency of

propagate themselves to the central organ of perception*. ^Jjf
1™1

Their latency is caused by the inhibition exercised upon men&. ho,r

them by stronger xiwjo-tis, in the continued use of the Their

aladfaas in external perception, or else by the activity ?
mereawe

of thinking. These stronger (Hi/jjo-eiy extinguish the weaker scionsness;

as a stronger light causes a weaker to pale before it
3
- But ^manner

under favourable circumstances they make their way to of this.

the central organ and re-emerge into consciousness, i.e.
]atê t they

either when they become strong enough to remove the are for

, , : ,

&
, Aristotle

obstacles, or when the inhibiting movements become potential;

weaker, as in sleep. When latent the kh>jj«i? are, in
m con"

scionsness

Aristotle's phrase, potential ; when they emerge into con- they

sciousness, they are actual*. They are conveyed from the
acl^/

e

special organ to the organ of central sense, and so from Their

latency to consciousness, by ' the medium of the blood •. In between

this organ of central sense they then produce a secondary 'be special
°

. ... r... , org*"1 "no
affection of consciousness with an image of the object of the central

1 1370* 28, a passage of the Rhetoric, of which work Hobbes made
an analysis.

' 459
b

7. 46»' 6. * 46ob 3a, 461* 20, 464b 4-

4 46i b 12.

• Or with the blood, by the o-i^vtok imcvpa, see 6s9
b 17-20, 744* 3.

* 461 s 25~b 18, especially b II mruWoK tow tr\«<rrov cu/iaror «Vl rij»

apxh" "'•
i
an<^ b '7 "a^ ^M""" '* oXiyy r<f Xourcu at/tari ra o> roit

oluBTjTrjpiois tuvovvrau
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organ is perception, copying this l as it was in its first presentation '.

w&c ' This secondary image is what Aristotle calls the Qavravpa.

ei^funm Thefaculty, and sometimes the process, by which Qavrdanara

whidi arise is called by him QavracrCa, which (in the chapter

^ithrtie
exPressbr devoted to its explanation) is defined as • a move-

blood in ment within the ££or produced by actualized perception V
Relation"

ThusQavraaCa is an exercise ofthe koivt) aZo-0T/<n?,and provides

of <fmra- the material on which this further exercises itself in memory

hopeor° an<* reminiscence, and in hope, fear, and desire 4
. We

fear, cannot think of any concrete individual thing of which we

thinking', have had no previous perception 6
. Without the particular

^T
e
'ThU

a'(r^'"ia we cannot nave t^ie ^vraa^a, and without this we
is the sole cannot have the thought

—

ovlik votl 6 vovs to inros ftri jitr'

conduct in
^^(rems ovra. As, if one perceives nothing he is incapable

the lower of learning anything 6
, so if he has not a </>di>ra«rpia connected

and greatly with the matter of scientific contemplation (Qtotpta) such
influences contemplation is impossible. Thus <f>avrdcriiaTa are to

of men. V vor]<rts what oio-flij(xaro are to r\ KOivr\ atcrdr/a-is. Kpavrasia,

too, is the link which connects our thoughts with desires

and impulses, and may by itself, even in defiance of scientific

or any clear and accurate knowledge, guide or control

the actions of men. Men, indeed, have reason (vovs) with

which to check and control the influence of <t>avraala on

conduct; but to the lower animals 7 Qavrao-ia with o/>e£is alone

presents the motives of action. All the pleasures possible

to man are either present in perception (tv ry al<r0av«rOai)

or fast in memory (iv t<3 jj.tixvii<rdai), or future in expecta-

tion (iv r<j> l\nt(tiv /itXAoj-To). The pleasures accompanying

memory and expectation are due to the <f>avrdiTfj.aTa involved

in these mental states ; for the ^avrdafiara are attended with

1 For the inner stimulus is qualitatively like the cuter
; 9 (pavraoia

/cuTjo-i'f Tir . . . cat Tavn)v d/iotai* avdyKj) ttvat rjj atcrdqira, 428 b IO-14.

* 450* IO to fpamaafia TJjr KOivrjs alcrSijcriois iraBot c'otiV.

3 For 17 <t>avraoia generally, in itself and in its relationship to other

psychical faculties, see de An. iii. 3. 428b 2-429" 9.

4 Cf. Rhet. 1370" 28 : ' When one remembers or hopes or fears («Xiri-

(om) a (pdyravfia of the object remembered or hoped for or feared

accompanies his mental act.' * 432* 2 seqq., 445
b 16.

« 432* 7-10, 449" 31 seqq. ' 429" 4~8.
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al<r0T)trts 1
. The pains of memory and expectation are to

be explained in the same way.

§ 34- The close relation of <f>avr<urCa to intellect (rb votiv) Relation of

is most forcibly and clearly stated in de Mem.\\ The£^££
intellect must have a fyamiurpa to work with. This may be It •* necev

illustrated and in a measure proved by what we experience ^ma-
in geometrical reasonings. When we draw a geometrical ti'™ of the

figure, though the particular size of this figure does not thought,

matter, yet we draw it always of some particular size. In ^j™^
the same way generally when one thinks, even though the could not

object of his thought be something not involving quantity, ^l^
m'

yet he envisages it (rlOtTat upb o>/xira>i>) as quantitative, illustration

and then proceeds in his thinking of it without any regard Use of geo-

whatever to its quantitativeness. In the same way, too, ifthe™etrical
,

object be properly quantitative but of indeterminate quantity the way in

(as when we say, e. g.
' any given circle '), in spite of this ^redrawn

7

one connects it first with some determinate quantity—as We cannot

if of some particular size—and then thinks of it for the objects of

purposes of his problem in abstraction from such deter- toons'"

• •> ™ . before our
mmateness 3

. The reason why one must do this—why we mind

cannot exercise the intellect on any object unless under exceP' }
n

J J connexion

such conditions, and also why we cannot, as is likewise with time-

true 4
, exercise the intellect except under the condition of

con nons*

time, even though dealing with conceptions not in time*

—

requires separate discussion, but the fact remains s
. After Nearness

this it is not surprising that ^awdo-fiara and vorifiara should J,J^
~

in Aristotle's treatment of them sometimes approach one miium in

another so closely as to appear confused. Thus we read 8
treatment.

1 Rhet. i. 2. 1370* 28-35 ; de Mot. An. 701* 4-5. The ^>avraa\uaa are

all rooted in alo-Brmara, which if pleasurable make them pleasant

• 449
b 30-450* 13.

S "on &'
jj noaov flavor.

4 Aristotle had not before spoken of this point, yet he assumes it

without hesitation, and it is the one most germane to his succeeding

discussion of memory.
' Aristotle nowhere attempts to explain the reason of the fact thus

stated and assumed here.

' 45S 11 23, where, however, <f>amaaiia appears suspicious. Simplicius

does not seem to have read it : if kept, it has to bear a different sense

from what it bears in the context (e.g. 458 b
18) before and after.

Without it, too, the meaning of the passage is perfect.
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that dreamers sometimes have a reflection or thought

which exceeds the scope of the dream, and this reflection

is called a <pdvraffpa. But the tendency to confuse <pavrd-

<r/xara and vor\y.aTa is seen most emphatically in the un-

answered query as to the point in which rd itp&ra vorjixara

differ from <f>avrtopara 1
, and in the construction given to

<f>avrd<r^aTa by Aristotle in relation to rational desire and

will *. Here we find fyavravla AoyioTtmj or /3ouA«utikij attri-

buted to rational beings, while only tpavraaia aio-0nruc7J is

assigned to the lower animals. Thus, from being regarded

as co-operant with the activity of rational deliberation, <f>av-

raaCa seems to have become itself invested with rationality.

!£3^j* Yet Aristotle does not intend this. The terms AoyicmKJj

or \oyt- and /JouAevTiKjj need not be taken to mark powers inherent

onlyrara 'n <t>avTa^at but powers only belonging to it Kara oiifi/3*/3rj/co's,

«wi«- i. e. from its relation to the noetic faculty. Thus tpavraata

properly or o1<t6t)tik^ would remain the only fyavTaola proper 3
.

directly. ^ ^5. The <\>&vTa<rixa may or may not be a true copy of

* true copy the object, which gave rise to it through the original al<rQi)na.

and truly
** *s a true coPy l^ (a) the *foijo-is propagated from the

represents special organ to the central organ is unmixed with
4
alien

certain movements also stored up in the same special organ ; and
conditions. (£) jf this organ and the medium ofthe movement propagated

though the from it, viz. the blood, are not excited by some overpower-

*?rd " ing shock which would prevent each from discharging

the its normal function. If these conditions are fulfilled, and,

vision 'm"'
*" course> if tne original sensory impression has been

not con- correctly taken—if the primary <paina<rla is true—then the

repreJen- Qavraaiia corresponds duly with its object, and is a true

tation of COpy of it *. The faculty of having Qavravnara must not

1 432* 12, where, however, in the next clause Torstrik is probably right

in reading ravra for ruXXa, thus denying that the npara vofifiara are

(parrairftaTa, and merely asserting that they are owe avtv <^ayra<r/i(irui/

—

the doctrine of the de Memoria. * De An. iii. 433
b 29-434* •<>•

* 702' 19 (fianratria Hi yiiHrai t) tia vo,)afut tj &i' alaBrfirtat. Here the

word is used, says Bonitz, Ind. Art's/. 81 i
b 26 latiore sensu : the image

which stimulates Spirit may be suggested by a thought or by a percep-

tion. The subject is the $ov\tvr\iu) ipavraaia, in which, as explained

above, the <pavruaia is allied with thinking, but not produced by it.

* De An. hi. 428* IS~b 17.
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be regarded as confined to the province of vision, to which the «l»»^

the etymological meaning and the popular use of the word {hUsense.

4>avra<rla tend to restrict it
1
. In its definition it embraces ^°_

aU
all provinces of sensory representation. We must, therefore, provinces

suppose that to the aladrtnara of sounds, tastes, smells, and °f

p̂ ^.
of the various tangibles Qavrivnara correspond ; although tion. Yet

from the associations of the word it would not be easy^totXt'

to find (fxxvTao-la or dtavratruara directly used of any except modems
j • • , , , . «... . when deal-

images derived from the sense of seeing. This requires
jng witn it,

to be emphasized) since Aristotle, like many modern at limes

V i . .
appears to

psychologists, was in the habit of treating <f>avra<ria as if proceed as

it had no scope beyond the limits of the visual province ; j[^d'
e M

just as (on the principle, y tyis n&kurra aro-fljjo-is) he also That we

habitually treats to dpav as if it were equivalent to to r^Jber

alarOdvivOai in general. That, however, we must assume s<H">ds>

(fiavTcuria as having this wider application, and qWrdo-juara smells', and

corresponding to alaBrmara of every aM^n, follows
["oUJfthrt

necessarily from the theory of memory laid down by we have

Aristotle. As we shall see memory acts by means of a £^a

*

f

Q&vtcutim, nor would it be possible for us to remember these,

the perceptions of any sense unless we had ^avricrixara of

these. The fact, therefore, that we can remember sounds,

smells, and tastes, and feelings, as well as sensations,

of every sort proves that all these as well as ctyis leave

<f>avrd(riiaTa answering to them in the mind. But, in

explaining the phenomena, of dreaming (vide infra § 37),

Aristotle virtually asserts that the aladrjfxara of all ' the

senses come under the service of <j>aiTaaia (459
b 30-33).

§ 36. We have seen that ij koii>?j al<rOr}(ris is the faculty by Semus

which we become conscious of our waking perceptions—of ^"^nity

the fact that we perceive with any sense. Hence it might oisiteping

be inferred a priori that sleep, if it implies unconsciousness, dreaming.

is due to an affection of this faculty through its organ
;
j^P1'""*

also that dreaming, which is a form of consciousness during sleep, why

sleep, is an exercise of the same faculty to which we owe "jj™j££
:

our waking consciousness. Such is the teaching of Aristotle, affects all

1 429* 3 Aril V ij ftyif /laKtara dtaBqoit iariv—sight' is the sense par

excellence—«il to oVo/mj (SC. rijr <j>avraaias) ani row (ftiovs <!Xnrf)a>.
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the senses Sleeping and dreaming are affections of the «otw| ataOriaii.

noTsome The reason why plants do not sleep and wake is that they
»?iy- • have no aMijvis ; all animals, however, sleep. Sleep affects

cause of oil the special senses : no animal sleeps with some of its

its/faa/
senses while awake with the others. This simultaneous

cause. affection of all the senses by sleep confirms, if it does

sou! haTits
not prove, what has been asserted, viz. that sleep is due

iyrtxixna to an affection of the koiotj aX<r6r]<ris ; for if this were the

consdou^ faculty of sleep, the latter would when it occurred necessarily

ress. affect all the special senses. What affects the common sense
Sense-per- „
ception and must affect all that are dependent upon it. If sleeping
movement were not an affection of this common sense, we should find

have one cases of animals sleeping with some of the senses only

;

^^011. but we never do l
. Sleep, formally defined, is a sort of bond

The effi- which binds the general faculty of sense-perception ; and

of sleep, wakening is as it were the loosening of this bond 2
. It

^™^e implies a loss of energy, on the part of the noun) aMi/ais

remember and its organ, due to excess in the exercise of conscious

when ^e"
15
perception. Its final cause is the recuperation of this energy,

awake, but and the restoration and preservation of the fitness of animals

accom- f°r the exercise of conscious perception. The waking state

—

paying full consciousness—exhibits the animal in its perfection 3
-

menu. Sense-perception and movement have a common centre
This con-

jn an jmais—the region of the heart, in the case of those
nexion of ° '

movement which possess one, the analogous region or part in the case

ception

1"
°^ others, such as insects, bloodless creatures, and such as

however, do not respire atmospheric air. These show by the rise and

to und?r- fall, the alternate inflation and subsidence, of their bodies
stand the

jn tne part analogous to the heart, that they have in them
exhaustion v

r
.°. ,

*

,

.

of energy |
a ' connatural spirit (o-v/w/>woj> itvtvfia) *. This region is the

whl
^
h

j I centre of motive power as well as of sensation and percep-

forits Ition. That kimjo-i? and tuo-07jo-is should have the same scat

Seepcon- was to be expected ; for all icfo)jo-is is normally attended
neets its wjth some dl<T0Ticris, having for its object either an external
onset

normally al(r07]T6i>,or an internal phantasm or feeling. Thus the primary
with the organ of sense-perception is the organ of both perception
nutrient

1 455' 3<>-b 13- * 454
b
^S~7-

8 to ifftiyopivat is the rikot, 455
b 13-28. ' Cf. 456* 3-26.
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and motion. Hence the efficient cause of sleep, and the P"*-?" 1

conjunction of movement with the dream consciousness. A eJjjtJu

noticeable thing about it is that though we remember our [™°J^
dreams when we awake, we do not remember our dream to brain

movements 1
. This connexion, however, between aX*0ri<ns "^"and

and Klvr\<rii shows how the ibwapia bia vTTtppo\riv tov iypvyo- returns

plvai comes on : and explains the need of a period of repose. thTbodfly

Physiologically sleep connects its oncoming with the^^
nutrient process. An evaporation takes place from the food the heart

in the stomach. This evaporation goes through the veins^£g
upwards to the brain, where it is cooled, and when cool the outer

returns downwards towards the heart. With its return j^,' tuus

drowsiness comes on. The outward bodily parts become denned

cooled, and the bodily heat gathers itself in towards the

region about the heart. Defined materially, from this point

of view, sleep is the state consequent on the return inwards

of the bodily heat and its concentration around the organ of

primary perception, whither it is forced by the evaporation

returning from the brain 2
. Sleep thus caused continues

until the digestive process is complete, and the purer blood

destined for the upper parts—the veins round the brain and

connected with the sensory Organs—has been secreted or

separated from the coarser, which goes towards the centre

and lower parts of the body.

§ 37. The faculty by which we sleep and wake is also Smsus

that by which we dream 3
. Dreaming is not a function {^'j^J^f

of rd vojjmdV, intellect, or of t6 oo£ao-ruco'v, the faculty of ">g- T°i*

opinion ; nor can it be a function of the individual senses, t ion of

for these are suspended during sleep. The fact of our per- n"d
*,
r."

ceiving sensible qualities in the <pavra<Ty.aTa of dreams—that of opinion,

we perceive colours, &c.—proves, however, that the dream- °L£[a
*ny

faculty is a sensory faculty, not 8o'£a or rd oo£a<mieoV. We «°se- Yet

do, indeed, exercise the latter in dreams, but it cannot faculty of

explain dreaming as a whole. "«nse
» for

1 This observation may be paralleled by a question mentioned by

Priscianus Lydus (Plotinus, p. 565, 1-6, Didot) and possibly raised by ,

Theophrastus : why do we remember our dreams when we awake, but

forget our waking life in dreams ?

» Cf. de Somno 3, passim ; de Part. An. ii. 7. 653* 10-17.

' Cf. Arist. de Jnscmn., passim.
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the images The faculty and organ whereby we dream must be that

^^ wherewith in waking moments we are subject to illusions

;

have for example, that whereby we seem to see the sun as only

qualities. a foot in width. As in waking, so in sleeping, the presenta-

JfwakT
ltr t*on—t^le mere <f>6vra<riM—overpowers the judgment ;

and

illusions in dreams this is peculiarly liable to happen, the critical

whereby faculty being then in a weak and fettered condition. In

we dream : dreams, however, we sometimes become aware that we are

™rr°$^~ dreaming. On the whole the dream state may be described

freed from as one in which there is a functional activity of the central
the control , ,

of the organ or faculty of sense-perception (not, however, qua

£^J?J
perceptive but qua representative

—

(pavracmKov) ; but in

which the representations, tpavravixara, control the critical

faculty J owing to its weakness during sleep.

The effects of sense-perception, as has been observed, con-

tinue in the organs ; exactly as local motions continue after

the impact which gave rise to them has ceased. Qualitative

change is propagated in the same way ; and al<r0rj<m is

a form of such change. So heat propagates itself 2 stage

Familiar by stage through a body until it has come full circuit back
>nS

rristen

0f to lis P"ncip'e or source of generation (apxji). Familiar

ofimpres- instances of such persistence of sensory effects in the

oreanTof organs after the cessation of the stimulus are found in the

^ase: phenomena of seeing, (a) When we look at the sun and

after- then turn our eyes away from it, we can see nothing for

images of a while, owing to the persistence of the light impression,

oi colours, (3) If we look steadily at some vivid colour, for example,

tw^and^" at white (Eluding 'bright') or green (X«v<c6j; rj \\upov),

positive, and then transfer our gaze to something else, the latter

sUtency
1" becomes tinged with the colour which we saw previously.

not con- tc\ if after looking at the sun or some other brilliant object,
finedtothe v ' ' , , • ,. , , .

sense of we close our eyes and, having adjusted our gaze, as it

seeing.

1 Here we come on a proposition which shows the impossibility of

finality in a work like the present, which confines itselfto the psychology

of sense. What is this mysterious critical faculty, which checks and

corrects illusions? A treatise on epistemology would be required to

give, or attempt, the answer.

* 459
b 3- Sc by ivrmfpiaraait. See Oxford Translation of dt

Insomn. with notes ad loc., and on 45?
b
2, 458* 27.
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were, straight in the same line of vision as before, we look
' inwardly ' along this line *, we see a succession of changing
colours. First we see the colour which we saw with the

eyes open—the proper colour of the sun or bright object

;

next, this changes to crimson ((poivmovv) ; and this again to

violet or purple (iropdwpow), until the object assumes a black

colour, and finally disappears 8
- (d) If we look at moving

objects, e. g. a river, and then suddenly look at a body at rest,

the latter, for a while, seems to be in motion. This is not,

however, confined to seeing. Such sensory effects occur

also in hearing and the other senses. Loud noises render

us temporarily deaf; strong odours deaden the olfactory

sense for a time, and so on.

These facts go to the root of the explanation of dreaming These facts

so far as it is matter of empirical psychology. assumpl

To explain the dream phenomena, and the illusion to tio"s
. v... i. 1 , . • rr-

explain the
wnicn we are liable in dreams, two assumptions suffice, illusion of

These assumptions are :— The"""*
I. that the effects of sensation just described as persisting assump-

in the organs are capable of giving rise to after-effects in £°
n

:

s

the way of perception : of becoming or furnishing objects *• &**

. to the central sense ; and persistent

II. that when we are labouring under pathological con- fff
cUcan

ditions, e.g. strong emotions such as anger, love, or fear, stimuli of

we are especially liable to illusion. This can be proved ^fT
1"*1

by experience. Those who are in fever mistake figures on organ ; and

their chamber-walls for fierce animals, deceived by the we J^
resemblance. If the patients are very weak they even especially

. ... • • , .
liable to

make bodily movements in trying to escape from the illusion

animals. So in sleep the image which comes up is strong and ^ourine
vivid, while the controlling faculty which should criticize under

its objective truth is then weak and helpless. This explains fogicd,

1 459' 14 irapaTtipqaaoi <f>aivtTtu (tar* tiSvoplav, $ av/ij9ai'wi Tqr S\fri»

ipav. irapaniptlv does not here mean ' turning the gaze aside.' It gives

the idea of looking along a line. We must keep the eyes focussed for

distance as before—so Aristotle says—and look as if still gazing at

the sun, but with eyes shut.

* As Aristotle above noticed positive so here he notices negative

after-images.
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*•&. the ease with which we are imposed upon by dream shapes

emotional, or occurrences. Illusions of one sense, which occur even in

states
- waking moments, may be set right by the help of some

other sense ; as the evidence of sight corrects the false

judgment of touch respecting the apparently two marbles

between the crossed fingers. But no such resource is open

to us in dreaming. The central sense, whose normal ten-

dency is to confirm and approve the reports it receives from

each particular sense, unless when some one sense contradicts

another, naturally inclines during sleep to affirm the objec-

tive reality of the (jyamdvuaTa which arise before it. At such

times no one particular sense is free to question another
;

touch, for example, is then incapable of contradicting the

report of sight, or vice versa. Thus the illusion is effectual.

The residual impressions in the organs may stimulate the

central sense precisely in the same kind of way as do the

alo-OquaTa of which they are relics. The one icfoj)<n$ is like

the other qualitatively. Whether the stimulation of the

central sense is set up from without by an objective

alo-BriTov, or from within by the relic of an aladrnia, does

not matter to a sleeping person. Hence the inevitableness

of the illusion. If illusion can arise in waking moments, as

already alluded to, a fortiori it may arise in dreams, when
the critical power of the central sensory faculty is enchained

by sleep. If a person sailing along the coast can be for

a while deceived with his eyes open into thinking that the

land is in motion, it is easy to understand how one can be

deceived in sleep by fallacious sensory appearances, when
the critical tests (e. g. comparison with the reports of other

senses) which should detect them are not available.

Thus the residual impressions forming after-stimuli,

together with the weakness of the controlling sense in sleep,

account both for the <pavra<rnaTa of dreams and for the

mistake by which we in the dream regard them as realities.

Reasons § 38. Moreover, at night, when the special senses are sus-

^T m pended in sleep and the atmosphere is quiet, these residual

at night the impressions have the most favourable opportunity of

u^if* producing their effects on the central sense. If at such
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times quiet prevails within the bodily system itself, clear most

4>avrd<rnaTa arise before the mind. If, on the contrary, acti*e-

from any cause there is much movement going on within
the body, the images which appear are distorted, or
images do not appear at all. Thus, too, after heavy meals
the sleep that occurs is dreamless owing to the movements
connected with nutrition then taking place.

Aristotle gives an almost wholly physiological account

of the effects which it is now customary to refer to the

productive as distinguished from the reproductive imagina-

tion *. Melancholia, illness of various kinds, intoxication, Conditions

all exhibit instances of the disturbing effects of pathological J^^f
conditions on the imagination, distorting the images, and able to the

transforming them from natural to fantastic shapes. Such f &,.

conditions affect the central organ of perception, which * fantastic
•

is also that of imagination, and, while impeding critical making

or comparative power, which it in common with every J^JJffJ*
sensory faculty possesses, cause the images which come nature,

before it to be untrue to nature, false copies of the oJo-flijrd

whence they were derived. The 'poetic' imagination 'Poetic'

which moulds the forms of nature to the uses of art—
[Jo*

6"1*"

the specially so-called ' productive ' imagination—is clearly

recognized by Aristotle, but is not officially treated in his

psychology. The ' poetic faculty ' is, he says, an attribute

which the man of genius shares with the madman. The
plastic inventiveness of the poet or artist and the wild

aberrations of insanity are both due to cognate causes.

' Poetry implies either a happy gift of nature or a strain

of madness. In the one case a man can take the mould

of any character ; in the other he is lifted out of his proper

self 2.'

§ 39. The general account of dreaming then is this : Summary

An image presents itself during sleep to the central faculty j£^£g
f

1 Cf. 461* 3 seqq., 461* 17 seqq.

» Poet. 1 45 5' 32-4 (Butcher). Cf. Dryden

:

Great wits are sure to madness near allied,

And thin partitions do their bounds divide.

Also Shakespeare

:

The poet's eye in a fine frenzy rolling, &c.
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withhs
illusion.

of perception—to the imagination. The latter is, as we
have said, naturally disposed, in the normal course of things,

to second or affirm the reports of the senses which come
before it: to assume that when these forward the report

of an object, the object is really there as represented.

This it always does when no conflict of testimony occurs

between different senses ; and none ever occurs in sleep.

Moreover, the critical power of the central faculty is impaired

or abolished in sleep. The residual impressions which

give rise to the images float inwards from the special organ

to the central organ in the current of the blood, which at

that time gathers towards the heart. Such impressions

at such times come in a regular order of succession. The
rule of the association of ideas (/ciwjo-eis) applies strictly to

our dreaming as well as to our waking states. The ideas

of the dream come in their order one after the other, just

as those of reverie or memory do when we are awake.

. These, then, are taken by the central sense to represent outer

Hence.

'Associa-

tion of
KlY7>Otit

*

holds for

dream con-

sciousness

also.

the blood objects, just as the aWdrJuara of waking life do.
around the we are deceived into supposing that we see what we only

during dream of. What fetters and embarrasses the critical faculty

what
"

°^ t^ie central sense is the pressure of the blood round the

hampers heart during sleep. If the remnant or residual impression

faculty of which thus comes before the mind's eye in sleep resembles
central the primary impression—the al<r6tnia—we dream straight-

makes us way of the object (alo-0?jroi/) which produced this. It is,

theMu-
mdeed, possible, and sometimes happens, that a man should

sion of be aware that he is only dreaming. In his dreams one

Kffortsof sometimes says to himself: 'this is only a dream.' Hence
the critical to this extent he is not—in such a case—beguiled or deluded

even m by the appearance. Generally, however, the deception is

dreams to complete, and passes without detection. In waking moments
penetrate x

...
L

... . , , ,. .

we readily expose sensory illusions by the application of

tests, derived also from the senses. If by inserting the

finger one slightly displaces the eyeball of one eye, an

object seen appears as two; but this does not cause

one to believe it to be two. We know the cause of the

illusory appearance, and, besides, we have the sense of touch

the illu-

sion : we
say in our
dream

—

'this is

only a
dream.'
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to correct it But during the dream no such resources are

open to us. When we see the Qavrdo-para we proceed just

as if they were aicrflij/xoro (not fiovat, or relics, of ater^aro),

and think and believe that we behold the actual objects

(alaOrfri) themselves.

Apart from dreams proper, we have experiences on the Other e»-

borderland of sleep which enable us to obtain a glimpse ££££"*

of the machinery by which dreams are fabricated. Often, connect

when just sinking to sleep, we suddenly wake up, and as w ;tn our

it were surprise a host of ^avTaa^iara crowding in upon our *leeP or

minds. Children have <j>avT&<rnaTa constantly, active which yet »re not

beset them in the dark. Such are not dreams proper, ^^°fthe

however ; but they show to some extent the process of but show

internal stimulation from which dreams come, or with machineiy

which they commence. During sleep itself, too, perception of dreams

of a certain sort is not uncommon, keeping us as it were Objective

in touch with waking experience 1
. We thus perceive P""?"

sounds, lights, &c, in a feeble way during sleep ; especially during

in the moments which just precede awakening. These Mp '

perceptions again are not true dreams, any more than is

the corrective judgment which does occasionally interpose

during sleep, when we dream, and, as it were, say to us

—

'this is only a dream.' The dream proper . results from

a stimulation of the faculty of imagination by residual

Kivrjotis proceeding from the organs of sense ; and it consists

in the d>ai>TdVfiaTa which then present themselves and are

mistaken for objective things or events 2
. It is caused

purely by the residual impressions, not by any effects of

outward things conveyed through the special senses while

we sleep.

§ 40. Aristotle begins his discussion of memory by dis- &»»*

tinguishing this from reminiscence or recollection, and ^T^^nnL
stating that many persons with retentive memories are and rtmi-

slow and dull at recollecting. He thinks it necessary also Memory

1 There seems to be an incongruity between this and Aristotle's

repeated assertions (e.g. 45s* 9-12) that the external or special senses

are suspended during sleep.

* 462* 8, » 29-31-

X 3
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(f-w) to distinguish memory from perception and from expectation.

gnisl^j All three have to do with (pavrdo-ixara * : but while those
from p». of expectation refer to the future, and those of perception
ceptioa and * '

. »
eipecta- to the present, those of memory refer to past time*.

ToWes
1"" ^he operation of <f>avraa-Ca, as presentative faculty, alike

referentt in expectation, memory, and perception, makes it for

elapsed. Aristotle more necessary than it would seem to us to

arrmrui distinguish them carefully. As the distinction between
per le in-

,

different these three faculties—or applications of one faculty—turns

yicmo™
alt°gether on the differences of time-reference (to which

the opera- <jjavra(ria per se is indifferent) the discussion of memory

time-tense: ProPer'y commences with the consideration of the time-

iu organ, sense. The organ or part of mind wherewith we cognize

of time- time is that wherewith we also cognize magnitude and
perception, motion ; and the (pavTcurpLa (of time, as well as of magni-

the «h»t> tude and motion) is a product of the KOivri al<rOr)<rts, or irp&Tov

ZithitI
tdtr8r)TiKov, acting as rd QavraoTiKdv 3

. Memory belongs only

oiirft^- to creatures which possess the time-sense, and are capable

same with °f perceiving a lapse of time, and thus distinguishing the

which we present from the past. When one remembers, he says to

magnitude himself (to use Aristotle's quaint words), ' I formerly learned

motion-
or Perce 'veo" this doctrine or object.' Memory consists

but the not in a perception or conception present to the mind,

1 The a'a8r]<rit referred to here (de Mem. ad inil.) includes the

activity not only of the special but of the general sense.
1

It is scarcely necessary to point out that AiriV in this connexion

includes fear as well as hope: expectation in general. So Plato

himself states in a note on this word in the de Legibus 644 d. Also

Aristotle below implies it in his term fViori^i; ArriaTiicij which (as

contra-distinguished by him from ij imvtiki)) would seem to form a parallel

to our scientific induction, with resuhingpower ofprediction—a genuine,
if vague, anticipation of Mill's conception.

' 449b 25-450* 25. In other passages, e. g. 223* 25, 433
b
7, it appears

as if for Aristotle reason were a faculty which perceives time. In the

former passage he says tl it fu/3<i/ <"XXo irc^vxcv apidptiv § yfn/xq fj V^u* i)f

rove, and goes on to represent time as apidpos Kivf/o-iwc Kara to irp6rtpoii

not varepov. In the latter he says yiveiai 8' (sc. to ope'ftir <1XX qXais e'vavrias

final) (v rolr xp°vov alo-6ri<Tiv ixovauf i fiiv yap vovs fiia to uiWov dvOcXjcr 11/

KtXtvfi, and proceeds to show that ^ tniOvpla does not see the future,

as if implying that voir does so. But neither really contradicts the

doctrine, laid down in de Memoria, that time is object of a'a8r\ms only.
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but in the relation of one of these to time elapsed 1
; or it organ of

is one of these as conditioned, or affected, by lapse of time. S2&
Memory, therefore, is not a function of pure intelligence, s^e.

The latter, indeed, cannot exert itself without the help of cdvedta".

imagination '. We have already illustrated the dependence different

c . . . relation.
01 reasoning on imagination, by reference to the universal Memory
and necessary procedure of the mind in connexion with j?^^
geometrical thinking and its diagrams. There our thought pf pure

is per se concerned with no particular figure, yet we, in which**'

order to think, have to draw some particular figure So, ?""'"*•

too, in conceptions which are true irrespectively of space act without

or time, we find it needful, for the purpose of knowing and the

rt

5,$"
a

discussing them, to connect them with space or time. Why schema-

this is necessary we need not here inquire. But the fact U^,,.
is so. Similarly, we cannot remember anything whatever t'<™-

unless by the aid of a 0dWao>ia, through which the re- iiiustia-

membered fact may connect itself with time elapsed. This 'i00*

holds of scientific and philosophic truths or theorems.

These latter, not being directly representable to imagination,

must be schematized, i. e. connected with dmirdVfxara. Thus
only sire they capable of being remembered, i. e. indirectly,

or, as Aristotle says, Kara <ru/x/3*/3>jicd's. The reason why
we cannot remember except by the aid of <f>aj>r<io>iaTa is that

we can remember directly nothing which we have not first

perceived; and only perception generates the fy&vraana,

which is the instrument of memory.

This explains how memory belongs not merely to

creatures possessing intellect, but to many of the lower

animals. These do not possess intellect, and if memory

1 449* 24 h MVW"? °"r* <""<r&J<r« oCrt vir<!\ij^rir d\\a tovtuv rtvot «|ir t)

naSas fiW ycVijTai xp<5i>ot . See p. 3 1 3. By n680s is suggested the genesis

of the «fit. The alnByru or irndXtfifnt is affected by the lapse of time

:

from this affection arises the relative character of the /ioinj, its <£ir, in

which consists the time-perspective of memory. There are some places

in which !$te = ' having,' but this is certainly not one of them.

' This passage (449
b 30 seqq.) more clearly than any other exhibits

the relation of dependence on the lower in which the higher mental

faculties are placed by Aristotle, in accordance with his theory of

the gradual evolution of scientific knowledge from individual sensible

experience.
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were a function of pure intellect, none of them would be

able to remember \ However, many of them manifestly

do remember. Those which cannot remember are those

which lack the sense of time. If memory were a function

of pure intelligence, even man could not remember 2
; for

our intellectual acts are not capable of being remembered

per se, but only indirectly, in virtue of their sense-derived

4>ain-d<7/xara. - Memory, therefore, is a function of the same
part of the soul to which imagination belongs. All facta

capable of being presented to imagination can be directly

remembered ; all others can be remembered only so

far as they link themselves with (pavrdj^ara, i.e. only

indirectly.

How do § 4j. How then do we, by the help of <ftavrda-ixaTa, re-

only* member, i.e. know the pastt Our sole ditum is the image

P
resent

to
present to the mind. This, however, is not past but present,

help as, whereas the past is absent: it is gone. How then is it

th?&u*? known 3
? We must try to conceive the answer to this

The question as follows. The foundation of memory is laid in

image is perception. When, therefore, we perceive, a sort of picture
always (fwypd^Tjjua, ypafyri) is painted in the soul, or in the part of the

and re-
' body which contains the perceptive organ concerned in the

ti^of*" perception ; or else the sensory (cfor/o-is stamps an impression

an object ; as it were of the particular sense datum upon the organ,

as a person with a seal ring stamps its impression on
it as a
picture

1 This assumes Rassow's correction 8r\plav for Bvtfrav, 450" 18.

* This explains the traditional Bvtjtuv, the difficulty of which is that

it forces us to press the word ' pure,' which is not really in the text.

3 As regards the physical character of the impression which generates

the fyavraopa Aristotle gives no clear statements, but expresses him-

self in a variety of metaphors. It is ' imprinted* by a KiVijcrtt \mb rrjg

kqt' ivipyttav al<j8i)<jims yiyvofxivrf, and is o/joiok Siairtp rimot t) yptupr)

(45°* 3°>
b l 5)' Freudenthal (op. cit., pp. 20 scqq.) examines minutely

into Aristotle's statements to discover, if possible, an exact account of

his conception of this memory image, but to little purpose. He concludes,

with every appearance of truth, that the rwrot were, for Aristotle, not

really like seal-impressions, but rather qualitative or ' chemical ' changes

of tissue, not involving mechanical movement. The question of agree-

ment on this point between Aristotle and Hobbes is merely a question

how far Hobbes followed Aristotle.
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a piece of wax *. The question now arises : Is this impres- to iu

sion, thus taken, what we remember?, Do we not remember£f^
rather that of which it is an impression—the object, or nectedwith

event, which produced it in the mind? For if what we ^fo^T
remember is this impression, we do not remember the past *°me w,7-

at all : it is a mere mistake to think we do. But ifwe really

remember the past object or event (as experience proves

that we do), how is it possible to do so through an
impression which is not past but present? This Aristotle

proceeds to treat as the real question to be answered. He
imagines an objector to say that it would be as easy to

suppose a person seeing some colour, or hearing some
sound, which was not present to sense, as to suppose him
knowing the past, which is now gone. To this he replies":

do we not as a matter of fact, in a certain way, see and

hear the non-present ? Do we not in pictures see absent

persons? Now this will illustrate what takes place in

remembering by means of a (pAvraana. A picture is not

merely a painted object : it is more than this. It is

a likeness of some person or thing. While per se numeri-

cally one and the same thing, it may be viewed in two The

relations. In the same way, the ^tivrav^a before the^j.^,^,

mind in memory—the impression bequeathed by sense to can **

imagination—may be regarded purely and simply as a either (1)

<f>dvra<rpa, or it may over and above this be regarded as asa ""r'

a likeness, a representation of something else. Taken in ance, or

(3) as a

1 450* 27-32 tti yofjcrai roioCroif rA yti>6fnvov ita rijf fda6fi<rt<at ir r§

yffV}(§ "il r<j) popltf tov (raytaTOr Ttj> ixpvn avrqv, alov (aypafpjjftd n [7 A iraBot

at <pap.iv rqv <£ii> pi'r)M v ""<"'• I suspect this of being a gloss on to

yivd/icvoi']. q yap yivofiivti xiin)<rtr ivamiaiviTai oiov rvrrov riva tou aurdij-

fiaroc, Kadcmtp ol atppayi^ifuvoi toi; durrvXi'oit. Cf. Plato, Rep. 377 B

ivtlifTcu rxnrov (so Adam) If <'v «r ^ovXrjrat ivajipjivaaBai itcunip : also

especially Theaet. 191 D. For the {aypufapa, cf. Phaedrus 276 D.

Aristotle 45ob 5-1 1 introduces some observations on the causes of

defective memory-. Persons in whom, like those very old or very

young, a great deal of movement exists are bad subjects for mnemonic

impressions: it is as difficult to impress a durable mark on their

organs as on running water. If the surface is too hard, no impression

is taken by it ; whereas if it is too easily impressed—too soft—the

impression is taken but not retained long.
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refrestnta- the latter way it is a memorial or reminder (iivr)}t6vtv\ia), no

peai^fc
longer a mere ^foracr/xa. Thus regarded, it explains how

A* the We remember by its means. It is like a picture which is
latter, itU .,',, ... , ... . .
a /orrntS- a portrait of a friend, by which, when I look at it, I can

besides Uds
^ave m? absent friend present to my mind. Two marks

reference distinguish the y.vr])x6v(vjxa from the mere fyivraoyia ; viz.

m&nai (a)
tne conscious reference to past time involved in having

the itnuii- a fivt]ix6vfvijui, and (b) the relationship of the juri/^itaiyza to

IiwaysaUo an object which it resembles, or otherwise represents, and
to time so recalls to mind.
elapsed.

Confusion Certain ordinary experiences partly confirm, partly

of memory illustrate, what has here been said. Sometimes, when men

imagina- have a (pai/rda/ia before the mind, they ask themselves

—

tion, and rQT ^ are not sure—^vhether they are or are not then
of imagina- ' '

tion with remembering ; whether, that is, the phantasma which they

Antipheron contemplate is a likeness or not of a past experience. In

of Oreus. such cases, indeed, we often discover that it is a likeness
;

aim at *he original flashes upon our minds, and we remember. We
confirm- pass from regarding it in its individual character to regard-

Tcprcun- ing it as related to its original. The contrary also occurs

'chanuter
m occasional experience. Men mistake their mere <f>av-

ofan'ap- t6xt\lot* for ixmniovtiixara ; they confound their fancies with
pearance. ^^ eXper;ences# Such was the mental condition of Anti-

pheron of Oreus, and certain other deranged persons ; they

recounted the events or objects which merely presented

themselves to their imaginations as though these were facts

of their past experience which they remembered '.

The practical value of the mnemonic art rests on the

truth of what has been above stated. Mnemonics aim at

training a person to regard certain presentations not

merely as single or unrelated, but as in connexion with, or

as likenesses of, certain objects. Thus the former become

reminders (jj.vt]y.oveuy.aTa) for the latter.

Rem;. § 42. Memory, in general, can accordingly be defined

niicence as the relationship which a ^dvraajxa (or mental presenta-

1 In discussing the subject of dreams Aristotle refers to the way in

which ^ayraiTjurra can be mistaken for alaB^/urra, and how certain

forms of hallucination arise ; cf. 46ob 3-27.
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turn), as a likeness, bears to that of which it is a <f>dvra<riia '. (AW/o'ij-

This general faculty of retention G""W"j) is the presupposi- finuion

1

^
tion of reminiscence or recollection (ivdiummt). If one m*mo

.

f7.
« and dis-
does not remember—if the already described conditions tinction of

are not fulfilled—he cannot recollect. But he may™£°*
remember without being able to recollect, i. e. without remi-

being able to recall at the moment the ideas which represent ££""""»

fully to consciousness the past object or event Often there the general

is a difficulty felt in doing this. Some persons succeed retention:

better than others in doing it, and all persons do it better K.

mi-

r mscence
in some cases than in others. This is the faculty whose the par-

nature and procedure Aristotle next undertakes to explain.
f^'*

r

of
We must not, he says, hastily define recollection as the recoiiec-

mere recovery of memory. It is no more this than it is^ re.
ne

the inception of memory *. Memory may exist without member

reminiscence, i. e. there may be no need of the latter. No there and

breach may have occurred in the continuity of our memory th
?
n bemB

of an experience. Reminiscence or recollection has no recollect;

place until after such a breach of continuity has intervened.
jecoUerttf

1 45'* '5 't'ovTaiTnaTos, as tU6vus ov (pavrao-fia, c£ir. The obvious

rendering of c£ir here (approved by Zeller) as ' having,' introduces a
superfluous notion. The more Aristotelean interpretation, thdugh less

easy to work into a translation, as ' relation ' or ' relative state ' alone

gives the sense required. So taken, this definition sums up with force

and brevity the preceding account of the mnemonic (pdvrao-pa. It might

be paraphrased to final iv ijulv (pi'iyroapa rt outuc *x°v ""f«f «V«u>o oJ

tpavraajm (OTI, i>c tUwv l\ti irjiir uXXo Tt ov tUav, which use of ofror

ixov . . . lot tx" would explain cfir. Freudenthal accordingly supports

the view that ?£ir here comes from the intransitive «x*"'> DUt fin^s it

hard to get a German equivalent. He likes the word 'Stand,' but

thinks it unidiomatic. His own rendering p. 36 n. is : die Andauer

einer Vorstellung ah eines Abbildes von dent, dessert Vorstellung sie

is/. I prefer to use ' relative state,' or ' relationship,' rather than ' state,'

as its equivalent, and base my right to do so on Aristotle's definition

I022b IOoXXov 6i rparrot/ <£ir A«'y<ra> StdBtais Kaff r)vi)ilf) Kaicac 8id*«iTat

to iiaKtlutvov, cat r) Kaff airo 4) irpii iXXo.

* 45 1 » 20-b io, Aristotle here seems to criticize (unfairly, as Plato's

alrrt) iv «Wjj shows) the definition (accepted by Plato, Philebus 34 b)

of di/d/wjo-w as = avr)uijt draXij^ric. He points out that this is possible

by a fresh exercise of a"o-6tyr"' or uddrimt, and that these, though they

lay the basis of memory, cannot synchronize with it, for memory

implies that time has elapsed since the autdi\<rif or /idtfij<rw took place.
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he does not But when the chain of memory has been temporarily
remember. , , . . . , r
Definitioa broken, we may re-unite its parts in either of two ways.

Jjf£^ We may by an effort of recollection recall the vanished

Distinction ideas required for knowledge of the past experience

—

and rMx- wnether alo-ftjow or n&0r}(ris. But it is also possible for us

poiencing to repeat this experience itself. Such repetition, however,

learning, would not be reminiscence. It would, indeed, be our sole

resource if the ideas had absolutely vanished : if we no longer

remembered. Reminiscence, however, properly takes place

only when the vanished ideas are recalled by the activity

ofan internal impulse or spring, over and above any external

means of recalling them. When a man recollects, this

implies that he was able somehow of himself, and without

appealing to anything outside himself, to proceed onwards

to the goal of his effort; to recover the wished-for idea.

When he is unable to do this, he simply has no memory
of the fact or experience. He no longer remembers. When
he can do this, i. e. when, proceeding by internal activity,

he reaches the missing idea, he recollects in the proper

sense, and his full memory of the.experience ensues, or is

revived \ If I have to see a face again in order to form

an idea of it, I do not remember it, and therefore cannot,

try as I will, recollect it. If I can recollect it, then the

idea of it recurs after the effort of reminiscence, and so

I again remember it
2
. So if I have to relearn a lesson

by having recourse to my book or my teacher ; or if I have

to go through the forms of calculation by which I first

made a discovery, in order to recall the discovery to mind,

I do not thereby recollect. I recover my memory of the

1
45 1* 4 ToOr" coti icol t6ti to dvafiipvr'/pKtoBiH ray ttpijptvov n' t6 &i

|ivi||iov«v«.v o-vpfJatvci ical J] (so Biehl) |ivr||ii) &KoXov8fi. These last words,

which have perplexed some persons, merely convey the idea of the

revival of memory as contingent on the act of successful reminiscence.

It must be borne in mind that memory is not only theprius but also the

posterius of reminiscence.
1 The terms fufivr\a8a\. and \tvi\fa) have a tendency to ambiguity, since

each may be used of its object either dWp« or ivepytiq. Potential

jirq/u; is the presupposition of successful dvu/ii/i}<rir ; actual finj/i>) is its

result or sequel; cf. duokovdri, last note.
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lesson indeed ; but not according to the conditions of re-

collection: not by means of the ' further internal spring 1 .'

§ 43' Given the internal spring, however, acts of remi- So-alled

niscence are facilitated by the natural law that the Kivrjrus amadou
left in our organs by sense-perception (in which the ideas A

f
,j^h,

lt

which we wish to recall, or the (pavrd^fiara with which they natnrally

are associated, must have originated) tend to reproduce S"
^""

themselves in a regular order of succession whenever they in regular

return to consciousness. The order in which they do so "rderU
depends mainly on the objective order of the sensible either

• 1 »r.<
necessary

experiences by which they were generated. There are r habitual,

movements in nature which are followed by others accord- Th
f

ing to necessary mechanical law. Such, however, is not on which

the case with the mnemonic movements. These follow the
™
e

e

p™n^
law of custom ; i. e. they tend to succeed one another in follow the

a certain order, and do so succeed as a general rule. If the orje r.

connexion between antecedent and consequent among our II is wlth

/ , , 1 .
cnstomary

Kivr)<rfis were necessary, then whenever the antecedent came connexion

up the consequent would follow invariably, and efforts of^^
recollection would be superfluous 2

. It is with the move- in treating

ments whose succession is customary that reminiscence has to °isccnce

do, and with these, therefore, we are here chiefly concerned. have to do-

The effects of habituation or custom vary with the habitua-

various types of mind. Some are impressed by icii^o-eis l
lon m

.

in a single experience more firmly than others by several connexion

1
4 5 1* 8 o«i oZv iut(f>iptiv to avafiifwr/o-KtaSai toi'twx, wi ivoucnqj nXttovot

ipx 1!* fl it fy |iavfldvownv ava/uiiinjiTKfoBai.

1 Tbemistius (Sophonias), who illustrates the ' necessary connexion

"

by the relation of the idea aiheat to that otjlre, &c, seems to miss the

purpose of the distinction made here by Aristotle. What the latter really

means is to deprecate the notion that we can expect in the succession

of internal Kivlpi« that invariablcness which we find in many of the

movements of nature. Therefore, in 45 i
b 11, irtyvxtv f) Wnjo-ir ijjt

ytvicr&at /i«ri Trjvit seems to express a general law applying to merely

physical as well as to psychical Ktiupmr ; only that while in the former

it is often true «'| awjywjr, in the latter it holds merely i6t 1 (see 452b 1-3).

Reminiscence for Aristotle implies voluntary effort Taking the passage

as Themistius does, I fail to understand how the succession of Kinjo-cic

ii avayKj\s could be relevant to the explanation of efforts at reminiscence.

If avriyxn operated, voluntary efforts would be needless.
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wry with repeated experiences. The effects of custom vary also

and ex- with the nature of the experience. There are experiences

AsanJe wmcn we never forget when once they have occurred to

frequency us, one single occurrence sufficing to produce a firm conr

^^^ nexion between the successive Mvrjiras. Other experiences

confirms require to be frequently repeated before a firm connexion

and custom k produced. The rule is that the connexion is strengthened

l^eood*
*n ProPort 'on to the frequency of the experience. What we

nature. often rehearse in our minds we easily and quickly recollect,

custom becoming as it were a second nature.

Process of When a person sets himself to recollect something he
voluntary may, jqt a whjle fail, but afterwards succeed. His pro-

*t re- cedure .is like that of one searching for something lost.
collection . . . . , , ,

described. After exciting many trams of movements he at last rouses

that particular train in which' the idea which he desires

to recall is to be found. Recollection depends upon our

exciting some Kfoijo-is which has a customary connexion

with that one which we want to revive. When it succeeds,

it reinstates in consciousness the required sequence of ideas.

The case ofWhen we make the voluntary attempt to recollect we act

revil™ upon these principles ; but even when we recover ideas in-

of ideas voluntarily (as we may do) the process is similar: the Kivrjo-t is

the same and ideas following the order which the objective events of
**ws

\ which theyare the representatives pursued. In our voluntary

niscence efforts, therefore, availing ourselves of this known fact, we

'huntine deliberately .' hunt up' (driptvonev) the order of succession,

up* of an endeavouring to come as near as we can to what this was

of a 'good in objective experience. We start the train of reminiscence
start.' either from a present intuition ' or from some other, which
Connexion .

*

of ideas by promises to carry us whither we wish to go. We may

"entrant' DeSm w 'th a """J ^ (representative movement) like the

contiguity one we seek, or contrary to it, or contiguous to it
2

. The

o™fcme> Karfjirtis of its like are specifically identical with those of

1 For what follows vide 45 i
b 18-23.

1 The contiguity directly referred to here is probably that of space

:

yet contiguity in the time order is not excluded. For though we have been

told that in this order the former xi'i^mr recalls the latter, yet we are not

debarred from reversing the process. We can even start as has just been

said anb roi) viv, which would necessarily imply ' hunting ' backwards.
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that which we seek to revive ; those of its contrary are

concomitant with them ; while those of the contiguous idea

form part of a whole of movements set up by both, so

that but a portion of this whole remains to be revived *.

Whether we recollect by voluntary effort, or the idea

comes back to us without our making or after we have

ceased to make 8 the effort, the psychical process is just

the same. The succession of ideas is generally determined

in one of these three ways. In order to illustrate the

psychical process there is no need to refer to remote cases,

or those in which the links in the series of ki^t/mis are very

numerous. The simplest cases will serve for illustration.

The cardinal fact is that the Kivrjcrtts have a regular order

which they tend to follow, corresponding to the order in

which the aio-OTJuara, or sensible impressions, on which they

are based took place.

Therefore, in trying to revive a vanished idea 3
, one should

choose as his starting-point the beginning of the train of

ideas in which it is likely to be found. When this is done

reminiscence proceeds most easily and quickly. As the

sequence of the kiitJo-«c corresponds to the objective sequence

of events to which they refer, we should try to think of some
event in this latter series. Thus a icforj<ris representing the

forgotten event is likely to be aroused. Well arranged facts Facts

like those of mathematics are, owing to the regularity of ^i.ar7
their sequence, easily remembered, and as they are easily ranged, «»

remembered, so they are easily recollected. On the con- mathe-

trary, confused ill-digested experiences are difficult to ma'ics.

remember, and once forgotten equally difficult to recollect, recalled to

mind ; ill—

1 Thus the picture of Socrates with its specifically identical ' move- arranged

ments' calls up the idea of Socrates himself; the idea of black recalls "?~ te5
?

that of white, the xiwjirnr of the one being habitually concurrent in ^J^l*
the mind with those of the other. The idea of a thing seen in a recollect.

certain place together with something else recalls the latter to mind
;

as also the idea of one of two events synchronously perceived recalls

that of the other event.

* For this case, see 453* 18.

' i. e. one which has disappeared from the field of consciousness,

not one which has absolutely passed away and which we no longer

remember.
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What
constitutes

a good
starting-

point (or

recollec-

tion :

anything
that puts
our ideas
' in train*

for the

tenninns

at which
we wish
to arrive.

The same
starting-

point

which at

one time
serves, at

another
fails ns.

This due
(a) to the

inherent

or bring back to memory. But the chief thing is to select

a good starting-point

§ 44. Such a starting-point may be anything whatever

which has a customary connexion with the idea to be recalled.

Hence the surprisingly strange suggestiveness ofsome things

in reviving in our minds ideas with which at first they seem

to have nothing to do '. But the connexion is always real

nevertheless. Thus from the thought of milk one's mind

passes to the thought of white, from this to that of mist 2
,

from which it goes on to moist (vypdV), upon which it recalls

autumn, if this happens to be a season which one seeks to

recollect 3
. The central point in a series also forms a good

beginning for the attempt at recollection. If one who
starts from this does not succeed, he probably has no

further chance. He has totally forgotten what he wishes

to remember.

It happens, however, that starting from the same initial

point one sometimes succeeds and at other times fails in the

effort to recollect. A reason (a) of this may be that from

1 I am inclined to read, after Sir William Hamilton, air' drtSiruv,

45 2» 13, instead of dtri r&trav which makes otaoCtn unintelligible.

4 *V at'pa. The colour of ai\p (misty air, fog) is distinctively white for

Aristotle : the a^p in them is what causes the whiteness of foam and

snow. Cf. 786* 6 ; Prantl, Arist. IlfpX Xpupdrav, p. 105.
9 Cf. Keats, Autumn, 'Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness.'

With this illustration may well be compared that given by Hobbes for

a similar purpose. The passage occurs in his Leviathan, i. 3, and is

quoted by Sir W. Hamilton in his excellent note on the history of

mental association printed at the end of his edition of the works of Reid

(Edinburgh, 1849) : 'And yet in this wild ranging of the mind, a man
may oft-times perceive the way of it, and the dependence of one

thought upon another. For in a discourse of our present civil war, what

could seem more impertinent, than to ask, as one did, what was the value

of a Roman penny ? Yet the coherence to me was manifest enough.

For the thought of the war introduced the thought of the delivering

up of the King to his enemies ; the thought of that brought in the

thought of the delivering up of Christ ; and that again the thought of

the thirty pence, which was the price of that treason ; and thence easily

followed that malicious question ; and all this in a moment of time

;

for thought is. quick.' Sir W. Hamilton's observation that in this

whole doctrine of association of ideas and reminiscence Hobbes is an

alter ego of Aristotle is literally true.
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one and the same point his mind may chance to move in foituiton*-

any one of several trains of Ktv^<reis. One may make sure uelea
'

of his point of departure, but cannot always be certain of more
_£">:

the direction in which he shall subsequently move. When the realm

one starts, intending to reach a certain terminus, if his mind °l™£
m

chances not to move in the former or old x path leading the realm

thither, it is borne by custom to some more familiar
°
4)
"„ "£ *

terminus. For, as we have said before, custom in these influence o«

matters is a second nature ; and frequency of repetition assocu-

produces ' naturalness ' of sequence in our Kivfatis. But as ^"^
in objective nature events occur which are unnatural or due tend to

to chance, we can easily see how in the sphere of custom Noughts
*

irregularities are to be expected. Indeed they should occur out of the

a fortiori in the latter sphere, since in this natural law has track."'

less control 2
. Such is a true explanation (sc. by reference to

rixn) °f fects like that above-mentioned. If, however, (b)

there happens to be some intervening cause which diverts

our thoughts from their true direction, and, as it were,

switches them off towards itself, such failure to recollect is

more easily and obviously accounted for. So when we wish

to recollect a name, it often happens that some other name
beginning with the same sounds carries our thoughts off to

itself, and we either pronounce this wrong name, or blunder

upon some compound which is a jumble of both together'.

§ 45. But, in trying to recollect an experience (object Impor-

or event), nothing is of so much importance * as knowing kiting
the time of the experience, either dcterminately or inde- *•» &a*

1 452* 24-30. l&v ovv ft}/ 3iA naXaiov (Btklcer) gives the correct sense.

The same three or four initial notes may form the commencement of

a variety of tunes. Thus I have heard a person sing a few notes and

then ask— ' What song am I thinking of? ' The different answers given

show, how easily one's ' mental ear' may go off in a wrong series of

notes, before hitting upon the right series in which a few notes more

would infallibly recall the required tune.

* 452* 29 seqq. «'irfl &' in roir <f)io<t ytVcrai ko\ irapa tyvaiv icai ano rvjpjr,

In fiaXXov in rots At' (60s, ot« i\ <fria\t v< m o/iotW vrrdpx". Imperfect

as was Aristotle's conception of 'natural law,' yet, for the above

interpretation of <f>io-is, cf. M E. 1103* 19-23 (Stewart).

* Themistius (Sophonias) gives as examples of such words HXtvpuria

(in Aetolia) and jr\«vptnr, Aiu^rfvgc and A«»xr0«Vgr. 4
452b 7-453' 4.
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of what terminately. For the faculty whereby we remember !s

recollect.'
*^at ^y which we perceive and estimate lapse of time.

It is also that by which 1 we cognize distances in space,

Distafut and magnitudes in general*. The mode in which we

ifmarked Perceive distances in time is analogous to that in Which
in oar we perceive distances in space : i. e. by representative

tioas like Kivij(r€is within us. We have ' within our minds ' a distance-
d"t^ce k^wjo-is3, i.e. one which represents or stands for the objec-

Memory tive distance ; and so, too, we have a time-ic/w/o-tr similarly

In time?
11

re'ated to the objective time elapsed. As several objective

space or time distances are to one another, so are the sub-

jective space or time Kivrjcrtts, which represent them, to one

another. But besides these nwfaets, which symbolize the

time and space distances, we have ' in our minds ' Kivrjcrm

corresponding to the forms * (eftij) of the objective experiences

themselves which are projected at such distances. Now;

Fraction if these experiences are to be properly and fully recollected,

tinK^naik
it is ofcardinal importance that the kiwj<t«s which 'formally'

indiscrimi- represent them should be duly connected in consciousness

between w'tft their time-icivjjo-eiy. By the aid of the latter we not
txarra- only recall the experiences themselves but also distinguish

frinricaily experiences which may be intrinsically similar. If two non-
alike, and synchronous experiences have been in themselves exactly
so giving * *

them their alike, the Kivrjo-eis which survive the apprehension of their

^"^jve
forms are exactly alike. For recollection, therefore, these

relations experiences would be indistinguishable, were it not that

L^ij^o- they have annexed to them different time-Kiv^o-tis, by which
riiiw.ro. they are respectively assigned to their separate positions

in the series of past experiences. They are ' dated ' and thus

saved from being confounded with one another in memory.

The time-/cii»j;o-ty, therefore, is most fruitful for reminiscence

if we have it to start with when we make the effort to

remember an experience. By its close association with

the tlfios of the object or event it is of the utmost service

1 Probably atrip should be read for &<rmp 4S2
b

9.

1 In what here follows memory is for Aristotle, what it is for Ribot,

vision in time.

* This is all that had been suggested by Aristotle or his predecessors

for explaining the perception of distance. ' tldij : sc. to am vX^s

.
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for reviving this ttbos in consciousness, and recalling the Note on
f

event itself to mind. Nor can we remember a past dj^rtL!*
experience in the full sense until, besides envisaging it, ™,atic .

i.« . . . illustration
we likewise connect it with its date, i.e. fix its true place r the

in the objective time series \ fl
nc
?
on u

* the time-
1 The passage in which Aristotle tries exactly to explain his assertion "'•"»<"«•

of the importance of ' knowing the time ' is 452b 17-24. Biehl prints it

thus : Sunttp ovv tl rqv AB BE xitxtrai, jroiel rip TA" avd\oyov yap ij Ar
«ol i) TA. n' ovv paWav rqv TA r) t))v ZH trout ; ^ ur t) AZ irfiot rfjv AB
tX' i t ovtos r\ [to] 8 jrpor tt)v M f\n, ravrar ovv Spa Ktvcirai. AV 8« t^i>

ZH ^odXijtoi j>oijo-cu, r>)i> /icy BE 6/ioius »o«i, dirl 8f t£>»' 61 Tar KA »ofi-

avrtu yap i^miatv its ZA nobs BA.

orav ovv S/ia fj Te tou itpayparos ytvt)Tai mVijcrir koi q tow xpovov, Ti5tc tj

/ivij/iij ivtpyci.

The last sentence gives the clue to the meaning of this passage as

a whole. Here no doubt Aristotle had introduced a diagram with

letters of the alphabet to illustrate his argument. This diagram

perished. To suppose (with Wendland, p. 13) that the diagram given

by Themistius (Sophonias) may be the one given by Aristotle himself is

impossible, for the simple reason that it would have committed Aristotle

to a geometrical blunder. The diagram, however, having been lost, the

letters were easily corrupted. The MSS. differ widely in recording

them. To reconstruct Aristotle's figure we must divine his meaning

first from the remainder of the context. The hazards of this are

apparent. Vet it is indispensable, and needs no apology. There would

be some satisfaction in introducing tolerable sense (even if merely

hypothetical) into a passage which as it stands has for ages baffled

commentators. The cardinal thought in our passage is that of

mnemonic representation. As usual Aristotle thinks of one sense

in particular—the sense of sight—while speaking of the procedure of

reminiscence in reference to all sensible experiences. Like Ribot he

holds that memory is (primarily and chiefly) vision in time.

Having asserted that we distinguish longer and shorter times by the

organ whereby we cognize different luyiOq, he briefly indicates how this

is done, and restates his theory of perception, as basis of his theory of

memory, by representative analogy or similarity.

That which in the ' outer world ' consists of spatial objects in spatial

relations (ra ptyaKa xa\ jriSppu) is, as perceived, represented ' internally

'

by Kivfja-tK—psychical affections—which are (a) similar, i.e. 'analogous *

to the objective experiences, and (6) related to one another as the latter

are to one another. Between the outer or objective sphere and the

inner or subjective which thus represents it the parallelism is complete.

Therefore, says Aristotle, what difference does it make whether the

mind moves in the inner or knows in the outer sphere? In virtue of

the identical proportions, the 'moving' in the one is the 'knowing*

in the other. Applying what is thus said of perception to the ex-
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ranslons of § 46. A person may erroneously think that he remenv
" m07

" bers, fancying that there is a time-mark or date affixed

planation of memory and recollection, he proceeds: In the inner

world of memory events and objects no longer perceived have their

t'Sij and aitovrfjiutra (distances in time or space) depicted in imagina-

tion. There are within us Kivrjatit representing events and othefs also

representing the times of these events. If the 'same' event has occurred

twice in our experience distinct memory would require that its inner diot

should be connected with different time-Kii^o-tir, respectively analogous

to the real time-dTrwrhj/iara. Thus the same ftios of an event may, by
being associated with different time-Mvijo-cir, be capable of recalling

different portions of past experience ; whose difference, however, would
not be remembered but for the distinct time-w^o-eir conjoined with it

in relation to each portion. In accordance with these preconceptions

of Aristotle's meaning I write the passage as follows : aa-mp otr il n}?

AB BE Kimrai, iroiei [? iwj] rr)v (Ar) TA' avaXoyov yap 1} Ar TA—n oJ»

/ioXXov rip Ar TA x\ tip AZ ZH mil [? «-o«] ; i) (ot») i>t 1} AB (BE) itpiit

rr)V Ar TA, ovras 7 irpbt t!)v V rairat oSv a/ia jciwirai. &i> St tifl/ (AZ)
ZH jSavXirrai yorja-at, r^v fiiv (AB) BE 6poiat vou, avrl 6i tot 6, I, rat

K, A, vtxl' avrai yap €}(Ovaip at AB (BE) irpot AZ ZH, otoc ovv Spa kti.

2 i_i The figure was, as I take it, somewhat like
,— this. In this triangle, divided ' similarly,'

AB BE stands for the «J8ot representing

either the objective event Ar TA, or the simi-

Ar AZ
lar event AZ ZH. But — «= —

; therefore
I A ZH

the two are distinguished by the different

time-marks associated with their common

,
tl&ot. When, therefore, AB BE stands for^ Ar TA it has the time-Kinjo-ir 6, corresponding

to the objective time I ; when it stands for AZ ZH, it has the time-

mark K corresponding to the objective time A. The time-marks and
objective times cannot be represented in the same geometrical diagram
with the tiSot and the objective events ; because their distinguishing

functions would thus be lost, and the' question W ovv p.a\\ov would re-

main unanswerable. Premising this, I translate : ' As, therefore, the

mind, if it moves subjectively through AB BE, knows (the objective

event) AT TA, since AB is to BE as Ar is to TA, why does it in fact

know AT TA rather than AZ ZH? (The answer is) : because as AB
(BE) is to Ar (FA), so is 6 (the subjective time-mark of the former) to I

(the objective time of the latter). Hence the mind moves in these lines

(viz. AB BE, Ar TA) simultaneously (i. e. it moves subjectively in the

former, objectively in the latter ; or while moving in the one it knows

the other, according to the principle laid down in 452b 13 tin olu

tioUrti kt\.). But if a person wishes to think (not of Ar TA, but) of.

AZ ZH, his mind moves as before (6/101W) in the representative il&os-
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to the <f>Sa>ra(rfta before his mind. The contrary error is Conditions

impossible. A person who really remembers something,f^J™
cannot delude himself into thinking that he does not re- Memory

,

member this. One cannot remember without being clearly niscence

conscious of doing so, and indeed remembering consists^
essentially in such consciousness, i. e. the recognition of the Remi-

image of a past experience as an image of the experience "J""" a
which it represents and which was therefore ours. The time- process of

Ktvt]<TK may be definite or indefinite; but even the latter^^ of"

is sufficient for genuine memory. By its help a person is *" Pro"

able to think and say that he remembers something as

having taken place, though he cannot tell when it did so.

Such is the account of recollection or reminiscence. It

differs, we must observe, from memory in two respects.

First, the latter is chronologically the prius, and logically

the presupposition of the former. Secondly, while memory
belongs to many of the lower animals, recollection belongs

to man alone. The reason of this is that it is, or involves,

a sort of inference. In recollecting a person proceeds from

a Qivraapa before his mind to some other which he wishes

to recall. That which he has presents a problem to be

solved. He first reasons that it has conditions—viz. the

circumstances under which it was generated. The major

premiss in such inferences is that every (pdwraapa of a cer-

tain sort is to be connected with, and explained by, a past

experience. The minor is: this is such a <t>airra<rpa. Having

concluded thus, he proceeds to seek for the experience from

which the <f>dvra<rp.a is derived—to trace the history of the

<pAvrao-pa and determine its date, or the circumstances when

it first arose \ This mental process belongs only to those

lines AB BE, with this difference, however, that instead of also moving

as before in 61 it moves in KA (i. e. nwi™ pl» rqv K, voti it ri)» A).

For these (K, A) are to one another as AB BE to AZ ZH. When,
therefore, in this way the subjective mv^o-cic of the experience and of

its time concur, then, and only then, one actually and fully remembers.'

See Hermathena, No. xxv. pp. 459-66 ; Oxford Trans, of de Mem^
notes ad loc.

1
t!> avapipvtjaKtaBai ttrtiw oioo ov\\oyurp6s rtf* on yap irpartpor

u8t¥ § •JKouatf f[ Tl TOit&TOV »iraBf, crvXXoyifcrai o ayaptpvyaitoptros, «ai

y a
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That
memory
and remi-

niscence
involve a
corporeal,

and not
merely a
psychical,

process,

shown.
(a) We
continne

involun-

tarily

who are capable of rational deliberation ; for such delibera-

tion also is or involves a sort of inference *.

§ 47. Memory, like every function of the koiw) afodqo-if

and of ataBrjais generally, involves a corporeal as well as

a psychical process 2
. Recollection, too, the search for

a missing idea, involves a corporeal process. This is proved

by (a) the bodily discomfort caused by fruitless and per-

sistent efforts at recollection ; and (6) by the fact that

sometimes even after giving up the attempt to recollect

a person suddenly remembers what he failed to recall when

he tried. The explanation of this can only be that, after

the voluntary effort has been given over, the process which

ttrriv olav fijTi)0-ir nr. toCto i* oir ka\ to j3ovXcvtikoi> wrdp^n, (jivaei pdvoic

<n>M9«'j3i/«i< (453* 10-13).
1

<ruXXoyio-/io'f is a term wide enough to include not only deductive

reasoning—the element of which involved in aVd/ieijo-tr, though funda-

mental, is slight—but, also inductive with the process of reasoning from

particulars to particulars. This last is especially what takes place in

the Ojtjjo-k of recollection, when we proceed 'discursively,' turning our

minds, so to speak, hither and thither, from point to point, until we have

covered the area within which we think the missing idea is to be found.

That it is somewhere in this area we deduce from the nature of the

Qdtrraoiia or idea which prompts the attempt to recollect. If we did not

make this deductive step at first : if i. e, we did not feel that we remember
and can, if we try, perhaps recollect, we should not make the effort at

all. Sir William Hamilton errs by taking crvXXoyio-pdr here as merely=
syllogism or deductive reasoning (air68ft£is). Aristotle by referring

dvdjiinjiTif to the deliberative faculty, to fiovkfyrutov, shows what he means.

The function of the latter faculty is to analyse the conditions of a t«Xoc

(believed possibly and regarded as desirable) until xa n-por to WXor,

the means, are discovered ; whereupon, if we are satisfied with them,

we proceed to »rpS£ir. Cf. E. N. Ill2b 12-21 j9ovAcvu'/*fda 6" ov »r«pl

ruir Tt\S>i>, aXka irtpii rav irpbs ra tcXij . . . 'AXXa 6i)i(voi TtXor Ti, trait <enl

cm rivav torat o-kojtoCo-i . . . (as av (\6ohtiv cVi to npurov atnov,, o iv rjj

tvpiati itrxarov iariv' 6 yap ^ouXcvii/mkoc coi« Jtjtuv ical uvaXvnv tov

«tpt]jj.»'vov TpSirov u<nrcp Siaypaiijia. Thus the ftrqo-ir, which from the

end analyses the means in the case of /3ouAcvo-ir, proceeds, in that of

afdfiyrja-is, to analyse from the (pavracriia (whatever starts us off thinking)

the conditions in which it originated, i. e. to remember the event which

is related to our tpavraa-im. The explanations given by Themistius

(Soph.) and other old commentators may be disregarded.

* It may be mentioned here and should have been stated earlier,

that all *n>i}o-«r properly belong to body, and only metaphorically, or

Kara orp^f/fyieo'r, to V^JW- Cf. de Anima, i. 3. 406" II seqq.
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it set lip still continues, and that this process is one which trying to

goes on in the body. Such persistence of a corporeal ™°*£a
process independently of, or in spite of, the will is not we have

uncommon in persons of the ' melancholic ' temperament.
™
u

a

r minds

Just as one who throws a stone cannot by a mere effort *°!:ease

of will stop its course when once it has left his hand, so (*; Such

one who sets the process of recollection going excites, in ^Xrts
the part of the body which (as will be seen) is the seat of sometimes

memory (as of koiot) a*<r0rjo-i$), a corporeal process consisting ^i^are
of a train of (ciwjo-tis among which somewhere the idea to be surprised

recalled has its own place. The discomfort above alluded emergence

to is felt particularly by those who have much moisture of
,

the ldea

, , .
when we

around or in the region or seat of sense-perception . When did not

this moisture has been set moving, it is not easily restored
ij^tra-'

to rest. It keeps on until the missing idea is found, where- tionsofthis

upon or in which event it ' finds a straight path ' for itself, ta^ prJ.

and lapses into quiescence 2
. So when strong excitement ce*s from

such as fear or anger has stirred a person, he may struggle mental

to subdue his emotions, but they refuse to be allayed, and m
h

e

e

n

™
continue for a while to resist all the efforts of his will. So,

too, it is with us when some popular air or cant expression

has become inveterate on our lips. We endeavour to forgo

the air or the expression, but in vain. It returns again and

again, and we find ourselves humming the forbidden tune

or uttering the prohibited phrase before we have time to

check ourselves.

§ 48. What—in Aristotle's 3 theory—is the relation of the Relation

so-called ' outer ' senses to the ' inner,' or sensus communis ? ?<,„„£"£

1 Do processes of sense complete themselves in the special '° the

! senses ? Or is each affection of the latter something merely senses.

inchoate and requiring to be completed in the central office NeY"

! of the sensus communis? There are advocates of both views, cleared

In favour of the, second it may be said that the more ^5^
1

jrepl t&v aiV<V«A» *6irov : is this the seat of special or of general himself.

sense ?

3 ias ftv imivikdji tJ (ifroi/itvov «tal tvdvnopfog T) Kivifau.

* For what follows in this paragraph, cf. C. Baumker, of. «'/.,

pp. 78-82, and J. Neuhauser, Aristoteles' Lehre von dem sinnlichen

Erkenntnissverm'dgen und seinen Organen, pp. 60-70.
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narrowly we scrutinize the details of special perception the

more we find it dependent on the activity of the sensus

communis. The different species of the genus which falls

under each outer sense must, in order to be distinguished

and compared, come under the ken of the inner sense.

This is plain from the argument of de Sensu vii (447
b 6-ai),

where it is urged that each sensory Bwa/uis is capable only

of one evipyeia at one time, and that, therefore, no one sense

can perceive more than one even of its proper objects at one

time. The aid of the ' common sense ' has to be invoked,

if any two objects, even the ivavrla of a single sense, such as

white and black, are to be perceived together.

In favour of the first may be quoted the many passages

in which each alo-ftyerts is denned as a livanis KptTinrj, having

under it (like each iirionfcjj) a province of its own, whose

content forms one genus, consisting of a plurality at species.

Such passages seem to negative the view that each special

aladr](Tn is incapable of perceiving its object without the

aid of the common or central sense. Other passages may
be added bearing rather on the physiological relation

between the inner and outer senses. Thus we read * that

the objects of sense produce a sensation in each sensory

organ, and the affection generated by the object remains

in this organ even after the object that produced it has

departed. We read 2 that the affection is in the sensory

organs not only at first while they are perceiving, but even

when they have ceased to do so—in them both deep down
and at the surface of the organ ; that 3 there are presenta-

tive movements (*ii>j/<ms fpavracr^ai) in the sensory organs

(ip tois al<r0r}T7]pCots). It may be urged that the affections

thus referred to are only physiological facts which do not

attain to their psychological meaning until they reach the

central organ and are ' informed ' by the koivti alvdrio-is. Or
we may expect it to be said, according to a passage of

Aristotle *, that the soul has to ' move outwards ' to them,

as in recollection, in order to impart to them their meaning.

Yet this will not get rid of such assertions as that 5

1 459» 24-7. ' 459* 5. ' 462' 8. * 4o8b 15-18. » 426b 8.
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•ea<ih dta6ri<nt has its own af<rfcjr«fo subjected to it, while
it (the ahrdriait) subsists in its organ qua organ'; and that *

' af(r0ij<u? in all animals is engendered in the homogeneous
parts (i. e. the ahrgqrq/xa). Moreover,when Aristotle argues

that <r&p£ is not the true organ of touching, but is related

to the latter (the heart), as the external translucent medium
is to the organ of vision («J/>»j), the analogy would lose its

,

whole point if the pupil itself were not the organ of vision.

Again *, Aristotle describes the stimulation of the eye qua
diaphanous as being Spavn—actual seeing, which would
seem to prove that in his opinion seeing has its seat in the

pupil, not merely that it is effected through it The passage 8

in which he draws a parallel between 6 6<p0a\p.6s and rb

(Qov, making the dtyis of the former answer to V^X^ m tne

latter, while the eyeball corresponds to the <r&ixa, seems to

point to the same conclusion ; especially when he adds the

remark that as the eye is the r.6pr\ plus visual power (oyjns),

so the tyvxn ant* the o-fyta make up the (wov *. Thus it would

seem that seeing completes itself in the eye, not in the

central organ ; from which it is of course permissible to

reason by analogy that the other senses do likewise.

If, therefore, the special senses (with the exception of

touching) have separate peripheral seats, each must have

a kind of independent office. This, however, can only

be a qualified and relative sort of independence. For the

consciousness of one's sense-perceptions and the distinction

and comparison of the data of the different senses can only

take place by means of the central sense, the head-office

of the special senses, to which these are related as its

contributors 6
- When, however, we inquire more closely

into the nature of this relationship of outer and inner sense,

to discover how they are united while yet divided, we can

receive from Aristotle no assurance that he had ever cleared

up this matter even for himself. A psychology completed

1 647* 2 seqq. 780s 3.

* 4i2b 18 seqq.

4 413* 2 aairtp i 0(p8aXpis i} nipt) *a\ i) S^fru, tturci r/ tyvxq ml ri aapa

4 #0*. * 469» 4-12.
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on his lines might provide the answer to the question ; but

he has not supplied it

rh
%fpf

a"' § 49* The clue to the organ of the central sense seems

scat, of the *° h*e in Aristotle's treatment of the organ of the sense of
sensus touching. For this sense can exist without any of the other

Close con- senses (even without its modification, tasting) ; while none

^J)

°n
' of the others can exist apart from it \ Now the organ of

identity, touching is not what it seems to most at first sight to be,

organ of Vlz- tne A^h of the body. The isp&rov alvdriTTJpiov of touch
torching is something in the interior 2

. The superiority which man
tasting), enjoys over the other animals he owes to the fineness of his

of n^?s°
n sense °f touch 3

. This testifies implicitly to the connexion

superiority between the organ of touch and that of the central sense.

genceVith But tne connexion is directly stated. The organ by whose
the perfec- function we distinguish white from sweet is a bodily part con-
non of his , . , „ . . , , , ... . <

sense of nected with all the special organs ofsense, but especially with
touch. jjjat Qf touch, on which all depend for their existence *. Thus

what we were led to expect from the fact that touching is

the primary sense, by which animal is distinguished from

infra-animal life 5
, turns out to be true, to a considerable

1 4i5a 3-

» 422b 2I-423b 23, 426* IS 1} <rap£ .oU Itrn tA l<r\a.TO¥ al<r9t)Ti)piov :

656** 35 owe fori t& irparov aUT8t)Tt)piov t) crApf xal tA toioCtov pApu>v, dXX"

ivrie. The irpurov atadijrfipiov and the «(tx<>toi> are the same thing looked

at from different standpoints.

* 42i»22,494b 12-18.

* 455* 22 tovto &' Spa to (SnTi/tM paKurB' vnap\u.

* With this dictum of Aristotle that touch is the primary sense,

Dr. Ogle compares the words of John Hunter :
' Touch is the first

sense, because no animal that has a sense (as far as I know) is without

it, while there are many animals without the others'; and again,

'Touch I call the first sense ; it is the simplest mode of receiving im-

pressions ; for all the other senses have this of touch in common with

the peculiar or specific ; and most probably there is not any part of

the body but what is susceptible of simple feeling or touch' (J. H.,

Museum Cat. iii. 53, 51). Dr. Ogle resists the temptation to find in this

view of Aristotle the theory that the higher sensibilities have been
' evolved by gradual differentiations of parts, originally endowed in

common with the rest of the body with sensibility to resistance and

temperature, both of which are included by Aristotle under touch j in

other words, that the remaining special senses are but modifications of

touch or general sensibility.' He resists this natural temptation be-
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extent. For even if Aristotle nowhere expressly identifies

the organ of touch with the kouAv (or irp&rov, or rf/uov)

aUrOrir/ipiov of perception, they are certainly for him most
intimately associated. This central organ was the heart or

the region of the heart.

I § 50. Plato and Alcmaeon had taught that the train was The heart,

jthe organ of intelligence 1
- Aristotle deliberately rejects J°^

e
wa$

this view 2
. Plato looked upon the brain as an enlarged for Arfs-

portion of the spinal marrow ; Aristotle declared it to be ^glLiof
something quite different 3

. The brain, says Aristotle*, isCe°^[nd
itself as much without sensibility as the blood or any ofiS"
the secretions (<Z<nre/> 6tiovv tuv n(pirT<ap6.T(ov) ; and there- {£"",£*/„

fore cannot be the cause of sensations. The connexion as the

which the brain has, or seems to have, with the eyes or^^Vnt
ears proves nothing to the contrary. The iro'poi from brain °n f

*-

to eye conduct not sensory currents, but only the moisture why
'

which.as internal diaphanous medium, is essential to the nopr,. ^*l

tej
e

Though he says 8 that a vein leads from the brain to the the brain

I ear, yet he docs so with a certain looseness of expression ; "j^*1

I for in the previous line 9 he had stated that there is no

I wopos from the inner ear to the brain, but that there is one

\ from it to the roof ofthe mouth or palate. Hence in the next

line he must be understood to refer to what he elsewhere

cause in de Sens. ch. 4 this latter view which was held by Demo-
critus is repudiated by Aristotle. Touch, thinks Dr. Ogle, was for

Aristotle the primary sense ; first, because it is the most universally

distributed, no animal being without it ; secondly, because by it we are

able to recognize the four primary qualities of matter, hot, cold, solid,

fluid—6tpp&v
t yjrvxp&v, ivP^i vyp6v. What Dr. Ogle says is most true;

yet it is hard to suppose that Aristotle—the pioneer, xageneral terms, of

the theory of evolution not only physical, but physiological and psycho-

logical—should in this particular application of his theory, have failed

to recognize it, or have denied its truth simply because it was a doctrine

of Democritus. However, we have only to do with the facts as

Aristotle himself states them. Cf. Dr. Ogle, Trans, of Arist. de Part.

An., notes, pp. 169-70, and Sensation in General, § 23.

1 All doubt on this question had vanished for Galen, thanks to the (

anatomical discoveries of Herophilus and Erasistratus. Cf. Galen, de

Placit. Hipp, et Plat. § 644 seqq.

» 656* 17 seqq. * 653* 24 seqq. * 656* 23 seqq.

• 492" 20. ' 492* '9-
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speaks of as a vein not extending to the brain, but to the

membrane (firjviyg) surrounding this 1
. In this membrane

there is a network of veins with fine and pure blood

running through them ; while there is no blood in the brain

itself. Dr. Ogle sums up (substantially, and almost verbally)

as follows Aristotle's reasons for rejecting the brain theory.

He did so

—

' (a) Because the brain is insensible to external mechanical

stimulation 2
. If the brain of a living animal be laid bare,

the hemispheres may be cut without any signs of pain

whatever, and without any struggling on the part of the

animal

—

a difficulty which was impenetrable to Aristotle.

(b) Because he could find no brain or anything apparently

analogous to a brain in any of the invertebrata except in

the cephalopods 3
, the cephalic ganglia in the other animals

having, owing to their minute size, escaped his unaided

vision. Yet sensation was the special characteristic of an

animal. The absence of a brain, then, from numerous

sentient creatures, was quite incompatible for him with the

notion that the brain was the central organ of sensation.

(c) Because he erroneously regarded the brain as blood-

less, as also did Hippocrates; and all experience taught him

that those parts alone were sensitive that contained blood 4
.

{d) Because he thought it manifest to inspection that

there is no anatomical connexion between the brain and

sense-organs 6
.

(e) Because he believed himself to have good grounds

for supposing another part, viz. the heart, to be the sensory

centre.'

Why § 5 1 - The same author summarizes also the reasons for

ado*tedT
which Aristotle held the heart to be the sensory centre :

—

thealtema- ' (a) He thought he discovered connecting links between

ofth^hStthe sense-organs and the heart. This he took to be
as the obviously the sense-organ of touch and taste ; while the

central other organs were connected by ducts with the blood-

£^em?
nd

vessels
i
and therefore ultimately with the heart*.

gence.
, ^m ^ , g^g, 23seqq., 52ob 16. 8

6S2
b 23-6.

4 514* 18, 6s6
b 20. * 514' 19- ' 78l* 20seqq., 469" 4-*3«
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(6) The heart is the centre of the vascular system and
of the vital heat *.

(c) The heart is the first part to enter into activity, and
the last to stop work (primum vivens ultimum morUns)

;

therefore, probably the seat of sensibility—the essential

characteristic of animal life*.

(d) The heart's action is augmented or diminished when
intense pleasure or pain is felt.

(e) Loss of blood causes insensibility.

(/) The heart has the central position in the body 8
,

which seemed to fit it to be the organ of central sense 4.'

For these reasons then Aristotle satisfied himself that

the heart is the central sense-organ. He held that, in all

sanguineous animals, the centre of control over the sensory

operations is situated in this organ (sc. the heart). The
Koivbv al<r6r)TTJpiov, to which all the particular al<T(h]Trjpia

are subordinated, must be in the heart. Two particular

senses we plainly see to converge towards it: those of

touching and tasting. Hence we may infer that the others

likewise do so. . . . Apart from these considerations, if in

all animals the life-process is centred in this organ, it

follows clearly that the origin of sense-perception is there

also s
. The heart is the principle of motion qua consisting

of heterogeneous parts ; and of sensation, qua consisting of

simple (= homogeneous) parts*.

§ 52. The heart being thus the kow&v ala6r\rqpiov, the Physio-

blood, though itself without sensation, plays a most im-
c
°|'^

doil

portant part in connexion with sensation. Its vessels are ol the

the channels whereby sensory Kivijo-ct? are conveyed from organs of

1 478» 29, 458» 14. * 479" I.

• 666» 14 seqq., 467b 28 seqq.

' Vide Dr. Ogle's translation of the work On the parts of Animals,

with his notes thereto, pp. 168-9, 172-3. His commentaries on the

physiological portions of this work, and on the latter half of the Parva

Naturalia, are of the greatest service to 'mere scholars,' whose con-

fidence in his scientific authority is not diminished by his evidently

thorough acquaintance with the language and writings of Aristotle.

• 469* 4-23.
• 647* 27 avaytaiov jj piv 1W1 btnutint vavrmi tuv oladtfrStv, Tur

fatkuv firai poplar, y it icu^rticiv Kal vpaKru&r, ran aVopoioptpa*.
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sense with
the general
organ for

the media-
tion of the
sensory

processes

between
them. The
agency of
the blood
in this

connexion.

Is it the

actual

vehicle of
sense im-
pressions?

Or is it

only a con-
comitant,

which may
impede as
well as

further

their

progress?
At ail

events to
favour

sensory

processes

the blood
mtst be
cool and
pure.

the special or peripheral to the central or general sense-

organ. The principal passages containing information

respecting this function of the blood-vessels are found in

the third chapter of the tract de Jnsomn., which deals with

the way in which, from residuary movements continuing in

the sensory organs after alo-0r/o-«c, 'appearances' arise in

consciousness, not only in waking moments but in time

of sleep. The residuary movements are conveyed inwards

from the special organ—their origin and home, when not

actualized or 'in consciousness '—to the central organ. 'We
must suppose,' he says, 'that, like the little eddies which are

for ever being formed in rivers, the sensory movements are

processes continuous but distinct from one another . . .

When one is asleep, according as the blood subsides 1 and

retires inwards towards its fountain, these residual move-

ments whether potential or actual accompany it inwards'.

They are so related that, if anything has caused some par-

ticular movement in the blood, some given psychic movement

comes to the surface, emerging from it
3
, while, if this fails,

another takes its place. They are to one another like

certain toys consisting of artificial frogs* submerged in

water, which rise in a fixed succession to the surface,

according as the various quantities of salt, which keep

them severally submerged, become successively dissolved,

and so release them 6 from their submersion.' The move-

ment of heat in the blood, however, interrupts the course

of the sensory movement 8
. Hence the more exact kinds

> 461* 8, 464b 8 seqq.

1 The potential are those which have been already in consciousness,

but have sunk into latency, the actual are, we must suppose, the

waking. perceptions which accompany us into the land of sleep : those

which have not yet ceased to affect consciousness, or keep occurring

up to the moment when sleep supervenes.

* 46lb 14 f'£ airrov, SC. rov miiaros.

* Sxnrtp 01 nfir\aojiivoi fia.Tpa\oi ol avi6vrts iv Tq> vtlart Tt]KOfitvov toC

A\6t. Some well-known invention—possibly for the amusement of chil-

dren—of the time is referred to. So Kant refers to Vaucanson's ' duck.'

8 For the function of the blood in disseminating xivqacir, cf. Plato,

Tim. 70 a seqq. and § 18, p. 271 supra.

* 656b 5 {kkovtu yip r\ Tqtiy r<»a7«iri&fl/»(SrnrOT<eil'i)<r»rr7l> altrQifrutrp/

iripytiav.
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of sensation are necessarily conveyed through the parts

which have in them the purer and cooler blood ». These,

therefore, are in the head near the brain which cools the

blood in the small vessels that traverse the membrane
surrounding it. Unconsciousness results from compression

of the • veins of the neckV Probably Aristotle would have

accounted for this by the interruption of the course of the

aladrjnKTi ivipytia through these veins towards the heart.

§ 53. But in the conveyance of sensory effects from the The real

outer organs, besides the blood, another agency has to be J^]^
l°

taken into account, namely the 'connatural spirit* (avpupvrov mission of

irveCjuo). ' The organ of smelling and that of hearing are pressions

wopot which are in connexion with the outer air, and are from
. *}

e

.. special to

full of connatural spirit V The iropos of the organ of the central

hearing terminates in the region where in some animals the p'o^fy
pulsation of the connatural spirit, in others the process of res- the ain-

piration, is located 4
, i.e. in the heart or the 'part analogous 6.'

tnifra.

For Aristotle's curious explanation of the process of learning The wiP°\

r t« • \ t • <*/•.. connected
from dictation, based on the connexion of Akot) with the with the

<rvp.<pvTov irvevna (or at least with the vvevpui), see Hear- j^"
s

^
of

ING, § 26, p. 120. This connatural spirit is found in all and smell-

animals. The vital heat resides in it ; and its aptf is in probably

the heart. a,so tho*«

The question is how we are to understand the relation wuh
between this connatural spirit and the blood in the vessels <*emg)

* contain this

with regard to the conveyance of sensory effects from the mu/ia. If

outer organs to the heart. We may understand the wdpoi
,J.01

ese

by which the organs of seeing, hearing, and smelling are Aristotle

( connected with the heart to be the veins ; for of the nerves ^Vood-
\ or their sensory function Aristotle was ignorant. But these v<«seis of

some sort},

1 He refers to the sensations of sight, hearing and smelling : m
&i rAf aKpifittrripat ray al(rdij<rea>i> flia ruv KaOaparfpov txpirrav to ui/ia

popiav avaynaXov aKpifitOTtpas yiyvtoOm, 6s6
b

3.

1
455b 7- Such unconsciousness is to be distinguished, says Aristotle,

from that of sleep.

' 744* I 7 5" Sa<t>pTjaic ual 9 d*oij . . . irXrjpt tr ov/upvrov irwu/xaror.

' 78I' 23-5 6 pin ovp Ttjt OKoijs (jropot) . . . b to itvtvpn rA tri^vrov . .

.

Toilrj; irtpaivti.

* 4S6* 7 seqq.
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then for vopoi, whatever they were, conveyed in Aristotle's opinion

most have m°re than the blood 1
. We are told expressly that those ;

contained of hearing and smelling are full of otJ^vtov -nvtvpa, and

as well as this in such a connexion as to lead us to think that the

FoVpbSo ^^A"1 ** thz sensory agency in them. On the other hand
the « veins' Aristotle often refers to the blood in a manner which leads

a/rwi'th one to suppose that he regarded it—at all events in its

tie blood, grosser form—as a mere impediment to the transmission

of the of sensory impressions. It is this that, when it gathers
origin and around the heart in sleep, fetters rd iciptov—the faculty of

teumceof judgment 2
. The residual movements in the outer sense-

^JJ£^ organs are liberated successively 3 in sleep as the blood in

processes these organs is diminished. The senses that are most

found in the exact—ojcpi^orarai—are found in the parts where the blood-
m^pxrm vessels are finest and thinnest, and where the blood is coolest

and purest, i.e. near the brain *. Thus on the whole it would

appear—though Aristotle has not worked his conception

out clearly—as if he conceived the sensory effects to be

conveyed with the blood, in the same vessels, but not to

be affections of the blood itself or primarily connected

with it, but rather with the (rv/x<pvroj» wveC/xa. This view

seems decisively confirmed by one clause ofa passage already

quoted, kotiovtos toB afyiaro; iirl tj}V &pxr]v o-uyKaWpYoirai <*l

ivovvcu Kiwjreis 8
. He had before illustrated the nature of

the Mwjcreis as like eddies in a stream—<3<nr«p ras /tucpas

livas ras iv toTs woto/xois yivopivas. Thus it might seem

fairly as if the Kurfcrtis of sensation were small 'purls'

in the blood, produced by the wtxifia, as an interfering

force ; dependent on the blood, and furthered or restrained

by it according to its temperature and quantity, but pre-

serving a form, and direction derived from and sustained by

1 In the History ofAnimals, 496* 30, we read inava 6' tlaiv 0! otto rijs

Kaptiac jropoT ol&tit S' fori koiv&s ir6poe, a\\a iia r^v ovvatytv tixovrai to

wfvpa kcli rjj xapil(f bumipnovoiv. Plato, too, held that air passes

through the blood-vessels. See Tim. 82 E.

* 46ib 27 and several other passages.

* So I take Xvo>o«u, not with Neuhauser {op. at., p. 131) as 'losing

their determinateness.'

* 46ib 18. * 46l» 8 seqq.
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the wfCfMu A similar doubt affects us as to what Plato con-

ceived to be the exact agency in the conveyance of sensory

impressions. Are the 4>\4pui, by which in the Timaeus he
represents these impressions as distributed through the

body, agents of such distribution in virtue of the blood

contained in them, or in virtue of the air which (according \

to Plato) they also contain? The former is the assumption
.

made by Zeller K Our difficulty with respect to Aristotle

largely arises from his use of the ambiguous word vopoi to

designate the vessels, or connexions generally, of the

sensory organs. In some cases this possibly means nerves 8.

'

In others it certainly means blood-vessels. We are unable

to say always which it is in any given case s
. At all events

the cv^tpvTov -nvivfia. was conceived by him as having its

ipxrj in the heart, where also that of the blood lies. From
this ipxrj the (ripupvrov itvevpa diffuses vital heat throughout

the body. The avpipwov irvtvua is different, of course, from

the irvtvua of respiration, but takes the place of the latter

in creatures which do not respire. It was certainly, on the

other hand, the opinion of Aristotle that the blood-vessels

are channels of sensory processes. On the whole it seems

probable that, while the blood in these vessels was (as

Aristotle himself might say) avvaCriov, or a joint agent in

the conveyance of such processes from the organs of outer !

to the organs of inner sense, the <Tvp<pvrov vvtvixa held rather

the office of alnov or principal agent. This becomes more

probable the more we reflect on the importance of such

irvevna in Aristotle's biology. The 'energetic' factor in

the generation of living creatures consists of irvtvpa. We
* Plato (E. Tr.), p. 42911., cf. Plato, Tim. 65 c, 67 B, 70a seqq., 77 E.

* The theory of ' animal spirits,* coursing along the nerves, which

persisted so long even in modern psychology, dates from the con-

nexion of ir<5poi in this sense (which after the discovery of the function

of nerves was natural enough) with Aristotle's triptpvrov irvcvpa. Cf.

p. 86, n. 1 supra.

* We must avoid the common error of supposing that Aristotle

regarded the arteries as conveyingonly air. This arises from ignorance

of the meaning of dprijpia in Aristotle, for whom it was the rpax'ta

(dprijpia) or windpipe. Besides he did not even know of the difference

between veins and arteries in the modern use of these terms.
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are told by Aristotle that what makes seeds fruitful is t6

Ctpfiov—the 'caloric ' which they contain. This caloric, how-

ever, is not ordinary fire, but a vvcvpa, or rather a natural

substance (<pv<ns) inherent in this m/evfxa ; a substance like

or analogous to the element of which the celestial bodies

consist The blood is thus a comparatively late formation

in the animal economy. The itvivpa is at the very origin

of the life process ; and for Aristotle the origin of life must

contain potentially (in the case of animals) that of sense.

Therefore if we could discover all the properties and

functions of the <r4n<f>vTov itvtvp.a, we should (from Aristotle's

point of view) have penetrated to the inmost secrets of

sense-perception, not merely as regards the origin of the

(te<7-o'r?js or Xo'yos which essentially characterizes a sensory

organ, but also as regards the means provided by nature for

the distribution of sensory messages within the organism,

and the conveyance of sensory impressions, from the eye

and ear and other external senses, to the organ governing

them all \ The <rip.$\nov nvf.vp.o. had, for him, a primordial

and subtle efficacy operative throughout the origin and

development of animal existence. It was the profoundest

cause and the most intimate sustaining agency from

beginning to end of life and sensory power.

1 Ct 736b 33-737* I iravruiv piv yap iv t£ anippari iwirap\ti, Snip iroiil

foyipa €Lvat ra XTttippara, to KaXovptvov 6(pp6v. roCro d* ou nip ovdi

TOiavnj ivvapis tarty, aXXa rb ipirtpikapjiavapivov iv Tip tnrcpfian Kai iv

Tuia(ppa5n jrvivpia Kai iv T<# nvtvpuri fpiau, avakoyov ouaa ra> tuv aarpuv

QTOl\tilf.
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Absent, the, how known, 311,
Acid, how produced, 17a.

Actions, the notation (aijimola) of
character, 135.
Adam, J., in.
Aelian, 161, 163.

After-imagu, negative and poiitive,

76, 3°>-3-
Air, all thingi reducible to, 141 ; not
known as elastic medium of sound,
no; cause of smelling, 131; ordin-

ary, diaphanous, 57; do things in,

touch one another? 193; odorous,

138; inodorous, 149; around brain

and in thorax, 358 ; in general,

soundless, 114 ; hot and moist, 15] ;

not = void, 113; less suitable than
water for intraocular medium, 85;
carried in the blood-vessels, 334;
soul-atoms in, 28 ; source of sense

and intelligence, 105-6 ; of order in

world, 309 ; its colour white, 65 ;

that in ear has proper motion and
resonance, 115; air and water,

ordinary media of vision, 78.

Air-chamber, built into ear, 1 14.

Air-vessels, in hearing, 105.

Air-vibrations, 110.

ALCMAKON,on vision, 1 1-13; hearing,

93-4 j smelling, 130-3 j tasting,

160; touching, 180; sensation in

general, 303-4; scnsus communis,

a.M-a ; «5. 49. 81, 86, 97, 158, 337,

360, 369.

Alexander of Aphrodislas, 16, 30,

68, 73, 109, 130, 136, 1 j8, 166, 168.

Alexis, 157.

Analogy of odonrs to tastes, sensible

and physical, 145.

Anaxagoras, on vision, 37-40;
hearing, 103-4; smelling, 137-40;
tasting, 167-8; touching, 184; sen-

sation in general, 308-9; sensus

communis, 356-8; 65, 337.

Anaximenes, his air theory revived

by Diogenes, 358.

Animals, large compared with small

as regards sensory power, 103 ; as

to olfactory sense, 138; the lower,

their guide in conduct, 396; those

which possess time sense, have
memory, 308.

Antipheron of Oreos, 394, 312.
Apperception, synthetic unity of, 180.

Aquatic creatures, perceive odour, 1 48.

Archer-Hind, Mr., 18, 34, 46, 49, 53,

107, no, in, 143, 187, 311.

Aristotle, on vision, 56-91 ; hear*

ing, 111-130; smelling, M4-59!
tasting, 174-9; touching, 188-301;
sensation in general, 3 1 5-49 ; sensns

communis, 376-336; compared with

Plato as regards synthesis, 376; with
Anaxagoras and Empedocles as re-

gards colour-theory, 65; appears to

treat black as positive, 69 ; applies

conception of form and matter to

explain (a) relation of soul to body,

(i) of perci piens to percipiendum,

316-17; attributes to each alotfijaii

the function of 1) koivtj, 377 ; his

confused statements as to anatomical
connexions of organ of hearing, 133;
criticizes Democritus on vision, 83 ;

criticizes Plato on odours, 143-3,

155-6; his principal objection to

psychology of Empedocles, 353 ; on
memory, 395 ; definition of <parraaia,

363 ; his nrraiigement of psychic

faculties, 303; his conception of

natural law imperfect, 319; his key
to distinction between physical and
psychical, 316; his realism, 338;
inconsistency as to constitution of

olfactory organ, 343-5 unsteadiness

of expression as to true organs of

touching and tasting, 176, 194-5;
on biological development, 183 ; on
parts of car, 95 ; rejects Democritus'

theory of the reduction of other

senses to that of touch, 300-1 ; re-

jected naive materialism and also

sensational scepticism, 338 ; essential

point in sensation—its grasping form
without matter, 316; eap( the me-
dium of touch, 190 scqq. ; alaOrp-i

and alaOjjatis too small to be actually

noticeable, 308 ; touch, a cluster of
senses, with several pairs of contraries,

189 ; vision not by droppoai, 57

;
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constitution of visual organ, 81-6 ;

arithmetic,derivedfrom geometry, 71.
Art, imitating nature, harmonizes con-
traries, 116.

Arteries, convey air, 5 ; in modem
sense not known to Aristotle or his
predecessors, 335.

Artistic genius, 305.
Association (so-called) of ideas, i. e.

of nvqcut, 315 seqq. ; (o) by simi-
larity, (*) by contrariety, (c) by con-
tiguity (in space or time), 316-17;
surprising results of, 318.

Athenaeus, 157.
Atomistic theory of colours, 73.
Atoms, Democritus' theory of, 34;
a stream of, = sound, 99 ; their infra-

sensible qualities, 307 ; their physical
and geometrical properties, 183.

Attributes (contrary) of four elements,
65-

Aubum, 53.
Automn, 318.

Bacon, R., 36, 59.
Baumker, C, II, 77, 113, I48, 191,

»95. »44. '45. '85, 335.
Beast, wild (within us), 371.
Bees, their intelligence, 13.?.

Before and behind, meanings of, 90.
Beginning of train of nvriaut, n good
starting-point for reminiscence, 317.

Being and well-being, 178.
Biehl, Guil., 71.
Birds find prey by smell, 148.
Bitterauf, C, 71.

Black, son by water in eye, 19

;

30, 31, 61 ; and white, analogous to

cold and hot, astringent and pungent,

50; to darkness and light, 68; ex-

plained, 6S-70
J a ffWpijffir, 68

;

the colour of earth and water, 65

;

contracts 'visual current,' $1; syn-

critic, 50, 68 ; — rough, 31 ; twofold

explanation of,36; the weakest colour,

39-
Blass, F., 19.

Blending of colours, 69, 73.

Blind,the congenitally.more intelligent

than the congenitally deaf, 89, 133.

Blindness, colour-, unknown to Aris-

totle and his predecessors, 90.

Blood, conveys xtvijous, 6, 106, 395,

333 ;
pressure of, round heart hampers

critical faculty, 306 ; its relation to

sensory currents, 331 -3.
Bloodless animals, 148.

Blood-vessels, conduct sensory cur-

rents, 371.
Blow-hole, odours perceived through,

»47-

Blue, deep, 33, 53, 61.

Body, as whole, takes part in visual

perception, 39.

Boeckh, A., 109.
Bonitz, H., 73, 84.

Brain, all senses connected with, 133,

257 ; brain and eye, 13 ; the coldest

part, 86, 157, 343, 301 ; hearing and
smelling connected with, 105, 130;
its health in man specially provided
for by nature, 157; organ of sense,

for Alcmaeon, 93, 160; organ of
sensus communis, 353 ; organ of
sentiency and mind, 5 ; of intelli-

gence, 131; why rejected by Aristotle

as organ of central sense, 330.
Brandis, 130.

Brightness, as distinct from colour,

51,66,69.
Bronze colour, 33.
Bumet, Prof., 16, 133.
liutcher, Prof., 305.
Bywater, Prof., 170,

Callisthenes, 11.

Caloric, 330.

Campbell, Prof. L., 73.
Castor oil, 173.
Ccnsorinus, 157.
Central point in series, good starting-

point for reminiscence, 318,
Chalcidius, 11.

Chamber of air, 'built into' ear, 114.
Change, 63 ; only effected by con-
traries, 339.

Chappell, W., History ofMusic, 138.
Character, affected by music, 135.
Chemical analysis, 4; process, Plato's

conception of, 173.
Chords, X0701, 117.
Cicero, on Democritus, 39; on Anaxa-
goras, 40.

Clepsydra, illustrates respiratory pro-
cess, 133.

Clidemus, 357-8.
Clouds, colours of, 76.

Coalescence of lif^ht with light, 84.
Cold, its effect on odour, 153.
Colds, effect of, on smelling, 133.
Colours, 30

; primary, 3 1 ; Empe-
docles on, 31

j
produced by mixture

of four elements, 33 ; non-objective,

25; the simple, 31 ; varieties of, in-

finite for Democritus and Plato, not
for Aristotle, 34; inconsistency of
Democritus regarding, 35 ; require

substrate, 40; Plato on, 48-54;
qualitative gradation of, 49 ; a' flame,'

49-50 j black and white—their ana-
logues In other sensory provinces,

50; the particular, 50-3; Plato's
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PrtmMyi 5»; of rainbow, 53, 66 j

three not producible artificially, 53;
of the diaphanous, how produced,
57 ; Aristotle's definitions of, 57,
59-60 j visible only in light, 58;
not - jfpoia, 59-60 ; Aristotle's two
definitions of, 60 ; its species limited,
61 ; six, seven, or eight chief species
of, 61, 69 j a honJtijs or i-a0ot, 61

j

not purely subjective for Aristotle,

63; objects of vision other than,

64 ; of the four elements, 65; due to
reflexion, 66 j determined by dia-
phanous in body, 68; confounded
with luminosity, 69 ; Ivavria of,

69; generation of, from primitive
black and white, 69 ; compound,
analogous to chords, 70; inter-

mediate, how produced, 70; the
pleasing and displeasing, 70- 1 j three
possible theories of lormation of
intermediate, 70-4; list of particular

species of colour, 75-6 ; contrast,

colour effects of, 76, 77 ; in clouds,

76 ; complementary, 76 ; illusions

as to, by lamp-light, 77 ; colour-

blindncM unknown to Aristotle and
his predecessors, 90 ; only externally

mediated a\aOx)Tuv which takes no
time in transit, 153; changes of, in

after-images, 303.
Communion of substances, 19.

Comparing and distinguishing, faculty

of, 7.

Complementary colours, 76.

Concha, of ear, 95.
Concords pleasing, why, 117; formed
of opposites, 126; perceptible by
one sensory hipyiia, 1 26.

Confluence of rays, 18.

Connexion of xipqaui, customary or

necessary, 183-4.

Consciousness, 8, 151; of perception,

explained = perceiving the subject

which perceives, explained, 188 ; not

due to intellect, 288; faculty of,

388-9; empirical dawn of, 289;
neglected in general by Aristotle,

290.

Consonance, 126, 117.

Consonant and non-consonant vibra-

tions, ratios of, 128.

Contact, between organ and object

.defeats perception, 150; supposed,

really only close proximity, 193.

Contiguity, 316-17 (see Association).

Continuity of substrates with dis-

creteness of alaffijTii, 61.

Contraries, 61 ;
perception by, 208,

237.
Contrariety, 316-17 (f« Association)..

Copernican thought, the, 244.

Craniim, rational soul seated in,

270-3.
Crimson, 61, 67, 75.
Critical faculty hampered in sleep, 306.

Cupping-glass, no.
Curtain (or lid) on olfactory organ,

»5"-

Custom, law of, in reminiscence,

3«5-i&

Darkness, 57-8 ; darkness a <rWpq<rit,

58, 59-
Data of sense for Democritus, 25.

Date of tpavr&anara, 325.

Day, vision by, 20, 22, 23.

Dazzling, sensation of, 51.

Deaf, the congenitally, less intelligent

than the congenitally blind, 89, 123.

Deliberation, 324.
Demiourgos, Plato's : arrangement of

tripartite soul, 269-73.
Democritus, i, 7, 17, 18; on vision,

23-37; hearing, 99-102 ; smelling,

• 36-7 i
tasting, 103-7; touching,

181-4; sensation in general, 205-8

;

sensus communis, 254-6 ; made
all senses modes of touching, 24,

200, 230; exact Impressions of

things impossible for sense, 24; his

physical theory, 24 ; not named by
Plato, 25; visual images, necessarily

imperfect, 25; visual organ, of water,

25, 82 ; inconsistently implies a

ifvait xpuipaTot, 25 ; colour nou-

objective, 25 ; vision is Ipipaoit, 25 ;

atoms and void alone objective, 25;

distinguished between ' primary *

and 'secondary' qualities, 25; his

visual theory criticized by Aristotle,

25 ; vision by contrariety of colour,

26 ; ignorance on subject o f ir&icKao • t

,

20, 82 ; conditions of perfect vision,

26 ;
peculiarity of his visual theory,

26 ; visual theory criticized by Theo-
phrastus, 27-9; wtpttliuv, 27; cog-
nate things see cognates, 29 ; whole
body participant in visual percep-

tion, 29 ; theory of colours, 30-4

;

four primary colours, 34 ; colours

infinite, 34 ; colour theory criticized

by Theophrastus, 34-6 ; colour non-

objective, 36, 49 ; on production of

leek-green, 53, 54, 61 ; he and
Plato wrong in holding kinds of

colour infinite, 62 ; wrong in think-

ing colour purely subjective, 63, 72;
wrong in thinking vision would suc-

ceed best in vacuo, 78 ; vision not

(as he held) due to iunpaan, 82;
peculiarities of his theory of hearing,

za
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100; criticized byTheophrastus.ioo;
by Aristotle, 114; did not explain
odour, 137; tastes derived from
atomic figures, 163 j the particular
tastes, 163-4; subjective variations
of taste, 164; criticized by Theo-
phrasrus, 165-6 ; did not treat touch-
ing psychologically, 183 ; and Aris-

totle on question how far touching is

involved in all sensory functions,

230, 360; bipartite (or tripartite)

division of psychic faculties, 354.
Descartes, 87, 244.
£>t Serisu, vii, an early essay on Sensut
Communis, 282.

* Diacritic ' effect of white, 50.
Diagrams, geometrical, 309.
Dialectical psychology, 6.

Diaphanous, the, II, 13, 35, 57; the

vehicle of colour in bodies, 57-60

;

not apart from body 59 ; universally

diffused, 59 ;
pcr.ne.ited body, 60

;

both medium of vision and vehicle

of colour in bodies, 60 ; resides in

all bodies, 68 ; actualized, the ob-
jective medium of vision, 78-9 ; sub-

jectively, within eye, 80; its function

as regards odonr, 152.

Diaphragm, 271.
Diares, the sun of, 236, 286, 287.

Dictation, power of learning from,

explained, 120. .

Dels, H., 37, 206.,

Dim-sighted by day, 20.

Dingan sirA, ri axairfro* a, for Aris-

totle, 229.

Diogenes of Apollonia, on vision,

41-2; hearing, 105-6; smelling,

140-1 ; tasting, 169-70 ; touching,

184 ; sensation in general, 209-10
;

sensus communis, 258-60; on
air round brain, 41 ; account of

perception, 41 ; conditions of perfect

sense, 41 ; air the source of mind in

general, 41, 85; air in thorax, 41;
vision by contrariety of colour, 41 ;

visual theory criticized by Theophras-
tus, 42; no theory of colour, 42;
theory of hearing foreshadows that

of Aristotle, 105 ; compares man
with other animals as to olfactory

sense, 141 ; approximation to Aris-

totle, 210; theory of memory and

reminiscence, resemblance to Aris-

totle's, 259 ; perceived need of syn-

thetic function, 260, 269.

Discernment of light from darkness

differs from seeing some particular

iparir, 288.

Discordant or harmonious sounds,

108.

Discrepancies in Aristotle, 144.
Discreteness ofalaSi/ri with continuity

of their substrates, 61,

Discrimination, not absolute separa-

tion, 40 ; of heterogeneous sensible!,

how effected, 277-83.
Dissection, practised by Alcmaeon, 1 1,

Dissonance, 128.

Distance (and magnitude), how seen,

29, 39, 330; its effect on articulate

sound, 116.

Distinguishing and comparing, faculty

of, 7.

Divination by victims, 273.

Division of continuous and discrete

quantity, 61; improper or indirect,

01 ; of ala6r)T&, not infinite, 62.

Dopptlgangtr, an effect of ' reflexion,'

67.

Dove-cote, Plato's simile of, 266.

Dreams, 46 ; Democritns on, 255

;

Arist. on, 299 seqq. ; ' this is only a
dream,' 306; governed by laws of
association of klvt\<jus, 306 ; con-

nected sometimes with external or
other experiences not part of dream,

307 ; the dream proper denned, 362,

307 ; summary account of, 305-6.
Drowsiness, 301.
Dry, the sapid, 151, 152.

Dryden, 3°5-

Ear, the, for Alcmaeon and Empe-
docles not a mere channel, 94 ; air-

cell in, 7g ; inner and outer, how far

distinguished by Empedocles, 96 ;

musical, not needed for harmonic
theory. 127 ; the mental, 319.

Earth, condition of touch and of the
tangible, 48; black, 65; dry, 153;
how far contained in alaOifH/pia, 248.
Echo, 28, 104, 113.

Elements, the four, 44 ; their colours,

65; inodorous per se, 14J ; because
tasteless, 152, 176 ; doctrine of, held
by Empedocles followed by Plato
and Aristotle, 237 ; the same in

alaOr/Ta and ala07jrfipta, 239 ; those
within the body perceive those with-
out, 253.
Emanations (and pores), 17, 18 j slow
and confused, 32 ; altered by air,

3*. 49- , , .

Emergence of Kivqattt into conscious*

ness, 295.
Emission theory of light, 77.
Empedocles, on vision, 14-33

;

hearing, 95-9; smelling, 1 33-6

;

tasting, 161-3 ; touching, 180-1

;

sensation in general, 204-5 I sensus

communis, 353-4 ; knew of crystal-
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line lent, 10 ; like perceive! like, 14 j

doctrine of four elements, 14; mipoj
and &*6ppoiai, 14 ; primary colours
(two or four?), 15J lantern simile,

>4" I 5 J like Alcmaeon, a physician,

15 j his theory of vision and Plato's,

18, 46-8, 49, 54, 57; held that
light travels, 58, 59; Empedocles,
Anaxagoras, and Aristotle, views on
colour, 65; Aristotle rejects his

theory of light travelling, 77, 80,
81 ; on vision criticized, 83 ; his

explanation of yXavaurrjs, 85; agrees
with Alcmaeon on hearing, 94 ; the
icuiSuv within the ear, 95 ; differs

from Alcmaeon on hearing, 97

;

Theophrastus asks, ' How do we
hear the K&ilaw itself?" 97; theory of

smelling criticized by Theophrastus,

134; his theory of Aw&ppotat as to

touching and tasting unsatisfactory,

161 ; on tastes, criticized by Aris-

totle, 174; his theory of touching

criticized by Theophrastus, 180-1,

301 ; his theory of (v/tiUTpia, 333 ;

forced to recognize \6yos as true

tpvms of bodies, 340; theory of

temperaments and genius, 253; no
doctrine of synthesis, 353, 360, 369.

Empirical psychology, 1, 3, 8.

Energy, exhaustion and repair of, 300.

Engelmann, 104.

Enthusiasm us, divination by, 373.

Epicurus, 7, 17, 18.

Epistemology, 314.

Equal, the, a branch of the one, 137.

Erasistratus, 5, 339.

Error, 4 ; of sight and of inference or

judgment, 90.

Euripides, 13, 356.

Eustachian tubes, 95, 131.

Evaporation, fumid, 343 ; from food,

301.

Expectation, 364.

Experiments, 4.

Eye, as optical system, 9; a mirror,

10 ; outgrowth from brain, 13, 86;

constitution of, 19; differences of,

19; gleaming, 31 ; best constitution

of, 33; its essential feature for Demo-

critus, 34; ' duplicates itself ' when

moved, 64 ; compared by Empe-

docles to lantern, 15-16, 83; the

embryonic, over-moist and over-

large, 85-6.

Eye-ball, displacement of, causes

double vision, 306.

Faculties, higher, depend on lower,

309.

Faculty,comparing and distinguishing,

7; judging and controlling, 303;
the central, normally seconds reports

of special senses when uncontra-

dicted, 306.

Falsehood, 4.

/'arbenlthre, Aristotle's, 69.

Feeling, 370; no single term for,

in Greek, confused with cognitive

aiaSriatt, 373-4.
Fenestra ovalis, 96.

Fever patients, their hallucinations,

3°3-
Fiery element, not our fire, 64.

Fifth, in music, 1 39.

Figure, of atoms, 36, 182 ; geometrical,

397. 3°9-

Fire, intra-ocular, 10, 11, 13, 18;

smaller destroyed by greater, 32; its

atoms spherical, 33 ; three fires con-

cerned in vision, for Plato, 46,

48 ; kinds of, for Plato, 65 ; visible

in darkness, 57, 64; visual organ,

not of, 83-3; extinguishable, not so

light, 83 ; by it in organ of touch

we discern hot and cold, 340; how
far contained in aiaS-qrripta, 348.

Fishes, in Achelous, 118; voiceless,

119.

Five senses, 1, 3, 207.

Flame colour, 34.

Flesh, need of, as medium of sensation,

193.

Fluid and solid, 190.

Forgetfulness, total, 318.

Forgetting, Plato's definition of, 159,
364.

Form, ranks higher than matter, 219;
implicitly universal even in percep-

tion, 234.
Forward and backward, meanings of,

90.

Foster, Sir M., on olfactory function,

133; on odours, 143; on taste, 160.

Four elements, 18.

Fourth, in music, 129.
F'reudenthal, J., 393, 393, 294, 310,

3'3-

Frogs, artificial, illustration from, 333.

Galen, 5, 35 ; agrees with Aristotle

that light does not travel, 59, 95

;

approves Plato's three dpx * oi^vxii
a75.339-
Gas, our idea of, represented by iijp

or xamit, 149.
Gellius, A., 102.

Generation, 335.
Genus, divisible only into species,

which are finite, 61 ; a discrete

quantity, 61, 317.

Geometrical qualities of atoms, 37.
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Geometrical diagrams, their function
in thinking, 309.

Gills, odour perceived through, 147.
Glaucous, 5a.
Glittering, 51'.

Goethe, Farbtnlehrt, 18, 48; his

theory of colour like that of Aris-
totle, 69.

Gold-colour, 33.
Golden-yellow, 51, 61, 75.
Gong (or trumpet) within ear, 95, 97.
Gorgias, colour theory of, 21, 47 ; his

definition of colour rejected by Aris-
totle, 77.
Grave or shrill, 108.

-Green, 31 ; Democritus' account of,

31 ; of growing fruits, 34.
Grey, not explicable by Kmpedocles,
22, 52, 61 ; is white compared to
black, black compared to white, 70,

75-
Grote, G., no, 273.

Habituation, 315 (see Custom).
Haeckel, 101, 104.

Hallucination and illusion, visual,

91-2.
Halo round lamps, 67.
Hamilton, Sir \V., 318, 324.
Hard-eyed creatures, their perception

of colours, 145.
Harmonics, 125.

Harmony, of spheres, 109, no; of

sounds, 108.

Hayduck, M., 150.

Hearing, psychology of, 93 seqq.

;

Alcmaeon on, 93-4 ; Empedocles,

95-9; Democritus, 99-103 ; Anaxa-
goras, 103-4 » Diogenes, 105-6

;

Hato, 106-11; Aristotle, 111-30;
medium of, 47-8 ; due to air within

ear, 93 ; Alcmaeon on, 93-4 ; a mode
of contact, 99; like perceives like,

98; conditions of perfect, 100, 105,

1 19-2 1 ; a mechanical sense, 101 ;

immediate stimulus of, 101-2 ; au-

ditory motion propagated to liver,

according to Plato, 106, 275 ; ethical

worth of, 110-11; psychological

worth of, 1 11 ; sense of, a ptaoTqs or

A070S, 116; analogy of, to touch,

116; man's sense of, compared with

that of lower animals, nt; more
important than seeing for intellectual

development, i23;biological,psycho-

logical.and ethical worth of, 123-5;

hearing gives Inowledge cf uni-

versal!-, seeing of particulars, 123-4;

affects emotional temperament, 1 24

;

air-cell in ear, 242, 257 ; organ of,

93i 95. 99. I03. '°5» Io6 ieW>

113 seqq.; object of, 94, 95, 99 seqq.;

104, 106 seqq.. Ill seqq.

Heart, organ of sentiency, 5, 132;
Aristotle's conviction of this con-

firmed by certain doctrines of Plato,

170 ; organ of touch and taste, i;8,

194; its beat, 243; directly com-
municates with lungs, 260; centre

both of movement and of sensus

communis, 300 ; heart v. brain as

organ of sensus communis, 329-31.
HeraClides, vibration theory of sound,

110.

Heraclito-Protagorean sensational

scepticism, 54-6.
Heraclitus, 4 ; eyes better witnesses

than ears, 89; on odour, 149, 169;
used iibovri = odour, 170; his xaVra

ficT, 213, 237, 269.

Hermathena, 113, 323.
Herophilus, n, 329.
Hippocrates of Cos, 12, 369; held
brain to be bloodless, 330.

Hippocrates, pseudo-, 94.
Hobbes, 294-5 ; ' alter ego of Aris-

totle ' as regards memory and associa-

tion, 310, 318; illustrates efforts of
reminiscence as a sort of hunt, 318.
Homer, 265.

Honey, 174.
Horace, 89.

Hot and cold analogous to white and
black, pungent and astringent, 50.

Hound, following scent, 135.
Hunter, John, on primariness of sense

of touch, 328.

Hypermetropic vision, 91.

Hypozoma, odours perceived through,

147.

Ideas, a- jciation ' of, 267, 315 seqq.

Ideler, J. L., Mcleorologica, 25, 84.
Illusions of touch, the ' crossed fingers,'

89, 201, 304; of sense, not the
'special,' but the 'common,' 90;
of sight, 90 ; faculty of, 302 ; two
assumptions explain those of dream-
ing. 303; strong emotion renders
liable to, 303; of movement, 304;
of memory, 322.

Image, visual, 10; not really in mirror,

25 ; seeing due to, 35; after-,

positive and negative, 76.

Imagination, I, 7, 351, 263; pro-
ductive and reproductive, 263, 290,

305 ; effect of pathological states on,.

305 ;
' poetic,' 305 ; active at night,

in sleep, 305.
Impressions, residual, stimulate sense
like alaOriiiara, 304 ; mnemonic,
physical character of, 310.
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Inconsistency, Aristotle's (real or ap-
parent), respecting tarf, 154-5.

Inhalation, condition of smelling, 138,
150.

Inhibitory movements, 195.
Inodorous, the four elements, 14a ;

substances, also tasteless, 152-3.
Inspiration, 372-3.

.

Intangible, meanings of, 196.
Intelligence, seizes the universal, sense,
the particular, 224.

Interests, association of, 268.

Intermediate grades (of colour, &c),
serve as contraries to either extreme,
70 ; colours, 70.

Intoxication, its effect on vision, 91.
Invariableness of sequence in kipijotii,

3>5-
Invisible, the, in what sense object

of seeing, 57.
Iris, around moon, 77.
' Irrational ' combinations of blacks
and whites, 70.

Judgment, the comparative, 278;
overpowered in sleep, 302.

Juxtaposition theory of colour com-
position, 69.

Kampe, F. F., 148 ; on stnsus com-
munis, 281.

Kant, 244, 280.

Keats, 318.

Keen sight, 20.

Kelvin, Lord, 247.
Kind, differences of, merged in differ-

ences of degree, 200.

Knowing, a property of matter, 3.

Knowledge, 6.

Kock, T., Com. Att., 157.
Kritias, 269.

Laconian hounds, 12 1.

Lantern, simile, 19.

Latency, of Kiv^atts, 295.
Law, mechanical, 315 ; in remini-

scence, laws of similarity, contrariety,

and contiguity (in space or time),

3>6-«7-
, ,

-Leek-green,.33, 52, 61, 67.
Leibniz, 207.

Lens, crystalline, 9, 10, 20.

Leucippus, 24, 29.

Lid of eye, its analogue in olfactory

organ, 146.

Life, definition of, 217; vegetable

and animal, 222.

Light, 57-8; does not travel, 58,

153; not = fire, not a body, but a

'presence,' not an emanation, 58;
- colour of diaphanous, 59, 79;

the entoptic, 64 ; rays of, proceed in

straight lines, 65; required within

the eye, 85. "

Like, perceives and knows like, 18,

24, 209.

Liver, the, a mirror, 27 a.

Living bodies, 317.

Locomotion, connexion between

faculty of, and mediated perception,

88.

Locrian Timaeus, 1 70.

Lost, portion of Aristotle's work on
sound, 129-30.

Lucretius, 74, 77, 135, 206, 255.
Lungs, drink passes into (according

to Plato), 5, 115, 260.

Lustre, a ' sort of colour ' in in-

determinate bodies, 60.

Lyncean eye, Aristotle's conceived

equivalent for microscope, 74.

Madness and genius, 305.
Magnet, 181.

Magnitude (and distance), how seen,

29, 39 ; invisible, 73, 236.

Man, his superiority in touch, 178;
causes of his superior intelligence,

200-1, 328.
Marrow, spinal, 270, 319.
Mathematical facts easi ly remembered,

317; knowledge of harmonics, pos-
sible without musical ear, 127.

Matter, a mere negative, 219; and
form, inseparable, save by abstrac-

tion, 318.

Measure, of melodic series, the octave,

129.

Media, of sensation, 7; medium of
vision, hearing, smelling, 78; in-

ternal, 241 ; external, connected with
internal, 242 ; air and water, sole

extra-organic, 246.

Mediation, difference between touch
and other senses regarding, 193.
Medium, of sensation in general, 8,

237-8 ; of vision, 57-60, 78-9 ; of

colours, itself colourless, 78; of
taste, tasteless, 79 ; of odour, in-

odorous, 79; of sound, soundless,

79. "5-
Melancholia, 305.
Melancholic (temperament), 325.
Membrane (tympanic), 96, 1 15.

Memory, 1,7; and reminiscence, 250,

256 ; Parmenides on, 258 ; of chil-

dren and aged persons, 259, 363

;

Plato's definition of, 264 ; illustrated

by wax-block, 26,4-5; conditions of
good , 26j ; and ex pectat ion, pleasures

of, 296 ; retentiveness of, compatible
with dullness, 307 ; distinguished
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from perception and expectation,

308 ; organ of, 308 ; definition of,

308-9, 31 2-13 ; organ of - that of
cognition of time motion and magni-
tude, 308 ; a l(it fl wd»or, 309, 313;
hi ipairraa//a, relative, 310-u ; why
lower animals have, 309-10; not
a function of pure intellect, 310;
defective, causes of, 311; confusion
of, with imagination, 311-12; both
posterius and prius of reminiscence,

314; is 'vision in time,' 310; illu-

sions of, 321-3.
Metaphysics, 2.

Method, scientific, 4, 6.

Microscope, want of, 5.

Milk, 318.
Mirror, the eye a, 25 ; the liver a,

according to Plato, 272.
Mirroring (in pupil), 82.

Mirrors, why they do not 'see,' 29;
small, reflect colours, not forms, 66.

Mist, 31S.

Mixture, of bodies, 19 ; of black and
white, 69 ; needed for nutriment,

177 ; of elements in blood, 253.
Mnemonic art, 312.

Mnemosyne, 265.
Modes, of music, 125.
Moist, the sapid, 151-2; in tasting,

176.

Monadic units, 71.

Movement, how seen, 39; in dia-

phanous, not local, 78 ; its centre «
that of sensus communis, 300 ; that

of sound, local, 112; that in sleep,

not remembered, 301 ; sensory, in

the blood, illustrated, 332.
Mullach, V. \V. A., Dtmocritus, 21.

Musical ear, not required for harmonic
theory, 1 27.

Myopic vision, 91.

Names, recollection of, 319.

Natural law, less rigorous in sphere

of mind, 319.
Naturalness, an effect of custom, 319.
Nature, second, custom is, 316.

Nerve-System, sensory and motor, un-

known, 5 ; optic, 10, 86 ; blood-

vessels function for, 106, 271, 333.
Neuhauser, J., 244, 325, 334.
Night, vision by, 20, 22, 23.

Not^s, some musical, begin many
tunes, 319.

Nut-brown, 34.
Nutrient things tangible, 177.

Object, of hearing, 98 ; of vision, 48

;

relation of, to organ as agent to

,
patient, a 13 ; of sense, 7 ; of smell

and hearing travel in media, 78,
153-

Observation, 4.

Occiput, vacant or contains only air,

114.

Octave, 109, 117, 127, 128.

Odour,Alcmaeon on, 133; Empedocles,

135 ; Democritus, 137; Anaxagoras,

138-41 ; Diogenes, 14c— 1 ; Plato,

141-4; Aristotle, 151 seqq. ; rela-

tion to savour, 153; has heating
power, 153; travels, 153; notfumid
or other evaporation, 1 54 ; of flowers,

156 ; of brimstone and charcoal,

156; not nutrient, 158; stands
' midway between ' objects of touch
and taste, and objects of seeing and
hearing, 158; a 'dyeing' or 'wash-
ing '

(fta^fj fl
jAmu), 158; essentially

of tire, 243 ; divisible only into

pleasant or unpleasant according to

Plato, 142; this contested by Aris-

totle, 155-6; all either 'vapour ' or
' mist,' 142 ; belongs to intermediate
condition of air or water, 142 ; by
man perceived only in connexion
with pleasure or pain, I44; the

pleasure of, compared with those of
sound and colour, 144; distinguished

by man imperfectly as colours by
' hard-eyed ' creatures, 144; sensible

and physical analogies of, to taste,

145, 151 ; the particular, 145; cap-
able of classification, 155-6 ; in one
aspect parallel to savour, in another
not, 1 56 ; pleasant (a) per se, {!>) in-

cidentally, 156; relative to health,

156-7 ; some not related to appetite,

1 56 ; man perceives not so well as

lower animals, 156; pleasant, not
injurious, 157 ; odorous bodies, 135.

Otfle, Dr., 86, 146, 147, 328-30.
Olfactory apparatus, 131 ; sense in

whom keenest, 133.
Olympiodorus, 169.

Olympus, music of, 125.

One, the, generically, specifically,

numerically, 233.
Optic nerves, 10.

Order, of atoms, 36; of xtyr/ofis corre-

sponds to objective order of events,

315-

Oreus, Anlipheron of, 312.

Organ, of vision {see Vision, Hear-
ing, &c). Can each special, without
organ of sensus communis, have
sensation ? 85, 325 seqq. ; of sense,

a mean, 1 96; illustrated, 233; no
reciprocal action between it and
object, 234; no organ consists of
one single element but of all four,
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*39i»48; ofsense, general definition
of, 389 ; merely channels for Demo-
critus, »4; large organs perceive
large and far-off objects, small per-
ceive small and near objects, 103

;

instrument merely of soul, 106, 361
j

situated 1*1 w6po», 133 ; formed of
Apoiofu/rij, 340;

Ossicles of ear, unknown, 96. .

Painters, colour effects, 73.
Painting and mnsic, 1 26.
Filiate, 339.
Panzerbieter, F., 170, 259.
Parallelism of sentient* soul and its

{arts, of animated organism and its

a\u$r)Tqpia, JI5-I7.
Parmenides, theory of memory, 358.
Parthenius, 30.
Parva Naturalia, preliminary essays
on psychological subjects, 244.

Past, the, how known, 310.
Patchwork, character of the Aris-
totelean works, 15^,.

Perceiving that one perceives, 388-9.
Perceptible, actually and potentially,

6a.

Perception, its essence, for Demo-
critus, 34 ; for Diogenes, 41 ; of
colour, 63; externally mediated, in

connexion with development of loco-

motive faculty, 88 ; by contraries,

(Alcmaeon, Heraclitus, Anaxagoras),

103 ; of distant objects, man inferior

in, 121 ; not distinguished by ancient

Greeks from sensation, 202 ; ' in-

sensibles,' 207 ; not always in one's

power, 229-30; essential conditions

of, 238 ; visual, two aspecs of,

288-9 ! by special senses, suspended
during sleep—Aristotle's seeming
inconsistency, 307 ; representative,

321.
Persistency, of niveous in organs,

291 seqq., 302.
Phantasmata, 46; mnemonic, two
aspects of, 311.

Philippson, L., 80, 93.
Philolaus, 109.

Philoponus, 197.
Phonograph, illustrates power of

learning from dictation, 120.

Phosphenes, 10, 64, 82-3.

Phosphorescent things, visible in dark-

ness, 57, 64.

Physical qualities of atoms, 37.

Pindar, 19811.

Pitch and purity of sound, I03_, 108.

Plants, why they have not aloft/ait,

326; why destitute of intelligence,

359.

Plato, 5-7, (Alcib. I) 10 ; his theory

of vision, 43-56 ; hearing, 106-1 1,

smelling, 141-4; tasting, 170-4;
touching, 184-8 ; on sensation in

general, 310-15 i
on sen*05 com-

munis, 360-76; colours, infinite, 34;
Plato and Democritus, 43 ; on
colours, 43; on psychology, 43;
reduces the four elements to geo-

metrical figures, 43 ; his physics,

43 ; primitive triangles, 43 ; rational

soul in cranium, 44 ; on intra-ocular

light, 44; on visual function, 44; on
organ of vision, 44 ; the Demiurgos,

44 ; visual sensation, what, 45 ; sleep

and dreaming, 46 ; and Empedocles
as regards vision, 46, 49 ; visual fire

' quenched ' in darkness, 46 ; medium
of vision, 47 ; compared with Empe-
docles as to colour-theory, 49 ;

pri-

mary colours, 53 ; deprecates experi-

mental test of his colour-theory, 52 ;

agrees with Democritus and differs

from Aristotle as to leek-jjreen, 53;
agrees with Aristotle as to ri \tiov,

53; his theory of colour, not atom-
istic, 54 ; Plato and Democritus, criti-

cized by Aristotle, 62 ; his theory of

constitution of visual organ criticized,

83 ; anticipates Aristotle as to psycho-
logical importance of hearing, 1 1 1 ;

reference to Alcmaeon, 131 ; his

theory of the non-classification of

odours, 143; 'general feeling,' 185;
the ' tangibles, ' 185 ; anticipates

Locke, 185 ; his explanation of

'heavy* and 'light,' 'upper* and
'lower,' 186; treats of object, not
of function, of touching, 187 ; his

definition of alaOTjats, 210-11; does
not distinguish awOTjoK as perception

from same as 'fteling? 311; his episte-

mology, 3 14 {see 270); contrasted

with Aristotle as to natme of aioe-qou

214-15 ; Phaec'o, basis of, attacked
by Aristotle, 2 2 1 ; ascribed synthesis

to thought alone, 260 • for him to
koiko are perceived by no bodily

organ of sense, 262 ; anticipates

Aristotle on memory, 266; the as-

sociation of ideas (in reminiscence),

267 ; implicitly distinguishes cogni-

tive aioSjjOis from aiaOrjoit — feeling,

270 {see 2 1 4); adopted three apxai
of tf'vx'l, 275; Plato and Aristotle,

their views of synthetic faculty, 376

;

his definition of avannjais unfairly

criticized by Aristotle, 3 1 3 ; did he
1 regard the blood, or the air in the
blood , as distributory of sensory nnj-
attsi 335-
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Pleasure, of smell, not merely nega-
tive, 144.

Pleasure and pain accompany <pav-

raffia, 296.
Plenum (and vacuum) destitute of
qualities, 36.

Poetry and madness, 305.
Polybius, 301.

Plutarch, 2J5».
Pores, 17, 18; of fire and water alter-

nate in eye, 19, 35 ; of skin, in re-

spiration, 133.
Portrait, of absent friend, 31 J.

Position, of atoms, 36.
Potentiality and actuality, 63, 217,
220.

Prantl, C, 13, 20, 22, 31, 40, 45, 49,
5°. 5>. 54, 60. 62, 66, 68, 69, 75,
76,318.

Presentation (and representation), 250

;

faculty of, 390.
Primary colours, 21 ; according to

Empedocles, 22.

Primary (,and secondary) qualities, 25,

5 2 -

Primary qualities, of each atom per u,
37-

Priscianus Lydus, 301.
Projectiles, 1 10.

Prophecy and inspiration, 272-3.
Proportion, in mixture of black and
white, 70.

Protagorco-Heraclitean doctrine of

perception, 54-6; sensational scep-

ticism, 213.

Psychology, without metaphysics, 2

;

as conceived by Greeks, 8 ; helpless

as regards tasting, 1 60.

Pupil, of eye, 0,10; pupil and vision

to i ixpHakiios what soul and body
are to rd (vov, 80 ; a sort of lamp,

86.

Pure (and impure) colours, 71.

Purity of colour, 33, 72 ; of sound, 102.

Purple, 3.1, 75.
Pythagoreans, 49; called superficies

X/*'". 59. 7'» 7*i lo9-

Qualities, 'primary and secondary,'

25 ; subjective, 54-6 J four primary,

of matter, 329.
Quantity, determinate and indeter-

minate, 297.
Quarter-tone, 128.

Rainbow, 66, 67, 76.

Ratio, of blacks to whites in colour-

composition integrally expressible,

or not, 70; harmonic, 109; of mix-

ture ot elements in bodies, their true

glials, 240.

Rational psychology,' 6,

Rational soul, how it controls appe-

titive, 272.

Ray, visual, 12.

Ray-image, 17.

Rays, Empedocles' theory of, 18; con-

fluence of, 1 8.

Realism, Aristotle's, 238,

Reason (and sense), J ; does not cog-

nize time, 308.

Reasoning, trains of, 1 24.

Recollection, illustrated by dove-cote

simile, 267 ; see Reminiscence.

Red, consists of same atoms as hot,

3». 33. 5 J . 75-
Reflexion, vision due to, 11, 12, 41

;

not due to, 25 ; cause of image, 25 ;

Democritus and, 26 ; docs not for

Diogenes completely explain vision,

42 ; a means of colour-production,

65, 66 ; taking place everywhere and
always, 66 ; a weakening of the

6/15,67,82; of sound, 113.

Reflexions, plurality of, how seen, 28,

39-
Refractive property of crystalline

lens, 9.
Rcid, on touching, 247.
Remembering, without recollecting,

313.
Reminders, 312.

Reminiscence, illustrated by dove-cote

simile, 366; differs from memory,

3°7> 3 23! differs from re-learning,

re-experiencing, 314 ; efforts of, de-

scribed ,316; cond itions most favour-

able for, 316-17 ; involuntary as well

as voluntary, governed by laws of

association, 317 ; failures of efforts

at, (a) from chance, (b) from dis-

tracting causes, 319; diagrammatic
illustration of, from similar triangles,

321-2; involves corporeal process,

3H-
Representation, 290.

Representative <fa>ra</^aTa, 31 2; kii^-

otis, 320.

Res naturae, or atom-complexes,
compared with atoms, 182.

Resin, 173.
Respiration, requisite for <f>ant;, 118;

twofold purpose of, 118; Empe-
docles' theory of, followed by Plato,

'33-
Retention (/ivqpn), illustration of, by
wax-block, 267, 289; distinguished

from recollection (dya/ifr/im), 313.

Retina, 5,9; non-identical parts of, 91.

Retinal image, unknown, 87 ; stimu-

lation, 10.

Revelations (inspired) received only
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by persons of low type, interpreted
by those of superior intelligence, 373.

Rhythm, 1 10.

Ribot, 310.
Rohde, E., 304, 305, 353.
Romanes, G. J., 101, 104, 148.

Saline taste of sea, 168.
Sanguineous animals, 148.
Sapidity, its origin, ! 7j.
Saps (x"/">< or xvKo

'

l )i >7«i fonrfold,

Savour, genera of, in water, 161

;

a genus included between contraries,

•75 i physically defined, 175.
Scale of sense within sentient soul, 131.
Scales on eyes, creatures having, 8a
Scent followed by hound, 135.
Schaubach, E., Anaxagoras, 168, 170.
Scientific method, 4.

Sea, shines at night when struck, 66

;

contains sweet particles, 161 ; its

saline taste, 168 ; water of, contains

earth, 153.
Seal-ring, 234, 310.
Secondary and primary qualities, 3j,

37. 25<>-

Seeing (j« Vision), 7; inanimate things
should see if seeing is but mirroring,

39 ; takes place without image, 39 ;

due to reflexion, 41 ; explanation of,

49 ; not result of merely mathematical
relation between eye and object, 86

;

contributes to well-being ol animal,

87-8 ; inferior to hearing in its in-

direct—superior in its direct—results,

88-9 ; highest of the externally me-
diated senses in biological impor-

tance, 88 ; its evidential worth, 89 ;

gives particular, hearing universal,

knowledge, 133-4; subjective me-
dium of the water in eye, 243 ; how
we see that we see, 388 ; the agent

of, coloured, 388.

Seething, in production of acid, 173,

Self, consciousness of, 273; conception

of, 390.

Sensation, in general, 303-49

;

Alcmaeon on, 203-4 '• Empedocles,

304-5 ; Democritus, 205-8 ; Anaxa-
goras, 208-9; Diogenes, 209-10;
Plato, 210-15; Aristotle, 215-49;
chief questions concerning, 203, 326;

quality of sensation, 24; seat of, the

heart, 132 ; Empedocles, account of,

136; not distinguished from per-

ception, 202; from feeling, 273-4;
do sensations realize themselves in

special organ alone? 79, 335-9.
Sensationism, 54-6, 263.

Sense, exact impressions through, im-

possible, 34; exercise of, painful,

309 ; sense and thought, distin-

guished, 339; 'higher' in proportion

as it apprehends form without

matter, 331 ; source of its discrimi-

native power, 233; each particular

at times invested by Aristotle with

functions of sensus communis, 333

;

relation between organ and object of

sense, how conceived by Aristotle,

a33"4 I Aristotle's theory of it, to be

consistent, should attribute synthesis

to its most elementary functions,

386; one sense corrects another,

304 ; mediate senses, biological

worth of, 87-8; all connected with

brain, 132; the five senses, 207;
not more than the five, 246-9 ; the

senses instruments of soul, 261

;

the special, suspended during sleep-
Aristotle's inconsistency, 307.

Sensible distinctions, due to <?arraaia,

137-
Sensibles, the common, 88, 350

;

Plato's common sensibles, 262,

Sensorium, impulses conveyed to, by
ri aviiijiurov vnupa, 122, 333-6.

Sensory weakness of old age, due to

defects of body, not of soul, 93 ;

function without organs, 101 ;
power

proportioned to magnitude of or-

gans, 103 ; discrimination, 104 ;

organs, connected with heart, 119-
20 ; those of man purest and most
discriminative, 121 ; organ, a mean,
224; organ, essentially what, 224;
faculty, each a formal unity, or unity

Ivvaiui, ilsaluflrjTfi an unity "fifi, 232.
Sensus Communis, 250-336; Alc-

maeon, 251-2 ; Empedocles, 353-4;
Democritus, 254-0 ; Anaxagoras,
256-8; Diogenes, 258-60; Plato,

• 260-76; Aristotle, 202, 203, 376-

336 1 its general functions for Aris-

totle, 250-1 ; its organ for Dio-
genes, 258 ; how it applies itself at

once to different objects, 279 ; not
only potentially but actually presents

contraries, illustrated by fi 0x17/117,

2 Ho; its function illustrated by unity

of ratio, 281 ; a mean, like each
special sense, 281 ; its objects, 350,
383-3; incongruity in Aristotle's

position respecting it, 2S3, 286 ; per-

ceives fiiyiOoi and xP""ui
i 283 ; rd

narci ovfi(J<0T)n6s, 285-6 j involves

inference both as to ti Kmvi and as

to rd xard iru/i., 286 ; its being di-

rected to alaOr)^tara, rather than to

alo$T)T& in space, the secret of its

powers, 287-9 ! renders possible ail
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perception of relations, 287 ; gives
consciousness of perception, 288

;

the faculty ofsleeping and dreaming,
399-307 ; of memory and remini-
scence, 3°7-»S; >ts relation to
special senses not clearly stated by
Aristotle, 325-8 j its organ and the
organ of touch, 328-30.

Septum of nose, 147.
Sequence, invariable or &t M rd
toAi; among xiv^atis, 315; necessary
in physical, not in psychical, sphere,
3'5 1 of psychical xipijatu corre-
spondsto objective sequence ofevents,
3'7-

Shadows, in reference to colour pro-
duction, 32.

Shakespeare, 294, 305.
Sharp and grave, 108, 117.
Shield pierced, illustration from, 194,
Shock, physical cause of sound, 113;
of voice, 119.

Siebeck, H., Gesch. der Psych., 11, 15,
16, 206, 252.

Sight, sense of (compare Vision and
Seeing), 9 ; Aristotle on, ,16-92

;

perfect conditions of, 80-1 ; by day
and night, 81 ; far and clear sight,

81 ; sense of its biological worth,
87-8 ; the guide o movement, 89 ;

most immediate in its effect on the
emotions, 8y ; its aesthetic worth,

89 ; errors of, false judgments as to
distance, and magnitude, and illu-

sions, e. g. as to tJAjoj neSiaius, 90

;

defects of, not due to defects of

^"X'lt 92 i biologically more im-
portant than hearing, 123 ; superior

to touch as evidence, 201, 304.
Similarity, 316-17 (see Association).

Simplicius, 17, 30, 191.

Sleep, 46; its causes, 25 j, 254, 255,
J5&-7> 300-I ; affects all special

senses together, 300; affects all

animals, 300 ;
phenomena on border-

land of, 307.
Smelling, 131-59 ; Alcmaeon on,

I31-3; Empedocles, 133-6; Demo-
critus, 136-7; Anaxagoras, 137-40;
Diogenes, 140-1 ; Plato, 141-4;
Aristotle, 144-59. Medium of, for

Plato, 48; modem psychology as

to function of, 133 ; at distance, 138

;

during inhalation, 138, 150 ; due to

air round brain, 140 ; in whom most
acute,i40; organo{,n\, 146-7; func-

tion of, not explained by Plato, 141

;

object of, not classifiable into genera

and species, 14 1-2 ; its pleasures not

merely negative, 144; man's sense

of, imperfect, 144; difficulty of treat-

ing psychologically, 144; medium of,

147-9, 34>i organ of, consists offire,

148, 243 ; organ of, in fishes and
insects unknown, 1 48, 150-1 ; con-
ditions and elements of perfect, 149

;

is to health as taste to nutrition, 158;
wnsfl of, n idway between touch and
".a ; . and sight and hearing, 158.

Snr-o'.h, the, cause of reflexion, 66

;

shines in darkness without giving
light, 83.

Smoothness of ' pupil,' 64.
Snow, black, 40.

Socrates, when young, interested in

psychology, 131, 269 ; his complaint
against Anaxagoras, 256.

Solidity and hardness, 182.

Sophists, 3.

Soul, its relation to body, as form to
matter, 2

1
7 seqq. ; material accord-

ing to Democrit'ua, 44; atoms of,

2 4. '55 i
transmigration of, absurd,

220; not to be explained materially,

221 ; not like body a rrfic ri, 221,

223 ; not u magnitude, 222 ; and
body not one thing, nor yet two
things—the expressions improper,
222; unityand plurality of, illustrated,

225; three kinds of, 225; like a
book, 263 ; the rational, in cranium,
272.

Sound, pitch of, 108-10, 117, 127-30 j

sound- (or air-) wave, 95 ; inippouu
of, 98 ; a stream of atoms, 99, 101

;

why perceived by ears alone, 99 ;

vocal, 99 ; caused by air in motion,
104; incorporeal, 107; a shock,
108 ; either <paiv^ or f&ipot, 1 1 1

;

actual or potential, ill; three con-
ditions of its production, 111-13;
heard in water, 112; travels, 115,

127 ; articulate, how caused, 115-16;
concords, arc sounds in, hoard co-
instantaneously ? 127; a shock im-
parted to brain and blood, 275.

Spatial objects,how remembered, 321

;

Special organs of sense : their physio-
logical connexion with the central
organ. 33 1 "*-

Species, 217.

Specimen = tiiuKov, 30.
Spectra, 29.

Spheres, music of, 112.

Spinal marrow, 269.
Spinoza, 244.
Spirit, connatural (tJ oiptpvrov wvtv-

*"•), "0,333-6.
Spring, inner, needed for reminiscence,

3'4->5-
Stallbaum, 107.

Stewart, Prof. J. A., 289, 319.
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Stimulus of perception, 8.

Stobaeus, 7, u, 15, 17, «,
Stoic school, 7, 131.
Strata (or Heraclidei), originator of
vibration theory of sound, 110, 116-

17. 130-

Structure of organs of sense, 339-
40.

Substrate is what is changed, its

qualities alternate, 63.
Sun, shines crimson through fog, 7a.

Superficies (Imip&vtia) is to solid de-
terminate body as colour (.xpoii) to
the diaphanous in such body, 68.

Superposition, theory of colour com-
position, 70 ; better than juxta-

position, 73.
Susemihl, P., 61.

Sweet, things seem bitter, 1 76; the
nutrient, 177.

Symmetrical pores, 19, si.

Symmetry between objects and pores
of organs, postulated by Farmenides,
Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Demo-
critus, Epicurus, and Heraclides, 161.

Syncritic effect of black, 50.

Synthetic function, 351; ascribed to

intellect by Plato, to 0X081)011 by
Aristotle, 315, 361-2.

Tangibles, the tiajpopai of body qnS
body, 141 ; the ultimate, 190.

Taste, a mode of touch, 87, 174, 177;
biological worth of, 87-8; sensations

of, how effected, 170-1 ; the various,

explained, 171-3 ; and nutrition, 174.

Tasteless substances, inodorous, 153.

Tastes, pungent and astringent, analo-

gous to hot and cold,and to white and
black, 50 ; and odours, physical and
sensible analogies between, 145;
pleasant, often deceptive, 157; of

j

ilnnts and fruits, 163; only sub-

jective, 163 J seven species of, 167,

177 ; where one is, all are; none

exist in water per se, 1 74 ; medium
of, 174, 175; contraries, 175; in-

volve mixture, 1 76.

Tasting, ancient Greek psychology

of, 160-179; Alcmaeon on, 160;
Empedocles, 161-3 ; Democritus,

163-7; Anaxagoras, 167-8; Dio-

genes,! 69-70; Plato, 1 70-4; Aristotle,

174-9; effected by contraries, 167 ;

impossible if tongue be excessively

dry or moist, 1 76 ; referred to heart

by Plato; organ of, 160, 161, 164,

169, 170, 175 seqq.; objict of, 160,

161, 163 seqq., 168, 169, 171 scqq.,

I74 scqq.

Tear, how formed, {I.

Temperament, o eye, so; the four,

theory of, 253.
Test-tubes (Ami/mm) of tasting, 170,

»74-
Themistius (Soph.). 1 13, 385,315,319.
Thinking, in one's power, 339-30.

Thought and sense, distinguished, 229.

Timaeus Locrus, 187.

Time, not cognized by roxk bnt by
alotrjois, 308 ; importance of, for

reminiscence, 319 seqq. ; sense of, is

faculty of memory, 330.

Time-conditions, thinking dependent
on, 297.

Time-intervals, imperceptible, 73 ;

none absolutely imperceptible, 137.
Time-marks, mnemonic, 331-2.

Tissues, bodily, formed of the four
elements, 237.

Tones, height and depth of, 109.
Tongue, like sponge, 169; properly
medium, not organ, of taste, 174-5 •

is organ of touch, 176.

Torstrik, A., 113, 114, 153, 385, 298.
Touching, 180-201 ; Alcmaeon on,

180; Empedocles, 181; Democritus,

181-4; Anaxagoras, 184; Diogenes,

184 ; Plato, 184-8 ; Aristotle, 188-
201 ; all senses, modes of, 24 ; in-

volves a medium, 77 ; its essential

organ Is not o6p(, but related to

o&pl as *ipr) to ti) tuupavii as a
whole, 80 ; sense of, biologically

regarded, 87-8; analogy of, to hear-

ing, 116; organ of, requires earth

and fire, 197 ; possession of, dis-

tinguishes animal from vegetable,

197; its organ most composite of all,

197-8 ; for Aristotle as for Demo-
critus involved in all the other forms

of sense, 330, 32S ; can exist with-

out the other senses, 230; really

a cluster of senses, 189; sense of,

not the sensus communis, 278; in-

ferior to sight as evidence, 301
;

corrects sight, 306; its organ and
that of sensus communis, 338 ; the

primary sense, and origin of all

others, 180, 197, 339; man's sense

of, pre-eminently fine, 144; object o(,

183, 188, 195 seqq.

Train, of avians, 319.
Transparency. 50, 51.

Transparent bodies, 19.

Trendelenburg, V. A., 114, 139, 197,
281.

Trojan horse, Plato's simile, 261.

Trumpet (or gong) within ear, 95.
Truth, 3.

Tympanic cavity, 96; membrane, 115.
Tympanum, 93.
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Unconsciousness, its came, 333.
Unison, 127.

Unit lengths or powers, 71.
Units, monadic, 71.

Universe, visible and tangible, 188.

Vacua, resonant, 93.
Vacuum, effect of, in vision, J 7 ;«the
air, 93; determines sound-production,

"3-
Van Helmont, 149.
Vanished (idea), 317.
Vaucanson, his automaton, 333.
Veins, 5.

Verjuice, 174.
Vibrations (of air), 93 ; vibra.ion-

frequency, no, 128; coincident, 128.

Violet, 52, 61, 67 ; dark violet, 52.

Visible in darkness, 64.

Vision, 9-92 ; Alcmaeon on, n-13;
Empedocles, 14-23 ; Democritus,

23-37 i Anaxagoras, 37-40 ; Dio-
genes, 41-2; Plato, 42-56; Aris-

totle, 56-92 ; by night, 42 ; medium
of, 47-8; not by avoppoai, 57, 87;
involves no temporal process, 59 ;

impossible, if object be placed on
eye, 78 ; function of, 79 ; organ of,

79, 82 ;
perfect, conditions of, 80

;

implies process only from object to

eye, 86 ; relation of object to organ,

87 ; double, 306 ; hypermetropic, 91

;

multiple, 91 ; myopic, 91 ; in time,

— memory, 320; object of, 17, 26,

30 seqq., 40, 48 seqq., 56 seqq.

Visive (partofeye), 21.

Visual, agency (fire), 48 ; current, 45;
ray, proceeds in straight line, 65;
power, differences of, 19 ; organ

proper, Ivt&s, 85; illusions and
hallucinations, 91-2.

Void, existence of, asserted by Demo-
critus, 23 ; space, colourless, 59.

Von Jan, C, 128, 130.

Vortex-ring, 113.

Wachtler, J, Alcmaeon, II, 15, 93,

°*' IO* _ „
Wallace, E., a8t.

Water, intra-ocular relation to fire in

visnal function, 11-13, 16 seqq., 25-

6, 80-3; diaphanous, 57; black, 65;
essential part of visual organ, 84-5 ;

of eye, a secretion from brain, 85

;

the cold and moist, 152 ;
per se"

tasteless, but qualified to sapidity,

167 ; four species of sapid, 171 ; can

things submerged in, touch one

another? 193.

Wax-block, illustration of memory,

264.

Weakening of tyis, three grades of,

corresponding to chief rainbow

colours, 67.

Wendland, P., 321.

White, cognized by the fire in eye,

19 ; — the smooth, 30, 31 ; a posi-

tive, 36, 68 ; diacritic, 50, 68 ; and
black ' analogous to ' hot and cold,

pungent and astringent, 50 ; dilates

visual current. 51 ; a primary colour

(for Plato, the others being black,

bright, and red), 52, 61 ; the colour

of fire, 65; and black analogous to

light and darkness, 68 ; and black

explained, 68-70; of eye, 85 ; white-

ness, white thing, 55-6.

Windpipe, the, 118, 335.
Wine, 173.
Woad-colour, 33, 53.

Words, avuBoXa, 123.

Wundt, W., 109, 128, 143.

Xenophanes, singled out principal

rainbow colours, 53.

Yellow, b\f!iv, 52.

Zeller, Prof. E., 18, 75, 95, 106, 116,

130, 148, 158,206,244, 273, 313, 335.
Zig-zag pores, 35.
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irrf<», 95- ,
'

&1P&PVMTot : Afp. if&poi, 119.
ASiatptrot, 379.
Atwapia, 301.

&t,P, so, 4a, 93, 105, 113 ieqq., I48,

318.

. ala0&yo8at, 201 seqq., 113 tcqq., 251,
261.

ataSrjim, 187 seqq.

ataBtjais; (a) in general, toi seqq.,

def. Plato, 2 1 6, def. Arist., 333 seqq.,

KpiTiKJi, 133 ; = fftSot alattfriav, 238

;

only five ala0i)<Ttis, 346-9 ; cognitive,

its seat, 273 ; (b) —feeling, 211 seqq.,

270 seqq. ; (c) 1) ko-kt) aioffrjois, 215,
233> 23°, 35° seqq. Synonyms for,

250, 278, 284, 287, 328 ; aifftfqo-w -
ahOrjTTipm, 240.

alo$T)T7ipioi>, 224 seqq., 239 seqq., 267,
328 seqq.

atotiiTiK&s, 202 seqq., 235 ; ri aladTj-

tikuv vavrwv, 281.

alaSrirSs, 206-7, 229, 234.
alaipiioBai, 95.
^xcn7> 93 se(11- >

** T" oicOiT/ipiof rijf

d*., 242.

d«oAov8<iV, 314.
Acouitii, 112.

d«Tii'<J8ai\op, 17.

dAXoiWn, 54, 03, 208, 226 seqq., 239.
AXovpyis, 35, 52, 67.
Avayicrj : KiVriau t( avAynr)t, 3 1 5.

-•"'
draSu/jfcKm, 148, 154 seqq.

Avax\aa6ai, 28, 65 seqq.

dVa*Aa.Tit, 26, 65 seqq., 82 seqq.

dMjXij^is, 313.
AvaXoyia, 188.

ivaiunvTioKiotai, Diog., 259 ; Plato,

264, 267 seqq.; Arist., 312 seqq.

&vap.vri<m, Plato, 264 seqq. ; Arist., 312

seqq.

&v6pa(, 65, 83.

dvTain/ua, 12.

iv-nix'tv, 93- '

dpn/cciirdai, 6l.

&VTiKaiu//is, II.

AvriXtppu, II.

di-THTfpi'cTTaou, 302.
dpTK^aiVcif, II.

iiparos, 56.

iwippom (or d»oppo»f), 14, 19, 25, 27,

3». 47i 5'. 54. 77. '35. >8». »>4
(sub Emped. and Democr., passim),

itiraau, dist. dW<r, Jrinuu, 118.

airorvtraioit, 37.

ivriitii, 180 seqq., 244 seqq., .278,

328.

Amis, 180 seqq.

u/xuotjjs «= fiai/dnjr, 169.
Api8li6s : lv Ap., 71-2.
Ap/iowd), 127.

apnipia, 108, 1 18, 335.

<j«ri, «». 302, 315. 33« "qq-
draXTPt, 72.

dr/ifs, 154.
armros : ? d»" drdvoar for d»i> fdraw,

3' 8.

d</.i), 180 seqq., rel. to other aJa0rj<r«s,

231 seqq., 248.

AxiiptOTos, 278 seqq.

ffASitris, 40.

Papw, of sound, 108, 1 16.

pdrpaxoi of rtwkaGfilvot, 332.
flaipj;, 158.

PrjXiis, 16.

7<vmi, 160 seqq.; 7. d^r; th, 300.

71 varus, 160 seqq.

7Xau*iiTijs, 85.

yXSrTTa, 160 seqq., 189.

yivtfios : rd 7. awipiiara, 336.
ypanptartis, of memory, 263.

7P°^. 3'<>-

StiKcAiimjr, 30.

SuKtkov, 25, 29, 99, 254.
. tiaStais, 23.

8100171? (? « 81067710;) Democr. > rdfit

,

37. l8a -
.

Sidxpurir, 170.
aiaxpiTiKiit, 31, 51, 53, 68, 173.
OldXCKTOf, Il8.

Suupavfa, 13, 57 seqq., 78.
StaxfcaBcu, 34.

&axtfi«<Sf, 173.

*»")» 334-
SomfKlul", I70.

Jofa, 268.
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to^atrrucSt, 301.
ICva/ut, 279, 336.

iytipftv : lyprrfoplmu, 300.
i-ficaTafSvoaovaCai, 355.
J7«'^aXot, 269 seqq.

iypfryopais, 323.

t7X»M°«, ISJ. a4*»
«8os, 315.
n'Jot = species, itrpair, 141 seqq., 155
seqq. ; iJanw, 173; mvfiaan, J13;
= otiaia 4 *ard X0701', J 1 7 ; X SXij,

318 seqq. ; totoj or «ISot ciSuv, ,338 j

fit. rd avcv CAijt in iy&pyijoif, 320-3.
ti$ai\ov, 39, 254.
cuca/p, 263.

»r>ai : t£ <?. trtpoy, 335, 379.
tiffxpiais tlZwKojv, 29.

cxairrat : rd naff in., 339 seqq.
c«/ia7<rov, 365.
Iktos : rd <x.= things in space, 296.
t\Kuvt 138.

cXmt, 264, 308.

Ippwris, 25, 30, 42. 82.

•/i^vxot, 28, 221.

tinpvxP°*> 28.

ivappJmuv, 49.
ivepytia, 217, 220 seqq., 379.
JKoroicr^, 254.
|yrcXc'x<"i. 3I7r 320 seqq.

«t<5» : to i., 85.

<£ it X aripijais, 65 ; = relative state,

3°9. 3>3-

tfoSos: tf. pvTjprj;, 364.

«fa; = av*v (or x&>/*'r), 198,
fni'Socrif (is alTii, 234.
hmxakvppa, 151.

irucplvttv : to iripiov ital hucfiaror, 187.

«TiXa>2iT«a', 20.

e»t»XaTT«il', 20.

crtruXaats, of colours, 72.
ixirpuaOrjatt, 36.

<m<f dv«ia, 60.

eiiOviropot, 31.
tii&vrpvnos, 31.
tuOvupia, 303.
eiitpaaia, 201.

(iXd'/urros, 71.

(arypitpillia, 2 10 seqq.

(aiypa<po;, 363.

fyoy, 217 seqq., 223.

fatimwtb', to, 132, 210, 351, 359.

^Sokij = taste or smell, l68-7«.

fjixipos: (pan %., 16, 45.

fa"*! 93.

9

6 -

?X°«. 96 -

—*«&: o if 4>ur, 43, 256.

BtppSt : to 0. Strtp wottTy6yipa ra <r*fp~

/«•««» 336-

Wait, oiatoms, 37, 183 ; i) wae'dXXijXa,

of colours, 70.

tfiftKiiur, of voluntary drd/ivipn*, 316.
Opaiopara, 102.

SpvwTtiv, 101.

fSiot : rd Mia, 235 sqq., 282 seqq.

(Xdupa "fAiif, 17.

fffOTif, woad, 33.
taoy : iouv ijxuyt 9^*

KaBapSt, 71, I44.

xaloXov : rd «., 229 seqq.
xairvoj, 149.
KapSia, 328 seqq.

KippaTaCI), 135.
*o-os : to *., 93 ; t4 u. rtjt K«pa\tjt,

114.

KtpparaQ), 135.
Kriptvos : «. Jx>ia7fibi', 265.
Kifijais, 54, 63, 70, 78 ; of sensory

stimulation, 79 seqq. ; of air vibra-

tions (?), 109 ; chief among rd noivd,

262, 285 ; ' residual,' 293 sqq. ; se-

quence of psychic mvfiotts, 313 seqq.;

different trains of, 319; time and
distance represented by psychic mv^-
ous, 320-3.

«ofXos, 93.
koiv6s : Td*.iro0ij/iaTa, general/tilings

(Plato), 184 ; 4 x. aMtjais, 250 seqq.

;

Td *. (Plato), 263; rd *. (Arist.),

235, 28a seqq.

Kopij = pupula, 9, 80, 242, 327.
xoiprj (limped.), 16.

*oX*<*> 93-

Kpaais, oi ' temperaments,' 253, 258.

Kplvitv, 196, 238 ; to itpivot, 281.

KpiTtn6s : to pioov up., 333 ; tivaptu up.,

241, 276 seqq., 326.

Kvptos: rd Kvpian alaOqra = Td f&a, 336;
TO KvptOV Kai luiKplVOV, 287.

icutwv, in ear, 24, 95 seqq.

ktvitos : to X., of eye, 80.

Xo7ot, ratio, 117, 225; discourse, 123;
X. and fuairris, 232, 238, 240 seqq.;

conception, 218, 225, 279.

Aofus, 31.

Xox<Jf«ff0ai, 16.

Iiav6&vnv, 88, I23.

pnvis, 138.

/i^at : Td /1. *ai nippo), 321.

p.iy*8ot : alafhjau and ^vx1? no' h't^t
"5-

/icifit, of colours, 70 seqq.

fitAas : to /»., of eye, 80.
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lua&rrp and X&yoi, of sense, 117, 315,
aa6, 231 seqq.

perafaKit, 54, 63.

™"i 51.

injutyl, of eye, 16; of brain, 330.
tu>ht"]< Plato, 263 seqq.; Arist., 307
seqq. ; the prius and posterius of
di-i/iKijim, 314.

latiirfrtv/M, 294, 31a.
/Jon?, 292 seqq.

,
fiop<pr), of atoms, 163 seqq.

Iiiaiifi, 91.

vfirt], 128.

vorfiia : rd vpwra v., 298.
coCs : d/ji-pjs, 208, 256 seqq.

yvv: t4 v. = vrvy-i^i 280.

oJf : riiSf ti, 217 seqq.

S(os (? iffToCf), 96.
ifloVij, 16.

¥x»»» '54-

4>iOIO/«/>fa I99, 237.
ifiotopofxpos, 30.

ipuuoaxxliovuv, 102.

ivopia, 124.

ofut, of sound, 108, 116; of taste, 164.

u/>aV : t<) d/wc, 288.

ipar6s, 56.

Apim66s, 113.

^-ia/ifa 130 seqq.

docppaivfoBai, 130 seqq.

uaippavTi/tis: rb Uippamitir, 243 seqq.

Satpprjau, 1 30 seqq. ; 4 ia^pufla — «
katppavTlK&v, 243.

oil, 93 seqq.

owffio : )} ir<i/iimj 05 ; ij Kara Xiyo*, 2
1

7

seqq.; oi5<ri'a, classes of, 217; ouai'a

= tpvffts, 24O.

!uf,6aXp.it (<wa), 9 seqq., 327.

c^it, visual ray, 25, 66, 84, 91 ; visual

current (Plato), 46 ; visual faculty,

80 seqq., 221, 223; /idAiirra oiffSijffif,

»3i»=99i 3*7-

jr40oi, 309.
»aAai(5s : Sid vaXaiov, 219.

wavorrtpn'ta, 1 66, 1 74.

mapartipuv, 303.
mpavoia, JJ.
nas : ti) Jul iraowv, 1 27 seqq.

irM/iara (?), 135.

Wv« : ri Sid Wkt«, 1 28.

ircpirnu/ia, 329.

irtpuptpr)t, 31.

irftis, 34.

nAiprii, 102 seqq., 130.

irXuair, 158.

itvtvpa, air in motion, 94 ; t4 aitupvror

B6ARK A

«v., 120, 121, 149, 295, 300, 331

seqq.

w6pos, 86; fai wipon>, 13a, 136, 33*

seqq.

waraJiSt, 334.
wfxWor, 33, 53, 67.
Tp€Of)vTt)t, 91.
vp6npoaaos, 35.
rowdc, 138.

»!/>, its varieties for Plato and Aris-

totle, S3, 65, 83.

vvpwSjjs : Til irvjxMi?, 64.

nana, of olfactory organ, 151.

pfTv : nipTa (5<r, 213.

fiivpia : ri Ti}s fytais, 46, 51 ; ir6iiam f.,

102.

fivdfios, Democr. » oxvt"*-

mipf, 187, 194, 198; a medium, 345.

orjpaoia, 125.

axKrip&pSaXiios, 80.

ffKOTClVOt, 57-
ffirfp/ia, 335^6.
OTtpqaiSf X ffif, 65.

anypdi = ri y5v, 280.

ariXfiuv, n.
.»toix«oi> : rd or., of sensory organs,

232, 338, 239 seqq.

<ri/7/raTej>x«'*a, » 334-
ovynptois, 170.

(Tiijeufis, 31.

oi>AAo7«7/i(55, 323-4.
avp$aivur: ra card avitBtfii*<k at-

oeijra, 235, 268, 282 seqq.

avp.fSo\ov, 124.

avuptypla, 81, 210, 333.

ffiftfifrpotf 136, 140.

(rv^irdax11"! I01 -

avfupifuBai, 84.
ovp.<paivla, 108, 125 seqq.

cwai^cip, 45.
auve<m, 252.

avyStais, 74.
owiivat (-117/11), 203, 251.

avariWiaScu, 26.

"XWa. 3'i 37i '8l -

a^ffoflai, 176.

<ru)/ia t<5 froi, 64 seqq. ; awjia and lfwxi.

216 seqq., 327.

rava6s : rayawrc/xu', Empcd., 16.

ra(ts, 37, 182.

T<p/iOTo(?), 135.

rlaaapts : tu Sid Ttoa&par, 1 28.

Tfrayiiivos, 72.

tojtos : t. tiSew, 238 ; &wb To»arr(? 4»*

drdira»'), 318.

rpoirfi (= fic'irit), Democr. 25, 37, 182.

twos, 310.
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irtpit: r6 In/. $ 0Xfni, 85; by. *a)

(rtpin » fluid and solid, 190, 195.
v\t) — matter, 117; X tltos, 218 seqq.
iinaTTj, 128.

iivfpfSoXr), of sensation, 141.
uTOKfiaOat : r& vttok, ** material ' sub-
ject,' 217 seqq.

vviKipfni, 89, 309.
inroAoiiros : a! inroA. mi qotit, 195.

<palv(n9at, 263, 290.
?cu(5s, 52.

<pavTaoia, presentative, 1} tijj xpfar,

*>°. 2 55. 2(>3> representative, 366,

290 seqq.
; ^>. XiryiffiW;, 0ov\fvriicii,

298.
^airac/jo, 290 seqq.

<pa><Ta<rri<us: t<5 ipavTaariKiv.^ 291 seqq.
<pc.pvy( = \&pvy(, 118.

<p66yyos, 126.

^Aif : XW«* * **-. 50; 53. 65, 83.
^oikixoCs, 33, 53, 67.
*»(M,_63, 112.

^porciV : tu y tppovovfiff, 269.

ippiniiot : (ppoyipJrrarov raw fijauv AV-

Bpcmn, 201 ; t4 <ppui/ifiov, III, 269.

stpiots: <p. xpiiimroi, 25, 59; truef. 01

body, 240 ; = natural te, 319.
i/ioji'T/, 104 seqq., 118 seqq.

s'. i<>, 45. 57 set|q., 65, 83.

Xkaipis, 21.

Xoavi;, limped., 19.

X<kty»s, 95.

XP'jn or x/>»"i = ivi<pAvua, 59.

X/x^os, 280.

XpS/ia = 0A<Sf, 50 ; 57, 60 seqq. ; its

varieties, Plato, 50 seqq. ; Arist., 68
seqq.

X"^"'. 100 seqq.

X<opi(iiv: KtxupK'tiiyos, 278 seqq.

if/a$vp6s, X oiekijpis and •ykloxpos, 31.
ifuipr/OIS, 112.

ipicpos, 93 seqq. ; ^. tfy/xi/i/iaTOi, 1 19.

^/•fvxn'<l'- and ucu/ia, 208 seqq.; 21 A seqq.

iXP"'". 2I
> 5 2 -

PASSAGES OF GREEK AUTHORS EXPLAINED
OR DISCUSSED

Empedocles apudhnsX. 437" 23 seqq.,

15-16-
Empedocles a/wrf Diels, Vorsokrati-

ier(p. 211), 135.

Plato, Timaeus, 67 E, 51 ; 67 B, 106-7;

77 B, 270, 273.

Aristotle, 438* 5-16, 25-6; 439* 26,

60; 44°* 3-5. 7"-a ! 43o" 29, 90;
4I9" 5 seqq., 113; 781* 30 seqq.,

120-1; 437* 13, 124; 918" 7-12,

127-8 ;
920* 27 seqq., 128 ; 415* 5,

438" 20-5, 443* 21 seqq., I48, 154-

5. 243-6; 421" 18, 150; 442" 29,

443* ». >5»! 443" '7. 445* »«.

157-8; 423* 10, 191 : 424* 12, 196;

435* »-»5. «98; 459° 3. 2 « 2 ; 424*
16, 225; 447

b 9 seqq., 223, 279;
424* 21-425* 13, 246, 249; 426"

28, 280; 431* 20 seqq., 281; 425*
'5*. *

2 7. 284-5; 438'' 22-5, 284;
449" 30-450* 13, 297; 432* 12,

298; 459
b M. 3°3i 449 35-450*

25. 223* 25, 433" 7, 30S; 449° 24,

3°9. 313; 45°* 27-3J. 3»; 45i"

4-". 315; 45^ '3 seqq., 31S;
45»* »4-3°. 3'9! 45* '7"2 4- 3 2I

~

3! 453" »°-»3. 323-4; 455* 22,

328-9; 461" 17-27, 334.
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